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Debarcs of the Buropean Parliamcnt
IN THE CHAIR: MR SPENALE
Prcsident
(Tbc sitting opcncd at 5.05 p.m)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The sitling is open.
t
I
l. Resumption of tbc session
Precident 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament pdjourned on 14 January 1977.
2. Apologics
Presidcnt 
- 
Apologies for absence have becn
:eceived from Mr Pierre Bertrand, Mr L0cker and Mr
Piantq who regret their inability to ettend this part-ses-
;ron.
3. Appointment of lllembcrs
Presidcnt. 
- 
On 19 January last the Bundestag of
he Pederal Republic of G..-"ny renewed its aet-eg-
lon.
the following wgre appointed:
vlr Adams, Mr Van Aerssen, Mr Aigner, Mr Alber, Mr
langemann, Mr Bayerl, Mr Blumenfeld, Mr Feller-
naier, Mr Flimig, Mr Priih, Mr Fuchs, Mr Haase
!9rsg Mr Hoffmann, Mr Jahn, Mr Klepsch, Mrilinker, Mr Kunz, Mr lange, Mr Liicker, Ir{r Hens-
Verner M0ller, Mr Willi Miiller, Mr Miilter-Hermann,
ilr Schmidt, Mr Schreiber, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schw0rer,lr Seefeld, Mr Sieglerschmidt, Mr Spillecke, Mr
Itarke, Mrs lValz, Mr \Pawrzilq Mr !70rtz, Mr Zeyer
nd Mr Zyietz.
\rrsuant to Rule 3 (l) of the Rules of procedure, the
lureau has made sure that these appointments
omply with the provisions of the Treaties.
t therefore asks the House to ratify these appoint-
nents.
Ire there any objections ?
'hese appointments iue ratified.
ly letter-of 
_27 Jarnrnry, the Chamber of Representa-
ives of the Kingdom of Bclgium informed me of the
ppointment of Mr Guillaume Schyns as Member of
he- European Parliament to replace the late Mr p6tre,
nd by letter of 2 February l97Z the Chamber of)eputies of the Parliament of lreland informed me of
he 
_appointment of Mr Gerald I'Estrange as a Member
'f the European Parliament to replace -Mr Dunne who
ras resigned.
The credentials of these Members will bc verified at
the Bureau's next meeting, on the understanding that,
under Rule 3 (3) of the Rules of Procedure, tht will
provisionally take their s€ats with the same rights as
other Members of Parliament. I congratulate
colleagres whose appointments have been renewed
and welcome the new Members.
(Applause)
4. Election of a Yicc-Prcsidcnt
Prceident 
- 
I have received from the Socialist
Group the nomination of Mr Rudi Adams to fill the
Vice-President's seat which has become vacent as 8
result of the departure of Mr Behrendt.
As no other nomination has been submitted, I beliore
Parliament will wish to elect Mr Adams by acclama-
tion pursuant to Rule 7 (l) of the Rules of 'procedure.
(ApplausQ
I therefore declare Mr Adams Vice-President of the
European Parliament. On the proposal of the Socialist
Gryup, Ir{r Adams will occupy rwelfth place in thc
order of precedence of the Vice-Presidents, while Mr
?gai witt take tenth place which was hcld by SirGe9{rey de Freitas; the latter will take the sixth place
which has been left vacant by Mr Behrendt
5. lWembcrsbip of Committces
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I have received from the Socialist
9pup, the Christian-Democratic Group end the
Liberal and Democratic Group the foltowing requcsts
for appointmcnts to the committees :
- 
Polilical Alfairs Committcc:
Mr Sieglerschmidt and Mr Bangemenn
- 
Itgal Alfairs Committcc:
Mr Albcr
- 
Commitrcc on Economic and lll.onctary Affair:
Mr Horst Hmsc end Mr Zpic:c
- 
Committcc on Badgcts:
Mr Viirtz and Mr Schreiber
- 
Committcc on Social Affairs, Employncnt and
Education:
Mr Vrvrzik
- 
Committcc on Agrianlturc:
Mr &hwrbe end Mr Hoffmann
- 
Com.milnc on Rcgional poliE, Rcgional planniag
and Tt*ntlort:
Mr Horst Harsc; Mr Hoffmann, !o rcpl.ce Mr Sccfeld;
Mt Zylieu, to replace Mr Bangemrnn; Mr Fuch*
- 
Committcc on ,bc Endmnmcnt, htblic Hcaltb and
Consumcr Protcction:
Mr Spilleckc, ro replace Mr Adems; Mr Klinker and Mr
Hans Vemer Mtller
- 
Committcc on Encrp and Rcscarch:
Mt kye4 Mr Kunz rnd Mr Hms-\pemcr Miiller
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- 
Committce on Extcraal Economic Rclations:
Mr Sieglerschmidt, to replace Mr Br6g6gdre; Mr M0ller-
Hermann
- 
Committee on Detelopmcnt.and Cooperation:
Mr Vawrzik and Mr l7iirtz
- 
Committee on tbe Rules of Procedure and Petitions:
Mr Spillecke, to replace Mr Bayerl ; Mr Schw6rer; Mr
Kunz
- 
Dclegation ,o the Join, Parliamcntary Committce of
tbe EEC-Grcece Association :
Mr Liicker
Are there any objections ?
These appointments are ratified.
6. Petitions
President. 
- 
I have received from Mrs Van Buytene
a petition concerning proposals for a European
Charter for road accident victims and from Mr Jean-
Louis Gerus and three other siSnatories a petition on
Europe and young people 
- 
action taken on Petition
No l5l75.
These petitions have been entered under Nos 15/76
and 16176 respectively in the reg{ster provided for in
Rule 48 (2) of the Rules of Procedure and, pursuant to
paragraph 3 of that same Rule, referred to the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions.
7, Docutnents reccioed
President. 
- 
Since the session was adiourned, I have
received the following documents :
(a) from the Council, requests for an opinion on the
following Commission proposals for :
- 
a directive to coordinate the laws o[ the Member
States relating to (self-employed) commercial agens
(Doc. 514175\
which has been referred to the L.gl Affairs
Committee as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs for its
opinion;
- 
a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to materials and articles
containing vinyl chloride monomer and intended to
come into contact with foodstuffs (Doc. 515/75),
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs for its
opinion;
L a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to rear fog lamps for motor
vehicles and their trailers
II. a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to reversing lamps for motor
vehicles and their trailers
III. a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to parking lamps for motor
vehicles (Doc. 5161761,
which has been referred to the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport as
the committee responsible and to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs for is opinion;
- 
a directive on the approximation of the lows of the
Mcmber States relating to the weights and dimen-
sions of certain motor vehicles (Doc. 517176\
which has been referred to the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport as
the committee responsible and to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs for its opinion;
- 
a directive on the epproximation of the lacrs of the
Member States relating to tyres for motor vehicles
end their trailers (Doc. 518176),
which has been referred to the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport as
the committee responsible and to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs for its opinion;
- 
a regulation instituting a Community export declara-
tion from (Doc. 520/75)6
which has been referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs;
I. a directive on the approximation of the laws of thc
Member States relating to heating s]rstems for thc
passenger compartmcnt of motor vehiclcs
IL a directive on the approximrtion of the lavs of thc
Member States relating to the wheel guards o[ motor
vehicles (Doc. 521 1761,
which has been referred to the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport es
the committee responsible and to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs for its opinion ;
- 
a directive concerning the progressive implcmenta-
tion of the principle of equdity of treatment for men
and women in matters o[ social sccurity (Doc.
522176\
which has been referred to the Committee on Social
Affairs, Employment and Education ;
- 
a directive on the harmonization of provisions laid
down by law, regulation or administrative action
relating to the rules goveming tumover tax and excise
duty applicable in international travel (Doc. 524176\
which has been referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs;
- 
a directive amending Directive 70I156/EEC on the
approximation of the lavs of the Member Stetes
relating to type-approval of motor vehicles and their
trailers (Doc. 525176\
which has been referred to the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport as
the committee responsible and to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs for its opinion ;
- 
a regulation laying down special measures in respect
of the Beneventano variety of tobacco (Doc. 533/75),
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which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion;
- 
a rcgulation opening, allocaring and providing for the
administration of Community tariff quotas for certain
wines of designation of origin, falling within sub-
heading er 22.05 of the Common Customs Tariff,
originating in Morocco (1977119781 (Doc. $a176),
which has been referred to the Committee on
Extemal Economic Relations as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Agriculture for its
opinion ;
- 
a rcgulation on Community Iinancial measures to
promote the use of coal lor electricity generation
(Doc. s3s/76)6
which has been referred to the Committee on Energy
and Research as the committee responsible and to the
committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
the Committee on Budgets for their opinions;
- 
a decision adopting a research programme in the field
of Treatment and Use of Sewage Sludge (concerted
action) (Doc. 536176\
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environmeng Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion as the committee responsible and 'to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion.
- 
a directive to protect the consumer in respect of
contracts which have been negotiated away from busi-
ness premises (Doc. 550/76)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion as the committee responsible and the the Legal
Affairs Committee for its opinion;
(b) from the committees the following reports:
- 
Report by Mr lautenschlager on behalf of the Legal
Affairs Committee on the proposal from the Commis-
sion to the Council for a regulation on the Europ€an
Cooperation Grouping (ECG) (Doc. 519176);
- 
Interim report by Mr Schuiit on behalf of the Poliricrl
Affairs Committee on the European Communiry's
information policy with regard to preparations for the
first direct elections to the European Parliament
(DOC. s26t76);
- 
Interim repon by Mr Cointat on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on the proposal from the
Commission to the Council for a directive amending
the Council Directive of 15 March 1976 on mutual
assistance for the recovery of claims resulting from
operations forming part of the system of financing
the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee
Fund, and of agricultural levies and customs duties
(Doc. s72l76);
- 
Report by Mr Pucci on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture on the proposal from the Commission to
the Council for a regulation amending Regulation
(EEC) No 2511169 laying down special measures for
improving the production and marketing of Commu-
nity citrus fruit (Doc. 52817Q;
- 
Report by Mr Kofoed on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture on thc propos.l lrom the Commission to
the Council for a regulation supplementing Regula-
tion (EEC) No 100/76 with regard to arangements
for importing prepared and preserved sardines (Doc.
52et76);
- 
Report by Mr Giraud on behalf of the Committee on
Energy and Research on the adoption of and pros-
pecr for a q/stem of besic prices for imported
primary energy sources within the framework of a
Community energy policy (Doc. 530/76);
- 
Report by Mr De Keersmaeker on behalf of the Legal
Affairs Committee on the relationship betwcen
Community law and criminal law (Doc. 531176l;
- 
Report by Lord Ardwick on behalf of the Lcgat
Alfairs Committee on the proposal from the Commis-
sion to the Council for a directive for the coordina-
tion of laws, regulations and administrative provisions
regarding collective investment undertakin6p for trans-
ferable sccurities (Doc. 5321761t
- 
Report by Mr Giraud on behalf of the Comminee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for
a decision amending the decision on rhe harmoniza-
tion of certain provisions alfecting competition in
transport by rail, road and inland waterway (Doc.
537 t761;
- 
Report by Mr Fr0h on bchalf of the Committee on
Budgets on the proposal from the Commission to the
Council for a regulation on the entries in the Budget
of the Communities relating to the financial effects of
the different conversion rates applied for measures
financed by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF
(Doc. 538/76);
- 
Report by Mr Schmidt on behalf of the Committee
on External Economic Relations on the recommenda-
tions of the Joint Parliamentary Committee of the
EEC-Greece Association adopted in
- 
Rome on 9 December 1975
- 
Aghios Nikolaos (Crete) on t9 Mry 1976
- 
Berlin on 23 November 1976
(Doc. sa6l76l;
- 
Report by Mr Lange, on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monet ry Affairs, on the principles to
bc obscrved by enterprises and govemments in inter-
national economic activiry (Doc. Sa7l76);
- 
Report by Mr Klepsch on bchalf of the C,ommittee
on External Economic Relations on the recommenda-
tions oI the Joint Parliamentary Committee of the
EEC-Turkey Association adopted in Nice on 28 April
1976 and in Ankara on 9 Novemtrer 1976 
- 
(Dcr,.
5au76l;
- 
Repon by Mr Albertini, on behalf of the Comminee
on Agriculture on the proposal from the Commission
to the Council for a regulation laying down special
meesures in respect of the Beneventano variety of
tobacco (Doc. 5491761;
- 
Report by Mr Gibbons on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture on the proposal from the Commission
to the Council for a regulation relating to the fixing
of representative exchange rates in the agricultural
sector (Doc. 552176);
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(c) the following oral questions with debate:
- 
the oral question by Mr A. Berrrand on behelf of the
Christian-Democratic Group to the Commission on
the UN General Assembly's meeting of 24 November
1976 (Doc. 53e176);
- 
The oral question by Mr Coust6 on behalf o( the
Group of European Pregressive Democrats to the
Council on the North-South Dialogue (Doc.5a0fiQ;
- 
the oral qucstion by Mr Molloy, Lady Fisher of
Rednal, Mts Boothroyd, Mr Mitchell, Lord Murmy of
Gravesend, Lord lfalston, Mr Hughes, Mr Kavanagh
and Mrs Dunwoody to the Commission on the
promotion of consumer interests (Doc. 5aU76l;
- 
the oral question by Mrs Squarcialupi, Mr Veronesi,
Mr Mascagni, Mr Masullo and Mr Pistillo to the
Coincil on the dcferral of the directive on the
discharge of titanium dioxide at sea (Doc. 5a2l7Q;
- 
the oral question by Mr Pellermaier, Mr Prescotl Mr
Schmidt and Mr Laban on behalf of the Socialist
Group to the Council on the foilure by the Council to
agree an interim Community intemal fishing regime
lot 1977 (Doc. 543176);
- 
the oral question by Mr Glinne on behalf of the
Socialist Group to the Commission on the repeated
violations of human rights in Uruguay (Dor,. 5aal76l;
(d) the following oral question vithout debate :
- 
the oral question by Mr Martens, Mr A. Bertrand, Mr
De Koning and Mr Fr0h on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group to the Commission on the
increased production of sugar syrups with a high fruc-
tose content (isomeroses) from maize (Doc. 545/
76lRev) i 
,
(e) 
- 
Oral questions by Mr Berkhouwer, Mr Coust6, Mr
Johnston, Mr Laudrin, Mr Kaspereit, Mr Nolan, Mr
Cointat, Mr Dondelinger, Mr Howell, Mr Dalyell, Mr
Evans, Mr Herbert, Mr Yeats, Mr Noe, Mr Scott-
Hopkins, Mrs Squarcialupi, Lord Bessborough, Mr
Nyborg, Mr Radoux, Mr Dykes, Sir Geoffrey de
Freitas, Sir Peter Kirk, Mr Seefeld, Lord Bethell, Mr
Osbom, Mr Spicer, Mr Hamilton and Lord St.
Oswald, for Question Time on Tuesday, 8 and
Vednesday, 9 February 1977, pursuant to Rule 47A
of the Rules of Procedure (Doc. 551/75);
(f) from the Commission the operating accounts and
financial statcments relating to the budget operations
for the financial year 1975 (Volumes I, II, III A and
III B)
and
the report of the audit board on the accounts for the
financial year 1975 followed by the replies of the institu-
tions 
- 
Volumes One and Two 
-
(Dxs. 52311176, s23llll7 6, 5231111176).
These documents have been referred to the
Committee on Budgets, as the committee respon-
sible ; Volume two of the report of the Audit Board
has also beert'referred to the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation for its opinion.
8. Tcxts of trcaties foranrded by tbc Council
President. 
- 
I have received from the Council certi-
fied true copies of the following documents:
- 
agreement between the European Economic Commu-
nity and Macao on trade in textile products;
- 
agreement between the European Economic Commu-
nity and the Federative Republic of Brazil on trade in
textilc products1,
- 
agreement between the European Economic Commu-
nity and the Republic of Columbia on trade in textile
products.
These documents will be placed in the archives of the
European Parliament.
9. Tabling of a motion for a rcsolution
Prcsident. 
- 
I have received from Mr Terrenoire, Mr
Lenihan, Mr Cointat, Mr Coust6, Mr Gibbons, Mr
Kaspereit" Mr Laudrin, Mr Liogier, Mr Rivierez and Mr
Yeats, on behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats, with request for urgent debate pursuant to
Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure, a Motion for a
Resolution on the last meeting of the Council of
Ministers concerning the Middle East (Doc. 553176).
I shall consult Parliament at the beginning of tomor-
row's sitting on the urgency of this motion.
10. Autborization of rcPorts
President. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Rules of
Procedure I have authorized the following committees
to draw up reports:
- 
Commitree on Encrg and Researcb:
a report on the prospects lor and requirements of a
common oil supply and processing policy; the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Alfairs and
the Committce on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protcction have bccn askcd for their
opinions
- 
Committee on Deoelopment and Coopcration:
a r€port on the advance implementation of certain
provisions of the ACP-EEC Convention of Lom6
concerning trade with Slo-Tom6 and Principe, Capc
Verde and Papua-New Guinea.
ll. Refenal to committee
President. 
- 
The motion for a resolution (Doc.
4871761tabled by Mr Hamilton pursuant to Rule 54 of
the Rules of Procedure on the addition of Rule 200A
(Debates on the state of the Community) to the Rules
of Procedure, which had been referred to the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions,
has now also been referred, at the request of that
Committee and to the Political Affairs Committee for
its opinion.
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12. Limit on speaking time
President. 
- 
I propose that speaking time be allo-
cated as follows :
Reports:
- 
l5 minutes for the rapporteur and for one speaker on
bchalf of each Group;
- 
l0 minutes for other speakers;
- 
3 minutes for speakers on rmendmenb.
For oral qucstions utitb debate, the Rules of Proce-
dure provide for:
- 
l0 minutes for the author of the question;
- 
5 minutes for the other speakers.
Are there any obiections ?
That is agreed.
The debate on the stetement by the President of the
Commission on the Tenth General Report and the
Commission's annual work programme scheduled for
Thursday will be organized in accordance with Rule
28 of the Rules of Procedure.
Are there any objections ?
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermoier. 
- 
(D) | have no objections but
wish to make a proposal on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group, the Socialist Group, the Liberal
and Democratic Group and the European Conserva-
tive Group : we should like the joint debate on fishery
problems to be organized under Rule 28 as well. The
total speaking time for the six groups would be two
hours allocated in the usual way; the numerous
amendments would then be moved under the normal
procedure.
!7e consider these arrangements necessary to enable
the agenda to be proceeded with satisfactorily on
lTednesday.
President. 
- 
I consult Parliament on the proposal
which has just been made to limit the joint debate on
fishing planned for Vednesday to 2 hours, divided
between the groups.
That is agreed.
13. Order of business
President. 
- 
The next item is the order of business.
Pursuant to Rule 27a of the Rules of Procedure, the
following Commission proposals have been placed on
the agenda for this sitting for the procedure without
rePort :
- 
the proposal from thc Commission to the Council for
a decision on the acceptance of certain coder strnd-
ards lor sugars intended for humen consumption
(Doc. a73fiQ
This proposel had been rcfcrred to the Legal Alfoin
Committee;
- 
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for
a directive modifying the Council Directivc of
20.7.1976 conceming the statistical surveys to be
carried out by the Member Sates in order to
determine the production potentiel of plantations oI
certain species of fruit vees Q6l625lEEg 
- 
(Doc.
4ea76l
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the Europcan
C;ommunities to the Council for a directive on the
Community list of less-favoured hrming rreas within
the meaning of Directive 75l268lEEC (France) 
-(Doc. 5071761
This proposal had becn referred to the Committcc on
Agriculture as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Plenning and
Transport and thc Committee on Budgets for thcir opin-
ions;
This proposal had been rcferred to the Committee on
Agriculture;
- 
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for
a reg;ulation opening, allocrting and providing for thc
administration of a Community tariff quota for
certain wines of designation of origin falling within
sub-hcading ex 22.05 of thc Common Customs Tariff,
originating in Morocco (1977-19781 
- 
(Doc.
s34t76)
This proposal had been relerred to the Committec on
Extemal Economic Relations as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Agriculture for its
opinion ;
Unless any Member asks leave to speak on this prop-
osal, or amendments are tabled to it before the
opening of the sitting on Friday, ll February l9T7,l
shall declare these proposals approved.
At its meeting on 27 January, the enlarged Bureau
prepared the draft agenda which has been distributed.
Since then, the Council has informed us that the oral
question (Doc. 539176) by Mr Alfred Bertrand on
behalf of the Christian-Democraric Group to the
Council on the UN General Assembly was not within
the competence of the Council but of the Conference
of Foreign Ministers. As the latter has not yet been
able to adopt an answer to this question, it must there-
fore be withdrawn from the Agenda.
The Commission has also informed me that since its
members have only recently been appointed, it will
not be making any statement during this part-session
on action taken on the opinions and proposals of the
European Parliament. It intends to make a full state-
ment on this subiect during the March part-session.
I call Mr Lange.
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Mr Lange, Cbairman of tbe Committce on Budgc*.
- 
(D) I simply wish to draw your attention to the fact
that we agreed at the last part-session to vote this
weck on the motion for a resolution submitted by Mr
Sandri on behalf of the Committee on Development
and Cooperation. The vote was postponed with the
proviso that the Committee on Budgets should have
an opportunity to indicate its opinion to the House. I
hope then that the Committee on Budgets will be
allowed to explain its position before the vote is taken.
I hope that the House will be able to aSree to this
procedure.
Prcsident. 
- 
Obviously, when a proposal has budge-
tary implications, the Committee on Budgets must
have an oppornrnity to express its views in the debate.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenl may I ask for the
debate on the repor! item 399, on the recommenda-
tions adopted by the EEC-Turkey Joint Parliamentary
Committee to be arranged at a different time. I em
the rapporteur and shall not be able to be in the
House late on Thursday evening. If possible, I should
therefore like the report to be taken either on Friday
morning or on Tuesday.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I believe the House can agree to that. I
call Mr Berkhouwer.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) W President, my Sroup
would prefer the debate on item 361 by Mr Guldberg
to be postponed to a later part-session because he is
not here this week. I am putting this request on
behalf of my group and of Mr Guldberg.
My group has of course no obiection to the debate on
the Giraud report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coust6.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(DMy group has put an oral question
with debate on the North-South dialogue which has
been entered on the agenda for ITednesday. For
reasons which you will no doubt understand in this
electoral period I have to be in Lyons on that day,
although I was down to introduce this question. I
therefore wonder whether it would not be possible to
enter the question earlier 
- 
for example tomorrow,
should the Guldberg report be postponed 
- 
or to
postpone it to the next part-session.
Presidcnt- 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I have no objec-
tion to Mr Berkhouwer's proposal. But I would ask
you to consider whether we could then place the
report which I was to have introduced on Thursday
evening, on Tuesday's agenda in place of the Guld- |
berg report; it could of course be taken later on that
day if that were more covenient.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermsier. 
- 
(D) I hwe to point out yet again,
Mr Presidenq that this is no way for our House to
work.
(Applause)
The Bureau held a meeting at which six group
chairmen reached agreement with you, Mr President,
and with the Vice-Presidents. They also discussed the
difficulties of the Guldberg report and the rapporteur,
Mr Guldberg, was present himself in his capaciry as
Vice-President of Parliament. He was prepared to bow
to the Bureau's argument that a report such as this, on
which Parliament has been working for eighteen
months, could not be postponed because of elections
in a particular country however important the Danish
elections may be. But now a postponement is
requested after all !
And then Mr Coust6 comes along and says : Mr Presi-
denq I have to go to Lyons. If I may so, I myself have
to go to Bonn tomorrow morning, but I have suffi-
cient confidence in my group to believe that it will
work just as excellently in my absence.
(Applause and laugbtcr)
Mr Coust6 must surely also consider that his group
has perfectly qualified experts to deal with the North-
South dialogue. If the French members of the Group
of European Progressive Democrats consider the
North-South dialogue to be of political importance
but cannot themselves be present, there are surely
enough Irish politicians in their group who can deal
with the subject with equal competence and brilli-
ance.
I therefore appeal to any Member who is not able to
be here on a particular day because of the dual
mandate, to trust his own group to represent him ; the
agenda should for once be left exactly as it was put
together by the Bureau.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Fellermaier, Ior helping
to keep to the agenda adopted by the Bureau.
In any case, it would not have been possible to
include Mr Coust6's question on Tuesday's agenda
because the Council, to whom it is addressed, will not
be present on that day.
As for Mr Guldberg's report, I hope that the chairman,
or another member of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs, will be able to present it.
In this connection I must say that I have been in
touch with the Danish Government to ask them
whether they could provide transport for our Danish
colleagues who are interested in this problem and in
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the problem of fishing which will be dealt with on the
following day. The reply was in the negative : it is not
the custom of the Danish Government to place mili-
tary aircraft at the disposal of Members of Parliameng
and civil aircraft would have cost too much. I then
contacted the secretary of the Danish delegation who
assured me that during this part-session, although
Denmark is in the midst of an election period, there
would be a fairly large number of Danish Members
present.
In the circumstances, I propose that we leave Mr Guld-
berg's report on the agenda where it is. In that way I
have also answered Mr Klepsch.
(Applausc from certain quetrters)
I call Mr Laban.
Mr Lebon, Vice-Cbairman of tbe Committee on Agi-
calture. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presideng the chairman of the
Committee on Agriculture asked you to place the
report by Mr Gibbons on monetary compensatory
amounts and the report by Mr Albertini on special
measures in favour of Beneventano tobacco on our
agenda. It has since transpired that the opinions of
the Committee on Budgets and the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs on monetary compen-
satory amounts are not yet available; moreover Mr
Gibbons cannot himself be present. Vithout these
heo important opinions we cannot discuss this matter
and J therefore withdraw the Committee on Agricul-
ture's request. However, we maintain our request for
the report by Mr Albertini, which can be dealt with
quickly, to be included on Friday's agenda. The
Chairman of the Committee on Budgets has informed
me that his committee will be considering this report
at six o'clock this evening. The debate will not take
long but the issue is of importance to the growers of
this special variety o[ tobacco, because the regulation
is to enter into force on I March of this year,,so that
its provisions will apply to this year's planting and
hawest. I should therefore be extremely grateful if you
could meet our request.
President. 
- 
Mr Gibbons' report is therefore with-
drawn.
I propose that Mr Albertini's report be included in
Friday's Lgenda, provided that the Committee on
Budgets can deliver its opinion this evening.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
The agenda will therefore be as follows :
Tbis afternoon:
- 
Oral question with debate to the Commission on
consumer interests
- 
Osborn report on certain social provisions relating to
inland waterway transport
- 
Giraud report on transport competition (without
debate).
Tuaday, S Fcbraary 1977
10 am and 3 p.rn:
- 
Question Time
- 
Joint debate on the Giraud and Guldberg rcports on
energy prices
- 
Introduction of the Tenth General Report and the
Commission work programme
- 
Memmcl and lagorcc reports on the Rules of Procc-
dure (votc)
- 
Schuiit interim report on direct elections !o the Euro-
pcan Parlirment
- 
Lcutenschlager report on a European Cooperation
Grouping
- 
Ardwick rcpoft on investmenB in transferable securi-
ties.
lYcdnuday, 9 Fcbntary 1977
I0 a.m and 3 p,m:
- 
Question Time
- 
Joint debate on the oral question to the Council and
the Kofoed report on fishing
- 
Oral question with debate to thc Council on thc
North-South Dialogue
- 
Oral question with debete to the Council dischargc of
titanium dioxide at sea
- 
Kofoed report on sardines
Tbursday, I0 Fcbruary 1977
9 a.ry 3 p.m. and possibly in tbe eoening:
- 
Debate on the Tenth General Report and thc
Commission work progmmme
- 
Jozgirn-Merign6 report on human rights
- 
De Keersmaeker report on Community law and crim-
inal law
- 
Prescon interim report on the Community shipping
industry
- 
Sandri report on trade cooperation with the deve-
loping countries
- 
Oral question with debate to the Commission on
human rights in Uruguay
- 
Schmidt report on the recommendations of thc EEC-
Greece Joint Parliamentary Committee
Fndal, 11 Fcbruary 1977
9 am to 12 nooa:
- 
Procedure without report
- 
Possibly, continuation of Thunday's agenda
- 
Friih report on conversion rates for measures financcd
by the EAGGF
- 
Cointat interim report on the EAGGF financing
system
- 
Klepsch rcport on the recommendations of the EEC-
Turkey Joint Parliamentary Committee
- 
Pucci report on production and marketing of citrus
fruit
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- 
Possibly (subiect to the adoption of the opinion of the
Committee on Budgets), Albertini rePorts on tobacco
- 
Oral question without debate to the Commission on
maize sugar syrups.
Are there any objections ?
That is agieed.
14. Timc-limit for tabling lmendnents
President. 
- 
I propose that we should set the time'
limit for tabling amendmens to the Kofoed rePort on
fishery resources (Doc. 474176) at 3 p.m. tomorrow,
Tuesday, 8 February.
Are there any obiections ?
That is agreed.
15. 1ral question utitb debate:
Consumer interests
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 541176\ by Mr Molloy, Lady Fisher of
Rednal, Mrs Boothroyd, Mr Mitchell, Lord Murray of
Gravesend, Lord Valston, Mr Hughes, Mr Kavanagh
and Mrs Dunwoody to the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities on the promotion of consumer
interests :
Bearing in mind the preliminary programme oI the Euro-
pean Economic Committee for a consumer protection
and information'policy, will the Commission rePort on
further measures envisaged in the field of consumer
Protection ?
I call Mr Molloy.
Mr Molloy. 
- 
Mr President, we have debated very
often in Parliament this subiect of consumer Protec-
tion and part of the argument has always been that
the producer is a consumer and the consumer is a
producer. May I say straight away that my concem is
for the ordinary person and family, who may be
classed as producers because they are say fitten, engi-
neers, nurses, steel workers, miners and scores of other
working people who contribute to some form of
production, construction or service and in that single
instance produce, but, in their lives consume a consid-
erable variety of goods and use a considerable variety
of services. In short, I am speaking of the masses of
ordinary people who make up this European Commu-
nity, who overwhelmingly are the reason for this
Communiry and Parliament and all its committees
who are paid by them and it is these people whom
this Parliament and its committees have to serve. It
seems to me that the Community meaning of a
producer is the entrepreneur, the investor, and the
upper echelons of commerce and big buisiness ; some
sectors of agriculture possibly form exceptions.
!fle are all aware, Mr President, of the vast amount of
money that is spent on advertising and cajoling and
how little is spent in the consumer interest. This is a
shameful neglect and it is quite obvious to any of us
who have been involved in this problem and have
researched deeply into it" that what is required is the
appointment of a Commissioner exclusively to look
after the consumer interest. My research also indicates
that by and large the Communiry and the Commis'
sion of this Community are producer-orientated, and
the masses of consumerc become a Poor second. This
is beyond doubt and it does nothing to enhance the
good name of this Parliament when one has to say
that in the EEC it is the producer who gets the larger
share of assistance and help, to the detriment of the
millions of consumers. I would add it will be to the
peril of this European Economic Communiry if it
does not seek swiftly to change this situation.
Over the past eighteen months there have been some
improvements, more in thought, alas, than actions,
more in words than deeds. Consumer Protection is
needed and numerous Commissione$ 
- 
and this can
be tested in parliamentary replies and parliamentary
reports 
- 
have demonstrated this beyond any doubt.
There is an urgent need for consumer Protection.
Such responses and reports clearly indicate that there
exist in all our countries a few who oPerate on the
basis that the market-place is a place set aside for men
to cheat. Nevertheless, the Commission is concemed,
and the Council are aware of the need for consumer
protection and consumer protection and consumer
information. Their combined concem is laudable;
their achievements lamentable. All is talked of, not
much is done.
True, Mr President, the range is vast, coveing inter
alia toods, clothing, footwear. It covers labelling, parti-
cularly on cans and packages, advertising, many forms
of servicing and, indeed, repairing. There is even a
need for consumer protection for the millions of ordi'
nary working people of this Community in the sphere
of holidays. A number of fundamental changes are
required. For example, a sane rationalization of the
common agricultural policy, the establishment of a
coherent policy on consumer affairs, the creation of
an intemational centre of instruction, a quality-control
centre. But, above all, these can only be coordinated,
proper action can only be taken, when Parliament and
the Commission decide that there should be a special
Commissioner with responsibilities solely to look after
the interests of the consumers of this Community.
The guidetines have been provided, Mr President' in
the summary record of the colloquium of the
consumers' organizations held on 2 and 3 December
1976 in Brussels and I quote from its final paragraph :
Finally, and most importantly, we ask the Commission,
member govemments and consumer organizations to
recognize the shortcomings of the values of the existing
consumption society, with is destruction of much of the
quality of life, and to turn it into e consumer society
which will satisfy consumers' real wanr and needs'
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I believe, Mr President" that this ideal must be made a
reality.
May-I conclude by saying that, if the deeds follow too
slowly and tardily on the words, then the words tum
s-9ur, people become bitter and bitterness produces
disenchantment. Then follows anger and dissension.
And there ,i gr.:?l anger in this Euiopean Community
lmong the millions of consumers who believe thaithe Commission and this parliament are neglecting
them. Therefore, I believe that, if we do not dd somel
thing about it, this attitude can damage severely the
fabric of this Community.
This Parliament must now put the defence, desires
and aspirations of the Eurofan consumer firmly onthe agenda 
- 
a move whiih t believe will enhince
the loyalty of the millions of ordinary people towards
this Community and their interest in ihe Lndeavoun
of this..Community and this parliament. By so doing
we.will not only serve them, but they in turn will
understand that the ideals of this Community can beput to practical use in uplifting and enriching their
lives.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, membcr of tbc Commission. _ Mr presi-
deng the new Commission, which pr.r.nt.j it .lf toyou in January, has decided to give geater weight to
consumer protection and thus to ensure thal the
Community will present a more human face _ to usethe President's words 
- 
which the citizens of the
Member States can recognize and in which they may
have confidence. Since I am charged with consumer
protection questions, I intend during my term of
o.ffice to give a new impetus to the imilementation of
the Community's consumer protection programme.
The Commission's activiti es in 1977 will be centred
upon health protection and the protection of the
economic interest of consumes. - As far as food
products are concemed the Commission has revised,
during the last three months, the list of additives tofood, in order better to protect consumets' health andto adapt existing Community legislation to technical
progress. The Commission will continue with this
task with the assistance of the experts of the Scientific
Committee on Food.
Concerning the protection of the economic interests
of consumers, this Parliament is currently examining
rwo 
-proposals for directives conceming on the oneha.nd, the liability for defective producis and, on the
other, the protection of the consumer in respect of
contracts negotiated by door-to-door salesmin and
contracts negotiated away from business premises.
This year the Commission intends to compllte these
tasks by drawing up two draft directives, which will be
sent to the Council during the second half of the year,
concerning consumer credit and misleading adver-
tising. A third draft directive concerning standard
contract terms will also be s€nt to the Couniil as soon
as possible, if the preliminary work which has already
started progresses favourably during this year.
As in the pasg the Commission will continue to
attach great importance to consumer information.
Firstly the dialog;ue between the Commission and the
consumer organizations must bc intensified and
widened du1ng. this-year. The Commission is already
very pleased with the results obtained at the collo-quium organized in Brussels in December, at which
the representatives of the consumer organizations of
the Member States met the services of -the Commis-
sion and at which the European parliament was repre-
sented. The Commission iniends to put forward to the
Council a proposal for a directive on consumer prcrec-tion, making it compulsory for the price unit of
weight or volume to be indicated, in order better to
provide a basis upon which the consumer can make ajudgment. Similarly, a draft charter on labelling willbe drawn 
.up, s€tting out the important pin-ciplesupon which informative labelling oi products should
be founded. Also during the lattei part of the year theCommission intends io help in the organization,
together with several European universitiei involvedin this field, of a colloquium on consurn€r informa-
tion, in order to compere the methods used, with a
view to improving the techniques employed.
As far as consumer education is concerned, the Euro_pean Parliament requested the Commission to
examine the problem of correspondence courses as
gractised by private organizations. The work in thisfield has turned out to be more complex and lengthier
than foreseen. However, the Commission can assure
Parliament of its definite intention to forward a prop_
osal to the Council in the near future.
Iastly, the Consumers' Consultative Committee has
F.n meeting regularly under the aegis of theCommission, and as the Commission atiches great
importance to the opinions of this committee, it will
continue to consult it frequently. I mi)ght mention
here that, as a first concrete step in thii direction, I
had. the pleasure recently of addressing the opening
session of the newly constituted comirittee. in thl
vastly important area of consumer protection, I have
no doubt that I shall have the benifit of the fullest
assistance and support of all memben of this parlia_
ment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jahn ro speak on bchalf ofthe Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) Mr presideng ladies and gcntlemen,
may I open my remarks by referring to tf,e declara-
tion made by Roy Jenkins in his inalugural address tothis House on ll January 1977. He- said that the
Commission would attach greater importance than inthe past to consumcr protiction. I believe it is very
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important for that promise to be met, because a Sreat
many improvements are nbcessary in this sector
whose importance 
- 
as the previous speaker said is
unfortunately still underestimated by some Members
of this Parliament. I was pleased to hear the Commis-
sioner say that a more dynamic approach would be
adopted to consumer protection policy.
I therefore welcome this oral question by Mr Molloy
and his British colleagues. I believe that the few
Members of this House who were able to attend the
debate on 19 November last year on Miss Boothroyd's
oral question on consumer democracy will still recall
the disappointing answer by Mr Simonet on behalf o(
the Commission. Today we shall be continuing the
debate which began last November.
May I draw your attention in this connection to a
point which the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection 
- 
of which I
have been the acting chairman in the past few months
- 
considers particularly important as it is highly rele-
vant to its futur.e work. I refer, Commissioner, to the
by no means new problem of the forwarding of the
opinions of the Consumers' Consultative Committee
to the European Parliament. More than a year ago I
put a written question on the subject to the Commis-
sion, only to receive a neSative answer. It was not
usual, so I was informed, for the Commission to make
public reports on the meetings of its consultative
committees and groups of experts on which it bases
the preparation of its directives. Vice-President
Simonet gave arf equally negative answer on 19
November 1976 ; he said :
"The Commission does not consider it appropriate to
change the statutes of the Consumers' Consultative
Committee, The task of this committee is to rePresent
consumer interests to the Commission and to give its
opinion on the formulation and implementation of poli-
cies and measures on consumer Protection and informa-
tion.'
Ladies and gentlemen, it so happens that we are
keenly interested in the definitive opinions of the
Consumers' Consultative Committee which could be
of great use to us in our parliamentary work. !flhen I
say'we' I refer not only to the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection but
to the whole Parliament. !7e believe that this House
is entitled, indeed obliged, to maintain closer contacts
than in the past with the consumers and their repre'-
sentative bodies. How can we comment with a full
knowledge of the facts on proposed directives of the
Commission when we have not seen the opinions of
the consumers and their organizations who are most
immediately concemed ?
I therefore appeal to the Commission to review its
position and submit these documents to out
committee in order to facilitate its work.
In line with the declaration made by Roy Jenkins' I
hope too that the previous custom will no longer be
followed so that we can cooperate more closely with
each other.
The proceedingp of the European colloquium in Mont-
pellier and the Brussels colloquium of the consumer
organizations on 2 and 3 December 1976 as well as
the last session of the European consumers forum in
Berlin, which have recently become available to us,
will play an important role in the drafting of our own-
initiative report. Allow me to draw your attention
briefly to a few of the conclusions or demands of the
representative consumer organizations in the Commu-
nity made at the colloquium and which will certainly
be endorsed by Parliament:
- 
promotion of scientific research to be carried out
from the angle of the final consumer;
- 
drafting of directives which lead to the enactment
of optimal statutory provisions in the interests of
consumers, having regard to consumer health and
safety and to the promotion of trade ;
- 
approximation of the provisions and procedures of
the Member States on the inspection and with-
drawal of products considered dangerous and
harmonization of proceedings against infringe-
ments within the Community;
- 
replacement of the concept of 'defence of the
consumer' by the more general concePt of 'promo-
tion of consumer interests' ;
- 
consideration of ways of setting up a European
training centre with the task of developing and
implementing teaching Programmes, assisting
with the training of teaching staff and facilitating
the creation of model schools in the Member
States ;
- 
encouragement of the creation of regional and
local information and advisory centres for
consumers ;
- 
creation of the legal and material conditions for
systematic information of consumers through the
mass media and for free expression of views and
criticism by the consumer associations in these
mass media to which they must enjoy free access ;
- 
appeal to the governments of the Member States
to reserve a specific number of seats for rePresenta-
tives of the consumers in the Economic and Social
Committee of the European Community.
Finally, I want to draw your attention to the main
points of the resolution adopted by the Fourth Euro-
pean Consumers Forum in Berlin:
- 
change of existing agricultural market regulations
to avoid permanent subsidies at the expense of
consumers ;
- 
promotion of product information on a consumer-
oriented basis, eg' through an exchange of experi'
ence at a seminar lasting for several days ;
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- 
specific promotion of consumer information and
training at schools, adult education centres and in
the mass media;
- 
creation of the possibility for consumers to with-
draw from contracts concluded on the basis of
misleading or unfair publicity and entitlement of
consumeni to compensation for damage incurred
through such publicity;
- 
creation of a Directorate-General for Consumer
Afhirs at the Commission.
Mr President, that bringp me to the end of my
remarks. I spoke at some length because I wanted to
take the opportunity to report on three contresses
whose conclusions our committee broadly endorses.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call [ord Bruce to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, it is
quite clear that the Commissioner replying to Mr
Molloyt question had not really graspei its-implica-
!i9ll. I find this surprising, since my colleague, MrMollon in the course of a brief but very tenily and
moderately put argument, had made it quite clear
exactly what he meant by consumer protection. The
Commissioner, when replying, emphasized the
Commission's desire to show a human iace. Mr presi-
dent, we don't want a face put on anphing: what we
want is action..
It is not important that the Commission dresses itself
up and appears to do something; what is required is
in fact action, and it is no good tinkering about with
the same old mixture as before. Ifith iome 6 staff
members in the Commission liaising with consumer
bodies in the various Member States, proposing
various legislative measures concerned with-h6elling,
descriptions, pricing and so on this is merely tinf-
ering with the problem. Mr Molloy made it quite clear
what he had in mind. He said 
- 
and I think this
House will agree with him 
- 
that the Commission asit stood, in fact, the Community as it stood, was
sharply oriented alwap to what it termed .the
producer'. lU/hen the Commission thinks in terms of
the producer, Mr Molloy pointed out, it means the
entrepreneur, the business-man, the owner of busi-
nesses. These are what it means when ii speaks of the
producer, and it is to this limited section of the popu-
Iation, however great their responsibilities may 'be,
that the- whole policy of the Economic Community is
oriented. This Mr Molloy made perfectly clear. Vhat
is required is a change of heart. In Directorate-Gen-
eral there is permanently situated a whole division
which is concerned with liaising with COp,\ with the
farmers' organization. They are in each other;s pockets
the whole of the time, but there is nobody ii.ising
with DG when they come to determine agricultural
policy which is concerned with the interests of the
consumer. Vhat this Parliament will sooner or later
demand and what my. colleague, Mr Molloy, was
requesting, and what I thought the Commission long
ago would have considered is the appointment of a
Commissioner looking after the consumer in the
widest sense of the term 
- 
to make sure that
whenever a proposal comes from the Commission,
whenever a proposal comes from the Council,
whatever it may be, some Commissioner there,
someone in authority, is going to say: How is this
going to affect the consumers by and large in
Eygne ? How is it going to affect the ordinary pcople
of 
--Europa ? These are the matters to which my
colleague was venturing to draw the attention of thi
Commission.
Ve do not require in Europe, Mr Commissioner, any
more cosmetics. !7e do not require any more showing
of human faces. Iflhat we want is direct action by thI
Commission 
- 
by intervention if necessary 
- 
so that
the interests of the great bulk of the population of
Europe may be safeguarded at the sami iime as all
proper steps are taken to encourag€ the producer.
(Applause)
Presidcnt 
- 
I call Mr Meintz to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Meintz. 
- 
(D Mr Presiden! so as to better
explain our position on this question, allow me first to
look briefly at the measures whic[r the Commission
could have taken up to now.
After several months of discussion, the Council
approved in April 1975 a resolution setting out a preli-
minary programme for a policy on the protection and
information of consumers, as proposed- by the Euro-
pean Commission.
This programme was to lay down the framework of a
genuine consumer policy and set out a charter for
consumers based on the following five basic articles
with which you are familiar:
- 
tl,. right to protection of health and safety;
- 
the right to protection of econqmic intereits;
- 
the right of redress;
- 
the right to information and education, and
- 
the right of representation.
In future, and this is importan! the protection and
information of consumers should no longer be the
subiect of isolated measures but of measureJ meeting a
specific right of consumen. The preliminiry
programme should enable the protection of
consumers to be strengthened at Community level
within the overall context of the various Community
policies such as economic policy, the common agricut-
tural policy, social policy and the approximation of
legislation. The Member States should be induced to
formally recognize these five rights, Each citizen and
each association of consumers ihould also be able to
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lay claim to these rights and to see them enforced in
their respective countries.
I think that this question has the merit of enabling us
to reflect on the progress achieved so far, i.e. a little
less than two years after the programme began.
The first four-year programme indicated a list of
priority actions to be carried out throuSh harmoniza-
tion of existing national legislation or by laying down
common norms or alternatively through general direc-
tives. The preliminary Programme covers an
extremely broad area and if it were implemented it
could, on its own, account for a considerable part of
the policy for the protection and information of
consumers.
The areas touched upon in which new proposals have
been presented by the Commission include door-to-
door selling, labelling of textile products, and the
compulsory indication of unit prices o( prepacked
products.
The consumers' right to compensation for damages,
which is for the first time formally recognized and set
down in this programme, also deserves mention,
although its application remains the responsibility of
each individual Member State.
As a former Commissioner, Mr Scarascia Mugnozza,
said, the consumer must be involved as a consumer in
all aspects of social life, in other words he must
develop an awareness. That is why the implementa-
tion of a broad information policy, based on surveys'
comparative studies, publications and lectures, should
give consumers adequate information on the nature'
composition, quantities, prices etc. of products sold.
Finally, such a policy implies fuller explanation of the
Community's policies and decisions and the possi-
bility of intervening during the drafting of regulations
having a direct effect on the interests of consumers.
My group agrees that the aim of the authors of the
question, namely the achievement of greater Protec-
tion for consumeni advocated with such vigour by Mr
Molloy, is praiseworthy but, in the light of our above
remarks, we also consider that it would be better to
fully implement the preliminary ProSramme rather
than anticipate a further series of supplementary
measures.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coust6 to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats'
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F)Mr President, this is a timely ques-
tion. Only a few weeks a8o an extremely interesting
debate was organized in the shape of the first Commu-
nity consumers' forum. In my view, and in that of our
group as a whole, this was a turning point in the deve-
lopment of action by consumers. It heralded the transi-
tion frorn a defensive Posture to Positive and active
participation in the elaboration of the overall
economic policies of our Community. Consumers
organizations would thus no longer be dealing simply
wiih important but limited problems, such as the
quality of products, labelling or regulation of
misleading publicity and door-to-door selling. !fle
know that all this rePresents iustified everyday
concerns. But in our view these consumer organiza-
tions are now beginning to ParticPate in the drafting
of regulations relating to the whole sphere of
economic activity in the Community'
This is a desirable trend, since the consumers have
their place as responsible Partners in the economy.
However, cooperation cannot be satisfactory unless
the consumers rid themselves of their complex of
perpetual sufferers. This attitude is so firmly rooted in
minds and habits that we hear constant references to
the 'defence of consumers' and it is in fact also the
reason why we have had this most interesting debate
on a question by Mr Molloy- whom I congratulate
with his co-signatories 
- 
concerned with the Protec'
tion of consumer interests.
This vigorous, defensive action was, I suppose, a histor-
ically necessary phase to ensure that consumer organi-
zations were set up and could make their voices heard,
but that phase now belongs to the Past because, in our
view, there is no real antagonism between producers
and consumers; each needs the other to achieve the
ultimate goal : ample supplies of products of adequate
quality. !7e know perfectly well that in the final
analysis the interests of consumers and producers are
closely linked, as are those of the intermediaries. It
can only do harm to play them off against one
another; we must therefore seek a better under-
standing and ensure a better balance of the interests of
consumers and producers which are in fact comple-
mentary.
I shall take iust tcro examples : we know that the agri-
cultural market is organized on a Community basis
and I am sorry that the Consumers' Consultative
Committee seems to contest that fact while generally
forgetting the need for security of supply of agricul-
tural products, despite the favourable situation in that
respeit from which we in Europe benefit' Not only
ars there regular supplies ; through the common agri-
cultural policy we have also helped to Protect Commu-
nity consumers against the effect 
- 
which might
otherwise have been considerable 
- 
of short-term
movements on prices.
ln 1974 the price of food products rose by l0'4 % in
the Community while in the United States the
increase in the same year was 14'6 o/o and in Japan
29 o/0. Through the introduction of export levies on
certain key primary commodities (cereals, rice and
sugar), the Community has not only ensured the secu'
rity of supplies but also a measure of stability of
consumer prices.
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The effectiveness of these measures is illustrated by
the fact that, for a substantial number of products, the
domestic Community price was substantially lower
than the world market price in 1975 and 1975 and we
hope this will remain so in 1977.
An even more striking and interesting example is that
of Great Britain. Since its accession to the Commu-
nity that country has benefited from a great effort in
favour of consumers in the form of Community
subsidies on the consumption of butter and meat and
subsidies on imports of sugar from third countries.
The result of all this has been a more moderate
increase in prices in Great Britain than would have
been the case if it had been obliged to procure its
supplies at world prices. The same holds good for
industrial products. It should not be forgotten that the
Community, by phasing out customs duties, organ-
izing a large market and creating keener competition
between producers has in fact given the consumers of
industrial products greater choice as regards product
quality and price. This is perfectly illustrated by the
excellent surveys made by the Statistical Office of the
Commission, which show that the prices of major
industrial products are moving increasingly close
together in the various countries 
- 
in the case of
clothing, furniture, household electrical appliances,
motor vehicles and so on 
- 
despite the serious
problems still posed to the Community by the
disparity in exchange rates as between the different
countries. \7e therefore lend our support to the words
of the Commissioner responsible in this area who said
iust now that he intended to pursiue an active policy,
and also to Mr Roy Jenkins, the President of the new
Commission. I7e think, in fact, that the Community
must embark upon a mature consumer policy with
important obiectives and resources ; it must also
continue the effort of reconciliation between
producers and consumers because it is by reconciling
interests rather than opposing them that we shall be
able to pursue a Community policy living up to our
ambitions.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, I believe
that if we are to make progress in this field of
consumer affairs, consumer affairs should be esta-
blished as a separate directorate-general.
Of course, the Commissioner is absolutely right when
he says that this is one of the things that can give the
Community a human face, which is so very Cssential
in the run-up to direct elections. Lord Bruce 
- 
who,
unfortunately, is not here at the moment, suggested
that the Community does not just want a human face
- 
it wants action. I would respectfully suggest to
Lord Bruce that publicity properly handled rs action,
and it is action which many people in the Commu-
nity very much want.
Like Mr Jahn, I am puzzled as to why the reports ofthe Consumers' Consultative Committee, which
advises the Commission on draft directives before
they come either to Parliament or to ECOSOC, are
not published, and are very rarely made available to
the European Parliament.
The Committee on the Environment" Public Health
and Consumer Protection did once get hold of the
CCC report on product liability, but only by very
special request. There is no doubt that consumers are
eager for information in readily accessible form. The
Commissioner said in his 
- 
slightly reluctan( I
thought 
- 
reply to the question, that the Commis-
sion would intensify the dialogue with consumer
organizations. But what about the general public ?
!(hat about dealing, not only with the middle man,
but also directly with the general public to a much
greater degree than is at present the case ?
In May 1976 the Commission published a suryey
entitled 'European Consumers 
- 
Thcir Interau, Aspi-
rations and Knowledge on Consumer Affairsi'I\is
showed that a very high proportion of men and
women in all income groups and all age groups were
in favour of either the introduction or extension of
television broadcasts to provide consumem with obiec-
tive information in a simple, readily accessible form.
Television and radio, therefore, are areas where
Commission activity in the consumer field would find
a receptive audience.
The section of the 1975 preliminary.onrrrn.,
programme, which deals with information, seems
really to me to have been marking time since the
Commission produced the May 1976 survey. It would
be particularly useful in the run-up to direct electionsif the Commission could take a very much more
active role in giving information via the media as a
means of showing, as Mr Coust6 said, what benefits
membership of the Community can confer on ordi-
nary men and women and their families.
\\e 1976 consumer programme states quite definitely
that the Commission will publish an annual report on
the state and progress of the programme. Now what
has happened to this, and why has the Commission
not given it a high priority ? Not just as an official
document 
- 
those tend to get chucked in the waste-
paper basket 
- 
but as a document which could be
given wide publicity at a time when the Community
needs to win support. I wonder sometimes if the
Commission is satisfied that everything possible is
being done to publicize directives which are of direct
benefit to consumers, such as those on the labelling of
foodstuffs and product liability, as an achievemeni of
the Community ? I wonder if it appreciates how much
such publicity is needed in some Member States, parti-
cularly my own, to counteract the hostility towards
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some of its harmonization directives, because we
above all, and particularly in my group, will stand for
no harmonization for harmonization's sake. This is an
antidote to that feeling that the public have about
harmonization. I7e were very glad, incidentally, that
the directive on Community beer was withdrawn.
That would have caused nothing less than uproar in
my countr,, and, I have no doubt, in many others.
Commissioner Burke said that they were going to
bring in a draft charter on labelling, but he did not
mention the vexed question of language in this
connection. One item on which, with respect" the
Commission and Parliament have long been at logger-
heads is the question of the language on container
labels for foodstuffs and dangerous substances. The
Parliament has always insisted that this should be in
the language of the country where the goods are
marketed. This is important in many spheres that may
not readily strike the Commission. For instance, in
my country we had a very, very effective German
cough mixture. There was a little note on this cough
mixture in German which said that it should not be
taken before driving. Now we had numerous cases,
that went, I believe, right to the House of Lords, in
which people were convicted of drunken driving
because, without knowing it, they had consumed a
considerable amount of alcohol via this cough
mixture, and, of course, they got off. But it was a
serious matter at the time. Now the commission has
resisted the idea of using the language of the country
concerned, and I do hope that as a conciliatory
gesture at the beginning of the new Commission, it
might perhaps adopt Parliament's attitude in this
regard.
The Commissioner did mention a proposal on door-
step sales. I do hope he will go very carefully on this
one. This is a matter of very great importance in the
North lUest of England, particularly as regards the
sale of textiles, which is done very widely on a door to
door basis. This is something into which, with respect,
the Commission must not rush. Very great care must
be taken to consult all the people concerned, other-
wise we could create a very difficult situation in an
area of the Community where unemployment is
already too high.
May I just say I wish the Commissioner the very best
of luck in his new term of office.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Veronesi to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, this is a subject which has been dealt with
repeatedly by Parliament and its responsible commit-
tees. The interest of the Community in matters of
consumer defence cannot be denied. I shall continue
to speak of the defence of consumers because I do not
think that the situation has improved sufficiently to
allow us to use a different expression from this one,
which does of course imply a value iudgment.
Recently meeting;s have been held (the most impor-
tant of them at Montpellier) at which the problem of
the defence of consumers has been the subject of crit-
ical analysis from the scientific and economic angle as
well as in social terms. I think that many true points
were made on that occasion. However, repetition of
this debate might ultimately convert it into a kind of
periodic ritual, serving no more useful purpose than to
stress the existence of the problem yet again. I there-
fore agree with those colleagues who consider that the
time has come for more incisive action by the
Community bodies enabling us to proceed more ener-
getically.
The problem of the defence of consumers admittedly
concerns the quality of products and prices, but in
this period of general economic crisis and far-reaching
change in economic relations between the countries
of the world, it also involves optimum utilization of
key products. The consumer and the economies of the
individual countries can still be defended while esta-
blishing a scale of priorities between the different
types of consumption. This is most imPortant in my
view because we must engage in an energetic struggle
against waste and I am certain that in this area the
European Communities can make a valid contribution
through the authoriry which they enioy.
To this end, far more effective information is needed
than has been available up to now. In my own
country there was a monthly review which, with
considerable courage, took individual products which
were named, analysed and evaluated them and then
compared their content, price and production cost
with the data given in advertising material. This
caused greet concern to many sectors of industry, so
much so that the review was obliged to cease publica-
tion for lack of funds.
I agree with the previous speaker on the need for
more intensive information and education and I
believe that the Community should ask the biggest
daily newspapers and radio and television stations in
the Member States to publish reports for the benefit of
the consumer. In my view this would be a way of
giving greater authority, credibility and, if you like,
obfectivity to what is said, even though it might harm
the interests of certain industries or production
complexes.
I think then that this could be an important Path to
follow. Valid aid could also be guaranteed through the
presence of the Community, enablinS action to be
pursued in the schools 
- 
at least at certain levels 
-in order to make known and explain the importance
of the problem. How, for example, can we tolerate
large-scale advertising for devices which guarantee in
ten days ten centimetres more height for small men
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or other devices which will give girls the most beau-
tiful bust in the world in ten days ? This type of adver-
tising must be discredited and for that purpose the
help of a leading authority such as the Community
could be very beneficial, since it has its own official
channels and access to the leading newspapers and
radio and television stations of the member countries.
I think this suggestion could be approved and I
submit it therefore to the Commission, since it seems
to be the most immediate and effective way of
achieving concrete results.
(Appiause)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Lord Murray.
Lord Murrey of Grovesend. 
- 
Mr President, I
think that we can all agree with practically everything
that has been said this aftemoon in this debate, and
that is one of the problems : we come here and talk
about consumer affairs and we all agree with each
other. I think what we are asking for today is that the
Commission should become a much more offensive
body than it has been in the past. Particularly at a
time like this when there are large pockets of unem-
ployment" when we have inflation all over the
Community, the people who suffer are the victims of
the lack of consumer protection. S7hat the Commis-
sion ought, I think, to be doing is to examine more
closely how they can protect the consumer at the
point of production rather when the goods arrive in
the shops; and it is the lowly-paid and the unem-
ployed who, we sometimes find, are the least articulate
and the least able to protect their own interests. One
of the problems, of course, is that many of these
consumer organizations are on a voluntary, hitjor-miss
basis, and we really need much firmer guidance and
protection for the consumer. After all, in my own
country how many of those that need consumer
protection read magazines like lybicb ? It is usually
those who are better off 
- 
the middle-class 
- 
who
are able to obtain this sort of magazine or take the
trouble to read it; but it is really those people who go
either to'the small comer shop or to the large chain-
stores who need all the protection that is possible.
Another point is that whilst you have it on this hit-or-
miss voluntary basis consumers are not confident of
the protection they receive either from their indi-
vidual governments or from the Commission and the
Community; and this confidence is really what the
Commission should be reinforcing. Again, in my own
country, the publicly-owned industries are criticized
regularly, particularly in the media, but immediately
there is an attempt to criticize privately-owned
industry for the lack of consumer protection, the
people concerned run into the difficulties of the libel
laws and feel that they are unable to criticize in the
way they should be doing. After all, we see in our
member-countries goods that do not last for the time
they are supposed to when people buy them, the
guarantees that do not hold water; basically, it comes
down to people not knowing their rights and not
having enough protection.
I think the Commission has a great opportunity not
just to put a human face on consumer protection, not
just to give a voice to consumer affairs and to say, 'I7e
know it is wrong, we need to do something', but to
use its muscle; and that is what it should be doing to
protect the interests of consumers throughout the
Community.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, lWember of tbe Commission, 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I would first of all congratulate Parliament andin particular Mr Molloy on raising this important
subiect at this early stage in the life of the new
Commission. But may I say to Mr Molloy that he
seems to be inviting me to work myself out of a
number of responsibilities which I secured on the
evening of the first meeting of the Commission. If I
am to be regarded as the Commissioner in charge of
consumer affairs and nothing else, then I must give
up my responsibilities for relations with the Parlia-
ment, my responsibilities in regard to taxation and in
regard to transport. I am quite sure that he did not
mean it quite in that way. What he wished to empha-
size was that the Commission should attach ever
greater importance to that aspect of its work which is
subsumed in the title 'Protection of Consumer Inter-
ests'.
One of the reasons why I would be slightly hesitant to
adopt some of the attitudes put before me this
evening is that it might put me in some sense into a
posture of confrontation with some of the aspects of
the Commission's activities. For example, Lord Bruce
invited me to have a look at DG VI and agricultural
matteni. I prefer to take the point which was made
very eloquently by Mr Coust6 when he spoke in
favour of conciliation rather than confrontation. And
if conciliation rather than confrontation is to be the
desired effect in the mind of the general public, thenI also say that collegiality is the watchword of the
Commission and that while I may take special respon-
sibility for consumer affain, I must always remember,
and the Parliament must always remember that in
these matters we reach our decisions on a collegiate
basis : I have no doubt that every other member oi the
Commission is as anxious as I am to see that
consumer affairs are protected and that citizens' rights
generally in this Community are protected.
Taking up the point made by Lord Bruce when he
said that what we wanted was less cosmetics and more
action, I would make two points here. Firsg the words
'human face of the Community' were the choice of
the President of the Commission in his initial address
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here, and I understand that is from the same political
grouping as those who spoke in this manner, so that
the problem of cosmetics is not one for me : I did not
choose the phrase in the beginning; it was chosen by
the President of the Commission to express a certain
point of view, a great€r interest in the citizens of the
Community.
That is a smaller point. The important point is that
Lbrd Bruce has asked me to interyene in many of the
areas of activity of the Commission 
- 
for example, as
I have mentioned, agriculture. May I say in this regard
that the Consumers' Consultative Committee, which I
met very recently, has also had consultations with my
fellow-Commissioner Finn Olav Gundelach and that
no doubt they were able to convey to him their
concern in regard to some aspects of consumer
interest in agriculture.
I take the point made by Mr Albers when he spoke
about the greater importance that needs to be given to
consumer affairs and that he was glad to hear my state-
ment. In this regard, and in reply also to Mr Jahn,
may I say that there is some difficulty in having the
opinions and suggestions of the CCC delivered
straight over to Parliament. The Commission knows,
and I hereby reaffirm that I know, that Parliament
attaches great importance to the opinion of the
Consultative Committee. But I would have parliament-
arians remember that the Consultative Committee,
important as it may be, is only one element in the
decision-making process of the Commission. I would
therefore have to reserve my position in regard to the
request made by a number of honourable Members
that we should give to the European Parliament
directly the opinions which come to us from this
important body of the Commission. May I say,
though, that in making this reservation I want to
make it absolutely clear that it is my intention to
provide the European Parliament with all the usefull
information which can shed light upon the interpreta-
tion of texts submitted for Parliament's approval.
In regard to the point made by Mr Meintz, may I say
that the Commission has already examined the ques-
tion of the competences and the structures of the
services concerned with consumer protection. I would
like to remind Parliament that I have been only 3 or 4
weeks in charge of this important responsibility. I
have assessed for myself the importance of the
services in question, but it will take sometime before
my assessment of the importance of the services will
be translated into action in regard to these services. I
would say that this will happen over the period of 4
yean. I think, with respect, I could hardly be expected
to deliver in the short period of 4 weeks what has not
been delivered for the previous 4 years. But I hope
that in the near future this European Parliament will
be satisfied with the new orientations of the Commis-
sion which will be made at my instigation in this
regard.
May I say also that I agree very much, as I have
already mentioned, with Mr Coust6's general
approach. I agree with him that the consumeni them-
selves are going to have to take their responsibilities
concerning the elaboration of economic policy much
more seriously. I see this as happening in two phases.
One, as has already been mentioned, would be the
defensive phase, where we ate concemed to empha-
size the protection of the main interests of the
consumer. A second phase, which will follow in the
not too distant future, I hope, might more appropri-
ately be regarded say as the active phase in which,
through proper structures, consumers may ParticiPate
in the main policies in their various countries 
-economic, agricultural, transport and so on.
May I reciprocate the good wishes of Mrs Kellett-
Bowman for my term of office and say that I agree
with many of the things which she has said here this
evening. In regard to television and radio, I am sure
the honourable Member realizes that the Commission
organizes regularly meetings with the media 
- 
press
radio and television 
- 
during which exchanges of
information on consumer matteni take place. But I
think what she has in mind is more people appearing
on national television to explain directly to the
citizens what is involved. I would invite her to
consider for a moment the difficulties which the
Commission, with its limited resources in this area,
has in carrying out what should in fact be done by the
national governments through their various television
and radio sewices. In regard to her question about the
annual repor! this is in preparation and will be
published very soon and distributed widely and publi-
cized widely in the Community.
Concerning the labelling of products, I have noted
her statement in regard to the problem of languages. I
must say that I would not, at this early stage in my
tenure of office, be willing to give an authoritative
view on what I shall do about it. Suffice it to say that I
have noted the important point made and will give it
every attention. I agree with her, too, that we should
avoid too much harmonization for harmonization's
sake and I have already made this clear to a number
of bodies that I have met in the course of my brief
tenure of office.
One thing she said, though, was very important: that
if we are to overcome the increasing resistance to
Community attitudes in the various Member Stateg
the Commission's and the Community's achievements
must be more widely publicized. I find it interesting
that when the Commission achieves something in the
realm of consumer protection, the national govem-
ments sometimes take the credit for what in fact the
Community has achieved. I can only assure the honou-
rable Member that I shall not be slow in claiming for
the Commission any firsts in this regard and that if
any national government seeks to muscle in too much
where it shouldn't and where it has no moral right so
to speak, I shall bring this to their attention.
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As to Mr Veronesi's point about the tn;th being
voiced, I sympathize with his point of vlew but I
recall, from personal experience, difficulties with a
particular television programme which sought to give
the truth about certain products and the production of
certein materials. The progamme was taken off a
certain television station simply because the effect on
the consumer was rather greater than perhaps the
producers were expecting. I think in his contribution
he very rightly pointed out the difficulties in this area.
But these difficulties should not deter us too much.
Ve should keep on tr:nn& as the Commission is
going to do, to see that the individual citizen is
provided with more and more information about the
various products which he is expected to use and to
consume.
As for Lord Murray's point about the Commission
becoming an offensive body, I have taken note of this.
I know he was perhaps speaking of using muscle in
the metaphorical sense, but I shall certainly try to
make sure that the European Community is more
aware of the Commission's activities in this regard. I
think he had a very interesting point in salng that
the consumer might best be protected at the point of
production rather than at a later stage. This is some-
thing which I will look into and perhaps at a future
date the Parliament might have an oppornrnity of
discussing this point.
To conclude generally, may I say, Mr President, that
the general tenor of this debate follows rather closely
my own thoughts over the last few weeks as I have
tried to assess my responsibilities as Commissioner
responsible for consumer affairs. I have come to the
conclusion, as evidenced here this evening in this
debate, that what we need really is not a Commis-
sioner responsible for consumer affairs, but in effect a
Commissioner responsible for what might generally
be regarded as citizens' affairs. In a sense a Commis-
sioner responsible for what is in some countries
regarded as the quality of life.
In coming to these general conclusions about my role
as Commissioner, I am fortified by the knowledge
that the Commission's programme, the preliminary
programme of the European Economic Community,
for a consumer protection and information policy,
takes the very same attitude in its introduction where
the consumer is no longer seen merely os a purchaser
and user of goods and services for personal, family or
group purposes, but dso ss e pcrton concemed with the
various facets of society which may affect him either
directly or indirectly as e consumer.
It goes on to sum up the consumer's interests in five
areas. They are the right to protection of health and
safery the right to protection of health and safery the
right to protection of economic interesr, the right of
redress, the right to information and education and
finally the right of repr€sentation, the right to be
heard. Those of you who have listened closely to my
opening remerls will have noted that I referred to thc
first, second and fourth points of that progrommc.
This does not mean that I shall not psy attcntion dso
to the two othcr sections which were mentioned in
the prelimin.ry programme. Suffice it to say that for
the moment, given that some spcakers have suggested
that all we have got so far is words, words, words, I
thought that in addressing Parliament here this
evening I should speak of concrete suggestions or
concrete proposals which the Commission in thc next
twelve months intends to bring before the Council.
That, Mr Molloy and others vho havc spoken here
this evening, is my answer to those who have criti-
cized the Commhsion for simply uttcrint words. I
have said precisely what I hope to achieve in thc next
coming twelve months. If we can do thesc things, it
will be a concrete step forwand, and I am not mini-
mizing in any way the general espccts of the dcbate
which we have had here this wening.
Mr President, I want to thank all those who heve
contributed to e very lively and interesting dcbate.
(ApplausQ
Pncsident. 
- 
I call Mr Molloy.
Mr Molloy. 
- 
I am very grateful indeed to Mr Burkc
for the very interesting points he hes made. Of courc
I appreciarc very much indeed thet he has only been
in the iob for, as he said, four weeks. He seems to me
to have a remarkable grasp of what it is all about. The
most telling sentence that he used was this : 'I could
hardly be expected to deliver in four weeks whet has
not been delivered in the previous four years'. That is
an admission for you. I hope that he can, within one
year, make up for the failingp that he and I agree have
existed for so long.
Lord Bruce was talking of the cosmetics on the
human face, and I can undersand that very well
indeed. There are some sharp practices in that respcct,
and commercial cosmetics cen make the ugly
duckling look like the Mona Lisa. It is this sort of
thingp that we want some action on. For, when you
talk in the pubs and clubs, or in football grounds, you
observe that amongpt ordinary people, Mr Presideng
the disappointment and anger are very very rcal.
\Vhat they say to us, 'Look, all is talked of : nothing is
done'.
And I would say this: I hope, too, that the C,ommis-
sioner will not be like some of those who have had
responsibility in the pest; they, too, have hed the
spirit and the desire to want to do something, but we 
.
have discovered that the flesh was lamentably weak.
Ve have had all the same excuses year in and year out
- 
almost identical. They have been, so b .p."h
consistent in their excuscs, and as Oscar Vilde ohce
said-,'Consistency is the last refuge of the unimagina-
tive'. I hope that will not apply to Mr &rrke. I hopc,
too, that, if we can judge from the grasp of this subject
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he has shown this afternoon, he will lose his Presentjob and become this Community's first Commissioner
for the Protection of Consumers.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
At the risk of abusing the President's
privileges, I should like to clarify to Mr Burke what
seems to me to be a fundamental request by the Euro-
pean Parliament in this debate.
\7hat the European Parliament is asking you to do,
Mr Burke, is to be the active conscience of the
Commission in regard to the question of consumers.
In your reply, which was very sympathetic, you
mentioned the collegiate nature of the Commission.
In our opinion, collegiality without some personal
touch means anonymity and inefficiency. Conversely,
if there were a personal approach without collegiality
the same inefficienry would appear, because decisions
must be collegiate decisions. Vhat we are asking you,
therefore, is to take a personal approach within a
collegiate framework.
!fle entirely trust you to progress in this direction and,
with the aid of the consumers themselves, arrive at an
effective policy as desired by all groups of this Euro-
pean Parliament. !7e will wholly support you in your
actions. I wanted to say that to summarize for your
benefit the desires of our fusembly as I see them.
(Applause)
The debate is closed.
16. Regulation on certain soeial prooisions relating
to inland u.tte"wa! trans|ort
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
484176) drawn up by Mr Osborn on behalf of the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport on the
proposal from the Commission of the European Commu-
nities to the Council for a regulation on the harmoniza'
tion of certain social provisions relating to goods trans'
port by inland waterway.
I call Mr Osborn.
Mr Osborn, ra1Porteur. 
- 
Mr Presideng when I
undertook the work of rapporteur, I little realized
what a challenge it was for me personally to reach a
compromise between the pressures in our own
committees, the pressures on the Commission, the
advice of ECOSOC, and pressures from employers
and trade unions affected by this proposal.
Firstly, may I welcome Mr Burke, the new member of
the Commission, to this debate. I am aware that he,
too, has inherited a challenge but I am certain that a
new mind at this stage will be an asset rather than a
detriment to the furthering of this particular issue'
Since Members will notice that in my report I am
recommending a considerable number of amend-
ments to this proposed regulation, I think I should
start by saying a little about the background to my
thinking when I came to draw up this report. Firstly,
Parliament had waited a long time. The Council deci-
sion on this proposal was taken in May 1965.
Secondly, this proposal has been in the hands of Parli-
ament and ECOSOC and has been exhaustively
discussed for some 17 months. Above all, I was cons-
cious 
- 
as indeed are all members of the Committee
on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport
- 
of the geat difficulties which comparable provi-
sions in the field of road transport have encountered
over the years.
It seems to me that, at least in parg this was due to a
certain lack of flexibility in those proposals. I
remember that in the debate a few months ago Mr
Mursch said it was no good making laws if no one
obeys them. My reply was that it is no good producing
bad laws which are impossible to enforce. Accord-
ingly, it seemed to me that there was a real danger
that, if this present proposal wete not flexible enough,
it might encounter not the same difficulties but
grcater difficulties in its application than have the
social provisions in road transport. To my mind, to
adopt legislation which cannot be applied effectively,
is much worse than not legislating at all. This is
always a risk when the legislation in question is too
detailed. I think this perhaps could be the case here.
Mr President, when I started, I was of the opinion that
the Commission was attempting too much. I think I
still hold that view. But I am aware that the Commis-
sion is under social pressure, even from our own
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion, to do more. For this reason I sought first and
foremost, therefore, to make sure that the proposals
were as flexible as possible. I would like to deal with
this aspect of my work in the first instance.
The House will see that I suggest Article 7 should be
entirely rewritten. The purpose of this is to ensure
that any derogations from the provisions of the regula-
tion concerning manning (and basically these are set
out in Articles 5 to 9 and the Annex) should be based
on the physical characteristics of the various types of
inland waterways and the vessels that work there. I
provide for this in paragraph 3 of my new Article 7.
This means that there will be no national derogations
as such, but rather that crew requirements will depend
on the type of watenvay. This I think is important,
because the crew requirements provided for in the
annex to this regulation are modelled on those in
force on the Rhine, and the Rhine is of course in navi-
gational terms a very different proposition from a
small virtually currentless canal which may not be
susceptible to major variations in depth and so on.
And, in fact, I sense that differing types of waterways
may be giving rise to differing national attitudes to
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these proposals. My revised Article 7 does, however,
contain in paragmph 4 extremely careful provisions to
ensure that crew reductions are only made after both
sides of the industry have been consulted and that
they do not represcnt a step backwards in the social
field. And I attach very great importance to this.
I should like to mention Article 8 which concems
female crew, and wa!t, in the opinion of my
committee, drafted in a way which, however uninten-
tionally, might have proved prejudicial to women and
to their right of equal employment. You will see,
therefore, that we have amended Article 8 drastically
by spelling out the fact that there should be no
discrimination in the employment of women, beyond
the benevolent discrimination of not permitting
women to work as active crew members after the sixth
month of pregnancy or before the end of the third
month following their confinement. I might say that I
attented the ECOSOC debate on this a week ago and
it was indeed interesting and constructive. You will
notice that we do not say, as the original Article 8 (a)
said, that women shall not be employed during this
period ; we leave this possibility open by saying that
they shall not be able to work as active crew members.
I now come to the most difficult part of the repor!
that covering sections [V, and V, namely Articles l0 to
17, which deal with hours worked at the helm, rest
periods and so on. The House will notice that in Mr
Albertsen's opinion 
- 
and I should mention that I
have managed to work very closely with Mr Albertsen
and the Commission and regret that he is not here for
this debate today 
- 
a great deal of attention is given
to specific points about the length of the working day,
duration of rest periods and so on. I quite deliberately
decided to avoid these issues, because it seems to me
that Parliament was not the best body to 6onsider
these highly technical details. At one stage it seemed
to me that we might have hoped for guidance about
them, but the independent report requested by the
Commission, which I refer to as the Interfides repor!
was unable to come to any really concrete conclusions
as to what the effect of the Commission's proposals
would be on the industry. And it also seemed to me
that the Economic and Social Committee was a forum
more likely to be able to give full and effective consid-
eration to these sections than Parliament.
During the committee stage I, therefore, made an
amendment to put in a new article, which was
intended to ensure that after a period of observing
what the actual effects of these sections were on the
industry, the Commission would be able to amend
them, but again only after consulting both sides of the
industry. And I very much hope, therefore, that the
Assembly will reconsider the alternatives before us.
This amendment was defeated in committee, but its
substance is repeated in Mrs Kellett-Bowman's amend-
ment to the motion for a resolution, which we shall
be considering shortly. I7hat I want to say now is that
I think there may have been some misunderstanding.
It was never my intention that my amendment should
operate against the interests of the employees. Perhaps
I am to blame for not having made this explicitly
clear when I drafted it in committee, although Mr
Albertsen, I am certain, understood my obiectives.
And I will now, therefore, give that assurance to the
House. \Fhat I think iustified my amendment entirely
was a discussion we had in committee following its
rejection, when we found ourselves immediately going
into detailed but unproductive examinations of these
sections of the proposal. And it was also justified, in
my view, by the fact that at the end of last month 
-and I have referred to this 
- 
at a meeting that I
attended, the Economic and Social Committee and
the Commission were able to reach agreement over
certain modifications to these sections. And I might
say that, in principle I accepted and welcomed these
modifications but I do not want to suggest today that
we recommit this proposal in order to try and write in
the same modifications that have been agreed by the
Economic and Social Committee. Mr Presideng you
very kindly allowed a postponcment of this debate so
that I could listen to the Economic and Sociat
Committee, who in this case have made a valuable
contribution to the work of this Parliament. But firstly
it would take a long time 
- 
and we have already
spent a long time on this proposal 
- 
and secondly it
may, I think, in the light of experience, be shown to
be necessary in a few years to make further modifica-
tions. Mr Alben has put forward a proposal of 8 to 12
hous, but I have to bear in mind his proposal in rela-
tion to a variety of Economic and Social Committee
proposals to Article 14, and I am not certain to what
extent his proposal would be acceptable to both sides
of industry. And, therefore, I think my approach is
right 
- 
whether I agree with Mr Albers or not 
- 
I,
penonally, unless I have very good arg;uments to the
contrary, will vote against this because I think we are
dealing with details that should not be the meticulous
concem of this Parliament. Therefore, I would
strongly urge this House to support Mrs Kellett-Bow-
man's more comprehensive and flexible amendmeng
which spells out this possibility. I think these, Mr Pres-
ident, are the main points I wish to make on my
rePort.
For the rest of my amendments, I think I should say
that they are all acceptable to the Commission arrd, to
the best of my knowledge, to both sides of industry. I
have tried in the explanatory statement to s€t out
extremely briefly the reasoning behind them, but I
think for the most part they speak for themselves. I(
however, any Member wishes me to explain them
more fully I shall be happy to do this when I reply.
I should like to tum in conclusion to three more
general points which I shall pose as questions to the
Commission. First, what impression has the Commis-
sion formed of the extent to which these proposals are
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now acceptable to national Sovemments most directly
concerned ? My own enquiries suggest there is little
likelihood of the Council of Ministers endorsing these
proposals without even {urther substantial amend-
ment, because of perhaps conflicting national pres-
sures and attitudes. \fle have found this in other fields.
Secondly, I should like to know the working assumP-
tions of the Commission with regard to the cost to the
industry of implementing these proposals. I am sure
the Commission will agee with me that at a time of
widespread economic difficulty in the industry,
involving the laying-up of large numbers of vessels, it
would be irresponsible in the highest degree to lay
proposals before this House without detailed calcula-
tions on the cost of implementing them. And I think
a repetition of what we heard in committee would be
of value.
Thirdly, I would like the Commissioner to state aSain
for the record exactly which of our member counEies
have waterways which fall within the scope of these
proposals ? This should, I feel, have been made clear
from the beginning. But I know that in my own
country there is still a considerable measure of uncer-
tainty about our inland waterways and the extent to
which these proposals will affect them. There are only
two or three hundred barges above 150 tonnes and I
think five pusher boats. The average voyage is ten
miles, against the hundreds over here, and the longest
normal journey is from Rotherham to Hull, which
because of the locks takes two and a half days. And
anyhow most of the people on board go home at
night because they can take their cars with them' In
addition, inland waterways in Great Britain only take
one-tenth ol I o/o of all freight movements.
I would iust express, in conclusion, my great gratitude
towards all those who have collaborated and co-
operated with me as rapporteur, not only the staff of
the Commission, the staff of the Rhine Commission,
representatives of employers' and employees' associa-
tions, but also the Economic and Social Committee. It
is my hope that the House will adopt the motion for a
resolution and the amendment which my colleague,
Mrs Kellett-Bowman, will be putting forward.
It remains for me to wish the new Commission, and
perhaps COREPER, every success and every good
fortune in submitting worthwhile proposals, which the
Council of Ministers will feel to be effective and
which will be practicable.
(Applause)
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, may I begin with
an expression of appreciation to the Commission for
submitting this proposal. I realize of course that the
present Commissioner was not there at the time but I
should like through him to congratulate Mr Scarascia
Mugnozza and his colleagues for drawing up this prop-
osal 
- 
especially as it forms part of a series of propo-
sals dealing with the common transport policy. There
are evident links with other branches o[ transport, in
particular road transport, and we must also view this
proposal in connection with those that we dealt with
at previous part-sessions in the area of the freedom of
establishment of inland waterway oPerators' reference
tariffs and the laying-up fund for inland waterway navi-
gation. The proposal has a bearing on social Progress,
waterway safety and of course also conditions of
competition. The proposal is not equally imPortant to
all the Member States. I have iust returned from Mr
Burke's own marvellous countty and I have the
impression that inland shipping is of little imPortance
there.
May I also express our great appreciation to the raPPor-
teur for the way in which he dealt with this subiect in
the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport and to Mr Albertsen who was the spok-
esman for the Committee on Social Affairs, Employ-
ment and Education. Both of them put in a great deal
of hard work, much more in fact than might have
been expected ; a hearing was organized in March of
last year at which it was possible to consult the social
partners to ascertain the views of the employers and
workers on these proposals. In repeated discussions
with the Central Commisssion for Rhine Navigation
we were also able to observe all the developments in
inland waterway navigation, That is of course very
important because the difficulties in this sector are
very considerable, especially as regards the position of
small, independent ship op€ratoni. This is repeatedly
apparent from all kinds of campaigns conducted by
them. On the occasion of the proposal conceming the
laying-up fund we were able to see how concerned the
shippers are about their future. Our own view is that
inland navigation must retain its imPortance in those
countries where it already plays a role.
Considering all the problems created by overloading
of our roads, it seems obvious that we should do all we
can to advocate the preservation of inland navigation
and employment in that sector. Now we find, as the
rapporteur, Mr Osborn, made clear iust now, that
inland waterway navigation has shown a quatitative
increase 
- 
ol 24 o/o in a period of some ten years 
-but that the proportion of total Soods transPort
accounted for by inland navigation in the same period
has fallen. The competitive position of inland navlga'
tion in relation to the other transport sectots is clearly
unfavourable. It is therefore particularly satisfactory
that the rapporteur has not been content with a super-
ficial study but has instead carefully weighed up the
pros and cons and accurately assessed the imPortance
and consequences of these proposals for the economic
performance of inland navigation. I fully agree with
him and I have been iust as concerned as him at the
possible implications of the proposals, because in prev-
ious years our experience of regulations on road trans-
port has not been particularly h.PPy. It became clear
that the provisions in this transport sector were too
stringent and could not be applied or controlled prop-
erly; moreover few sanctions are imposed in the event
of infringements.
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It is therefore very important to know what the
consequences will be for inland navigation if this regu-
lation comes into force. My group fully supports the
rapporteur in his appeal for the rights of the Central
Commission for Rhine Navigation to be recognized
and upheld, like those of the Moselle Commission ;
the Central Commission should be involved irr all
discussions with third countries conceming the appli-
cation of the regulations, including those which relate
to navigation with third countries. Cooperation
befween the European Commission and the Central
Commission can only be welcomed.
A difference of opinion remained between the
draftsman of the opinion of the Committee on Social
Affairs, Employment and Education, Mr Albertsen,
and Mr Osborn on the weight limit of ships covered
by this regulation. The regulation is based on ships
with a minimum tonnage of 150 tonnes although Mr
Albertsen considered that a minimum of 15 tonnes
should be stipulated, exactly as in the case of Rhine
navigation. !fle in the Committee on Regional Poliry,
Regional Planning and Transport agreed that 150
tonnes was a good minimum limit, especially having
regard to the measure of uncertainty surrounding the
effects of this regulation in this particular transport
sector. A number of ships will thus remain outside the
regulation and I should like the Commission to indi-
cate approximately how many will be so excluded and
how the total will break down between the different
countries.
My group fully agrees that there must also be a regula-
tion for passenger ransport. The resolution calls for a
proposal to be made within five years. !7e shall lend
our full support to this and we also fully endorse the
silggestion that the persons directly concerned in the
industry should be consulted when changes are under
consideration.
Ve consider it imperative for the employers and
workers to be consulted when amendments to a
number of articles come up for examination.
!7e also fully agree with the rapporteur that it should
not be left to the Member States to formulate propo-
sals. \7e believe that the Commission should
determine which provisions to apply after consulting
the sectoral interests concerned. I fully realize the
sense of Mr Osborn's words when he says that a single
norm cannot be applied because there are so many
different kinds of waterway. Obviously a busy river
like the Rhine poses special problems of navigational
skill and safety standards are of the utmost impor-
tance ; that does not hold good to the same degree on
some canals. It will therefore be interesting to discuss
this point in more detail in the near future with the
parties directly concerned.
The rapporteur also made a proposal conceming the
abolition of discrimination against women. He wants
to leave this matter too for discussion in the industry
and we fully agree with his position. But we cannot go
along with the rapporteur when he in effect express€s
serious reseryations on sections IV and V, Articles l0
to 17, of the regulation. I know that opinions still
differ widely on this regulation and in particular on
those chapters. I pointed out on a previous occasion
that we would need to see the reasoned opinion of the
Economic and Social Committee to know exactly why
the parties cannot agree on this regulation. In a public
debate like this in the European Parliament (a debate
which naturally attracts attention) all relevant data
should be available to us.
The rappofteur was present at the meeting of the
Economic and Social Committee where he wanted to
ascertain the wishes and requests of the partners. I too
have received some data but it would be desirable for
us to have the full text of the reasoned opinion to.
consider in our debate. Once again I believe it is very
important in future when we have to decide how to
vote on matters like this, to know exactly what the
views of the industry concerned are. I have been told
that the shipping agents and self-employed carriers (in
some instances a combination of both) were not
consulted in the drafting of this regulation. They do
not belong to the Joint Advisory Committee for
Social Problems in Inland Navigation. I think that a
pity. The shipping agents and self-employed carriers
play an important role in this sector and must be
consulted. They must also be involved when changes
of the kind to which I referred just now are consid-
ered. There is unrest and uncertainty in these circles.
There are certain points of conflict and it is therefore
all the more necessary for this regulation to be
enforced properly if it is introduced. There must be
controls and sanctions for which both rapporteurs
want the Community to be responsible. This task
must not be left to the Member States, otherwise there
is a risk that unfair competition will again develop.
Ifle have seen how long the negotiations lasted.
Perhaps not all the partners were called in, but in
future the procedure can be improved. S7e have seen
how carefully this matter has been prepared and we
know how thingp stand in the inland navigation
sector; we know too what the shortcomings are and
that other proposals are pending which aim to put an
end to certain problems resulting from over-capacity.
Looking at all these points, our group is forced to
conclude that there is at least an impression 
-although I know that the rapporteur does not mean it
this way 
- 
that the social provisions applicable to
inland navigation ere no more than an aftenhought.
Our group certainly does not want that to be thc case.
I7e consider that the introduction of social provisions
and social measures cannot be made dependcnt on
operetional results. That is entirely the wrong
approach. If social measures result in higher cets end
if those social measures apply in full to ell concemcd,
then it must be possible to teke the cost of those
measures into eccount in calculating prices. If that is
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done in practice and difficulties nevertheless remain,
other measures will have to be taken. I have already
advocated such measures previously. Structural
measures will then be necessary and it will no longer
be sufficient to lay ships up temporarily; on the
contrary they will have to be taken out of service
completely through ship-breaking regulations of the
kind already in force in some Member States. But
these structural measures will then have to play a
greater role.
This is the reason why we cannot support the amend-
ment tabled by Mrs Kellett-Bowman which tries to
water the provisions down severely, especially as
regards social measures. The Socialist Group would
not like that to happen. !7e certainly do not wish to
give the impression that social measures are only a
secondary consideration. !7e consider that social
measures must be taken and, what is more, that struc-
tural measures are needed in this sector to put inland
navigation on a healthy footing again. That is the crux
of the problem.
Ve have run up against one particular problem in the
area of semi-continuous navigation where provision is
apparently to be made only for a subsequent rest
period of 8 hours. In our view the rest period in semi-
iontinuous navigation should be at least 12 houn.
The information I have received from the Economic
and Social Committee shows that the union move-
ment also subscribes to this view.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nod to speak on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Noi. 
- 
(I) W President, ladies and gentlemen,
the Christian-Democratic Group has entrusted me
with the task of expressing its support for the report
by Mr Osbom whom I should like to congratulate
most warmly on the job he has done; coming from a
country with a great maritime tradition but, as he
himself pointed out, little inland waterway activity, he
has succeeded in dealing with the matter with great
competence and efficiency so that his motion for a
resolution passed through the committee stage more
rapidly than is usual. I also wish to thank Mr Albers,
deputizing for the draftsman, Mr Albertsen, for his
intelligent cooperetion which makes it easier for us to
assess the merits of this issue.
I do not want to repeat thinSs that have been said
already. I should simply like to express my aSreement
on the need for the crews of passenger boats to be
covered by similar proposals at the earliest possible
date. I welcome the emphasis placed on the role of
the Rhine Commission; the Rhine is a special entity
as regards both pollution and navigation and is always
considered as a whole; that was the view of this Parlia-
ment a few years ago when Mr Jahn drew up a first
report on Rhine navigation and we have always main-
tained this position. Moreover this substantial part of
Community inland navigation will become still more
important with the opening in the near future of the
Rhine-Danube link.
Article 7 of the proposed regrlation has received
special attention from Mr Osborn : he stressed, and I
agree with him, the need for the composition of ships'
crews to be subject to modification during the transi-
tional period if changes appear necessary. I particu-
larly agree with him on the classification of waterways,
and I think Mr Albers will be in agreement too. Such
classification is important because of the substantial
differences between navigation on a fast-flowing river,
on a canal or weterway created by a barrage where the
curent is practically non-existent or, finally, on an
artificial canal where the current is precti-
cally constant; these differences should clearly be
reflected in the training of crews and in navigation
standards, for example, those relating to the use of
radar.
In my country which, like England, does not have a
great tradition of inland navigation, a vigorous debate
took place on a subject which has a bearing on the
classification of waterways to which Mr Osbom
referred. The debate in Italy concemed navigation on
the Po when it was necessary to decide between the
actual river bed and an artificial canal specially built
alongside. I favoured the second solution which would
have ensured navigability 355 days of the year while
navigation on the river itself is hampered by floods
and period of fog or drought.
I wish to thank Mr Osbom and Mr Albers once again
at this stage and shall not take up much more of Padi-
ament's time. I would just like, on behalf of my group,
to ask the Commissioner to ensure that action is
taken on the failure by some Member States to
comply with the regulation on road transport to
which Mr Osborn referred just now. !7e know only
too well how infrequently the Council of Transport
Ministers meets. My group which has asked me to
make this point on its behalf, would like the Commis-
sioner to raise at the next Council meeting the ques-
tion of the hilure by some States to apply the unified
norns concerning commercial vehicle driving hours ;
harmonization is essential and it would be a great pity
if we should fail to solve such basically simple
problems whose disappearance would make for more
humane methods and forms of work in the transport
sector.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Terrenoire to speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive -Democrats.
Mr Terrenoire. 
- 
(D Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the text now before us sets out to
harmonize and improve certain social provisions appli-
cable to inland waterway navigation in the Commu-
nity countries as well as the minimum safety rules.
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As you know, the origin of this proposed regulation
can be traced back to the decision of the Council of
Ministers of 13 May 1955 whose objective was essen-
tially economic : the elimination of disparities which
are liable to result in serious distortion of conditions
of competition in the transport sector. This economic
objective must be achieved in a spirit of social
progress, harmonization of certain social provisions
being only one of the necessary instruments.
The two other objectives concern fiscal provisions and
arrangements for certain State intewention, particu-
larly in the railway sector.
The Paris summit gaye the geen light for social
proSress in this sector. In the spirit of the decision of
13 May 1965, the elimination of disparities must
apply not only between modes of transport but also to
each given mode. fu Mr Osborn points out in the
explanatory statement of his excellent report, unlike
road and rail transpor! the transport of goods and
passenSers by navigable waterway is only in part a
Community problem. In four Member States the
volume of traffic and the tonnage of ships are insignifi-
cant, as too is the number of persons employed.
Denmark, Ireland, Italy and the United Kingdom will
not really be affected by the application of this prop-
osal. \Tithout systematically attempting to present
France as a special case, which it is not my habit to
do, I shall now take it as a characteristic example of
these differences.
The proposal now before us is based in large measure
on the Rhine ; but this disregards the fact that the
Rhine, which washes a large part of northern and
north-eastern Europe, has very special characteristics
regarding, among other points, its length, water
volume and traffic density. French traffic on the
Rhine represents, however, only l0 % of overall
French traffic. An attempt to impose on the whole
French waterway network rules which in reality
concern only l0 % of its traffic seems to me as far-
fetched as it would be if France were to propose for
the whole of Europe the type of navigation existing
on the river Loire, which likewise accounts for l0 %
of French traffic. This tex! which bears the stamp of
the Rhin'e, thus disregards the characteristics of oiher
navigable waterways, in particular their geography,
infrastructure and commercial organization.
To give just one example: the maximum difference in
level has a great influence on the structure of the
waterway ; the greater this difference the more locks
and other civil engineering works are needed and the
shorter will be the straight runs. In France this differ-
ence in level is over 350m, 378.22m to be precise,
whereas in Germany it is only 70m and in the Nether-
lands practically zero. If these geographical facts,
which will affect infrastructures and commercial organ-
ization for a long time to come, are now disregarded,
the already considerable disequilibrium berween the
different modes of transport will be still further heig-
tened.
As Mr Osborn's report tells us, in 1972 the transport
of goods by navigable waterway accounted for only
l3o/o of. overall transport in the Community, a fall of
some l97o from the 160/o oL overall transport in 1962.
If the weakness of river transport is accentuated it may
be condemned to disappear, and that at a time when
its chances may be improving particularly through
maior infrastructural changes.
I should not like these essentially economic considera-
tions to give the impression that our group is opposed
to the improvement of working and safety conditions
in the area of inland waterway goods transport.
However, we should not like to see a number of enter-
prises driven out of business on the pretext of social
improvements which would increase their overheads
and lead to redundancies, themselves contributing to a
worse social climate.
Vith these reservations we approve the Commission's
proposal and we shall vote in favour of the motion for
a resolution contained in Mr Osborn's report, but, Mr
President, we should like to see this regulation applied
in a sufficiently progressive manner, giving the parties
directly concerned the temporary derogations neces-
sary so as not to endanger European inland shipping.
(Applarse)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mrs Kellett-Bowmon. 
- 
Mr President, I would like
first to congratulate the rapporteur, Mr Osborn, on the
very hard work that he has put in on this report and
the pratical way he has got down to the job. Not for
him, if I may say so, the armchair rapporteur. He
travelled on a pusher barge to Strasbourg, and
travelled overnight from Rotterdam to Duisberg and,
not only that, he actually took the helm and also
looked in on the radar screen. In March last year he
helped to organize and led a very useful discussion
with employers and unions and with the Rhine
Commission. As a result he has published a very
useful document with the help of Mr Albertsen and
later Mr Albers, he has banished some of the blem-
ishes of the original Commission document, particu-
larly 
- 
and I am very happy about this 
- 
their orig-
inal proposals on women, which would undoubtedly
have infringed the Commission's own regulations on
equal opportunity. How very sensible too are his prop-
osals on paragraph 3 of Article 7, which make the
regulation fit the type of waterway, provided of course
that both sides of the industry agree on the variations.
I fully agree with Mr Terrenoire's remarks in this parti-
cular regard.
But there are nevertheless still certain aspects of the
report which cause anxiety to my group. Perhaps it is
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easier for a UK Member of the European Parliament
to voice this anxiety since, as my colleague obsered,
inland waterway transport accounts for only one tenth
of one percent of our freight traffic in the United
Kingdom. The main cause of our anxiety arises from
the sheer unpredictability of the financial and employ-
ment repercussions of these proposed regulations,
again referred to in this excellent speeih by Mr Terre-
noire, and it was with this in mind that on behalf of
my group I put forward Amendment No l.
Mr President, the purpose of my amendment has
already been touched on by the rapporteur and can be
stated very simply. It is to make explicit provision for
amendment of this proposed legislation, particularly
Sections IV and V, should it have a damaging effect
on the inland waterway industry. There was consider-
able anxiety in the Social Affairs Committee as well as
the Committee on Regional Poliry on the possible
financial and employment repercussions, particularly
those affecting the future of the self-employed
boatman. I think that the Commission and the
Members of this House will agree that the effect on
operating costs in proposals of this kind is extraordi-
narily difficult, in fact impossible, to determine in
advance. Accordingly, it is the view of my group that
we should approach this matter not solely in terms of
laying down the law, but of doing it in such a way
that the law can be made rapidly responsive, before
too much damage is done, to different circumstances
and unforeseen effects. In other words, Mr President,
flexibility is absolutely vital if the cooperation of all
concerned is to be secured, and possible disasters
averted. Clearly we would not wish to bring these
matters back into the arena, as Mr Albers put it, unless
they were proving positively harmful in their opera-
tion after a certain period of time.
Now that is the purpose and spirit of my amendment
to the resolution, and I would ask the House to accept
it when the time comes.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr van der Mei.
Mr van der Mei. 
- 
Mr President, I have read Mr
Osborn's report with great interest, iust as I noted care-
fully the opinion of the Committee on Social Affairs,
Employment and Education. My great interest in
these two reports is attributable in part to the impor-
tant role of inland navigation in my home country,
the Netherlands, in our national economy; many of
our inland navigation companies provide a service
which goes far beyond our national frontiers. Like the
previous speakers, I wish to congratulate the two
rapporteurs on the work they have done.
I strongly support the plea for negotiations with third
countries. As one of the reports rightly stresses, a regu-
lation on inland navigation can only be effective if it
is also applicable to ships from third countries.
The problem is not particularly pressing at the
moment. But it must be realized that the situation
may undergo a far-reaching change when the Rhine-
Main-Danube canal is opened. Ships from East Euro-
pean countries which sail under completely different
conditions from vessels in the !flest, will then have
direct access to our wateNays and may cause serious
distortion of competition. I would therefore stress the
need for negotiations to be opened in good time with
third countries, partly with an eye to this aspect.
In both reports, the rapporteurs express their concern
at the consequences of the Commission's proposals
on the position of self-employed shippers in parti-
cular. Both reports contain passages which must
surely lead even the most obiective reader to adopt a
critical attitude towards the Commission's proposal.
Both reports show great concern about the future exist-
ence of self-employed shippers and I believe that
concern to be well iustified.
IThat is the role of self-employed shippers in the
inland waterway navigation sector ? I think it is no
exaggeration to say that their role is important. The
report of the Committee on Social Affairs shows for
example that the self-employed sector predominates
in the Netherlands and that 70 % of the Rhine ship-
ping market is held by self-employed shippers often
working with relatively large vessels. This is an impor-
tant category of inland navigation and still more
reason to follow the consequences of the prolosed
measures with particular care.
The Osborn report clearly shows that the proposed
measures will cause operating costs to rise by percen-
tages ranging from 4 to 30 %. Self-employed shippers
may be particularly hard hit by this. In my own
country a careful, scientific study has been made of
various aspects of economic activity in the inland
waterway sector. The Economic Bureau for road and
waterway transport has and still is doing important
work in this area. The study shows that the earning
capacity and capital assets of the self-employed sector
are particularly bad. It is therefore no exaggeration to
say that the self-employed may suffer greatly under
the measures proposed by the Commission.
The Committee on Social Affairs goes much further.
It says that the Commission's proposal may spell the
end of the independent shipper. From whatever angle
the Commission's proposal is approached this is of
course perfectly unacceptable. The Osborn report
makes it quite clear that if people are to be obliged to
leave employment in the inland navigation sector it
must not be through social regulations such as this. I
would add that this regulation of a social nature 
-having regard to the consequences which both
committees fear for self-employed shippers 
- 
may
give rise to a situation for these independent shippers
which is socially quite unacceptable. That cannot have
been the Commission's intention.
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In a situation such as this the Commission cannot be
content, as the Albertsen opinion puts it, with a
laconic reply that it does not expect the livelihood of
self-employed shippers to be threatened. The
Albertsen opinion then rightly advocates fuller study
by the Commission of the chances of suwival of this
profession before putting its regulation into final
shape. I emphatically endorse the view that the prob-
able consequences must be studied with the greatest
possible care.
A few additional remarks on the Osborn report. I have
already said that it points out quite rightly that if
people are to leave the inland navigation sector, it
must not be as the consequence of a regulation of a
social nature like this one. In conformity with our
initial position, the Osborn report expresses particular
reseryations about parts IV and V of the proposal for a
regulation. A good deal could be said about this, but I
shall not go into the matter now. Allow me simply to
quote from the report :
'For reasons which rre both social and economic then
your rapporteur considers that the present proposal
should be more flexible thrn at present drafted and that
the situation where a lorge part of the operators might bc
forced out of the market as a result of a rejplation
designed primarily for social considerations should be
avoided.'
I particularly like that passage. In my remarks I have
given particular attention to the position of small self-
employed shippers. The term small, independent
inland waterway operators might perhaps be more
appropriate. Not that I am unconcerned by the posi-
tion of larger operators or consider that no social
improvements are required in the inland waterway
sector. The reason I have given such attention to the
small operators is that they are a group who, in the
words of the Albertsen opinion, may be dealt a death
blow by this proposed regulation. They are an impor-
tant group of enterprises in the inland navigation
sector made up of small and medium-sized businesses.
That aspect deserves to be stressed.'S7e are living in
an age in which the positive aspects of small scale in
business activities are again receiving Sreater
emphasis. It is coming to be increasingly recognized
that small undertakingB have a vital role to play in our
production system. Against that background too, the
proposed regulation deseryes criticism.
(Altltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giraud.
Mr Gireud. 
- 
(F) President, I had not intended to
speak in this debate but the words of the previous
speaker call for one small remark.
'Whenever social reforms have been introduced in our
!7est European countries over the past century, be it
the reduction of working hours, the introduction of
paid holidays, the abolition of night work for women
and children and the abolition of night work in
bakeries, well-meaning opponents have always
claimed that this would be the end of a particular
branch of economic activity. On the contrary experi-
ence has proved that the ability of enterprises to
respond is infinitely more effective than had been
thought. That is why, having regard to the long discus-
sions in our Committee on Transporg and to the
precautions taken, while without wishing in any way
to see harm done to the independent operators, I
hope that Parliament will adopt the text now before
us as parsed by its committee. If we listen to those
who always fear the worst there can never be any
social progress !
(Applausc on tbe lcft)
Pncsident. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, member of tbe Commission, 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I would first of all like to congratulate, as have
others this evening, Mr Osborn, the rapporteur, on
this excellent reporg and to couple with these congrat-
ulations the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional
Planning and Transport and the Committee on Social
Affairs Employment and Education for the construc-
tive and competent work which constitutes a very valu-
able element in the progress towards the introduction
of a social regulation in Community inland waterway
navigation.
Vith great satisfaction, I note that the resolution
proposed by the Committee on Regional Planning,
Regional Planning and Transport on the basis of Mr
Osbom's report genemlly welcomes the Commission's
proposal. The Commission can, with certain reserva-
tions, support the resolution and the amendments
which are requested. The proposed modifications aim,
in certain instances, at clarification by more precise
definitions 
- 
for example, application of more favou-
rable conditions in Article 20. In others, however, they
constitute basic changes, as in the case of the employ-
ment of women in Article 8.
As we have heard already, the Economic and Social
Committee at its plenary session on 26 January last
delivered its opinion on this proposed regualtion. This
opinion also offered a general welcome to the prop-
osal. Moreover, the amendments proposed by the
Economic and Social Committee often correspond to
those in Mr Osbom's report. The most important
amendments proposed by the Economic and Social
Committee concem spreadoves in Article 10, work at
the helm (Article I l) and the daily rest period (Article
t4l.
In the draft opinion of Parliament supporting the
Commission's proposal concerning these articles,
more favourable social arrangements than those envis-
aged by the Economic and Social Committee are
maintained. Mr Osbom has shown his preoccupation
with this problem in his request to the Commission
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to keep under continuous review the financial effects
of sections IV and V of our proposal. This, indeed, is
the purport of Mn Kellett-Bowman's amendment.
Allow me to make a very short comment on the most
important amendments proposed in the report'
without going into the details of the various technical
improvements made. The first point is crew composi-
tion. The amendments proposed for crew composition
in Article 7 constitue one of the maior modifications
in the report. The new proposal provides that the
Commission, five years after the adoption of the
present regulation, should propose a new regulation
concerning crew composition, which is to be based on
the Rhine system, as is the Commission's proposal in
its annex, but which will contain differentiations in
relation to the characteristics of all the different water-
ways concerned. The criteria set up for the differentia-
tion of the waterways are valuable, but they should not
exclude the possibility that, on the basis of further
experience, the Commission will adduce other criteria.
During the period from the adoption of the present
regulation to the adoption of this integral set of
measures, the regulation proposed by the Commission
would apply as a transitional measure. The advantages
of the proposed modification can be seen in the possi-
bility it offers of introducing in relatively short time a
complete unification which responds better to the
Council's decision of l3 May 1965, whilst at the same
time providing for the regulation of crew composition
during the transitional period. The proposed modifica-
tion therefore meets with the Commission's approval.
The second point which merits our particular atten-
tion is the question of the employment of women as
laid down in Article 8. The amendment proposed
aims at removing all restrictions to the employment
of women which could be interpreted as discrimina-
tory and which would hamper access to the. profes-
sion. In full agreement with the Commission's ProP-
osal, the amended text maintains the express stipula-
tion of the prohibition of discrimination and ensures
protection for women during pregnancy, for a period
of three months before and three months after
delivery, that is a total of six months. It should be
recalled that in our view the existing Rhine regime,
the Regulation on Inspection of Shipping, discrimi-
nates against women in particular by prohibiting more
than one female crew member, and that therefore a
change is necessary. The modification therefore in
general has the Commission's suPPort.
Allow me to say a few words on the question of
control procedures and penalties, Articles 2l and 24. I
think this is a very important point, and I appreciate
the emphasis placed on it in the rePort' The Commis-
sion will do its best to draw up regulations concerning
the means for control in good time, that is, the model
of an individual record book and a log book, so that
the application of the proposed regulation is subjected
from the start to a common and efficient control
system. As to the penalties, the amendment in your
report proposes to set out expressly the principle that
penalties should be harmonized. However, it should
be noted that the Commission envisages such harmon-
ization, that our text of Article 24 does not exclude
such a possibility. I would however remind you that,
in view of the difficulties in such matters and the
different legal regimes in each Member State, such a
harmonization could require a considerable length of
time. Moreover, I think now may not really be the
opportune moment to fix the legal form that such a
regulation should take. !flith these minor reservations
the amendment proposed could be fully supported by
the Commission.
In his address to Parliament this evening Mr Osborn
put three questions to the Commission, and I propose
now to reply.
The first question was the extent to which these prop-
osals are acceptable to the national governments
concerned. In reply to Mr Osborn I would say that so
far the Council working groups have been rather
reserved, and that it is really too early to say that the
final positions of the governments will be.
In regard to his second question about cost estimates,
the question of costs was first raised after the regula'
tion was made. It was considered by a scientific insti-
tute which has reported that the institute's estimates
vary very considerably according to the Particular case
being studied. Perhaps a plenary session of the Parlia-
ment is not the best forum in which to discuss this,
but if the Parliament wished it could set uP a working
group to examine this very complex matter.
In regard to question 3 asking exactly which of our
member countries have waterways which fall within
the scope of the proposals, I think all our countries
have such waterways, but as to the question of which
Member States would be less affected by these, I
would perhaps indicate Denmark and Ireland.
In reply to the various points made in the debate, if I
may begin with Mr Albers, I can assure him that we
certainly intend to push the common transport policy
forward. \Uile want to continue to study the position of
the industry. In regard to the limits of l5 tons as
against 150, the Commission is in favour of 150 for
reasons of efficient control. The statistical question
posed needs some research, and I shall undertake to
give a reply in writing to Parliament when the infor-
mation becomes available to me.
In regard to the question of controversy about the
economic consequences, there seems to be a misunder-
standing about what was termed divided opinion the
Economic and Social Committee. I would like to ask
Parliament to realize that there is now a unanimously
agreed compromise in the Economic and Social
Committee. Mr Nod spoke about the problem of rest
hours. ECOSOC has proposed twelve hours, and the
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Commission is willing to modify its own proposal
from eight to twelve.
Mr Noi spoke about passenger transport. I would like
to point out to the honourable Member that the ques-
tion of passenger transport will come later. In this
regard a lot of research, is necessary ; we must have
talks with industry and various interested groups. Mr
Noi also asked me to ensure that the transport norms
already legally enforcible are in fact enforced. May I
point out to him that the Commission is now very
active in making new regulations, and the matters of
application will form the obiect of our work. !7hen I
met the Committee on Regional Policy and Trans-
port, I undertook to see that the transport norms
would in fact be obeyed in so far as we can possibly
do so.
Now may I reply to the intervention of Mr Terrenoire.
I agree with this delegate that equalization of condi-
tions of competition is a very important aim. I would
. fully support him in most of the points he made.
In reply to Mr Giraud, I would indicate that the
Commission has shown by its proposal that social
progress is dear to its heart, and I take his point and I
agree with it that many of the social changes that have
taken place over the last decades and over the last
hundred years, in fact, have shown that enterprises
have a great ability to suryive, and in fact that the
social changes which we indicate and which we advo-
cate will also bear fruit and will be successful, and that
the worst fears of some of the speakers in the debate
will not in fact come to be.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn.
Mr Osborn, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I shall only
intervene at this stage very briefly to thank Mr Burke
for the full reply to what to me has been a very inter-
esting and constructive debate. He has answered my
questions reasonably fully, but of course the industry
will be concemed, and Mr van der Mei, from Holland,
stressed this, that we have got the economic calcula-
tions right. Mr Terrenoire has indicated that one
country, France, may have varying attitudes depending
on whether it looks at the Rhine or its other rivers. I
think the British will be a little disturbed to find that
their name is not included with Ireland and Denmark,
because the understanding is that it would not affect
British waterways, but as it is so small no doubt this
can be dealt with by that member government and
the Council of Ministers.
Now, what we have is a basis of agreement from
which the Commission can go forward. Mr Albers has
pressed or put forward an amendment that has been
agreed by ECOSOC, but so many other amendments
have been put forward by ECOSOC, and if we let in
one we might as well let in all of them. I very much
hope that, having registered his view that this perhaps
may be the most important one agreed by ECOSOC
flet and there is unanimity on a dozen or so items,
particularly on summer- and winter-time working 
-he will not press his amendment.
The final difficulty is my colleague Mrs Kellett-Bow-
man's amendment. This in fact is the very challenge
that this Parliament, the idealists in this Parliament
and particularly those representing perhaps the inter-
ests of those who work in our industries, have to face.
My advice is still for flexibility. My Conservative
colleagues who are here will back me on this, but we
do not want to seek a vote tomorrow, Mr Presideng we
would like to have it tonight, because I think my
colleagues express the view that if the Commission is
going to have a chance it must not have its hands tied
behind its back by this Parliament, as has been the
case before, but be given the maximum flexibility. I
very much hope, therefore, that this Parliament will
accept Mrs Kellett-Bowman's amendment. If Mr
Albers puts his amendment forward, I must say I
would agree with it, but I want to put a lot more in, so
I hope he won't press it. If he does put it forward in
spite of the fact I agree with it, I would ask my Conser-
vative colleagues and the others to oppose it, because
it is only one of many that ECOSOC have agreed.
All this highlights the difficulty that Parliament, the
Commission and eventually the Council of Ministers
face in trying to implement an ideal. I hope Mr Presi-
dent, that we shall show tolerance when we come to
vote. At all events, let us take the vote and see how
this Parliament feels.
President. 
- 
The general debate is closed.
On the proposal for a regulation I have Amendment
No 2 tabled by Mr Albers on behalf of the Socialist
Group:
Article 14, paragraph 2
replace the word '8' by the word 't2'
I call Mr Albers.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have already
pointed out that, on making a detailed study of the
proposal, our group reached the conclusion that it was
not right to stipulate a rest period of only eight succes-
sive hours in the case of semi-continuous navigation.
!7e therefore suggest that the figure of eight should
be replaced by twelve.
President. 
- 
IThat is Mr Osborn's opinion ?
Mr Osborn, rapporteur. 
- 
I iust want to add that I
am obviously trying to represent the views of the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport and I hope, in fact, that Mr Albers will
not press this, because there are many others that
could come forward as well. I would recommend that
this particular one is rejected 
- 
not because we
disagree but because there are many more that ought
to come in as well if you let in one.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Girand.
Mr Gireud. 
- 
(F)T\e Socialist Group attaches espe-
cial importance to this amendment because it consid-
ered that of all the problems raised by the Economic
and Social Commitee this was the most important
from the human angle.
President. 
- 
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
!7e shall now consider the motion for a resolution. I
put the preamble and paragraphs I to 3 are adopted.
After paragraph 3 I have Amendment No I tabled by
Mrs Kellett Bowmann on behalf of the European
Conservative Group aimed at the inclusion of a new
paragraph :
'3a. Noting that there is considerable disagreement
concerning the financial effects of Sections IV and V
of the proposal, requests the Commission to amend
it so as to provide for the possible amendmeng
subiect to the agreement of both sides of the
industry, of the provisions of Sections [V and V in
the light of the effects that they have on the finan-
cial well-being of the industry and its employees;
any amendments so made should take into account
the necessity of avoiding distortions in compctition
between the various modes of transport.'
I call Mr Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowmen. 
- 
I move formally, Mr Presi-
dent, to insert a new paragraph 3a as on the order-
paper. I did deal with this fully in my opening
remarks, as did the rapporteur.
President. 
- 
I7hat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Osborn, rapporteur. 
- 
I would support this
amendment.
President. 
-l call Mr Giraud.
Mr Gireud. 
- 
(F) Once again, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, I must oppose Mrs Kellett-Bowman's
amendment. 'S7e are well aware that regulations and
directives offer all kinds of loopholes which experts
know only oo well how to open. If our text already
offers a stick to beat us with, why vote it at all ?
(Altltlause l'ron tbe left)
President. 
- 
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No I is reiected.
I put paragraphs 4 to 5 to the vote.
Paragraphs 4 to 6 are adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
17. Decision on transport compctition
President. 
- 
The nest item is a vote without debate
on the report (Doc. 5371761 drawn up by Mr Giraud
on behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy,
Regional Planning and Transport on the
proposal from the Commission of the European Commu-
nities to the Council for a descision amending the deci-
sion on the harmonization of cenain provisions affecting
competition in transport by rail, road and inland
waterway.
Since no one wishes to speak, I put the motion for a
resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
18. Agenda for next tittinll
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Tuesday, at l0 a.m. and 3 p.m. with the following
agenda :
- 
Question Time
- 
Joint Debate on the Giraud and Guldberg Reports on
energy prices.
- 
3 p.-. : Introduction of the Tenth General Report
and the Commission work programme.
- 
Memmel and Lagorce reports on the rules of proce-
dure (vote)
- 
Schuijt interim report on direct elections to the Euro-
pean Parliament
- 
Lautenschlager report on European Cooperation
Grouping
- 
Ardwick report on investments in transferable securi-
ties
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting uds closed at 8.15 p.n)
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Approual of the minutes
Receipt of tbe Tenth General Report on tbe
actiaities o! tbe Comtnunities (Doc 555/76)
Question-time (Doc 551/76): Questions to
tbe Commission:
Question No 1, by lllr Berkhouwer: Fixed
link between the United Kingdom and the
Continent
lVr Burkq Membcr of tbe Commission; lllr
Berkbouwer; lllr Burhe; lllr Dalyell ; lllr
Burke ; llrs Dunwoody; il{r Burke ; lllr
Fletcber; I|[.r Burke ; lllr Osborn ; lllr
Burke ; JlIr Durieux; Itlr Burke ; ll[.r
Euans ;lllr Burke
Decision on urgent procedure : lWotion for
a resolution on tbe itliddle East (Doc.
553/76):
Procedural motion : IlIr Terrenoire ; IVrs
Dunwoody
Question-tinre (contd) :
Question No 2, by lllr Coust{: ll4aximizing
the benefits of researcb at Community
leael :
Mr Brunner, tVember of the Commission;
lWr Coust{; hIr Brunner; lWr Osbom ; lllr
Coust6; iVr Brunner; lllr Leonardi; Alr
Brunner; Lord Bessborougb ; iWr Branner;
tVr Noi ; -fuIr Brunner; hIr Cointat ; lVr
Brunner;llIr Veronesi ; IWr Branner
Question No 3, b1 lllr Johnston: EEC
lorettry ltoliq:
l4r Tugendhat, lllember of tbe Commis-
siott ; /Vr Leonardi ; tVr Tugendhat ; Alr
Cointat; A4r Tugendbat .
Que.ttion No 4, by lllr Laudrin: GATT:
fiIr Dauignon, tVember of tbe Commission ;tVr Terrenoire; *Ir Dauignon i Sir
Brandon Rbys Williarn.s; llr Dauignon
Qucstion No 5, by tVr Kaspereit : Relations
witb lran (postponed)
Question No 6, b1 lllr Nolan: Common
s b e ep p o licy (p os tponed)
Question No 7, by trIr Cointat : Protection
of tbe Ameican footwear industry:
Mr Daaignon; lVr Cointat ; lWr
Daoignon; lllr Durieux; lWr Daaignon;
tVr Normanton I llr Daoignon; ll|rs
Dunuoodl;Mr Daoignon
Question No 8, by illr Dondelinger: Appli-
cation of secondary Communitl legislation
(see Anncx)
Question No 9, by illr Howell : 1977 farmpice proposals :
ll4r Vredeling Vice-President of tbe
Commission; lllr Howell; lllr Vredeling;
Lord Bruce of Donington; lllr Vredeling
Procedaral motion: lllr Howell
Question No 10, by lllr Dalyell: Negotia-
tions between tbe Commission and the
Peopleb Republic of Cbina:
lllr Dauignon;lllr Da$ell;tVr Daaignon ;lllr Normanton; lllr Daaignon ; lllr Berk-
hoawer;iWr Daoignon
Question No 11, bl lW, Eoans: gail for
Europe':
tVr Tugendbat ; lllr Euans ; iti.r Tugendbat
Question No 12, b1 lllr Herbert: Transltort
in peripberal regions (postponed)
Question No 13, by lllr Yeats: Burden ol'
taxation oil neuspoPers :
lllr Burke ; lllr Yeats ; .fulr Burke ; Sir
Brandon Rbls lV'illiams; ll4r Burke; tVrs
Kellett-Bowman; illr Burke .
Question No 14, by tVr Noi: Agronomic
researcb :
AtIr Brunner; lllr Noi ; Iltlr Brunner; Lord
lValston;IlIr Brunner
Question No 15, fu lVr Seott-Holtkins :
Cbild labour in Soutbem ltafu (ltostltoned)
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Question No 16, by lllrs Squarcialupi:
Constraction of a radioactioc wastc dump
in the canton of Ticino:
il[r Vredeling i lllr Wronesi ; illr Vred-
eling; ll4r Noi ; lllr Vredeling
Qucstion No 17, by Lord Bessborougb :
Britisb acrospace, sbipbuilding and sbip-
repair industries :
lllr Daoignon ; Lord Bessborougb; lVr
Dauignon ; Lord Brace of Donington; lllr
Eaans 1 lllr Dauignon; lVr Prescott I lllr
Daaignon ; lWr Berkbouwer; IVr
Dauignon ;lWr Jabn; lllr Daaignon . . .
Question No 18, by lWr Nyborg: State aid
to tbe sbipbuilding industry:
lVr Dauignon ; lll.r Nyborg; lVr Osborn;Mr Dauignon; lllr Normanton; lllr
Daaignon ; ilr tuLartinelli; Mr Cifarelli;
iVr Daaignon
Question No i,9, b1 Mr Radoux: Bclgrad.c
nteeting:
lWr Dauignon ; lWr Radoux; Illr
Daoignon; )Vr Jabn; lllr Daaignon; Sir
Peter Kirh,; tVr Daoignon; lllr Giraad;
lVr Daoignon ; lllr Cifurelli; rtIr
Daaignon
Question No 20, by ll4r Dyhes: Community
stat ist ics (postponed)
6. Energ prias 
- 
Joint debatc on d rc|ort
by tVr Giraud, on bebalf of tbe Committee
on Energ and Researcb (Doc, 530/76) and.
a report by lllr Guld.berg, on bchalf of tbe
Comnittee on Economic and lJ[.onetary
Affairs (Doc. 431/75):
Mr Giraud, ralrporteur; lWr Notcnboom,
deputy ralrlorteur; lllr Fldmig draftsman
of' tbe opinion of the Conmittee on Energt
and Rescarcb; Mr Ellis, on behalf of tbe
Socialist Group; llrs Wal4 on bebalf of
tbe Christian-Democratic Group; ll[.r
Hougardy, on behalf of tbe Liberal and
Democratic Groult; lllr Coustd on bebalf
of tbe Groult of European Progressioe
Denocrats; Lord Bessborougb, on behalf
o.l' the Europedn Conseroatioc Group; iWr
Lconardi, on bebalf of tbe Communist and
Allits Groult
7. Tentb Gencral Commission Rcpo* on thc
actititics of tbe Communities in 1976 (Doc
t55/76) 
- 
Commission uorh Progrdmme
for 1977
lllr Jenhins, Prcsidcnt of tbc Commission .
8. Amcndment of Rule 48 of tbe Rules of
Procedure (Pctitions) 
- 
Setting up of sub-
committees 
- 
Rcports by Mr lllemmel
(Doc. 409/75) and ll,l,r ltgorce (Doc
461/76) on bcbalf of the Committce on thc
Rulcs of Procedure and Petitions (Vote):
Procedural motion : iilr Broeksz; lllr
Hamilton, cbairman of tbe Committee on
tbe Rules of Proccdure and Petitions
Procedural motion : lllr Dalycll
9. Encrg priccs (contd):
Iilr Bwnner, lllember of tbc Commission;
IlIr Clerfayt; ll[r tan der .lhcj on bchalf of
tbc Cbistian-Dcmocraric Group; i|!r
Normanton; Ill.r Dalell; lllr Osborn; ltir
I-ange; lWr Giraud; lWrs lYalz; Itlr
Izngc;lWr Brulrncr
Consideration of tbe motion for a resolu-
tion in tbe Giraud rcport (Doc. 530/76):
Proccd.ural
Normanton
motions : It{.r Broehsz; lVr
Explanation of aote: lWr lYaltmans
0ral amendrnent to paragraph 13: Il4r
Giraud
Explanation of ootc: lllr Brochsz
Adoption of tbe resolution .
Considcration of tbe motion for a resolu-
tion in tbe Guldberg rcport (Doc. 431/75):
Explanation of oote: JlIr Normanton
Ancndment to Paragraph 20: lllr Noten-
boom .
Amendments to paragraph 2I : Iilr
Hamilton ; lVr Notenboom
Adoption of tbe resolution
10. Information poliq witb regard to direct
elcctions to tbe European Parliamcnt 
-Intcrim rcport b! illr Scbuijt on bebalf of
tbc Political Affairs Comntittec (Doc.
526/76):
lllr Schuijt, ra1portcilr
ll4r Seefcld, on bebalf of tbe Socialist
Group; lWr Jabn, on behalf of the Christ-
ian-Dcmocratic Group; lllr Cifarelli, on
bebalf of tbe Liberal and Dentoratic
Group i Mr lxniban, on bebalf of tbc
Group of Europcan Progrcssiae Demo-
crats 1 lllrs Squarcialupi, on bebalf of tbe
Communist and Allics Group; Illr Patijn ;
lllrs Euing; Mrs Dunwoodl ; lllr Natali,
Vice-President of tbc Commission ; Il4r
Scbuijt
Adoption of tbe rcsolution .
ll. Regulation on tbe Euroltean Coo\eration
Grouping 
- 
Report by Mr lautenschlagcr
4t
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on bebalf of tbe Legal Affairs Committcc
(Doc. 519/76):
tllr Broeksz, deputl raPporteur
Procedural notions : Sir Dereh lValkcr-
Snith, cbainnan of the kgal Affairs
Comntittee ; Mr Riaierez; lllr Bange-
,nAnn ; Sir Derek lValker-Smitb; lWr
Bangenrann
12. Directiae on inuestment undertakings for
transferable securities 
- 
Report by Lord
Ardwick on behalf of tbe kgal A[fairs
Connittee (Doc. 532/76) :
IN THE CHAIR: MR SPENALE
President
(The sitting was opcned at 10.00 a.m)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approaal of tbe minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Receipt of tbe Tentb General Rcport
on tbe actit)ities of the Communities
President. 
- 
I have received from the Commission
the Tenth General Report on the activities of the Euro-
pean Communities in 1976 (Doc. 555176).
In accordance with Rule 20 (2) of the Rules of Proce-
dure, the various sections of this General Report have
been referred to the appropriate committees.
3. Question Timc
President. 
- 
The Next item is Question time (Doc.
551176).I7e begin with the questions addressed to the
Commission, to which the appropriate representative
of the Commission is asked to reply, as also to any
supplementary questions.
Since we have 20 questions to deal with, I urge
everyone to keep his questions and answers as brief as
possible.
Question No l, by Mr Berkhouwer:
Lord Ard.wick, raPporteur
lllr Riaiere4 on bebalf of tbe Group of
European Progressiac Democrats; lllr
Dafuell; Sir Brandon Rfus lVilliarns, on
bebalf ,f tbe Europcan Conscntatiac
Group i tVr Tugend.bat, llfiember of tbe
Commission ; Lord Ardwick
13, Allocation of speaking-time for tbe joint
debate on fisbcry resources
14, Agenda for tbc next sitting
Annex
Subiect: Fixed link between the United Kingdom and
the Continent
Crn thc Commission statc whether it no longer intends
supporting plans lor a Channel Tunncl now thet thc
Europcan Investment Bank has grantcd o loan to British
Rail for the purchase of new hydrofoils for the Dover-
Celais/Boulogne routes, although some preparetory work
has already been donc with a view to building r tunnel ?
Mr Burke, IV.ember of tbc Commission, 
- 
By way d
general background, I should perhaps recall that the
Commission has put to the Council proposals for the
concertation of transport infrastructure development
proSrammes within the Community and for a s)6tem
of Community contributions towards individual
projects of potential Community interest. Under these
proposals, projects would need to be presented by the
Member State or States concerned and evaluated in
common. Parliament has given a preliminary opinion
of principle in favour of these proposals, but has still
to consider them in detail. The Economic and Social
Committee has given a favourable opinion, a token
entry hes been included in the budget to cover the
general principle of such contributions. At the
moment the Commission is awaiting the outcome of
the deliberations of the Council of Ministers . S7ithin
such a general scheme, the Channel Tunnel, alterna-
tive cross-Channel links and other projects elsewhere
of Community interest would, if presented, be
assessed in terms of costs, benefits and relative
priority. As the Member rightly suggests, the Euro-
pean Investment Bank is already able to make loans
for transport development. I need hardly add, of
cou$e, that the Bank is an independent institution. It
has, I understand, granted a loan of 15 million
towards hovercraft enlargement and improvement in
1976. Improvements to the hovercraft, which are
already in use, do not prejudice the question of the
tunnel for the future.
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Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) ls the Commissioner
aware that the European Investment Bank was able to
link Europe to Asia by financing a bridge across the
Bosporus ? Is the Commissioner willing, within the
framework of all the work now under way, either in
cooperation and consultation with the Council, or on
his own, to look more closely into the possibilities of
turning the construction of a link between Britain and
the continent into a Community undertaking 
- 
in
other words, not an enterprise involving one or more
governments but a project involving the European
Community as such ? Is he also prepared to consider
the possibility of involving the whole population of
Europe by issuing popular shares ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
I could say that I am prepared to inves-
tigate this proposition, but we have to think about
mechanisms. If the honourable Member would take
that as an interim reply, I can assure him that we will
continue our interest as heretofore in this project.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware that, in
discussions with their parliamentary friends a fort-
night ago, Mr Sid l7eighell and the executive of the
National Union of Railwaymen asked that this subject
should be supported in the European Parliament ? On
the issue of the European Investment Bank, while we
know that it is independent, may I ask the direct ques-
tion whether the Commission would recommend to
President Laporte and his colleagues on the board of
the Bank their support for starting again the Channel
Tunnel proiect ? Is this, in fact, not part of the energy-
saving poliry to which we as a Community are
committed ? And could we have the undertaking that
there will be very active investiSations into restarting
this worthwhile proiect ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
The answer to the first part of the
supplementary is that I am so aware. In regard to the
second, the Commission is in fact in close touch with
the European Investment Bank and I can give the
assurance that this matter is in fact being examined by
the Bank. It is a little too early in the tenure of the
present Commission to say anything firmer at this
sta8e.
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware that
in fact he is simply saying that we are in a position to
start again ? !7hat we really need is rather less concert
and rather more brass because, in fact, all of the preli-
minary work has already been done. In fact there has
been a certain amount of digging started, the Channel
Tunnel actually virtually exists. !flhat we need from
the European Community is not iust talk but a little
bit of money.
Mr Burke. I am sure the Honourable Member real-
izes that the European Community is not in Posses-
sion at the moment of the vast resources which will
be needed for this proiect. !7ould the Honourable
Member indicate where these resources might be
obtained ? The Answer is that these resources have to
be used for other projects and other aspects of
Community policy, but I wouldn't like anybody to
understand that money is readily available in such
large quantities. I would like to indicate that we will
pursue our studies of this matter as before, but I am
not able to give the Honourable Member an indica-
tion that money is freely available in the large quanti-
ties required.
Mr Fletcher. 
- 
In making a further assessment of
the possibility of a Channel tunnel, will the Commis-
sioner not be totally hypnotized by the cost of this
proiect, and will he also bear in mind the benefits that
will accrue to contractors, subcontractors and
suppliers, particularly at a time of high unemploy-
ment, and measure the benefis to trade generally in
the Community that would accrue from this invest-
ment ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
I can assure the Right Honourable
Member that all these aspects will be taken into
account in any continuing examination of the situa-
tion.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
!7ould the Commissioner bear in
mind that the link across Chesapeake Bay can now be
covered in 17 minutes and a good land link, whether
by bridge or tunnel, enabling the transport of goods
and people in that time is an immense improvement
in communications and prosperity ? Going back to
this question, would he carry out an overall survey ? In
the English version reference is made to hydrofoils : I
think it means hovercraft, because there is a role for
hovercraft, ferries and land transport, whether by
tunnel or bridge.
Mr Burke. 
- 
fss, I can assure the Member that all
the elements mentioned will be taken into account in
our further examination of this proiect.
Mr Durieux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, does the Commis-
sion not consider that a decision such as this might
jeopardize a number of infrastructural proiects already
completed or now under way on the French side in
the D6partement du Nord and with the participation
of the regional authorities ? I am thinking of the town
of Calais, situated at the entrance to the tunnel, and
the towns located on Calais-Basle line. This is a real
North-South link. !flill the effort in favour of hover-
craft not tend to favour rail transport to the detriment
of transport by road ?
Mr Burke, 
- 
fss, the Commission is aware of the
effects of such project, not only on the UK side but
also on the north of France. I can assure the Member
that we will, in fact, take into account the infrastruc-
tural, regional and traffic aspects of the problem and
their effects on the north of France as well as on the
south of England.
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Mr Evrns. 
- 
Vill the Commissioner bear in mind
that not evcry one in the United Kingdom thinks that
the Channel Tunnel is the finest project that has ever
been invented ? Vill he appreciate that there are
many people in the northem regions of Great Britain
who are very worried about the regional implications
if that Channel Tunnel is builg and about the effects
it will have on investments in the northern regions of
the United Kingdom ? \7e are not all delighted with
it Commissioner 
- 
will you bear that in mind ?
Mr Burkc. 
- 
Having visited the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport of
this Parliament (of which the Honourable Member is
chairman) I quite appreciate the point which he has
now made here. Ve had a discussion in that
committee of the various esp€cts of the problem. I can
assure Mr Evans that I am going to take all aspects of
this problem into consideration 
- 
those who are for
this proiect and those who consider that it is not
advantageous to all regions of the Community.
4. Decision on urgcflt procedure: lWiddle East
President. 
- 
I call Mr Terrenoire to speak on a
point of order.
Mr Temenoirc. 
- 
(ry M, President, Rule 14 (l),
second paragraph, of the Rules of Procedure is
explicit:
As soon as the President rcceiycs a request for urgent
debate, he shall inform Parliament of the fact; the vote
on that request shall be taken at the beginning oI the
next sitting.
I7e are now at the beginning of the sitting on the day
following a request for an urgent debate on a motion
for a resolution tabled by our group.
I am therefore surprised that we have not begun by
taking the decision on urgent procedure as stipulated
in our Rules, and I would ask you, Mr President, to
ensure that this is now done.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Strictly speaking, Mr Terrenoire, you
are right, and I appreciate your reference to the Rules
of Procedure. Nevertheless, if I open the sitting at
10.05 a.m., I am reproached for not having opened the
proceedih3p at 10.00 a.m.; if, on the other hand, only
7 Members are present at l0 o'clock, I cannot ask
them to decide upon the urgency of a'debate for the
proposal of which l0 Members were required. I there-
fore decided that it would be preferable to wait until
there were a few more people in the Chamber.
(Altltlause)
However, I shall now proceed to consult the House.
I call Mrs Dunwoody.
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
I am sorry to intem-rpt, but
surely when we have started Question time and you
have made it clear that we have a very limited amount
of time, could you not ask the Member, on this onc
occasion, if he would not have the courtesy to wait
until the end of Question time before he puts this
vote ?
(Applausc from certain qaarters on tbc lcft)
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mn Dunwoody, I think Mr Terre-
noire's point of order has made perfectly clear the
intentions of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats, and that is why I refrained from sugg-
estinS that the point be deferred for yet another hour.
Naturalln we shall extend Question-time by a few
minutes in order to allow for time taken to decide the
matter.
I consult the House on the request for urgent debate
in respect of the motion for a resolution (Doc.
553176), tabled by the Group of European Progressive
Democrats, on the last meeting of the Council of
Ministers concerning the Middle East.
The request is rejected. The motion for a resolution is
referred to the Political Affain Committee.
5. Qucstion-time (contd)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I7e resume Question-time. Question
No 2, by Mr Coust6:
Subiect: Maximizing the benefits of research at Commu-
niry level
In order to maximize the benefits of research at Commu-
nity level, is the Commission able on the onc hand to set
up a repid and comprehensive in(ormation system for rhe
results of rescarch which tekes account of technicrl,
social, economic and legal aspects end on thc othcr hand
to increase the efficiency of the delibcrative and decision-
making structures concemed with scientific policy in
collaboration with the Community's economic, industrial
and commercial expcrts ?
Mr Brunnct, IWcmber of tbe Commission. 
- 
(D)
This question is concemed with the problem of the
utilization of research results. Ifle held a symposium
on the subject in Milan and I would remind you r<x)
that we have consultative research committees, each of
which has three representatives of the Member States.
Ve also have a committee of expert officials and a
committee of research specialists to advise us. Taken
tog€ther, there are a good many committees, but I am
willing to concede that our performance in this area
could be funher improved. Ve have therefore also
established contacts with industry. Ve have a link
with UNICE, the umbrella organization of industrial
producers. They have suggested that we should set up
an industrial committee to look into these questions.
!7e naturally also have contacts with the national insti-
tutes, such as the Institut frangais de valorisation. Ve
are thus moving towards an improvement of our struc-
tures. I shall, if possible, report back to Parliament in
a few months' time on the results of our effons at
reform.
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Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) The very number of the bodies,
groups and committees to which Mr Brunner has
referred is felt as an obstacle to the dialogue between
the Commission and the groups interested in the
application of research. I would therefore ask the
Commissioner when he will report to us and whether
he will introduce greater efficiency into the Commis-
sion's internal bodies and better communication with
the outside world on the exploiution of research
results.
Mr Brunner. 
- 
(D) !fle are now working on our
report on the medium-term aims of Community
research policy. \7e shall consider this matter in detail
in our report, which will be available to you in a few
months' time. I7e shall then be able to look at the
problem more closely.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
May I intervene, Mr President, as one
of the few Members of Parliament who were at Milan,
and say that I very much hope that the Commission
will give us a follow-up programme urgently, indi-
cating how the Milan proposals will be implemented ?
!flith regard to information services between scien-
tists, the various institutes already have a very good
abstracting sewice, so that there is communication
between scientists. What is essential is that at Commu-
nity level we should have a coordination of national as
well as industrial research and development. I put the
emphasis on development policies. IThilst welcoming
him this new position, I very much hope that Dr
Brunner will take up the challenge of outlining a
programme on how to coordinate the work whiih is
already going on in a rather disunited and disorien-
tated fashion.
Mr Coust6..-(F) Exactly, I agee.
Mr Brunner. 
- 
(D) The present form of coordina-
tion is less disorganized than it seems. There are, it is
true, several bodies, but they work very well together.
Mr Osborn is quite right that cooperation with the
scientists is satisfactory. !7hat we still need is a means
of transferring the results to industry; that is our weak
point. \7e shall deal with this aspect in more detail in
our report on the Community's medium-term
research-policy aims. I hope that we shall then be able
to hold a debate on the basis of more comprehensive
results. In the meantime, I must say that our efforts at
coordination are making some progress. However,
given the low share of Community research appropria-
tions as compared with the Member States' own
research expenditure (l % now and 2o/o in 1980), it
will not always be easy in the foreseeable future to
ensure effective coordination in every individual
sectOr.
Mr Leonardi. 
- 
(I) Does the Commissioner not
consider that it would be desirable in his future report
to take one or rwo specific examples in order to illus-
trate the path followed by information to Members of
Parliament and public opinion ?
May I mention a few specific sectos such as safety
research and research into new forms of energy, such
as solar energy, so that in his general report the
Commission can give a few concrete examples in parti-
cular sectors ?
Mr Brunner. 
- 
(D) That has been my precise aim
since I have belonged to the Commission. I always try
to stick to concrete facts, and shall certainly try to do
so in this research report. But we must not make the
mistake of supposing that the Commission already
has enough staff to perform all the work you want to
see and which is in fact necessary 
- 
well and effi-
ciently.
The Commission is not a European government : it
finds great difficulty in obtaining the necessary infor-
mation. It also needs more technicians than it has had
up to now, and it is running up against budgetary
problems. All these improvements can be made gradu-
ally, but let us not imagine that a European body
whose specific function has over the years been to init-
iate legislation can suddenly become an effective coor-
dinating instrument for research in Europe. That
cannot be done overnight, but our efforts will
continue.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
I7hile I appreciate the encou-
raging reply of the Commissioner and especially his
remarks about his conversations with UNICE, could
he be a little more explicit as to what precise mecha-
nism the Commission would propose to bring
together the industrial firms and the research insti-
tutes and others which have perhaps complimentary
engineering or technical skills, to achieve some of the
maior projects which we might have in mind ? !flould
he not agree that there are perhaps in the defence
field embryo models for this activity in defence and
aero-space, which some Member States have already
achieved ?
A second question would be this: would he on the
other hand perhaps think that the functions of
CREST and CERN might be extended, rather than
creating a new body ?
Mr Brunner 
- 
(D) The honourable Member has
proposed one possible solution. \7e could expand
somewhat the Scientific Committee, in which
industry is already represented. A further possibility
would be the one proposed by UNICE-namely, the
formation of a consultative industrial committee. Ve
are already in the process of communicating informa-
tion to companies in a great many cases. !fle obtain
their addresses from UNICE, the association of Euro-
pean industries. I7e should gladly extend this service,
but to do so would require rather more money than
we have at present. !7e must see what we can do with
the available funds and when useful work is extended,
problems of the kind mentioned by Lord Bess-
borough sometimes arise.
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Mr Not.- (I) \/hile recognizing the efforts which
have been made, does Commissioner Brunner not
think that it might be useful for the better dissemina-
tion of information to establish a terminal 
- 
for
instance at the Commission in Brussels 
- 
of the type
which I was able to visit with Mr Coust6 and Lord
Bessborough at the IBM research centre at La Gaude,
near Nice, where the reference numbers of existing
docments and a list of documents could be obtained
instantly for a whole range of subjects ?
Mr Brunner. 
- 
(D) That is a very good suggestion.
Ve have already taken it up in fact and hope by 1978
to ensure that Euronet, the information system we
have now developed, has a facility of that kind.
Mr Cointat, 
- 
(F) After the observations by Mr
Coust6, the details grven by Mr Brunner on UNICE
and the proposals made by UNICE, has the Commis-
sion decided to set up ioint committees involving
industrialists once it has the necessary funds ?
Mr Brunner. 
- 
(D)Yes.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
@ Does the Commissioner not feel
that the Commission might, on its own initiative,
inform Parliament at regular intervals by
publishing a suitable document 
- 
of the progress
made with the results of Community research activi-
ties ?
Mr Brunner 
- 
(D) The Community's research
programmes are constantly being reviewed. Parliament
is informed of each of these reviews, which summar-
izes the new orientation and contains an evaluation of
the results. Parliament receives all these documents.
President. 
- 
Question No 3, by Mr Johnston, for
whom Mr Durieux is deputizing:
Subiect: EEC forestry policy
!7hat consultations are being, or have been, undertaken
with a view to working out a common EEC forestry
policy and what progress has been achieved ?
Mr Tugendhat, lllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
ln
1974 the Commission proposed measures of afforest-
ation as one means of improving the agmrian struc-
ture. Despite approval by the Parliamen! the Council
has not yet decided on this matter. The Commission
now has in hand a more far-reaching study of forestry
policy and is consulting the Member States' forest
services and those organizations existing at Commu-
nity level which have made their interest known to us.
National forest interests have also been consulted za
the Member States' forest seryices. Ve hope to report
later this year.
Mr Leonerdi. 
- 
(I) I7ith particular reference to my
own country, has the Commission considered a study
or a programme for the development of the cultiva-
tion of seedlings which grow quickly in areas where
deterioration has reached an advanced st ge, such es
the Italian Appenines ?
Mr Tugcndhat. 
- 
I am afnid I am not in a position
to answer that question, but I will try and communi-
cate the information to the Honourable Membcr as
soon as possible. I7e have consulted with national
forest services, and it is thc responsibility of thc
national forest services to draw our attention to thosc
matten which they think are important within thcir
own countries.
Mr Coinat. 
- 
(I) Hts the Commission decidcd to
reincorporate timber and all forest plans end
scedlingp into Annex. II of the Treaty ?
Mr Tugcndh.t. 
- 
As I said in answcr to the main
question, we are indeed at the beginning of e shrdy of
the whole mattcr, and therefore I am afnid it would
be premature to reach a conclusion of that impor-
tance.
Pneeidcnt. 
- 
Question No d by Mr Ieudrin, for
whom Mr Terrenoire is deputizing:
Subject: GATT
Cen the C,ommision sry whether it has hed cont cts
with the new United States administration on the multi-
latcrel GATT negotiations rnd what the trsulB hrvc
been ?
Mr Davignon, lltlember of tbc Commissior 
- 
@ I
am engaged in ongoing consultations with thc Unitcd
States on GATT negotiations, and we did, of counsc,
take the oppornrnity prolded by Vice-President
Mondal's visit to sound th6 intentions of the new
recog-
the partners; it as also agreed that consultations would
continue berween the Commission rnd the United
States on the bcst way of achieving this result.
Mr Tcrrenoire. 
- 
(F)Ve learned this moming that
the Community had decided to increase by 20 olo
customs duties on ball bcerings from Japan. I would
like to hear whether the Commision considers the
three months' period set for this increase sufficient to
bring about an uptum of the European industry in
this sector, and also whether the Commission has
considered the consequences this might have on the
GATT negotiations ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I shall gladly ansicrer that ques-
tion, but I am not altogether clear how it relates to the
previous question.
The Commission decided, after a legal procedurc
involving the consultation of all parties, to apply thc
measures which it is entitled to apply under the anti-
dumping regtrlations. There was a complaint by three
administration. The answer was thetlhsnew edminis-
tsation attaChed hifh priority to the success of thesc
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Member States, a long procedure of consultations to
determine whether dumping was in fact taking place,
and, at the end of this procedure, the Commission,
using the powers vested in it, decided to apply a 20 o/o
duty.
This is a temporary duty running for a period of three
months and it is not intended to enable the Commu-
nity industry to be reorganized during those three
months ; the period is stipulated to enable appeals
against the decision to be lodged with the Commis-
sion. During this period we shall see whether the argu-
ments which might be invoked against this decision
by the Commission hold water or noL At the end of
the three months, the temporary duty of 20 % will
become perrnanent. That is the situation on this
matter.
As to the influence this will have on the GATT negoti-
ations, my answer is equally clear: there will be no
influence, because this is a legal procedure which
enables international trade to be administered on the
basis of the rules iointly laid down by all the GATT
partners; this is simply one application of the rules
and does not affect the negotiations now in progress.
Sir Brondon Rhys Villiems. 
-.Ifilllbg-9@-
not only the importance of cordial and close relations,
but that it should be an established fact that $g
behalf of all the members ?
Mr Dovignorr. 
- 
(F) I am in complete agreement
with the honourable Member on these two points. I
mentioned the United States because the question
referred specifically to our consultations with that
country, but we also consult all the partners in these
negotiations 
- 
not only the industralized nations but
also the developing countries 
- 
to achieve this result
and the Commission knows full well that when it
participates in consultations its strength derives from
the unity of the Member States.
Pregidcnt. 
- 
Questions No 5, by Mr Kaspereit, and
No 6, by Mr Nolan, are postponed until the next Part-
session.
Question No 7, by Mr Cointat:
Subiect: Protection of the American footwear industry
ln view oI the recommendation by the Intemational
Trade Commission of the USA aimed at protecting the
American footwar industry by introducing tariff quotas,
the indroduction of e taitff quota for footwear. That
information is correct, but has not yet been made
public. As the honourable Member knows, the United
States has sixty days to take up a position on this
recommendation, and it has in this particular case
until the end of March or early April, if we understand
thingp correctly, to decide. The Commission is fully
aware of the situation and we shall be making suSges-
tions on the footwear sector in connection with a
number of industral-policy proposals which we intend
to put forward. Ve realize that European footwear
suppliers have lost ground on the American market,just as American suppliers have on their own
domestic market because of competition from the
developing countries, and I can assure the honourable
Member thit we are in contact with the United States
on this matter to bring about a solution which accords
with our interests.
Mr Coinat. 
- 
(F) l am grateful to Mr Davignon for
those details, although I should have preferred a little
more firmness from the Commission if the United
States,confirms the decision within the sixty-day limit.
American imports of shoes from the EEC fell from 84
million pairs in 1973 to 51 million in 1975, and I
should like to put the following supplementary ques-
tion: in regard to the European Communiry are you
resolved to protect the Community industry against
imports from Spain, Brazil and elsewhere ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) Once again, I must point out
that the connection between this question and the
main question escapes me somewhat. However, since
I am also responsible for the European footwear
industry, I shall give you the following answer.
In this sector of industry, which is experiencing
considerable difficulties, we are studying a twofold
problem : the problem posed by imports from third
countries whose industrial position is more favourable
than ours, particularly as regards labour costs, and the
need to ensure the efficiency and indeed the very
survival of this sector in Europe. I can assure the
honourable Member that once our consultations have
been completed 
- 
in the near future 
- 
both with
industry and with the unions in this matter, we shall
be able to make proposals to the Council and to keep
Parliament's responsible committee informed of the
various measures which we intend to take. I think the
honourable Member will agree with me that it is not
desirable to dissociate the internal aspect from the
external problem. As he said himself, I think that in
the long run the solution will not lie sOlely in protec-
tive measures, since the European footwear industry is
an export-oriented sector. Our intentions towards the
United States are altogether precise and concrete, but
I do not want to be defeatist on an issue such as this
before the decision has even been taken.
Devignon, Membcr of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F) The
actual situation is this : a'majority of members of the
Intemational Trade Commission in the USA favoured
Statei gdnnilistration, u"t also with GATTOECD;thC
IMF and the maior institutions of the Vestern world,
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Mr Duricux, 
- 
(F) Mr Terrenoire spoke to us of the
20 olo tax on ball bearings from Japan. !7e recognize
that this tax is justified as an anti-dumping measure,
but does the Commission not consider that it would
be dangerous to embark on a protectionist spiral with
our American partners, which would in the long run
be prejudicial to all international trade ? I should like
that spiral to be avoided because other industries are
also concemed 
- 
I might just mention the protection
of our textile industry against imports from the Far
East. I hope Mr Davignon will not mind my
mentioning these other aspects of the same problem.
Mr Davignotu 
- 
(ry I am grateful to Mr Durieux for
his comments and share his views but, as I said in
reply to Mr Terrenoire, this 20 % duty is not a protec-
tionist measure. It is, on the contrary a provision
which exists in trade legislation, enabling us to protect
ourselves when another country fails to apply the rules
correctly. There can thus be no question of a protec-
tionist approach 
- 
which is why I wanted to establish
the link between international restructuring and
external problems 
- 
because the Commission is
convinced that the Community's industries cannot
develop normally behind a screen of protectionist
measures. It is in no way our intention to take that
line.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
I hope that this House will
always stand firmly and resolutely for the liberaliza-
tion and therefore the expairsion of world trade, but
will the Commission take still more seriously the
deep anxiety being felt in many parts of the Commu-
nity, where the shoe and slipper manufacturing
industry 
- 
I repeat" the slipper manufacturing
industry 
- 
is facing impossible trading conditions as
a result of dumping and other dubious and devious
practices ? Vill the Commission therefore enter into
the earliest possible negotiations with the new Secre-
tary of State for Commerce of the United States to
reach a common agreement on this particular sector
and its problems, bearing in mind the fact that world
negotiations are currently being held on the multi-
fibre agreement, and avoid thereby unilateral action
being taken, by any major industrial State in the
world ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I am able to assure the honou-
rable Member that we are as concerned as he is with
the development of a number of industrial sectors,
which is why we have decided to undertake certain
internal studies to ascertain how these industries can
be given the necessary efficiency and competitivity,
which is the best long-term solution. Meanwhile,
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
Is the Commissioner satisfied
that, in f..t, th.@at he has
put into operation are really effective ? They are very
cumbersome- they take a long time to op€rate and in
fact there is very great hardship in the footwear
industry. Is he really satified that this is the most
adequate, the most efficient way that he can protect
the interests of the workers in this industry ?
Mr Davignon, 
- 
(F) There is no question at this
stage of anti-dumping action in the footwear sector.
Measures were taken in the case of ball bearingr. In
the specific case of the footwear industry, the question
was what we proposed to do if the American adminis-
tration followed a recommendation made to it by a
tariff committee. I answered that we did not wish to
see the European footwear industry losing still more
ground on the American market, and that is the basis
of our position on the question put to us. I also
replied to several speakers that we did not think we
could recover equilibrium in this sector by taking
commltments
Ptesident. 
- 
Question No 8, by Mr Dondelinger,
will be answered in writing as the author is absent and
has not appointed a deputy. I
Question No 9, by Mr Howell:
Subject: 1977 tarm price proposals
Does the Commission agree that the 1977 farm price
proposals will be meaningless if the present green-
currency distortions continue to exist; that thcre are no
common prices, and therefore no real common agricul-
tural policy ?
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(NL) I wish to remind the honourable Member in
answer to his question that at the end of last year the
Commission submitted a proposal for a system
providing for the regular automatic adjustment of the
monetary compensatory amounts. This proposal is
now with Parliament to ascertain its opinion. This
proposed new system does not encroach upon another
more practical arrangement whereby 
- 
as has
happened more than once in the past, on the occasion
of the annual fixing of prices in particular 
- 
the
green currencies can be adjusted. I can inform you
that this year again, when the 1977 price-proposals are
made, a series of adjustments to the green currencies
will be proposed. The aim both of the special system
and of the more pragmatic adjustments is to ensure as
soon as possible restoration of the unified market and
complete application of Community prices.
I See Annex.
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Mr Howell. 
- 
!flhile thanking the Commissioner
for his reply and for telling us of the proposals which
have been put forward by the Commission, may I
stress the urgent need for drastic action to remedy the
farcical green-pound system, which is doing so much
damage to farmers in certain parts of the Community,
in particular the livestock producers of the United
Kingdom ? I am sure that he realizes that some of the
livestock producers are receiving as much as 40 o/o
less than producers in other parts of the Community
and this situation simply cannot go on. Grave damage
is being done to our industry. Will the Commissioner
say by what date he envisages common prices will be
the order of the day throughout the Community ? It is
becoming increasingly obvious that the date of
January 1978 can no longer be met, but would he say
what.date the Commission is aiming at for common
prices throughout the Community ? And if no such
date exists, will he say so ?
(Altltlanse fron certain quarters)
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) I can assure the honourable
Member that the Gommission will work with the grea'
test energy towards the removal . of these monetary
compensatory amounts, which create difficulties for
the management of the agricultural market. He is
quite right on that score, although I must point out
that the difficulties should never be taken as an
excuse for unilateral national measures. As to his ques-
tion concerning the date, the Commission hoPes to
complete its proposals this week on I I February'
Then the matter will be in the hands of Parliament,
which as you know, must deliver an opinion before
the Council takes is decision. The Commission
believes it will be able to submit its proposals on time.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Will the Commis-
sioner agree that one factor that goes right to the root
of the Common'Agricultural Policy, to such an extent
that, as the questioner says, it barely exists, lies in the
fact that the intervention prices in many cases are far
too high and have resulted in massive stocks being
held in a number of fields to the detriment, not only
of the Common Agricultural Policy itself, but also of
consumers throughout the entire Community ?
(Afpluuse J'ront certain.r tluarters on the left)
Mr Vredelin9. 
- 
@L) In answer to Lord Bruce's
point, I would not readily concede that the Prices to
producers are too high. The Commission is, however,
well aware of the adverse effects to which he drew
attention 
- 
namely, that the intervention price
system leads to the constitution of stocks; the
Commission is hoping to come forward with more
detailed proposals in certain sectors, particularly milk
powder.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Howell on a point of order'
Mr Howell. 
- 
Mr President, the Commissioner
completely misunderstood my tvo supplementary
questions. Could I ask him to answer them now ?
(Protests from tbc left)
President. 
- 
Question No 10, by Mr Dalyell:
Subiect: Negotiations between the Commission and the
People's Republic of China
Vhat progres has been made in negotiations betwcen
the Commission and the People's Republic of China for
the achievement of a trade agreement ?
Mr Devignon, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)Sir
Christopher Soames pointed out to the European Parli-
ament on 18 June 1975 that during his visit to China
in May of that year the Chinese authorities had signi'
fied to him their interest in opening discussions with
a view to the conclusion of a trade agreement with the
Community.
Since then there have been reg;ular contacts between
the Commission's services and representatives of the
mission of the People's Republic of China in Brussels
in an extremely relaxed and cordial atmosphere, but
- 
for a number ol resaons, with which you are iust as
familiar as the Commission itself 
- 
the Chinese
authorities were unable to concentrate on these negoti'
ations during that period. There has not been a real
start to negotiations between the Community and
China.
Mr Delyetl. !7hile understanding that the
Chinese may have other things to think abut, none-
theless is the Community doing all possible to keep
in contact with the technocrats in the export agencies
in China, and also to maintain the contacts that Sir
Christopher Soames and others made outside Peking,
establishing direct links with the very powerful admin-
istrations in Shanghai, Kwantung and other cities ?
Mr Dovignotu 
- 
(F) Yes, the Commission's depart'
ments maintain with all the Chinese authorities with
which it is possible to enter into contact 
- 
and those
you mentioned are among the authorities of interest
to the Commission 
- 
relations aimed at stepping up
the development of trade.
Mr Normenton. 
- 
I welcome the longstanding
enthusiasm of the Commission for the expansion of
world trade in general and the interest in expanding it
as far as China is concerned, but will the Commission
assure the House, and also the industries of the
Community, that the Commission understands the
way in which the State-trading economies of the
world cost their products and fix their export prices ?
Having understood this point, will they make sure
that in any commercial agreements entered into with
State-trading counries, and China in particular, this
point is firmly held in mind and reflected'in their
policies 2 r
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Mr Drvignon. 
- 
@ Once again my answer is in
the affirmative : we are particularly careful 
- 
as I had
occasion to say iust now in answer to other questions
- 
to ensure that in the area of extemal trade a proper
assessment is made of the advantages and drawbacks
to the Community's own industrial development, and
we shall be still more careful in future.
I7e are very well aware that in relations with State-
trading countries it is essential to make sure that the
aSreements include provisions on prices and the way
in which export prices are calculated. You may there-
fore rest fully assured on this point.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) Have I understood you
correctly 
- 
and it will only take a moment to clarify
this point 
- 
to say that the dialog;ue on trade rela-
. 
tions between Europe and China has been put into a
lower gear by the Chinese themselves ?
Mr Davignoa. 
- 
(n There will be two aspects to
my answer. The first is that the contacts which exist
between the Commission's seruices and the Chinese
authorities are as good as they were in the past. There
has been no change in that respect. I think we have
all noted the extremely clear and precise positions
adopted by the Chinese authorities. As to technical
development" I am bound to agree with the honou-
rable Member.
President. 
- 
Question No ll, by Mr Evans:
Subiect: 'Sail for Europe'
What advanteges will result for the citizens of Europe as
a result of the expenditure on this proiect ?
Mr Tugendhot, lllember of the Commissroa. 
-'Sailfor Europe' is an independent, non-profit-making asso-
ciation of sailing enthusiasts who wish to further the
sport of sailing as well as to promote the Community
ideal. As the venture is likely to symbolize this ideal
for many, the Commission has given its patronage to
the project.
Qnu of 'Hear ! bear ! Laugbter)
Mr Evens. 
- 
Vill the Commissioner accept that it
was widely reported in the British press that a very
substantial sum of money had been given to this
project by the Commission and will he confirm that
no money will be given under any circumstances to
this project ? !7ill he accept that I have no obiection
whatsoever to people spending their own money on
their own thing, but that there are far better uses for
Community money than 'sail for Europe ?'
Mr Tugendhet. 
- 
The Commission has made no
financial contribution to the association, though it has
provided small sums to enable the association to takr..
stands at sailing exhibitions in London, Paris and
Diisseldorf.
Prcsidcne 
- 
Question No 12, by Mr Herberg is post-
poned until the next part-session.
Question No 13, by Mr Yeats:
Subject: Burrden of taxation on nspsp.pcnt
!7ill the Commission as . mrttcr of urgcncT draw up
prcposals to relieve newspapcr of the erccssive bundcn
of Value Addcd Tax, which in many cascr cndrngcrs
their continued existence and mrkes more difficult their
essential task in a democntic society of informing and
educating the public ?
Mr Burke, lWember of tbe Commission" 
- 
The
charging of Value Added Tax on newspapen is
supported by the proposal for a Sixth VAT Directive,
agreed in principle by the Council on 16-17
December 1976. As parliamentarians will be fully
aware, the sole aim of the Sixth Directive is to achieve
a uniform basis of assessment for VAT in Member
States, and not the harmonization of the rates. The
harmonization of the latter is not foreseen either now
or in the near future. In these circumstances, Member
States remain free to fix the level at which the rate is
charged, subject, however, to two considerations:
firstly, that a zero rating may not be introduced and,
secondln that a rate may not be established at a level
so low as to prevent the deduction in full of the tax
which is allowed to be deducted under the VAT
system. It is the Commission's view that in those
Member States which charge VAT on newspapers, the
rate is usually so low that it does not constitute an
excessive tax burden for newspaper publishers. The
Commission does not feel, moreover, that VAT can be
used as an effective instrument for dealing with the
problems besetting newspap€rs throughout the
Community. This is because these problems are
caused by factors other than those resulting from the
imposition of tax 
- 
the high cost of paper, competi-
tion with other channels of information, reduction in
the market demand for newspaper publicity. In these
circumstances, the Commission does not think it
advisable to make new proposals in this sector.
Mr Ycots. 
- 
Vhilst one can only express great disap-
pointment at the ebsence of any intention of action
on the part of the Commission, will the Commis-
sioner say whether he does not consider that a rate of
VAT of l0 70, which exists in some cases in the
Community, is an altogether excessive burden on
newspapers ?
Mr Burkc. 
- 
Taking into consideration the poins
made in my reply that the cost of paper, competition
from other channels of information and other factots
constitute the maior problem for newspapcrs, I would
find it difficult to agree with the Honourable Member
that this is excessively high.
Sir Brandon Rhys Villiams. 
- 
Is this not a golden
example of the value of the British institution of the
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zero rate, which is what is applied to newsPaPers in
Great Britain ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
In the last two years' as the Honou'
rable Member probably is aware, the cost of paper has
increased by 100 0/0, according to figures supplied by
the Association of Newspaper Editors. The incidence
of the cost of paper and the cost of production is
therefore very high.
Mrs Kellea-Bowmen. 
- 
The Commissioner would
not consider the rate of l0 % high. !7ould he not
consider the standard rate of 20 o/0, which applies in
Ireland, to be unduly high ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
The rate on newsPaPer sales is not
20oh as I understand it. It is 10 Yo, as mentioned by
Mr Yeats.
President. 
- 
Question No 14, by Mr Noi:
Subiect : Agronomic Rcsearch
Vould the Commission provide Parliament with details
of the progess made in the work provided f9r by th9
Regulation-on the coordination of agricultpral.rescarch
(EEC) (No 1728174)r and in particular on the stage
ieactred in drawing up the inventory of agricultural
research projects provided lor therein; does the Commis-
sion intend io allow the Member States access to it; and,
finally, does it intend to use the software employed in
this work in other sectors ?
Mr Brunner, Illember of tbe Commission' 
- 
(D)Mt
President, a Committee on Agricultural research was
set up in l975.lt has met five times, devoting its atten-
tion mainly to Proiects relating to cattle-raising,
animal leucoses and vegetable proteins. Ve are now
engaged in drawing up an inventory of these projects'
AIoial of 138 contracts to a value of 10.3m u.a. have
been awarded. So far the inventory has been recorded
on tape and we are now in the process of 
-having it
transciibed. \7e do not know yet what software we
shall be using for the inventorY.
Mr Not. 
- 
(I) At the risk of appearing monotonous'
I would repeat what I asked in connection with Mr
Coust6's question, the second one taken today 
-
namely, whether the Commissioner thinks it will be
possibie in future to store the results of this research
io that they can be more readily communicated to
anyone interested in them.
Mr Brunner. 
- 
(D) That is our intention.
Lord t{7olston. 
- 
Could the Commissioner assure
us that the funds which are made available for this
research are, in fact, a net addition to the amounts
sp€nt on agricultural research in the Community and
"i. not meiely deducted from the national 
contribu-
tions in the member countries ?
Mr Brunnet 
- 
(D) Ve want to re'arrange the
results of research as quickly as possible for the sake
of the Member States. For this PurPose' some small
additional amounts will have to be made available:
President. 
- 
Question No 15, by Mr Scott'Hopkins,
is postponed until the next Part-session.
Question No 16, by Mrs Squarcialupi, for whom Mr
Veronesi is deputizing :
Subject: Construction of a radioactive waste dump in the
canton of Ticino
Vhat action does the Commission ProPose to take to
protect a Community Member State 
- 
namely, Italy 
-in the face of the proiected construction of a radioactive
waste dump in thC canton of Ticino, which might have
disastrous and unforeseeable consequences on the edia'
cent hydrogeological basin, affecting ltalian tenitory ?
Mr Vredeling, Vicc-President of tbe Commission' 
-(NL) Vo:d has reached the Commission too of the
concern aroused by the rumour that radioactive waste
is to be dumped in the Swiss canton of Ticino. The
Commission is confident that the appropriate ltalian
authorities will approach the Swiss authorities
concerned. Under thl Treaty the Commission itself
has no direct powers in this connection ttis'd'rtis non'
member countries, but it will not fail to keep close
watch on this development. Should the Swiss provide
definite information to the Italian authorities, thus
giving the Commission an opportunity to act' then it
iitt not fail, if necessary, to make an approach to the
appropriate authorities in Switzerland.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
@1\e Commissioner's answer does
not satisfy me. As there have been other cases of pollu-
tion, real or presumed, affecting non-member coun-
tries and settled through intervention by the Commu-
nity, I would ask the Commissioner whether some
thought ought not also to be given to this- particular
aspeit of pollution of territory, for it strikes me as
being of eitte-. importance for the future of energ?
developments, both in Europe and in the rest of the
world.
I would point out, among other thingp, 
.that the
Committei on Energy and Research of this Parlia-
ment is already taking an interest in the problems
arising from the dumping of radioactive waste from
nuclear power-stations.
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) I would by no means deny
that the consequences of any dumping or other prac-
tices in non-member countries which could create
dangers for Community countries are 
-a 
-matter 
for the
Community as a whole. Nor would I in any way
discourage the Honourable Member from pointing
out in tf,e Italian parliament that this is not merely a
matter of interest to the Italian Sovernment but one
that may have consequences for the Community't OJ No L lt2, 5 JulY 1974' P. l.
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Mr Noi. 
- 
g)l should like, first, to ask the Commis-
sioner whether he does not think that treating radio-
actiye waste and then permanently storing it is a more
advanced process than leaving the waste in suitable
recipients or pools.
Sccondln would he not agree that before a serious
opinion can be expressed on this matter, three things
must be known, namely: (l) the type of treatment tfie
radioactive waste undergoes, (2) the liquid or solid
substance in which it is finally stored, and (3) the
geological conditions at the site where it is deposited ?
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the Honourable
Member has thrown light on certain aspects of the
problem, and I can only endorse what he has said.
Prcsident. 
- 
Question No 17, by Lord Bessbo-
rough:
Subiect.: British aerospace, shipbuilding and ship-repair
industries
Hes the Commission studied the Bill reorganizing the
British aerospace, shipbuilding and ship-repiir indjstries
and will the Commission confirm thatlhe Bill conforms
with the provisions of Community taw, and that it does
not discriminete againsg or adversely affec! the industries
of other Member States ?
Mr Devignon, A/Icmbcr of tbc Commission, 
- 
(F)
The legislation Lord Bessborough is referring to in hii
question relates to the system of propcrty ownership
of the. undertakings in question. the EfC Treaty,
according o Article 22\'shall in no way prejudice
the rules in Member States governing the system of
prope_rty ownership.' Member States must, oi 
"ourse,c.omply. with all the prwisions of the Treaty, among
them those contained in Article 90, which providei
that all public or private undertakings are suiject to
the rules contained in the Treaty.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
The Commissioner has
referred to Article 90. I would like to ask him this:!7hat steps would the Commission propose to take
after nationalization, if it happens in 'the UK, to
control subsidies which are made to these industries ?
As we know, Article 90 (2) states that revenue-pro-
ducing honopolies shall be subject to the rules on
competition. How will the Commission ensure
compliance with Article 90 ?
Il{r.Davignon. 
- 
(F) I do not think arrything new is
likely to turn up in this matrer. The Commission will
go on trying to bring to light any activities carried outby Member States which do not come under the
heading of aid, as defined in the Treaty, and which
create distortions. !7e have some e*peri.nc. in this
field, and shall take advantage of it in any case that
may arise.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Is the Commissioner
aware that this matter is the subject of domestic
controversy within the United Kingdom ? ltrill he
accept my assurance that the United Kingdom partia-
ment is quite capable of solving this matter without
referring it to the Commission i
(Cia of 'Hear, hear ! from certain qua.rters on thcto
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(ry I have taken careful note of the
comment that has been made, and can assure the
honourable Member (Speaker proceeds in English): I
was aware that this was the subject of dLmestic
controversy within the United Kingdom.
Mr Evans. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware that this
vitally important bill has been lengthily delayed by
the irresponsible behaviour of Lord Besiborough andhis Conservative friends in the unelected ga*n
House of lords to the detriment of many thou-
sands ..
Presidcnt 
- 
Mr Evans, that is not a question !
Mr Evens. 
- 
... I want to finish the question, Mr
Presideng because it is important. Vill the Commis-
s!on1 1c9q1.that many thousands of workers' job inthe United Kingdom have been threatened because of
the controversy which has been created in the United
Kingdom ? And will he confirm that under no circum-
stances the Commission will get themselves involvedin domestic British legislation which would only
further the activities of ihe Tory House of Lords ?
Mr Devigno!. 
- 
@ The practice followed by the
Commission in these matters is well known, and I
should like to confirm it.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
lfill the Commissioner confirm that
lh:.ff.",.ci-sis facing both the aircraft and the ship_building industries is due as much to discrimination
by America and particula{y Japan against Europeanproducts as to anything else ani that- the great ;hal_
lenge for us is how to reorganize these indistries and
how to give them orders, both for aircraft and ships,
rather than the smaller detail of revenue-producing
monopolies ? That is the issue for this industry.
Mr Dovignon. 
- 
(F) As I pointed out in my answerto questions on shipbuilding, one of the Commis_
sion's main concerns is to put forward suggestions on
ways and means of maintaining an aircialt industry
and a shipbuilding industry so as to ensure thai
Europe retains its proper share of the market.
Mr Berkho (NL) Does the Commission,
and particularly the Member of the Commission here
with us today_, share the view that the question under
discussion relates to a specific sector as regards which
we can, and indeed must, hold ourselveJaloof from
controversies waged at national policy level as to
whether or not this sector should be nationalized ?
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Does the Commission agree with me that what
matters at Community level is that there should be no
discrimination in competition policy as between
nationalized and non-nationalized undertakings, and
that this is the nub of the question ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) In all the answers I have given,
I have tried to make what the Commission is
concerned about quite clear. Its first concem is the
future of the shipbuilding and aircraft industries in
the Community, as regards which it is up to all of us
to take measures often of a difficult nature ; its second
concern is to ensure that the activities of each of these
industries conform to the provisions of the Treaty.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) It appears, therefore, that the matter
we are discussing is not iust of national interest. Quite
clearly, the question 
- 
and I would ask the Commis-
sioner to provide an answer 
- 
is whether the bill in
the United Kingdom is consistent with Community
regulations. This is something we should have liked to
have known, as also whether the bill discriminates
against, or in any way harms, the industries of other
Member States. This is a perfectly clear question, since
it involves the Community's industrial policy.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) The clear responsibility of the
Commission lies in ensuring that the Treaty, and parti-
cularly Article 90, which rules out any distortion of
competition, is correctly applied. I pointed out that
the Treaty, as it itself expressly indicates, in no way
prejudices the rules in Member States governing the
system o( property ownership. Vhat concerns us is
whether an industry, be it nationalized or not, is
complying with the Treaty rules. This is the considera-
tion that will govem the action taken by the Commis-
sion.
President. 
- 
Question No 18, by Mr Nyborg:
Subiect: State aid to the shipbuilding industry
Following its enquiries into the credits extended by Italy
to the USSR in connection with the sale of three ships, is
the Commission now contemplating invoking the Proce'
dures provided for under Article 93 of the EEC Treaty to
prevent distortion of competition in the shipbuilding
sector ?
Mr Davignon, Illetnber of tbe Commission, 
- 
(F)
On this difficult question of the conditions under
which credits may be extended in connection with
the sale of vessels, there exists a Council directive
which provides that the conditions laid down within
the wider framework of the OECD must be complied
with. The Commission is at present considering,
iointly with the Italian government, whether the condi-
tions that attended the sale of Italian vessels to the
Soviet Union do in fact conform to this arrangement.
That is where matters stand at the moment.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) All that is involved in this parti-
cular case is some money to help three ships from
Italy on their way. But, except in the case of Luxem-
bourg, the shipbuilding industry is of such importance
to all Csmmunity countries that we as a Parliament
must make sure that the Commission keeps a close
watch on any developments in this sector. I was there-
fore very pleased to hear the Commissioners' answer. I
hope, too, that the approach adopted on future occa'
sions will be the same as it has been uP to now.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Is the Commissioner satisfied that
the provisions of Articles 92 and 93, regarding aids
granied by States, particularly to State industries and
national industries, are being complied with, and in
particular, is he satisfied that the accounts are suffi'
tiently transparent to give an adequate interpretation
of these two clauses ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) For the m6ment, we are
making an immense effort to safeguard the ship-
building industry in the Community. Incidentally, I
shall be able to report to the Council on the matter
this afternoon in Brussels. I shall be passing on to it
the results of a number of discussions which we have
held with partners outside the Community and which
have created difficulties for the Council in this sector.
I shall point out that it would be idle to imagine that
the problem can be solved merely by securing reduc-
tions in capacity outside the Community. Ifle must
also, acting all together, take measures to restructure
the industry in the Community. Such measures will
require national aid systems to be coordinated, and
will also raise the problem of the worth of the informa-
tion passed to us and of the effectiveness of the
methods we use to evaluate it. This is what I wanted
to say for the time being, even if I have to come back
later, in committee, should the need arise, to certain
technical aspects of the question Put to us.
Mr Normonton. 
- 
\7ould the Commissioner not
agree that shipbuilding is probably the classical
eiample of the futility of Member States' independ-
entlyind autonomously pursuing economic and indus'
trial policies based on subsidizing both production
and sales of their industrial products ?
I(e are delighted to note that he recognized that in
Europe at least there is a long overdue need for moder-
nization of this old industry, including restructuring,
reorganization, new methods, new technologies.
Wouta he care to indicate to the House when he will
be in a position to present a cansidered policy, an
industrial policy, for debate here in the House on this
important area ?
Mr Devignon. 
- 
I am always careful, at this stagc,
about specifying definite dates. !flhat I am in a posi'
tion to do is to confirm what I have agreed with the
chairman of Parliament's Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs 
- 
namely, that I will make a
statement on a number of aspects of industrial policy
in mid-February. By then I hope to be in a position to
give a more precise indication of when we can Prescnt
a general policy statement'
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I shall also have an opportunity this afternoon to draw
the Council's attention to the need to press ahead
with our vigorous action in the field of external poliry
and with our modernization measures simultaneously.
Clearly, the Council's reaction will be one factor in
the time it will take us to bring this project to a
successful conclusion.
Mr Martinelli. 
- 
(I) ls the question concems an
aSreement concluded in ltaly, I should like to put
forward a number of factual and legal observationJ to
show that this contract meets the conditions laid
down by the OECD on the subiect. If the Breda
shipyards, which are situated in a region hit by last
year's grave natural disasters, had noiconcluded that
agreement, they would have had to put 3 500 workers
on unemployment benefit. It was this that led the
Italian authorities to avail themselves of the deroga-
tion permitted by Article 8 of the OECD Agreement
relating to credits for the export of vessels, and to
resort to a written consultation procedure. The OECD
Agreement states that, where the consultation proce-
dure is adopted and no reply is received within aipeci-
fied period, the country concerned has the rigit to
adopt the decisions relating to the operations in ques-
tion.
President. 
- 
I am very sorry, Mr Martinelli, but we
T9 lot having a debare. All you may do is to put abrief supplementary question.
Mr Martinelli. 
- 
(/,) Nevertheless, I still maintain
the action taken by the Italian authorities was, under
the circumstances, within the law.
Mr Cifrrelli, 
- 
@ I would ask the Commission
whether, after considering the special features of this
case, it sees in this a dumping arrangement 
- 
that is,
a lawful favour granted to a national industry 
- 
or,
rather, a consequence of the system of agreements
with the Soviet Union, which, as is well known,
requires credits from anyone who wishes to export to
that country.
Mr Davignotu 
- 
(D The technical position in this
area is extremely complicated. So is the OECD Agree-
ment, which provides, under certain conditions, for
the harmonization of conditions for the granting of
credits when vessels are sold abroad.
As I said the first time I spoke, we are checkingjointly with the Italian govemment, on the basis of
the information it has furnished us, to which an
Honourable Member has iust referred, whether or not
the sale complies with the agreements concluded. In
the process, we shall naturally take into account both
the need to preserve a shipbuilding industry and all
the social implications of the case.
President. 
- 
Question No 19, by Mr Radoux:
Subiect : Bclgrade meeting
Vill the Commission ake part in the prepamtions for,
and the work of, thc Belgndc mceting on iS Junc 1977prcvided for in thc final Helsinki Agreement, and, if so,
to what ertent ?
Mr Dovignon, Mcmber of tbe Commission 
- 
@ tsfar as the CSCE is concemed, the position is quite
clear. Vhen he signed the Pinal Acr in Helsinki, Mr
Moro, President of the Council at the time, pointed
out that he was signing for the Community, ahd that
the Community would intervene on eny matters
falling withln its area of compctence according to its
own procedures.
!7hat took place, therefore, in Helsinki was what we
called a 'double signature'. It is therefore only to be
expected that in the preparation of the Belgrade
Conference, which is required precisely to chec[how
the Helsinki Agreement is being applied, the Commis-
sion should play an ective part both at C,ouncil and at
political cooperation level, especially as regarrds the
problems of Community competence, 'Basket 2' at
Helsinki.
Mr Rodoux. 
- 
(F) Mr Davignon has kindly given
me an affirmative answer concerning the Belgrade
Conference. Could he give me some additional infor-
mation as to the actual running of that Conference
and say whether it is already known who will be
attending it from the Commission and the Council ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) As the Honourable Member
knows, the Commission was already helping in the
preparation of the Final Act of Helsinki, having taken
part in the work of the preparatory meeting in Geneva
and spoken there. !7e are at present considering what
would- be the best way for the Community to be repre-
sented in Belgrade in the light of the subiects to be
discussed. But as the preparations ar? not yet
concluded and the procedure will largety depend on
the form the Belgrade Conference is to take, we are
still studlng the matter. The final decision, as might
be expected with another five months to go before ihe
Conference opens, has not yet been taken. The whole
question, however, is naturally being considered in the
light of the Community's participation in the C,onfer-
ence, as announced by Mr Moro in Helsinki.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) Mr. Davignon, if I understood you
rightly, you said that special account would be taken
of 'Basket 2' in preparing the Conference. Do you not
feel that. particular attention ought to be iaid to
'Basket 3', which provided for thJ free circulation of
information, the protection of human dignity and
freedom of movement throughout Europe, at a time
when human rights are being constantly withhetd and
violated in the entire Eastern bloc ? I am thinking of
Czechoslovakia, of Poland and the Soviet Union, -and
the German Democratic Republic.
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Mr Davignon. 
- 
(fl In the answer I gave to Mr
Radoux, I said that we are paying particular attention
to 'Basket 2' because it relates to something with
which the Commission is comPetent to deal under
the Treaty. It is the Commission that represents the
Community.
I also pointed out that the Commission was taking
part in the entire work of preparing the Belgade
Conference, panicularly as regards the matters you
have raised, which clearly exercise a basic influence
on the type of society we have in the Community, the
one in which the Commission is predominantly inte-
rested.
Sir Peter Kirk. 
- 
Mr President, retuming to the
very p€rtinent supplementary question asked by my
colleague Mr Jahn, would the Commission agree that
in thC preparation for the Belgrade Conference and
indeed the conference itself it must be very careful
not to make any distinction between the three baskets
and make it quite plain to other participants in the
conference that the protection of human rights is a
fundamental condition for any ProStess towards
ditcntc in Europe ?
(Applause from tbe cente and tbe rigbt)
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) It goes without saying that that
is our position. If this was not immediately obvious
from my first answer, this was because the question
related to the manner in which we were taking part in
the work. The question which has iust been put
relates to the substance of the policy. The entire
Helsinki Agreement is a whole between whose parts
no distinction can be made, and on this point I can
say that we share the views that have been expressed.
Mr Giroud. 
- 
(F) Can the Commissioner confirm
that this business of verification cannot be confused
with interference in the internal affairs of some
country or other ?
Mr Dovignon. 
- 
(F) The question is a tricky one,
because from time to time what others claim to be the
protection of fundamental rights is declared to be
interference.
The Final Act of Helsinki clearly stipulated commit-
ments entered into by each of the parties. One of the
objects of the Belgrade Conference is to ensure that
these agreements are properly carried out.
It seems to me that this interpretation can in no way
be confused with interference.
Mr Ciferclli. 
- 
(I) I should like to know whether,
even taking the narrowest interpretation of the Treaty,
the provisions on the free movement of persons, the
free circulation of information and the right of estr-
blishment do not contrast with the widely-deplored
violations of fundamental rights, and whether, with
this in mind, the Commission is not preparing a study
and a coordinated approach by the Nine with an eye
on the Belgrade Conference.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(D It is precisely because the
Commission has a certain experience and certain
powers in these areas that it is taking a hand in
preparing the position which will be defended by the
Member States and the Community in Belgrade. This
is what is actually taking place, and in the course of
these consultations on political cooperation and at
Council level suggestions have been received from all
quarters, the Commission included. \flhen we take
part in a debate, we do so with a view to making some
contribution on the lines indicated'
Presidcnt. 
- 
Question No 20, by Mr Dykes, is post-
poned until the next part-session.
The first part of Question-time is closed.
I thank the representatives of the Commission for
their contributions to our debates, with honourable
mention for Mr Davignon, who has had a particularly
heavy work-load.
(Applause)
6. Energ Prices
President. 
- 
The next item is a ioint debate on the
reports by
- 
Mr Giraud, on behalf of the Committee on Energy
and Research, on the adoption of, and ProsPects
for, a system of basic prices for imported primary-
energy sources within the framework of a Commu-
nity energy policy (Doc. 530176), and
- 
by Mr Guldberg, on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the effect of
increased energy prices on Member States' produc-
tivity and competitiveness (Doc. 43l17q.
I call Mr Giraud.
Mr Giraud, raPporteur. 
- 
(F) Mt President, I should
like to thank all my colleagues on the Committee on
Energy and Research for the help they have given me
in drawing up this report as well as all the officials for
the work they have done on it. I should also like to
thank Mr Brunner, and through him Vice-President
Simonet, for all the good will the Commission has
shown. However, all Members of Parliament will
understand that I cannot embark on my speech
without paying tribute to two members of the
Committee on Energy who have iust left it and who
had a large share in this work. I am referring, of
course, to Mr Springorum, the chairman, whose kindly
authority and high degree of comPetence we thought
very highly of, and Professor Burgbacher, a specialist
in anything to do with coal whose enthusiasm in this
field was infectious.
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The report I am submitting to you today is neither a
cure-all nor, to my mind, an essential element of the
mechanism which Parliameng in agreement with the
Commission, has been putting together for years for
the Council of Ministers. The 1973 crisis, boin of the
Yom Kippur war, sewed only to bring into the open a
situation we refused to face 
- 
namely, that the indus-
trial countries owed a large part of their prosperity
and growth to the excessively low price of inergy 
-and not only oil 
- 
and that they were squandering
that energy without a thought for the future. The awak-
ening was brutal, too much so no doubt, but so far
neither our countries individually nor the Community
as a whole have heeded this waming-shot to change
course and take the decisions for which the situation
called. Ve have put thingp off from day to day,
contenting ourselves with the discussion of high prin-
ciples. In this debate or in these convi.saiiorrs
everyone has something or other to say but takes no
account of the other party's views, accepting the propo-
sals made to him only if they suit him and rejecting
the others.
I wanted to say, as I started to speak to you, that I
only took on this report because I felt it to be an
essential, though not adequate, part of a whole, and a
refusal on our part would have provided some people
with a pretext for rejecting an overall solution.
!7hat are our main obiectives ? They are to reduce,
and at all events not to increase, the Community's
dependence on extemal sources of energy, and to
encourage energy savingp and the development of new
energy sources, without, however, deluding ourselves
as to the likelihood, in the short term, of their making
more than a marginal contribution to our require-
ments. I7e observe a definite and growing delay in the
production of nuclear energy and already realize that,
at the end of the day, we shall have fallen far short of
the plan we had drawn up and of the ambitious
targets we had set ourselves.
I would also draw attention to the excessively high
cost 
- 
of producing certain novel forms of energy,
which are still at an early stage of industrial develJf-
ment and cannot be considered, in the present situa-
tion, 
-as really competitive. The Community musttherefore continue its strenuous and costly efforts,
which must be backed by a wide range of meisures, of
which the repgrt I am submitting today presents only
on€ aspect. This matter of the minimum safeguard
price of imported oil has been in the hands oJ the
Council of Ministers for close on two years, but no
decision has been taken. For my parg I iegret that no
real progress has been made in this area, and I hope
to see this project on the agenda of the next meeting
of the.9ouncil of Energy Ministers. According to thi
C-ourcil's work programme for the first qu-arter of
1977, for the rwo ministerial sittingp divoted to
energy policy, the minimum safeguard price for
imported oil, which is shown as a separate item in the
work programme, will be dealt with, not as a specific
point, but as part and parcel of the case for the protec-
tion and promotion of investments. This strikes me as
both convenient and logical.
The political climate at the discussions will, however,
continue to depend to a large extent on the conces-
sions the various delegations are prepared to make on
this poing which confronts the Community with a
difficult choice.
Fo-1 my parg I shall confine myself to drawing my
colleagues' attention to the importance attaching t6
the basic price for imported primary sourceJ of
energ'y. This accounts for the fact that the report I am
presenting today on behalf of the Committee on
Energy and Research required for its consideration
seven meetings of that committee before it was
approved.
I believe that in order to preserye clarity during discus-
sions the idea of the minimum safeguard prici should
be presented in a manner as simple and as uncontro-
versial as possible. Everyone has started out with the
idea that in the course of the next ten years oil will be
the form of energy that will determine the reference
price of all the others. Later on, other forms of energy
will play a crucial role, but at the moment the domi-
nant role of oil is an economic fact no one will
cont€st. This being the case, it was felt that too steep a
fall in the price of oil might ieopardize all the efforts
made for the development of alternative sources of
energ:f, however timid and inadequate they may
appear in our.eyes. The minimum safeguard price ii
therefore not a specific measure but a general measure
of support and protection covering-all sources of
energy and not intended to promote the protection of
one in particular.
This price is not the ideal price at which oil should be
offered on the international market. It is a price that
ought to be fixed to ensure that oil is not marketed at
a price below that which we regard as desirable. The
role it would play would be merely that of a
safety-net.
I feel, Mr President, that it ought to be stressed that
this objective is that of our common policy on energy
-.namely, to develop alternative sources of energy inorder to reduce our dependence on oil. This cannot
be done without offering certain guarantees to inves-
tors in the development of these energy sources. This,
then, is a1 t-h9 origrn of the whole concept. The prin-
ciple underlying it is clear, and considerable latitude
should be left to the governments for putting it into
practice, for the level, as contemplated at the iroment,
is based on economic data.
A minimum safeguard price for imported oil can in
fact be put into effect through measures such as
customs duties, levies, quotas and taxes on consump-
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tion. Measures of that kind therefore form part of
commercial policy and thus fall within the exclusive
competence of the Community by virtue of Article
113 of the EEC Treaty.
!7hat the level of this prige ought to be has been
discussed at length by the Committee on Energy and
Research. Obviously there were two camPs : those who
possessed indigenous resources (I am thinking mainly
of ttre United Kingdom, even of Germany), who
would naturally like to see the highest possible refer-
ence level, and those who, understandably, are far
from sharing this attitude because they realize they
will find little or no oil 
- 
or even coal 
- 
in their
own soil.
There are also countries 
- 
Italy, for example 
-
which, while endorsing the principle itself, feel that
the price-level should be kept as low as possible. I7e
musi certainly recognize that the proposed level of the
minimum safeguard price is a political one' the result
of a compromise reached between countries desirous
of a high level and countries desirous of a low one. As
I haveiaid, all finally agreed on a price bracket of $6
to $8, which finished up at $7. But permit me to say
that" at least as I see it, this figure has at present very
little in common with hard facts.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the point of depar'
ture of our committee's reflections on the subiect was
the decision taken by the European Council in Rome
on I and 2 December 1975. This was to the effect that
consideration should be given to the need for a
mechanism of support and Protection to ensure the
development of novel forms of energy.
Iflhat is new is the adoption of a constructive attitude
towards the introduction of this protective mechanism
on the grounds that it is rightly felt that, without it" it
will be impossible to develop alternative or novel
forms of energy on a scale large enough to give the
Community greater independence of imported energy
sources.
Moreover, assuming that in the months or even years
to come the Council of Ministers will decide on a
minimum price-level, such a decision will have to be
supplemented by support measures for other novel
forms of energy.
\(re do not believe that the mere application of a price
mechanism will ensure the development of new
sources o( energy; full use will have to be made of the
scope for support that exists. There is the entire range
of ipecific *ppott measures now available under the
existing Treaties or the regulations derived from them,
and even new measures.
All this should be made the subiect of a package of
proposals on the basis of which the Council ought to
iake a decision as soon as possible. If the Council fails
to reach agreement, then I think, Mr President, that
its credibility will once again be undermined. You will
tell me that it has already been undermined repeat-
edly, but there is no doubt that by such an attitude
the Council will demonstrate that it has no faith in
the Communities but only in the activities of the
national govemments.
Ve all know this to be one of the most serious diffi-
culties the Community is at present facing in the
energy sector.
I would point out to Parliament that my mind is not
really at ease when I consider the prospects of the
introduction of a common energy policy, and yet such
a policy is indispensable and has been sought after for
so long by our committee.
This report cannoq moreovet, even in the oil sector'
be moie than a single element in a package of
measures conceming the oil industry, among them
the transparency and display of prices and the adapta-
tion of iefinery op€rations to the changed market
conditions.
In conclusion, I should like to draw attention to two
consequences which I personally 
- 
with, I believe,
the backing of almost every member of our
committee 
- 
draw from the contents of the report:
the Community must act as a single entity in this area
as in others. Vhile there is no question of calling in
doubt either the conditions of ownershiP or the exploi'
tation of energy sources indigenous to the Commu-
nity, it must be understood that the precautions we
take must at the same time ensure that all member
countries have equal access to the products we help in
this way to bring on the market. Furthermore, this
protective mechanism must in no case be regarded as
an encouragcment to still higher priccs.
It is subiect to these two conditions that this report,
for which I request Parliament's approral, will serve as
a useful elemCnt of the Community's energy policy.
(Applausc)
IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOI.,TI/ER
Vice-Prcsident
President. 
- 
I call Mr Notenboom, who is depu-
tizing for Mr Guldberg.
Mr Notenboom, deputy rd|Porteur. 
- 
(NIlMr Pres-
ident, since Mr Guldberg has to be in Denmark at the
moment and I am replacing him in the chair of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affain, I
should like to say a few words now that his report has
been included in the agenda today. I shall be brief'
since the report was Presented on an earlier occasion.
I see no point in submerging ourselves in a flood of
words. I would therefore refer you to the introduction
already given by Mr Guldberg at five minutes P8$ rso
on th€ aftemoon of Tuesday, 13 January 1975 !
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I shall not attempt to repeat what he then said, but
shall confine myself to two observations. Pirst I would
say, on behalf of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, that it is unfortunate that Parliament
should today have to make known its views on a
motion for a resolution submitted over a year ago.
Owing to special circumstances, and through no fault
of the committee, the report has time and time again
been withdrawn from the agenda. Again and again,
consideration of the report has been held over. Ve
deplore this. I would ask Members to see Mr Guld-
berg's report and the motion for a resolution in the
light of the time that has elapsed since the report was
first submitted.
Secondly, I do not feel it so desirable that the Guld-
berg report and the important Giraud report should
be considered jointly. This is not being done, for that
matter, at the request of our committee. I would ask
all my colleagues here to reflect that what we are
being asked to consider are two separate matters, two
reports that have only the word 'energy' in common.
The Giraud report ranges from the system of basic
prices to the furthering of research and the develop-
ment of alternative sources of energy. The Guldberg
report deals with the consequences of higher energy
prices on capacity and on the competitive position of
Member States. These are therefore two distinct
matters which should not be dealt with together. Now
that this is happening, I should like to ask all presen!
on behalf of our committee, to bear in mind that
these are two distinct questions which should be
considered separately and not confused.
I intend to confine myself to these obseruations, since
we too want to help in your efforg Mr President, to
dispose of this item of the agenda as speedily as
possible.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fliimig, draftsman of the
opinion of the Committee on Energy and Research.
Mr Fl6mig, draftsman of an opinion 
- 
(D/ Mr Pres-
ident, ladies and gentlemen, as draftsman of the
opinion of the Committee on Energy and Research
on the Guldberg report, I should first like to point out
that when the report was referred to the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs in 1975 our
opinion was also automatically referred. !7e consid-
ered this opinion again and decided we had nothing
to add to it. I7e believe that the motions for resolu-
tions on the energy policy tabled since then justify the
position we adopted at that time.
Our opinion was based on the assumption that in
order to become less dependent on oil the European
Community would have to develop alternative energy
sources such as nuclear power. Other measures would
naturally include the application of more advanced
technology to the use of coal, with efforts to minimize
environmental pollution, and research into new forms
of energy.
!7e fully realized that even at this stag€ the develop-
ment of alternative forms of energy called for safe-
guards against cut-throat competition, which would
always be a possibility. The Committee on Energy and
Research took the view that it would be sensible to
use the price calculations for nuclear energy as a basis
for the energy price system as a whole in order to
ensure that all alternative forms of energy were
competitive with crude oil.
I7e are well aware, Mr President, that consumers are
often eager to make the most of short-term advantages
and give little thought to long-term consequences.
However, those responsible for economic policy
cannot afford to do that. Instead, they must look to
the long-term well-being of everyone concerned, parti-
cularly when this well-being is in jeopardn as it is
here. \7e therefore thought that there was a need for
measures which guaranteed that the energy produced
in the Community should also be economic in the
long term.
The energy produced in the European Community
must be protected against the risk of mass imports of
forms of energy which might at any time be used as
weapons against us. This was doubtless the thinking
behind Mr Giraud's report on the minimum safeguard
price. In committee, and in our opinion on the Guld-
berg repor! we tackled the same problem from a
different angle and arrived at the same political
conclusions 
- 
it would have been illogical had we
not done so. !7e must fully maintain our demand that
forms of energy on the market which are much dearer
than oil and even today scarcely cover costs should be
supported by a Community subsidy rystem. The
Community also needs this protection because it
alone will give energy-producers within the Commu-
nity the incentive and investors the courage to make
the necessary investments. Such investment is,
however, only acceptable where a country's economy
is protected against cut-throat competition. The basic
principle of competitiveness of Community energy
sources must be preserved. Otherwise the Community
would bring about its own downfall, since it would be
removing from its economy an important infrastruc-
tural basis.
These points, Mr President, were covered by the
Committee on Energy and Research in sections 12
and 13 of its opinion of 25 June 1975, i.e, almost one
year l0 months ago. !7e still stand by them now,
because experience has confirmed our views. However,
we also believe it essential that the Community's
production capacity should be maintained in the long
term, because we know that, in view of our depen-
dence on imports, there is always a risk of an artificial
energy shortage. Vho can guarantee that the neces-
sary enerSy supplies will not ovemight bccome more
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expensive than ever before, for we must have them at
literally any price ? Ve cannot allow this to happen.
fu Mr Burgbacher once said : no energy is as expen-
sive as the energy we need and do not have. In other
words, it is better to have a moderately expensive form
of energy and be able to depend to some extent on its
availability than to have cheap energy which might at
any time become scarce, with all the consequences
this may have on employmenl standards of living and
political stability.
Thus, commercially speaking, our proposal may be
regarded as a type of insurance premium. And such
premiums are also usually included in the calculation
of the cost of a product.
![e regret that some important aspects of our opinion
have not been included in the final version of the
Guldberg report. The Guldberg motion for a resolu-
tion contains many good points which our committee
could, of counie, accept. However, there are some
grounds for misgiving. In paragraphs 20 and 21, the
responsible committee expresses the view that the
Community should protect the development of alter-
native sources of energy only in the initial period and
that, after this initial period, market forces should be
allowed to determine to a Breater extent which
primary energy sources should be used for which
purposes. The Guldberg report does not seem to
contain any definition of what this initial period
should amount to. There is simply a reference to a
'transitional period'in a title.
I now come to the use of the various primary energy
sources after the initial period. lt 1974, the European
Parliament adopted a resolution on medium-term
measures to alleviate the effects of the energy crisis. In
this resolution we said that we were against the use of
natural gas in power-stations. !fle should now like to
know whether this decision of Parliament is to
become void, like the other demands for certain
energy sources to be used for certain purposes. None
of us will ever again experience euphoria over the
potential of a new energy source, as was the case with
oil or, at a later stage, nuclear energy. Euphoria over
solar energy or nuclear energy 
- 
particularly after our
dismal experiences as regards the site for JET 
- 
is
inadvisable in view of the long-term prospects. Thus,
we shall probably have to prepare for a long period of
uncertain energy supplies. How certain or uncertain
these will be depends on the degree to which we
develop our own energy sources.
Finally, Mr Presideng I should like to make one more
comment on the speech by our colleague from the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. !7e
do not intend to advocate an organization of the
market in energy similar to the organization of the
agricultural market. !7e make this point in section 13
of our opinion and are, in fact, in agreement with the
responsible committee on this matter. Our thinking is
also clear from the fact that we have never called for
guaranteed sales for energy sources and will never do
so. The minimum safeguard price which we are
asking for is not a guarantee of sales. Thus, as always,
we support a competitive economy within the
meaning of the treaties.
In view of these considerations, we cannot accept the
concept of an initial phase as it appears in the Guld-
berg motion for a resolution. As the draftsman of the
opinion of the Committee on Energy and Research,
however, I shall not be tabling any amendments on
this matter. Such amendments have already been
tabled by the groups, so I shall let the speakers
concerned deal with them.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ellis to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
Mr Ellis. 
- 
Mr President, can I very briefly congratu-
late my friend, Mr Giraud, on his report. I thought it
was an excellent contribution to what is a very diffi-
cult problem indeed. On this whole question of our
energy supplies, I find that the technicalities are so
€normous that more often than not I am baffled by
them, and I am sure many Members will be in the
same boat. I do not want to make light of the techni-
calities 
- 
they are extremely important. It is impor-
tant that we should try to establish a kind of quantita-
tive framework, both for the present and by projection
for the future, on which we might base whatever poli-
cies we can bring ourselves to frame.
I am very glad to see in the three reports 
- 
the
Giraud report, with the opinion prepared by Mr Burg-
bacher to it, and the Guldberg report 
- 
all kinds of
statistical evidence and so forth to guide us in this
very intricate area of energy policy. I was very inte-
rested to see Mr Burgbacher reminding us that the
Commission calculates that berween 25 and 30 o/o of
our energy production in 1985 will be produced at a
cost of over $7 a barrel of petroleum equivalent; there
are all kinds of figures that we can get at in the three
reports and, indeed, in the Commission documents.
Having said all this about the complexity of the
matter, it seems to me (as a simple-minded in some
ways, but I hope an intelligent, simple-minded man)
that there is one absolutely overriding issue which
stares us all in the face and has done so for a very
long time.indeed. That is clearly the security of
supplies at constant prices. Vhile it might sound a
platitude simply to say that, I think it would be right
if I were to remind the House that, whatever truism it
is, most of our governmental leaders seem constantly
to ignore this truth. At least, they seem not prepared
to act in a really meaningful and forthright way conso-
nant with the truth as I see it. Voices have been
warning us for so long. I happen to have had experi-
ence in one particular energy industry. I was in the
coal industry, and in my country collieries started
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closing about 1958-59. People in the coal industry
were spelling it out clearly (I can think of one man inparticular Mr Schumacher, the Coal Board
economic adviser in Britain) in 1959, 1960 and 1951.It is quirc remarkable, if you read the speeches he
made then, how uncannily prophetic he now appeas
to be. Despite all this, the British Governmeni just
went on responding, as it seemed to me, to short-term
market considerations and kept on closing colliery
after colliery. Now we have reached the stage wheri,
in my country, the Coal Board has to reverse that
proce!$ and pour in money to increase capacities
which only 15 years ago they were in the process of
thutting. That is, I think, a rypical example of thekind of Alice-in-\Tonderland situation that has accom-
panied the whole energy field in my country and, I
suspect, in the countries of all the Member States for
so long.
I had quite a lot of figures I wanted to quote; but I
would (if I may bc so presumptious) recommend to
Members an article which appeared in the October
1976 issue of the American quarterly rcviev Forcign
Affairs (it is available in the library). This seemed -to
me a most extraordinarily well-presented and well-doc-
umented article on this issue of energy conseryation
and securing future supplies. Because of the shortage
of time I am not going to quote from it, but would
commend it, with, I hope, due humility, to Members
for their perusal.
I am charged by my group with moving an amend-
ment, and if I do so now, with your permission, Mr
President, when the time comes I can merely move it
formally.
In the report prepared by Mr Guldberg, in paragraph
2l of the motion for a resolution the second indint
says :
After an initial consolidation period market forces should
be allowed to determine to a greet extent which primary
energy sources should be used for which purpose.
Our amendment is that that particular indent should
be deleted. It is very important" I think, that we
should get down to this question of precisely what we
mean by the market. I welcome Mr Giraud's state-
ment, and indeed the basic theme of..his report, that
there should be a minimum floor price, bicause it
seems to me that is one of the thingp that can be done
with the least influence on the market. people who
argue that the supply of energy should be detlrmined
by some kind of market mechanism, I think, are
living in a dream world. It is manifestly clear that the
market in this particular field is an extremely imper-
fect market indeed. I gave the example a coupli of
minutes 
"99 of my experience in the coal industryand how the market response led my government
continually to shut down capacity in the mining
industry. This was a typical response to the pressures
of the market, which was a very short-sightid and a
very misgrided response, and the British Govemment
would have been much wiser had they reiected the
simple market cconomics of the traditional assump-
tion of a perfect or semi-perfect market in this field.
Therefore it is for that very rcason that we thi. ^ thisindent should be takcn out. Indeed, in that paragraph
the fint in&nt seems to be quite contradictory to the
second. It first says that energy prices should be deter-
mined on a long-term basis, and then it says that of
course this should all be done by the market. Velt,
the rwo thingB simply do not tie up together, lf for no
other reason than simple logical coherence. I would
commend very heartily to th-e House that this parti-
cular indent should be taken out. And when the
opportunity arises, Mr Presideng I shall formally move
that particular amendment.
(ApplausQ
Prcsidcnt 
- 
I call Mrs Valz to speak on bchalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mrs Velz. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, as the spokesman for the Christian-
Democratic Group I should first like to thank Mr
Giraud for his excellent report, into which he put so
much effort and which, despite the difficulties, is so
clear and lucid. I should also like to thank him in
particular for his tributes to Mr Springorum and Mr
Burgbacher, especially since we shall miss them so
much in the Committee on Energy and Rsearch.
The Christian-Democratic Group approves the Giraud
report and at the same time reiects the contradictory
aspects of the Guldberg report. I suppos€ you are
wondering why we support a minimum safegrard
price slntem when we all know that supplies of oil
and natural gas are finite and that by the-end of the
1980s serious shortages will occur if we do not ration-
alize the exploitation of energy, actiyely prcmote
energiy saving, and develop more substitute forms of
energy. The year 1976 vas another record year for
total oil production, as though there had ne"ei been a
crisis and as though we were no longer dependent on
the price cartel of the OPEC countries. Even though
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, whiih
to8€ther hold more than 43 % of the world's oil
rescryes, have given in this time, the situation still
gives cause for concem. It is dangerous to think that
the power of the oil-producers has been broken for
ev.er. For example, in the pursuit of political objectives
different from the present ones, Saudi Arabia could
easily drastically reduce is oil production, but, unlike
the other OPEC countries, it would not as a result
have to make any maior cuts in its own development
proiects. A market shortage might then cause a nev
rise in prices and this would give us a great deal of
trouble.'We must therefore reduce our dependence on
oil as much as possible. However, substitute sources of
energiy are expensive. The development of new tech-
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nologies involves a lengthy preparatory period, with
all the attendant uncertainties and financial risks.
Future customers might well wait until these technolo-
gies were thoroughly tried and tested. They might
delay in making vital investments iust when they were
most urgently needed. In this transitional phase
industry will need government support. The
minimum safeguard price is one way of ensuring that
investments are made. It should be applied not only
in the initial stages, as Mr Guldberg suggests, but for
20 to 30 years, i.e. until the alternative forms of energy
become profitable, because this is the only way to
reduce our dependence on oil, with all its political
and economic consequences. I refer you to paragraph
5 of the resolution contained in Mr Giraud's report.
It is extremely unfortunate that the Council of Energy
Ministers on 3l September 1976 once again failed to
reach any agreement, even though the European
Council in December 1975 had clearly outlined the
objectives. These were : first, the protection and deve-
lopment of energy sources in the Community;
secondly, solidarity within the Community in crisis
situations ; and thirdly, the promotion of energy
saving. In addition to these aims, the Committee on
Energy and Research recommends that greater efforts
be made to extend and protect the energy sources
available in the Community and that very urgent atten-
tion be given to the intensification of research and
development activities in order to ensure that enough
new alternative sources are available when the time
comes.
In this connection, I should also like to comment on
the tragedy of JET. Here we have a genuine lead over
America and the Soviet Union in a field crucial to
securing energy supplies. In one year America makes
as much money available for nuclear fusion as we
have for our entire programme. And yet now we
cannot agree on a site for JET. Iflhen will the Council
of Ministers finally arrive at a maiority decision, as
provided for in the Rome Treaty ?
The most important part of the resolution is para-
graph 15, which derives from a formula drafted by Mr
Burgbacher. It might at first sight seem surprising that
we wish to involve the oil-exporting countries both in
the determination of the minimum safeguard price
and in the financing of alternative sources of energy.
The reason for this is that the industrialized countries
can only prepare for a reorganization of their
economies and a change in their energy sources in the
context of the North-South dialogue with the help of
the oil-exporting countries. In the last three years, the
latter have accumulated a large amount of superfluous
capital 
- 
a total of l,t0 000 million dollan 
- 
which
our national economies lack. This capital has gone in
particular to Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates. These countries, on the other hand, also
have an interest in keeping their own oil-wells going
as long as possible. This can only be done if alterna-
tive forms of. energy are developed at the same time
and if the full technological development of these
sources takes 20 to 30 years. Thus, what could be
more obvious than for the oil-exporting companies to
participate in the development of these substitute
forms of energf, which will ensure maintenance of
their present well-being even when their own sources
are exhausted ?
The minimum safeguard price will back up these alter-
native forms of energy and provide a guarantee for
investors, who will have to pour hundreds of millions
into this branch of industry. Even though growth
might have to be reduced and qualitatively different
aims set, growth as such is an essential prerequisite for
any solution of our most urgent problem, i.e. unem-
ployment. However, it must be admitted that growth
and energy consumption are not absolutely dependent
on each other. American studies have shown that in
the thirties one-quarter of the growth-rate was
absorbed in paying for additional environmental pollu-
tion, while in the fifties half of it was absorbed in
social costs. The figure now stands at two-thirds. Thus,
even if grovrth depends only partly on increased
energy consumption and, from the technological
point of view, energy saving and conversion must be
encouraged as a matter of urgency 
- 
I refer you to
paragraph 7 of the resolution in the Giraud report 
-the minimum safeguard price must be used as part of
the system. If there is to be no price war, we must
make sure that we have an understanding with the oil-
exporting countries.
The consolidation and protection of alternative forms
of energy and the promotion of the appropriate
research and development are a lengthy and expensive
process. All industrialized countries, however, must
promote their indigenous energy sources. They must
work together on the increased use of solar energy
and deuterium from the oceans and on the use of
uranium 238 in breeder reactors. They must tackle the
problem of converting raw materials into new forms,
for example coal into liquids and gases, which are
easier for consumers to use. They must increase the
efficiency and reliability of such raw materials on
conversion and distribution, change energy consump-
tion habits, and ensure greater efficiency for the end
consumer 
- 
for example, by improving motor-cars or
industrial plant. In this connection public health
should be protected, health care improved, and the
environment better presewed. All. these things lie in
the future, but they are real prospects nevertheless.
Only altemative forms of energy will help us to
preserue our way of life as a whole, even though it will
certainly have to change in certain important details.
The Christian-Democratic Group thanks Mr Giraud
and approves his report. !7e shall propose amend-
ments to the Guldberg report.
(Applause)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Hougardy to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
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Mr Hougordy. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
g€ntlemen, I should first like to join the previous
speakers in congratulating Mr Giraud on his report,
which, like all that honourable Member's interven-
tions, makes a lot of good sense. Dealing with an
extremely sensitive matter, he has undoubtedly made
a valuable contribution to the debate on energy policy.
Mr Giraud has tried to clear the ground in preparation
for the drafting of a Community agreement on a
minimum safeguard price, which he sees as a safety-
net for investors in substitute energy sources that
might prove more expensive than the primary energy
sources currently used,
This matter has been raised to a level of political
importance which it does not merit, especially if we
bear in mind that 
- 
as we have been reminded by Mr
Giraud 
- 
at 7 dollars a barrel, the meshes of this
particular net are rather large. It was only to be
expected that disagreements over the concept of a
minimum safeguard price should have an unfornrnate
effect; outside, they are interpreted as a sign of the
Community's weakness as opposed to the apparently
solid front presented by the International Energy
Agency. Nor must we forget that 
- 
as the rapporteur
underlined 
- 
a number of important details will have
to be settled before the safeguard price can become
credible: in particular, the range of products to which
it is to apply, whether basic materials for the chemical
industry are to be included, and which, and how
many, crudes are to be chosen for reference.
The Commission, however, has tried to extend the
scope of the minimum safeguard price debate,
pending other measures to promote and protect invest-
ment: Community investment loans or guarentees,
for instance the Euratom loans, here come to mind.
\7e see thus that we are in fact talking about the
overall problem of financing the Community's energy
policy, and on this a few comments must be made.
First, the minimum safeguard price of 7 dollars a
barrel is currently discouraging the development of
such energy sources as nuclear power, coal and most
of the North Sea oil deposits. It spuriously encourages
electrical power planners to believe that the price of
extra-heavy fuel-oil may drop one d.y, and so
prevents bold decisions on the installation of multi-
purpose or nuclear power-stations.
Secondly, I consider that the real key to financing
policy lies in creating a climate of confidence for the
investor, with reasonable prospecs of profitability. I7e
think that investments will be automatically forth-
coming if the companies concerned know that they
will be able to maintain the direction of their opera-
tions and can be convinced that this confidence exiss,
and if they are helped to make all their operations,
especially those of the refineries and of the distribu-
tion network, profitable.
Thirdly, expolation activities likely to result in impor-
tant discoveries of oil or gas involve comparatively few
risks at the purely prospecting stage: industry will
undertake them, provided that the costs and risks at
the development stage do not prove too high. If they
do, we must expect requests for subsidies at the deve-
lopment stage.
Consequently, no subsidies or aids at the purely
exploratory stage need be envisaged, unless high costs
and low probability of commercial profits deter
industry from becoming involved. Exploration gener-
ally means a number of related activities such as
geological suweys, seismic prospecting and test
drilling. It is the last that are the most expcnsive.
Community aid restricted to activities other than
drilling, therefore, is unlikely to be of interest to inves-
tors, and if the support is to be effective it must be
granted to the most costly of activities and also, of
coume, it should extend in time over th€ duration of
the proiect. Now, here, obviously, the all-too-short
budgetary time-limits are a great disadvantage.
To what has just been said must be added some
comment on the fundamental question of exploitation
rights, which, quite independently of the amount of
financial support from the Community, will be a deter-
mining factor in the exploitation of any deposis.
In concluding, I should like to say that we must
realize that the introduction of a minimum safeguard
price, as it is envisaged in the repor! and whatever the
practical methods of its implementation 
- 
whether
entry duties, levy, or consumption tax 
- 
is liable to
result in the growth of a gigantic bureaucracy and an
enormous support fund on the lines of our existing
system of agricultural guarantees. !flould it not then
be advisable, before we proceed any further, to decide
first of all on the numerous mechanisms which will
have to be created ?
Finally, I should like to thank Mn ITalz for
mentioning the choice of the JET site.
I must admit that I am now totally lost, because I was
under the impression that the Council of Energy
Ministers was going to meet very soon to deal with
this subject. Now nobody seems to know when they
are going to meet. I have just heard someone saying it
would be in mid-March. It is fortunate that by that
time the pantomime season will be over. Gentlemen,
if the situation were not so tragic it would be utterly
ridiculous !
I repeat my proposal, and I address myself to you, Mrs
lValz : I think we must have the courage to castigate
this vaccillation and timidity on the choice of the JET
site; if we remain silent we shall be the accomplices
of thosc who want to bury the whole proiect !
(Applause)
Mr Brunner was very brave when he once said that the
Commission simply gave up if a decision was not
forthcoming quickly. Those are Mr Brunner's actual
words. I7ith that in mind, I ask you to realize the
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responsibility Parliament would be taking upon itself
if it were to say nothing, for certainly those on whom
the responsibility lies do not seem to appreciate the
importance of the question. This we should be unani-
mous in deploring.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coust6 to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
@ Mr President, dear colleagues, I
should first like to thank Mr Giraud. I have read and I
have listened to his report : I find it extremely inter-
esting.
As for Mr Guldberg's report, which, admittedly, as Mr
Notenboom has reminded us, is already a year old, my
group 
- 
I wish to state that clearly 
- 
approves it
without reservation.
To retum to the Giraud report I think we should be
concentrating on the question of the minimum safe-
guard price.
'!(e must not, ladies and gentlemen, forget that the
minimum safeguard price is an American invention
which was introduced essentially for the purposes of
American internal policy. ln 1973-74, the American
Government was anxious to develop and promote the
exploitation of its domestic oil resources. It therefore
established a profitable price, despite protests from the
domestic industry, and it even endeavoured, with great
perseverance, I must say, to make all the industrial
countries adopt the floor-price system. Some of them
actually did so. But the floor-price system, if I may
remind the House, has never, so far as I know, had
any legislative backing in America and, on the
contrary, has prompted very lively protests to the
Administration.
I even seem to discern in the United States some
movement to change this trend, and we have seen
how for the present the aim of preserving domestic oil
resources has proved more important than the ques-
tion of dependence on oil-exporting countries. So
much so, that the United States have even managed to
increase their consumption, raising their imports to I
million tonnes per day. The real problem at this
moment, when we are holding our debate, is what the
new Administration will do. And we have no indica-
tions what the aims, and hence the methods, of
American policy will be.
Now we have the Commission, emulating, as it were,
the American approach, proposing to the Council a
system similar to that tried in the United States. This
system 
- 
and it is here that Mr Giraud's report is
most interesting 
- 
can be viewed in two ways: first,
in the overall perspective of a Community energy
policy; and then 
. 
as a specific system aimed at
attaining particular objectives. I should like to discuss
it in both these lights.
To begin with the first approach, we find that the prin-
ciple of a minimum safeguard price has, in fact, no
place in any overall conception of a genuine common
energy policy. Our minds have been made up on this
minimum price because it seemed like some kind of
palliative for the inertia of which the Commission was
being accused and for the Member States' failure to
act. Paragraph I I of the motion for a resolution is
highly instructive in this respect:
.,. the principle of a minimum .. . protection price
should be one of the instruments of an incentive
mechanism for the implementation of any true Commu-
nity energy policy.
But how, my dear colleagues, can we have confidence
in the effectiveness of a mechanism which has already
been challenged when our aim should be to develop
alternative energy sources and when.we see the rele-
vant Community programmes collapsing one after
another ?
!7hat happened to our ambitious nuclear-energy
policy ? Or the policy for power-station construction ?
Our failures in that area were due neither to problems
of profitability nor to the absence of a basic price for
imported oil. In my view, and in the view of my
group, the energy sources of the future, such as solar
enerSy or controlled thermonuclear fusion enerS'y, are
not directly dependent on a minimum safeguard price
any more, incidentally, than they are on the price of
electricity produced by nuclear means. !7hat is more,
events are demonstrating that the proposed solution
should be treated with caution: for when the price of
petroleum tripled, the production costs of substitute
types of energy rose almost in the same proportion,
and in some cases higher. !(e would therefore have to
fix 
- 
and this is what worries me 
- 
a very high
minimum price, and that is unthinkable. But in any
case the decision on the matter rests with the Council.
In fact, this mechanism, which finds fewer and fewer
supporters in all our countries 
- 
even though it may
many in this House 
- 
reminds me of one of those
piles sunk into the bottom of a river, over which no
bridge was ever built.
!7ould this minimum safeguard price as a specific
and isolated system have any real merits ? !flithin the
fremework of the Community's oil policy, the fixing
of a floor-price helps to Suarantee the profitability of
North Sea drillingp, principally to the benefit of
British interests ; but on the petroleum market as a
whole, the mechanism would have a nefarious effect
by introducing a permanently high price-level. As
long as the question of oil supplies is not resolved,
nor that of our relations with the oil-producing coun-
tries, nor that of the recycling of petrodollars within
our own economies, how can we really go ahead with
this ? So we have to negotiate 
- 
and from a
bargaining position which, unfortunately, is not of the
best, because 
- 
we might as well admit it and I
address myself to the Commissioner responsible, Mr
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Brunner 
- 
we missed our chance when there was a
comparative glut of oil on the world market as a result
of economic conditions (the price fell to about l0
dollars per barrel).
I7e do not see, therefore, and we want to make this
point clearly, why we should tie ourselves exclusively
to a mechanism which presents both dangers and
inadequacies when we can use other methods, which I
should like now to describe.
One can envisage, for instance, a policy of individual
Community aids for the least profitable operations, on
the lines of the aid granted to the joint hydrocarbons
prospecting project. To give Mr Giraud his due, he has
noted the possibilities in his highly competent report
and refers to them in paragraph 9 of his motion for a
resolution. But in any event, whatever method is
chosen, such a policy requires the practical existence
of Community solidarity, based, not on declarations,
but on binding mechanisms.
This means that the British Government, which is
likely to be the principal beneficiary of this proposal,
would have to accept that in the event of a crisis the
Community could have acc$s to the North Sea oil.
But the British Government's attitude 
- 
and Mr
Giraud has not concealed the fact 
- 
remains unclear
on three points. To read the motion for a resolution
in Mr Giraud's report, one might think, judging by
paragraph 14, that the minimum safeguard price will
provide the miracle cure of Community solidarity:
... the Community's stance on the minimum protection
price problem is an acid test of the Council's political
will to think and act in concert on vital questions such as
energy supply,
Let me say, then, Mr President, that the proposed
mechanism, while it will ensure solidarity as far as
bearing the burdens is concemed, will do nothing of
the sort for the profits it is going to create !
Having told you of my reservations on the minimum
safeguard price mechanism, I should like, in
concluding, to express my doubts as to paragraph 15
of the motion for a resolution. The idea behind it is
certainly a generous one, but if we are to ask the
producer countries to participate in the fixing of the
minimum basic price and in financing investment for
the development of alternative energy sources, two
preconditions would have to be fulfilled by the
producers and, all too obviously, they are not.
First, the producers would have to agree to the prin-
ciple of the minimum safeguard price 
- 
and I am by
no means certain that they are agreeable.
Secondly, their generosity would have to extend to
releasing us from their stranglehold and abandoning
their dominant position. !7e must realize that in thi
matter of energy supplies the Community's salvation
lies solely in the introduction of a real Community
energy policy promoting the development of alterna-
tive ene-rgy sources and impelled by the resolve of
each Member State or, in effect, by the efforts of each
citizen.
This is why my group, while not hostile to a floor-
price system for oil and readily recognizing its merits
as an incentive to investment and development,
makes its adoption conditional on the following three
poins:
First, this measure is too isolated 
- 
it does not fit
into the framework of an overall Community policy.
In the area of hydrocarbons policy, fundamental
problems, such as transparency of the Community
market have not been resolved or even tackled, nor
has the basic principle of non-discrimination in price
formation been respected.
Secondly, why is there still no obligation on all sellers,
including foreign ones, operating within the Commu-
nity, to publish a schedule of prices at which they
undertake to deliver their products, of whatever origin,
to all buyers, including their own subsidiaries ? In the
absence of such a measure, the market and competi-
tion conditions will continue to be disturbed by privi-
leged dealingp and marginal operations.
Finally, it is indispensable that a solidarity mechanism
exists, ensuring free access for all to British North Sea
oil.
I know that Mr Giraud has thought about this, but he
considers that this last guarantee should follow the
adoption of the minimum price. For us, on the other
hand, it is a necessary precondition to any decision on
the matter. The Member States' policies on the deve-
lopment of natural resources must not be restrictive or
Malthusian, and all nationals of the Community
should be able to pafticipate in the new wealth. The
British Government's fine words are not enough 
- 
I
know very well that I have convinced even my dear
friend, Mr Giraud. For all these reasons, while we
approve Mr Guldberg's report, on the otherwise excel-
lent report by Mr Giraud we state the reservations
which I have just explained.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bessborough to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
I shall need less than l0
minutes.
Mr. President, I too would like to thank Mr Giraud for
his excellent and most useful report : I will deal with
that and not for the moment with the Guldberg
report, which, I think, one of my other colleagues will
be dealing with.
I would ask just two questions at the outset of my
remarks. When will Europe attain political and.
economic freedom of decision ? !7hen will it adopt an
energy policy of its own 
- 
a policy which consists of
more than a relatively modest research programme in
altemative sources ? I agree very much with our new
chairman of the Committee on Energy and Research,
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Mrs \Valz, when she said that we must step up
research. On many occasions this House has debated
the actions to be taken by the Community to protect
the livelihood of the people of Europe and to keep
them warm. The debate is timely. It provides yet
another opportunity for this Parliament to remind
Member States and the Council of Ministers of their
responsibilities and to point out that their continuing
failure to act may well oblige this Parliament to insist
on the Commission's taking the kind of action which
they have indeed already proposed. They proposed
their action under the Community's enerSy objectives
for 1985, and that document came out as long as a
year ago. Its recommendations have been confirmed
by the OECD report '!7orld Energy Outlook for
1977'. Year after year, the inflationary impulse of
increased energy prices has succeeded in constraining
the growth of the economies of the indusrialized
world, in limiting markets, in the under-utilization of
productive capacity and in adding to the number of
iobless and those forced to retire early.
Ve must now define the parameters which will
enable the suppliers of energy to cost their product.
The Committee on Energy and Research gave unani-
mous support to the principle of a minimum safe-
guard price. It is often argued that market forces
should fix a fair price for energy. But there are three
observations at the present time which reveal the
weakness of that argument.
First, although inflation may erode the $ ll'50 per
barrel which the OPEC countries have achieved, these
same countries have succeeded in achieving a 5 o/o
increase last month ; and, given some economic
growth through the world, OPEC should not have
difficulty in demanding a further 5 % (l regret to say)
in July this year.
Secondly, sufficient investment in new indigenous
sources of energy is not yet taking place. Despite the
high oil prices with which the people of the Commu-
nity are burdened, the OECD again reports this
failure.
Thirdly, the extended cold weather in the north-
eastern United States illustrates the irresponsibility of
the United States' public authorities and their citizens,
inasmuch as it is clear that they had insufficient gas
and oil to meet a crisis which has resulted in many
dead, factories closed, society frozen indeed. This crim-
inal profligacy, this crass self-indulgence on the part
of the United States, must be condemned. The lesson
to be learned is that a cheap energy policy is comfor-
table for all while it lasts, rather like the drunkard
consuming every bottle until the last, then the uncom-
fortable awakening.
!flhere are the boundaries that determine an energy
price ? The upper limit is defined by OPEC; that is to
say, the greater the extent to which the world contents
iself to use the maximum available capacity of OPEC,
the more those countries will determine the price. A
lower limit inay exist in time if the principal energy
consumeni use their engineering skills and investment
to achieve a 100 % indigenous production.
The OECD report shows that, so far, the USA, Japan
and the European Community lack the political will
to achieve even a 50 % indigenous energy production.
It is a measure of the purposeless attitude of the
Council that 100 0/o in indigenous energ:f production
is a dream, and 50 7o at present only a mirage. Honou-
rable Members know that a tolerable energy price, and
a minimum safeguard price, lie somewhere between
these limits. A tolerable energy price is that price
which, through prudent energy consumption,
including conservation, enables the industrial world to
reassert its economic and political independence,
which frees the industrial world from the anxious
repercussions of political and other disturbances
which affect some oil-produces, which protects the
European Economic Community from the almost
psychotic changes in the friendships of some national
leaders. The minimum safeguard price may be
regarded as the price to be paid for energy in order to
protect investment in all energy sources once political
and economic independence has been achieved.
Mr President, the Community is concerned with a
struggle for the mastery of its'own destiny. I only
hope and pray that this Parliament will achieve that
m.uitery before another generation has passed. !7e in
this Parliament are custodians of the future livelihood
of the Continent. Sfe shall command the respect of
the world in asserting that custodianship.-furoutd--
therefore call upon the new Carter Administration in
America to cooperate in stabilizing energy prices
throughout the world. !7e should call upon our allies
in the United States to join us in this struggle for
mastery of our destiny, and theirs, by charging their
industries fair prices for energy which would, inciden-
tally, enable our industries to compete on equal terms.
But we are far from this ideal. Until such calls are
heard and answered, the Community must pay its
price so as to give increased impetus to the construc-
tion of nuclear power-stations, which we know to be
clean and safe, to the construction of coal-fired
stations, and to development of the novel sources of
energy which have already been mentioned. And, of
counre, to conseflation. A tolerable energy price must
make this effort profitable and secure. My colleagues
would then discuss their ideas for the determination
of a minimum safeguard price in stable and in crisis
conditions. If my own country seems temporarily
fortunate (and according to Mr Coust6, we arQ in its
energy supplies, let it be known that it depends on
peoples and governments to make prudent use of
their resources. In a decade or more, Mr President,
there may be no oil and gas riches either to en\ry or to
gloat over. Let us not find ourselves in the winter of
1990 in the situation of the United States today ! Are
we sleepwalking through political life or are we, in
truth, Mr President, a Community of unwise virgins ?
(Applause, Criu of 'Hcar, bear N
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Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Leonardi to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Lconardi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, on the Guldberg
report we shall abstain. It is a very generalized report,
containing some statements which are self-evident
and others which we are unable to support. To use the
problem is logically very simple, although politically
extremely complicated : the world situation has
changed and the individual Community countries are
reacting differently, because they are stucturally
diverce. Until this state of affairs changes, all appeals
such as Mr Guldberg s will remain devoid of substance
and of little value. We shall abstain from voting on
the motion for a resolution because it also contains
some points with which we do agree.
The more interesting subject is that tackled by Mr
Giraud in his reporg on which we intend to vote in
favour, particularly after having heard the rapporteur's
introduction.
Clearly, the question of a minimum oil price is one of
principld: and it is a principle which must be
accepted if we are to have a common energy policy.
But the matter cannot be considered in isolation. In
fact, Mr Giraud himself treats it in his report as one of
the elements of an energy policy. !7e regard it as a
preliminary matter which, in political terms, may
contribute to the achievement of that common energy
policy we consider essential. This minimum price will
later have to be revised, because no one today can seri-
ously attempt to fix a minimum price for investments
which will become productive only after several years.
The measure, therefore, is necessary but not sufficient
for a common energ:f policy, of which a system of
incentives, a system of reciprocity, a system of solid-
arity and so on are also needed.
We should, moreover, remember that our Community
is fundamentally dependent on external supplies, and
. there can never be a common energy policy without
effective intiatives towards the outside world. The
minimum price is precisely one of such initiatives.
I7hen the producer countries fixed the present price,
which, as you know, is twenty times the production
cost, they put for,ward, as the sole justification of the
of the enormous gap between cost and price, the argu-
ment that the high price-level was intended to
promote the development of alternative energy
sources in the consumer countries, to prevent the
latter from exhausting this precious natural resource.
!fle are thus simply moving along the road properly
indicated to us by the producer countries, who want to
protect their own resources. They want to protect their
resources, we want to protect our lives.
So we must be grateful to the producer countries for
showing us the way and, indeed, in paragraph 15 of
the motion for a resolution the rapporteur invites the
producer countries to make inyestments in the
Community so as to help 
- 
with the ample resources
they possess 
- 
to solve a problem which is clearly
our common problem 
- 
so much so that the
producer counries thought it right to fix the price of
their oil at twenty times the production cost.
!7e must, therefore, protect the resources and protect
at the same time our interests as consumers. I should
also like to add that a common energy policy is an
essential factor for the presewation of peace in the
world. The present situation of acute imbalance
between the producer and the consumer areas has
serious effects on money flows, on the over-valuation
of certain currencies such as the dollar, on the depreci-
ation of other currencies, and is altogether a highly
disturbing factor.
The Community aims at self-sufficiency: but this is
contrary to our policy and would be an absurdity in
practical terms. I should also like to remind our
colleagues that even if we did achieve 30 % self-suffi-
ciency 
- 
an obiective that we all know to be
extremely hard to attain 
- 
we should still be vitally
dependent on the outside world. I7e must therefore
establish with the prducer countries balanced relations
of equality so that we are dependent on them to the
same extent that they depend on us for their indus-
trial equipment, etc. Then we shall achieve the right
peaceful solution.
For these reasons we accept the motion for a resolu-
tion contained in Mr Giraud's reprt. Ife wish to
repeag of course, that the proposal must not be
accepted in isolation: it is something of a preliminary
step towards removing one of the obstacles to the
achievement of an energ'y policy. Then we must see
what our countries can do with it.
(Applause)
President. The proceedinp will now b€
suspended until 3.00 p.m.
The House will rise.
(11e sitting was suspendcd dt 1.15 p.m. and resumed
at 3.05 P.m)
IN THE CHAIR: MR SPENALE
President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
7. Tenth General Commission Report on
tbe actioities of tbe Comnunities in 1976 
-Commission work ltrogratnne for 1977
President. 
- 
The next item is the introduction, by
the President of the Commission, of
the Tenth General Report o( the Commission on the
activities of the European Communities in 1976 (Doc.
555176) and the Commission's annual programme of
work lor 1977.
I call Mr Jenkins.
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Mr Pres-
ident, I remember being told, when I was first a
Member of Parliament, that the really difficult speech
to make in the House of Commons was the second
one. For the first there is the disadvantage of unfamili-
arity, but this is more than counterbalanced by the
advantage of the friendly indulgence of the audience.
For the second there are inevitably more critical eyes
and ears.
This inherent difficulty is compounded by the fact
that the 'Programme Speech' at the present stage of
our institutions poses several special problems. First,
unlike the January speech, which was a statement of
personal conviction and aspiration, this one has to be
more of a collective statement for my colleagues as
well as myself. Second, the concept of a 'programme'
for the Commission is not an easy one. To lay down a
programme is to ask to be judged by one's success in
carrying it out. For a government which has adequate
legislative command, that is a fair test. But the
Commission is not a government. And this Parlia-
ment is not yet a legislature. The Commission
proposes, as has often been said, but the Council
disposes. Sometimes, as after the Paris Summit four
years ago and at the beginning of the life of the prev-
ious Commission, it looked as thouSh a broad but
encouraging mandate for action had been given, and
the programme almost wrote itself. The encourage-
ment proved largely illusory, as we know to our cost,
but for a time it was easily possible to combine adven-
turousness with apparent realism.
That is not the position today. It certainly does not
follow from this that we should abandon adventurous-
ness. But it does that we must distinguish in our
minds between those things we can do, and those
which we would like to do. Our thinking must be
infused by both, but if we put them forward upon an
undifferentiated basis we shall inevitably invite scepti-
cism about our grasp on reality.
To some substantial extent, also, what we can do over-
laps with that we have to do. Looking back on the
work of the Commission over the past month 
- 
and
reporting to you, as is appropriate, upon it 
- 
I am
struck by the extent to which we have necessarily
been concerned with on-going business. !7e have not
allowed ourselves to be submerged by this, and we
have indeed held several special sessions at which we
have devoted ourselves exclusively to longer-term
issues. But much of our ordinary meetings has been
taken up with questions of internal organization, with
fish, with agricultural prices, with the renewel of the
Regional and Social Funds, and with enlargement,
with particular reference to Portugal.
This is not only inevitable but indeed desirable. There
would be something seriously wrong if the Commis-
sion, after two decades of life, were primarily
thrashing around in the abstract and not dealing with
items of practical business and decision. The reputa-
tion of Sovernments, as we all know from our prac-
tical political experience, is often made or lost by how
they handle issues which are the product of circum-
stances, foreseen or unforeseen, rather than by their
pre-office commitments. So to some extent must be
the case with the Commission. Our ability to
command respect and support for our longer-term
plans will depend considerably on how effective we
are in helping to provide solutions to immediate
problems.
I therefore begin, Mr President, with an issue which is
both pressing and continuing: our policies for food
and agriculture. I do so partly because, as a matter of
inescapable fact, the most urgent task now facing the
Community is to put forward our proposals for next
year's farm prices. I do so also because the Common
Agricultural Policy is, as it always has been, one of the
cornerstones of the Community. It is an outward and
visible sign of the political will for integration. But it
is becoming increasingly clear that unless rapid action
is taken to keep it in place, the cornerstone may be
dislodged.
The principles on which the Common Agricultural
Policy is based have been vindicated over the last few
years. It has helped consumers to enjoy secure
supplies, and producers, stable markets. Through all
our discussions about the policy's future we must not
lose sight of that central fact. But we must also realize
that the policy is threatened as never before. Monetary
fluctuations have disrupted the single market.
Surpluses and lack of outlets limit the room for
manoeuvre. Consumers rightly insist that our policies
for agriculture must be consistent with our other
economic objectives, and particularly with the over-
riding need to combat inflation. Our proposals for this
year's farm prices will be framed in this context. I
have no doubt that the prudent course will be one of
price moderation.
As well as submitting price proposals, we must look
more deeply at the underlying problems in the agricul-
tural sector. The fundamental questions are clear. How
can we assure stable markets and fair incomes for
producers, and at same time guarantee supplies at reas-
onable prices to consumers ? Should we plan, in the
different and more difficult employment circum-
stances of today, for a continued movement of labour
from the land, or should we for social and environ-
mental reasons seek to encourage and sustain farming
activity, if necessary on a part-time basis ? How do we
resolve the regional differences, the structural diffi-
culties, the disparities of income ? How is European
agriculture to fit into the future world system, subject
as it is to climatic change, population increase and
demands for higher living standards ? These questions
cannot be answered merely by managing the existing
mechanisms of the Common Agricultural Policy. \U7e
need to look closely at its long-term obiectives. This
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will provide one of our most important priorities in
the years ahead. Our review must sele, not merely to
keep the Common Agricultural Policy afloat" but to
chart its course in the right direction.
In the fisheries sector, the Community has to build a
policy suited to the new division of the world's seas.
The extension of limits from 12 to 200 miles brings
within our authority a vast expanse of waters. But at
the same time the extension of limits by other coun-
tries poses problems for our deep-sea flees; and there
is also the regulation of fishing by third countries in
community waters. Out of these diverse elements, we
have to create a policy satisfactory to all, which truly
meets the common interest. Only in this way can the
sea's resources be equitably managed and gamered,
thus ensuring the conservation of fish stocks and a fair
division of the harvest. Each day's delay in the achieve-
ment of this policy puts et risk the resources of the
future.
If the Common Agricultural Policy, Mr President, has
always been at the heart of the Community, so even
more centrally has the wider process of economic inte-
gration itself. Here, too, we face a real danger thal so
far from making further advances towards economic
union, we may slip back and imperil the advances
made by our predecessors. It is to that danger 
- 
and
to the policies which will be needed to overcome it 
-that I now turn. It is, I believe, by far the gravest
danger facing the Community at the present gime.
Few would now dispute that the road towards
economic union is longer and harder than it seemed
likely to be in the early seventies. But to abandon the
goal merely because the road towards it is difficult
would be an aMication of responsibility. If we fail to
move forward towards Sreater 'economic integration,
we shall sooner or later move back. And if we move
back, it will not be in the economic sphere alone.
!(/e face here three formidable, and interlocking, obsta-
cles to advance. The first is the stubborn persistence
of high unemployment. Second are the high, though
varying, rates of infletion throughout the Community.
The third is the widening gap between the economic
performances and real standards of living of our
Member States. These three obstacles reinforce each
other. fhe weakest economies have the highest rates
of inflation, and therefore the weakest currencies;
currency depreciation adds fuel to inflation. High
unemployment in the weak economies holds back
recovery in the strong as well; and as the gap between
living standards widens, support for the process of
economic integration is undermined. If we are to
move fOrward, we must move tO overcome all three
obstacles together. That will provide the central theme
of our economic policies in the period ahead.
!7e must pursue it first through the further develop-
ment of the existing system of national policy coordi-
nation. This means working with the Member States
in the Council and in the official Committee system.
It also means working with the social partneni organ-
ized across our Member States, and, of course, with
Parliament as well. I have been encouraged already by
the realistic and positive attirudes of the delegations of
the European trade unions and the employers' orgni-
zations, which both came to see me at the end of last
week : we look forward to building on the Tripartite
Conference initiative of last year. For if a Community
economic strategy is to be devised, the Commission,
Parliament" the Economic and Social Committee and
the Social Partners will have jointly to define in what
ways, in what degree, and on what terms a new kind
of Community economic solidarity is to be formed.
Together with the Council, we have to forge practical
links betseen the predominantly national economic
policies of individual countries; to provide soundly-
based technical solutions to Europe's economic
problems; and to underpin these solutions by
consensus not only between governments but between
the interest groups concerned.
The work of analysis and coordination is only a begin-
ning. It must be supported by the selective interven-
tion of the Community in the European economy as a
whole. One of the first {tbps the new Commission
took was to reorSanize is portfolios so as to assure a
proper policy coordination and budgetary control of
our existing funds. The present tools are of two kinds.
First, there are the structural instruments, the
Regional and Social Funds and the European Invest-
ment Bank. Second, there are loans to assist in
balance-of-payments financing. Proposals will soon be
made to renew the Regional and Social Funds. But
these funds provide only small openings into two of
our fundamental policy priorities. Ifle must see
regional policy. not iust as a matter of renewing and
spending a tiny Regiona'l Fund, but as one of the
main dimensions of Community economic policy as a
whole (Applause); by the same token, social and
employment policy go much wider than the Social
Fund.
Further initiatives are therefore needed as well. In the
first place, the Commission undertakes to devise a
general policy to concentrate its present and future
financial resources on the central problem of
economic divergence. But that is not, in isel(
enough. On the one hand, the existing funds are
extremely small 
- 
both absolutely, and in compar-
ison with the sums spent by the Member States on
similar purposes. For example, the Community's
Regional and Social Funds are operating at rates of
around one-sixth to one-tenth of national expendi-
tures in the same field. The'Funds are also restricted
by narrow and rigid criteria. On the other hand, we
have a Communty loan mechanism which has proved
itself useful in the past, but which has been designed
to deal essentially with balance-of-payments poblems.
I believe, Mr President, that berween these rwo kinds
of financial activity there is a gap which must be filled
if the Community is to be of genuine help to is
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weaker economies. Ve must devise a more diversified
and flexible means of responding to the urgent needs
of various parts of the Community economy 
- 
a
means which takes accou.nt of the fact that the under-
lying causes of cyclical problems are often structural.
\U7e need the means to enable the root causes of
economic weakness to be tackled vigorously but flex-
ibly. !7e shall work out our ideas and consult Member
States about how they can best be put into effect.
Of course, policies that cost money are always contro-
versial. In particular, it may be said that the gap
between our Member States is so wide that no conceiv-
able Community intervention could narrow it signifi-
cantly : that resources devoted to narrowing it would
disappear into a bottomless pit. I reject that view as a
counsel of despair. The gap between the Member
States is certainly wide, but so are the gaps between
the richest and poorest regions of many of the
Member States themselves. On recently available
figures, the income per head of Schleswig-Holstein,
the poorest of the German Linder, is 55 % of the
income per head of Hamburg. In the United
Kingdom, Northern Ireland's income per head is
620/o ol that of the South-Eastern region. In France,
that of the Midi/Pyr6n6es is 58 o/o ol that of Paris. In
Italy, Calabria's is 4l o/o of. that of Lombardy. Indeed,
the same order of discrepancy appears in developed
States outside the Community. In the United States,
Mississippi has only 57 olo of. the income per head of
Connecticut, and in Canada, Newfoundland has only
58 o/o of that of Ontario. Italy a little apart, the concen-
trarion throughout the world around a percentage in
the high 50s is indeed remarkable. But what should
be noted is that these discrepancies witbin nations
apply after the massive modern mechanisms of public
finance have been applied. I7ithin the Community
there has so far been no such massive mechanism,
only the recent and relatively puny efforts of the
various funds. Yet the national discrepancies, while
greater and now growing larger, are not in my view,
impossibly or hopelessly dauntingly so. They are not
of a totally different order of magnitude. Ireland's
income per head, for example, is 46 o/o that of
Denmark. All enlightened modem States 
- 
certainly
all the Member States of the Community 
- 
redistri-
bute income from their richer regions to their poorer
ones; none accepts the argument that because
regional imbalances are hard to overcome, no attempt
should be made to do so. !7hat the Member States do
within their national frontiers, we should seek to do in
the Community as a whole.
Of course, Mr President, a solution cannot be found
overnight, but nor can we choose deliberately a long
delay before action. If Europe had been advancing
rapidly towards greater economic integration in the
past few years, there might be a case for pausing to
take breath : if events were carrying us forward of their
own accord, we could sit back and let them take their
course. But that is not the situation that now
confronts us. The blunt truth is that there is no
costless way of mastering the forces of divergence. But
the weaker economies should not, in my view, be
helped unconditionally. As the Community funds are
developed, the Community must seek methods of
ensuring that proper disciplines are observed. That
does not alter the central fact: Ifle must not dr,
disunion while talking union. If economic union is to
be more than a phrase, both the richer and the poorer
nations of the Community must accept the reality of
the Community's role.
The third area in which a new advance is needed is
that of industrial policy. Europe's industry is the prin-
cipal creator of wealth ; and the role of the Commu-
nity is to create conditions in which manufacturing
industry and commerce can prosper. The freeing of
trade within Europe's internal market has contributed
to economic expansion over the last two decades. !7e
must pursue the practical work of removing barriers to
trade through harmonizing company law, competition
law, and taxes. These are useful bricks with which to
build economic integration in Europe. But we must
not lose sight of the practical obiectives of our
pnogramme. !7e should not indulge in a bureaucratic
game of harmonization for harmonization's sake.
(Applause)
Unless we can be sure that our proposals will lead to
more trade, and better conditions for producers or
consumers, there is no point in making them.
fu well as setting the overall framework for industrial
integration, the Community has to take action in indi-
vidual sectors such as steel and shipbuilding where
Europe's vital interests are at stake. !7e all realize that
in the storms which have lashed these industries over
the last few years 
- 
storms which have by no means
yet abated 
- 
national solutions offer scant protection.
Europe as a whole must act to sustain its competitive
position. I7e also have a role to play in industries
such as textiles and footwear which are in difficulties
because of increased competition from the Third
!7orld. Here we have a double responsibility.lUfe have
a duty to cooperate in a sensible international division
of labour. !7e must respect the needs of producer
countries with far less sophisticated resources than our
own. But we should not impose excessive and sudden
strains upon our own industries, and we have a right
to ask for cooperation and equality of effort from
other industrial countries of the world. At a different
level we have, I believe, an even more important role
in the area of advanced technology 
- 
the aircraft and
computer industries provide two obvious, spectacular
examples 
- 
but there are others where the private
sector cannot undertake investment on the necessary
scale, where State intervention is therefore indispens-
able, and where common action promises significant
economies of scale. A Community strategy for these
sectors is urgently required, and one of the main prior-
ities of our industrial policy will be to achieve such a
strateSy.
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Fourth, the Community must develop a coordinated
energy policy. At a time of expensive energy, the
Community must face up to the need for conservation
and increased self-sufficiency. This requires the deve-
lopment of new energy sources, where risks can be
great and investment costs high ; the JET thermonuc-
lear fusion proiect, which the Commission is now
impatient to see agreed, provides, perhaps, the best
example.
(Applause)
The interests of the European tax-payer of today
demand a quick decision and the interests of the Euro-
pean citizen of tomorrow demand a positive one. At
the same time, we should give a lead in developing a
Community strategy for handling the fission nuclear
energy problems, in particular in emphasizing our
concern for nuclear safety. In the nuclear field choices
have to be made, involving a balance of economic,
environmental, technological and strategic considera-
tions. The short-term economic case for a big immed-
iate investment in nuclear power-stations must be
weighed against the possible environmental dangers.
It would be intellectually dishonest to pretend at the
moment that either we, or anyone else, know precisely
how the balance should be struck. These questions are
being debated in all our Member States, but if the
debate is to produce satisfactory results it should be
conducted on a Community as well as a national level.
The most valuable contribution we can make at
present is to do what we can to ensure that it is
openly so conducted, and to take the lead in stimu-
lating this debate. This we shall do.
(Applause)
Fifth, we must help in attacking the problem of struc-
tural unemployment. The broad decisions which
determine total demand are matters for the Member
States. !fle should do all in our power to persuade
them to coordinate their policies so as to achieve a
balanced economic recovery which does not feed infla-
tion throughout the Community. We should not
assume a responsibility for demand management
which we cannot fulfil.
Structural unemployment, however, Mr President, is a
different matter. Full employment cannot be achieved
now simply by stimulating demand, and an unaccep-
tably high level of unemployment may well persist, at
any rate in the more vulnerable areas and among the
more wlnerable groups of workers, even when
economic recovery is running strongly. Here we shall
try to promote coordinated labour-market policies
throughout the Community, working closely with the
member governments and also with both sides of
industry. It will be necessary to use the Permanent
Committee on Employment to prepare for the next
Tripartite Conference, which should be neither too
hastily prepared nor too long delayed. The autumn we
think, might be a good time for this. Ifle shall also be
studying the role of the Social Fund, particularly in
the promotion of programmes for industrial training.
Such policies have a double significance. They help to
combat one of the central economic problems now
facing us. They also help directly to improve the lot of
the citizen, and it is to the Community's role in the
life of the citizen that I now tum. In our concern with
the great issues of economic and industrial policy, we
must never forget the need to carry the pcople of
Europe with us. If they fail to s€e the need for
common solutions to common problems, then
common solutions will not, in the end, be adopted. If
they fail to recognize that the general interests of the
Communiry can transcend the particular interests of
the Member States then the general interets of the
Community will not prevail. But a sense of common
European identity cannot be fostered just by exhorta-
tion. Ve must make the Community a practical
reality in terms of everyday life.
The Commission General Report for 1976, and the
Memorandum annexed to this address, which I
present to you today, contain specific examples of our
detailed work, touching the lives of all our citizens. In
the coming year, the Commission will either be
preparing new proposals or pursuing proposals already
made to combat water pollution and protect aquatic
life, to see that international conventions against the
pollution of the Rhine and the Mediterranean are put
into effect, to improve safety standards in nuclear
power-stations, to protect consumers against
misleading advertising, to eliminate unjustified restric-
tions on the right of migrant workers to receive social
security benefits, to safeguard the interests of
employees whose firms go bankrupt, to provide voca-
tional training for young workers threatened by unem-
ploymenl to make it easier for professional people to
exercise their skills in Community countries other
than their o*n, io secure minimum housing standards
for handicapped workers and to encourage worker
participation in industry.
This catalogue, not exhaustive but illustrative, is not
presented to you at random. Running through it are
certain common principles which I believe should
guide us. !fle have a duty to ensure that the Commu-
nity lives up to the ideals on which our civilization is
based 
- 
to protect the environment against the
dangers of unregulated industrial growth, to protect
the weak against exploitation, to safeguard individual
freedom and to enhance opportunity. But our
resources are limited, and where our Member States
can act alone effectively and consistently we should
not attempt to duplicate that work. On the other
hand, certain fundamental problems, common to ell
the mature industrial societies of the I7est, cut across
frontiers and can only be tackled satisfactorily by
common action in a Community framework. For
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example, no individual Member State can secure full
interchangeability of professional qualifications, with
all the widening of individual horizons that that can
bring. In a common marke! the protection of the
consumer against unfair trading practices and the
protection of the worker against exploitation by his or
her employer are also by definition a matter of
common concern. It is in these and similar areas that
we should act with both realism and imagination.
In the period immediately before us, Mr President,
leading up to the direct election of this House, these
practical, often detailed, proposals have a special
importance. They will be examined both by you and
by the future electorate of the Parliament, with more
than ordinary care. It is too soon to tell exactly what
the role of a directly-elected Parliament will be, or
precisely what effect direct elections will have on its
relationship with the other institutions of the Commu-
nity. But two thingp are clear. The first is thqt, as the
Community develops and the Community budget
increases in size, the need for direct democratic
accountability becomes steadily more pressing.
(Applause)
The old principle of 'no taxation without representa-
tion' cannot be fully honoured by an indirectly-
elected Assembly, however scrupulously it discharges
its responsibilities. To deny the need for direct elec-
tions at this stage in the Community's history is in
fact to deny one of the fundamental axioms of repre-
sentative democracy.
(Applausc)
Second, it is clear that direct elections will in them-
selves help to foster a sens€ of common identity
among the electors. The Members returned in these
elections will come here as Europeans. They will seek
to promote the interests of their constituents at a Euro-
p€an, rather than at a national level; they will base
their claim to re-election on their performance in a
European, rather than in a national, forum. Each time
the directly-elected European MP has a speech
reported in his local newspaper or appearc on his local
television programme, he will bring the Community
home to his electors in a vivid manner; each time he
is able to demonstrate that by his activities the inter-
ests of his constituents have been directly considered
he will win support, not only for himself but for
Europe.
I have already promised that this Commission intends
to treat the present Parliament as it will treat the
directly-elected one; and that, in particular, we shall
send no proposal to the Council without seriously and
systematically considering whether it is likely to
receive the support of a maiority here. I repeat that
promise now. !fle must strengthen and deepen the
traditional partnership between Parliament and
Commission.
(Applause)
Our concem with direct elections does not end there.
The authority of a Parliament derives first from the
fact that it is elected. But it also depends in part on
the proportion of the electorate which takes part in
the election, and on the extent to which the elec-
torate, is able to comprehend and judge the issues on
which the election is fought. The nature of the elec-
tion campaign and the character of the issues which
will be debated in it will, of course, be mainly deter-
mined by the political parties and candidates
concerned. The Commission, as such, cannot be
engaged in the electoral battle. But I believe that we
have a role to play in helping to ensure that the voters
who will determine the outcome can judge the issues
for themselves.
In less than two years' time 
- 
I believe substantially
lgss 
-, 
an electorate of 180 million will be called
upon to determine the composition of this House. If
the voters are to make an informed decision in the
polling booths, they must know how the Community
works, what questions have to be decided at a Euro-
pean level and why, and what are the different propo-
sals being put forward. !7e have two clear objettivls :
to ensure that each voter is aware of the ways in
which his own life is affected by decisions taken at
Community level and of the way in which he can
affect the tendency of those decisions by casting his
vote and, at the same time, to ensure that we are aware
of the attitudes and aspirations of the voters whose
interests we seek to serve. It is a formidable task. It
will provide one of the central themes of the Commis-
sion's information policy.
Mr President, as well as strengthening the Commis-
sion's relationship with the Parliament, we must take
action to strenghten the Commission itself and to
make it more effective. !/hen I spoke to you last
month, I set before you some of the changes which
had iust been made in the allocation of responsibili-
ties between Commissioners in the light of our assess-
ment of political priorities. We are reviewing the struc-
ture of the Services in the light of political and
administrative requirements. 'We are creating a process
of inspection and review: first, to ensure that each
sewice is as efficient as possible in relation to is objec-
tives ; and, second, that the work-loads, which inevit-
ably change with time, are distributed reasonably
between the different Services. A good example is the
decision the Commission took last week to create a
Directorate-General for Fisheries, where the responsi-
bilities will grow. If we have to ask for any increases
in staff, you may be sure that it will only be to
respond to new priorities and to the increasing tasks
which flow from Community decisions.
To achieve the right pattern and quality of work, we
must build on the decisions of the previous Commis-
sion and work out staff policies which recognize the
particular difficulties of this multinational institution
and provide the opportunities which those that work
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within it have the right to expect. !7e shall seek to
improve the career prospects of officials by improved
selection methods and greater mobility within the
Services. I hope that this will enable promotions at
senior level to be less limited by problems of national
balance. Candidates for promotion should be seen
more as experienced and dedicated members of a
European service than as individuals with national
labels around their necks.
If the internal management of the Commission and
the morale of its staff were to be neglected, we would
limit our ability to prepare the necessary policies in
the areas I have covered. So far these have dealt
mainly with the problems of the internal cohesion of
the Community, with the problems of the internal
cohesion of the Community, with the interests of the
individual citizen in it, and with the need to adapt to
the changes of the coming vears. All these aspects are
brought together, but in a new dimension, as we face
the question of the further enlargement of the
Community.
Our attitude here stems from our dedication to the
ideals of European unity enshrined in the Treaties.
Having proclaimed a new way of leaming from the
bitterness and the weakness of the past, a new way of
transcending the restrictions of national sovereignty,
we cannot convincingly say that these benefits should
be limited only to some European countries. 'S7e
cannot proclaim a European ideal and a European
solution and yet refuse- to let European countries
anxious and democratically qualified to join from
participating in it.
(Apltlause)
As a Community, we can indeed take pride in the fact
that there are applicants at our door: it is a sign that
we are a rallying point both for democracy and for
economic advance. But the prospect of enlargement
also presents us with both responsibility and difficulty.
'We are rightly committed to do everything within our
power to give support to the new and therefore frailer
democracies of Europe. But we cannot surge forward
to enlafgement aware only of that commitment and
its popular support. Such a growth requires conscious
adaptation and adiustment. It requirei frankness on
both sides of the negotiating table. Our talks with
applicant countries have to be carefully planned to
face overtly the major problems which enlargement
will present both for the Community and for appli-
cant countries. tUfe must examine closely the impact
of enlargement on the Institutions originally designed
for six nations and then made to accommodate nine.
The relative political and economic cohesiveness of
the Nine is one reason why other countries wish to
join. There would be no sense, either for them or for
us, in allowing it to be weakened in the process. That
would indeed be self-defeating. The Community must
therefore strengthen itself in order to support further
enlargement. I7e must be ready and sympathetic to
letting the building grow; but we must not imperil
the coherence of the whole structure. It is therefore
our determination that the Community takes an
overall approach to the question of enlargement. Ifle
must appraise what the balance and solidity of the
whole edifice will be in the eighties. This should be
well understood by our partneni in the future negotia-
tions. By placing our future talks on grounds of both
realism and perspective, we shall be more likely to
make a genuine and effective contribution to Euro-
pean unity. The Commission will be sympathetic to
enlargement, but it will insist that the problem
involved in it be faced and not glossed over.
(Applause)
That unity, Mr President, must also be sustained
outside Europe in handling our external relations. The
Community must endeavour to speak with one voice
to the world. There is a desire and expectation outside
that we should so do, and I received an encouraging
example of this when I met Vice-President Mondale a
fortnight ago in Brussels. The new Commission and
the new American Administration took office at the
same time and for the same period.
S7e shall play our full part in achieving a firm coopera-
tion betcreen Europe and the United States. There
never has been any contradiction between European
unity and as close as possible an Atlantic relationship.
'L'unit6 6conomique et politique de I'Europe ... et
l'6tablissement de relations de partenaires d'6gal i 6gal
entre I'Europe et les Etats-Unis permettront seuls de
consolider I'Occident et de cr6er ainsi les conditions
d'une paix entre I'Est et I'Ouest'. I So proclaimed the
Monnet Committee 15 years ago. This remains essen-
tially the position today. The United States, especially
in its approach to the Summit, expects and will
welcome a stronger and more coherent European lead.
The Commission will play its full part in seeing that
it is forthcoming.
In particular, we must be determined to continue to
promote constructive cooperation between industrial-
ized countries. !7e remain committed to the free flow
of world trade and to the need for a more than ever
determined resistance to the snares of protectionism.
The Commission will continue to assist governments
in this task, and it will play its own part in the major
forthcoming multilateral trade negotiations and also
in the various forums of the United Nations and other
international organizations.
The economic and political unification of Europe .. . and
the establishment of relations between Europe and the
United States on a basis of equal partnership are the only
way to consolidate the !flest and to create the conditions
for peace between East and West.
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The impact of these discussions and negotiations, Mr
President, will not only be felt in the industrialized
countries but will vitally affect trade policies towards
the third world. In this area we must continue to
develop the policies initiated by the Lom6 Conven-
tion and other development aid schemes. The
Commission will certainly'take the necessary steps to
ensure that the Convention is respected and to pred-
pare for the negotiations of what has already been
described as Lom6 II. !fle shall continue our efforts to
refine and improve the system of generalized prefer-
ences and seek to perfect its role as a means of chan-
nelling assistance to those countries in greatest need.
Ve plan to develop the Community's food aid
scheme.
There are those who from time to time would chal-
lenge these development priorities. I would say to
them simply that if we are determined, inside the
Community, to make clear our concem for our own
weaker regions, to deal so hr as we can with poverty
and unemployment, here within our frontiers, we
cannot divide that internal concem from the world
outside. Concern is indivisible and it would be a
mockery of our sense of community were wc, because
of our own difficulties, simply to lock the gates of our
estate and tend our own gardens. Nor should we see
in such concem a merely eleemosynary approach,
hovever desirable in itself that may be. There is in the
Third !florld, perhaps, a unique potential for giving a
non-inflationary stimulus to the stagnating economies
of the industrial world. Rather as in the decades of the
recent past'national economies havd proposed by the
spread across the social classes of the benefits of
grov/th, so we should seek a second wind for the indus-
trialized economies by grving to the peoples of the
poor world the. possibiliry of a significant increase in
their standards of living. If done on an imaginative
scale, and particularly if accompanied by commodity
stabilization arrangements, this could be a maior
factor in setting us back .on the path of growth
without inflation.
It is an acknowledged fact that the external appear-
ance and performance of the Community is a story of
achievement. The origins of this success are not diffi-
cult to identify. First" despite our inner strains and
difficulties the Community can, and does, act in the
outside world as a community. Seecond, an increas-
ingly interlinked European economy, built on e popu-
lation of 250 million people, accounting for almost
half the world's trade, is an economic bargaining force
of massive strength. Third, the Community embodies
in its constitution and history the unrivalled traditions
of !flestem European democracy, of freedom for the
individual within the rule of law, spanning a lively
diversity of cultures. For large parts of the world, there-(ore, the Community sewes as a model of successful
democratic cooperation.
However, if this inheritance and its inherent potential
for growth and for good is to be sustained, we cannot
simply rest where we are. The approaches and the
objectives which I have outlined are based on the
need to increase the intemal strength and coherence
of the Community. There is an indissoluble link
between the efforts we must take in that sphere and
the pursuit of an effective and significant policy
towerds the outside world. To continue to command
its attention and respecl we must match our extemal
actions by a search of greater internal cohesion.
\7e have here to strike a difficult and delicate balance.
!7e must not promise, as a Commission, what we
cannot achieve, for if we do so we shall merely add to
that cynical disillusionment with political persons and
institutions which is today one of the greatest
menaces to democracy. But at the same time we must
not limit our real possibilities of achievement by a
deadening caution or an inability to lift our sights. Ve
want our deeds to be a little better than our words. Let
us always do more than we promise to do. In this way,
the great institutions we represent will in a real and
practical sense be the means by which we go forward,
the very engine of Europe.
(Prolonged applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Jenkins, the applause punctuating
and following your speech is evidence of this House's
keen appreciation in the way in which you have
presented the difficult problems at present
confronting the Communties, of the spirit of commit-
ment and determination with which you and your
Commission intend to tackle them, and of the broad
lines of action which you have laid down after only a
few weeks in office.
Ve thank you for your presentation, and in particular
for what you have said concerning the election of the
European Parliament by direct universal suffrage, for
the undertaking made by your Commission to treat
the present Parliament as it will treat the directly-
elected one, and for the desire you have expressed to
strengthen the traditional cooperation between Parlia-
ment and Commission.
A survey which is so broad and at the same time so
rich in content does not lend iself to an improvised
debate. That is why it was decided, when laying down
the order of business for this part-session, to hold a
debate organized pursuant to Rule 28 of the Rules of
Procedure on l0 February at 9.00 a.m. The time-lirnit
for entering names on the list of speakers has been
fixed for 5.00 p.m. on lWednesday, 9 February.
I should like, however, to take this opportunity of
thanking you on behalf of our Parliament for your all-
embraching and detailed suwey of policies which are
at the same time realistic and fired with enthusiasm,
and to ensure you that this Parliament will do all in
its power to assist you in their achievement.
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8. Amendment of Rule 48 of tbe Rules of Proccdure
(Petitions) 
- 
Setting up of sub-committecs (Votc)
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on the
motion for a resolution contained in the report (Doc.
4091761by Mr Memmel, on behalf of the Committee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions, on the
amendment of Rule 48 of the Rules of Procedure (Peti-
tions) and the vote on the motion for a resolution
contained in the report (Doc. 461176) by Mr Lagorce,
on behalf of the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions, on problems raised by the setting
up of sub-committees (Rule 39 (2)), which were post-
poned during the sitting ol 12 January 1977.
I call Mr Broeksz on a point of order.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I would apprec-
iate it if the amendments to the Memmel report could
be referred to committee so that the committee could
judge them for itself and then give us its opinion. Yet
further wishes have been brought forward in the form
of amendments, but as, on the last occasion, the
voting had already begun these amendments could no
longer be taken into consideration.
President. 
- 
!7hat is the committee chairman's
view ?
Mr Hamilton, Cbairman of tbe Committee on tbe
Rulcs of Procedure and Petitionr. 
- 
Mr President, I
prefer to take these amendments and I hope the
House will have an opportunity to vote on them
immediately.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, since the
maiority required under the Rules of Procedure for
these votes cannot be attained, I propose that these
votes be postponed to a subsequent part-session.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
I call Mr Dalyell on a point of order.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Mr President, the point of order is a
somewhat hasty one, but the fact is that suddenly a
vote is taken with people having just slipped out for a
minute not knowing that the vote was going to be
taken. If in fact we spring a vote on ourselves, we
should not be surprised that there are not enough to
vote. Should there not be some information given ?
President. 
- 
Mr Dalyell, the vote on the motion for
resolutions contained in the Memmel and Lagorce
reports was placed on the agenda after the speech by
Mr Jenkins. This arrangement of the order of business
was not (ortuitous, inasmuch as the speech by the Pres-
ident of the Commission was bound to be well
attended.
9. Enug prices (continaed)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
the joint debate on the reports by Mr Giraud (Doc.
530176) and Mr Guldberg (Doc. a3ll75).
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, member of tbc Commission. 
- 
(D)Mt
President, the topic which we have been dealing with
this moming and which we are now retuming to is of
the utmost importance to the future of Europe and
the future of this Community. It is extremely impor-
tant, because if we do not now make it clear this
Community will end up if it fails to develop a
common energy policy in the next few years, we shall
be responsible for crippling the future economies of
all the Member States of this Community. Moreover,
we shall be creating an unemployment situation
which the working people of this Community will
iustifiably hold against us for many years to come.
!7hat is the present situation ? Vhat can we do to
make sure we gradually ovcrcome it ? First of all, the
effect of the rise in oil prices on this Community is
very different from its effect on the United States or
Japan. The last increase alone cost the Community
3 200 million dollars. By comparison it cost the
United States 2 700 million dollars and Japan I 700
million dollars. Thus, Europe is the worst hit. And
Europe has in the last few years been unable to work
out a common policy. Moreover, it will still take a
long time to do so if we do not now, in the next few
months, reach an agreement on the individual
problems and generate confidence in joint proiects.
Only confidence can form the basis for the solidarity
we need.
To what extent is our European Community
dependent on oil ? Before the crisis we were wasting
oil in the Community. The truth is that for many
years we did not use this important source of energy
correctly. Ve squandered it. This is something we
must all face. However, that situation is now at an
end. You might say that we have now reached the
point where the society which simply threw thingp
away, the society which was always eager for innova-
tion, will have to change radically if it wants to
suryive. This is the present situation in the Commu-
nity.
And what about our great plans ? ln 1975, after the oil
crisis, we said in the Council of Ministers that we
wanted to ensure that by 1985 we were no longer
dependent on imported oil. Ve wanted energy
imports to be cut back by about 50 0/0. Vhat is the
position now with our objective for 1985 ? In 1985 we
shall be rather worsc off than we are now. Ve shall
certainly be 55 0/o dependent, i.e., we shall be in
exactly the same postion as today.
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This is the reality of our present situation. The
Community set itself ambitious aims. It said that by
developing our own resources we could find a balance.
The great hope then was North Sea oil. In fact we
shall be able to increase the production of North Sea
oil from about half-a-million barrels day, as it was last
year, to 3 million barrels in the 80s. This is true. But
what kind of balance is that when we consider our
needs ? Three million barrels will be equivalent to
about 25 o/o of our imports. So what will the overall
situation as regards oil be ? In the 80s we shall still be
importing 50 000 million dollars' worth of oil, just as
we are now. And yet we still cannot find any joint
method for developing an energy policy. We cannot
do so because our interests are at variance. But then
these are only theoretical interests, since, in the final
analysis, a burden on the weakest states in this
Community 
- 
and these are the ones whose balances
of payments are most affected 
- 
simply places on the
Community as a whole another burden which all of
us 
- 
every citizen and every tax-payer in the Commu-
nity 
- 
must bear together.
!7hat would happen if one of the Member States of
this Community really got into balance-of-payments
difficulties ? The other Member States would naturally
have to help. And what would happen if this Commu-
nity could not fulfil its obligations to the developing
countries which do not produce oil ? This would, of
course, ultimately also place a burden on the tax-
payers of this Community in the form of intemational
aid, the postponement of the repayment of debts, and
other forms of support such as food aid, etc. \flould it
not be better step by step to adopt, on the basis of a
reasonable and balanced energy policy, the necessary
measures to help others and to prevent them from
becoming weak, because in the end we shall in this
way only be helping ourselves ?
How do we set about it ? !7hat can the Community
do in this situation ? ln 1974 we said that we could
not continue in this way and that we had to save
energy. And what is the result ? ln 1976 energy
consumption in the Community increased by 5 o/o
over the previous year. And that wai during a reces-
sion ! This means that we have not done enough. So
what can we do ? The solutions are obvious and you
have discussed them there this morning. However, if
we do not soon take practical action, instead of contin-
uing to wallow in such questions as what form the
minimum safeguard price for oil should take or
whether we shall succeed in working out a common
import policy, I am afraid we shall neglect what is
necessary and we shall not take the steps which are
now essential.
These measures relate to three fields. First, we must
develop our own enerS'y sources. Secondly, we must
pursue a reasonable energy-saving policy, and thirdly,
we must ensure that these measures ultimately lead to
the solidarity which this Community needs if it is to
emerge safely from the crisis. Ve must not allow a
repetition of the disgraceful situation in 1974, when,
at the high point of the crisis, the Netherlands had to
be supplied by the multinational companies because
the Communiry did not have an energy policy or an
emergency plan.
!7e must develop our own sources. I have already
mentioned North Sea oil. This will fall far short of our
needs. I7e could also report to alternative forms of
enerSy. !fle could try to develop solar energy. Make no
mistake about it, ladies and gentlemen, we are in fact
developing solar energy. In Ispra we are carrying out
research in this field. But I tell you here and now that
in 1985 solar energy will at the most account for only
0.3 % of the Community's entire energ'y production.
That is the situation.
Take geothermal energy. Production in this field
might perhaps account f,or I olo of total production in
1985. !7hat altematives are there ? Sflhatever we do we
have to come back to what we already have, i.e., to
coal and to nuclear energy.
IThat action can we take in the coal sector ? The situa-
tion is bad. The production costs of coal are compar-
able with the costs of imported coal in only one
Member State of the Community, namely the United
Kingdom. Last year the Member States of this
Community imported three times as much coal from
the United States as the year before. It will take us a
long time to get out of this situation. !fle must take
the necessary measures to promote national coal
production. To this end we have submitted proposals
to the Council of Ministers. A support plan for coking
coal has been worked out. Ife also have a plan for the
storage of coal and for building up coal reserves. I7e
hope the Council of Ministers will now take a deci-
sion on these matters as soon as possible.
I7hat else can we do ? !fle now come to the difficult
problem of nuclear energy. The President has already
mentioned this in his speech. The decisions to be
taken in this field are difficult ones. !fle told the
people of Europe that we intended to ensure that by
1985 nuclear .energy accounted for 13 % of total
energy produc[ion. We now know that this aim will
not be achieved. At best it will account for only 9 o/o.
And, ladies and gentlemen, the people have opinions
and these opinions must be taken seriously. It is not
enough to tell the citizens of the Community that
these are emotional reactions. Emotion reactions,
ladies and gentlemen, are political realities. \U7e must
therefore acknowledge that in the coming years there
will also be delays in this field. Forty-nine nuclear
power-stations are at present in operation in the
Community and 37 are being built, but it will be
extremely difficult to bring into operation the addi-
tional 37 nuclear power-stations planned for 1985.
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Thus, there will be obstacles in this field and these
obstacles will not be easy to overcome. Anyone who
rclls European citizens that in this situation we can
afford to theorize, we can afford to argue for months
on end about an overall conception or philosophy
without immediately taking the necessary measure is a
hypocrite and a deceiver.
The citizens of Europe must know that in addition to
these efforts we have to save energy, and we must
begin doing so straight away. Vhat steps should we
take ? Ve have also submitted proposals on this
matter to the Council of Ministers. And we have also
told the Council of Ministers that there is a lot we can
do to save energy. !7e could usc better insulation in
Europe. Ve could make a number of changes to
household appliances. In addition, we might also be
able to ensure that energy is saved by means of new
instruments. All these measures, however, must be
applied systematically. It is not enough for a useful
start to be made here and there in individual Member
States. Isolated measures will not bring us any further
forvard at all.
Vhat is needed is an overall approach. I shall be
submitting proposals to the Council of Ministen on
this matter, and these will b€ practical proposals.
In this debate much has been made of the minimum
safeguard price. I believe this is important. Ve shall
also have to discuss it in the Council of Ministers. But
we should not deceive ourselves. Practical proposals
are the basis for a slrctematic C,ommunity energy
policy. By means of such proposals we must ensure
that the interests of the Member States converge. By
means of such proposals we must cqnvince the
Member States that without a minimum of solidarity
we shall all suffer in the long term, because we shall
use up our meagre energy res€Fves too quickly and
because our financial and economic position will dete-
riorate. Ve sliall all suffer because we are dl in the
same boat; and even if we do not all notice it, the
boat is rocking everywhere and might very soon sink.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR SANTER
Vicc-Prcsident
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clerfayt.
Mr Clerfoyt. 
- 
(F) Mr Presiden! I had not intended
to speak in this debate, but the Rules of Procedure
more or less force me to.
On 20 January I tabled an oral question to the
Commission for Question-time this moming on the
conclusions to be drawn from the difficulties at
present being created by the United States and
Canada about supplies of enriched and natural
uranium. But the Secretary-General of Parliament
informed me by letter yesterday that it was not admis-
sible under Rule 47 A of the Rules of Procedure,
which state that questions may not relate to points on
the agenda of the current part-session, and my ques-
tion, he said, related to the topics discussed in the
reports by Mr Giraud and Mr Guldberg.
It is true, Mr President, that there is an indirect
connection between the content of the reports and my
question. That is why I have taken the floor. I shall
certainly be brief and eien abrupt, to give food for
thought. In any case, I am forced to do so by the lack
of time. It would take time to say all that deserves to
be said after a close scrutiny of Mr Giraud's excellent
report. I shall raise only one point, which seems to me
to be the basic weakness or, if I may say so, the
Archilles' heel of the political choices made in the
energy problem in the past three years.
Experts and politicians were shocked by the sudden
discovery that we were dependent for energy on oil-
producers, particularly in the Middle Easq and,
finding the risk of blackmail in this situation intoler-
able, they have been saying for the past two or three
years that we should havc to develop nuclear €nergy
to become independent because of the danger of
relying too much on coal, natural gas'and hydroelec-
tric power and the uncertainty in the short term of
exploiting gcothermal, solar, wind and tidal energy
intensively. At his press conference on Thunday, 3
February, Mr Brunner, the Cornmissioner responsible,
took up this theme, as he did again in his speech a
few minutes ago. It has been a sort of leitmotiv for the
past two or three years.
If I am to believe Agence Europe, he said that a
substantial nuclear-energy programme seemed neces-
sary becausc greater energy independence made
nuclear energy unavoidable. Nuclear energy has thus
been clearly opted for, and that is why we ere
discussing this proposal today.
Mr President, it seems to me that curent events, the
embargo by the United States and Canada on deliv-
eries of natural and enriched uranium 
- 
even if only
temporary and imposed for seemingly moral and polit-
ical reasons 
- 
should give us cause for thought. we
should think about it all the more seriously since,
apart from the resources in South Africa and the
limited uranium resources known to exist on the terro-
tory of the Community todan there are practically no
other sources of uranium or other potential supplien
available today. As a means of escaping from our
dependence on the oil-producing countries, the
nuclear option therefore seems to plunge us into
another form of dependence and to expose us to iust
as great a risk of blackmail. This point was also made
by Mr Guldberg in paragraph 29 of his report.
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In the circumstances, we must ask ourselves whether
it is in fact reasonable to choose to develop nuclear
energ'y, whether this new dependence is less emba-
rassing than the former and whether American black-
mail is more bearable than any other. I, for my part,
could aot answer yes to any of these questions: I am
not at all convinced that greater independence for
Europe is to be found through nuclear energy, and I
would be happy if some of my colleagues had the
same reservations.
Today, Mr President, we are being asked to approve a
resolution which includes the decision to introduce a
minimum safeguard price for imported enerlry, particu-
larly oil, which is high enough to protect nuclear
investments and make them profitable. And that
means that the price will be very high. !7e are being
asked and this is where my reasoning becomes rather
oversimplified, but that is merely to give food for
thought 
- 
to accept a principle which, if applied,
could mean that for 20 or 30 years we should be
paying a higher price for energy which we could
undoubtedly get much cheaper. And we shall have to
pay this higher price in order to develop a form of
energy 
- 
nuclear energy 
- 
for which there are no
supply Suarantees today, which in the present circum-
stances makes us even more dependent on the Unites
States, which requires very costly investments that
might even be financially impossible, and which
raises serious ecological and safety problems because
no satisfactory solution has yet been found for the
treatment of radio-active waste. In brief, we must
agree to hamper our economic activity and our ability
to compete internationally by paying a higher price
for energy merely to become more dependent on the
uranium suppliers, particularly the United States. A
truly noble obiective !
Mr President, honourable members, this policy, this
nuclear choice is in my view a result of collective
hallucination, of massive self-deception. To imple-
ment it would be masochistic and to do so in the
name of independence would be the height of hypoc-
risy. Do not think that I am opposed in principle to
nuclear energy: I am merely concerned about
Europe's independence and, like more and more
citizens of Europe, about the many nuclear-energy
questions still not answered today. And that is why
the nuclear option, at the price we are being asked to
pay for it, is in my eyes excessive and unjustified.
In conclusion, Mr President, if the Community energy
policy is to be based on such options when they are
so psychologically disturbing, so politically dangerous,
so illogical and so costly, I cannot endorse it. I do not
think that such a Community energy policy is either
responsible or in the economic or political interests of
Europe. I shall record my disapproval by voting
against the motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Van der Mei to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr ven der Mei. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,like the prev-
ious speaker I would like to limit my remarks to a
number of brief observations. I too would refer to the
Guldberg report of some time ago. I listened with
great interest and approval to the speech given by the
Commissioner responsible for energy policy. He
explained clearly the major problems facing the
Community and the particular Member States as a
result of the great changes which have come about in
the sphere of energy supplies. The increase in energy
prices has confronted the Community and the
Member States with radical changes. Not without justi-
fication the motion for a resolution contained in Mr
Guldberg's report states that the relatively low price of
crude oil has been one of the most important factors
in the high standard of living in the industrialized
countries. If this is so, it means that the increase in
the price of crude oil which we have witnessed in the
past few years will considerably influence our standard
of living. In a rush of optimism we could say that
there is no agreement between the OPEC countries
on further increases in the prices of crude oil. This
may be so, but I consider it an especially weak argu-
ment. !7e must never lose sight of the fact that the
era of cheap energy is past.
So there is no point in hoping for some disagreement
between the OPEC countries on the price of crude oil.
The hard fact is that the era of cheap energy is past.
Vhat we now have to do is to incorporate this hard
fact in the structure of our economies, and this in
itself is a very comprehensive problem of which I
should like to elucidate a single aspect. One of the
inevitable consequences must be a change in many of
the habits of our society for example, the change in
the trend of incomes and the development of wages,
in which it will no longer be possible to overlook the
consequences of increased energy prices. Any improve-
ments in real income are rendered less feasible by the
increase in energy prices and the recognition of the
hard fact of increased energy prices.
If we disregard this fact, then we shall continue to try
to spread the burden of increased energy prices over
the rest of society, and this in itself represents an exra
inflationary factor. One thing we certainly do not
need in our economies is an extra inflationary factor.
The recognition of the fact that structurally higher
energy prices will effect the development of real
incomes also implies that wages can no longer be auto-
matically adjusted to price increases. This confronts us
with the problem of cost-of-living compensation,
which is a very topical subiect.
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Here there are at least two questions. Ve may ask
ourcelves whether cost-of-living adjustments are still
justified. And secondly we may ask, if we have
answered the previous question in the affirmative,
whether it should not be established that the struc-
tural increase of price-levels, due inter alia to higher
energy prices, should be excluded from consideration
in cost-of-living adiustments. This is, of course, not
the time to go any further into the question of how to
approach the problem of cost-of-living adjustments to
incomes. But I wished to touch on this aspect of
energy price increases since I certainly do not believe
it is without importance, especially against the back-
ground of our fight against inflation and unemploy-
ment.
I would like to take this oppornrnity of drawing the
attention of Parliament to two amendments tables by
the Christian-Democratic Group. Amendment No I
proposes that the words'in the initial period' in para-
graph 20 of the motion for a resolution in the Guld-
berg report should be deleted. The resolution speaks
of an initial period and this might give the impression
that we are only concerned with a period of limited
duration. This might well, therefore, give rise to fiisun-
derstanding. The Giraud report speaks of a period of
20 to 30 years, and I would have thought this was a
better basis. This is why I think that precisely in order
to avoid any misunderstanding it would be good to
drop the words'in the initital period'from the motion
for a resolution in the Guldberg report.
Amendment No 2 is identical to Amendment No 3,
tabled by Mr Ellis, and refers to paragraph 2l of the
motion for a resolution. Here we want to delete the
clause 'after an initial consolidation period market
forces should be allowed to determine to a great
extent which primary ener3iy sources should be used.
for which purpose'. This reference to an initial consoli-
dation period might also give rise to the misconcep-
tion that the period, concemed was a shoft one. So, in
order to align this with the views laid down in the
Giraud report, we would propose that this clause be
deleted from the Guldberg motion for a resolution.
This is the reason for Amendment No 2.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to
preface my contribution to this debate by a brief
comment to my friend and colleague Mr Coust6, who
unfortunately at this moment is not in the hall. But
he did make several references to the North Sea and
North-Sea oil. May I remind him that it would be a
highly profitable exercise to study in great detail the
comments made from the Commission benches by
Mr Simonet when he made his views very crisp and
clear on this subiect ? And if I could be allowed to
paraphrase some of the poins which have been made
by Mr Simonet, I should do so in these terms. Oil is a
worldcommodiry and in political terms North-Sca oil
is as much part of the European Economic Commu-
nity as this Parliament and those honourable
Members who are committed to building a nss
Europe. That is the way I see North-Sea oil and thc
whole question of considering and formulating poli-
cies on that subiect. It is a sterile argrment which
consistently comes only from those who are isolation-
ists in their thinking and who are continually crying
'Hands off !
May I now tum to the Giraud report and ioin with
others in offering my congratulations to Mr Giraud for
the highly concentrated wisdom which I believe is
contained in it ? I wish Mr Guldberg were here,
because I would like to address a number of
comments to him personally. I do not believe that
these two reports are quite separate and distinct each
from the other, for the reason that energy is in my
opinion a global concepL not a series of disconnected
technical matters. On the question of the Giraud
report I believe that the Community should eccept, as
a matter of economic and energy policy, the funda-
mental principle of the minimum support price as an
essential instrument. It is not a question of whether
we fix the price at $7 or $t7 a berrel. It is a question
of the machinery which is available to contribute to
future growth and to its security for the Community
as a whole. ln 1973 the industrialized Vestern world
was, metaphorically speaking, caught with its trousers
down. I7e were caught off gpard politically; we were
caught off guard on almost every single issue. Let us
hope that we are not going to expose ourselves to
such indecency and such irresponsibility, either in the
short term or the long term in future.
Now there are many honourable Members in this
Chamber who may well say that the minimum
support price is not necessary in terms of 
- 
and I
quote 
- 
'stable conditions'. In a perfectly balanced,
well-tuned world this may well be a true essessmcnt.
But this is not a perfect world. It nwer has been and
never will b€. And even if it were I still believe that
this is of such fundamental importance that even in
stable conditions we should consider the concept of
the minimum support price as en essential
mechanism, if we are to achieve the following six
obiectives, most of which have been referred to by
Commissioner Brunner:
Firstly, if we are to achieve the husbanding of the oil
and gas resources available to us either inside the
Community territories or for which we depend on
' importation ; these rcources are finite, and we should
act responsibly in that spirit: secondly, if we are to
achieve a really efficient conseration of enorgy by
such means as insultation and more effective utiliza-
tion of energy in all its forms: thirdly, if we are to
invest in new non-oil power-generation capacity,
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whether coal or nuclear 
- 
and in this context I
couldn't endone Commissioner Brunner's comments
about nuclear energy more strongly 
- 
whether in the
medium-term future or otherwise : fourthly, if we are
to invest in research into quite new and at Present
probably unknown power sources; here one thinks, of
iourse, in terms of fusion: fifthly, if we are to achieve
a degree of safety and security 
- 
what I call a safety
margin of a minimum of 15 olo of excess capacity over
normal peak demand : and lastln if we are to have a
Community machinery to make a Community energy
policy effective, then this cannot be left to the
random policies of individual Member States; we
must have, I believe, a Community energy agency to
act, be responsible and indeed take a positive and
dynamic lead in this field.
May I therefore enlarge very briefly on iust two of
those six objectives ? Fint, research. !(e as a Commu-
nity must avoid falling into the trap of spending
puLtic monies on research purely for the sake of scien-
iific innor.tion ; if we do that, I believe we are
wasting most of that public money. Research in
energy must be influenced by the principles- of cost
effeciiveness, both in the course and, above all, in the
eventual product of that research. And only the
minimum- support mechanism, in my opinion,
provides a benchmark against which to make these
iomparative evaluations of expenditure on research
and ihe production cost of energy at the end of the
day. Such research should be, suite clearly, at all
levels : Community, international and Member State'
But the coordination of all those activities is of crucial
importance ; not concentration, but coordination is
the key if we are to achieve a combination of
economy in investment with effectiveness in opera-
tion.
Here I come to my last poing the Community energy
agency. The House will be well aware that on many
oicasions in the past I have pleaded for the establish'
ment of a Community energy agency with power and
responsibility. And yet the more I reflect on this, the
more I am bound to say that all the evidence is
building up to show that a new and original agency
ready-made. I refer of course to Euratom. And here in
my hand is the text of the European Atomic Energy
Community Treaty. If we look carefully at the fint
five paragraphs of that Treaty and paraphrase them
carefully ind succinctly, I believe we have the basis
for such a readymade organization, so long as there is
the political will to use them in that sense. And here
is t6e main point which I would like to leave this
House with. I feel that this Euratom institution must
be updated, it must be given the responsibility, it
must be given the power and authority, and I am
quite certain that if we do this then we, Europe, rrill
be for the first time in our history able to defend
ourselves in economic, scientific, technological and
certainly in energy terms, and be assured of not being
caught short as we were four years ago. I would just-
draw the attention of the House to Article 40 of the
Euratom Treaty, which covers investment in new
energy undertakings. \7e have that embryo instru'
ment for a Community energy agency. Ife must use it
now, we must use it effectively for the benefit not iust
of this generation but of generations still to come.
lord Bessborough concluded his remarks by speaking
about the unwise virgins. I wonder whether the broad-
mended Members of this House would allow me to
mention the' I look at the minimum suPPort price in
its relationship to energy rather in the way that sin is
related to prostitution. It never go€s away ; it is a
fundamental feature of life in this particular field and
I really believe that this is why this subiect is of
crucial importance to the future of the Community.
(Applause)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Mr President, I want to talk quietly
and gently to the Commission about the way that they
handle communities when uranium and other mate-
rials are found in the environment of those communi-
ties.
Now I refer to the position which has arisen in the
Orkney Islands, to the north of the Scottish coast.
The real difficulty is, I suspect, that somehow or other
the fint approach was not properly handled. This is
my understanding of the position in talking to
Orkney Islanders. If drilling is going to take place, if
there is the likelihood of considerable upset, espe-
cially if it is in an area where there have been endless
arSuments about how the environment should be
protected in relation to oil, if in these circumstances
the approach is not handled with the Sreatest amount
of tact, of course there is likely to be local resistance.
It's only human.
I think it would be worth the Commission's while,
since Commission money is involved, to look in
depth into how the approach was first made in the
Orkneys, where thinp have gone wronS' why there is
such resistance from the local people and if it was
really necessary.
In the public mind, the Commission, because they
have provided cash, will carry the proverbial can.
I know the Orkney people quite well 
- 
they are a
very shrewd, hard-working Viking people 
- 
and my
feeiing is that had the proposition been Put to them
propeity in the first place, that there was a great need
inside ihe Community to develop our own uranium
resources and that in fact their interests would be
taken care of, there would not have been all this
trouble.
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Therefore the suggestion that I put to the Commis-
sioner is this : In circumstances where, for example,
uranium is found, guarantees should be given at a very
early stage that if there is disruption, if there is upset,
if farmland is taken over, at the end of the day monies
will be set aside for total and complete reclamation. If
these undertakings are given at a very early stage, then
resistance will not in fact arise.
So my question is about the way the Commission sets
about these delicate matters. The inital approach is all-
important.
I must say to Commissioner Brunner that I was a bit
put out at the meeting of the Committee on Energy
and Research in Brussels the week before lasg when a
distinguished official 
- 
I don't criticize him person-
ally, because that is not my nature, I don't start criti-
cizing officials personally, especially officials who give
very able explanations 
- 
when Mr Orlowski came
along to the committee and said that they were
compiling a list of places in the Community where
we could perhaps have dumping of nuclear waste. As
soon as I heard that, I as a politician wanted to take
off from a launching pad, on a rocket of apprehen-
sion. You see, once lists are compiled of communities
likely to be affected by nuclear dumping, these things
leak 
- 
and for all is virtues the Commission in Brus-
sels is not exactly leak-proof, information can get
around pretty quick 
- 
and there are endless troubles.
I would recommend that even as busy a man as the
Commissioner ought to call for the papers of what
happened at Dalmellington, a village in Ayrshire,
when suddenly it became clear that consideration was
being given to the dumping of nucelar waste products
That community immediately had village and town
meetings and they wondered what was going to
happen to them.
This is a yery delicate question and I realize that
nuclear waste has got to be stored somewhere and
none of us want it in our backyards. This is some-
thing that h.r go to other people's backyards. But
communities, however remote, have rights and so I
beg of the Commissioner to think how, in fact, before
any decision is taken even about formulating a list,
the Commission, in the greatest secredy, can at least
be sure that in fact it is a serious proposition, that
something unpleasant is going to happen to a parti-
cular community. As a politician it is extemely irri-
tating having all sorts of fears raised, having public
meetings, the proverbial hornet's nest round one's ears
and then finding at the end of the day that in fact one
need not have worried at all, because the decision was
purely speculative.
So I end up simply by saying please, please, please
reflect and come back and report on how this ques-
tion first of all of drilling and that kind of upset, and
secondly of dumping can be best handled by the
Community, because the Community will be judged,
iust as Roy Jenkins says the Commission will bejudged and govemments are judged, on how they
handle specific situations, quite as much as on the
policies that are put forward in general.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr President, in contrast to Mr
Dalyell, who spoke quietly about the Orkney situation
to start off with, I think I would like to concentBte on
the real issues of this debate, although I intervene at a
late stage.
I want to talk about the impact of the energy crisis on
industrial policy, that is the Guldberg report, the
implications of the OECD report which has been
referred to, how we pay to develop and set about deve-
loping altemative sources of energy, which is the
theme of the Giraud report, and, perhaps following Mr
Brunner's intervention, what we do now.
Mr Brunner reminded us that we have a bill of 3.26
billion dollars and gave a waming. The real waming is
that we are running out of energy, and those energy
sources are at risk anyhow. Mr Clerfayt, who spoke
very well about the dangers of a nuclear programme,
Mr Van der Mei about price, still, I think, evade the
real issue, and not enough people understand it. \(e
are running out of energy unless we develop other
sources, and this is the message from Mr Brunner.
Bug firstly, I would like to congratulate Mr Giraud on
the work he has done. He has discussed his work with
the Committee on Energy and Research, and many of
the points he has raised are a challenge to the purists
in the Consewative Party in Britain as they are a chal-
lenge to some of the purists in other parties. I valued
the contribution by Mr Fliimig, of the Committee on
Energy and Research, to Mr Guldberg's report.
First of all, what has been the impact of the energy
crisis on industrial policy ? !(ell, the cost of energ,)r, as
we know, has increased. The industry of the Commu-
nity is in competition with American industry and the
development of American industry was helped
initially by the low cost of energy in the United States.
To put it more bluntly, the horsepower to the elbow
of a manual worker in the States has been two or
three times that available in the Community. But now
ener8:y, particulary in the Community, is costly. These
values must inevitably change.
What about the energy crisis and Community produc-
tion ? Taking 1970 as 100 units, the 1973 figure was
113.3 units and for 1975 it was ll3 unirc of produc-
tion, taken from selected statistics for January this
year. !flhat about unemployment? In 1973 it was
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2.1 o/o, in 1974 ir was 2.5 o/o, in 1975 it was 3'9 %
and in 1976 it was 4'5 o/0, with Britain in that time
leaping from 2'5-to 5'5 % and with the Minister for
Employment suggesting there would be 2 million
unemployed 
- 
an unbelievable figure only two or
three years ago.
So, the impact on industry of the high cost of energy
has led to an uncertainty unprecedented this century.
The OECD report 
- 
and a summary has been
submitted by the Committee on Energy and Research
- 
has made specific recommendations on standards
for motor vehicles and speed-limits for motor vehicles
and in fact uses the expression 'pricing energy at
world market levels'. That means we shall have to pay
more for our oil. Regarding the elimination of waste,
which Mr Brunner mentioned, I would add that not
only in the Meddle East but in the North Sea we are
still flaring petroleum gases, in spite of measures to
ameliorate this. This is a waste which we must quickly
overcome in our society.
Turning back to the OECD repo4 oil imports to the
OECD countries grew_at 5'l Yo annually from 1960 to
1973. YIe have scenarios based on a low Srowth of
3'6 o/o annually, a high growth of 4'6 olo annually,
suggesting oil imports in 1980 of 35 million barrels
daily based on 4 olo growth. But the present OPEC
capacity of 38'5 million barrels a day, which perhaps
could be increased to 45 million barrels per day, indi-
cates that in the foreseeable future, bearing in mind
the increasing demand in the States, there is going to
be a crisis whatever the price from 1985 onwards.
The third point I wish to touch on is the fact that
there (s a shortfall in our nuclear programme. Origi-
nally set for 1985 at 200 million megawatts, it has
now dropped to 135 and may even be lower, although
I am not in possession of the latest figures. Mr Fllmig,
in the opinion annexed to the Guldberg reporg
pointed out:
As the Community is in the process of developing its
nuclear energy potential, although unlortunately not to
the degree we consider necessary, nuclear energy now
already needs protecting against ruinous competition.
In our committee we ,have talked about the price
advantage of nuclear energy in the foreseeable future.
This has ranged from 25 7o to perhaps 40 70, but the
initial capital investment is great.
I would like to come back to the Giraud report
because we have had to work on his recommenda-
tions. The first six recommendations deal with how, as
we are consuming existing sources of energy now, we
finance new proiects. I rather agree with the Commis-
sioner that the issue whether we should have a
minimum price for oil or not is perhaps debatable.
The attitudes of the oil industry, ministers and the
political parties have wared in Britain and elsewhere.
If a world surplus of oil were to develop, because of
energy conservation or new sources of energy 
- 
and
Middle East oil is probably ten or fifteen times as
cheap to extract as North Sea oil 
- 
then there is
concern that the profitability of investments on
Continental shelves, including the North Sea, would
be insecure. The impact would be to damage invest-
men! perhaps owing to deliberate political, rather
than commercial action. Then, there is the altemative
view that we shall always have a world oil shortage
from now on. Therefore, the minimum price is inele-
vant. Mr Giraud has tackled this issue, and I
commend his conclusions to you.
The next issue 
- 
and I am not keen to support Mr
Ellis's amendment 
- 
is how to achieve development
of alternative sources of energy. This, of course
involves investment and research. It involves invest-
ment in long-term capital projects, the high-tempera-
ture reactor, fast-breeder,reactor and fusion, which Mr
Brunner has emphasized.
The OECD report, referrinS to the rising US demands
for oil pointed out, and Lord Bessborough has also
pointed oug that in the last month the United States
have realized the wlnerability of their own sources of
energy. I would suggest that the blizzards of Pennsyl-
vania, the blizzards of New York and Bulfalo today
could be the blizzards that face our children as
existing energy sources d.y up unless we in the
Community through the Energy Agency provide alter-
natives.
Now the control of domestic fuel prices and natural
gas is an important issue. In a truly capitalistic society,
a free enterprise world, if the oil companies had their
own resources and there were not state-run oil
companies in the middle Easg if there were not
nationalized companies extracting oil and gas in the
North Sea, those capitalist enterprises would realize
their source of revenue would dry up in 15 and 20
years and they would be investing to a much greater
extent in nuclear energy and other energy sources,
including hydrogen. But in !flestern Europe, in the
Community, state involvement is so great. In Britain
alone coal, gas, electricity, oil are state enterprises.
Therefore, states and the Community must provide
finance.
Vhat do we do now ? Mr Giraud has pointed our that
in the short term we must secure the profitability of
investment in oil extraction in new areas, particulady
the Continental shelf or remoter areas. In the middle
term we must ensure that those who consume oil
primarily, and to a certain extent natural gas, are in
fact providing revenue for development and by that I
mean not only research but positive development.
Therefore I welcome these two reports. Unless the
Community and the Energy Agency act on them we
are in trouble.
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Now, Commissioner Brunner, you have taken over a
new assignment. You have outlined, as Mr Giraud did,
the need to develop new sources, to economize, to
work for conservation and solidarity. I agree. The
Commission must now appreciate where we stand in
1977, and in the approach to the I 980s. Let it list deci-
sions it wants the Council of Ministers to take, so that
perhaps we in Parliament could put pressure on.
Indeed, I look forward to a detailed programme of
how the Commission can guide national policies and
indirect action and concerted action in every field, so
that we meet our energy needs tomorrow from new
sources other than oil and natural gas.
I have much pleasure in supporting these two reports.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, this ioint debate on the Guldberg report
and the Giraud report seems to me to show that two
things are being confused here which should be kept
apart. The original idea of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs 
- 
and at that time I
was still its chairman 
- 
was quite simply 
- 
those
who were members of the committee at that time
know this 
- 
to determine what effects the changes in
crude-oil prices were having on the competitivity of
the European economy. That was the job we had in
mind and that alone. That certain conclusions have
been drawn is obvious from the Guldberg report; that
is perfectly clear. However, at that time Mr Sprin-
gorum, chairman of the Committee on Energy,
Research and Technology, felt that this wes too little.
Ve have tried to make it clear that it has never been
our intention to encroach upon the specific responsi-
bilities of his committee. The Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs subsequently 
- 
after
1973-74 
- 
always gave the Committee on Energy,
Research and Technology its support whenever it
called for a uniform energy policy within the Commu-
nity or stressed the need to reduce our dependence on
primary energy sources to an acceptable level. This
was primarily a political rather than an economic ques-
tion. My point therefore is that the Guldberg report
and the Giraud report are two quite separate things.
Now I willingly admit that in the meantime events
have overtaken us somewhat. If we had adopted Mr
Guldberg's report when he submitted it over a year
ago, we should not be arguing about these matters
today. I am sometimes astonished when I see
Menrbers of Parliament who claim to be reasonable
people sometimes behave as though they were not.
I also regret, of course, that this debate cannot be held
in the presence of the former chairman of the
Committee on Energy, Research and Technology, Mr
Springorum, or my worthy colleague Mr Burgbacher. I
would willingly have crossed swords with them both
here. I have no further comments to make on the
Guldberg report; Mr Notenboom has said what
needed to be said. I do not need to go any further into
that matter. I can only say that I for one have no
objections to the two amendments tabled by the Chris-
tian-Democratic Group or to the amendment by the
Socialist Group.
There is one other point I should like to make,
however: if we are all agreed on the need to reduce
substantially our dependence on imports of primary
energlf, I also agree with the goals which the Commis-
sion has set itself when it says that we want to try to
cut imports by 50 % by 1980. So far so good. No one
questions that. Nor does anyone question the fact that
we must safeguard our own investments. !7e have said
this clearly on previous occasions, when dealing with
previous reports in this House. I have, however, very
grave doubts about the formula which was previously
called floor price and is now referred to as the
minimum safeguard price.
Firstly, this floor price is an American invention. I
have nothing against the Americans, but the
American position as regards enerS:f, including oil, is
completely different from the position of the Euro-
Peans.
Secondly, those who are so vigorously recommending
this minimum safeguard price should give some
thought to how they are going to deal with the oil
discovered in their own European area if they regard a
safeguard price such as that indicated in the report as
acceptable. They would go bankrupt. If we were to
protect North Sea oil adequately against imported oil
we should without doubt need 15 or 16 dollars a
barrel. The proposed price of 7 dollars would not be
enough, nor would a price of l0 dollars, which has
also been suggested on one occasion. I7e must make
one or two thingp quite clear. Firstly, if this source of
independent energy supply is to be safeguarded, the
Community as a whole must agree to use the
resources available within its frontiers. It must then
agree on the price at which the United Kingdom, for
example, should sell the remainder of its oil, now
called European oil. The same applies to natural gas
and other energy supplies within the Community. All
this needs to be discussed. My British colleagues know
that at one meetinS of the European Summit some
quite interesting talks took place between two parti-
cular heads of govemment, the British Prime Minister
and the German Chancellor. The latter agreed that the
necessary safeguards should indeed be provided and
that investments should be suitably protected. That
means, however, that we must use the oil here in
Europe and that it cannot be exported elsewhere.
Another matter is causing me particular concem. A
failure to control crude oil and primary commodities
in general, at international and European level, might
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set a precedent for other adiustments in the primary
commodities sector. In this connection I am thinking
of the Nairobi Conference. Fortunately it was again
agreed to postpone the decision on these matters for a
year. In the meantime they want to think certain
things over. One thing does seem necessary to me'
though. There must be agteements ensuring supplies
without political pressure. That naturally also implies
stabilizing, to a certain exteng the export eamings of
the raw-materials exporting countries. It also means
that both the purchaser and the supplier must fulfil
theiq contractual obligations and there 
-should, of
courlie, be a certain period of consultation on the
prices, to be agteed in each case, which are supposed
io help stabilize export earnings. These points will
need to be discussed again and again.
!7hat we must not do is to combine a solution based
on the concept of a minimum safeguard price or floor
price with the idea that there is on the one hand a
producers' cartel, whose agreement must be obtained,
and on the other hand a sort of purchasers' cartel.
That would mean the comPlete cartelization of inter-
national economic relations in crucial areas. I am not
sure whether we can give our assent to such a carteliza-
tion of our external economic relations, or rather I do
not want us to do so. I regard it as irrespoirsible. This
is one point I wanted to bring to your attention. The
Commission has got to come up with something a bit
better than the minimum safeguard price.
Bilateral agreements must therefore be concluded on
supply and purchase. !flhen one considers how much
the quality of the individual types of crude oil varies
and the individual uses to which they are put, it is
impossible to accePt that supplementary differential
eamingp should be accorded, in the form of a
minimum safeguard price, to the oil-exporting states
and possibly also to the commercial undertakinS,
some of which belong to the states while others
operate independently of them.
I7e are all agreed,,ladies and gentlemen, on the need
for a uniform energy policy in the Community,
provided that all the available sources of primary
energy are used. I cannot, however, aPProve of this
supply of primary energy being safeguarded by
mi.rures which would entail a repetition of all the
errors of the agricultural policy in the raw materials
sector. I cannoi therefore suPPort the Giraud rePort. I
shall vote against it, since the predominant theme of
this report is the need for a minimum safeguard price,
and in future I shall reserve my comments to docu-
ments which I can answer for myself.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giraud.
Mr Giraud, rdlrlrorteun 
- 
(F) Mr President, the way
this Parliament works, no debate ever closes as it
began. I should only like to say that I deplore the
chance which brought together in the same agenda
two reports, Mr Guldberg's and my own, which do not
deal with the same subiect and only have this in
common, that they are both concerned with energy.
I should first like to thank the many colleagues from
all the political groups who were kind enough to
support me in this debate. They know, for many of
them are members of the Committee on Energy, that
I was not trying to present a personal report but was
simply attempting to draw uP a synthesis of the ProPo-
sals on all sides. It was to deal with a specific point 
-
and that is how I wrote it. I am, indeed, in no position
to deputize for the Commissioner in replying to the
nu'merous questions which have been raised.
I should first like to make it clear that, contrary to
what some speakers might have suggested, I have not
made any reference, either in my speech or in my
report, to the International Energy Agency or to the
prloccupations of the United States Government. !fle
are gathered here in the European Parliament, and our
business is to deal exclusively with problems that
concem Europe.
To my friend Mr Coust6, I should like to say that
when I speak in this House I am not speaking in the
French Farliament: I am a delegate of the elected
representatives of several countries and I must take
aciount of the interests of all the countries concerned.
(Applause)
!7ere I to do otherwise, I should be engaging in a
debate which is none of our own. I should also like to
say to him, since he seemed to be worried by the fact
that the minimum safeguard price was to be granted
without the certainty of a recompense in exchange,
that it will be the govemments, in the Council, who
will be dealing with these problems. I am only too
confident, alai, that ihey will be defending their
national interests. My friend can rest assured : the
French Government, in particular, is very adept at
applying the poliry of the empty chair and blocking
tactics.
Now I should like to turn to more specific problems.
Those who refer to lack of solidariry, to measures
taken with no reference to other measures' are
mistaken. I had to deal with one specific point, but no
one can contradict me when I say that this specific
point only has meaning within the system as a whole :
what we are committing ourselves to, therefore, is not
the minimum price but a Community energy policy.
Again, another of our colleagues, Mr Clerfayt' seemed
to me, in his brilliant speech 
- 
at least if it was my
report he had in mind 
- 
to have missed the target;
foi if the report expresses any resolve it is, not to
centre the Community's policy exclusively on nuclear
energlf, but, on the contrary, to Permit the maximum
development of petroleum production in the Commu-
nity.
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There was also mention of excessive optimism on my
part in agreeing to the inclusion in the text of a refer-
ence to the participation by producer countries in
fixing the minimum price and even in investment in
our own industries. Bug my dear colleagues, while we
have been accused of lining ourselves up against the
producers, this paragraph proves we are willing to
work together with them, all the more readily because
their aims are also ours : first, to save energy; second,
to produce new types of energy 
- 
that is, to use up
less quickly the oil of the producing countries. it
follows that this appeal to the producer countries fits
in completely with their own concerns.
To my friend Mr Lange, with whom I have had occa-
sion to debate at length this point, both in this House
and elsewhere, I should like to say that the funda-
mental difference between this minimum safeguard
price and the common agricultural prices is that the
former involves no commitment to buy up any quan-
tity of Community oil whatever; the buyer will have a
free choice. ![e are not here being caught up in the
meshes of a common policy, with all the implications
that that may have in the agricultural sector.
Finally, in answer to my colleague Mr Hougardy, I
want to say that when in this document we reler to a
number of methods for implementing the minimum
safeguard price, this does not necessarily imply the
kind of bureaucratic procedures which he very rightly
condemns. I trust the creative imagination o[ the
Commission to find, when the time comes, and when
the govemments give the word, all the necessary
measures for attaining our aim. ITith thag I think that
most of the Assembly will wish to vote for this text
and what it contains.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mn Valz.
Mrs Velz. 
- 
(D) Mr President, Mr Giraud has cut
some of the grass from under my feet. I would,
however, like to say to the former chairman of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs that I
think he has misunderstood our whole report.
Fintly, we certainly mentioned the price in the repor!
but we went no further than that. It is quite posiible
that there will be further developments in the price
question. I doubt whether it will go up as much as
you say, Mr Lange, but I certainly do not know
whether it can remain at $7.
My second point is much more important. you
mentioned the possible formation of producer cartels
which would then be opposed by purchaser cartels.
The whole point of the Giraud report is that a
minimum safeguard price should be accorded while
encouraging investors to invest in alternative sources
of energy, since we cannot free ounelves from our
dependence on oil unless adequate sums become avail-
able for alternative forms of energy. That is why it is
necessary to give investors some security. I would
therefore urge you to reconsider voting against the
Giraud report, because I think you may have been
misled.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange. 
- 
(D) Mrs Walz, I have read Mr Giraud's
report very carefully and I have said why I am voting
against it. I am not convinced that Mr Giraud is right
as regards the possible comparability or non-compara-bility with the agricultural policy and its
consequences. You mention the minimum safegrard
price in paragraph 13. In the same paragraph you
even mention the system of levies, and it is therefore
impossible for me to vote for this report as a whole
because this minimum safeguard price 
- 
as this
whole debate has shown 
- 
is at the very heart of your
whole argument. As far as the other matters are
concemed, there are no differences of opinion
between us. But this point is so crucial to me that I
am not able to vote in favour. I have not been misled.
I only hope that we shall have an opportunity in the
near future to discuss these matters again in a rational
manner. But you must allow me to express my doubts
if I think it right and proper to do so.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(D)Mr
President, this debate has itself shown why it is so
difficult to agree on a common European energy
policy. However, that does not mean that the debati
was not worth holding 
- 
on th€ contrary. !7e have
discussed the matter of the minimum price, we have
discussed nuclear energy and we have talked about
energ:f conseryation. Finally we considered the
problem of how to establish a more rational relatioo-
ship between producers and suppliers. And one of the
positive thingp about this debate has been that it has
shown us how important it is for us to reach some
sort of agreement, despite the profound differences of
opinion between us, not in the extreme posture of a
cartel setting itself up against another cartel but as a
C-ommunity able to defend its many and occassionally
divergent interests with respect to the rest of thi
world. This has become clearer in this debate than
ever before.
!7e have also seen in the course of the debate in what
areas we at the Commission have things to learn andin what respect our own ideas have not gone far
enough. In certain cases, specific exampleJ of this
have been brought to our attention.
Consider, for example, the question raised by Mr
Dalyell. That gentleman asked me what the situation
was with regard to a project which is to be supported
by Community aid. The situation is that - aia is
Suaranteed up to 50 Yo of the costs. And I have leamt
something valuable from his comments 
- 
namely,
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that we must be extremely cautious when examining
these applications for aid. He has shown me that it
will not be enough to approve the aid and ignore
subsequent developments. He has reminded us of our
responsibility and he was right to do so. At the same
time, I would, however, ask him to bear in mind that
this Community, this Commission, is still in many
respects in its infancy. fu Mr Osborn said, we are still
learners. And we do not have the administrative
machinery to carry out the planning and administra-
tive work which is done in other organizations. As I
said, the Community is still in its infancy.
There is something I must again stress before you 
-
and it will certainly apply to many future debates too :
in many respects the Commission is like the emperor
with no clothes in Andersen's tale. I7e are only just
beginning, but we are at least in a positiort to bring
many things to the fore by ensuring the simultaneous
discussion of everyone's interests, and this constitutes
the embryo of a future policy, the energy policy of the
Community, can be built only a concrete foundation.
In the next few months, therefore, we shall increas-
ingly have occasion to talk about specific proposals
from the Commission to the Council of Ministers. !fle
shall be discussing the Euratom loan, we shall be
discussing aid to prospectin& we shall be discussing
other projecs in the nuclear sector, and finally we
shall be discussing projects related to energy conserva-
tion, and in these matters you will have to give us a
straight yes or no as an answer. You must vote either
for or against them, since these proiects will, after all,
cost money.
Our Council of Ministers will have to decide on the
basis of your advice whether to spend this money or
not. If we intensify this sort of action and at the same
time show the general public that there is a link
between all these various aspects of energy policy,
living standards and employment in the European
Community, we shall eventually achieve a coherent
policy which will offer us a little more security in the
world at a time when Europe's future with regards to
energy supplies looks very gloomy indeed.
President. 
- 
The general debate is closed.
!fle shall now proceed to consider the motion for a
resolution contained in the Giraud report (Doc.
s3o176).
I call Mr Brolksz on a point of order.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I would greatly
appreciate it if a separate vote could be taken on Para-
graph 13 of the motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton on a point of
order.
Mr Normenton. 
- 
Mr President, will you allow me
to give an explanation of vote when we come to
Amendment No 3 rev., tabled by Mr Ellis ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr l7altmans to give an explana'
tion of vote.
Mr rVeltmans. 
- 
(NL)MI President, as long as the
rapporteurs of the committees of the European Parlia-
ment and the representative of the European Commis'
sion continue to indulge in propaganda for -nuclear
energy, I shall be compelled to vote against all propo-
sals which imply an encouragement of nuclear energy.
President. 
- 
I put the preamble and paragraphs I to
12 to the vote.
The preamble and paragaphs I to 12 are adopted.
On paragraph 13, I called Mr Giraud.
Mr Giroud, raP\orteur. 
- 
(F) I should like to
suggest to the House, as did to my grouP, that in para-
graptr t: the words'achieved by a system of levies' be
deleted and the text thus amended put to the vote.
The point is that a number of Members agree with the
principle of the minimum safeguard price but are
against the system of levies 
- 
and I admit that I am
inclined to agree with them. I should like, therefore, a
vote on the text of paragraph 13 thus amended.
If that is not possible, I shall willingly submit to the
decision of the House on the text of paragraph 13 in
its present form.
President. 
- 
Does the House agree to accePt the
rapporteur's oral amendment to delete, in paragraph
I j,-the words 'achieved by a system of levies'?
That is agreed.
I call Mr Broeksz to give an explanation of vote.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I must say that I
am not very happy with paragraph 13, since I am not
very happy about a minimum safeguard price, but Mr
Lange has already said a number of things to this
point. At all events, it seems that the maior difficulty
caused by the system of levies has now been elimi-
nated, and I shall therefore no longer vote against.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote paragraph 13 in the
form in which it has been orally amended by the
raPPorteur.
Paragraph 13, as amended, is adopted.
I put paragraphs 14 to 20 to the vote.
Paragraphs 14 to 20 are adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole, in the form in which it has been amended.
The resolution is adopted.l
!7e now proceed to the motion for a resolution
contained in the Guldberg report (Doc. a3ll7$.
I call Mr Normanton for an explanation of vote.
' 
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Mr Normanton. 
- 
I and my friends in the Euro-
pean Conservative Group propose to vote against the
amendment standing in the name of Mr Ellis for tcro
ne4tons.
First and foremost because the inference which we
draw from the proposed deletion is that interven-
tionism 
- 
thas is, intewention by a Member State or
by the Community 
- 
should automatically be a
permanent and therefore dominant feature of the
Community s economic and political policy for the
future. This we reject completely.
Secondly, we believe that the public generally, and
industry in particular, should be free to exercise their
discretion in the choice of energy they wish to use
and this is what the indent sayrc, market forces being
equated with personal choice.
For that reason we shall vote against the amendment.
Prcsident. 
- 
I put the preamble and paragraphs I to
19 to the vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I to 19 are adopted.
On paragraph 20, I have Amendment No l, tabled by
the Christian-Democratic Group :
In this paragraph, delete the words:
'... in the initial pcriod...'
I7hat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Notenboom, dcputl rapporteur. 
- 
(?/I/ Mr Pres-
ident, the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affain has, of course, had no time to study this
amendment" and therefore I, as rapporteur, am not
able to assess it. I do not believe that it makes a great
difference with regard to the aim of the Guldbcrg
report. I would leave this point to the discretion of
Parliament.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
I put paragraph 20, thus amended, to the vote.
Paragaph 20, thus amended, is adopted.
On paragraph 21, I have Amendment No I tabled by
the Christian-Democratic Group, and Amendment
No 3/rev., tabled by Mr Ellis on behalf of the Socialist
Group, the wording of which is identical:
Delete the second indent of this paragraph:
'- after an initirl consolidation ,. purposc'.
I call Mr Hamilton.
Mr Homilton. 
- 
May I formally move the amend-
ment, sir ?
President. 
- 
!7hat is Mr Notenboom's view ?
Mr Notenboom, deputy rapportcur. 
-(?/I/Mr Pres-ident, as you have just remarked, the two amendments
are quite identical and so there is no problem. As for
the substance, I would repeat what I seid on Amend-
ment No I 
- 
namely, that the committee was unable
to consider in and that an amcndment to this effect
would not subsantially change Mr Guldberg's resolu-
tion. So I would also leave this question to the discre-
tion of Parliament.
Prcsident. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
Amendment No 3hev. conscquently becomes void.
I put paragraph 21, thus amended, to the vote.
Paragraph 21, thus amended, is adoprcd.
I put paragaphs 22 and 23 to the vote.
Paragophs 22 and 23 are adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as I
whole, incorporating the various amendments which
have been adopted.
The resolution is adopted. I
10. Information policlt utitb rcgard to direct elcctions
to tbc Eam/can Pailiament
Presidcnt 
- 
The next item is the interim report
(Doc. 52617Q by Mr Schuiit, on behalf of the Political
Affairs Committee, on
the European C,ommunity's information policy with
reg3rd to preparations for thc fint direct elections to thc
European Parliament.
I call Mr Schuiit.
Mr Schuiit, ra2yortcun 
- 
(NL) Mr Prcsident, the
motion for a resolution which the Political Aflairs
Committee is presenting today is the logical
consequence of a number of budgetary decisions
taken by this Parliament. In the l9T7 budgcttry proce-
dure, the Commission requested ,m0 000 u.a. as cxtra
appropriations for an information programme in prcp-
aration for direct elections to the European Parlia-
ment. The European Parliament cnd its committce
increased this amount to I million u"a, freezing the
appropriation until 'the European Parliament has
approved the detailed progremme of projects which
the Commission intends to carry out and until this
programme has been coordinated vith Perliament's
programmes in this field'. IThat we are concerned
with here is a not inconsiderable emount for an
activity which directly concerns the European Padia-
ment, a point which Mr Jenkins has iust stressed.
According to the justification appended to this amend-
ment by the Committee on Budgets, this is to be non-
partisan information.
The primary obiect of this motion for a resolution is
to enable the budgetary resources to the released as
quickly as possible. Time is money, in informaticn
activities as elsewhere, and in this case speed is all the
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more necessary since the success of non-partisan
information is an indispensable precondition for the
success of the political election activities which should
induce as many European voters as possible to the
polling booths in the first half of 1978.
According to recent opinion polls published in the
latest Eurobarometer, public interest in Europe has
increased since the Council's decision of 20
September. The need for information will therefore
increase accordingly. The large number of people
interviewed who still had no opinion to express about
the European Community shows as well that the
awareness and motivation of large parts of the popula-
tion are still so small that intensification of basic infor-
mation must be the very first priority if they are to
decide where they stand.
In view of these considerations, this resolution there-
fore calls on the Commission to submit its informa-
tion programme in preparation for direct elections to
the European Parliament before 30 March 1977' Ve
hope that this deadline will make it possible for the
new Commission to work out an overall plan for its
normal information activities. Here priorities are
usually fixed as a rule, and last year the Oftoli
Commission had already decided that direct elections
should enioy the highest priority in the information
prosmmme lor 1977. The Political Affairs Committee
will have to go into the matter of how the general and
specific information programmes dovetail with each
other, and if necessary it will also have to investigate
whether the obiectives envisaged at this stage can be
realized with the help of the resources available at
present. After all, in preparing these elections' the
Community will have to address the masses more
than it has ever done before. It will have to get
through to all strata of the population over the whole
territory of the Community and pay special attention
to the peripheral areas. These areas already suffer too
much as a result of their non-central geogaphical
position. For this reason it is in their interests that
they should have an opportunity of making their
concems felt at the European level through their repre-
sentatives in the European Parliament. Apart from
direct inform^tion oia the mass media and the special
information activities for the various'classes or grouPs
of the population, there should also be a regionally
orientated information compaign for the peripheral
areas.
Mr President, I am aware that with these few words I
have outlined a proiect which is more ambitious than
anything attempted in this field by the Community
hitherto, and I realize that the resources available are
very limited, especially if we remember what amounts
have been spent in our Member States simply to
encourage an awareness of the meaning of certain
measures. As soon as the Political Affair's Committee
has taken note of the Commission's information
programme which we have asked to be submitted
before 30 March next, it will bring out a report on it
as soon as possible for the House, which will then
have to make a decision on the release of the budge-
tary resources concerned. In doing this, it will have to
look in particular at the extent to which coordination
of the information proSrammes of the Commission
and of the European Parliament is vouchsafed in
accordance with the iustification attached to Amend-
ment No 4571a by the Committee on Budgets. This
task represents the last part of the motion for a resolu-
tion before you today.
Speaking as I am for the first time in the presence of
the new Commission on the information problem,
may I say, as rapporteur for information matters since
1961, how much I appreciate the fact that, in the allo-
cation of responsibilities among the Commission,
information policy has been taken over by the Presi-
dent. In Parliament's resolutions of 1962 and 1972
which rounded off consideration of the reports which
I had the honour to draw up at the time on behalf of
the political Affairs Committee, one consistently
expressed desire was that information policy should
be the responsibility of the President of the Commis'
sion. It has also been the opinion of this Parliament
that there should be the greatest possible unity in that
part of the Commission's machinery which deals with
information. There are signs that the Commission is
endeavouring to create this unity. \\is rapprocbement
ol viewpoins is for me a reason for personal satisfac-
tion. It is also a further reason for the adoption of the
present motion for a resolution.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seefeld to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Ladies and gentlemen, I shall be
very brief. The members of the Socialist GrouP agree
that there should be no debate of principle here today
about the information policy of the Commission or
about the European Parliament. !/hat we want 
- 
and
this is why we support the motion for a resolution 
-is quite simply to fix certain dates and thereby reach
an agreement 
- 
with the Commission's approval too,
I hope 
- 
on how matters should proceed from now
on. I should therefore like to comment on three
points in the motion for a resolution'
Firstly, we should like the Commission to make its
intentions clear during the month of March. Secondly,
we request that there should be coordination between
the Commission's normal information policy and its
additional information activities in connection with
the forthcoming direct elections. I would point out
that in its information programme fot 1977, ol 9
December of last year, the Commission said itself that
one of the main subiects of its information
programme should be the major political event of
1978, i.e., the direct election of the European Parlia-
ment, thus acknowledging the very great importance
of information policy in this matter of direct elec-
tions.
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The third point which we should like to stress and
which is contained in the motion for a resolution is
that there must be a close link between the
programmes of the Commission and the European
Parliament. Duplication musf wherever possible, be
avoided. The Commission and Parliament are partners
in this area too. And we must agree on what each of
us should be doing and not make things difficult for
each other by taking on twice the necessary load if
this can be avoided.
Vhat the motion says is therefore quite logical. If the
Commission submits its report in March and we then
discuss it in May we shall have the opportuniry to
hammer out any differences of opinion between us
and the Commission.
In conclusion, Mr Presideng I should like to make the
following comments. Two thingp have given my
group and myself great pleasure today. Firstly, the fact
that the new President of the Commission has
assumed personal responsibility for information
policy. I think this is highly significant, since it
means that the Commission wishes thereby to stress
that information policy perhaps requires stronger
emphasis and that the Commission has now taken
responsibility for it in the person of its President. !7e
thank Mr Jenkins for taking this additional responsi-
bility upon himself. !7e take it as a recognition of the
need for public opinion to be better informed.
Secondly, the President of the Commission has in his
speech today made certain comments which under-
score what I have said on previous occasions. Mr
Jenkins pointed out that the electorate must under-
stand why the election is being held, and he also
stressed the importance of the turnout at this first
direct election. He also said by analogy on behalf of
the Commission that it must contribute to furthering
public understanding of this process of integration in
Europe, and he again emphasized before this
Assembly that information policy was an area of
crucial importance. So, Mr Schuiit, some of the recom-
mendations made in our motion for a resolution have
thus already been upheld by the President of the
Commission. Perhaps he already knew about our reso-
lution and wished to conciliate us indirectly in
advanqe.
Mr President" we support this motion for a resolution
and look forward to-the Commission's report and the
debate which we will hold in May on the various tech-
nical subjects, assuming this motion for a resolution is
adopted here today.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jahn to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
I should first like to thank Mr Schuiit for the years of
effort he has put into urging the need for an informa-
tion policy in this Parliament. The report we have
before us today represents the continuation of his
efforts, which are supported by us all, to intensify the
information policy of the European Parliament, the
Commission, and the Community as a whole.
Ladies and gentlemen, information is everything. Ife
feel 
- 
and here I agtee with my friend Mr Schuiit 
-that there is a tremendous need for information
among the 200 million people who will be going to
the polls, but that the resources which have so far
been made available are relatively insignificant. There
is very, very little basic information available in our
countries.
I am prompted to speak by something that President
Jenkins said, and I should like to make sure that it
does not get submerged in the general debate. He said
that in two years' time about 180 million electors
would be determining the composition of this House.
In order to enable electors to make a rational choice
when casting their votes, they must know 
- 
as Mr
Jenkins said 
- 
what the Community is and how it
works. But if you were to conduct a survey among the
general public asking them how the Community
works you would uncover an enonnous lack of infor-
mation. President Jenkins added that they must know
what issues must be settled at European level and for
what reascn, and what form the various proposals take.
!7e have set outselves two clear objectives. !7e must
make sure that every elector knows how the decisions
taken at Community level will affect his everyday life
and how he can influence these decisions by his vote.
This is absolutely clear, and my friends and I fully
support this idea.
I have read Mr Schuijt's interim report very carefully. I
took part in the discussion in the Political Affairs
Committee and read all the relavant documents very
carefully. On behalf of my group I agree with him
that in preparation for the elections the Community
can, and must, address itself to the masses more than
ever before. Its information activity must reach all
strata of the population and every area of the Commu-
nity. Mr Schuijt goes on to say that steps must be
taken to ensure the coordination requested by the
European Parliament between the information
proSrammes of Parliament and the Commission.
Ladies and g€ntlemen, if you have heard that in the
preliminary discussions the Commission has
requested the sum of 400 000 ua. and assuming you
know from your own election campaigns in the indi-
vidual countries how much such a campaign costs, if
you bear in mind that Roy Jenkins himself said that
direct elections are priority number one in this year's
and next year's whole political programme, and ii you
also bear in mind the declaration of goodwitl by Mr
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Jenkins, then I ask you quite frankly how you can
possibly expect to provide systematic information to
all these 250 million people in our Community with
amounts such as those which have so far been avail'
able in the information policy fund, even including
the additional sums due to be allocated. If information
can have a crucial impact on how people will vote,
then I think we have a lot of ground to make up in
this respect.
I conclude with a remark on behalf of my group. If
these elections are to contribute to arousing among
electors a feeling of common identity and if the repre-
sentatives elected are to enter Parliament as real Euro-
peans, you must surely agree with me that we in this
Parliament must give careful consideration in our
discussion during the general debate what we are
doing is enough to achieve this maior objective in the
coming year. The Christian-Democratic Group has
gone into this question very thoroughly. Ve suPPort
the motion for a resolution, but we believe that more
could, and must, be done to make information avail-
able to our peoples and that we could all play a part
in this.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cifarelli to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group'
Mr Cifarelli. (I) Mr President, honourable
colleagues, I should like first of all to say that we are
fully in agreement with this motion for a resolution. I
remember, however, that when this million unis of
account was allocated we all thought it a necessary,
and essential, g€sture of goodwill 
- 
but only a
gesture. For it would really be absurd to imagine that
I million units of account could be enough. Much
more is needed, and due allowance must be made (or
it in next year's budget.
Let me also add, Mr President, that what we suPPort
above all in this motion for a resolution is its sense of
urgency. The motion requires that proposals be put
forward by March and that Parliament debate them
not later than May. Information is a very important
thing, and anyone of my own age 
- 
and I believe
there are many such colleagues listening to me 
-knows that information is what gives substance to
propaganda. !fle have had the experience of propagan'
da-information aiming to transform the national spirit
into nationalisrn, and we have seen this lead to two
enormous domestic wars between Europeans : that of
l9l4- 18 and that ol 1939-45. I should like now
to see the same dynamism employed in propaganda'
information guiding public opinion towards a goal in
keeping with our times and worthy of our great
national traditions and our Sreat resPonsibilities, in
the cultural and civic fields, towards present and
future generations.
In this spirit we are perfectly willing to answer in the
affirmative to the two questions posed by our friend
Mr Schuiit. The first concerns the coordination of the
propaganda effort by the Commission and by Parlia'
ment. Basically, the two offices existing side by side in
all the European capitals are only iustified as exPres-
sions of goodwill. Their activitics must therefore be
coordinated and we must ensure that they act in
concerL
Moreover, the whole of the Community's activities
must be encompassed in the general information
programme. This is what the President of the Commis-
sion, Mr Jenkins, said today when he, rightly 
- 
and
to the accompaniment of widespread applause 
-
emphasized the importance of the 1978 elections, in
which 170 million voters will take part. He stressed
that everything that the Community does is a point in
favour of the Community. Everything that we achieve
- 
our successes, our seriousness of PurPose' our
loyalty to ideals, promises that are not belied by facts,
considered promises that arouse neither discontent
nor disbelief 
- 
all these are evidence for the Commu'
nity, proof of the existence of Europe.
\Vhile Mr Jenkins was speaking, I was wondering
what would be the thoughts of the electors in my
native region, farthest Apulia, for whom the Commu'
nity means integration in terms of olive oil. It means
that they will be able to keep the old, historic, beau'
tiful olive-groves. It means integration in terms of
support for durum wheat or for wine, as, in other
regions, it means support and integration in other agri-
cultr,rral sectors. You see, the citizens of Europe have
come to think of all these problems in practical terms.
And this is extremely important.
I should now likc to clear up a point raised by the
rapporteur, Mr Schuiit: the statement that information
should be neutral. If 'neutral' means that information
must be neither Liberal nor Socialist, nor Christian-
Democratic nor Conservative, then we agree. But if
'neutral' means that we should talk about Europe as if
we were indifferent to it, then I do not agree. If this
well-advanced attempt to build a united Europe
should one day fail, we shall not be able merely to say
that we have gone back to square one : a failure of this
attempt would be the ruin of the hope that the
citizens of the Europe of the 1970's can be given a
multinational political organization in keeping with
the needs of our times, it would be a defeat for the
democratic cause and for the cause of freedom and
civilization.
So the information should not be neutral : it should
be information for Europe, for the European cause.
Here, in the corridor outside, are exhibited some of
the ad boc Assembly's documens bcaring Spaak's
signature. They refer to thc efforts undertakcn in
1954, and tell a story which ve should bring home to
the peoples of Europe.
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The information should be geared to the specific task
we are facing. \7hat do these elections mean ? This is
what must be explained to the citizens of Europe.
!7hat will be the new electoral laws, about which all
the nine countries are rather anxious, because constitu-
encies will have to be modified and political forces
regrouped ? I, for instance, will not be standing in the
elections as a representative of the Partito Repubbli-
cano Italiano, but as a representative of one of the t4
parties which have joined in the European Federation
of Liberal and Democratic Parties in the Community.
The information will therefore be also important
because, in the organization of the elections, account
will undoubtedly have to be taken of this tremendous
novelty represented by a vote for a federation of
parties. This is equally tnre for our Socialist and Chris-
tian-Democratic colleagues. I hope that my party
colleagues will invite me to speak in their own areas
and I, in my tum, invite my colleagues to come to my
constituency and speak as Europeans in this joint elec-
toral campaign.
In conclusion we ask, not for neutral information, but
for information which can be a decisive stage in the
political and moral construction of Europe, an essen-
tial stage in the assertion of democracy at the highest
level, at the supranational, the European level. This is
why we shall wholeheartedly vote for this motion.
(ApplausQ
IN THE CHAIR: MR MARTENS
Vice-Presid.cnt
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Lenihan to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Lenihan. 
- 
Mr Presideng speaking on behalf of
my group, I wish to give wholeheafted support to the
rapporteur's resolution, and to say that it has one
important feature. That is that it sets a deadline of 30
March within which the Commission is asked to
submit its programme. I regard that as very important.
Furthermore, there is the deadline of the end of May
for the Political Affairs Committee's report on the
matter.
I regard these two deadlines as essential, because we
are now on the run-in to direct elections and 
- 
make
no mistake about it 
- 
I would like to emphasize the
urgency and the importance of keeping these rwo
deadlines.
Another important matter reflected in the resolution
is the question of the coordination of work between
Parliament and the Commission. Ve have already had
an assurance on that point from the President of the
Commission, for which we are very grateful.
One point which has already been referred to in the
debate but which is not incorporated in the resolution
is the total inadequacy of the funds available hereto-
fore to both the Parliament and the Commission for
the enormous task of motivating 180 million people
by May or June 1978. Nl of us here as politicians
understand what is involved in this. !7e are
embarking on a totally new experiment in regard to
electioneering and in regard to electios. I7e are facing
the very serious problem that, if we do not succeed in
motivating a reasonable percentege of our people to
vote, then the whole experiment of direct elections
will have been a failure.
In my view, as a European, and I feel it should be the
view of all of us, this presents a very serious challenge.
I do not think that that challenge is met by the funds
made available to the Commission and the Parliament
heretofore from the Community budget. I don't think
these funds represent anything like the magnitude of
the fob involved in really getting through to our
people.
Now there is one other question I would like to refer
to, and that is the whole matter of how we utilize the
funds that are made available, given that these funds
will probably not be adequate. I want to emphasize
here that what is now proposed is totally inadequate
both from the Parliament's and from the Commis-
sion's point of view. But assuming a substantial
increase in these funds, how best do we allocate these
resources ? I would suggest here that we emphasize
certain basic points, that we should not waste money
by spending ttia many well-meaning European groups
throughout the Community who have no political
experience, but that we concentrate our expenditure
on an effort channelled through politicians, through
the press, through radio and through television. I
believe very strongly that the people who can spend
these monies best are those who can motivate the
public. That means the politicians in the various
national parties attached to groups in this Parliament,
it means the members of the press, the national press
and the local and regional press in our various coun-
tries, and it means radio and television. It is through
the people who can best excite and motivate public
opinion that we can best spend this money. I was very
glad to hear Mr Cifarelli, speaking before me, empha-
size what he would do when speaking to the people in
his constituency. I believe that if he is given the
resources in his constituency he can spend that
money better than any bureaucrat, administrator or
propagandist can spend it preparing propaganda
leaflets in an office in Brussels or Luxembourg and
seeking to pass on those leaflets through well-
meaning European groups which can have no prac-
tical effect. I don't want to see these monies spent on
mountains of leaflets which will be deposited in volun-
tary groups' offices only to lie there. I want to sce
these monies allocated to people who can do some-
thing with them. And by that I mean the practising
politicians of the Community, the press and radio of
the Community, the local and regional press of the
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Community 
- 
in other words, the opinion-makers of
the Community. And I emphasize this in particular in
case the Commission have any fanciful notion that
they will decide in their own bureaucratic way to
spend these resources on the preparation of leaflets in
anonymous offices in anonymous cities for delivery to
anonymous people in anonymous organizations who
have no real standing in the Community. kt us be
practical and sensible about it, that is the key to this
whole situation. Ve and our party colleagtres at home
in our national parliaments are the pcople who are
going to sell the direct elections, and in alliance with
us the members of the press, particularly the local and
regional press, and of ndio and television 
- 
these are
the people who should be fostered and on whom
resources should be spent by both Parliament and
Commission.
Finally, I would plead for one single committee, a
ioint coordinating committee. lfe have the Bureau ofthe Parliamen! we have the Political Affairs
Committee, we have the Information Committee all
dealing with this problem. !7e have the Commission
dealing with it as well. !7hat we need is one coordi-
nating committee, of Parliament and Commission, to
deal with direct elections. And I personally think the
Political Affairs Committee is the best equipped to do
that. I may be wron& but at least let us have one
committee and one committee alone. Thank you, Mr
President, for your indulgence.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi to speak on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mrs Squarciolupi. 
- 
(I/ Mr President, unfortunately
I arrived late because there was trouble with my flight
and so I have not been able to follow from the begin-
ning the debate on information for direct elections.
Nevertheless, on behalf of the Communist and Allies
Group I have somethinS to say on this question. First,
as to the I million units of account allocated for infor-
mation in the electoral campaign, which someone has
described as meagre, I should like to observe that I
million units of account may be a lot or may be very
little. It all depends on how the money is spent.
And, as I have repeatedly emphasized in the working
party on information, of which I am a member, we
must try to involve as much as possible the citizens of
the nine Community countries in the creation of the
new Europe. I see in the resolution that the Commis-
sion is being invited to submit its information
programme for direct elections. Vell, to me it seems
that the invitation, as formulated, sounds like an invita-
tion to spectators to assist at a theatrical performance,
to observe an act dissociated from them and in which
they have no part. Our approach is diametrically oppo-
site : we want the citizens of Europe to participate in
its construction, and so we want this work of informa-
tion to involve political groupings, cultural bodies,
associations of every kind and, above all, local organi-
zations. !7e want the Europe that is bom in the 1978
elections to be one that has not been imposed from
above but has been built up from below. It is not for
us, the representatives of these citizens, to lay down
what sort of Europe it should be ; it is for them, the
citizens we represent, to tell us how we should shape
it to satisfy their needs and aspirations.
This is why I maintain that the I million units of
account can turn out to be either important or insig-
nificant. Having listened to only part of the debate on
this sensitive subject, which leads us directly to deci-
sions on what the foundations of Europe in the
coming yea$ are to be, I am confining myself to these
brief remarks, which summarize our attitude on infor-
mation policy in preparation for elections by universal
suffrage to the European Parliament.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Potiin. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I would like to say
something very briefly about election publicity. In
particular, I would ask Mr Natali whether he can tell
us something about his plans before the information
proSramme is launched. There are, of course, two
possibilities. The first is to say that we have available
in various capitals of the Community an official
machinery to which we should entrust the task of
publicity. But one could also hold the opinion that
this is something special for which we must conduct
propaganda and for which a professional approach is
necessary.
This means that the Commission must call on profes-
sional publicity specialists outside its own machinery.
This is a choice for the Commission to make. It
cannot think up a completely new information policy
in the space of two months. The first of these possibili-
ties could be realized with the I million or 400 000
ua. since the officials are already in service. If the
Commission prefers a professional approach, making
use of television and public relations sewices, I
million ua. is quite insufficient. In fact, by fixing this
budgetary item, we have already fixed the Commis-
sion's policy and the choice of a restricted campaign
through the Commission's machinery alone.
If it is not to be so, I shall, I expec! come to hear
about it as a member of the Committee on Budgets. I
put this question since I fear somewhat that, having
earmarked restricted amounts for this purpose, we
shall be drawn into a vicious circle and will have to
restrict ourselves to a campaign which fits in with
these amounts.
Our premise was not that we wanted to do something
important ourselves, to decide what should happen,
and how, at any particular time, and to decide later
what that would all have to cost. In that case, the
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Committee on Budgets could have acted accordingly.
This is more or less our dilemma. Here, of course, the
rapporteur was unable to grve any answer, nor have we
discussed this point in the Political Afhirs
CommiBee: it would have been impossible to do so,
since we ourselves do not know. A restricted informa-
tion programme implies a much more stolid
campaign than if we called on professionals.
Perhaps Mr Natali could indeed tell us something
more about this choice. At all events, we await with
the greatest interest the progamme which he will
submit to us ultimately in March.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President" 1978, the year of direct
elections, is looming yery near uri now bug at least
where I come from, the man in the street is very little
informed and not particularly interested, so there is a
big problem to get over. I don't think he is ever going
to become interested until this Parliament is more
powerful and more in control of the two executive
arns 
- 
the Council and the Commission. But what
worries me a bit is that although we talk about the
Parliament getting more powens and therefore
becoming more interesting after direct elections. I
sometimes wonder iust a little cynically where we are
going to get these powers from. Perhaps in the
wind-up the Commissioner could tell us what parti-
cular powers of initiative the Commission are prop-
osing to &ve up to this Parliament. I really think that
is perhaps the crux of the matter, as regards inter-
esting the man in the street. If this Parliament is
going to be able to do the ordinary job of a parlia-
ment, which is to hold the executive accountable to
the man in the street then, I think, the man in the
street will be interested. And perhaps even the
spending of money isn't as important as getting this
particular matter thrashed out.
I was heartened by Mr Jenkins' remark in his speech
that he is promising to treat this Parliament es he
*ould treat a directly-elected one. But his having said
that doesn't really answer my question. Okay, he is
going to treat it and the Commission under him are
going to tr€at it as they would treat a directly-elected
Parliameng but if a directly-elected Parliament iust
sits four weeks instead of one, is it necessarily more
powerful ? It will have more time of cours€. It will be
a more capable scrutineer of the initiatives, and
having to sit full time, such people as will be sent
here will hardly sit idly twiddling their thumbs.Th.y
will want to have a iob to do, and will presumably
demand more powers. At least that is, as I understand
it, the argument. But if there is, as Mr Jenkins also
said, to be a common identity coming magically
because of direct elections, I really must emphasize
that we can only get a common identity with people
who elect us if we do a workmanlike iob of
controlling and holding accountable the Council and
the Commission, which too often, when they are virtu-
ally legislatinS, keep their proceedingp secreg even
from Members of this House. I know that there are no
true comparisons between the Council and the
Cabineg and between the Commission and an ordi-
nary civil sewice, but nevertheless there arc some
comparisons. And greater control wc must have.
I would like to contratulate the rapporteur on his
reporg because he has made us all think hard, as Mr
Patijn has said, about this very complcx question of
how to get information across. Could I make one
point to begin with ? Therc is a certain discrimination,
which no one can help, in that the man in the street
down the road from Luxembourg is obviously going
to have a better chance to bc interested and informed
through the local media than the man in the street in
Lossiemouth, and I give an unqualified invitation to
Mr Cifarclli to come to lossiemouth 
- 
beceuse he
did indicate he was willing to go anlvhere 
- 
and
speak to my constituents. It's a long way away, but I
am certain that if he came he would interest them
from his enthusiasm alone.
But I make the point about discrimination. Our press
and media do come here, but they cannot come as
often as we would like them to, and much of what we
do here goes unremarked, unread, unsun& and uncom-
plained about, if people disagree with us. That is a hct
of life, certainly of my area, and I would say thc whole
of the UK was in that position. It is different perhaps
if you come from down the road, your pressmen can
go in a motor car and come along without too great
an expense, and that is a form of discrimination
already. There is going to be a much more buming
interest around here than there is away over yonder.
That is a fact, so whatever the money is uscd for, I
would suggest, and I have suggested already, that it
would perhaps be well spent, not on extending the
formal information s€rvices but on giving grants to
recognized, serious media, rather in the way that lobby
tickets are issued to serious media in my national parli-
ament.
The reason I make the point,about information offices
is this. The people who enter the Edinburgh Informa-
tion Office, for example, are already in possession of
enough facts to interest them. They are already inte-
rested. And it is not the pcrson who is elready going
there that we are seeking to reach. It is the person
who hasn't got the slightest intention, and never will
hove the slightest intention, of walking into the Edin-
burgh Information Office we have got to reach. This
is a very real problem. And if we take it seriously, we
have got to deal with that man in the street through
his local media 
- 
the television he watches when he
comes home from work. That is the reality of it. I am
very glad to think we are going to g€t time to consider
concrete proposals, becausc as a non-atteched Member
of this Parliament, but representing what is the second
largest party in my country of Scotland, at least .t thc
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last election 
- 
and what the opinion polls now say
more or less consistently is the largest party 
- 
I am
very much aware that to brush off the suggestion idly,
to say, we will give it to political goupingp in this
Parliament, could produce such a sinister result in
Scotland that it would make a travesty of the election
in Scotland, because if the Scots knew that my part|,
for instance, got nothing and the Labour and Tory
parties and the Liberal Party, which is almost non-ex-
istent in Scotland, got a great chunk, I think they
would start thinking the whole place was rather
strange, since it dished out money in this way.
I am basically opposed to any money being given to
political parties. Absolutely opposed to it in principle.
But if the others are going to get it, then I want my
share. Let me put it quite clearly; because otherwise
we fight at a disadvantage, and I don't like fighting at
a disadvantage. I don't mind fighting evenly on the
same terms as other people, as one does at an election
in the UK, but I do think that to start funnelling this
money through existing political groupings of this
Parliament would be a most unethical, unwise and
undemocratic action.
I would also like to ask whoever winds up to tell me
whether the only figure allotted is I million units of
account. Because I have read various accounts that
other sums have been allotted, and I have also read
variously that there have been requests from political
groupings in this House for a chunk of these monies
and, with respect, I do agree with Mr Lenihan's point
that practicising politicians in the end are the people
that have got to get it across. But another thought is
this : shouldn't there be some more money to allow
people to come from the far-away places to see this
Parliament ? \7e see the droves of buses ; I appreciate
them ; I am glad to see them; but they come from
down the road. So we once again know that the
proportion of visits, and therefore of information and
interest, is going to be that bit higher where the place
is nearer. So I would like to say that there are very real
problems, I think fundamental democratic problems,
fundamental practical problems. I would suggest that
we do without money for political parties. If we must
have it, we should look at political parties as they are
in the Member States and not necessarily in the group-
ingp in this House. !7e should not particularly try and
expand information offices, because there only can be
one or two in a Member State, which means the man
in the street in most parts of the Member State can't
g€t into the office anyway. I know they do a very good
job by being a link berween this Parliament and the
institutions and business and local authorities. They
do a very good iob, but I don't think their function is
the function we are really concerned with today,
which is to interest people in direct elections.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dunwoody.
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
Mr President, it may seem
slightly ungracious to appear to criticize such an excel-
lent European resolution 
- 
indeed, one might almost
say it was an epitome of all that is best in European
resolutions, giving a commitment to spend I million
unis of account, rather vague in the way in which it
should be spent" and really placing hardly any restric-
tion on the Commission in the manner in which they
should use it.
I would hope that today, before this resolution is
adopted, we shall get some indication from the
Commission as to exactly what sort of information
programme they have in mind. Are they seriously
suggesting that it is going to take them I million
units of account to tell the electorate of the Common
Market how the machinery is going to work ? Are
they going to suSgest that the number of Members to
be found, the way in which they will represent their
various nations, the way in which they will sit, is such
a complex subject that it has to have an intensified
information programme before it can operate accu-
rately ? I hope that, when we come to discuss this
subject in the future, we shall get a very much clearer
indication of exactly what it is we actually mean by an
information programme. If, in fact, what we are
talking about is a propaganda programme, then I
think that should be spelled out and spelled out at a
very early stage.
I must say of course my lrish colleagues, as always,
appear to have come up with one of the most
endearing suggestions. I am not sure whether Mr
Lenihan was seriously suggesting that we should be
able to give vast sums of money to the lrisb Tines
and Teilifis Eircann on the assumption that they
then told everybody what we are doing here : if he is,
then I join with him in suggesting that it would be a
lovely idea if we could nominate our own television
programmes to make sure that they put the best face
on the campaign.
I7hat I would say very briefly is this. If this Parlia-
ment wishes to be taken seriously, it must tell people
what it actually does. Not in public session but in
private session. If you want to convince the voter, let
him see how you reach your decisions. Let him come
into your committees and watch you actually
expressing political viewpoints, not seeking always to
look for consensus politics. If you want to put forward
a political platform, then do so on a basis which is
recognizable as defending the interests of the average
voter. 'Vhen that time comes, then the Commission
will not even need to ask for I million units of
account, because the work of the European Members
of Parliament will be sufficient in itself 
- 
a defence
for this existing Assembly.
(Applause)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
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Mr Natoli, Vicc-Pruidcnt of tbe Commissiot 
- 
(I)
Mr President, I am especially grateful to the rappor-
teur and to all the speakers for having extended the
scope of the debate beyond that of the motion alone.
A number of extremely important and interesting
suggestions have been put forward. I should like to
dwell for a moment on one aspect, common both to
the report and to the speeches, which was also stressed
by Mr Jenkins in his speech today. The arranS€rnents
for elections to the European Parliament by universal
suffrage are of fundamental importance, not only
symbolically but also politically, and we should do our
utmost to see that the event which we consider of
essential importance in the Community's life acquires
direct interest for the maiority of its citizens.
I should like to make clear that this commitment by
Mr Jenkins was not undertaken, as one speaker sug-
gested, only today, to gain the goodwill of this House :
it is precisely because the Commission attaches great
importance to this commitment that it has charged
one of its members 
- 
who is addressing you at this
moment with special responsibility for all
problems concerning the election of the European
Parliament by universal suffrage. These problems are
undoubtedly of an institutional nature 
- 
and this is
what the debate has been about 
- 
and relate to the
need to mobilize public opinion.
On this, I believe, we are all agreed, and the point has
been brought out in tonight's debate, as has the fact
that information policy for this year and for 1978
must give priority to these elections. But here I should
like to emphasize a point made both by the rappor-
teur and by other speakers, which is that already in
December 1976 the Commission, when presenting its
information programme, stressed that information
activity would centre on the election of the European
Parliament by universal suffrage.
I must now apologize for not being able to develop
further the subject of the programme nor, as has been
requested, that of the necessary coordination of the
activities of the Commission and of Parliament, of the
Commission's and Parliament's resources.
These matters are now under discussion at the level of
experts and various departmental specialists and will
be dealt with in proposals which we hope and intend
to submit within the time-limit indicated in the
motion. At this moment I am not able to take sides
either with those who propose that particular funds
should be made available to the political parties, or
with those who think they should be used on publi-
city media, or with those who, rightly, maintain that
if they are allocated to political parties, account should
be taken not only of national circumstances but also
of wider European realities. On this matter, obviously,
it will be for Parliament to express its opinion, using
the consultation procedure and other methods at its
disposal. The rapporteur, outtining the hisory of the
resources which are being made available, referred to
Parliament's insistence that the amount proposcd by
the Commission be increase4 to the need for r
programme and for coorrdinated action with Parlie-
ment.
Our present activities, which will result in the submis-
sion of proposals for a programme, mean that et this
moment we are unable to do more then Ake notc of
the resolution and give the Commission's undertalcing
that it will do its best to keep within thc indicated
time-limit.
There is another point on which, I believe, we should
all be in aSreement: the financial resources are vcry
modest and, as I think Mrs Squarcialupi has said, the
actual sums may prove to be either .g€ncrcw or
inadequate. Vith this we fully agree, but instead of
saying that they may prove to be one thing or the
other, we should all make an effort to ensure that
these resources are nevertheless suitably used for thc
aim we wish to realize.
This is why the research work we are doing end the
programme which we intend to submit to Parliement
will undoubtedly be rather complicated. I am uneblc
at this moment to anticipate its contents; I can only
confirm that we shall be submitting the programmc
to Parliament, that we shall maintain the coordination
now developing at the level of senior Commission
and Parliament officials, and that we shall be ready to
discuss in detail in this House the proposals that are
put forwerd.
I believe it is our task and our joint duty to see that
the action we undertake achieves the fundamental rim
of mobilizing European public opinion so.ur to ensurc
that a maximum number of voters take part in the
election of the new European Parliament.
(Applause)
President 
- 
I call Mr Schuiit.
Mr Schuiit, raqportcut 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in
view of the fact that this debate is basically a matter of
procedure it will suffice, I believe, to thank those who
wish to support this motion for a resolution. !7ith
reference to discussions on the substance of the
programme and the programme itself, etc, I would
refer to the debate which will take place as soon es
the Commission's proposals are knovn. I thank Mr
Natali for agreeing to submit these proposals in good
time to Parliament.
Presidcnt 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. t
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ll. Regulation on tbc European Cooperation
Grouping
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
519176) by Mr Lautenschlager, on behalf of the Legal
Affairs Committee, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regrlation on the European Cooperation Grouping. ,
I call Mr Broeksz, who is deputizing for the rappor-
teur.
Mr Broeksz, dcputl rd|portcur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, it is my thankless task today to deputize for Mr
Lautenschlager in introducing the report drawn up by
him on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee on the
proposal for a regulation on the European Coopera-
tion Grouping. This is a thankless task, firstly, since
Mr Lautenschlager has dealt with this subiect with his
customary precision and devotion and, secondly, since
the absence of Mr Lautenschlager today is not accid-
ental. In fact, he is no longer a Member of the Euro-
pean Parliamen! and this is a great loss not only for
the Legal Affairs Committee, of which he was for
many years a very active and appreciated member, but
also for the Socialist Group and for the whole Parlia-
ment.
After this introductory remark, I would like to point
out that the proposal for a regulation has a long
history, which I shall try to resume in a few words,
since this proposal for a regulation represents the first
case 
- 
at least if my memory serves me right 
- 
of
an initiative taken by Parliament in the area of legisla-
tion.
In August 1971, Mr Jozeau-Marign6 and Mr Armen-
gaud 
- 
the latter fondly remembered by us all 
-submitted to the European Parliament a motion for a
resolution on a proposal for a regulation defining the
characteristics of economic interest groupingp in the
Community on the model of the French'Groupement
d'int6r6ts 6conomiques', which has been very
successful in France. The intention of the authors of
this proposal was that, once it had been approved by
the European Parliament, it should be submitted to
the Commission in order to be converted into a
formal proposal to the Council. However, this initia-
tive in itself had no direct consequences. In
December 1973, the Commission submitted the
present proposal to the Council ; this is by and large
in line with the obiectives which we were seeking to
attain in Parliament's original proposal. In view of this
new developmen! Mr Jozeau-Marign6 then withdrew
his proposal.
Now, since l97l and December 1973 much water has
flowed down the Rhine. The reasons are clear. On the
one hand, the Legal Affairs Committee had in the
beginning to consider these two proposals together,
and, on the other, the work of the Legal Affairs
Committee has certainly not been made easier by the
lack of experience of most Member States in this
matter.
The aim of the European Cooperation Grouping is to
enable small and medium-sized companies and indi-
vidual entrepreneus from various Member States to
cooperate over the intemal frontien of the EEC. It is
an instrument for cooperation on a contrectual basis.
The proposal contains 20 articles, and these 20 articles
are Community law. Vhat is not settled is the posi-
tion of national law, i.e, that of the Member State
where the grouping has its head office, even though
such a grouping may be an unknown concept in that
national law.
The grouping can be set up by at least rwo undertak-
inin, by two natural persons each of whom operates
an undertaking, or by a natural person and a
company. The activity of the grouping is limited to
the provision of services to members and the
processing of goods for is members. Groupings may
not seek to make profits for themselves, may not exer-
cise management functions in respect of the business
of their members, and may not have more than 250
employees. The members of the grouping shall be
taxed on any profits. There are no commitments as
regards capital, a grouping may not issue debentures
or have recourse to the capital market, but it does
have legal capacity; consequently, to protect third
parties, members of the grouping are jointly and sever-
ally liable and the publication of various matters is
prescribed. Nullity of the grouping cannot be relied
upon as a defence in actions by third parties. Each of
the Member States is to have a register in which group-
ingp which have their head office in that State are
entered, and the contract is to be published in the offi-
cial ioumal for the publication of such matters in the
State concerned. The register must be accessible to the
public and amendments must also be filed. The Lepl
Affairs Committee also would like to see publication
in the Official Journal of the Community. The
grouping is intended as a counterpart to the profit-
orientated 'European company', within which large
EEC companies can, without regard to national
borders, found European 'soci6t6s anonymes' whose
aim is the conduct of profitable economic activities.
Here we have, then, a not unsympathetic proposal to
give medium-sized and small firms the opportunity to
enioy European cooperation. So why, we may ask,
were there 12 votes against and only 15 for? In this
connection, I would first like to raise three points.
First, the proposal contains no provisions for sanc-
tions except that a request can be made for groupings
to be wound up. Secondly, there is nothing to prevent
companies or individuals from founding more than
one grouping, or to prevent large enterprises from
doing the same thing. Thirdly, companies or individ-
uals from outside the Community can join an existing
grouping and are then bound by Community law.
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My question to the Commission on the first point is,
then, what power the Commission or the Court of
Justice has if one or more goupings contravene the
provisions, and what possibilities, apart from winding
up, third parties or even employees of the companies
concemed have to take action against the grouping in
national courts. This question is even more important
if the head office is established in a country other
than that where the grouping operates. The proposal
does allow founders of groupings from two Member
States to found their group in a third Member State
and establish the head office in a fourth Member
State. The provision in Article 4 simply reads, T he
head office... must be situated within the Commu-
nity'.
On the second point, there is no way of preventing
two small or medium-sized, or two large companies,
from founding one or five or ten groupings in one or
more Member States. My question to the Commission
is whether it thinks that this is right. It might after all,
be a great temptation for undertakingp in Member
States where wages were high and working conditions
strictly controlled to move to a country with lower
wages and more flexible working conditions.
Here we should nbt overlook the fact that if member-
ship of the Community is to be enlarged to embrace
countries such as Greece, Portugal and Spain, this
regulation will still then be in force. In my vies"',
measures should be taken to prevent large undertak-
ings from availing themselves of this regulation and
also_ to prevent more than one group with the same
objective from being founded in any single Member
State.
My third question arises from the fact that the
Commission states in the preamble to the regulation :
'Above all, the grouping should be a vehicle for coop-
eration between undertakings carrying on business on
the territory of the Member States'. If the intention is
to make participation open to members from outside
the EEC, I would like to know whether they would be
bound by Communiry law or not. Do the words
'above all' perhaps imply something else ? Perhaps it
would be better to delete the words altogether.
'I hope I shall receive a reply from the Commission
on this point in due course. It is clear from the amend-
ments. submitted why there were so many votes
against the motion for a resolution in the Legal Affairs
Committee. The tablers of the amendments believe
that forms of industrial democracy must be incorpor-
ated in the regulation. This is an important social
question, but the Committee on Social Affairs,
Employment and Education was not consulted on
this. This is an omission which in my view should be
remedied. I would therefore propose thag by virtue of
Rule 29(5) of the Rules of Procedure, the amendments
be submitted to that committee. This represents a
formal proposal, Mr President.
The Legal Affairs Committee wondered whether
forms of industrial democracy were in fact necessary
for a small business of up to 250 employees. As far as
I know, the question of four, five or ten grouping;s'
being founded by the same people in the same
country has been overlooked. I7ith the best will in
the world, it cannot be said that the regulation
provides reasonable protection for the employees of
any grouping, although some would maintain that this
protection is superfluous, or that in some countries
the interests of employees are already adequately
protected. This may be the case in some, but unfortu-
nately not in all member countries, and everyone
knows that protection of the workers is never a super-
fluous matter. This is something the Social Affairs
Committee can now consider.
I therefore hope that in due counie, when the matter
comes up for debate again in Parliament, the Commis-
sion will be able to answer my questions. My proposal
is for the present that the problem should be referred
to the Social Affairs Committee, and I also sugg€st
that the committee should reach its conclusions on
the matter at an early date. I shall look forward to
receiving an answer to my other questions when the
report comes up for further discussion in the House.
On that occasion we shall be able to discuss this
matter at length.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Derek Valker-Smith on a
point of order.
Sir Derek Velker-Smith, Chairman of tbe Legal
Affairs Committee, 
- 
Mr President, perhaps I might
say a'short word as chairman of the Legal Affairs
Committee, from which this report comes, and, in
particular, in regard to the suggestion just made by Mr
Broeksz.
But, first of all, may I cordially associate myself with
the tribute that he has paid to our former colleague,
Mr Lautenschlager, and in particular to his work in
the Legal Affairs Committee, which was work of great
distinction and great value, as I well know for myself,
having had the privilege of sitting with him for four
yeani on that committee and having worked closely
with him on several occasions.
I am bound to say, Mr President, that naturally, as
chairman of this committee, I would have hoped that
we could definitively discuss this report today and
come to a decision, as was envisaged on our agenda. I
think that would not be an unreasonable aspiration,
having regard to the fact that the matter was originally
referred to the committee as long ago as October 1974
and, indeed, all the matters which have been referred
to have been exhaustively canvassed in the discussions
in the Legal Affairs Committee. There have, in fact,
been no fewer than seven, mostly lengthy, discussions
in that period. In particular, the question raised by the
amendment to which Mr Broeksz has referred has
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been discussed and voted on in the Legal Affairs
Committee against desirability but also of its practica-
bility in the case of these relatively small units.
Having said that, if Mr Broeksz feels that there should
be a reference to the Social Affairs Committee even at
this eleventh hour, I do not think it would be proper
for me, as chairman of the Legal Affairs Committee,
to speak against such a suggestion if it can in any way
contribute anything of value which has not already
been contributed by these very lengthy and compre-
hensive discussions which we have had in our
committee. I think I ought to say that, if there was
such a clear case as Mr Broeksz suggests for a refer-
ence to the Social Affain Committee for its opinion, it
is a great pity that this was not done under the ordi-
nary procedure under Rule 38 (3) when the matter was
originally referred by the Parliament to the commit-
tees. But that is a matter now in the past and, as I say,
for myself i would not think it proper to speak in
opposition to the suggestion now made.
But I would add this, and add it with some force if I
respectfully may, Mr President. Having regard to the
long history of this matter, I would strongly urge the
clear application of a time-limit, as provided for in
Rule 26 (2), for the submission of the opinion of the
Social Affairs Committee. If Mr Broeksz's proposal
commends itself to the Parliament, Mr President, what
will happen is this, in my understanding of the
matter. This will be a case falling within Rule 44 (4), '
since the Legal Affairs Committee, the committes
responsible, has already adopted its report. That being
so, the opinion of the Social Affairs Committee will
come back direct to the plenary session of this Parlia-
ment for consideration by Memben when they debate
definitively the report of the Legal Affairs Committee
and come to a conclusion upon it vith the necessary
votes.
So, we come then, Mr President, to the question as to
what time-limit should be imposed. In my respectful
submission, having regard, as I say, to the long history
of the matter, having regard to the degree of considera-
tion already given in great detail by the Legal Affairs
Committee in consultation with the gentlemen from
the Commission, it would be reasonable to require
that the opinion of the Social Affairs Committee (if it
is to be sought) should be delivered to this Parliament
in time for the matter to be placed upon the agenda
for the part-session in May and to be definitively and
finally disposed of at that time.
If this be so, Mr President, as you so well know, the
latest date by which that opinion would be available
must be 12 days before the start of that May plenary-
session so as to comply with the requirements of Rule
13. That I stress, Mr President, is the latest date, and I
think I would carry this House (and Mr Broeksz 
-and I see thau he indicates his assent) with me if I say
it would be eminently desirable that the date to be
fixed should be rather earlier than that minimum of
12 days before the start of the May part-session 
-some day, perhaps, not later than the middle of April
of thereabouts, having regard to the commitments and
the work programme of the Social Affairs Committee,
which I hope and expect would be able to comply
without difficulty with the sort of time-limit which I
have suggested.
(Applause)
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Broeksz has accordingly made a
formal proposal that the report be referred to the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion for its opinion. Sir Derek Valker-Smith is
evidently in agreement with this proposal, which is
accordingly granted automatically. In addition, he has
asked for the imposition of a time-limig which is in
accordance with the Rules of Procedure. The proposal
to fix the month of May as the final time-limit has the
approval of Mr Broeksz, author of the proposal for a
deferment.
I call Mr Rivierez.
Mr Rivierez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the decision you
have iust taken that Mr Broeksz's request should be
Sranted under Rule 29 ($ is an important one. You
thought that reference to committee is automatic even
when the request is for reference to a committee other
than the one originally responsible. That is a very
important interpretation. If I personally agree to the
deadline of May suggested by the Chairman of the
Legal Affairs Committee, I am doing so not under
Rule 29 (5) but under Rule 44, since this case the refer-
ence is not automatic, the matter is not being referred
to the committee responsible : another committee is
being asked for its opinion.
I agree with the proposal of the chairman of the kgal
Affairs Committee, but I felt I had to make these
remarks to avoid the creation of a precedent.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemenn. 
- 
(D) Mr President" I should like
to make a brief comment in connection with this
matter of procedure. I must unfortunately oppos€ the
procedural suggestion made by Mr Broeksz. I do not
think that we can proceed according to Rule 26 or
Rule 29, at any rate not if the Social Affain
Committee is to be asked for its opinion. My reason
for salng this is that both Rule 25, which deals with
reference of a whole report to committee, and Rule
29, according to which amendments may be referred
back to committee, unquestionably mean by
committee one which is already either the committee
responsible or onc that has been asked for is opinion.
Thaq Mr Broeksz, is clear from the text of this Rule.
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Otherwise, Mr President, there would be no need for
Rule 44, according to which the President first decides
which committee should be the committee respon-
sible and which committee should be asked for its
opinion. If a committee wants to be asked for its
opinion it may do so at any time, and the Social
Affairs Committee has had over two years in which to
apply to the President to be asked for its opinion. Its
request would certainly have been granted. But Rules
25 and 29 cannot be used to invalidate Rule 42 and
the following Rules, which provide for these questions
to be settled by the Bureau.
In other words, Mr Broeksz, you, as rapporteur of the
committee responsible, may, according to the Rules of
Procedure, only request either that the whole report
be referred, pursuant to Rule 25, to the committee
responsible or the committee asked for its opinion,
i.e., the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, or that the amendments be referred to
committee on their own. As I understand it, you are
concemed only about the amendments. If that is what
you want, you may indeed refer the amendments on
their own, without the report as a whole, to the
committees, but only 
- 
please note this, Mr President
- 
to either the Committee on Legal Affairs, as the
committee responsible, or the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, as the committee
asked for its opinion. The Social Affairs Committee
has not so far been involved, so nothing can be
referred back to it. That seems to me to be perfectly
logical. And that is why your request is not acceptable,
Mr Broeksz.
I might suggest, however, one possible course of
action. Somebody once said 
- 
I think it was Mr
Lange in your group 
- 
that lawyers were there not to
complicate things but to help people who are not
lawyers.
I shall therefore make a suggestion as to how one
might proceed. You might now request that either the
amendments or the report be referred to the
Committee on Legal Affairs or the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and then, when that
has been done, the Committee on Social Affairs might
request the President to ask it for an opinion. That is
the only possible solution. If we were to decide other-
wise, if we met Mr Broeksz's request, we should be
contravening our Rules of Procedure.
President. 
- 
Rule 26 (2) is, I think, here clearly
applicable :
Reference tO committee may be requested at any time.
Such a request shall always be granted if it is made
by .. . the committee responsible . . .
Parliament may fix a time-limit within which the
committee shall report its conclusions.
The chairman of the committee responsible has
supported the proposal for a reference to committee,
as a result of which the request is automatically
granted. It only remains to fix a time-limit: Sir Derek
!/alker-Smith has proposed the May part-session ui
the latest date for submitting the report.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
I call Sir Derek l7alker-Smith.
Sir Derek Volker-Smith. 
- 
I am so sorry, Mr Presi-
dent, but I think we ought to be clear on one point
before Mr Broeksz goes. Following on what Mr Bange-
mann said, it is quite clear, I think you will agree, that
it is whole report which has to be referred to the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion. There is no question of the amendments being
referred in isolation without the report. I hope that is
clear to the Parliament and also to Mr Broeksz.
President. 
- 
That is quite clear.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D)l'm sorry, Mr President, I do
not, of course, question your decision, but I would ask
you to make it quite clear to which committee the
report is being referred. Not to the Committee on
Social Affairs, I assume. Could you please clear this
point up ?
President. 
- 
The report is referred to the Legal
Affairs Committee, as the Committee responsible, and
to the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education for its opinion.
12. Dircctioe on inaestment undertahings
for transferable securities
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Lord
Ardwick (Doc. 532176), on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
directive on the coordination of laws, regulations and
administrative provisions regarding collective investment
undertakings for transferable securities.
I call Lord Ardwick.
Lord Ardwick, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I am
speaking not only as rapporteur'for the Legal Affairs
Committee but also as spokesman for the Socialist
Group.
These collective investment undertakingp for transfer-
able securities, these mutual funds as one may more
shortly call them, consist of unit trusts and investment
companies, open-ended investment companies, that is
companies with a variable capital. They have a variety
of names, a variety of forms and a variety of practices
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in the various countries. Yet they all perform a similar
service, they all provide a means for the small saver,
the, unsophisticated investor, to put his money away
and- have 
, 
it managed by reputable experts working
under fairly strict supervision.
Now the hope of these small investors today is not of
large speculative gains, it is simply the hope that they
will be able to preserve the real value of their life
savings, or to achieve an investment income which
will cope reasonably well with inflationary price
increases. But even ihough they may go intb funds
which have a widely spread portfolio, expertly
managed, there is still a risk, and people who put their
money into these funds need to be told that this is
not a short-term investment which may be realized at
any time without loss. Even the cleverest managers
cannot insure them against a general downward move-
ment in the market. Though this investment may go
up, it may well go down too. In fact, in an epoch of
inflation, nor can the traditional savings institutions
guarantee the saver that when the time comes he will
draw out money which in sum has equal purchasing
power to the money that he put in. As a rule the
prudent small investor today buys a house and takes
out a life assurance and then, if he has additional
means to make an investment which he can hold on
to for five or more years, he may well go into one of
these funds which will endeavour to maximize the
income from this investment or alternatively its
growth, or perhaps to achieve a mixture of these two
desirable objectives.
During the years of affluence these funds have grown
very rapidly in number and scope in Europe and in
the United States. In Britain about I % million people
have direct holdingp in units and there are nearly a
million indirect holders through unit-linked insur-
rance. The funds under management are almost five
times what they were ten years ago, and a figure that
was given in the middle ol 1976 was about f2.6
billion. In the French unit trust industry the funds are
roughly the same size as the British and it is only in
the past 12 years that they have been authorized to
operate. In Germany the funds under management are
higher. They were worth about 13.7 billion in the
middle of 1976 and they have doubled over ten years.
Even in Holland, a smaller country, they total 12
billion and in both Belgium and Luxembourg there is
a large fund industry.
The common characteristic of these funds is their vari-
able capital structure. Their capital waxes as the sales
of their unis go up, or it wanes as the redemptions
increase. Another characteristic is that the units are
easy to buy and easy to sell. Usually the unit price is
worked out each day; the managers divide the net
asset value of the portfolio by the number of units in
tssue.
Usually, but not always, these funds are operated by
two companies. The first consists of a management
company which attracts the subscribers, chooses the
investments, and then a depositary company which is
the custodian of the assests. Usually the companies are
quite separate and are linked by a contract, but in
Britain the contract is a trust deed and the depositary
company does not merely keep the assests safily, it is
also a watchdog over the interests of the actual and
potential subscriber. Among is other duties is to see
that advertisements are not misleading or over-opti-
mistic. In some countries the depositary company has
a narrower role, and in France they seem to order
these thing;s quite differently. Their mutual funds are,I understand, joint stock companies with variabte
capital, and the investor, as a shareholder, can be his
own watchdog.
I7hatever system you find, these firms are closely
supervised by the appropriate government depart-
ment. Yet the legal and administrative arrangements
in the Member States are far from uniform. And now
the Commission proposes a directive to coordinate
the laws, the regulations and the administrative provi-
sions for these firms. Of course, complete harmoniza-
tion is out the question. The differences of form and
of practice, and the ideas of what is just and necessary,
vary too much from State to State to make all-out
harmonization feasible. !flhy, then, coordinate ? I7ell,
it is desirable that citizens throughout the Community
should have as wide a variety and a choice as possible
when they wish to save their money in a mutual fund.
And it would be to their advantage if there was greater
competitivity among these funds. The proposal now is
that once one of these funds is established in a
Member State, it should have a right to promote and
to sell its units in any other Member State, though
with some conditions about marketing. Of course
there must be not only adequate safeguards, there
must also be more uniform safeguards if these units
are to be traded freely across the borders. The prop-
osal is a step too along the road to the old Commu-
nity goal of a European capital market. Obviously
there cannot be such a market unless there is more
uniform supewision of investing institutions. The
present proposed directive cannot, however, have an
important impact until the day when free movement
of capital between Member States can be permitted.
And I have no need to tell this Parliament that the
Europe of a free capital market is a happy land far, far
away. But in the meantime there may be some partial
liberalization achieved through transferable securities,
and it is this to which optimistic reference is made in
the motion for a resolution.
I7ell, this is one of the subjects in which we as parlia-
mentarians find some difficulty because of the limita-
tions of our own personal experience. !7e may know
very well what goes on in our own country, but abroad
all is mystery, and all the more so since these are
comparatively new institutions. However, the Commis-
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sion has done its work well, it has considered the
conflicting advice of the different institutions and prof-
essional bodies. And I think that the compromises it
has reached are pretty sensible. Of course the British
Unit Trusts would have liked the depositary
companies in other countries to have the same resPon-
sibilities as those in Britain. But one undentands the
reluctance of depositary banks to bear additional
burdens, particularly if these are bome traditionally by
the supervisory authorities.
The only substantial amendment I am proposing is
one for an increase in the proportion of assets which
one fund may invest in another under the same
management company. You may well ask why should
it want to do that. The answer is that many of these
funds are specialized. You mighL for example, have
one fund interested in capital growth and another
fund alongside ig under the same management,
specializing in American and Japanese equities. The
investment manag€r of the capital growth fund may
perceive very strong gowth prospects in Japan and
America, but he himself has got no expert knowledge
of the market nor has he got the time to watch its
performance. And so he would like to take advantage
of the expert knowledge and the spread of invest-
ments managed by his colleague who specializes in
this field. And the provision is made that, if he does
so, the investor is not to be charged twice for the same
service. But the Commission would limit the amount
that one fund can invest in another in the same stable
to 5 %. The Legal Affain Committee were persuaded
to propose that this should be raised to 15 Yo. Now
there is nothing sacred about this figure, it is iust that
the desired obiective is something rather bigger than
5 o/o,
Now I am conscious that old Europeans are always
suspicious of proposals for rather minimum coordina-
tion, and some of them may wonder why, when the
provision is made that when a trust established in
Member State A wishes to sell its units in Member
State B, it must promote or market the sale of its units
in a fashion approved by Member State B, by the State
where'it is trying to sell. !7hy should there not be
uniform promotion arrangements tl,roughout the
Community ? I think the answer to that is that our
ideas of what is right and proper are very much bound
up in our national experience. In one country units
may be sold from door to door; other countries
suspect such methods. In one country banks shrink
from acting as principals in investment arranSements
with their customers. In a third country, advertising in
Sunday newspapers may be the principal method of
promotion, but not all countries have a large Sunday
press. So this kind of uniformity of promotion
methods is not really feasible at the moment.
But is it not desirable that the Community should lay
down laws about the cost, about the fees and the
commissions charged for operating these funds ? As it
is, the Commission has left the question to find a
natural solution through the laws of competition. The
problem is this, I think : can you really lay down the
same limit for a British unit trust specializing in
foreign equities and a French investment comPany
specializing in bonds ? One of the recommendations
of the motion for a resolution I am proposing is that
the Commission should continue to study this rather
difficult problem. Of course the great safety valve, I
thinlq of all this is the proposal for a liaison
committee consisting of representatives of the
Commission and of the Member States. I think that
that committee really should keep the question of
operating costs and profits under review. I think that
that is the best that can be achieved at present. So I
commend to Parliament this directive, with amend-
ments which are not very substantial, rather fiddling
and most of which, I think, the Commission may not
find unacceptable.
(Applause) 
'1l
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Rivierez to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Rivictcz.- (F) Mr President, the proposal for a
directive for the coordination of laws regarding collec-
tive investment undertakingp for transferable securities
of the open-ended type covers investment comPanies
and unit trusts. It has been admirably analysed in the
excellent report by Lord Ardwick and in Sir Brandon
Rhys Ifilliams's opinion.
I should like to make two points. The proposal for a
directive lays down common rules for the authoriza-
tion and supewision of investment undertakingp
similar to those proposed for insurances. It lays down
that in order to carry on their activities, investment
undertakingp must be authorized by the competent
authorities of the Member State in which they are situ-
ated and that those authorities are to supervis€ all
their activities.
Secondly, the proposal for a directive lays down a set
of rules relating to the structure and activities of invest-
ment undertakings, their investment policy and the
information to be published by them. They are
minimum rules which will have to be respected by all
investment undertakings in the Community. Member
States are, however, free to impose more stringent
rules on investment undertakings situated on their
territory provided the rules are of general application
and non-discriminatory. There is one single exception
to the principle of applying the legislation of the
country of origin and that, as the rapporteur has iust
said, concerns marketing regulations.
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It is to be hoped that application of the minimum
rules laid down in the proposal for a directive will
bring about more uniform and effective safeguards for
investors and ensure more uniform conditions of
competition between investment undertakings in the
different Member States. The proposal for a directive
also provides a way of removing restrictions on the
free movement of shares in collective investment
undertakings in the Community. One of the reasons
why it has not been possible to establish freedom of
movement in this sector is that national legislations
are so different that they do not provide savers with
the same safeguards or ensure the same conditions of
healthy competition between investment undertak-
ings. The coordination of laws now proposed will
remove this obstacle.
A Liaison Committee is also to be set up, composed
of representatives of the Member States and the
Commission. Its tasks will include facilitating the
implementation of the directive and advising the
Commission, if necessary, on additions or amend-
ments to be made to it. The Liaison Committee will,
of course, take account of what the rapporteur has just
said.
This subject, Mr President, is extremely technical, and
I admire the rapporteur's skill. We are not specialists ;
we merely note that the proposed text guarantees the
desired harmonization and coordination. I regret that
it was not possible to go further and that Member
States will still be able to enforce more stringent rules
than those laid down in the directive. It would,
perhaps, have been interesting to fix a date by which
this practice should be brought to an end, since it is
an obstacle to genuine coordination. But that is
merely an aside.
Lord Ardwick's report also mentions the preponder-
ance of shares held by banks in investment undertak-
ings. Thought will have to be given one day, and the
Liaison Committee will certainly do so, to measures to
safeguard savers against any abuse of dominant posi-
tion that might arise. Such and such a bank could, for
instance, cede shares it has difficulty in keeping in its
portfolio or in marketing to an investment under-
taking.
Finally, Lord Ardwick was right to mention the loss in
value of investments. !7e are well aware that small
savers are faced with a problem when looking for
investments that keep up their capital and act as a
hedge against inflation. From the studies that have
been made, I have the impression that investment
undertakingB do not provide such protection, but we
must remember that they are currently a means of
ensuring the maintenance and progress industry
under a liberal system. But as to whether they provide
savers with a hedge against inflation, that, as Kipling
would say, is another story.
(Altltlausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Dolycll. 
- 
Frankly, I am not a member of either
of the committees who have had responsibility for
this, but I listened to Lord Ardwick and I would like
to ask just one question of the Commissioner. fu he
knows, in most of our constituencies agreat deal of
small saving is done through the Life-offices, and
every year I, like many other Members of Parliament,
go the annual Life-office lunch. People visit the
homes of many of our constituents, who do this
saving on a very small scale, from the Liaerpool
Victoria, Prudential and others. Now at the last
lunch I was asked about proposals for European
harmonization. Frankly, I didn't know anything about
it, and therefore my question may be very naive. Do
these proposals for harmonization in any way affect
the Life-offices, and if so can one, in words of one syll-
able 
- 
or one financial syllable 
- 
explain to our
constituents exactly what they mean in terms of ordi-
nary life ? If Mr Tugendhat would attempt to tackle
this somewhat loose question I would be grateful.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Brandon Rhys l7illiams to
speak on behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Sir Brandon Rhys Villiams. 
- 
I would like to join
in the congratulations to Lord Ardwick on the
masterly manner in which he introduced this conipli-
cated subject, and I would say that the Conservative
Group and also the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, on whose behalf I am speaking,
entirely support the stand which he is taking and
indorse his approval of the Commission's initiative.
!fle have to recognize that this is a relatively minor
step, but it is an essential step in an extremely impor-
tant direction, namely towards the creation of a
genuine free united capital market for the Economic
Community.
Progress towards the creation of a united capital
market is not just a matter for governments and
banks. It is not a matter which only extends to the
companies and investment institutions which regu-
larly operate in the capital markets. It is of direct
concern to every small saver in our property-owning
democracy. There have unfortunately been all too
many disheartening setbacks in the 20th century for
private citizens who ventured to put their savings into
international investment projects, and it must be one
of the particular concerns of the European Economic
Community now to create a secure tree-ttade area for
private savingp as part of the whole programme of
advance towards a genuine capital market for Vestern
Europe.
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My committee looks to the Commission to create the
necessary conditions. Ve are very far from a united
capital market today with out fragmented national
economies each protecting their intemal structure of
interest rates and investment progremmes behind
controls or intervention s)rstems of various kinds. One
has only to look at the enormous spread of interest
rates between London and Frankfurt and Milan and
Paris to see that there really is no effective arbitrage,
and that each of these capital markets has to operate
in conditions of splendid isolation. Ve need a
Community policy for savings to restore confidence in
the value of private thrift. Ve need a major new initia-
tive in the direction of the liberalization of move-
ments of funds for investment between all the
Community's main financial centres, and we look to
the Commission to foster a climate of confidence in
the whole strucnrre of public and private institutions
handling personal fun& and applyrng them for the
creation of wealth.
This leads me to one of the subjects on which my
committee was especially concemed. Ve need to
study the whole problem of insider trading. It is not
only in London that this is a problem which has been
exercising people's minds very considerably in recent
years. Small investors must have confidence that
certain professionals or privileged operatoni are not
able to procure access to confidential information
which will enable them often, or even alwayrc, to take
profits before the general body of investors can obtain
the information on which to base a sound investment
policy. It is no comfort to a small saver to have legal
access to company data established in national
company law if, in actual practice, hs 
- 
or, for that
matter the management of the unit trusts through
which he has put his savings to work 
- 
seems only to
get the news afler the market has moved.
The proposed directive is not on a large enough scale
to take in this whole problem of insider trading and
of the rules goveming professional practice and indep-
endence. In the main financial centres of the Commu-
nity, the codes of practice imposed by tradition and
established rules of conduct do indeed provide protec-
tion to the small investor. But there have been events
in the market in recent yean which have given
genuine grounds for concern. My committee consid-
ered the derogation from the rule established in
Article 8 by Article 67 (2), which allows the mange-
ment companies of unit trusts to continue their associ-
ation with merchant banks or insurance companies,
for example, where they already exist. Now obviously
such an association must give the managements the
opportunity to learn of inside information about
companies or whole industries which is not generally
available to the markeg and certainly not to the small
investor. !7e have to trust such individuals, and such
professionals, who are engaged in this work to.relate
to a basic ethical standard of conduct. I think the vast
majority of them do, and they treasure and protect
their reputation for integrity in the handling of confid-
ential information.
But, if we are going to give confidence to investors 8ll
over the Community, not only in their own finencial
centres but in the other financial centres of the
Community as well, that they can rely without rcscrva-
tion on the integrity of the people who live and
operate reg;ularly in the capial markets, then we do
need to have a background of law which can be
enforced in the event of disasters or scandals. This is
by no means a simple matter. British govemments of
different political colours have looked at the problem
and have not been able to find a satisfactory solution
to it. In my committee we feel that this is not some-
thing which can be left, or should be left, simply to
national govemments or to semi-official regtrlatory
systems. They may be very uneven in fact in their
application and, if investors lack confidence to
vennre their savings ove$eas, then our progrcss
towards the establishment of genuine capital market
for the Community will be held back.
Ve do not wish to alter the Commission's proposal,
which we regard as a valuable step forward. But qe
want do draw attention to this whole question as one
of urgent concem. !7e consider that this is a proper
subiect to study at Community level, and we do not
wish, as I emphasize, simply to leave it to national
financial centres or national governments to find their
own solution. Ve hope the Commission will take
note of our views and will take the matter in hand.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tngendhst, lllcmbcr of tbc Commission 
- 
Mr
President, it gives me great pleasure to reply to a
debate on unit trusts. I, myself have already believed
that they offer the best and, in many ways, the safest
medium for investment for small investors. 'safest' is,
of course, a relative term in the world of investment;
at any rate, I think they offer one of the best and one
of the safest mediums for small investors for the
re,uions which Lord Ardwick described.
Mr Dalyell asked whether I could put this subject into
comprehensible language which his constituents
would be able to follow. I think perhaps the easiest
way of doing so (and I will come to his question on
the life-offices shortly) is to say that what we ane
talking about are referred to in normal parlance as
unit trusts, though they are, of course, referred to by a
variety of other names and descriptions as well.
Although they obviously do provide very promising
opportunities for small investors, they are not, unfortu-
nately, equally available on the same terrns in all parts
of the Community.
The proposal with which we are now dealing is an
effort to overcome that particular obstacle. IThere
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there is legislation covering their operation, this
differs from one country to another, and there are, at
times, quite significant differences in the extent of the
protection accorded to investors in different Commu-
nity countries. There are also very substantial differ-
ences in the operating environment from one country
to another, and of course substantial restrictions on
the free movement of units. Vith all these difficulties
to overcome, we are embarking on quite a long-term
proiect if we are to provide the same opportunities on
equal terms to people in different parts of the
Community. This is, I think, a useful first step.
The directive aims particularly to make a start with
the coordination of legislation covering the structure
of these organizations, the equivalence of protection,
the maintenance of competition and free movement
from one Member State to another.
Free movement of capital should be assisted by the
coordination this measure provides, and especially
when this directive is supplemented by another,
currently in preparation after consultation with the
Monetary Committee in accordance with Article 69 of
the EEC Treaty, dealing specifically with exchange-
control differences. I think one should look on the
problem of exchange-control differences and the steps
which we hope to take in dealing with that in conjunc-
tion with the proposals which we are dealing with
now.
Perhaps this might be an opportune moment to deal
with the point which Mr Dalyell raised when he asked
whether we were dealing just with unit trusts or
whether we were dealing with life assurance and other
methods of saving as well. He mentioned the way in
which the life offices are so successful in bringing in
the savings of small investors in the United Kingdom.
The answer is that this deals only with unit trusts. The
Commission has made separate proposals about some
aspects of insurance, including life assurance, and I
think perhaps the easiest thing would be for me to
write to him on this matter as soon as possible.
The draft resolution contained in Lord Ardwick's
repoft hgins with two non-controversial points with
which I with it is easy enough for me to say that we
agree. Point 3 is a more substantial one, and here the
Commission shares Parliament's concem that the
rules goveming the marketing of unit trusts should
also be coordinated. Ve would like to see that
happen; but to include marketing in this directive
would have delayed its presentation and implementa-
tion, since the differences between the rules in the
Member States are so fundamental. Moreover, the coor-
dination of marketing rules really needs to be seen in
the context of all kinds of securities and no just unit
trusts, and this will need a special proposal of a much
wider ambit.
There is, therefore, no difference of view between us.
Our opinion, however, is that we should tackle what
we can now and come on the distinct problem of
marketing at a later date, though as soon as possible.
That, I hope, will commend itself to the House.
Point 4 deals with the harmonization of administra-
tive procedures. Here, again, I think it is a difference
of approach, not a difference of substance. !fle have
not considered it appropriate to harmonize such proce-
dures, because the fixing of administrative rules
relating to authorization comes within the compe-
tence of the Member State where the collective invest-
ment undertaking is situated. In view of the fact that
the authorities of the Member State alone are compe-
tent to authorize unit trusts and other similar under-
takings; even if the latter markets units in other States,
we are here dealing with something which at the
moment falls very much within the competence of
national governments and it seems to us that, if we try
to tackle that problem head on at this stag€, we shall
be sacrificing other desirable objectives.
There is also some slight difference of view between
us 
- 
perhaps slightly more substantial 
- 
on the
amount of fees and charges of the manag€ment
company. This directive does not envisage coordi-
nating the fees and charges that companies levy, and
there are substantial reasons for doing so. First of all
(one only has to look at the investment peges of news-
papers to see this) substantial competition exists
between the different companies organizing unit
trusts and other collective investment undertakings.
Indeed, if one looks at the Financial Timcs, they now
take practically a whole page. The competition
between the different companies involved does, I
believe, go a very long way towards ensuring that their
charges do not get out of line. Moreover, the charges
must, of course, be published in the prospectus which
is subject to preliminary approval by the competent
authorities in the various Member States. So, not only
do the potential investors have a chance of actually
comparing the charges before they put their money
in, but lest the potential investor omits to do this, the
competent authorities in the various member coun-
tries indeed have the duty to give or withhold their
own approval. This, I think, provides a very consider-
able additional safeguard.
I would like now to turn to the amendments proposed
to the directive. Ve in the Commission can accept
them all, I am happy to say, with the exception of the
proposed amendment to Article 27 (2). !7hat this
proposes is to raise from 5 to 15 % the proportion of
its portfolio that a unit trust may invest in other unit
trusts run by the same management company. I think
substantial arguments in favour of that course of
action have been put forward. Really, it is a matter of
balancing out the advantages in allowing unit trusts to
invest in other trusts run by the same management
company to the extent suggested, on the one hand,
with the difficulties and dangers of doing so on the
other.
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I perhaps am particularly conscious of the dangers
that arise from allowing cross-holdings to this extent
because of some of the less fortunate experiences that
we have recently had in my former constituency and
in the City of London, and I think one must bear
recent experience in mind when making adjustments
at this point. I would put to the House the following
arSuments.
In the first place, a unit trust's primary purpose is to
channel capital from the public directly into the secu-
rities market. The primary puqpose is not to channel
money from one unit trust owned by one particular
company into another. Secondly, it is extremely impor-
tant to ensure that unit trusts maintain a spread of risk
and do not take controlling interests in companies
that they invest in. I think that this spread of risk is
very important; indeed, Lord Ardwick specifically
referred to the desirability of the spread of risk in his
speech at the outset of this debate.
I think another important point is that it is very desir-
able that the unit holder should be able to identify the
investments held by his unit trust. This becomes
progressively more difficult as mutual holdings
multiply between different tnrsts. If the management
companies are the same, there is a special danger of
this happening, and that is why the Commission
proposed an even lower limit ol 5 o/o in such cases.
So, taking all these matters into consideration, the
Commission feels that a general limit of 10 % is
about right. \7e would point out that in some
Member States mutual cross-holdingp are prohibited
entirely. Other Member States take a more flexible
view. l7hatever one's iudgment may be 
- 
and I have
made the judgment of the Commission quite clear 
-I think we must also be very careful not to create a
situation in which there is too 8rcat a spread of prac-
tice as between one member country and another, and
l0 o/o has the advantage of falling some way between
the variations which we find existing in different
Member States. In these circumstances, I think that to
raise the limit in Article 27 (2) to 15 o/0, as recom-
mended, would be going too far in a Community
context. But I hope that the rapporteur will feel that
raising the figure to l0 % and thus bringing it into
line will go sufficiently far on this occasion.
Finally, to take up the particular point made by Sir
Brandon Rhys l7illiams conceming insider trading.
This is something about which the Commission is
acutely worried. As he said, it is a practice which can
subvert the best and potentially the safest forms of
investment. It is also, of course, a very wide-ranging
question which does need to be studied in very consid-
erable detail. I am happy to say that the Commission's
services have already begun discussions with the
working party, indeed this began in November last
under the old Commission, with a view to proposing
in due course legislation to cover the whole problem
of insider trading in the interests of the maintenance
of the free market. Itis too early to indicate when a
proposal will be coming forward, but I can assure him
that the work is proceeding with as much urgency as
possible.
That is the response which I would like to make on
behalf of the Commission. I would merely point out
in conclusion that by raising the figure in Article 27
(2) to l0 o/o we arc bringing our proposal into line
with that in Article 27 (l), so the two parts of Article
27 go together.
I am happy that my first response to a debate on a
subject for which I have responsibility within the
Commission should be on a matter that is important
to small savers. I am happier still that it should be a
matter on which there is such a wide measure of agree-
ment between the Commission and the Parliament.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call l,ord Ardwick.
Lord Ardwick, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, perhaps
you would guide me on procedure. !flhat I would like
to do quite simply is to accept the proposal change to
Article 27 (2) and perhaps to move all the amend-
ments €n bloc as they are accepted by the Commis-
sion and there are no other amendments on the table.
President. 
- 
I would point out that no amendments
have been tabled. Following the statement made by
the rapporteur, I think the Commission is aware of
the lines along which it can establish a final text.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
13. Allocation of spcaking-time
for tbe joint debate on fishery resources
President. 
- 
Yesterday Parliament decided, pusuant
to Rule 28 of the Rules of Procedure, to limit speak-
ing-time for the joint debate on fishery resources
(Docs 534/75 and 474176). Speaking-time is allocated
as follows :
Socialist Group 36 minutes
Christian-Democratic Group 30 minutes
Liberal and Democratic Group 17 minutes
Group of European Progressive Democrats 12 minutes
European Conscrvative Group 12 minutes
Communist and Allies Group 12 minutes
Non-attached Members 5 minutes
14. Agenda for the next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
l7ednesday, 9 February 1977, at 10.00 a.m. and 3.00
p.m., with the following agenda:
t OJ C 57 ot 7. 3. 1977.
Sitting of Tuesday, 8 February 1977
- 
Question-time; 
- 
Oral question, with debate, to the C,ouncil on the
- 
Joint debatc on the oral question to the Council ond discharge of titanium dioxide at sea;
the Kofoed report on fishing; 
- 
Kofocd rePort on sardines'
- 
Oral question, with debate, to the Council on the The sitting is closed.
North-South dialogue ; (.Ibe sitting was closed at 8.20 p,m)
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ANNEX
Question uhicb could not be answercd duing Question-time, witb uritten Answer
Question b7 il4r Dondclinger to tbc Commission
Subject : Application of secondary Community legislation
ls the new Commission prepared to supply Parliament with a list of all directives and regulations
whose application is behind-hand in the Member States ?
Ansucr
As regards regulations, these are binding in their entirery and directly applicable in all Member States
from the time when they enter into force. There is therefore no question of Member States being
'behind-hand' in applying them.
fu regards directives, I would refer the Honourable Member to reply which was given to Mrs
Dunwoody's question No H-182/76. I I would add that the Commission reviews the application of
directives by Member States from time to time. Such a review is about to take place. I would prefer to
answer the Honourable Member's enquiry in the light of the results.
I Debates No 210, page 147.
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Group; It{r Vandcaiclq on bcbalf of the
Cbistian-Demoratic Group; lWr lt$borg
on bcbalf of tbe Gmup of Europcan hogrc*
siac Dcmocrats; lWr Flctcbcr, on bebalf of
tbe Europcaa Consentatise GrotP; lWrs
Ewing; Itfr Pistillo, on bcbalf of tbe
Communist and Allics Gmup; Il4.r lzban,
on bebalf of tbc Socialist Grotp; lWr Jab4
on bebalf of tbe Christian-Dcmoffatic
Sroup; .Llr Liogicr, on bcbalf of tbc Grctp
of European Progressiw Dcmoaats; Illrs
Kellett-Boaman, on bebalf of tbe European
Conscntatiae Group; lWr Carpmticr; IlIr
lllcDonald; rtIr Lcniban; iWr Hugbes, on
bebalf of tbc Socialkt Group; ItIr
Gundclacb
Considcration of tbc motion for a resolution
contained in tbc rcpo* b ll| Kofoed @oc
47a/76):
Amendmmts ,o pdrdgrdpb 4:
Illrs Kcllett-Bourn4n; ll[r Yandcaieh; Il{r
Kofocd; IlIr Hugbcs; Il{r Kofocd
Amadmcnts to pdrdg"o|b 6:
Itilr ltaiban: hIr Vandcuticlc; fiIr Kofocd;
Jl{.r bniban
Amcndmcnt after paragrapb 8:
Amendmmts ,o pdrdgrdpb 10:
Irilr Lcniban; Ilir Hugbcs; Il{r Kofocd; Il{r
Hugbcs; Ittr Nlb.orq; lllr Vandcaicle ; Il{r
Hryba
Amcndment to paragr4pb 12:
Il4r ltniban ; IlIr Kofocd
Amcndment to pdrdg?aPb 13:
fiIrs Kcllctt-Bouman; IlIr Kofocd
Amndmcnt to pa?agrdPb 16:
tVr kniban ; ll4.r ll1cDonald; I|1r Kofoed
Ammdmcnts ,o p4rdgral,b 22:
ll4r kniban ; ll,l,r lllcDottald; Mr Kolocd
Explanation of oote : Ittr Hugbcr . . . . .. .
Amcndmcnt to Pdrag?dpb 23:
Il{r Yandeuhh; Illr Kofocd; lllr Htgbcs
Amndmcat to paragrapb 27:
rttr kaiban; It[r Kofoed; lllr Hugbcs; lllr
Kofoed
Amtndmcnts aftr paragrapb 27:
Il{rs Kcllctt-Bounan'; Mr Kofocd; ilr
Itf,cDonald
Amendmcnt to paragrapb 29:
lllr Leniban; Itlr Kofocd
Adopcionof tbcrcsolrtion . . . . . . . :.
7. Rcgulation on prcparcd aad prcscnrd
sardina 
- 
Rcpott draum up by lllr Kofucd
on bcbalf of tbe Committec on Agriailtutt
@oc 529/75):
Il4r Kofoey' ruPportcur; lltr ltbaq on
bcbalf of tbc Socialist Grutp; ll4r Pisoni on
bcbalf of tbc Cbristian-Dcmoctatic Gruup;
Ittlr Liogicr, on bcbalf of tbc Gruup of Eum.pcan kognssioc Dcmoctats; Illr
Gundclacb, Vicc-Prcsid,mt of tbc Commis-
sion
Consideratioa of tbc motion for a rcsolu-
tioa:
Amcadmcnt to pdrograpbs I and 2:
)Vr Liogicr
Adoptionof tbcnsolution . . . . . . . .:
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IN THE CHAIR: MR SPENALE
President
Qhe sitting was opcned at 10.00 a.tn)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoal of rninutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
I call Sir Derek TTalker-Smith.
Sir Derek lValker-Smith. 
- 
Mr President, may I
respectfully request a correction of the minutes on the
regulation on the European Cooperation Grouping on
page 18 of the English text. This correction has been
agreed to by Mr Martens who was then in the chair
and Mr Broeksz who was the rapporteur. The matter
was complicated and there is no blame attached to the
fact that the minutes do not in fact get the right sense
of what was decided. The correction should be in the
second paragraph of that minute.
The words
back to the Legal Affairs Committee, as the committee
responsible, and
should be deleted and the minutes should read
The report was referred to the Committee on Social
Affairs, Employment and Education for its opinion on
the basis of Rule 29 (5) with a fixed timeJimit.
There is a consequential amendment about 6 lines
further down. The paragraph should read
On a proposal from Sir Derek Walker-Smith, Parliament
decided that the commirrce consulted should submit its
conclusions to Parliament in time for the May 1977 pttt-
session.
I would be very grateful Mr President if that correc-
tion can be made on the minutes before they are
adopted.
President. 
- 
Since I was not in the Chair yesterday
evening, I leave it to Parliament to decide.
Are there any objections to the correction requested
by Sir Derek ?
The proposed correction is adopted.
Are there any further comments ?
The minutes of procedings thus corrected are
approved.
2. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
Question Time (Doc. 551176). !7e shall begin with
the questions addressed to the Council. The President-
in-Office is requested to answer these and any supple-
mentary questions.
I call Question No 2l by Sir Geoffrey de Freitas :
lfhat is the present state of ratification by Member States
of the Act providing for direct election of the Europcan
Parliament ?
Mr Tomlinson, Presidcnt-in-Office of tbe Coancil.
- 
The decision on the election of the representatives
of the Assembly by direct universal suffrage provides
that the Member States shall notify the Secretary-Gen-
eral of the Council of the Buropean Communities
without delay of the completion of the'procedures
necessary in accordance with their respective constitu-
tional requirements for the adoption of the provisions
annexed to this decision. To date the Secretary-Gen-
eral of the Council his not received any such notifica-
tion, from any Member State relating to the text
adopted scarcely 5 months ago. Nevertheless, the
Council is aware that in a number of Member States
preparations have been made for initiating these proce-
dures or that in some cases these procedures ane
already irnder way.
Sir Geoffrey de Freias. 
- 
Many ot us are awarc of
the legislative congestion in the British Parliament
and fear its consequences. Does the President-in-Of-
fice realize that it will be very difficult to forgive the
British Govemment if they are responsible in any wey
for the failure to have next yeat a democratically
elected European Parliament ?
(Applarce from tbe European Consentathn Gruap)
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
It is not at this stage possible to
say precisely when the British Government will be
able to introduce this legislation. But speaking as a
United Kingdom minister, I can say that the British
Government intends to proceed with the necessary
legislation in good time to meet the deadline and that.
reassurance was given to the House of Commons on
Monday night of this week in a debate.
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
No such assurance was given in
that debate and we would like the minister now to
take this opportunity, if he has not already done so, of
reading very carefully the speech made by Mr John.
He gave no such indications and it would be a very
sad day if we, as democrats in Britain, refused for one
reason or another to meet this deadline. Ve either
believe in democracy and democratic elections to this
European Parliament or we don't and I hope the
British Government will be very forthright about this.
For our part some of us are prepared to help the
Government by cutting the throat of the Devolution
Bill.
(I^augbter)
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
Iflhat I said was that speaking as
a United Kingdom Minister, I can say that the British
Government intend to proceed with the necessary
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legislation in ordcr to meet the deadline that has been
set.
Mr Drlyell. 
- 
!7hile reSrettin& as well I mighg any
delay in direct elections, may I ask the President-in-
Office to explain in as detailed terms as he can that
there are some of us in the House of Commons who
would accept the non-passing of the Direct Election
Bill i( that was the only way to stop the break-up of
the United Kingdom and this pr€posterous Devolu-
tion Bill ?
(Cia of 'Hear, bear)
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
Speaking as a United Kingdom
Minister I obviously take norc of what the Honourable
Member says.
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office of the
C,ouncil awere that, far from bending to the degree of
hysteria which is occasionally demonstrated by British
Members, we hope that he will take sufficient time to
ensure that any direct election process is based on a
proper democratic s)tstem, and that any attempt to
telescope either the examination of the machinery or
the creation of properly founded constituencies would
be the very opposite of contributing to the democratic
prtrcess and would be bittcrly resented by the people
of Great Britain ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
Speaking as a United Kingdom
minister, I can tell this House that I am quite aware of
the Queen's speech commitment of the government
and I am equally aware of our obligation to use our
best endeavours to get legislation through the House
of Commons.
Mr Tomney. 
- 
The British Govemment has an obli-
gation in this matter. Ve have over a number of years
treated this Assembly with what I tenn a certain
amount of liberty. Ve had a referendum forced on us
by the opponents of the markeg and to their great
surprise the country was greatly in favour of Britain's
entry into the Common MarkeL Ve now have
reached the stage where we have to ratify that will on
behalf of the British public. And we do not intend to
delay it beyond 1978. I have read the debate in
Hansard on Monday and, quite frankly, the Minister
from the box did not promise direct elections in 1978.
He evaded the question to the best of his ability. We
have contractual obligation in intemational politics,
and the world is, waiting for the consolidation of
Britain's entry and free elections throughout Europe.
And what is more we demand it.
(Applause from tbe European Copsentatioe Group)
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
Speaking as a United Kingdom
minister, I obviously note what the honourable
Member has to san and I reiterate that the United
Kingdom Govemment is fully aware of its obligations
and is fully aware of the commitments thet have been
entered into.
Mr Sccfcld. 
- 
(D) Mr President of the Council, do
you know of any countries other than the United
Kingdom in which problems might arise, or are there
indications anywhere else of complications which
might jeopardize the holding of the elections in May
- 
June 1978 ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
As the moment I am aware of no
difficulties and, as I said in my original answer, to date
the Secretary-General of the Council has not received
any such notification from any Member State relating
to the texts which were adopted barely five months
480.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) May I put a perfectly straight ques-
tion : does the President know in which countries or
in which country ratification proceedingp have in fact
already begun ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
Certainly in Germany but apart
from that I have no other knowledge.
Prcsidcne 
- 
Italy also.
Mr Veltmons. 
- 
(NL) Are the difficulties about
which mainly the British Members have spoken of
British or European making ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
Speaking as a British minister, I
have not referred to difficulties; I have said the
United Kingdom Govemment is quite clearly aware
of the Queen's speech commitment that it entered
into, and is quite clear of its obligation to use its b€st
endeavours to get legislation through in time for elec-
tions in 1978.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Question No 22 by Sir Peter
Kirk:
Vhat progress crn the President report from individurl
Mcmbcr States about prcparations for direct elections in
May 1978 ?
Mr Tomlinson, Prcsidcnt-in-Officc of tbc Council.
- 
The preparation of the national provisions referred
to in Article 7 of the Act concerning the election of
the Members of the Assembly by direct universel
suffrage is the responsibility solely of the Member
States. The council is nevertheless aware that the prep-
aration of these provisions is in progress and that they
have already been put before some parliaments.
Sir Peter Kirk. 
- 
lIould the President-in-Office
stop speaking es a United Kingdom minister and
speak as President-in-Office for once ....
(Cia of 'Hear t bcar ?)
.... and accept that there is an obligation on the
Council to ensure that the decision of the Council of
20 September 1976 is camied out in time, that it is the
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Council's duty to see that govemments carry it out in
time, and that he is exceptionally well placed to make
sure that the one country which is lagging behind
does not lag behind any longer ?
(Cries of 'Hcar t bear ! from tbe European Conserua-
tioe Group)
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
Can I say that the Council has
done its duty; the matter is before each Member State
to ratify. I think the honourable gentleman, before he
chastises me about the capacity in which I spealq
perhaps ought to take some regard of the nature of
the questions that were directed to me, which were of
particular pertinence to a particular Member State, not
within the competence of the Council.
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
Quite right !
Mr Dykes. 
- 
Ifill the President-in-Office agree that,
whilst his difficulties are understandable his answers
so far are insufficient for this House, and that he has
not provided enough reassurance uisi'ttis the incom-
petent hesitation of one member government, namely
that of the United Kingdom ?
Bearing in mind that the process in Britain could, for
constitutional reasons, be slightly longer at least than
in most of the other Member States, does the Minister
not agree with me that it is deplorable that the neces-
sary legislation has not yet been published or, indeed,
that no date has yet been given for the publication of
the relevant bill ? Vill the Minister now acknowledge
this and say when he expects the British bill to be
published ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
I cannot agree with the honour-
able gentleman. I do not accept that the information
that has been given is insufficient for this House, and
I will not agree with the conclusions to which he
comes.
As I have said time and time again this morning, the
British Government fully accepts the obligation that it
quite clearly entered into in the Queen's speech
commitment, aha futty understands and accepts the
obligation of the best endeavours commitment into
which it has entered.
Mr Fletcher. 
- 
Has the Council given any special
consideration to reaching broad agreement among the
Member States as to how the peripheral areas of the
Community might be represented here after direct
elections ? I know that the distribution of seats is very
much a matter for the individual Member States, but I
would like to know if the United Kingdom Govern-
ment is giving any lead by weighting the distribution
of seats, within the United Kingdom in favour of
Vales, Scotland, Northern Ireland and the north of
England, for example ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
No, Sir, that is a matter for the
internal affairs of each Member State. The Council
have agteed on the distribution of seats between
Member States, and for the first election, the matters
to which the honourable gentleman referred are
matters for the intemal decision-making of the
Member States themselves.
Mr Johnston. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office aware of
the report that it is widely current in this Assembly at
the moment to the effect that the Members of this
House from Nothem Ireland are to be elected by
proportional representation ? If this is true 
- 
and the
Minister might seek the opportunity of confirming or
denying it 
- 
it would be widely welcomed in this
House, since that alone would ensure fair rePresenta-
tion of that divided Community. If it is true, it would
make the election of the other Members of the United
Kingdom delegation by non-proportional means even
more unjustifiable, and indeed absurd.
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
If I spent my life commenting on
every report that circulated in the Parliament, I would
never do anything constructive with the remainder of
my time. I am not aware of the repo4 and I have no
comment to make on it.
(Applause)
Mr Lenihen. 
- 
I have no wish to get into any hassle
with regard to intemal United Kingdom politics ...
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
Very wise !
(Loud laugbtcr)
Mr Lenihon . but 'l regard the question of
direct elections in Northem Ireland as not being
entirely without the compass of United Kingdom poli-
tics. Could I put it to the President-in-Office that the
might indicate to the United Kingdom Govemment
that in the particular circumstances obtaining in
Northem Ireland, with its divided community, a
system of proportional representation operating there
would give full representation to the Communities in
that part of lreland, and that whatever is done in the
United Kingdom in regard to a system of election,
because of the particular circumstances of Northern
Ireland, a system of proportional rePresentation
should obtain there ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
I am sure the honourable
Member of this House would be astounded if I did
anything more than take note of the interesting obser-
vation that he has made.
(Laugbter)
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) I do not wish to comment
on Member States' internal policy nor on rePorts
which have been published in the Member States, but
personally and as a politician, I should like to ask Mr
Tomlinson if he does not agree with me that in the
direct elections to the European Parliament we must
avoid wasting a large number of votes.
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Ve can best avoid such a waste of votes by intro-
ducing a system of proportional representation, and
will this proportional representation not be in the
long-term interest of the political parties in the
Member States, notably in the United Kingdom, with
a view to a fair distribution of the seats alotted to each
of our countries ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
For the first election the arrange-
ment of the election is purely a matter for the
decision-making process of the Member States. For
subsequent elections, it is for this Parliament to make
its proposals, and obviously each of the Member States
and the Council above all will be looking forward
with interest to such proposals as and when they
emerSe.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 23 by Mr Seefeld:
Vill the Council consider within the first six months of
1977, with a view to its adoption, the Commission's
amended proposal for a directive on the harmonization
of laws relating to vehicle driving licences, on which the
European Parliament Save a favourable opinion in
September 1976 (OJ No C 238, ll. 10. 1976, p. a3)?
Mr Tomlinaon, President-in-Officc of tbe Council.
- 
The Council has noted the European Parliament's
favourable opinion on the amended Commission pro-
posal concerning the harmonization of the laws
relating to vehicle driving licences. The Council's
subsidiary bodies have already begun, and are
pursuing, the necessary preparatory work for the exam-
ination of this proposal by the Council. However, it is
not possible at the present iuncture to say when the
proposal can be submitted to the Council for adop-
tion.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Mr Pesident of the Council, can
you confirm that your colleag;ue, the British Minister
of Transport Mr Rogers, is prepared as current Presi-
dent of the Council to take special steps to achieve
progress in transport policy as a whole, that he is
willing to do so even outside official Council meet-
ings, and that especially in this particular case he will
spare no effort to bring about a Council decision as
soon as possible ?
Mr Tomlins This is a very important and very
complicated decision which has serious ramifications
affecting the citizens of Member States of the Commu-
nity. Discussions are continuing. They are highly
complex and I cannot give the honourable Member
the assurance for which he is looking.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
The President of the Council of
Transport Ministers has indicated that there are very
few Council meetings in a year. I think it is only four.
Is the President-in-Office satisfied with the number of
times they come together ? ITith regard to this parti-
cular measure I agree with the President-in-Office
that at the moment there are many items unresolved.
There were many issues after the debate which were
the subiect of written questions and correspondence
with the Commission, who have been most helpful,
but in particular may I ask to what extent an infringe-
ment in another member country would deprive a
driver, for instance, of the right to drive in his own
country ? These are the sort of issues that must be
clearly resolved and adequate publicity about them
must be given in the member countries.
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
Dealing with the last part firsg
can I say to the honourable gentleman that this is'an
entirely different question. I think he should table a
separate question on this matter. However, with regard
to the first part of this question, I do not think this
Parliament would expect any of the specialist Coun-
cils to meet more often than the amount of work on
which they can come to a reasonable conclusion
would justify, and I am quite satisfied with the
programme of work the Transport Ministers have
during the forthcoming months.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) Mr Jenkins told as that the
Community must have a human face. Now this is the
very area in which we could strive to achieve this in a
very tangible way. Therefore, Mr President-in-Office, I
would ask you if, despite the complexity of the matter,
the Council intends to give priority to the proposals
made by this Parliament in this field, which were
unanimously adopted in September 1976 ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
I cannot see that this is a matter
of prioriry, it is a serious technical question which is
receiving continuous attention. If I may iust make a
personal obsewation, I would be surprised if, when
people are thinking in terms of the Community
having a human face, they see the greatest manifesta-
tion of that humanity necessarily coming from this
direction.
(Izugbter)
President. 
- 
Admittedly the procedures forming
part of any more or less common s)rstem would be of
an essentially technical nature, but the desire to see
such a common system introduced as soon as possible
comes under the heading of political resolve. That is
what Parliament felt.
Mr Coustc. 
- 
(F) Hear, hear !
President. 
- 
I call Question No 24 by Mr Coust6:
Having regard to the renewal of the arrangement bctween
the ECSC and the maior Japanese iron rnd steel firms to
limit steel exports to the EEC, whrt proportion of such
exports will not be controlled owing o thc fact that smoll
and medium-sized undertakings err not prrties to the
agreement, notably as regards certain types of steel whose
sale in Europe is especially sensitive ?.Could the Council
state what action it proposcs to teke to supplcment thc
arrengement reeched ?
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Mr Tomlinson, hcsidcnt-in-fficc of tbc Council 
-I can assure the honourable Member that the appro-
priate Community authorities have followed the
problem of the development of trade relations
betveen the EEC and Japen with all due care. Thus
the Commission, vorking closely with the C,ouncil,
has met the Japanese authorities a numbcr of times to
study, among;st other thingF, the problems referred to
by the honourable Membcr. In this ficld the Commis-
sion was assured by the Japanese authorities that total
Japanese steel exports for 1977 should be such as to
occasion no damage to the Community. This applies
both to quantities and struchrre. The Community will
continue to follow the development of the situation
closely, with a view to ensuring that any development
preiudicial to the Community is avoided.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(rylmust say that the Council's reply
is not satisfactory. I wish to know whether the part
not covered by the agreement will be covered eventu-
ally. In fact, this part relating to stecl represented
some 44 7o of exports in 1976; you cennot limit
yourself to concluding agreements only with the large
undertakingB. All undertakings must be parties to the
agreement on the limitetion of steel seles in 197.
This problem is not only economic: it has rcpcrcus-
sions on the socid and employment sihration in our
Community. It is a problem of vital importance.
Mr Tomlineon. 
- 
I am sure that the honourable
Member will undentand when I say to him that the
contacts made with the Japanese have been fruitful
here and I hope that he will be prepared to wait and
see the outcome of these very wide-ranging contacts,
which we hope will come to a useful successful
conclusion.
Mr Ocborn. 
- 
lt/ill the President-in-Office bear in
mind that in our country the centre of the special
steel industry happens to be Sheffield and his reply
deals with the overall picture involving bulk steels.
Would he therefore take steps to ensure that both he
and the Commission bring together the smeller under-
takings, the special steel manufachfem, so that the
overall picture applies to both bulk and special steels ?
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) Heer, hear !
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
If I may iust be allowed a
personal obsewation, as a former Councillor for a
ward in the city of Sheffield, I am fully aware of the
importance that the honourable Member attaches to
the interests of that city.
(Loud laugbter)
May I say thag in addition to the extension into 1977
of the voluntary export restraint being exercised by
the maior Japanese steel producers, the Japanese have
given reassuring forecasts of the level of shipmens
from the smaller producers this year. I am sure that
the honourablc Mcmber will find some satichction in
that situation.
Prceidcnt. 
- 
I call Question No 25 by Mr Nyborg:
Vhen docs the Gouncil erpect Grcck membership of the
EBC to become a reelity ?
Mr Tomlingon, Prcsidett-in-fficc of tbc Council
- 
After a formal opening scssion on 27 luly 1976
and a meeting devoted mrinly to proceduril matters
on 19 October 1976, thc negotiations for thc scces-
sion of Greece to the C;ommunitics turncd to qucs-
tions of substance at e mceting et dcputy levcl on l0
Decembcr 1976. A further meeting was hcld on 3l
Jenuary 1977. ts regards thc timeteble for conducting
these ncgotiations, it wrs agreed on 19 Octobcr thet
one ministerial mecting would bc held every querter
and one meeting et dcputy lwel cvery month, on the
undentanding that the timetable could be spceded up
if need be. It was also agreed between the C,ommunity
and Greece that initially the verious meetingp should
concentrete mainly on drawing up a list of thc
existing problems and positions, so os to have an
ovcrall view of the main aspccts of the negotietions.
Solutions would only be sought in e second phrsc of
the negotiations. The honourable Member will under-
stand that at this iuncture the Council is not in a posi-
tion to indicate the date of the entry into force of thc
Accession Treaty between the Communities and
Greece.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) !7hen Parliament debates ship-
ping, we also discuss what wili happen when the
Greek merchant flcet enters thc scene. Vhen we
debate agriculture, the ciconomy, etc, we elso ask
when Greece will come into the picture. I must unfor-
tunately state that I know as much now as I did before
the reply to my question. It is all very well to say that
the Council cannot give any dete, but it would greatly
help us in our deliberations if we could know whether
it was a question of five, l0 or 15 years.
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
The question thc honourablc
Member asks is when we expect Grcck membership
to be a reality and unfortr.rnately the negotiations have
only iust started. The situation is wgue. It is uncertein.
I have given this House as much information es I
possibly could on whet erc very complex and very
difficult negotietions. Thcrc is no easy answer iust
because the question happens to be very simplisticelly
phrased.
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
Is thc President-in-Officc rware
that in his speech yesterday the President of the
Commission appeared to be throwing e certain
amount of doubt on the time and the conditions of
the accession of Greece to the Community ? \fi[
there be a very clear stetemcnt to the Greek pcople of
the length of the acccssion period needed from their
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own point of view before they can actually expect to
be full members of the Community ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
Obviously I cannot speak for
the Greek Government, but I think it would be oppor-
nrne if I reminded this House of what the President-
in-Office said when he attended this Parliament last
month. .In his speech to Parliament he emphasized
the strong political importance that the Council
attached to the whole question of Greek membership.
And I do not think I could do anything better than
re-emphasize the words of the President-in-Office last
month.
Mr Legorcc. 
- 
(k) Mr President-in-Office, I would
have liked to ask the same question concerning
Spanish membership of the Community, but after the
reply which you have given to Mr Nyborg, I think
that you would consider this question at the very least
Premature.
Lotd Bcthcll. 
- 
!7ill the President-in-Office under-
take to come before this Parliament in the future to
give an interim report on the progress of negotiations
about Greek entry ? Those of us who are particularly
interested in this problem find it very difficult to
discuss it with our Greek colleagres when we have
very little information about how the discussions are
going, what derogations are being asked for on the
Greek side and what the general timetable is in discus-
sions between the Council and the Greek Govem-
ment.
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
The President-in-Office will ob-
viously come before this Parliament and answer any
questions that he is asked to the best of his ability.
That applies to this as to any other question. There
can be no doubt that we will try to glve the most forth-
coming reply possible to any question that we are
asked in this House.
Mr Dc Clercq. 
- 
(F)Does the Council not consider
that the generalized approach with regard to the enlar-
gement of the Community must be rejected, in view
of the different links which exist between the Commu-
nity and the countries concemed ?
Mr tomlin I think that that is a totally
different question and opening up far wider implica-
tions than the original question that was submitted. I
think it would have to be tabled separately for the
Council to give a considered answer to iL
President 
- 
I call Question No 26 by Lord Bethell.
Vill there be a meeting of the Crcuncil of Envircnment
Ministers before the end of June 1977 ?
Mr Tomlin son, Presidcnt-in-dfficc of tbe Council,
- 
It is intended to hold a meeting of 
.the Council of
Environment Ministers before the end of )une 1977
and work is proceeding with this end in view.
Lord Bcthcll. 
- 
The House will very much
welcome that news. However, I hopc we will be
forgiven a certain amount of scepticism due to the
fact thag atound this time last year, we were also prom-
ised by the President-in-Office of the Council that
there would be a meeting of the Environment Council
in the first six months ol 1976.
This meeting did not take place, with the result that
there is a very large backlog of proposals up for consid-
ention.
Vill the President-in-Office undertake to give special
attention to this backlog of proposals which are yet to
be seriously considered and legislated upon ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
I would be the last person to try
to dissuade anybody in a parliament from having a
healthy degree of scepticism. SThat I have said is that
it is the intention of the Council to hold a meeting,
but of course I must say that there is no point in
holding a meeting of the Council of Ministers unless
there is something worthwhile to discuss or some-
thing ready for adoption. I7e hope that that will be
the case; it is our intention to try to hold a meeting
of the Council of Environment Ministen before the
end of June 1977.
Mr Johnston. 
- 
!7ould the President-in-Office
agree that the problem of saving Venice is a very good
example of something which requires urgent Euro-
pean initiative ? May I ask whether he knows whether
thqt item is on the agenda ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
As this House knows, the
Council will respond to proposals from the Commis-
sion and I am personally not aware of any proposal
from the Commission on that subject, important as it
is.
Mr Jehn. 
- 
(D) This weelc the Commission has
announced its programme for the current year. I
should like to ask the representetive of the Council
whether the Council will waste no time in passing
this programme, which will be submitted to us in thi
next few days and which it is to be hoped Parliament
will be able to accepq and whether the Environment
Ministers will place this programme, containing as it
does specific proposals for health protection,
consumer protection, etc, .ls the first item on the
agenda.
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
Obviously I have read the speech
which the President of the Commission delivered to
this Parliament yesterday. It will obviously receive the
important consideration that it merits at all levels
within the Communiry but I cannot at the moment
see that it has any major ramifications which could
fustify the immediate convening of a meeting of the
Council of Environment Ministers.
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Prcsident. 
- 
I calt Question No 27 by Mr Osbom:
Vhat urgent action does the Council intend to take o
implement the energy and fuel oil recommendations of
th; OECD on 27 Jarlt*y 1977, in coniunction with
OECD member countries and within the Europcan
Economic Community ?
Mr Tomlinson, Presidcnt'in'ffice of the Council.
I should like first to draw the honourable
Member's attention to the fact thag while the Commu-
nity maintains a very close relationship with the
OECp, it is not a member of that organization and in
these circumstances is not called upon the implement
its recommendations. The document to which the
honourable Member refers, and which I presume is
the OECD report on the world energy outlook, will of
course suppliment the background material 
- 
at the
disposal oi the relevant Community bodies and will, I
feei sure, be of value to the Community in its discus-
sions on energy questions.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
The President-in-Office must be
aware that the message from that survey is that oil and
natural gas will at best be expensive and at worst
scarce by the turn of the century and that recent exPe-
rience in the United States of America provides a
vivid example of the dangers. This report underlines
the views ixpressed by Mr Brunner in the excellent
debate on the Giraud and Guldberg rePorts stressing
the need for pricing energy at world market levels,
transportation 
- 
efficiincy, energy conservation and
alternative supplies. Is there not a need for the Heads
of State of the Nine, the Intemational Energy Agency
as well as OECD member countries to take concerted
action ? This is not to deny the fact there is a need for
the Heads of State and Energy Ministers of the
Community to look at these problems and propose
action that will prevent us being cold in the next
generation.
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
The Council recognizes that
energy conserYation is of great importance.- By its reso-
lution of 17 December 1974 it adopted the obiective
for the Community as a whole of reducing the growth
rate of energy consumPtion by l5 olo in 1985
compared with the 1973 forecast for that year.
Mr President, speaking as a United Kingdom minister,
I serve on a committee established by the government
where we have a minister from each department of
state meeting together on a regular basis to consider
the whole question and I am sure similar action is
being taken by other Member States to fulfil the deci'
sionly resoluiion of the Council of Ministers of 1974'
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
Does the President-in'Office agree
that" if we are to develop the predominantly UK
resources of oil and coal, the most important Problem
to be faced is not so much the minimum floor price
as the enormous investment requirements which can
only be met on a European basis ? And will he ensure
that the British Government and all other Sovern'
ments take that question into account ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
I obviously note thq interesting
observation that the honourable Member has to make'
Quite clearly Member States and the Council take all
factors into'account in this highly complex problem
of energy and the need for energy conservation'
Mr Normanton. 
- 
Vould the President-in-Office
not agree that there is an increasing sense of.disillu-
sionnrent with the effectiveness and appropriateness
of the Intemational Energy Ag.n.y ? ITould he not
agree also that it is high time that Europe itself had its
own powerful, effective and constructive organization
in thi form of an energy agency ? And what action or
what view is the Council taking on this burning
issue ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
That question in no way arises in
connection with the question on the order paper but,
if I were to enter into the realms of other questions
and answer it, my inclination would be to say that I in
no way agree wiih the comments that the honourable
Member has made to this House.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 28 by Mr Dykes:
!7hat progress has the Council of Finance Ministers
made in Jstablishing the contribution the Community
can make to greater exchange rate stability ?
Mr Tomlineon, President'in'Office of the Council'
- 
As you know, in 1972 a Communiry exchange
system was created which limited fluctuations in
iommunity currencies in relation to each other' This
system was not able to withstand the numerous mone-
tary crises and certain Member States decided to let
thiir currencies float freely. Other Member States,
however, have maintained close exchange rates
berween their currencies. Recently' new suSSestions
have been made to the Council designed to bring
closer together the policies of the Member States with
regard tJexchange iates. These measures are currently
be'ing studied by the Council, which can be relied on
to riake every'effort to ensure Sreater stability in
exchange ratei, both between the currencies of the
Membei States and on a world-wide basis'
Mr Dykes. 
- 
If, as the President-in-Office was infer'
ring, we may possibly 
- 
and this is iust a.hope rather
tha-n the ptodu.t of evidence 
- 
be entering a period
of greatei convergence 
- 
which is certainly feasible
- 
and therefore of more stable and calmer culrency
conditions, would he hope that those tentative ProPo-
sals might now lead, over the next year or.so' to the
reconstirction of the snake system 
- 
perhaps on a
different basis 
- 
with the three missing Member
States coming back in, particularly France, and also
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vith some reasonably stable relationship to the dollar
and the yen ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
The Council is currently studying
ideas on exchange rates which arose from the initia-
tive of Mr Disenberg, the Netherlands Pinance
Minister. These proposals which wcre put forward in
July last year, are suggestions centred on the creation
of a framework for cooperation and coordination of
the exchange rate policies of all Mcmber States and
the concept of target zoncs. Thes considerations are
proceeding and, I believe, will prove to be very benefi-
cial to dl concerned.
Sir Brandon Rhys \Fillirms. 
- 
May I say how
encouraged we are by the Minister's reply ? Does he
realize what a tonic it would be for the revival of
employment and confidence in investment, if we
could achieve a realistic monetary agreement for
\Festern Europe as a whole, such as that proposed by
Mr Duisenber& not one setting targets like reioining
the snake, which are difficult to attain, but one este-
blishing civilized rules for mansgement of a multi-
curency system for the Community and non-member
States with linked economies alike, which can bc
widely accepted and put into practicd effect forth-
with ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
I take note of what the honour-
able Member has said. Obviously all these points form
part of the consideration of the proposals put forward
by Mr Duisenberg.
President 
- 
Ve now turn to the questions
addressed to the Confercnce of Foreign Ministen. The
President-in-Office is requested to reply to these and
any supplementary questions.
I call Question No 29 by Mr Berkhouwer:
At the United Nations on 20 December 1976, five of the
nine Membcr Statcs yoted in frvour of r resolution
concemitrg Rhodesi., but Belgium, Frencc, the Pederel
Republic and the United Kingdom ebotrined. Vhy did
the Conference once agein hil in this crsc ? And to trke
another spccific case: Vhat ig the situetion as regards the
establishment of diplomatic relations between the
Member States of the Nine and Eambodia ?
Mr Tomlinson, President-in-fficc of tbe Confcrcnce,
- 
The presidency regrets that it is unable to reply to
the honourable gentleman's question, the fint part of
which concems a matter on which the Nine do not
have a common position and the second part of
which concems the individual policies of Member
States. In this connection, the Presidency woutd draw
the honourable gentleman's attention o the condi-
tions goveming replies to questions on political coop-
eration matte$ which sere sct out in Mr Thom's
letter of l0 May 1976 to the President of parliament.
Sir Gcoffrey dc Frcias. 
- 
Vithout in any way
expecting that the Nine can have agreement on dl
mattes at the Unircd.Nationq crn the Prcsident-in-
Office give us sotne encouragemcnt ebout the degec
of consultation that there is in fact between the dclcgr-
tions at the United Nations 7
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
f6, I can give this Housc abco-
lute assurance on the degree of consultation and coop-
eration that does Ake place.
Mr Johncton. 
- 
Could the President-in-Officc indi-
cate whcther the Council hes yet had any discussions
with the new American Administration concerning
policy in Rhodesia and Southem Africa genently, in
view of the great importance of coordinating lTestcm
policy in this area ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
As this House will appreciate
there are regular contacts between member netions
and the new American Administration. As for the
C,ouncil, as such, I am not in a position to give eny
assurancc that they have taken place.
Mr Spiccn 
- 
The Presidcnt-in-Office will no doubt
have read of the reccnt honifying massecrc of scven
missionaries in Rhodesia. Csn he givc an underteking
that this Community will on no eccount enter into
negotiations with any country for any essociation
agreement with the Community which is prepared to
harbour, succour, aid and assist the brutal people vho
are involved in murders of this typc ?
(Cria of 'Hcar, bcar !)
Mr Tomlinron. 
- 
IThilc cverybody in this Housc,
as in the Council, akes thesc r€ports most scriously
and is shocked and honified by their content, I must
say to the honourable gentleman that that perticuhr
question does not arise in this particular crse. But I
am grateful to him for raising it so thet this Housc hrs
the opportunity of salng here how shocted end horri-
ficd it is by the reports thrt are circulating.
Mr Molloy. 
- 
May I ask the President of the
Council whether he does not agrce that there mey bc
far worse to come than the terrible, honifying thinp
that Mr Spicer has related, unless this Community rnt
the United States as well as Grcst Briain try to gct to
gnps with the real problem ; thot it is quitc uscless to
try and negotiate eny mor€ with Mr Ian Smith, who
has cheated all elong thc linc, end that thc fact of thc
mattcr is that it would be quirc wrong and disgraceful
for us in this House to crprcas our gcnuinJ shamc
and honor, as outlined by Mr Spicer, knowing that if
we ele not going to condcmn Smith end C;o, thcre
will be fu more honifying thinp to comc ?
(Illixed redctions)
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Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
As I said in reply to the earlier
question, obviously this does not arise from the ques-
tion under consideration in this House, but I think it
is, perhaps appropriate that Members have expressed
their horror and condemnation here of events which
can have serious repercussions for world peace.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 30 by Mr Spicer:
Vhat policy approach does the Conference oI Foreign
Ministers have in relation to the problem of Cyprus ?
Mr Tomlinson, Presidcnt-in'1ffice of tbe Confercnce.
- 
The Nine believe that the intercommunal talks
held under the auspices of Dr Valdheim offer the
best means of achieving a peaceful and negotiated
settlement to the Cyprus problem. The governments
of the Nine will continue to work hard towards an
early resumption of the intercommunal talks and to
keep in close touch for this purpose with other inte-
rested governments. The Nine hope that the personal
meeting between President Makarios and Mr Denk-
tash on 27 January will help the two communities in
Cyprus to overcome present difficulties and will lead
to this early resumption.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
May I turn to one specific, rather small
matter, but one of some importance ? The President-
in-Office will no doubt be aware that the Bureau of
the Council of Europe overwhelmingly agreed that
they did not wish the President and the Clerk of the
House of Representatives of Cyprus to be invited to
the opening of the new building and that that deci-
sion was subsequently ovemrled by the Committee of
Ministers. I(ithin that Committee of Ministers the
nine representatives of this Community played a
major part in ovemrling the wishes of the Bureau.
Could he give us any explanation as to why the clear
wishes of the Bureau, which made sense in the
context of that opening and the difficult problems
associated with Cyprus at that time, should have been
overruled by the Committee of Ministers ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
Mr President, I obviously note
what the Honourable Member has to san but that is a
question that really must be pursued with the
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe. It is
not an appropriate question to answer here in this
Parliament in the context of political cooPeration.
Sir Derek \ffalker-Smith. 
- 
The President-in'Of-
fice referred to action taken by the govemmens of
the nine Member States, and this is of course very
welcome ; but would he also confirm that he is in
close and continuinS contact with the Commission in
order to ensure that the maximum of economic incen-
tive and persuasion can be brought to bear in this
matter so that the parties come to a reasonable accom-
modation for the future long-term well-being of all
the people of Cyprus.
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
Obviously the Nine, as I have
already said, have a special interest in a political settle-
ment in Cyprus, which is an associate member of the
EEC, and they have made clear their readiness to
help. In expressing this readiness to help, there is obvi-
ously close contact between the Council and the
Commission, as the honourable gentleman has asked
me to confirm.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) Is the question of Cyprus due to
come up in any way for discussion during the current
negotiations with one of the parties involved in the
conflicg namely Greece, on the accession of that
country to the Community.
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
No. It is not on the agenda in
relation to Greek accession negotiations.
President. I call Question No 3l by Mr
Hamilton:
Is the Conference satisfied with the way in which signato-
ries to the European Anti-terrorism Convention ere
observing its terms; has the Conference noted the almost
universal condemnation of the release of Abu Daoud by
the French Authorities and does the Conference not
agree that this was a blatant contravention of the Convcn-
tion ?
Mr Tomlinson, President'in'0ffice of tbe Confercnce,
- 
The Presidency regrets that it is unable to rePly to
the honourable gentleman's question, the first part of
which concerns matters arising outside the framework
of political cooperation and the second part of which
concems the individual policy of a Member State. ln
this connection the Presidency would draw the honou-
rable gentleman's attention to the limitations on
answering questions on political cooPeration matterc
which were set out in Mr Thorn's letter of l0 May to
the President of the Parliament.
Mr Hemilton. 
- 
Is the President'in-Olfice aware
that I regard that answer as extremely equivocat and
unsatisfactory ? Does he not agree that unless all
Member States strictly observe both the letter and the
spirit of the terms of the Convention, then it will fail
in its purpose, and will he further agree that there
must be a fearless determination by all Member States
to combat international terrorism and that squalid
national commercial considerations should not be
altowed to override that consideration ? Surely the
President-in-Office can give some kind of assurance
on the principles that I have sought to assert ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
In view of the answer that I have
given it would be improper for me even in a personal
capacity io comment on the substance of the ques-
tion.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) In view of the answers given by
the representstive of the Conference of Foreign Minis-
ters, which dealt partly with questions of external
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policy and partly with EEC matters, does not the
representative of the Council in fact consider that it is
time that the right to ask questions on this matter was
reviewed ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
I suggest that that is a matter
pertaining fer more to the business of this House than
to the political cooperation machinery.
Prcsident. 
- 
I would point out to Mr Patifn that
during the working lunch which the four Presidents
will soon be having, we shall discuss this question and
the way in which we must cooperate.
Lord Rcoy. 
- 
Could the President-in-Office of the
Conference say what propgress has been made on the
study of this problem of terrorism, what the Member
States can do to combat it, and what progress is being
made at Community level, bearing in mind that
France, when declining to ratify the European Conven-
tion on. the Repression of Terrorism which was
recently signed in Strasbourg by 17 nations, geve :rs
her grounds for doing so the fact that she wishes to
await an agreement at Community level ?
Mr Tomlinson. 
- 
Yes, the question of terrorism is
not one for the Community and I have nothing at this
stage to add to what I have already said.
Mr Molloy. 
- 
May I put it to the President-in-Office
with regard to political cooperation that, whilst I can
understand his answers d propos terrorism and all that
flows fiom it and what an evil and terrible thing it is,
nevertheless when we examine what has given birth to
terrorism it has sometimes been unlawful and terro-
ristic action by a nation State ? Perhaps this is one of
the thing;s that might be considered when the Presi-
dent-in-Office' is considering the reply that you, Mr
President, Save a moment ago on a re-examination of
all forms of political cooperation.
President. 
- 
Question No 32 by Lord St Oswald is
postponed to the next part-session.
Question Time is closed. I thank Mr Tomlinson for
his statements.
3, Cbange in agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coust6 on a point or order.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
@ Mr President, with your permis-
sion we might now consider the question put down
by my Group on the North-South Dialogue. If my
information is correct, the Council and Commission
would be prepared to take paft in this debate now.
I should therefore be very gmteful, Mr President, if
you would. consult Parliament on this proposal.
Presidcnt 
- 
This puts me in a difficult position.
On the one hand, I am informed that Mr Gundelach,
who attended a meeting of the Council of Ministers
until 5 o'clock this morning, has not yet managed to
8et here, so that we cannot now begin the fishery
debate, and that the Commission would like to see the
next items on the agenda dealt with.
On the other hand, Mr Kofoed, who has come
specially from Denmark to attend this debate, must
leave by 3 p.m. L*tly, the situation is further compli-
cated by the fact that our agenda provides for a joint
debate on the report by Mr Kofoed, which concems
the Commission, and an oral question by the Socialist
Group to the Council.
I call Mr Fellermaier to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
Mr Fellcrmsier. 
- 
(D) W President, ladies and
gentlemen, I think it is not worth our holding a
debate on the problem which was given pride of place
by the news agencies this moming unless the
Commissioner who represented the Commission on
the matter in the Council's all-night sitting can take
part in the debate in this House. Ve cannot hold
separate debates with two institutions, since the very
reason we decided to have a ioint debate was that both
the Council and the Commission could be present. I
would therefore propose that the debate be t€mpor-
arily postponed and that the ioint items Dcr,. 543176
and Doc. 474176 should not be dealt with until the
Commissioner responsible for agriculture and fisheries
is presenl so that he can first hear the Group state-
ments and then contribute to the debate whenever
necessary, on the basis of his specialist knowledge.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
($ Hear, hear !
President 
- 
I call Mr Vandewiele to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Vendewielc. 
- 
(NL)MI Presideng I feel that on
behalf of my Group I can support Mr Fellermaier's
proposal. It seems to me that we cannot possibly split
the debate and address ourselves to the Council while
we are expecting major statements by the competent
C,ommissioner. I appeal to Mr Kofoed, since we also
need him in this important debate, and I hope that he
can arrange to attend this afternoon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) In principle, I agree with what
Mr Fellermaier said. It is imperative that the Commis-
sioner responsible for fishery questions should be
present during our debate. I would propos€ to you, Mr
President, that we nevertheless start the fishery debate
as soon as possible. As you may be aware, we have an
election campaign in Denmark, and at least some of
us are most keen to g€t home todey. Lastln may I be
allowed to make a final comment and say that we are
somewhat disappointed at the very limited speaking
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time : we have travelled 2 000 km to be allowed to
speak for 4 minutes.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Spicer.
Mr Spiccr. 
- 
Mr President, we certainly would give
the fullest support to what Mr Fellermaier said. To
have any discussion on fishing today, without the
Commissioner being here, would in our view be quite
pointless.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Shaw.
Mr Shew. 
- 
Mr President, a point does arise on'this
mattel and it is not about the wisdom of the proposal
by Mr Fellermaier, but the fact of suddenly bringing
forward other business and people who are exPecting
to speak on that business not actually being present
here. I do feel that, at the very least, there should be a
short pause in our proceedingB to allow news of the
change of business to circulate around the building so
that the people involved in the next item have a
chance of coming to the hemicycle.
President. 
- 
I call Mr McDonald.
Mr McDoncld. 
- 
Mr President, I would hope that
certainly it would it would be possible to take this
important fisheries debate today, but can the Commis-
sion give us an indication of what time the Agricul-
tural Commissioner is expected ? Perhaps it would
even be possible to start earlier than envisaged after
lunch, so as to facilitate matters for Mr Kofoed and
other people who want to get away this afternoon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jenkins.
Mr Jenkins, President of tbc Commission 
- 
Mr Pres-
ident, it is a matter of regret that Mr Gundelach
cannot be present this morning, but I am sure it is
fully undentood by the Parliament that it is impos-
sible for him to be here. \7hat I am informed of is
that he would be ready to ParticiPate in the debate
from 3 o'clock sharp this aftemoon, but that he
cannot guarantee to be here before then.
If would, I suppose, be possible, though not very satis-
factor], for part of the debate to take place in his
absence, and for him then to endeavour to rePly to it.
But that is far from an ideal solution, and I hope, if it
were possible, so to rearrange the business, that the
debate could begin with Mr Gundelach present at 3
o'clock. I can assure the House that he will then be in
a position, in responding to the debate, to give a full
report of what hapened on the relevant matters at the
Council yesterday and during the night.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kofoed.
Mr Kofoed, raPPortear. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I
think that we should take account of the fact that the
Commissioner is delayed. I think it is very imPortant
that this debate should be attended by the Person
responsible for fishery questions.
I should like to ask the President if it is possible to
help us somehow. I shall be available here if I can
manage to find a plane to Copenhagen during the
night- Provided I can be in Copenhaben by 9 o'clock
tomorrow morning, I can stay here as long as neces-
sary. I think that we Danes have a duty to take part in
this debate, and I regret that the Danish Government
is not more favourably disposed towards the work of
Parliament, and I hope that in return Parliament will
help us so that we can 8et home during the night.
(La.ugbter)
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, firstly I think
that we are unanimous in wishing to delay the start of
this debate until the competent Commissioner has
arrived. Therefore the fishery debate cannot take place
before 3 p.m.
Secondly, if it goes without saying that we must not
waste our time, I think that Mr Shaw is also right in
saying that the Members who wish to take part in the
next debate must have a chance to be warned of the
change in the agenda.
This being so, I propose that we deal with the ques-
tion on the North-South Dialogue after a short break,
during which we can get everyone together.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
The proceedingp will now be suspended for five
minutes.
The House will rise.
(Ttte sitting was suspendcd 4t 11.10 a.m. and resumed
at 11.25 a,m)
IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOI'J!7ER
Vice'President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
4. Oral qilestion witb debate: Nortb'South Dialogue
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 540176), put by Mr Coust6 on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democtats to the
Council, on the North-South Dialogue:
In its communiqu6 on the North-South Dialogue, the
Europcan Council states: The Community, for its part, is
rcady to make a positive contribution insofar as it is able'.
Can the Council give details of the nature of its contribu'
tion and the steps it intends taking to ensure the success
of the Confercnce ?
I call Mr Coust6.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) W President, it is a very straiSht-
forward question I have asked, inspired by a feeling of
concern which is not simply economic but also polit-
ical. !7e all know that" in view of the situation in the
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industrialized and developing nations, and also
because of the election of a new administration in the
United States, the Conference on International
Economic Cooperation was adjourned. This adjourn-
ment should not be regarded as the Conference's
death-knell. Both sides must use this breathing space
to take a calmer look at matters and to prepare the
compromise solutions which are needed for the new
international economic order we are seeking.
!fle are well aware that the Conference has to be
concluded in the first half of l977.Br* we also know
- 
and this is what worries me 
- 
that it is vital for
the industrialized nations to hold their summit
meetinS before then, unless the Council informs us of
some change in the time-table. However, from what
we hear from America and from the President of
France 
- 
especially from his talks in Tiyadh a few
days ago 
- 
it is clear that it is unlikely the industrial-
ized nations can get together before May, probably in
London. It has even been said 
- 
and I see that one or
two Members are confirming this 
- 
that the summit
may not be held until June. It follows that if we want
this Conference to be a success we are going to have a
rather tight schedule. This is the first point I wanted
to make, and I hope that the Council will be able to
confirm or deny what I have said about the timetable.
In economic and political matters the timetable, the
outward form, affects the substance.
I have one or two other points to make. In my
opinion, the market in raw materials, which is of
fundamental 
-interest to the developing countries,
should be organized on the basis of agreements for
individual products, and these agreements would be
based on stocks financed jointly by producers and
consumers. !7e should even aim 
- 
and this is what I
am getting at 
- 
at a decentralized administration of
the agreements, so that they are all backed by proper
financial coordination. Since the Community speaks
with a single voice at the Conference, it ought to
outline clearly the concept envisaged by the French
government: decentralized administration hand in
hand with financial coordination would imply the
creation of a central fund financed by the surplus
resources of the individual product funds and, if need
be,.by contributions from intemational bodies or even
direct appeals for capital.
Furthermore and this is another point with regard to
the organization of the raw material market 
- 
there
ought to be a guarantee policy for the investments of
the rich nations, so that the developing countries not
only see an increase in production in important
sectors, but also a diversification of production. The
weakness of many developing countries lies precisely
in the fact that their economy practically relies on iust
one or two products and is therefore particularly
wlnerable. In spite of the Lom6 Convention and the
STABEX scheme covering a number of products, this
vulnerability is still of primary concern to the deve-
loping countries.
Lastly, and on the same subject, I feel it would be
advisable 
- 
and I believe that this proposal from our
Group will gain the support of the House 
- 
if, in the
case of certain products and certain developing coun-
tries, we examined a system to stabilize export earn-
ings which covered more countries than the STABEX
scheme and a wider range of products than the Lom6
Convention. I hope the Council will adopt this
concrete proposal.
Let me now go on to the second and very delicate
problem of the increasing indebtedness of the derrc-
loping countries. I fell that we have to find a solution
to this, as it is now giving real cause for for cornem.
As any general solution writing off all debts is out of
the question, we really ought to look at the position of
each country in turn and work out a suitable solution
for each of them. In other words, a general solution is
not the answer, as this would only undermine confi-
dence; we have to work towards individual solutions,
country by country, based on the actual situation of
both the debtors and the creditors.
In addition, we ought to reaffirm unambiguously and
formally 
- 
and the European Council 
- 
leaning this
way in its viec,s on the North-South dialogue 
- 
that
Sovemment aid from the rich countries should equal
0.7 o/o ol their gross national product. This is what the
developing countries are asking for.
Finally, and this is the third point I wish to make
with regard to the content of the negotiations, we
must reject the concept of a generalized system of
index-linking. As far as intemational economic fela-
tions are concerned, I feel this is an absurd and unrea-
listic idea.
I7e know that such a general system would lead us
onto shaky ground right from the start, since each
individual case should involve exceptions. At the same
time, however, we would be undertaking, in the case
of individual product agreements, to review prices
periodically in the light of various fluctuating factors.
STith a view, moreover, to protecting the financial
resources of the oil-exporting countries 
- 
I am
thinking particularly of Saudi Arabia and irc role, now
and in the future, in the North-South dialogue 
- 
it
would not be unreasonable for us to have a look at
financial and fiscal terms which would guarantee
them greater security.
Let me sum up briefly what I have said, Mr President.
!7ith regard to the from of the negotiations, I should
like an answer from the Council on the problem of
the timeteble; and as for the conteng I should like
some answen to the questions I have asked, whilc
reserving the right to speak again if need be.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Tomlinson.
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Mr Tomlinson, Prcsident-in-ffia of tbc Corncil 
-Mr Presideng I am very plascd that Mr Coust6 has put
this question to the Council. It allows me to trke
stock of the important question of the North-South
Dialogge and to bring up to date what my distin-
grishcd predecessor, Mr Brinkhorst, seid on 15
December lest year when delivering his report from
this platiorm on the Europcan Council Meeting at the
end of Novcmber. The hope erpressed by Mr Brink-
horst that the Europcrn Prdiament would give all
necessary attention to the prepamtion of the North-
South. Dialogre has thus been realizcd. Like you, I am
glad.
Since then, and because of the uncertainty at that
time, the ministerial session has been postponed by
common aSreement between the tvo sides. But'post-
poned' does not mean simply put off. The spirit in
which the insinrtions of the Community were invited
to continue their work was defined by the Buropean
Council. If I may quote:
The C.ommunity attochcs the grertest importence o thc
success oI the North-South Dialqpc and is prepared to
mrke as positivc o contribution as it cen to thc crtcnt
thrt developments in its own economy pcrmil
This conclusion has been, end will remain, the basis
for our approach and for our determination. Some
problems of procedure, the timetable and preparetion
of the ministerial session, and some questions of
substance, such as the finalization of the position of
the Community and the industrialized countries, will
heve to be resolved as a prelude to the resumption of
work.
In this connection, Mr President, I should like to
make two remarks. Pirst of all it goes without salng
thag if the ministerial session is to be successful there
must bc a real prospect of progress on the matters of
substance. This meens that the Community and its
partnen in the Group of Eight will have to be
prepared to make a certain effort. It also means that
we expect the same from our friends in the Group of
Nineteen. The views which can be expressed at this
stage, regarding the resumption of the dialogne must
however necessarily be of a preliminary nature and
will need to be somewhat flexible. There are still a
number of uncertain factors including the following:
firstly the position of the new United States' adminis-
tration, which must have time to re-examine the situa-
tion ; secondly, the views of the Group of Nineteen
which we shall also have to take into account; thindln
the development in the international situation since
this matter was reported to the Parliament last
December.
Mr President, that dete of the next ministerial session
will of course be fixed by aSrecmnt between those
taking part. In our view, an appropriate time to hold
the ministerial conference might bc around the end of
April or the beginning of May. !7e consider that such
a date would take into account the probablc wish of
didogue while leaving the new Unircd Stetcs'rdminis-
tntion srrfficient time to study the mottcr'\[e think
that all those trking part in the conference will under-
sand that our American friends should bc dlowed
this period of time in the intcress of a successful
conclusion to the negotiations. Thic dete sould dro
make allowance for othcr international schcdules and,
in perticular, for thc European Couircil which is
planned for 25 March. But thc Community remrins
open on this question of thc datc.
Mr President, as regands the Community's pocition on
matterE of subtrnce, it is difficult for me to give you
any precise information et this st ge. \Pork is contin-
uing within the Community in parellel with the
consultations which are in progtess with thc Unitcd
States' authorities, with the new Japenese government
and with other members of the Group of Eight At
our meeting yesterday wc held detailcd discussions,
which the Council intends to finalize at iB mccting
on 8 Mrrch in preparation for the European Council
meeting of 25 Merch. In any case, the Parliament will
ccrtainly understand that a public debatc would scrr-
cely bc a suitable occasion for the discloeure of deteils
of thc negotiating position. I should likc to suggest
therefore, lvlr President, thet use be made, et thc aPPrc-
priate time, of the procedures agreed on betwcen thc
Buropean Parliament rnd the Council. The Prcsidcncy
of the Council is at the disposal of thc Buropean Perli-
ement to ptovide, it, by means of such procedureg
with all information that mey appear to be desirable.
Prccident. 
- 
I call Mr Lagorce to speak on bchalf of
thc Socialist Group.
Mr Lrgorce. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidcnt, ladics and
gentlemen, I wish to teke advantage of the opportu'
nity offered by Mr Coust6's question to widen thc
debarc a little and make one mo comments on thc
subiect of relations between the Ttrird Vorld and the
industrialized nations.
First of all, lct me sey that if the North-South
dialogue has been a failure so far, it is because the
deef are talking to the deaf. On the one side, you have
the small group of developcd nations whq having
$anted what they could no longer refuse 
- 
political
independence to their former colonies 
- 
then fccl
they are quits with them and salve thcir consicnces
futther with their aid policy for the developing
nations, although this is es far as they are willing to
go. On the other side, you heve the countries of the
South who are bitterly aware that, as ycers go by, therc
is a gowing discrepancy between their sandard of
living and that of the industrialized nations, and
realize thet their political independance goes hand in
hand with en economic dependence which is increas'
ingly resented, particularly when what they wcre
calling for was a new intemational economic order.
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The result is confrontation, and the South has been all
the more insistent and demanding since it has
managed to get together and present a joint approach
at the negotiating table 
- 
something which has not
been achieved by the developed nations, who have
been reduced to defending inch by inch, but without
any real .coordination, what advanages they still have.
Things will go on like this until there are radical
changes in the basis on which the North-South
dialogre got under way and on which the industrial-
ized nations still propose to continue. The most
helpful contribution the Community could make
would, I feel, be to influence the position of the indus-
trailized nations by making them realize that the ball
is now firmly in their courg that the age of aid in the
form of charity has come to an end, and that there
must be a new approach to relations between the rich
and the poor nations of the world. The proof of this
new approach, must be the establishment of new-style
relations in the sphere of economic cooperation
between the industrialized nations and the under-deve-
loped countries. The former unilateral approach
reflecting the dominance of the rich countries must
be replaced by a 'contractual' approach, based on a
systcm of reciprocal rights and duties between equal
partners. This ought to enable the developing coun-
tries, fintln to make themselves heard in the intema-
tional organizations, secondly, to supervise private or
public investments, and thirdly to escape from debs
which are a growing hindrance to their development
proiects. These are the Socialist Group's proposals.
The developing countries will not have complete
freedom af action if the problem of their debts
remains untackled. It therefore seems advisable to
write off the public debs in the case of those deve-
loping countries where the situation is desperate, or et
least agree to interest charges being deferred or even
waived completely. As for the developing countries
which are in a slightly better position, we could
possibly modify the terms of the debt so that they
could make free use of the resources from their
economic expansion. In this resp€ct, a special fund to
refinance the debt could perhaps be set up.
But although measures are an essential first step in
development, they are not enough. The needs of the
Third I7orld are immense, and the help which the
industrialized nations can provide must concentrate
above all on increased technical aid and on the intro-
duction of a compensatory system to allow the deve-
loping countries & smooth entry into the intemational
economic system. The Third Vorld's handicap is not
only financial, but also technological, since without
technological independence the diveloping countries
will never be able to launch a developmeni policy on
their own.
On the other hand, technological aid to the Third
!florld should be adapted to their needs, since the
technology we provide normally is geared to the needs
of the industrialized nations. In other words, it is
geared to world trade and is 6ften so sophisticated that
it creates few jobs.
Finally, we must not forget training, which has to be
carried out on the spot. The rich countries must tnin
instructors and then contribute, but only financially,
to the establishment of training programmes. The
implementation of this technology requires financial
resources. This is why conventional financial aid from
the developed nations with a market economy hes to
expand to the level recommended by the international
organizations 
- 
0J % of their gross national product.
Here, too, the Community must set an example sincc
so far only Sweden and the Netherlands have reached
this level.
V9 feel that there is perhaps a need for this principlc
to become a realiry and the Community's role is- to
have it accepted by the other developed nations who
are our pertncrs in the North-South dialogue. The
developed nations have now got their backs to the
wall 
- 
iust look at what OPEC has achieved 
- 
and
are faced with a simple choice : either we adopt a
policy of force or we negotiate. Ve Socialists befteve
that reason and the inescapable call of human solid-
arity must lead the rich nations to play a constructivc
part in a renewed North-South dialo5re.
The Community has a vital role to play here. It must
urge the other developed nations to work out I new
concept of growth which will lead to a society in
which the hopes for the improvement of the greetest
number will be fulfilled in justice and in peace.
Prceidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Jahn to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and genttemen,
on behalf of my Group I should like to say this. por
the past year, 19 developing countries and 14 indus-
trial countries have been talking about a redistribution
of the world's wealth. Since July last year, when thc
second round began, we have made little progress. In
effect, we are at a crisis point in the negotiations. The
industrial countries and the Third ITorld have so far
been unable to agree on either the agenda or on the
order of business for the work in committee. Thc 19
are demanding 
-the, stabilization of the purchasingpower of the developing countries' exports and i
reduction in the burden of their debts. And we, the
Nine, have agreed on a foint initiative with regard to a
central issue in the North-South dialogue 
- 
the dari-
loping countries' debts. fire European Communities'
proposal is that the debt burden of the less-favoured
countries should be eased on thc basis of case-by-case
negotiations, which must however be conducted in e
spirit of understanding.
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The developing countries, however, are demanding an
overall concepL and what, ladies and gentlemen, is it
that they want ? They want the prices of raw materials
to be linked to the increase in prices of industrial
goods 
- 
in other words indexing. According to the
Chancellor of the Federal Republic, Helmut Schmidt,
the economic consequences of giving in to this
demand would be quite disastrous. Secondly, they are
demanding that funds should be provided to create
stockpiles of the main raw materials with which to
prevent fluctuations in demand and the consequent
price changes. And thirdly, they are demanding the
generalized writing-off of the debts of the poorest
developing countries towards the industrial nations
and the convercion of the debts of the not-so-poor
developing countries to longer terms of up to 25
years.
This concerns 86 developing countries with total
debts of 151 thousand million, i.e. DM 365 thousand
million.
These are the demands, and here there are sharp differ-
ences between the two opposing worlds. In the
Committee on Development and Cooperation we
have had talks with Mr Cheysson on this question'
and our Group can in the main suPPort what he said.
He told the Committee 
- 
and I want to undeline a
few points 
- 
that as far as the North-South dialogue
was concerned we were at an important tuming point"
since hitherto we had only discussed the questions
and problems raised by the developing countries.
Up to now, therefore, we have had no concept of our
own. There are in fact, ladies and gentlemen, two
dominant themes. Firstly the question of raw mat-
erials, and secondly that of the flow of capital.
At the end of last year I toured a number of raw mate-
rial producing areas in South East Asia, Australia and
so on on behalf of my Group in order to get an idea
of the possibjlities, now that we in the European
Communities have taken some imPortant stePs
forward in relations with Canada. \Vith regard to raw
materials we should, for example, not talk only in
terms of compensation stocks, such as the developing
countries want, but also of supply guarantees, which
are of particudlar importance for the Community. S7e
must have these, because 70 to 80 % of our industry
is dependent on raw materials which come partly
from high-risk areas in the South. In discussions
about the transfer of funds we should also be quite
frank about the problems we ourselves have in our
national economies and in the Community, for it is
clear that our future economic recovery will be one of
the factors affecting the amount of financial aid avail-
able for the developing countries.
Mr Cheysson also raised the question of the extent to
which economic recovery depends on the developing
countries and can be influenced by them, and he
came to the conclusion that our economy can only be
revived by stimulating foreign trade, and that this
revival is indirectly linked to economic growth in the
developing countries. As my friend Mr Coust6 said,
that is of course only possible if not only we in
Europe, but also the United States, adopt a clear posi-
tion on this in line with our attitude. !7hile President
Carter wants to stimulate economic Srowth with the
help of domestic demand, we want to achieve the
same aim by different means.
All these questions 
- 
and I am very gtateful, Mr
Coust6, that you have raised this matter here today 
-
need to be developed in a general debate in this
House, for the next stage which is due in May calls for
a clear position on the part of Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cifarelli to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic GrouP.
Mr Ciferelli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, in considering this
matter we have to guard against embracing totally the
cause of the developing countries 
- 
v,,hs, according
to some, are always right in everything and who seem
to offer a cure for all our ills 
- 
or against siding with
the industrialized nations, including those of the
Community.
It is undoubtedly difficult to steer a middle course.
However, let us leave rhetoric aside and look at thingB
as they stand. First of all, let me say that I am content,
for the time being, with the answet given by Mr
Tomlinson to Mr Coust6's question. He said that he
anticipated contacts under the agreed procedure, 
- 
a
procedure by which Parliament can participate in
drawing up specific asPects of the position to be
adopted by the Nine. This procedure obviously has to
be tactful and flexible, as can be expected in the case
of such complex negotiations. And if Parliament is to
make its rightful contribution to this procedure, it is
clear that a contribution is also needed from the
Commission, which has always formulated worthwhile
solutions in this respect.
Secondly, it has become apParent during the debate
that two new political factors have to be taken into
consideration. The first is that the United States has a
new president and a new administration, which is set
on outlining its own position. The second is that there
is a new government in Japan. Anyone in politics
knows that the timetable of political activity is not
like a magistrate's court, where you have to be present
on a given day or else you lose a certain right And so,
looking at the matter in this light and on behalf of
my Group, I must say that we appreciate the Council
attitude, especially its desire to establish a ioint
approach befcire the European Council meeting sche-
duled for 25 March.
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A few minutes are obviously not enough to deal with
the present points of such a complex matter. I shouldjust like to say thag in spite of all the problems
created by unemploymeng fierce competition and
dumping from outside the Community, the Member
States should make a specid effort to fulfil the prom-
ises made at the United Nations with regard to the
0J o/o of the gross netional product to be devoted to
aid to developing countries.
Then we have to take a look at the massive debts of
these courttries. The figures quoted by Mr Jahn are
frightening. Vriting off these debts would obviously
be a severe setback to ettempts to establish any inter-
national agreement. But it is one thing to consider
what is needed, and another thing again to consider
individual situations and the balance of interests. If
you had a look at what was happening inside the
various countries and in their international relations,
you would realize that it is this aspect which is espe-
cially emphasized in order to achieve maximum accep-
tance of the situations which have arisen. May I point
out, Mr President that many of these debts have been
incurred by the developing countries in order to buy
arms, and a number of our countries arc to be blamcd
for equating advanced technology with weapons for
future wars. This is a very serious matter for both sides
and a cause of concerh for the future. But as far as this
state of affairs is concerned, I agtee with what has
been said in the House this moming 
- 
namely, that
the serious situations which have arisen have to be
considered individually, without any lecourse to
action of an absurd nature. Because it would be absurd
to write off all debts, and equally absurd to set up a
generalized system of index-linking. The practice in
many countries, including my own, of linking labour
costs to prices shows this tendency towards index-
linking, and it simply ignores the fluctuations 
-which can be upward as well as downward 
- 
in the
economy of the country concemed.
This is madness, since no one can ignore the ups and
downs of economic reality. \Vhat is needed is an
analysis of difficult situations in order to g€t at their
root causes. For example the old mcthod of incorpo-
rating periodic reviews in agreements on the prices of
the raw materials and foodstuffs 
- 
which, in deve-
loping countries, are often the sole product and there-
fore the basis of a single-product economy 
- 
may be
a valid proposal.
I should like to add a third comment to these fint
two, although of course the matter does not end here.
It is clear thai if we begin to examine thoroughly the
social, moral and economic problems of the deve-
loping countries, we have to think of them in political
terms. In the fine speech which the President of the
Commission, Mr Jenkins, delivered to the House
y€sterday, we heard that the economic development of
these countries could boost the economies of the
industrialized nations. This is a point which has to bc
considered not iust with eloquence 
- 
and in any caseI do not believe in eloquence but in political reality.
Politicians must stick to realiry or else they are either
not politicians or they are failing in their duty. But it
is precisely in relation to real usefulness that there can
be a benefit in developing standards of living, the
porcntial for consumption, and with it a shift in
balance.
Let me close, Mr Presidcnt, by sayng that wheil
labour coots in thcse countries rise 
- 
and this is
bound to happcn gadually 
- 
our industries will have
less to fear from dumping. lfhen wc have imple-
mentcd the projects, already eramincd innumcrable
times by the Commission, to establish somc of.oul
industries in these countries, where they will provide a
basis for further industrial dcvelopment, we shdl heve
laid the foundations for a genuine economic erchangc
between their economies and ours, which rc morc
advanced, complex and sophisticeted. It is this teng-
ible development of our relations with thcsc countrics
which are tuming into modern states which must bc
the principle bchind the correct policy for the funnr
of the Community.
!7e must takc an obiective look at the problemq andif I may make a small ioke at the expcnsc of my
French colleagrcs, we must look at them without
'mysteries' or 'mirages' 
- 
sans Mlstlrcs' et s*ns
'Illiragai Cbst trls impo*ant pour lbunit dc la
Communail(.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) Hear, hear t
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I cell Lord Rcay to spcek on bchalf of
the European Conscrvative Group.
Lod Rcey. 
- 
Mr Prcsideng likc Mr John I feel vcrygateful to Mr Coust6 for having nised this question
today, and the skillful and complete rcview which hc
gave of the maior points at issue in this qucstion has
relieved the rest of us from trying to follow him in
anphing like so comprchensive a manncr, cven if it
had been possible for rB within the limit of j
minutes. I think atso that thc full and serious m.nncrin which thc Presidcnt-in-Office of the Council
replicd to the question has done much to encourrgc
thooe of us who, like Mr C,oust6, wish to see thc
Community making a positive contribution in thc
context of the North-South Dialoguc and doing whrt
it cen to ensure the confcrence'g succcsE.
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I would agree with the President-in-Office of the
Council that we must allow time for the arrival to
power of the new United States administration to have
its effect and that they must be given an opportunity
fully to study the whole matter. Indeed, I think that
this event is perhaps an explanation why in recent
months there has not been as much progress as we
might have desired in the conduct of these negotia-
tions. However, notwithstanding that, there has been
deadlock, or at least very slow proSress indeed, in the
past in these negotiations and even when they are
resumed there cannot be any certainty on our part
that they are going to progress more rapidly. This
deadlock must be one of the reasons why the recent
proposal was made by Mr McNamara 
- 
and this is a
matter which, if I could have the attention of the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council, I would like him to
give his opinion on 
- 
that there should be an unoffi-
cial commission of high-ranking pe$ons under
perhaps 
- 
and the name was mentioned 
- 
the lead-
ership of Mr Brandt" which would act as a mediating
body to try and re-establish some degree of progress
in these negotiations. Now I wonder if this proposal,
which was quite widely reported and which received, I
think the express support of some industrialized coun-
tries, including, I think, Canada and, amonSst
Community countries, the Netherlands, is still a live
idea or whether it is an idea which was floated and is
now falling away. In particular, is he able to give us
any information on whether there is some support for
it from the developing countries themselves ?
ITith respect to the total situation, as it now is and as
it will be when these negotiations, as we all hope, are
resumed in full, I think Mr Jahn was absolutely and
completely right when he refferred to the importance
of the questions of raw materials. Basically, there must
be the grounds for a proper cooperation and agree-
ment between the developing countries and the indus-
trialized countries. On the one hand, we need their
raw materials and, as Mr Cifarelli pointed out, echoing
what the President of the Commission said in his
speech to us yesterday, the Community and the indus-
trialized countries as a whole can benefit from the
increased purchasing-power which the developing
countries will get as their economic development
proceeds. On their side, they need from us capital,
investment and higher technology. These facts remain
true whether or not these negotiations are proceeding
smoothly and successfully, and they must continue to
provide the basic grounds for a successful develop-
ment of them. For those reasons 
- 
if those reasons
alone 
- 
we must contunue to have optimism in the
final outcome of these negotiations, which are so
important because none of us could estimate what
might be the consequences of a break-down or inter-
ruption of relations between developed and deve-
loping countries, so interdependent have we now
become.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Molloy.
Mr Molloy. 
- 
Mr President, I am sure that all of us
in Parliament will be grateful to Mr Coust6 for putting
down this question, even if it only provides us with a
few minutes to underline how fundamental in impor-
tance this conference is going to be, not merely for
the people of this Community, but for all mankind. I
listened very intenly to the remarkable contribution
we had from the spokesman for the Liberal Group, Mr
Cifarelli, who unfornrnately always spoils his contribu-
tions by making them very well 
- 
he even criticizes
us as politicians 
- 
then, having done that, leaving the
House and not bothering to return to listen to any
points made by anyone else. I think that has got to be
said.
(Laugbter)
The vital thing, of course, about this conference, Mr
President, is that we have all understood, but do not
know how to resolve, one of the most frightful things
now afflicting mankind 
- 
namely, the fact that the
rich nations are Setting richer and the poorer nations
are gttting poorer. This is a very dangerous and explo-
sive situation, and what we have to try and do is,
somehow or other 
- 
and this has been said before
but we have got to keep saying it even ad nctuscam,
until we can make a reality of it 
- 
to see that the
immense knowledge and scientific and technological
power of the Vestem world can be transferred to the
poorer nations, and that in the meantime the aid we
are providing will be the basis for the future upon
which we can trade, so transforming the principle of
aid to one of trade. But time is running out and we
must realize that the march which I hope we are
going to undertake from this conference will be a
march towards the frontier of understanding, with real
facts to back up our appreciation of what is a really
Sruesome world situation.
Ve must try and dispel from our minds some of the
thoughts and motives which have generated action in
the pasl which were, quite frankly, based on the ques-
tion whether a poorer nation had some military stra-
tegic influence whereby it was rtorthwhile aiding.
Now that, I believe, is finished.
Ve have also got to be aware of the fact that very
often 
- 
this has certainly happened in recent years
- 
a poverty-stricken nation has suddenly discovered
- 
or maybe we have discovered for it 
- 
that it has
some remarkable resource likc oil or some other great
source of energy and therefore decides that for a few
moments in the span of history it has the whip hand
having suffered from poverty for generation aftet
genention, and is now going to accumulate for itself a
mountain of wealth with which it can grope forward
to achieve the same standards as the lfestern nations.
It ill behoves us in the Vest to critize others for doing
what we have done for generations. That, too, I believe
has got to be understood.
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I believe, Sir, that this conference will either add fuel
to a boiling cauldron of danger, or on the other hand
it may light the torch of hope and freedom and make
a contribution to world peace.
Before I sit down, I would like to ask the President-in-
Office if he would also answer this for me. He referred
to the date. He mentioned quite rightly, the tremen-
dous importance of the United States of America and,
to a lesser degree, that of Japan. He said that it would
be wise for us to allow the new Unircd States adminis-
tration time to assess the situation from what I hope
will be a new, more enlightened viewpoint than has
been held hitherto. I believe this is right and proper.
But I also believe that the President-in-Office ought
to tell us whether the Council will be in touch vith
the United States so that cohesion and cooperation
about the date is won among all the nations involved,
including the United States, and that there will be no
great argument about the &te of the beginning of this
conference.
May I conclude with these words, Mr President Ve
are about to embark on a great debate on behalf of
millions of people of very many nations. We all know
in our hearts that the ordinary people of all our coun-
tries wish with all their might and soul that the anwer
shall be success. There is a massive well of generosity
in the Vest. There is a desire in the poverty-stricken
countries to get closer to us in the knowledge that, if
they accept aid or generous tenns of trade, their indep-
endence will in no way be threatened.
I believe that we can, somehow or other, incoqporate
the aspirations of the- ordinary people on both sides
- 
those on the rich and those on the poor side 
-into our political endeavours. If we can do this, then
this conference will have made a massive contribu-
tion, not merely to this Community but indeed to all
mankind.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tomlinson.
Mr Tomlinson, Presidcnt-in-Office of tbe Coancil
- 
Mr Presideng can I once again thank Mr Coust6
for giving the Parliament the opportunity for having
this debate. I think it has been a most useful and well-
informed debate, even although it has been a very
short one, and we are grateful not only for his causing
the debate to be raised here but for the additional
information that he gsve to this House, information
that I will certainly convey to the Council, in his parti-
cular speech.
If I could iust deal with some of the particular
problems raised dfuring the debate Mr President. Can I
say to Mr Lagorce that I think it was perhaps appro-
priate that he did raise here the very broad question
about the objectives of the Nonh-South Dialogue. I
would just like to reply to him in the most broad
terms and to say that the objectives which he was qucs-
tioning could perhaps be stated in very wide terms,
such as the necessity of creating a harmonious and
durable relationship of mutually beneficial nature in
concert with all the other developed industrial
nations. lTithin that kind of concept of the North-
South Dialogtre we heve unlimited opportunity to
make progress which will satisfy particularly the
criteria of being mutually bcneficial.
Mr Jahn raised a very interesting number of dctailcd
points in his speech, but I particularly notc the
analysis of the problems. Of course he is absolutcly
right when he identifies the spccific problems of the
common fund of raw materials and the problem of
debu All these questions arc of courre not only at the
heart of the Noah-South Dialogre, but are also
central to the current deliberations that are tating
place in the Council of Ministers.
I am sorry Mr Cifarelli is not here with us at the
moment, but he made a very interesting speech. I
would of course like on behalf of the Council to
welcome what he said and to welcome his support for
the endeavours of the Council and their pr6€nt
modus opcraadi in tackling the detailed problems of
the North-South Dialogrc.
May I say to Lord Rean who raised the particular
problem of the proposition thet has been put forward
by Mr McNamara, that he will of course be aware of
the extremely reserved reaction by the co-chairmcn of
the Group of 19. In this light I am afraid I have to say
to him that I cannot, on behalf of the Council, go
further, and I ask him to note that reserved reaction at
this point.
Mr Molloy I think served us all well when in his
contribution he brought a very broad philosophical
view of the problems underlying the North-South
Dialog;ue, and I note what he said and I am sure that
this House is grateful to him for saying it In relation
to the date I would just remind him of what I said in
reply to Mr Coust6 at the beginning, and that is that
in the view of the Council, the appropriate time to
hold the ministerial conference would be about the
end of April or the beginning of May. Ve do think
that all thosc taking part in the conference vill under-
stand that ouf American friends should be allowed
this period of time in the interests of a successful
conclusion. This would also make allowances for a
number of other considerations. Ve have hopes that
the timetable for the ministerial conference at the end
of April and the beginning of May will be one which
is realized.
Mr Presidcnt, as I said at the beginning I believe this
has been a very useful debate, and that honourable
Members of this House will understand that a public
debate is scarcely the right place or the most suitable
occasion for the disclosure of a detailed negotiating
position. I have already suggested that use could be
made at appropriate time of the prgcedures which
have been agreed between the Parliiment and the
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Council. I undertake on behalf of the Council to
report on the details of this shorg well-informed
debate to my colleagues. In clonclusion, I would reit-
erate that the Presidency of the Council is at the
disposal of the European Parliament to provide it, by
the agreed procedures, with all the information that
may appear to be desirable.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Coust6.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(O Mr President, I feel that this
debate has been politically opportune.
Ve have been told, in facg that after yesterday's discus-
sions the Council intends to take a more thorough
look at the matter at its meeting on 8 March in prepa-
ration for the European Council meeting of 25 March.
I take this to mean 
- 
and I hope public opinion will
appreciate this 
- 
that the Community is now fully
aware that it has a single voice at the Conference on
International Economic Cooperation. Consequently, it
has a special responsibility, and this House intends to
keep a watchful eye on the Council.
In one or two Member States, however, there are
strong doubts about the ability of the Commission
and the Council to speak with one voice. I7e know
that there are considerable interests involved, and this
has been stressed by Mr Molloy, Mr Jahn and Lord
Reay.
I have one simple question to put to the Council ;
bearing in mind what has just been said and the
connection between the ministerial conference of the
North-South dialo3;ue and the summit meetings of
the industrialized nations, would it not be better if we
did not leave the developing countries 
- 
the Group
of 19 
- 
twiddling their thumbs and instead reached a
decision next month on a date in April or May for the
ministerial conference ?
Let me add that this would only be advisable if the
summit meeting of the industrialized nations could
also be held in May, so that there could be no argu-
ments about the tsro dates or about whether the
meeting of the industrialized nations might be some-
thing for the ministerial conference to fall back on.
Ve must adopt something of a parallel approach, to
avoid paving the way for a failure of the North-South
dialogtre, since we 
- 
the rich nations or even the
Community as such 
- 
are not the only ones taking
part. I7e must never forget the situations in which
this dialogue began. And it is precisely for this reason
- 
that we cannot forget the difficult situation in
which it began 
- 
that we shall be equally mindful of
the fact that the matter of the timetable must not have
any fundamental effect on the basic problems, i.e.
control of the prices of raw materials, financing and
the question of the developing countries' debts. All
this can be solved if the political resolve is there. This
is what I hope the Council will have.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
5. Oral question utitb dcbate:
Titanium dioxide at sea
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 542176), put by Mrs Squarcialupi, Mr
Veronesi, Mr Mascagni, Mr Masullo and Mr Pistillo to
the Council of the European Communities, on the
deferral of the directive on the discharge of titanium
dioxide at sea :
The adoption of the dircctive on the discharge of tita-
nium dioxide at sea has once more bcen defened by the
Crcuncil, which has drown up a working document for
further discussion.
l. Does not the Council feel that all delays in the adop-
tion of this directive seriously endanger the marine
environment ?
2. Does not the Council feel that giving the Member
States power to authorize the discharge of titanium
dioxide waste at sea may further aggravatc thc imbel-
ancc in production costs between lirms which have
installed or are preparing to install costly purification
plant rnd those which arc exempted from this rcquire-
ment by the authorization of their govemments ?
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcielupi. 
- 
(I) W President, about a year
ago, before I became a Member of this Parliamenl the
House approved a directive on the discharge of tita-
nium dioxide at sea. Although this directive was
adopted in January 1976,we are today faced unexpect-
edly with a breach of trust by the Council vh-d-ois
Parliament since the intention is now to leave deci-
sions relating to authorization to discharge titanium
oxide waste at sea to the individual Member States.
Some countries, such as Italy, are surrounded by
enclosed waters, while othen are surrounded by more
extensive seas which are considered to be better suited
to dispersion and more able to cope with pollution.
References in this context to large seas and small seas
remind me, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, of an
anaesthetist administering the anaesthetic according
to the patient's body weight.
Ve should not seek to anaesthetize our seas or our
economies ; we should not look for false and
temporary solutions to pollution; we should not look
for fleeting relief from pain or stopgap solutions to
serious problems such as unemployment. The
Community's duty is to find peffnanent solutions
which leave no room for national interests which 
-although perfectly legitimate 
- 
could provoke far
more serious disasters if left unchecked, and not only
for one nation, but for Europe and the entire world.
The plan adopted provided for a phased 95 7o reduc-
tion in polluting waste by 1985. In other words, allo
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wance was made for the time needed by the chemical
industries to make arrangements for purification treat-
ment. This plan has now been defened. In the mean-
time, however, the companies located along the Medi-
terranean coast which use titanium dioxide have
already installed the necessary 
- 
indeed indispens-
able 
- 
equipment in view of the degree of pollution
of that sea. The notorious red mud of Scarlino, which
mobilized the workers of the Montedison factory
concerned, the administrators of the 'communes' in
which they lived, as well as Italian and French fish-
ennen, has now been eliminated. But titanium
dioxide, which is obtained by means of a non-pol-
luting process using purification plants, costs 30 Yo
more. I7hat would happen now if the new basis for
discussion put forward by the Council were adopted
and the decision whether or not to make purification
plants compulsory were left to the individual Member
States in order to lower costs and prevent the closure
of factories which have had to bear the huge expendi-
ture involved and thus ceased to be competitive ?
lfhere in all this is the principle of fair competition
which should be the Community's trademark ? Vhere
is the principle of narrowing the gap berween rich
and poor, which is another flag waved so proudly by
the European Economic Community ?
The Council's veto of the directive therefore give rise
to very serious economic problems, problems of social
justice and ecological problems of incalculable impor-
tance, because if the fact that a dangerous degree of
pollution has been reached in non-tidal seas like the
Mediterranean is serious, there will be far worse
consequences when the Atlantic becomes polluted.
Since 85 o/o of European producers of titanium
dioxide dump their wastes into the Atlantic, we can
already see that it will not take decades before the
point of no-return is reached, for which future genera-
tions will be eternally grateful to the Council of Minis-
ters of the European Communities.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tomlinson.
Mr Tomlinson, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
Mr President, I can assure honourable Members
that the Council is well aware of the problem of
marine pollution. By way of example, I venture to
remind you that it agreed to the Community taking
part in the Paris Convention on the prevention of
marine pollution from land-based sources, which
applies to the North Sea and to part of the North
Atlantic. The Community appears as a signatory
among the States party to this Convention and
through the intermediary of the Commission is also a
member of the Interim Commission of the said
Convention.
The Community is also party in its own right to the
Barcelona Convention on the protection of the Medi-
terranean against pollution. The Council has, more-
over, adopted the directive on the reduction of pollu-
tion caused by certain dangerous substances in the
aquatic environment of the Community. This direc-
tive applies not only to inland surface water and
gound water in the Member States but also to terri-
torial waters and internal coastal waters. Ttre Council
has a proposal for a directive conceming the dumping
of wastes at sea under examination.
To tum more specifically to the proposal to which the
honourable Members are referring, the Council first
entered this proposal for a directive on its agenda at
its last meeting on environmental matters which took
place on 9 December 1976.
It held a general discussion on the various questions,
notably ecological and economic, which this directive
raises. Owing to the difficulties connected with the
proposal, it was unable to reach agreement at its first
meeting. However, because of the importance of the
issues at stake, particularly those referred to by thc
honourable Member, the Council recorded its resolve
to reach a decision and agreed that the proposal
should appear on the agenda for its next meeting on
the environment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fioret to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Fioret. 
- 
(I)Mr President, ladies and genttemen,
the question put by Mrs Squarcialupi and others,
whose misgivingp I fully share, involves, over and
above the immediate problem of the Council's
deferral of the directive on the discharge of titanium
dioxide at sea, a political problem conceming the-read-
iness to implement a Community environmental
protection policy, a readiness which I feel has not
been bolstered by the explanations we have iust heerd.
Today's debate concerns the discharging of tianium
dioxide, but there is little doubt 
- 
especially now that
the industrialized nations are searching for altemative
sources of energy 
- 
that we will shortly be dealing
with other polluting wastes, the regulations governing
the discharging of which could meet stiff oppocition
similar to that put forward by the Unitcd Kingdom,
aimed at safeguarding the interests of netionel
producers, thus creating a precedcnt whose
consequences cannot be foreseen.
It should be remembered that the Council committed
itself to the regulations goveming the wastes from the
production of titanium dioxidc es long ago es
Novembcr 1973 when it adopted the first Community
environmental programme. Ttris programme was
approved by Parliament on 13 January 1976, as Mrs
Squarcialupi has reminded us, and by the Economic
and Social Committee in Fcbruary 1976. Yet despite
this and despite e further requcst from the European
Parliament, forwarded in July 1976 to the Council, to
implement the directive without delan the Council
has so far failed to honour its commitment.
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At its meeting of 9 December 1976, as we have been
informed, the Council was unable to adopt the direc-
tive because of opposition from certain Member
States. It did, however, recognize its importance from
the ecological and the economic points of view and
implicity agreed that there was a risk of a rapid and
irreversible worsening of marine pollution; moreover,
it highlighted the distorting effects of a type of compe-
tition within the Community which would give
companies operating in countries free from anti-pollu-
tion regu.lations a considerable advantage at the
expense of those which do have such regulations.
Putting the problem in a nutshell, ladies and
gentlemen, the situation is thag firstly, the Council
undertook a commitment relating to ecological safe-
guards as early as 1973; secondly, that the Council
has recognized the urgency of the sinmtion end the
need for a directive on the discharge of titanium
dioxide; and, thirdly, that the Council has not been
able to adopt this directive on account of the veto of
certain Member States which seek to protect the inter-
ests of their national producers.
The sad lesson to be drawn, from this is that
whenever, in the field of environmental safeguards, we
discuss general documents or Programmes which are
over-ambitious and therefore impossible to imple'
ment, the Council is prepared to adoPt them, but
when it comes to adopting sound provisions which
would make the principles adopted binding upon
Member States, all sorts of exceptions are admissible
to tum the resolutions adopted by this Parliament into
dead letters.
The concept of'strong seas and weak seas' used to
reject a uniform set of rules for dl the waters of the
Community cannot, to my mind, be upheld because
even if conditions in the North Sea make it easier to
assimilate biodegradable efflueng the fact that it is not
' very deep and that it is partly enclosed, complicates
matterr, as persistent substances accumulate in the
mud of the seabed and can be absorbed by marine
flora and fauna.
As regards strong seas and weak seas, I should like to
remind Members that stringent regulations on the
discharge of wastes from the titanium dioxide industry
harr been in force in Japan for some years and that
similar regulations will bc introduced in the United
States this year.
No one, ladies and gentlemen, can maintain that the
oceans are weaker than the North Sea.
The fact is that this distinction between 'strong seas
and weak seas' is merely a coyer (or specific industrial
interests, and the effects of failure'to impose the same
set of regulations on all Member States perpetuates the
distorted pettern of competition between the C;ommu-
nity partners, constituting a dc facto 
- 
edven if not a
dc jurc 
- 
violation of one of the fundamentel princi-
ples of the Treaty of Rome.
On that notc, and while endoning for brevitlis sake
the comments made by Mrs Squercialupi, I rcserue thc
right to nise in another forum the problem which,
despite its urgency and seriousnes, the Council hilcd
to solve at its meeting of 9 December ldst, end I
would like to call upon Memben to urge their govern-
mcnts to adopt a more coherent rcsolve shown by this
House when it adopted the resolution on 13 January
t976.
Pr.csidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Cifarelli to spcak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Cifrrclli. 
- 
@ Mr President, we ene $ateful to
the members of the Communist Group for bringing
to our attention once again this problem on vhich
Padiament has previously had occesion to speak
openly thanks to e meticulous rcport prepared by a
mcmbcr of thc Group to which I belong; I am refer-
ring to Mr Premoli.
This is a very complex issue since ecologicel problcms
are here bound up with economic requirements. As
has already been pointed out, &mmunity lcgislation
must therefore be very carefully thought out in order
to ensure that the dichotomy inherent in the nationel
provisions does not distort competition and.thus boost
the competitive capacity of certsin industriel group et
thc expense of others.
The importance and delicacy of the issuc are also
reflected in the general economic situation, with its
continuing high unemployment and consequent diffi-
cultics for undertekingp to accept the extra costs
involved in combatting thc pollution they cause and
coping with the pmblem of the varying capacities of
sees to ab,sorb the wastes dumped in thcm. Mr Fiortt
has already mentioned the distinction between strong
seas and weak seas, i.e. between the Atlantic and the
Mediterranean. However, since the situation in the
Mediterranean is more serious, the measures adopted
to save the latter should be the more urgent.
Consequently, although I ioin the members of the
Communist Group in deploring the time the C,ouncil
is taking over this matter, I note the Prcsident-in-
Office's comments and hope that the extre time
requested will at least be used to take account of the
various implications of such a complex issue. In parti-
cular, solutions murt be found which will be cquitable
for the sector and the workers involved therein on the
one hand, and for those anxious, and rightly so, to
maintain an ecological belence on the other.
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The interest which public opinion in Italy, France and
Conica is showing in the pollution caused by tita-
nium dioxide, which in my own country has come to
be known as 'red mud', is iustified by the considerable
expansion of this highly polluting industry which will
double its production over the next decade, as every
tonne of finished pro&rct means ten tonnes of waste.
The full extent of the risk to the environment can be
appreciited by considering the highly toxic content of
this element which forms the basis of pains and
dyes: huge quantities of fish have disappeared from
the Ligurian Sea and the plankton which is indispens-
able to the survival, for example, of the famous blue-
fish has been destroyed. It is against this background
that the fundamental importance of the action taken
in France should be seen. In this context, I should
like to remind members of the action taken by the
doyen of the National Assembly, Mr Barel, to help the
Corsican fishermen whose incomes were drastically
reduced. Nevertheless, we should also consider the
other side of the matter, i.e. the laying off of hundreds
of workers at the Scarlino plant in the Maremma
region of Tuscany.
I7hat has been said today, Mr Tomlinson, justifies our
disappointment at every delay. Only a Community
directive can prevent the imbalances and distortions
which national legislation, all things considered, only
wosens. Community regrlations should be comple-
mented by practical measures such as 
- 
and most
important 
- 
systematic checks on dumping opera-
tions and continuous monitoring of the environment,
along with /authorizations to discharge waste issued
only by the authorities responsible. On the contrary,
the Council's aversion 
- 
I think I may call it that 
-to taking decisions, so far at least, compels us to put
up with a chaotic situation the dangers of which I
have pointed out,
The proposal for a directive on the whole seems well-
balanced and I cannot therefore understand why the
Council is taking so long to adept it. The directive
distinguishes intcr alia between new plants and those
which have been in operation for some time, and
naturally lays down more stringent regulations and
deadlines for the firsg i.e. the newer plants.
As far as I remember, it was estimated thag all in all,
it would take ten years to restore its natural colour to
such a polluted sea. As thingp stand today, however,
one wonders whether this directive 'i,ill be imple-
mented in time, in other words, while the Mediterra-
nean can still be saved.
I am not exaggerating when I say this. lfhen it gave
its opinion, the European Parliament naturally
adopted the 'polluter pays' principle. Nevertheless it
was proposed that industrial reorganization could be
assisted by Community subsidies particularly in the
form of credit on special terms from the European
Investment Bank.
In the interests of conciliation and a quick solution,
this proposal can be shelved since it would put back
the deadlines by creating a heavy financial burden;
nevertheless, the directive must be passed.
Since the United Kingdom has always been alive to
environmental problems the elimination of
London's smog is an example 
- 
we hope that the
British presidency of the Council will provide the
impetus needed to implement at legislative level the
important directive I have spoken about.
In conclusion, I would like to say that this action,
which concerns particularly the 'red mud' of the Medi-
teranean found in the Tyrrhenian Sea, should be
extended to other forms of pollution, for example 
-to maintain the colour image 
- 
to the'yellow mud'
poured at the rate of over 4 500 tonnes daily into the
Seine estuary, and to carbon dioxide, the harmful
component of which is no less polluting than tita-
nium dioxide. As the Romans used to say : prouidcant
consules. Let the 'consuls' therefore do their utmost,
under the British presidency, to achieve positive
results in the ecological field.
(Izugbnr)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Lord Bethell to speak on behalf
of the European Consewative Group.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
Mr President, there seems to be
general agreement across the spectrum of Italian poli-
tics on this oral question. It will come as no surprise
when you find that my view is a little bit different
from that expressed by the three previous speakers.
This proposal came before us, as has been said, a year
ago and was approved by this Parliament and it is
extremely important. The purpose of it is thouroughly
approved by 
-y group. \7e are thoroughly in favour
of saving the Mediterranean, as the previous speaker
urged us to do. He asked whether this directive will
come in time to save the Mediterranean. He referred
many times to the Mediterranean and he said that the
proposed directive specifically concemed the Mediter-
ranean and this, no doubg is why the matter is raised
with such urgency by the three Italian speakers.
The difficulty comes when one considers and takes
into account the fact that this directive would apply
not only to the Mediterranean. It would apply to all
the seas of the Community. It would apply to the
North Sea, to the Atlantic Seaboard, to the lrish Sea
and to the seas beyond lreland. But dumping of tita-
nium dioxide would be regulated with the same strin-
gency in the North Sea and on the Atlantic in tidal
oceans as in the Mediterranean. Agd the difficulty
comes when the Italian delegates, who rightly feel
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strongly on this question and who see their Mediterra-
nean becoming polluted, wish not only to impose
restrictions which would prevent the pollution of the
Mediterranean, but to impose the same restrictions on
those who have the geographical advantage of a longer
seaboard, a less polluted seaboard and tidal seas which
surround their shores. Now this is done in the name
of free trade and faimess, but I am wondering whether
this is appropriate in this case.
It would of course be unfair if stronger restrictions
were to be imposed on Italy, on the South of France,
on the countries which have a Mediterranean coastline
over the dumping of titanium dioxide. It would be
very bad luck if stronger reshictions were to be
imposed on manufacturers who are close to the Medi-
terranean than on those who are close to the northern
seas. But there are so many unfaimesses within this
Community, so many geographical unfairnesses and I
suggest that this is simply one more geographical
unfairness. It is, for instance, very unfair that we in the
United Kingdom are unable to grow tomatoes without
glass because our sun is not strong enough. It is very
unfair that we do not have very much of a tourist
industry for bathing purposes because our weather is
not very suitable for making our seas warm enough
for bathing. Italy and France have an advantage here.
But it would hardly be suggested, I imagine, Mr Presi-
dent, that those Member States who have a very
sunny, warm and beautiful climate should be forced to
put dark glass over their grapes so that the grapes
would be of a uniform quality with the grapes which
are produced in the South of England. It would not be
suggested that geography should be reconstructed in
this way. And this, I think, is something that we are
getting very close to in urging this present directive,
in urging that the same restrictions on the dumping
of titanium dioxide should be imposed on those parts
of the Community which border on the Atlantic and
those which border on the Mediterranean. And all I
can say to Mr Fioreg who said that it was his informa-
tion that the North Sea was going to be polluted just
as much as the Mediterranean by the continual
dumping of titanium dioxide, is that his information
is not my information. The information that has come
to me from people who have advised me is that the
dumping of titanium dioxide, as done by firms in the
north of Europe, is not a danger to the aquatic envi-
ronment. Thls is my information supplied by experts
and I must act upon it.
Now of course we are a Community and we wish to
be helpful to the Community. I would like therefore,
having made these rather critical remarks, to make a
constructive suggestion. No reference has been made
by the three previous speakers to the decision taken
by the Council of Ministers on 8 Decembet 1975, a
decision by which it could be left up to Member
States to decide on a quality objective for the
dumping of various poisonous substances at sea and
that this could be done in preference to the main-
taining of an emission standard. In other words, it
would be possible to iudge by the result achieved
rather than controlling specifically the standard at the
point of emission. I would suggest that this directive
could go through if the proposal were modified in a
way to coincide with this decision of 8 December. It
was of course drafted before the decision was taken by
the Council in December 1975. If this were to be
done, I think the directive could go through, but not
otherwise.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tomlinson.
Mr Tomlinson, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
Mr President, I am certainly grateful to Mrs
Squarcialupi raising this very important subject so we
could have this brief debate on it. There have been a
number of interesting contributions by Mr Cifarelli,
Lord Bethell, and Mr Fioret although the emphasis of
their contributions was somewhat different.
Perhaps it would help this House if I gave a brief
report on progress since the meeting of 9 December
1976. At the Council meeting on that date the
Commission put forward a working document
containing compromise proposals, but the Council
itself was unable to accept that document as a basis
for discussion. The document has already been consid-
ered by the Environment Vorking Group and further
discussions will be taking place before the subject is
next considered by the Environment Ministers. The
meeting on 9 December ended without general agree-
ment and the directive has now been referred back to
the Committee of Permanent Representatives. !7e will
continue to seek a compromise, but it will have to be
a compromise without preiudice to our basic objection
to the directive itself. \7e are reasonably confident
that a redrafted directive which you can accept will be
adopted by the Environment Ministen at the next
Council meeting provisionally arranged for May.
Mr President, it is a considerable oversimplification to
suggest, as has been perhaps suggested by implication
in this debate, that this issue turns on a dash of
commercial and economic interests. It is, in fact, a
genuinely difficult problem on which expert opinion
is seriously divided. Perhaps it would help this House
if I very briefly gave some of the problems causing
inability to reach agreement. As this House is well
aware, the proposal is designed to ensure basically
three things. Firstly, that the disposal of titanium
dioxide waste to land or water is controlled. Secondly,
that the disposal to the sea is monitored and thirdly,
that the quantity of waste disposed of in the sea is
reduced by 95 o/o over a ten-year period.
Mr President" some Member States feel that these
obiectives are biased in favour of disposal to land
since there are no limits, no reduction programme
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and no contlol over treatment methods for this. These
States argue the dispooal to sca is in fact sefer and
need not endanger the marine environment, ptoviding
that the disposal site is carefully chosen so that there
is e high initial rate of dilution of the waste followed
by a high rate of residuel dispersion. Disposal to land,
however, they argrc,,could pose a serious threat to the
environment, becausc the only feasible wey of
carrying it out would be to neutralize the waste using
lime and disposing of the grcat volume of resulting
solids. And this would dissolve slowly and could seep
through into the ground water. Other Member Strtes,
whosc govemments are coming under pressure to
contd disposal at sea, are reluctant to see their tita-
nium dioxide industries being forced to bear higher
pollution contd co6ts than are bome by industries in
Member Sates whose governmenb are not coming
under such pressure. Thcsc States argre that the firms
throughout the Community should heve to bear the
same pollution contrcl costs and they see the propo-
sals as e means of ensuring this.
I hope this more detailed explanation will give honou-
rable Members of this House the oppornrnity of
perhaps understanding the conflicts that exist and the
present inability of the Council to come to a decision.
But I woul4 in concluding, emphasize that this
matter is not iust I streightforward clash of the
commercial and economic interesB that have bcen
perhaps suggeste4 but is a much more complex tech-
nical question which will require detailed further
consideration before we can come to a resolution of it.
President 
- 
The debate is closed.
The proceedingp will now be suspended until 3
o'clock this afternoon.
The House will rise.
(Tbe sitting was suspendcd dt 12,55 p,m and resumed
at 3.05 p.m)
IN TI{B CHAIR: MR YEATS
Vicc-Prcsidc.nt
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
6. Oral qucstion witb debatc: Inteim Community
fisbing r(gime for 1977 
- 
Rcgulatiol, on tbc conscr-
oation dnd managcrncnt of fisherl rcsourccs
Preeidcnt. 
- 
The next item is a joint debate on
- 
Oral question, with debate, by Mr Fellermaier, Mr
Prescott, Mr Schmidt and Mr Iaban, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, to the Council on the failure
by the C,ouncil to agree an interim Community
intemal fishing r6gime fot l9T7 (Dor,. 5a3176):
l. Vhy did the Council hil to reech sn atrGemcnt on
20 Decembcr en intcrim Community intemal fishing
ftgime lor 1977 ?
2" To ghrt crtcnt h.s this hilure bccn ceuscd by hck oI
progress in the Communityi fishing negotirtionr
sith non-mcmbcr countrics ?
3. Docs thc Council not .grec that thig hilurc to reech
.trtemcnt hrs created nev ond difficult problems foy
C.ommunity fishermen rnd for thc eupervision by the
Community oI fishing rctivities vithin Community
wrter by non-C;ommunity fishcrmcn ?
4. How crn the C,ouncil iustify to thc public in the
Crcmmunity is continuing feilure to rerch even
interim agrecmcnt on this vitel subic.ct ?
- 
Report by Mr Kofoed (Doc. 4/4176\ on behalf of
the Gommitrce on Agriculture, on the
proposel from the Crcmmission to thc Council lor r regrr-
lation establishing o C,ommunity eystcm lor the conscrre-
tion and m.nagcmcnt of fishcry trcourccs.
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prpecott 
- 
Mr President, wc begin yet again on
thc fishing saga that . this Housc continually and
rightly spends a considerable emount of time
debating. Our questions were put down some time
ago, in fact in December, then they wcre postponcd to
the January part-scssion, then, at the request of the
Commission, to this Pebruary part-session. Thcrefore
the question to the Council is somewhat dated. Datcd
by my group's fceling at thet psrticular time. The ques-
tions reflect that Vhilst the question is somcwhet
dated, the issue is not. Disagreements still exist and
lmk likely to continue to exisL Even as late es thc
early hours of this morning the Commissioner was
fighting for his interpretation of a European fishing
policy. Perhaps hc will tell us how far he has
advanced in that-
\9e address our qucstion to the Council, who arc vcry
much involved in the negotietions rcgarding thc
fishing agreements, and our question clearly shows
the relationship between the thind world country nego.
tiations and the consequential effect upon the intemel
fishing policy. Our questions reflect our concem
about that" Certainly the key to all this argument ovcr
the fishing agrccment is thc policy that we are to
determing whenever that may bc, to govem the
internel fishing policy of this Community. It certainly
is a vcry importent political issue and onc that is
aking a considerable amount of time and energy. Vc
notc with interest the considerable amount of
manoeuwing that is taking place between the various
nations involved in this lgrccment and what appcor
on the surface to be almost incompetiblc dcmands by
the various parties to the negotiations. We recrll the
egreement at the Hag;ue Conference on 30 October,
when it uns clearly laid down that if no conservation
egreement was achieved for the 1977 piod, thcn indi-
vidual nations themselves could adopt temponry
mrn.Scment solutions in consultation with and
subiert to approval by the Commission.
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Now presumably that is the kind of policy that is deve-
loping at the moment" bug in regard to the extemal
matters affecting fishing policy, it would seem that the
decisions are somewhat clearer than they are in regard
to the interim agreement. Ve note that from
tomorrow l0 February, under the agreement by the
foreign ministers themselves, those countries who are
not members of the Community must have an agree-
ment with the Community to fish within Community
wate$. The one that has been given the most atten-
tion is of course Russia. I7e know that the Commis-
sion is in the process 
- 
and perhaps they could give
us some information about this 
- 
of reaching an
aSreement with America about the fishing rights
between our member nations' fishing fleets and the
Americans. But Russia is the one that conjures up
most colour in the debates at the present time, particu-
larly as up to 3 February for political reasons it was
not prepared to discuss the matter with the Commis-
sion, but it would seem that from 3 February the
Russians have found a solution, by talking to a British
President of the Council in his Community position,
presumably saving them the embarrassment of having
to say they recognize the Community. This yet again
emphasizes the very severe political problems
involved in achieving agreement in regard to fishing.
I wonder whether the Council could tell us tday 
-ahd no doubt a number of these questions wili be
answered also by the Commissioner when he replies
to the debate 
- 
just how far these negotiations with
Russia have gone, because, as I understand ig from
tomorrow she is supposed to accept the number of
ships that we stipulate and the tonnage of fish we say
she can take from our wates. Vhether she will
observe these conditions from tomonow I do not
know, but perhaps the Council could give us informa-
tion about that and, if she does not, say how we
propose to tackle the problem of enforcing what is a
very important decision on the conservation of fish
stocks in our waters. This applies primarily only to
Russia, which has shown some reluctance to recognize
the Community. It is not, of course, applicable to all
the eastern European nations.
In the matter of extemal relationships and negotia-
tions on fishing the country that causes the most
concern perhaps is Iceland. And lceland, of course, is
a very difficult problem, as I have constantly said on
the floor of the House before. The Commissioner told
us last time that he was about to enter into negotia-
tions and asked us not to discuss the problem in
January. This was a fair point and this House
supported him in that, but we now look forward to
some information from him about how those negotia-
tions with lcelanC are proceeding. This is a familiar
road to those in Britain who have had negotiations
with lceland previously. It begins to look as though
since I December, when Britain left Icelandic waters
hoping that there would be en agreement on I
January nothing has materialized. There was refer-
ence to the meeting of the Icelandic Parliament on 20
or 24 January. Again those dates have passed and
nothing has materialized. Every day that goes pest
would appear to sugg€st that the old lcelandic actic
of delaying as long as one could and achieving the
objective at the end of the day would yet.again seem
to be succeeding. I understand the difficulties which
are involved but I think I would like to say from this
forum 
- 
particularly as e penon who considers
himself to have suppofted the Iceland position in
conflict with my own country on a numhr of issues
- 
that if this is to continue in this way, it is not a
way to achieve agreement with the Communiry nor is
it a way that we should accept without some serious
reflection on what acton we can take in order to deal
with the problems of fishing, particularly or those
countries that have reached agreements with Iceland,
which include not just Britain, but also Germany and
Belgium.
So we are concerned, Mr President, with those mattes.
The problem is becoming increasingly acute. Perhaps
the Council could tell us what is happening with
regard to Sweden's announcement of a 200-mile limit
and the problems that Germany may face in negoti-
ating agreements with the Swedish people or
discussing their fishing interests with them.
Yesterday, we read in the Press 
- 
and we would like
more information 
- 
that the C;ommission and the
Council have agreed to certain advances in conserva-
tion, such as the ban on herring-fishing. How far has
this gone in producing a substantial conservation
policy ? Ve note that these difficulties are further
aggravated by the advent of elections in Denmark and
Ireland, which makes it extremely difficult to come to
a joint agreement.
Pinally, Mr Presideng the real key to the whole matter
of fishing policy is what governs internal Community
fishing policy. I am bound to say from the snippets of
information we get out of these meetingp that you
seem to be advancing towards interim agrcements that
would certainly influence the nature of final policy in
the European fishing community. Ve note that
licensing is now accepted. !7e note that the national
States will act as agents in regard to quotes and conser-
vation. !7e note that Ireland is suggesting it may act
unilaterally to extend certain areas and on conserua-
tion, while the Community has no policy to govern
the immediate matterc of conservation. Indeed, it
would appear that all these measures are working
slowly, but most positively, toxrards the solution that
the Socialist Group gave to the fishing problem a few
months ago in Strasbourg. It would seem that the
measures are begirining to adopt the colour of what
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we said was the only possiblc dtemative, and I hopc
that the Council Minister, bearing that in mind, and
considering the amendment that we have to the
Kofoed Report this eftemoon, might give us some
indication of whether wc were much nearer the mark
than we were generally givcn credit for when we had
the debate in Strasbourg.
Ve hopc that the Council now can give us further
informaqion in order that the debate that may take
place on the Kofocd Report can be more informed,
and that the amendments which are geared to deal
with thc Kofoed Report can be iudged by this House
with the most up-tGdetc information available. It is
ebsolutcly crucid wc get some form of agreemeng and
I hopc that the information the Council gives us
today will show us an advance towards a solution to be
expected in the nert few months.
(Applars)
Prcsidcne 
- 
I cdl Mr Tomlinson.
Mr Tomlineon, Prcsident-in-ffia of tbe Council
- 
Mr President, during 1976 the Community partici-
pated actively in the work of thc United Nations
Conference on the law of the Seq relating intcr alia
to the future fishcries r6gime applicable on the high
seas. In the second half of the year, however, it
became clear that a number of important coastal
States were not willing to wait for the result of the
United Nations Conference before establishing an
exclusive fishing-zone of 200 miles. In the autumn of
last year, Iceland, Norway, the United States and
Canada anngunced the extension of their fishing-
zones to 200 miles as frcm I January 1977 and as
from I Merch l9TI in the case of the United States.
Against this backgoun4 the Council adopted on 3
November 1976 a resolution whereby it was agreed
that Member States would, as from I lanwry 1977,
extend the limits of their fishing-zones to 200 miles
off the North Sea and the Atlantic coasts, zones which
are covered by the Community rules. In the mean-
time, it became clear that it would not be possible for
the Community to adopt a long-term fisheries policy
before I January 1977. T\e Council accordingly
received at the beginning of December a proposal
from the Commission laying down interim measures
for igZl for the conservation and management of
fishery resources, and examined this proposal at its
meetings on 13 and 20 December 1976. At the latter
meeting, it took a number of decisions restricting the
fishing activities of certain third countries for the first
quafter of 1977 and even forbidding.certain other
countries to fish at all. As for the other intemal meas-
dures proposed by the Commission, the Council has
not yet been able to adopt them, mainly because
ccrtain changes to the original proposal have been
requested.
However, as honourable Members will appreciate,
these measures, which must not preiudge in any way
the long term policy of the Community in fishing
mattenr, are themselves extemely complex and involvc
difficult technical questions.
I would remind honourable Members that the resolu-
tion of 3 November 1976 and all the resulting
measures were taken to avoid an over-exploitation of
fishing resources and to provide effective protection
for seriously threatened stocks. This is going to
involve sacrifices by fishermen of the Communiry
and it is important that great care is taken to s€e that
these sacrifices are both minimized and shared equit-
ably. This task is made all the more difficult by the
actions of those third countries who have extended
their own fishing-limits to 200 miles. This has
resulted in serious losser for Community fishermen.
In recognition of this double necessity, conservation
and restraing I can assure you that there is a restraint
by fishing fleets of the Community and that because
of the decisions taken in respect of thirrd countries,
which include a large reduction in the number of
vessels of certain of those countries permitted to fish
in the waters of the Community Member States'
fishing-zones, there will already be a significant reduc-
tion of total fishing effort within these waters. Negotia-
tions with non-member countries on fishery matters
are procceding normally, and progress is being made.
As most of the Member States of the Community
have now extended their fishing-zones to 200 nautical
miles, or are about to do so, a new situation exists
which is of concem to the authorities responsible for
policing these waters. The problem of policing is not
new. It is a difficult technical problem of policing and
time is required to allow the €xp€rts of Member States
to devise { q/stem which will adequately protect the
living resources of zones covered by Community rules.
Poland, the German Democratic Republic and the
USSR have been notified that only 5 vessels from
Poland, 6 vessels from the German Democratic Repu-
blic and 27 vessels from the USSR will be allowcd to
fish in the waters concerned during the period of
fishing still open to them under the Council decisions
of 20 Decem&r 1976, i.e, until 3l March of this year.
The maximum number of these vessels permitted to
fish at any one time has been fixed as 5 for Poland, 5
for the German Democratic Republic and 17 for the
USSR.
Mr President, in answer to the fourth part of the ques-
tion, I am glad to be able to give you some very recentin fact the news that relates to events
concluded at about 4 o'clock this morning. As you are
aware, the Council was yesterday discussing precisely
this fisheries question and it came to the following
conclusions. First, as regards the external aspects. Lasi
night, the Council took note of the report by Commis-
sioner Gundelach on the highly satisfactory progress
achieved in negotiations with the United Statei of
America. It instructed the Permanent Representatives'
Committee to take the appropriate steps so that a fish-
eries agreement between the Comrqunity and the
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Unitcd States can bc signed before 15 Pebruary 1977.
After taking stock of the situation regarding the arran-
tements currently applicable to vessels fllng the flag
of Poland, the GDR and the USSR, the Council signi-
fied its agreement in principle to a regulation laying
down certain interim conservation and management
meariures applicable to vessels flying the flag of a num-
ber of other third countries 
- 
Spain, Finland
Portugal, Sweden, Canada and the United States, and
instructed the Permanent Representatives' Committee
to finalize the text of this regrlation with a view to its
formal adoption at the earliest opportunity. Appro-
aches have been made by Poland, the GDR and the
USSR asking for negotiations, and these should begin
shortly.
Mr President, if I may tum to the intemal r6gime,
here the Council made considerable progress in
dealing with a number of important conservation
measures. It was not yet able formally to confirm its
egreement on these points, since one delegation had
to res€rve its position. Subject to that resefle, there is
agreement on principle on the following:
(a) a ban on herring fishing in the North Sea in the
months of March and April. Before the period
expires, the Council will decide what to do for the
rcst of 1977;
(b) a ban on herring fishing in the Celtic Sea from I
March until the end of this year;
(c) restrictions on the use of small-mesh net will be
progressively introduced and the Commission will
make specific proposals by mid-March; and
(d) there will also be a close examination of the restric-
tions on the use of purse-seines.
It was agreed that the formal decisions on these items
of agreement should be taken next Monday or
Tuesday, when the Council will be meeting on agricul-
tural matters. s
Mr Presideng it is true that these items relate only to
conseryation measures and that other matters such as
quotas have still to be resolved. To facilitate and speed
up the work, the Council has decided that a highJevel
group should, as a matter of urgency, examine all
aspects of the fisheries r6gime. This should help in
particular to meet the concem of several delegations
who stress that the problem must be seen as a whole.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kofoed.
Mr Kofoed, rdP|orrcun 
- 
(DK) Mr President, as Mr
Prescott has pointed out, we have had many discus-
sions about fishing policy. Mr Prescott referred to our
debate in Strasbourg, during which one of the argu-
ments we put forward was that it would be better to
defer the discussion until we had more information
on the fishing question. I am therefore pleased thrt
we can today present the Committee of Agdculture's
report on fishing, and I also hope that it contains
enough detailed information to enable the House to
reach a decision on the motion for a resolution.
In this introduction I shall confine myself to a few
general remarks. I think that we should welcome the
measures taken by the Commission and the Cotrncil.
It is to be welcomed that the 200-mile zones have
now been achieved, and one result of this is that the
countries of Eastem Europe and the Soviet Union
have to some extent recognized the EEC as a negoti-
ating partner. I think that that is the first positive
comment we can make about the Community's
fishing policy. Ve have thus succeeded in breaching
the political wall which these countries had erected
against the Common Market.
The next point I would like to make is that I regret
that this motion on fishing policy was not tabled
sooner. In fact, the report contains recommendations
about future fishing policy, a policy which should actu-
ally have been applied from I January 1977. lt has,
however, appeared so late that it was politically and
practically impossible to make the system effective
from I January.
I7e must now hope that the contents of this report
will, by and large, be approved by the Council of
Ministers so that it may come into force on I January
1978, and that the proposed interim system 
- 
which
is not the wisest of schemes, but may be the only polit-
ically feasible one 
- 
will apply only in 1977.lwould
like to say, with reference to the difficulties of
defining a fishing policy, that it is obviously very diffi-
cult to define one which involves a limitation of the
fishing industry's operations. In this Parliament we are
all aware of the difficulties this raises. On the positive
side, the Community is trying to allocate those
reduced resources.
Parliament also realizes that it is easy, or at any rate
not so difficult, to operate a system if there is enough
to be allocated. The Common Agricultural Policy's
successful start was due to the favourable economic
conditions then prevailing, but catches of fish are now
falling, so that we have to devise some way of agreeing
on the distribution of the limited resources for which
our catching capacity is too great. This situation will
obviously present a golden opportunity for'fishing in
troubled waters. I think that the fishing debate at
present being conducted in Europe provides evidence
of this since, when something is in short supply,
people will then be stubborn in defence of their
national interests, their attitude being that he who
yield least gains most. I would therefore ask everyone
to remember the importance of European solidarity
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and to realize that the best solution to this problem is
a Community solution to which we must all contri-
bute.
I would like to make this point, which is of crucial
importance : we must implement a policy of conserva-
tion whose primary aim is to develop stocks. But the
manner in which this conservation policy is applied is
also important. Not enough is known of the biological
aspect of this question 
- 
and not enough research
has been done into it 
- 
but in my opinion we must
avoid the naffow view that we can Protect a species
merely by no longer fishing for it. Conservation policy
must take account of the food chain of all fish species'
For example, if one wishes to develop stocks of
hening in the North Sea, it is not enough that hening
should no longer be caught; the other species ol fish
which live off herring should be caught in large
numbers in the period in question, otherwise herring
as a species will derive no benefit from a situation in
which, while not being caught by man, it is at the
mercy of other species which live off herring. That is
merely one example to illustrate why conservation
policy must recognize the interdependence of
different species of fish.
Having discussed conservation policy, we come natur-
ally to structural policy; at a time when we have to
develop fish stocks and when we are Putting limits on
the catches made by fishermen from third countries,
the Community and the Member States are jointly
obliged to pay some of the costs arising from the
restructuring and conversion of the fishing industry i
it is also necessary that we should Present a united
front in these matters
Futhermore, in relation to extemal fishing policy as it
affects third countries, it is very easy to say that all
third counEies should leave our waters. However, in
our report we stated that the community's trading
and other external interests should be taken into
account because we aSree thag while we in the
Community are mutually dependent on each other,
the Community is also dependent on good relations
with third countries, and in our external fisheries
policy we should therefore not take to narrow or too
short-sighted a view of the measures we adopt towards
third countries, lest those measures might in some
other way be detrimental to the interests of the
Community. In other words, fishing interests them-
selves, ois-d-oli third countries, should not be the only
consideration in this matter.
I must here say a few words about what are referred to
as internal fishing zones. In the report we do not advo-
cate any limit other than . the twelve-mile limit,
because we take the view that, if Community policy is
to make sense, then the reciprocity which is appli-
cable in industrial policy should also apply in agricul-
tural policy, the same principles should apply in both
those areas.
I would also point out that fish is probably the most
European thing we have. I have yet to see a fish flying
the Danish flag or the Union Jack from its bow or tail
fin, and I am sure that, irrespective of the limits we
set 
- 
whether they be 50 or l2-mil9 limits 
- 
these
fish will not respect the West German or French
fleets nor the famous Royal Navy. Neither will
Icelandic fishing boats be able to prevent European
fish swimming where they will. It must be understood
that the principle is as follows : if we are to Protect
herring and other species, then they should be
protected whatever country's fishermen want to catch
them. Ve therefore stated that, if zones are to be este-
blishe4 they should be based solely on biological and
scientific considerations and not by special considera-
tions of national interest.
I would also add that we made a reservation with
regard to inshore fishing. I do not think it is necessary
to prohibit inshore fishing in a conservation zone esta'
blished for scientific and biological reasons. It makes
no significant difference if local fishermen continue
to fish for the usual species, even if we decide they are
to be protected. It makes no difference in the long
run. !7hat is important is that large, efficieng deep-sea
boats should be prevented from coming into these
conseryation zones and fishing there, thus interfering
with breeding grounds and ruining fishing for local
communities.
I hope, Mr Presideng that the rePort will sele 8s a
good basis for debate here and will also be a good
foundation for future Community fishing policy.
There are only a few small points which I, as raPPor-
teur, might have wished to change, but I can tell Parli-
ament that this report was adopted virtually unani'
mously; there was only one vote aginst it, so I might
be tempted to hand the report to the President of the
Council of Ministers and to say: 'Good friends and
Europeans, if you now go and hold a meeting for five
minutes and adopt this report you will have an excel'
lent fishing policy in 1978 because we in the
Committeelf-Agriculturc were able to agree on it',
and I also hope that Parliament will agree on this
report.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I am sure I speak for all Members, Mr
Kofoed, in saying that we appreciate very much the
manner in which you have come here today to deliver
this speech.
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundclech, Vice'President of tbe Commission.
- 
Mr President, I would first like to thank Mr Pres'
cott for his intervention, even if it was directed to the
Council. He seemed to slip from time to time into
direct questions to me, to which I shall revert in the
course of my intervention.
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But fint rnd foremoct I would like to thank Parlia-
ment's Committee on Agrictlture, and in particular
Mr Kofoe4 for the extremely useful and excellent
report which has bccn prepared by this committee
conceming the common fisheries policy of the
C.ommrinity. I would like to say from the outseg in
order that there may be.no misundersanding when
we get to matters of greater deail, that this report has
placed itsclf exactly in the area of activity and reorien-
ation of the Commission. There is no divergence of
philosophy or political orientation bctween this rcport
ind that 6f tni Commiesidn. There may be, as I will
mention briefly at the end of my intervention, a few
points where we have reservations in rcgard to details,
but it does not afftct our approval of the report as
such. Ve consider it very strcng support for what, we
are trying to achieve.
Vhet is it that we are trying to achieve ? Vell, at an
earlier sage the C,ommunity cstablished a common
fisheries policy of sorts. It consisted of certain stipula-
tions conceming mrrketing arangements, and on the
enlargement of the Communiry it involved for a
period of time certain privilcgcs for coastal fishing in
a twelve-miles band around at least a maior part of our
coasts. It is no secret that et that time a numbcr of us
already considercd that to be a policy which fell some-
ivhat short of the realities of the new enlarged
Community.
But be that as it may, subsequent events have
confronted the Community with the absolute neces-
sity of coming to gnps with the fishing problems in a
much more fundamental and much more far-sighted
manner. And the reasons are twofold and intcrrclated.
Raw materials are becoming trump cards in the inter-
national economy. In various ways national govem-
ments erc seeking to sccure for themselves the exploi-
ation of natural rcsourccs on their territory or close
thereto. One branch of these endeavous had been the
worldwide movement towards the extention of fishing
limits to 200 miles. It is fair to say, if anybody has a
criticism against that movement, that it did not start
in the Community. It started in other parts of the
world, not only in the developing world but in other
industrialized countries. By the end of the latest Law
of the Sea Conferencc session earlier last year, it was
evident that this moyement had acquired an impetus
that indicated that the 200-mile limit would be the
law, not the day after tomorrow, but tomorro$ or
even today. And the Community wes confronted with
a clear challenge to react to this movement in a way
which would safeguard the fundamental interests of its
fishermen.
At the same time modern technology and increasing
consumption and growth have meant an increased
overfishing of resources in Community waters, as in
waters elsewhere in the world, resulting in a depletion,
to an alarming degree, of fish-stocls. This overfishing
has been camied out by third countries in our waters,
and elso by our own fishing fleets. These two things
therefore come together in forcing the Community to
forge a policy which can meet these two challenges.
Vhy should it be a Community policy ? Not only
because the Treaty demands ig although the Treaty
does demand it: how can you have an economic
community which reserves one important sector of
thc economy for national treatment ? That is obvi-
ously a self-contradiction which is totally unaccep-
table to the Community. It must be a Community
policy. But furthermore, if it is not a Community
policy, it will not even be capable of meeting the fint
challenge to which I have referred 
- 
defending the
legitimate interests of our fishermen against the pres-
sures from countries outside our Community, be it
countries with whom we are negotiating on the basis
of reciprocity, be it countries we cannot give reci-
procity to, be it countries that cannot give us reci-
procity. These are hand negotiations, like all negotia-
tions about a scarce commodity. If individual Commu-
niry countries 
- 
even the biggest of them 
- 
were
trying to conduct these negotiations on their own, I
can assure you, not only as a matter of theory, but as a
metter of four months experience, that the result
would be lamentable. One country might succeed
with a particular third country, but fail with all the
others, or vice versa. The Community as such can
only succeed with third countries if its members stick
together and act as one unit and negotiate with all the
force they have together, be it with the Eastem coun-
tries, or other countries that have an interest in the
North Atlantic, or the other countries in the lfestern
hemisphere. This is a cardind point never to be
forgotten.
The fact that the Community first and foremost
accepted this challenge and decided to extend the
200-mile zones as a concerted Community act 
- 
the
countries acted individualln but in concertation 
-and to entrust to the Commission a negothting
mandate and subsequently, as the Gouncil representa-
tive has described, established a policy towards third
countries who cannot give us reciprocity, has already
yielded significant results. Overfishing by certain third
countries who cannot give us reciprocity has been
brought down or is in the process of being brought
significantly down. The Community has proved itself
capable at short notice of aking the action necessary
to bring about the necessary results, and in such a way
that a confront tion with the countries in question
has not been provoked. What will happen in the
future I shall not try to predict; I will only say that if
confrontation there is going to be, it will be the kind
of economic confrontation which is part of intema-
tional economic life, but not a political confrontation.
Our 200 mile-limit has been accepted by the Ea$ern
countries. Our Community has beep accepted as the
community responsible for those 200 miles, some-
thing which would not have been believed only a few
months ago. I7e have made maior progress politically
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but also economically, and substantially in favour of
our fishing population. In our negotiations with the
countries where there is fishing on both sides, the
so-called reciprocity countries, we are making fair
progress with the most important country, namely
Norway and with another important area which is part
of one of our Member States, but still outside the
Community 
- 
the Faroe Islands. And whilst these
difficult negotiations are going on, we have concluded
a sensible gentleman's agreement with both areas
which allows continued fishing on both sides at 1976
levels. In other words, no losses have been sustained
by fishermen in any of our Member States in those
additional fishing waters of these areas which are of
great importance to our fishing fleets.
I am underlining this because, as Mr Prescott pointed
out, in this othenwise positive picture we have a minus
point, namely lceland. It is fair to say a few words
about these negotiations now. There I agree with Mr
Prescott. Let me start off by saying that, like him, I
have sympathy for the special problems of that small
country. It is a small isolated country with a small
population which is highly dependent upon its fish
resources; they have precious few other resources.
One must therefore realize that the fish around their
coasts are their main livelihood. One must also there-
(ore understand their desire to defend their fish popu-
lation because that is their future. On the other hand,
it is equally true that even if we place that country in
the category of reciprocity countries we cannot, as
fishing pattems are, offer them reciprocity in the fish-
eries sector. And that is one of the main reasons why
it has not so far been possible to conclude an agree-
ment concerning mutual fishing rights, because our
mandate says 'reciprocity and they can quite candidly
say, ''Well, there can be no reciprociry because we
don't catch that kind of fish, nor can we', and that is
true. But having said that in order to explain their
position, the other side of the coin, which of course is
what we present them with, is that we are an impor-
tant partner to them for the future. !7e are an impor-
tant market for their fish or fish products. Ve are en
important partner in many other respects, and whilst
respecting their need for preserving their fish 
- 
and
they are carrying out a national fish conservation
programme which I think the Community might
envy 
- 
they could nevertheless be expected to
conclude agreements with us which, to quote our
mandate, avoided an abrupt decline in traditional
fishing activity in the light of the type of general rela-
tionship we have with them. That is the proposition I
put to them ; it has not so far been refused or
accepted. I agree with Mr Prescott that there comes a
point where one cannot allow oneself to have too
many further illusions. As far as I myself am
concerned, the point has come where I have made it
clear to the Icelandic Govemment that I have
precious little more to say. I am expecting an answer.
And in view of the friendly relationship between
Iceland the Communiry I feel entitled to an answer,
and I think I shall receive an answer based on the
general considerations to which I refer.
The Council representatives have referred to the agree-
ments we have made with the United States, and arren-
gements have also been made for securing continued
fishing rights in Canadian wate$. In both cases it is of
limited volume, but from the point of view of prin-
ciple it is nevertheless of very considerable impor-
tance.
The conclusion of the agreement with the United
States is of some economic value, but it is of even '
Sreater economic value because the agreement has
been concluded with the Community as such.
This then, Mr Presideng is the extemal part of what
we have set out to achieve, as far as we have got. I
could add a numhr of other countries with whom we
have entered into negotiations. I shall not drag on,
since time is short. I only want to malce the remark
(since this is referred to in Mr Kofoed's report) that we
are forgetting neither the Meditenanean nor the 
.
Baltic. Certain problems with Yugoslavia have been
resolved, like certain problems with Alrican countries,
and in the Baltic Sea subility has been maintained
irrespective of Sweden's extension of its fishing-zone
to 200 miles. They have more to lose in the North Sea
than they might have to gain in the Baltic and, there-
fore, I think we shall come to a successful conclusion
also in our negotiations which are proceeding with
that country. !7e are definitely not neglecting either
the Baltic or the Mediteffanean, but there it is more a
matter of maintaining an acceptable st*tus qao lhan
of negotiating a new solution in the present circum-
stances.
No extemal policy can, however, in the end be canied
to its conclusion unless it is intimately linked with an
intemal policy which is coherent. Here, we arc nenrr-
ally confronted with the difficulties to which I
referred 
- 
and to which Mr Kofocd also referred 
-that we have to draw up a policy in a pcriod of scar-
city, in a period of sacrifice. Even in the bcst hypo-
thesis conceming our negotirtions with third coun-
trieq we may negotiate areas of the same volume as
we are giving in our own waters, but value-wise there
is a difference : we may lose more than we can gain.
\Pe certainly have to carry out fish-conservation
measures which cut down fishing activities. If this is
to be done in a Community manner 
- 
and I cannot
see how a Community can survive unless it is seen by
citizens to be working in a Community manner 
- 
it
must be in a spirit of solidarity enteiling sacrificcs.
The sacrifices mut be equally distributed emong thc
industries of the various Member Sates. But will pref-
erence clearly be given by others to thoce fishermen
who are most dependent on fishing and who are in a
more precarious situation ? So, this solidarity entails
an obligation towards those who either for regional or
for other reasons are in a less-favoured situation.
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Ifle are convinced that the necessary limitation of
fishing can best be achieved by a system of quotas allo-
cated for species and to countries, with ultimately
licences for vessels. I7e think that is a way in which it
can be done effectively and equitably. But to that
must be added certain other policies 
- 
policies which
take care of that goup of less-favoured fishermen to
which I have referred. Hence, we have suggested a
certain priority in a coastal zone of 12 miles, as a dero-
gation from the main rules of the Treaty. Hence, we
are suggesting a number of structural measures costing
400 million u.a. over a period of 4 years.
In this connection, I would reply to the Committee
on Agriculture that we take the point they make in
referring to the Regional and the Social Funds, but I
cannot really accept the indication in Article l2 of the
way in which they want to bring these funds into oper-
ation, because it goes against the rules at present
pertaining to these Funds. It is no secret to this House
that the present Commission is seeking a far-reaching
coordination of the activities of these Funds, so I can
accept the underlying philosophy of this proposal,
but, for formal reasons, I cannot otherwise accept the
amendment as it stands.
To the structural policy must be added special
measures concerning fish conservation. A number of
these measures have already reached a fair amount of
agreement in the Council, to the surprise of many. I
will not go into them because the Council representa-
tive has accurately enumerated them. The result of the
Council meeting yesterday evening clearly demons-
trates that not only in the extemal but also in the
internal field the Community is capable of taking the
necessary measures in order to protect endangered
species and come to an agreement on consewation
measures, be it with regard to fishing equipment or
fishing methods, or 
- 
and here areas enter the
picture again 
- 
to special rules for areas which are in
danger. One must not forget that it does not solve our
problems to play around with rules for exclusive
zones. It is another matter to define zones which are
necessary for the sake of protection. And that protec.
tion may also be a matter of protecting the special
interests of the local fishing population in some of
our regions.
The results of last night's meeting, as far as policy
agreement is concerned 
- 
even if there is no formal
agreement yet 
- 
indicate a great readiness on the
Council's pert to follow the Commission in taking
measures of this kind. Therefore, I consider this, as I
consider the Hague meeting in the autumn, a break-
through for the external part of the common fisheries
policy and a first breakthrough for the beginning of a
coherent internal fishing policy.
Mr President, I have indicated some of the principles
which I think must be the pillars of an internal
policy: a quota system supported by licences. And I
agree with the Committee on Agriculture that it is
neccssary to have adequate control measures. I do not
think we can as yet ask to establish a common inspec-
tion fleet 
- 
maybe that will come tomorow 
- 
but
the underlying idea is righg because contrcl must be
exercised on behalf of the Community. And, mind
you, by national authorities on behalf of the Commu-
nity, and not over part of the waters but all of the
wate$. If there is an undue burden on any country in
exercising that responsibility for the Community, the
Community must pay, because it is in the common
interest to carr,, it out. I7e must bc logical with
ouselves, and that concept enclosed in the repog the
Commission endorces wholeheartedly.
The structural measures I have refened to. I can
accept all the amendments made by the Committee
on Agriculture with the one exception for formal
r€asons in Article 12, to which I have referred. I said
that control measures were necessary. There is one
amendment which I cannot, however, accept, and that
is where you want to penalize the fishermen of a
whole country for infractions by one or several indi-
vidual fishermen. I think that is unaccepteble because
it is collective punishment and, as such, is not a very
acceptable idea in law. That is in Article 4 (4).
Likewise while I said that measures must be taken in
order to support local fishermen, I do not think thet
the provision in Article 6 (l) of the resolution,
restricting fishing within a 12 mile limit to certain
persons can be squared in that form with another prin-
ciple, that of maintaining historic rights. For that
reason, and for that reason alone, I do not think I can
accept that particular amendment. It is only for that
reason.
There are a couple of amendments about fishing
permits, and there must be fishing permits. But then
you ask in Article 8 (3), and later on in the related
question on implementing measures in Article 10,
that Parliament be consulted before implementing
measures are taken. I am informed that that does not
conform with practice to date, and I must therefore
reserve my position on that point. But what is imple-
mentation and what is not implementation in a new
policy may be a big issue, and therefore I am only
reserving my position on that poinl not raising a
formal objection, and I think we should be able to
find a solution to that problem.
You ask for reports on the results of the various
conservation methods which are about to be taken
and others that will naturally be following. Vith the
present staff of the Commission I cannot promise at
the present stage to produce a valid report of that kind
every year. I think it could probably only be valid
an)'way by the end ol 1978. From then on I hope that
the Commission staff will be built up in order to meet
that requirement which I think is a sensible one,
because I endorse the view expressed verbally by Mr
Kofoed that consewation methods must be seen as an
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all-round proposition, with an inter-relationship
betseen what is done with the various species, other-
wise one will go wrong.
All we do for fish conservation is naturally based on
advice.from fish biologisrc and therefore your amend-
ment to Article 13 (l) conceming the task of a scien-
tific committee of biologists we can certainly accept;
we think we have already anticipated your reconfirma-
tion of the need. On the other hand, I have my
doubts about the proposal on Article 13 (2) about
support for various other research institutions. I think
that might easily carry us too far afield and I think
that needs further thought and study. Vhat I am most
concemed aboul at this moment is the establishment
of a proper syrtem of Community advice on fish
biology, because unless we move away from the
present situation where we tet yery conflicting a,{vice
from various national institutes, I don't think we shall
be able to make very significant protrcss.
It is undoubtedly difficult under present circum-
siances to establish a new policy like fish policy. I
think, contrary to what has often been said, that over
the last six months more progress had been made
than what might have been expected.
But that is no reason for falling asleep or being
complacent. The efforts neverthelcss have to be
extended. Vhilst I feel sure about the main pillars of
that policy, I still frankly admit that each new discus-
sion, each new negotiation tums up new aspccts of
the problem, and therefore there is no point in going
into these further discussions with too closed a mind.
My mind, the Commission's mind, shell not be closed
to new ideas, which I try to define. Unless we have
that open-mindedness and that flexibiliry together
with a conviction that this can only be solved through
Community measures by the Member States, we shall
not succeed.
It is a matter of great concem to the C;ommission and
a number of Member States that, irrespective of the
prcSress urhich is being made, certain Member States
still reserve the legal rights which thcy have 4r mettenr
now stand 
- 
I am not contesting that for one minute
- 
and feel that they may heve to rcsort to national
conservation methods. I think the result last night
prored that it should not be neccsory. The door is
legally 6pen for it, we hope that that door will not be
used or have to be used too much. I have said to the
Council, and I want to repeat today, that in any event
the nrles conceming such national mcthods providcd
for in Paragraph 6 of the Hagre decision of last
eutumn are only an exception. Thcy 8Fe not a main
provislon, but can only be used ad Doc in appropriate
circumstances, eli e temporary, non-discriminatory
mercure, following due consultation seeking the agree-
ment of the Commission. I must say here as I said in
the Council last nighL that if any Member State
infringes these principles, which ale not formalities
but realities, the Commission must face its responsi-
bility as gpardian of the Treaties, and it will do so.
I have, however, the hopc, following last night's discus-
sion, that this will be the exception and not thc rulc,
end we shall indeed move forryard towerds the cstr-
blishment of a comprehensive fishing policy crtcr-
nally and intemally. i
There have been six acts in the discussion. I some-
times felt that the meetings in the Council wcrr not
the easiest to prcpare for. I thercfore suggestcd to thc
Council last night 
- 
and, as you have heard from the
C,ouncil this morning, this was uqanimously adopted
- 
that a high-level group of fisheries officials bc
appoinrcd in order to assist the Council in treating
the various proposals from the Commission. I think
this is going to hclp facilitete the delibentions of thc
Council but it will also help in broadening out thc
concepts of this fishing policy, thereby facilitating thc
result which is desired in the end by everybody.
(Applause)
Prcsidcne 
- 
I call Mr Hughes to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Hughcs. 
- 
I am sure the whole Housc, 6pe-
cially given the lack of sleep that Mr Gundelach is
suffering from, would wish to thank him for the very
full report of last night's meeting thet he has given us.
I would likc, on behalf of the Socialist Group, to
congreulate Mr Kofoed on his reporg which contains
not only a great deal of technicsl common sensc but
is an_example of political courage which, given the
imminence of a Danish general election, hes becom€,
if anything, greater than when it was originally
written. Vhen we look at this reporg in general terms
my group welcomes it wholcheertedly. It gocs a long
wey towerds achieving the sort of solution O both the
extemal and the internal fisheries policy of this
Community which we have been advocating from
time to time in this House.
If I may tum relatively briefly to the external
problerh, it is quite clear that it is an eesy cxcusc to
blame third countries for our own internel Commu-
nity defects. It is very easy to blame Polond's or
Russia's or any other third country's flccts for damege
which is being inflicted upon Community fisheries by
Community fishermen. !7e should not eesily gct .wey
with that. Equally, particularly in the cssc of the
British over the lest few months, it has bcen rcry csy
politically to rcect to the treatmcnt wc receivcd at thc
hands of Iceland by adopting a'chauvinist attitude rt r
national level. I would here givc grcat credit end
pnise to my colleague, John Prescott, who, despite
sitting for s pott thit morc then any other wes et rislq
chose to support the position taken by the lcelendic
govemmcnt throughout that dispute. Thrt took e
degree of political coungc which this Housc would do
well to edopt in the whole discussion of external rnd
intemal fishcries policy.
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Vhen we turn to the intemal problem, which is
clearly the crux of the current and immediate diffi-
culties, we stert from the fundamental dilemma that
what is wanted by the fishermen of the Community
and what is needed for the fishermen of the Commu-
nity sre incompatible. \7e require the political
courage to say to our fishermen that they cannot have
what they want because in the end that will deny
them what they really need. Thet is the essence of our
political and technical dilemma. Unless we as a
Community impose upon the fishing industries of our
several States a degree of discipline which they have
not as yet imposed upon themselves, we will in the
end allow them to be pressurized by economic forces
which will bring about massive disruptions and dislo-
cations in their livelihoods far worse than the ettempts
at producing a rational Community policy such as are
envisaged both in the Kofoed report and in the
Commission proposals to which it refers. The cyclical
pattern and the technological advance. in fishing
methods have made totally anachronistic the concepts
of so many miles from shores. AII the previous
historic thinking about limitations of catching
capacity has been overtaken by a technology which
would enable a few fishermen from within the
Community to put their fellow Community fishermen
out of business and into the bankruptcy courts within
a very short time. Unless we provide both economic
conservation for human beings and biological conser-
vation for the fish that they would exploit, we cannot
but serve the worst interests of both fish and man-
alike.
There is, for example, a clear conflict of interest
between the in-shore fishermen, whether he be
English, Scottish, Irish or whatever, and the trawler
owners. An exclusive 50-mile zone round the whole of
the United Kingdom is as much a danger to the
in-shore fishermen of Scotland and parts of the north
of England as no regulation at all. To allow the great
trawlers in does not benefit the communities in the
north of Britain who depend for their very livelihood
on keeping trawlers out and having access to in-shore
waters. Ifle delude ourselves as British politicians if we
pretend that a S0-mile exclusive zone provided our
fishermen throughout the United Kingdom with an
automatic solution. It provides our fishermen with the
possibility of mass genocide for the people of
Scotland and elsewhere if they are not protected
against their fellow British.
Equally, 
- 
and an example of this I believe cropped
up in the middle of last night 
- 
in the case of
processing a particular species, let us say the Norwe-
gian poug for fish meal it may well be that that parti-
cular species is not endangered, but if you allow unres'
tricted fishing for that species you accidentally
damage the stocks of another species. Here you have
the sort of conflicts that one is concemed with. In
conservation it is not gnnshot distance from a shore
but marine biology that must be the base.
And in the matter of determining consenation zones
my group has tabled an amendment to the report.
These conservation zones must firstly be accepted by
the community. They are not an excuse to create a
national private fishing area. They are a biological
method of consewing fish stocks. But, for technical
rGasons, at the moment the only effective forces that
can police those zones are the forces of the several
littoral Member States nearest to them. To ask the
Luxembourg Navy to police the 200 miles, or eyen a
coastal zone, round the north of Britain is unrealistic,
it has got to be the British fleet fishery protection
vessels that do that, but they must do it on behalf of
an agreed Community position. As was said earlier,
these are not fish flying either the Cross of St Andrew
or the Union Jack, these are Community fish
belonging equally to all and their conservation is a
Community matter in which the British, or whatever
littoral State, acts as agent for and on behalf of the
Community. I understand why many of our colleagnes
in the Community fear a perfidous Albion when they
hear these sort of proposals being put forward. The
suspicion is that we wish to get our S0-mile zone by
means of consewation zones. I understand that fear,
but can I assure this House that that is not the obiec-
tive behind this Socialist amendment. It is an amend-
ment based upon the absolutes of marine biology, not
upon the accidents of national policy.
I return finally 
- 
because there are many of my
Socialist colleagues who will want to speak 
- 
to a
problem raised by Mr Gundelach about the equality of
sacrifice. I wish, when he had mentioned this, that he
would have gone further into determining how you
actually weigh up sacrifice, because for many fishing
communities there can be no alternative employment.
No offer of Community aid to provide altemative
employment et the moment eppears to be remotely
realistic. Por many of these communities in the
further regions and peripheral areas of Ireland and
Britain it is either fishing or nothin& and that
equality of sacrifice looks a little thin if they are asked
to give up fishing without adequate protection for
their fishing livelihood because there is no reality in
any other livelihood where they live. Equality of sacri-
fice does not mean, and cannot mean, that they
should be forced to leave their native home.
In conclusion, I would just ask whether in reply to the
debate Commissioner Gundelach would also refer to
the amendments to Article 2 proposed in the Kofoed
report where, again in establishing the coastal zones,
we try to deal with this question of fishermen from
the littoral coast employing boats of lcss than a
certain size. I would be greteful if Mr Gundelech
could give the Commission's views on thet question,
because this seems to be the key point where the twin
desires to maintain enough fish for Community fish-
ermen to fish for in pcrpenrity and enough security
for the disadvantaged fishermen of the peripheral
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u?es arr brought into harmony. And with thosc
remarls I commend this reporr I thank Mr Kofoed
for bringing it to this House and Mr Gundelach for
his remarks.
(Applaur)
Ptccidcnt 
- 
I call Mr Vandewiele to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Vrndcwiclc. 
- 
(NL) Mt President, ladies and
gcntlemen, there is no doubt at all that this debatc
will bc of great importance for the further develop-
ment of the Buropean Community. On behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group I should like to thank
Mr Kofoed for his excellent reporg which gives rs a
brood picnrre of the various aspects of the fisheries
problem in the Member States. The draft regnlation
for fish conservation is in itself of sufficient impor-
tance to command our full attention. Because of the
esablishment of the 200-mile zone, however, we are
dso facing major problems over intemal arrangements
and agreements vith third countries. The oral qucs-
tion from Mr Fellermaier and his colleagres expre$crs
the dissatisfaction of the whole Housc at the failure to
adopt these expected regulations.
The President-in-Office of the Council and the repre-
sentative of the Commission have, it is true, raised
certain hopes as to funrre regulations, but the telex we
have just read is quite categorical. Ve must realize
that we are still faced with months of difficult discus-
sions and thatra great deal of effort will be necessary.
Ve are grateful to the Commission and the Council
for the efforts they have already made, but there will
still have to be months of discussions and we shall
have to do our utmost if we are to implement regula-
tions at Community level in the sense mentioned by
Mr Jenkins. Some of us did not like the sound of
what he said yesterday.
According to Mr Jenkins, the Community 
- 
he did
not say each Member State, but the Community 
-must build a policy suited to the new division of the
world's seas. The extension of fishing limits from 12
to 200 miles bringB wide areas under our control. The
President-in-Office of the Council and the President
of the Commission have not said that each Member
State must be given the opportunity of exercising
wide-ranging authority in its own area. In accordance
with the Treaty of Rome, we now expect a Commu-
nity sea to be created within the 200-mile limit.
Mr Jenkins also said that we had to create a policy
satisfactory to all, and which fully met the common
interest. Only in this way can the sea's resources be
managed equitably so as to ensure the consewation of
fish stocks and a fair distribution of the total catch.
That is also the great problem in today's debate.
Vhen we come to deal with the amendments which
have been tabled to this very placid motion for a reso-
lution, which had the unenimous apiroval of the
Committee on Agriculture, it will be apparent how
divided Parliament is on this point I do not wish to
go eny further into this qucstion. }lr Jehn will dcal
with the political aspect of the matter in a momcnL I
wish to confine myself to Mr Kofoed's ercellent
report and first of all I should like to pay tribute o
the Commission and to Mr Gundelach's predececsor
and his staff, who drew up the proposal for the rcgrla-
tion establishing a Community system for the conscr-
vation and menegement of fishery resourcc. This is a
balanced document which was draftcd afrcr a great
deal of prcparation. My Group would bc sorry if any
great modificetions were made to this documcnt,
which certainly provides a basis for Mr Gundelach's
future negotiations. I hope that in this debatc we shall
sand by this documcnt end not depart from it too
much. It is an excellent documcng as Mr Kofocd
repestedly stressed in his report.
One of the ministers of agriculnrre of the Community
recentty declared that it wes no exaggcration to say
that these were historic times for the deep-sca fishing
industry. On 3l December lest year the era of thc
freedom of the sea came to a definite end. A ncv era
has now b.g,rn, an era in which a new balance must
be found between the naturel production capacity of
the seq the catching capacity of fishing vessels and
the capacity of the market to absorb fish and fish
products. The European Community now hrs to
organize e Community fishing zone. The ultimrte aim
of thc 200-mile limit is to gain conrrcl of thc fish
stocks in the seas around the Member States of the
Community. In doing this, we want to protect thcse
fish stocks as effectively as possible against over-
fishing. Mr Kofoed continually draws attention in his
report to the hct that thc problem of overfishing and
the depletion of the sca's rcsources is a Community
problem and a problem of world-widc importance,
irrespective of whether this overfishing is the work of
our own fleet or of third countries. Lct us not bc
hypocritical. The question is not simply whether
Russia is cmptying our sca of fish, but equelly
whether we ourselves arc not gtrilty of overfishing. Mr
Kofoed put this quite vividly. There are of couse no
fish swimming under a particular flag. There arr
clearly no Danish fish, or Dutch fish or English fish.
But it is clear that there is a Europcen fishing zone for
which we must assume ioint responsibility.
!7e thus agree that it is necessary to pursue a rationel
structural policy, but this must h a Community
policy aimed at building up a fleet adapted to both
the production capacity and to the sales capacity of
the Common Market The question then arises of the
critcria on which thc geographical distribution of this
structunl policy is to be based. Ve maintain that the
geographical distribution and the density of the
fishing population on the Community's long coastline
must be an important criterion, but not,the only one.
Today's debate shows that we still have h long way to
go before Community interests come before national
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interests. This is why there are difficulties in fixing
quotas for the Member Sates' permissible catch, This
is also why there is so much discussion about the
necessary protection measures.
Since on I January 1977 there was no concrete infor-
mation available on the quota for 1977,and in view of
the strict requirements of certain Member States, we
are having to start with a provisional qtstem. Each
Member State must restrict its landings in January to
the level of January 1976. lt our information is
corect, Britain and Ireland ane now threatening to
introduce measures of their own. There is no doubt
that countries such as Denmark" the Federal Republic
and Frapce will oppose this. Ve continue to hope, in
the light of whad happened yesterday, that the
Commission and the Council will at least succeed in
introducing a provisional scheme for a period of one
year.
Ladies and gentlemen, let us take our time, let us
grant the C,ommission and the Council time to hold
consultations, let us first of all see to our extemal
arrangements and speak with one voice in extemal
affairs. Let us (or our part give the Commission the
necessary elbow-room to make provisional alranS€-
ments in good time. Mr Kofoed's motion for a resolu'
tion tries to bc as thorough as possible. Vith certain
reservations with regard to a number of expressions,
the Christian Democratic Group can give this motion
its support. If, however, certain amendments are
adopted, we shall have to review our position.
I should now like to draw attention to just four
points: the preservation of fish stocks, the so-called
coastal zones, supervision in costal waters and struc-
tural adjustments.
!7e accept the idea of a resewed coastal zone of. 12
miles, albeit with certain reservations. If only for the
sake of the compromise it contains, we support this
proposal. It musg however, be made quite clear what
is meant when one says that fishing in this l2'mile
zone will remain under the jurisdication of the
Member States until 3l December 1982. Inshore
fishing is granted certain privileges and a number of
exeptions are made to the principle of equal rights of
access to fishing grounds. In view of the continuing
dispute over what some people call the S0'mile zone,
it is of particular importance to pay some attention to
the interpretation to be found in the report from our
Legal Alfairs Committee 
- 
I refer you to the Annex
to the Kofoed Report, Paragraph 13.
Should the Commission allow each Member State to
preserve its coastal waters solely for its own fishermen,
without taking account of the so-called historic rights
of other Member States ? Ve clearly must have an
answer today on the question of traditional rights, or
at least an attempt must be made to give an answer.
An amendment has been tabled on this in order to
clarify the position.
Ve are not convinced that the introduction of a 200-
mile limit by the Community will lead to drastic
changes in the current common fisheries policy. The
Commission rightly wants to provide effective protec-
tion for existing fishing stocks. The profitability of
inshore and deep-sea fishing is something that
concems us all, but we do not see why this aim can
only be achieved at the expense of one of the basic
principles of a fundamental Community policy, i.e.
Member States' free access to each other's fishing
grounds. There is a better solution. Proposals have
been put forward for preventing overfishing in coastal
waters by means of technical arrangements. Mr
Gundelach mentioned that discussions were under
way on this. The aim is to restrict access to these
zones to vessels of less than a certain tonnage and
engine size, irrespective of the flag under which they
sail. I7e have so far not heard a single argument to
show that these arrangements could not be effective.
Ve accept the need for a quota system for the mainte-
nance and replenishment of fish stoiks.
And then supervision. Major measures are required for
supervision and control in the resewed zones. !7e
want there to be a Community supervision system. To
give iust one example : it is impossible for the Irish to
supervise their sea and check all ships on their own.
An effective inspection system under Commission
control will require a clear agreement as to the distri'
bution of the heavy financial burdens. In this context
we would draw attention to Paragraph 22 of the
motion.
In the Kofoed report we are provided with statistics
on fish production, price differentials and catches
inside and outside the 200-mile limit. !7e should just
like to point out that one imPortant statistic is
missing, i.e. the number of people and families
employed in this sector. I have, however, found one
figure in the Commission's document: 600 000
people are involved in the fishing industry. The
Commission's proposal talks of redeployment and
restructuring. Now, in the nine Member States the
reorganization of the deep-sea fishing industry will
lead to a considerable fall in the number of fishermen.
And anyone who has experienced the tragedy of rede'
ployment in agriculture and in coalmining will
remember what unfortunate conflicts this gave rise to.
The dismissal and retraining of 160 000 workers from
the fisheries sector will require special measures. The
fishing fleet of the Nine consisis of 58 000 vessels,"
plus another 45 000 for inshore fishing. Because of
the double restriction on fishing these ships will
certainly not all be able to Pay their way' Mr
Gundelach mentioned a sum of 200 million ua., if I
heard all right. But in the Commission's document it
says that ,+00 000 u.a. will be needed for certain social
measures to help the people concemed, for taking a
number of ships out of senice, for adapting equip-
ment etc.
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Mr President, I think it is important that at the end of
our debate we should also hear Mr Gundelach's views
on this question, since restructuring will have such
grave social consequences. I know that everyone in
this Parliament will support us if we way that we must
pursue this restructuring with as much social concem
as possible.
Our Group welcomes the proposal for an amendment
to Article 12 of the Reg;u.lation, in which this question
is stressed more particularly. This states that 'in the
framework of regional development plans drawn up in
conjunction with assistance ganted from the Regional
and Social Funds (attention must be given to the crea-
tion) of altemative employment for land-based
workers dependent on the fishing industry . .. and for
workers in the fish meal industry'. I hope that this
proposed amendment will be adopted. Listening to Mr
Gundelach just now, I had the feeling that he had
certain obiections to Article 12. Perhaps I misunder-
stood him, but I hope that this fisheries debate, which
is only a beginning will put us on the right path
towards the adoption of a Community system, and I
hope that our Group will Shortly be able to approve
the whole motion for a resolution.
(Applause)
President 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Since various countries have
extended their territorial waters or will do so in the
near future, it is important that the Community, with
the extension of the limits of its own EEC zone to
200 miles, should conclude agreements with those
countries in whose territorial waters Community fish-
ermen have their traditional fishing grounds. In this
context the most important countries are Iceland and
Norway. The decision of the Committee on Agricul-
ture to agree that the jurisdiction of coastal States does
not go beyond 12 miles from the coast line must be
seen as a decision of considerable importance, since
otherwise the concept of an EEC pond would have
been entirely wrecked.
The recent Soviet approaches to the British Govem-
ment indicate a change in the attitude they have
adopted until now and gives grounds for hope that
negotiations between the EEC and the countries of
Eastem Europe will be successful. I7ith regard to
negotiations with the countries of Eastern Europe over
their fishing rights in the North Sea, I would particu-
larly stress the need to consider the considerable
amount of fishing going on in the Baltic, where a
confrontation would be a very serious matter for fish-
ermen from Bornholm, South Zealand and Lolland-
Falster.
In the motion for a resolution before the House, it is
accepted that it will be necessary to introduce quota
schemes for certain species of fish. In principle, quota
arrangements must be regarded as undesirable and
extremely difficult to administer. A prominent Danish
marine biologisg Dr Erik Ursin, from Denmark's Fish-
eries and Marine Research Departmenl has proccsscd
the data in the available statistics on the biomass,
species of fish, fishing methods and the protection of
immature fish etc. in the North Sea and has
concluded that the three million tonnes of fish pcr
year taken from the waters of the North Sea could be
doubled if firm limits were imposed on the'fishing of
individual species and on minimum size, in accor-
dance with the so-called'North Sea model'.
Since 1960 the total amount of fish caught in the
North Sea has doubled, from 1.5 to 3 million tonnes.
The obvious question therefore is how high the catch
can go 
- 
can it for example be doubled again ? That
seems in fact to be the case. The answer lies in the
principle that the fewer fry e species eats, the more its
stocks can be allowed to grow. It is possible to rcgu-
late fishing operations, eg. the number of hours
trawling p€r year and the minimum size fish must
reach before they are caught. \Vhen one is dcaling
simultaneously with about a dozen species, however,
there is a vast number of possible combinations of
fishing operations and minimum sizes to be consid-
ered, and the calculations have to be done on a
computer. After about a dozen attempts, a cohbina-
tion was found which gave 5.8 million tonnes pcr
year, that is to say about twice the level of present
landings, which would be caught by a fleet almost
twice as big as the one operating at present. Each
boat's catch should therefore be the same as it is now.
Industrial fishing is an indispensable part of this
pattem. More fish are caught for human consumption
(3.3 million tonnes) than for industrial purposes (2.5
million tonnes)r, but it should be remembered that, in
addition to plaice, there are also smaller edible fish.
Industrial fishing, as I have seid, is an indispensable
part of this pattern, without which it would not bc
possible to control stocks setisfactorily or exploit them
fully. It is anticipated that the herring catch could
quite well reach 1.5 million tonnes. One way of
protecting hening would be to protect them ageinst
enemies other than man, and this would not require
any intemrption in fishing. One of the natural
eiemies of the hening is the mackerel, since mack-
erel eat huge quantities of hening fry.
Time does not allow me to go into greater detail but,
as I have already said, our fishing industry should
have the Sreatest possible degree of freedom. At
present we are in an extremely difficult situation.
(Applausc)
Presidena 
- 
I call Mr Fletcher to speak on behalf of
the European Conseryative Group.
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Mr Flctchcr. 
- 
Mr Presidcnt, we,too ere in genenl
egreement with thc content of the Kofocd report and,
unlike other spcakes this afternoon, we take some
enc(rungement in fact from the lercst delibcrations of
the Council. !7e do this for two reesons. First, because
we have a new Commissioner in charge of the fish-
eries policy, and we have a great deel of respect not
only for his ability for his skills and reputation as a
diplomag and sccondly because thc delibcrations of
the Council went on very long into the night 
- 
I
believe until about 5.30 a.m. this moming and it does
sccm to be the fashion, es we know, that successful
negotietions in the Community can only be measured
in tcrms of all-night sittings. Therefore, if that is
indeed any way to iudge the future, it is somewhat
encouraging that Minisrcn and Commissioners are
going now to sit up night in an effort to find an early
solution to the very difficult problems of fishing.
Some progress has been made regarding conservation
measures and the relationships with third countries
and this rather limited progress is nevertheless very
much welcome. Ve all know, of coursc, that the big
crunch has yet to come 
- 
the actual revision of the
common fisheries policy. And we would not criticize
the Council or the Commissioner for putting this
item slightly lower on the currrnt agenda, while they
try to reach agrecment by working tosEther on some
of the other important questions, such as relations
with third countries and conservation measures, not
least consenration measures as far as herring fishing is
concemed. Perhaps this is a reasonable and scnsible
approach for the Council to take amid'all the difficult
circumstances of today.
Now of course the problem of the urgent need to
reach agreement on the revised common fisheries
policy will not' go away, particularly as the main
fishing season draws near this year. The reaffirmation
of the general approach of considering quotes only as
a tool of planning and of implemenation of controls
through licensing is very much welcomed by the
Conservetive Group. However, if as seems quite
possible third countries, such as Russia and other East
European States not only reach early agreement vith
tl3 but clearly cq)perate and respect the agreements
they enter into with the Community, then we should
bear in mind that there is I very great danger that thc
European Economic Community could become the
laughing stock of the world if we continue to squable
and disagree among ourselves rcgarding the rerrision
of the common fisheries policy. I happen to know
from rery rccent conversations with senior peoplc
involved in fishery protection thrt thcy find that
gcncnlly the Russians and East Europeans are indeed
more law-abiding than some of thc BEC Member
Statcs.
They know from their experience over meny years
that a Russian trawler captdn who is found grilty of
an international fisheries offence is very lucky to
cscapc with his life when his ship gcts bock o his
home porL !7e are not suggesting thet eny such pcnd
sanctions should be applied by European Member
Shtes, but I am trying to underline the fact that thcre
is a very real prospect that agreemcnt con be reeched
with these third countries and that they will obcy thc
lettcr of the law, and therefore we of counc must as
members of this Community do the same.
Perhaps, Mr Presidcnt, we could help to prcvcnt any
embarrassing situations arising within the C;ommunity
if this Parliament were to recommend thet thc Unitcd
Kingdom, Ireland and Denmerk 
- 
the three maior
fishing countries 
- 
strrtcd informd alls now with
the Commission in an attempt to reach brood agrcc-
mcnt on thc differenccs that we know cxist between
these threc countries. This is not suggestd in any way
elt a mcans of overriding the inrcrests of thc other sir.
Obviously the other Member States would bc
completely involved in any alterations in any find
agrecment regarding the common fisheries policy. But
it might speed thing up a littlc if thcce three countries
could have informal talks at the samc timc os the
main negotiations aking place. Pcrheps we might gct
some response to thet suggestion later on. Thc sugges-
tion itsclf is made in the realizetion thet Dcnmark hes
thc biggest fisheries catch of all the Communit/s
countries while the Unitcd Kingdom end lrcland heve
in their 200-mile zones somcthing like 80 % of the
fish stocls of the Community. So clearly if thcsc threc
countries can gct together, some faster progress might
be made. I think the facts regarding thesc thrce coun-
tries spcak for themselves and might help to conccn-
trate the minds of honourable Mcmbcn rnd of the
Council and of the Commission end the governments
of the Member Sates. I *p""9 Mr President, thst we
accept in principle thc report that has bccn laid
bcfore the House and thet we wish thc Council rnd
the Commission the very bcst of European luck in
trnng to resolve this problem.
If I may iust meke a penonal point at the en4 Mr
Presidcnt As I happen to be renrming to thc Housc
of Commons on a full-time basis, this is the lest
opporonity I shdl have of addre*ring this Housc. I
would like to thank you, Sir, and your colleag.rcs for
the courtesy you have cxrcndcd to me during my timc
here. Thank you very much.
(Applause)
Pneridcne 
- 
I call Mn Bwing.
Mrr Ewing. 
- 
Mr Presidenq mey I also pey r compli-
ment to Mr Gundclach ? I think one hour's slecp isn't
cnough for anybody end perhaps I could poy him e
compliment thrt is a little different fiom thet of the
last speeker, Mr Plctchcr, and say that from my point
of view I believc him to bc r sincere man with r
caring heart for the fishing industry. I have certeinly
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passcd that view on to the fishing federations that I
meeg and they have taken a little heart from this
against what looks like a very uphill sinration for
them.
I have stood here many times, probably too often on
the same subject, speaking with the best advocacy I
can summon up for what is the survival of a maior
industry and will, if I may, put it this way: Iceland
has half the population of Edinburgh and everyone
appsarc to recognize that Iceland's vital interests have
to be protected. If you were to draw a line across
Scotland half way, you would have a great land mass
and a small population ; we have 80 % of the inshore
fleet of the United Kingdom living there. If I can
make myself heard on a serious subjec! there is no
dtemative that is acceptable, there is no altemative
that is'available and there is no altemative that is
dignified for people who have preserved a way of life
thet is admirable. There are whole communities going
to be devastated if we do not get justice from this
Community. I have said this many times, but as I
have apparently not succeded in getting my point
ocross, I make no apology for saying it again. There
. 
are 80 000 male jobs in Scotland at risk, and indeed
many inshore fishermen in the south of England are
writing to me directly to ask me to make the most
impassioned plea I can, so I hope that this House real-
izes it is not a matter of dabbling with regional policy.
It is not /<labbling with a sinradon where men are
asking for aid to be bailed out. They are only asking
to get what any maritime.state gets as its right and
entitlement. They are asking you to consider that
coastal states have a preference 
- 
a unique entitle-
ment where the sea has been an extension of the
land; and if every maritime statc in the world regards
it in that light, and the EEC Member Sates do not, it
is a little bit as if, having sunk the boat of Scottish and
indeed Bnglish and Irish inshore fishing you are
going to have lengthy discussions on how to construct
a lifeboat; and it looks to my fishing federations in
pafticular, and those in the south of England, as if the
lifeboat is being designed as a 7-seater, with Ireland
and the UK the ones who have given you the pond
so that you can have these discussions in the first
place, being the last ones to be considered. !7hile I
sympathize very much with the complexities and the
goodwill that has been shown by very many Members
here, while I sympathize with the need to get it right
as we keep being told, can I just say that time is not
on the side of ghis industry, becausc there is no confi-
dence where there is uncertainty ? And when you go
back to the question of rural depopulation, if there is
no certainty 
- 
it is the same as in the mining
industry when there was n(r certainty 
- 
they vote
with their feet, as the saying goes. They say to each
other,'don't send your son to sea Skipper Campbell,
send him to something else'. And before you know
where you are there will be whole small ports right
round the United Kingdom 
- 
80 o/o of them in
Scotland 
- 
where there will be no dignity, no way of
life, and you with your fair hands and your goodwill
will have destroyed it. And that is a responsibility that
you have got 
- 
whether you like it or not.
Now, we went into the Common Market with a refer-
endum. People voted for it bug as far as Scotland was
concerned, they were given assurances by the prc-mar-
keteers, among whom Commissioner Jenkins must
take full responsibiiity about S0-mile coastal limits.
They were given assurances that they had nothing to
fear from the Member States, that justice would be
done and the common fisheries policy, which the
Conservative Government took us into with no right
of veto, would be renegotiated. And the referendum
result in Scotland, which was e yery narrow'yes', was
given in good faith to you all on a basis of these assur-
ances. IThen my party said,'Dont believe these assur-
ances', we were told You are alarmists. There is going
to be a renegotiation.' And when people like me said
You will only get 12 miles', we were laughed at by
the pro-marketeers. I really wonder what I can go
back and say if we don't make further progress with a
more satisfactory coastal preference.
On another couple of points I would quickly like to
comment. There is a great distinction, in my view, in
a wodd short of protein, betseen fishing for industrial
and human consumption. I understand very well the
plight of Denmark. For very similar reasons to thosc
that motivated regional policies in Scotland, the
Danes understandably created fishmeal factories in
areas which needed iobs. And I am the first to under-
stand the problem of these communities. But the fact
of the matter is that there really is no place for too
much industrial fishing in the North Sca. I would like
to make the point that, whatever results we come to,
we must make a distinction. One must look at quotas
on the basis that, if a large quota is going to the
baddies, those who fish for industrial consumption,
while I also understand the social reasons for doing it,
one must distinguish betseen fishing for industrial
and for human consumption. I would say we would
have to look at quotas again because quotas have not
worked so far bug if we are going to have them, then
it must be the goodies that get the large quotas 
- 
ie.
thosc who are fishing for human consumption.
I don't quite know what other points to make, but I
would like perhaps to make one point about the
smaller end of the fleet, on which I have already had a
courtesy talk with Mr Gundelach. I hesiate !o make
too much of it, because I am not in any sense looking
for a soft option for the EEC Member States in rela-
tion to their responsibility not to destroy a maior
industry in Scotland in particular, and in lreland and
the south of England. For instanca, one boat at the
top end of my fleet went out in the fint month of the
year and caught as much fish in a few weeks as many
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of the small boats catch in a year. There ought to be
some way of considering the small end of the fleet.
There is a problem of definition which Mr Gundelach
and I agree is difficult, it is not iust a question of
length, you can have a longer boat with a terribly low-
horsepower engine. But you can find a formula. IThen
you find a formula for what is essentially a boat that
only wants to go out a couple of nights from a base
and is not really in severe competition for big catches,
I suggest these boats be free of quotas altogether,
exempted from the system. \Phat they are catching to
sustain a modest way of life and help to keep these
communities alive is not the crux of the matter. The
crux of the matter is the top end of, for instance, my
inshore fleet in my area, the trawler industry of
counie. I do take Mr Hughes' point entirely 
- 
there is
a yery vexed question here between the trawler
industry and the inshore. There is also the distinction
between all of those and the small boat. And I wonder
if Commissioner Gundelach could look at that ques-
tion, because it may be that that could take a lot of
heat out of the situation in many ports right round
the UK and also, certainly, in Ireland and in the north
of Scotland.
lastly, we can get too scientific, Mr President. Ve are
dealing with the lives of men 
- 
and brave men at
that. I really do look to the Member States for some
iustice for our rich pond which you are getting.
(Applause)
Precident. 
- 
I call Mr Pistillo to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Pistillo. (I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of my Group I should like to
-xpress our interest in the problems outlined in the
motion for a resolution presented by Mr Kofoed. \7e,
too, consider it essential to establish a consistent and
systematic fishing policy as soon as possible.
By this we mean all that such a policy entails: Protec-
tion and rational utilization of the fishery resources of
the EEC countries, utilization and development of the
possibilities which exist in this sector 
- 
possibilities
which up to now have not received our full attention
- 
the means essential for exploiting them, iob Protec'
tion and, in the future, an increase in the number of
those engaged in this imPortant sector in Community
countries, and, lastly, relations with third countries,
because it is obvious that an aSreement with these
countries is as urgent and as important as ever.
Another element of this policy has hitherto been
action to protect particular species 
- 
and this has not
always had good results. There are areas 
- 
Italy is one
of them 
- 
where Community action should be aimed
first and foremost at the general organizational struc-
tures of fishing, i.e. from the basic equipment to the
analysis and research centres whch could establish
increasingly favourable conditions for the develop-
ment of fishing, leading to an improvement in
product quality and to action to Prevent the environ-
mental decline of various regions, which, as we know,
is caused by many factors,
I think that this is a problem which concerns not
only ltaly, but virtually all the countries of the
Community. Moreover, this problem is rightly empha-
sized in the report accompanying the motion for e
resolution.
After these brief general comments, Mr President, we
should like to express some resetYations on certain
parts of the motion for a resolution. Firstly, we
consider negotiations with third countries to be
urgent, inasmuch as this is part 
- 
and must be dealt
with as such 
- 
of a broader series of negotiations
involving the countries with which the EEC as a
whole disires to establish a basis for agreement and
understanding. Any policy towards a given country
based on a fait accompli, could only complicate tbc
issue coen furtber. Consequently, while we accePt the
principle of the 200 mile zone, we advocate a degree
of flexibility in view of the complex and varying situa'
tions involved. !7e naturally feel that the negotiations,
as Commissioner Gunderlach stressed, should not
take place between individual countries, but should be
conducted by the Community as an entity. !fle cannot
therefore 
- 
and we wish to be completely frank
about this 
- 
accept the attitude of the British
Members to the question under consideration.
Secondly, the motion for a resolution deals exclusively
with the problem of the countries of the north-west
and the north-east, while the problem of the Medi-
terranean countries is barely mentioned, far less
tackled. Yet in view of the prospective and welcome
accession to the Community of countries such as
Greece, Turkey and Spain, the problem will 
- 
and, in
fact, has already 
- 
become serious in this important
area as well.
In any case, there can be no overall fishing policy
unless existing and future problems in the Mediterra'
nean basin are considered.
Thirdly, the motion for a resolution calls explicitly for
structural measures to be drawn up in coniunction
with the Regional and Social Funds to establish 
-
and I quote 
-'alternative employment 
for those land
based workers dependent on the fishing industry who
will be affected by the adiustment to 200 miles fishing
zones'. !7e naturally agree with this proposal. Never-
theless, we ask ourselves and our fellow Members
whether structural measures can be limited to this. If
we consider only those countries at which the resolu-
tion is chiefly aimed, the answer is probably yes. But
things are differeng for example, where Italy is
concerned. Structural measures would have to go
further than mere material aid and deal with impor-
tant aspects of the organization of fishing, from its
basic siructures to the planning, research and survey
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centres. In other works, we propose an overall policy
which would give aid only when abeolutely essential
and concentrate rather on reorganization.
As far as I can see, there are no other alternatives.
This may be 
- 
although we do not think so 
- 
a
mainly Itatian need. Vhatever the case may be, we
maintain that a coherent and harmonized policy in
this sector must take account of all the problems
which arise in all the Member States, and not only in
some to the detriment of others.
These, Mr President, ladicc end gentlemen, are very
briefly the considerations which prompt us to abstein
from voting on this motion for a resolution presented
by Mr Kofoed and to ask that eccount be taken of thc
factors we have briefly brought to your ettention.
(Applause)
Pr,csidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Laban to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Lobrn. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenl I should like , on
behalf of my Group, to add a few remarks to what my
colleagues, Mr Prescott and Mr Hughes have said. I
should likc to deal in particular with Mr Gundelach's
statcment on the resuls of the Council meeting of
yesterday evening and last night I have the impres-
sion that Mr Gundelach, whose maior efforts to find
solutions in the fields of both external and internd
fisheries policy we grestly adminr, is being a little
over-optimistic about the results of this Council
meetinS. As tar as external fisheries policy is
concemed, we can fully share his optimism. As I see
ig the negotiations with most countries 
- 
even with
Sweden, which announced its 200 mile zone only very
rccently 
- 
on agreements will in fact be completed
around July, and only the negotiations with the Soviet
Union will take a little longer. However, the mere fact
that the Soviet Union is negotiating with the Commis-
sion of the European Communities is of political
significance, since this represents e certain recognition
of the European Community.
However, we cannot at the present stag€ completely
share Mr Gundelach's optimism regarding intemal
fisheries policy 
- 
certainly not on the basis of the
statement to the press this moming following the
dhcussions. !7e naturally welcome the conservation
measures for sprets and herrings, as these were vital,
particularly in the case of henings. But as fat as we
know no other measures for fixing quotes have so far
been taken. Up to 3t January fishing was carried out
on the basis-of previous catches, in the knowledge
that January's catches would be subtracted froin
quotas still to be fixed. I understand that this emer-
g€ncy measure is no being continued. I do not know
for how long exactly, but the fect remains that the
catches are to be subtracted frorn, quoas which have
not as yet been fixed. This is causing us some
concem, and it is one of the factors involved in the
establishment of an exclusive fishing zonc. I know
that some countries were having difficulties on this
matter, and we fully undenand this. But pcrheps Mr
Gundelach could tell us to what extent he is iustiliedin teking thc optimistic vies that progrcss hes bccn
made in this area too. I have read vrrious prcss rcports ,
-'inside information'- on last night's mecting butnevertheless I feel thet Parliamcnt too have e right to
know what are the grounds for this optimism.
Presidcnt 
- 
I call Mr Jahn to spcak on bchdf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Jehn. 
- 
(D) Mr Presideng ladies and genttemen,
the intemal and extemsl fisheries policy of the
Community arc not separable, as can be rccn from,
among other things, the motion for r resolution
contained in the Kofoed rcport, which tekcs a ycry
broad approach to the problem end deals with qucs-
tions of intcrnal and qxternal fishery policy fu bcyond
the scope of the Commission's dralt regulation vith
which the report is concerned. Thc Oral Question by
the Socialist Group also dcals with negotiatione with
third countries. I should thereforc also like to meke r
few brief remarks on behalf of my Group rcguding
external policy, which strikes mc as particularty
urgent in view of the latest developments. I em
obliged to basc my rcmarls on what I have lcrrnt
from news agencies and read in thc papers, snd on
what I have heard from Mr Gundelach todey.
There have becn developmcnts in the ncgotiations on
the common fisheries policy which must be a sourcc
of concem for all of us. I am not referring merely to
the demand that the exclusive zonc within the
Community should be extended 
- 
this hes beed a
constant problem in the ncgotiations on intemd
policy right from the outsct and has repcrtcdly been
discussed ba this ParliamenL No, I am rlso referring
fintly to the drnger that, while this tug-of-war orcr
quotas and kilometrcs and milcs is going on, the inter-
ests of the consumer in fish as a valuablc foodstuff
will bc forgotten or at least neglected; secondly, the
trends in the establishmcnt of e common proccdurt
for the conservation of lish stocls rnd r systcm of
supewision for ships from third countries os dccided
upon in December in the basic agreement; rnd
thirdly, thc qucstion of the responsibility for negotie-
tions with third countries, or to morr precisc,-with
countries of the Eastcrn bloc.
I consider it ominous, Mr Commissioner, that Council
Decisions or detailed Commission proposals can be
passed under the pressure of one or two Member
States threatening or announting their intention to go
it alone. This applies both to internal policy, for
which, according to reports, the Commission
proposed in January to convert the conservation
measures threatened by Great Britain and Ireland into
a series of optional Community melrsures as well as to
the procedure of making a Community policy out of
unilaterial national measures for the supervision of
ships from third countries.
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In order to prevent such unilateral measures, the
British licensing system has, to a certain extent been
taken over by the Community. Under this system, the
holders of licences must inform a supervisory body of
their intended routes and activities and of their actual
catches.
Mr Commissioner, this body should be a joint institu-
tion.
However, since the Commission has neither the neces'
sary technical nor financial means at its disposal, what
wili happen in practice is that the Community will
record those data which the Member States choose to
give it.
If it is true that the President-in'Office of the
Council, Mr Crosland, has stated that the supewision
in national waters will be carried out only 
- 
and I
stress only 
- 
by the Member Stete in question' since
national rights are only recognized intemationally in
areas of the sea forming part of the territory of that
State, this means that the maritime area of the Euro'
pean Community is in oractice divided into zones
which are the exclusive Preserve of the individual
Member States, except for quotas which may be
conceded to partner countries and third countries.
Therefore, we cannot really speak of European
Community waters.
In its Oral Question the Socialist Group expresses its
concem that lack of progress in negotiations with
third countries has been an obstacle to an agreement
on internal policy. The Oral Question was probably
drawn up immediately after the Council meeting of
20 December l976.Today, following the events of last
week and last nighq there is indeed reason to fear that
one Member State wants to use the Community as an
excuse to banish third countries from Community
wateni, while at the same time hindering the establish-
ment of a genuine common organization of internal
policy. Mr President-of the Council, I should be
grateful if you would clear up this point and set out
minds at rest on this matter.
The Community has made contacts easy for the
Eastem bloc, who initially failed to make any move to
observe the quotas imposed or to establish contact
with the Communiry. Now that the responsibility for
issuing licences has been given to the Presidency of
the Council, the Community has presented the Soviet
Union and the other Eastem bloc States with a golden
opportunity to avoid direct recognition of the Commu'
nity once again. As rapPorteur on Community 
-Comecon relations, I have been observing this prac-
tice for ten yea$ now.
The political significance of the first__negotiations
betwein the Community and the USSR has been
mentioned 
- 
it has been said that the ice has been
broken, and I hope that our attitude will not tum out
to have been over-optimistic. !7e must wait and see
what happens, howCver, for one thing is clear, Mr
Commissioner 
- 
the USSR has acted out the neces'
sity to which she too is subject. Ve cannot speak of a
change in doctrine.
The Community was faced with the question of who
should negotiate with the Eastern bloc countries. It
gave en unsatisfactory answer. I do not tliink that the
mere fact that a representative of the C;ommission will
take part in the negotiations is sufficient" This is not
in actordance with the obligations arising from the
EEC Treary nor can it be reconciled with thc negoti-
ating mandate originally given to the Commission by
the Council.
It is not a question of prestige or of personal or party
sensibilities-if we demand that the Commission itsclf
directly conducts these negotiations, as it does at all
other levels.
It is not only a question of a general Russian recogni'
tion of the (lommunity as the negotiating Partner for
trade agreements with the Eastem bloc 
- 
Moscow
will in any case not be able to 8€t round the fact that
negotiations are being conducted over Community
waiers. Vhat is also bothering us is the tendency for
individual Member States to flirt with other third coun-
tries, and for certain third countries to try to neSotiate
quotas surreptiously with some Member State 
- 
and I
am not just referring to one Member State or one
third country in particular ! There is thus a danger of
one country being played off against another, and this
is something which we must aYoid at all costs.
Ve are a Community. !7e want to be a Community t
Ve have an economic arca on the continent and on
the waters around the contineng and the sea around
England, Scotland, Ireland or what have you bclgnE
to our common economic area. Ve on the mainland
regard our friends on the offshore islands as a Euro'
pean nation within the Communiry and we hope that
ihey will organize their economic policy accordingly.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progtessive Democrats.
Mr Liogicr. (D Mt President, ladies and
gentlemen, European sea-fishing has been going
through a serious crisis for some years 1oy. Tolnage
caughl and the value of catches have hllen whereas
production costs have risen steeply.
In this context the decision of the EEC Member
States to take ioint action to extcnd the cconomic
zone to 200 milts as from I January assumes a critical
importance for the Community fishing industry. It
also appears to present a diplomatic hazard of global
proportions.
I7ith regard to outside interests, a very strict pgli":f
ali-2-rzs third countries is essential. It would indced
be inconsistent and incomprehensible if Community
fishermen were subjected to restrictions and if those
same restrictions were not resPected by the flcets of
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third countries. Neither should there be any obstnrc-
tionism by the Eastern countries, which will hav'l to
ogree to the licensing procedure. Reciprocal agtee-
ments vill have to be negotiated with lceland,
Norvay and Finland. As regards those countries
whose zones are not fished by C;ommunity fishermen,
their quota of catches in Community weters will grad-
ually need to be reduced. In this way restrictionJ witt
at last be placed on the liberty, not to say the licence
of those who heve habitually indulged in large-scale
destnrctive fishing.
In this 200-mile zone, Community policy can be effec-
tive only if the control s:6tem is also effective. In the
absence of a Community navy, the riperian Sate
should be responsible for enforcement as part of a
Community policy of strict controls.
\rith regard to internal interests, and this bringp us
back to Mr Kofoed's excellent report which we-fully
supporq we must define rules for the exploitation of
resources inside the 200-mile zone. In this connection
we regret 
. 
that the Council was not able to make a
final decision. There must be a Community policy on
the management of resources which would be appli-
cable to all those who fish in our waters. This piriicy
should aim at the full restorarion of the level of
catches, a stricter enforcement of measures to develop
fish stocks and, finalln a ban for some years on the
fishing of hening and on the carching of any young
fish.
Like the rapporteur for the Comminee on Agriculore,
we ane in favour of the principle of laying down
quotas for catches. The consewation of resources
would doubtless not be enough in itself if the market
terms for fislr products were not satisfactory. The
organization of this market must allow io, 
"nadequate retum on fish products so that the level of
fishermen's income may remin comparable to that of
other sectors
President 
- 
I call Mn Kellett-Bowman, to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group. -
Mrs Kcllctt-Bowmon. 
- 
My colleague Mr pletcher,
whose departure we very much reget, has dealt with
the main topics from our group point of view and I
want to address my remarks mainly to paragraphs 2, 3
and 4 of the oral question and to paragraphs i, 5 and
27 of the motion for a resolution.
It seemed to me and to the trawlermen of the North
ITest that the Commission up to now have taken alto-
gether too pessimistic and negative a view of the pros-
pects of securing an agreement with Iceland which
will allow our fishermen once more to fish in
Icelandic waters. &r to often in the past, the Commis-
si<in, and the UK Govemmeng seemed to accept that
all the trump cards were in lcelandic hands. Now this
is simply not the case and so I was delighted to hear
Mr Gundelach point out this afteinoon the strength of
our commercial position uis-d-yis lceland. That was
good to hear, Mr Gundelach. Apart from the fact that
Icelandic fishermen would still like to fish some of
our herring, far and away the most important fact is
the need of Iceland for access to Community markets
fot 54 olo of her fish. It is quite unacceptable for thc
Icelandic Prime Minister to say that he will not
discuss fishing limits and rights at the same time as
commercial matters. That may suit him but it
certeinly will not suit us, and it is not in the least
chauvinistic to sey so. Ve are entitled to fair play andthe reciprocity which Mr Gundelach strcscd
throughout his speech. I believe, and so do my fish-
ernen, that we should inform Iceland that we will
suspend Article 3 of the Community Trade Agrce-
ment with lceland and Protocol 6, which givcs
Iceland virtually iree entry for table fish, unless and
until the Icelanders come to a reesonable egreemcnt
over fishing. !7e were originally fully entitled to
suspend the operation of this protocol, since Article 2
of Protocol 6 expressly rescrved the right not to apply
the provision of this protocol if a solution satisfacory
to the Member Sates had not been found for thi
economic problems arising from the measurcs
adopted by Iceland concerning fishing rights. And
now tha! in facg the agreement that was reached then
has not hen renewed" we should suspend the
protocol until another agreemcnt is reached on the
basis of the reciprocity to which Mr Gundelsch
referred throughout his speech.
My fishermen also view with some apprehension the
proposals that the EEC should suspend all customs
duties on prime fish species, including cod, for usc in
processing. This they feel would further weaken the
Community's negotiating hand with countries like
Iceland and they fear that it would be almost impos-
sible to ensurc that thc fish coming in was onlj the
species specified and would really be used ozly in thc
processing industry. The UK and German markets
would be pafticulerly rnrlnenble to dumping of frcsh
fish when lceland's processing plant serving mainly
the American market, had moie fish than ttrey coutd
handle. These commercial considerations oughi, at thc
very leasg to be used as bargaining counters with
Iceland. And it was with this and wider considerationsin mind that Mr Scott-Hopkins tabled Amendment
No 4 to make full use of commercial relations in any
negotiations with third countries 
- 
a point raised
frequently by Mr Austin Lang, the Directoi-General of
the British Pederation. As he put it:
We hrve repeatedly pointed out that thc EEC is not
mrking oufficicnt usc of the size, strength and sability of
the Europcan merket in neggtirtions with third countrics.
Furthcr concessions to countries like lceland rre ridicu-
lous in the obcence of rny agrecment with the* coun-
triee, especially when they alrerdy enioy highly fevour-
able teriff reductions.
Regarding paragaph 6 of the motion for a resolution,
the penalties contained in the Pishcry Limis Bill orig-
inally brought in by the UK Governmeng werc not
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nearly strong enough. But an amendment by the
House of [ords 
- 
a most usefull working institution
contrary to some views 
- 
enables the courts now to
order the forfeiture of the nets or fishing gear used in
the offences and the fish that had been illegally
caught. So the day of derisory fines, which were
regarded merely as an overhead cost, are over as far as
the UK is concemed.
I was I must admig somewhat puzzled to hear Mr Pres'
cott, whd is no longer present with us, say that
Russian fishing within the UK limit would be illegal !
as from tomorow night. I understood from a state'
ment by the Mr David Owen, the Minister of State at
the Foreign Office, that in fact had been illegal since
Monday night last and I would like clarification of
that point.
The House will know that I shall be moving Amend-
ment No 5 to insert a new petagraph after paragraph
27 to the effect that there should be an exclusive zone
of up to 50 miles controlled for consewation PurPoses
solely by the coastal State. Ve believe that it is only
the coastal State which will be able to enforce the
conseryation measures which are vital to the survival
of the fishing industry.
(Applause)
Preeident. 
- 
I call Mr Carpentier.
Mr Carpentier. 
- 
(F) Mr Presideng ladies and
gentlemen, I think that man's most striking character-
istic is his improvidence. He knows that the resources
of nature are limited but he behaves as if they were
inexhaustible.
Pish stocks are not inexhaustible and if we do not put
an end to the depredation which we are witnessing
our children and our grandchildren will not eat fish.
That is the situation which has given rise to all the
problems referred to by previous speakers and in the
report which is before us.
Ve must take measures to coPe with this depredation
which is being perpetrated in the Atlantic as well as
in the Mediterranean. A proposal has been Put to us
for the establishment of a Community economic zone
of 200 miles. Vill we be able to enforce Community
regulations within that 200-mile limit ? I7ill we have
the necessary means to prevent boats from third coun'
tries coming to fish in that zone ? Ve will obviously
have to enter into agreements with third countries,
but what Prench boats will go and fish in the Baltic or
in the Black Sea ? There can be reciprocity only those
countries which are in a position to offer us the same
conditions. It is quite possible that we could reach
agreement with the other countries of !(estern
Europe or perhaps, more generally, with the countries
of the lTestem Vorld. It is in any case a maior
problem and in looking for a solution to it we ought
perhaps to take a new initiative instead of merely
following old paths which have been used before and
which, until now, have apparently led nowhere.
The French Socialists consider that the fishing authori-
ties should supervise the activities of all ioint fishing
companies in order to avoid overfishing. Ve are in
fact witnessing a phenomenon which is logical and
normal in our industrialized society; shipbuilding has
not been unaffected by progress and today we see
huge factory ships fishing without interruption, some-
times accompanied by dozens of other boats' The
damage they do is incalculable. I7e must therefore
enforce the regulations applicable to this 200-mile
zone.
In the coastal zone, which we can consider as
covering 12 miles, we should take account of non-in-
dustrial fishing, which needs to be protected. It must
be given the opportunity to continue.its activities in
the future, whatever country it represents. Ve know
very well that developments in deep-sea fishing
methods have caused other serious damage to the sea
bed. Not only are these methods harmful to fish and a
danger to the renewal of stocks, but they may also
destroy the gear used by non-industrial fishermen.
The destruction of a large number of lobster pots, for
example, involves non-industrial fishermen in consid-
erable loss. I stress this point, Mr Gundelach, because
it seems to me of critical importance. Reference has
been made to the provision of alternative employment
for these fishermen but that is difficult to arranSe. lfe
should also not forget that it is thanks to them that we
have fresh fish.
!7e want the Community to play a more decisive role
in relation to fishing, to make an effort to conserve
and redevelop stocks, to enter into agreements, agree-
ments which 
- 
I emphasize this 
- 
should have a
reciprocal element, since Breton fishermen, for
example, will never go to fish in the Mediterranean or
the Black Sea. Finally, we ask that the Community
should make an effort to Preserve non-industrial
fishing, perhaps by means still to be defined or by
granting financial aid.
President. 
- 
I call Mr McDonald.
Mr McDonold. 
- 
Mr President, one of the most
important economic and political questions facing our
Community in 1977 is how best to implement and
safeguard, conserve and manage the common fish
resources of the Community. I must therefore compli--
ment Mr Kofoed on the work he has put into his
report on the Commission's proposals, and indeed the
way in which he endeavoured to fit in the various
views.
!7e can of course welcome the considerable measure
of agreement reached by the Council on fisheries last
night. The ban on herring fishing was agteed until the
end of March, and I think this must be welcomed
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from all sides, and the text on the net sizes was agreed
on. The proposal on the purse-seiners was agreed, and
I understand the Council will decide quotas for
hening on the basis of scientific advice in the
Commission's proposals. Of course these quotas could
very well be zero.
However, no agreement was reached on the funda-
mental question of restriction of fishing in lrish
wate$. Our ministers said after the meeting last nighg
that Ireland will take unilateral me$ures in accor-
dance with the Hague Agreement, which is not extin-
guished by any aSreement reached at the Council
Meeting last night. The exact nature of these unilat-
eral measures will be elaborated on by the Irish
Government.
I believe that any common fisheries policy adopted by
our Community is bound to have great influence on
the economic and political life of my country. The
Irish Govemment share this view and have established
a Department of Fisheries. Their determined
approach to fisheries is expressed in the fact that
Ireland is the only Member State with a government
minister responsible solely for a Department of Fish-
eries 
- 
a senior and a most popular minister, I might
add.
Vhat is the Communiry Sir, asking of my country ?
!7ell, I could make the point that Ireland would be
happy to allow the Community boats to fish right up
to her beaches if, in return, Irish enterprises could
have free access to the coal and mining areas of
France and Germany 
- 
indeed, the heart of Europe
with permission, to carry away as much ore and as
much coal as they liked. France and Germany and the
other European countries have coal, steel and
minerals. Ireland has fish. Fish is one of our few
natural resources. If, however, these Community coun-
tries are not willing to allow all other Community
Members to carry away their natural resources, then
Ireland must insist, as a precondition to agreement on
any permanent fisheries policy, on a So-mile exclusive
zone for an Irish industry, which must be given the
chance to develop.
In this connection, it must be bome in mind that the
difficulties now faced by the lrish fishing industry are
due, at least partly, to over-fishing in the past by
fellow-members of the Community. It must also be
bome in mind that a 50-mile exclusive zone around
the Irish coast would not only benefit our country but
would also ensure conservation of fish stocks, and this
could only benefit the entire Community.
Also, it is most desirable and essential for conservation
that the larger fishing vessels are excluded from
certain designated areas. I am convinced that conserve-
tion of fish stocks should be the first priority of any
permanent fisheries policy. The common fisheries
policy was originally devised by the original six
Member States, and was put into effect shortly before
the three new Member States joined the Community.
As a result, it reflected the interests and needs of the
Six and was, in effect, imposed on Ireland es pert of
an otherwis€ acceptable Accession Treaty. The Acces-
sion Treaty allowed Ireland certain derogations from
the principle of common access, but over-fishing by
third countries, and indeed by some Member States,
results in geatly decreased catches for Irish fishermen
and poses a serious threat to the lrish fishing industry.
It is because of the changed pattern of fishing with its
threat to the survival of certain types and species of
fish, that lreland now insists of a S0-mile exclusive
zone.
The Commission has conceded, Sir, that the Irish
fishing industry is a special case because of is under-
developed state. The principle has been conceded. kt
us not refuse to implement the only measure which
can meet its needs, and that is a 50-mile zone.
In conclusion, Sir, might I point out the Amendment
No 17 standing in my name and the names of my
colleagues, Mr Creed and Mr fEstrange, should read :
'Amendment to paragraph 22' and not to 'paragraph
l9', as has been printed.
(ApplausQ
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lenihan.
Mr Lenihen. 
- 
There is one reality in this whole
question of the management of fishery resourcc
around our coasts and in my view this reality 
- 
and
this is my information 
- 
was very evident in the
various discussions at Council of Ministers level. and
particularly at the discussions last night. And that
reality is that it is basically only the coastal State thet
can properly manage and organize the conservation of
fishery resources within a reasonable zone off their
coast. That makes such obvious common sense that I
would appeal at this stage to the Commission to recog-
nize it r$ a matter of basic common scnse. If the
coastal States are entrusted by the Community with
the organization, manag€ment, conservation and
enhancement of fishery resources within a 50-milc
limit off their coasts in the best Community spirit and
with the aid of Community resources, you in the non-
coastal areas can be assured that we can organize these
resources for the benefit of the Community as a
whole. This involves a certain reciprocity of goodwill
with respect to the coastal States and particularly the
two islands of Great Britain and lrelani[ that et the
moment have within thcir 200-mile limits 80 % of
the fishing resources of' the C;ommunity. If this
mutual common sense and goodwill is acknowledgcd,
then, on the basis of the organization of fishcry
resources within a fifty-milc zone off thesc coastrl
States by the coastal states thems€lves with Commu-
nity aid, then we can make thc appropriate arrante-
ments q'ith our other Community countries as to how
best we can do this for thc bencfit of the Community
as a whole.
Lcnihen
Now that is forward
fishery resources that
view it is highly
Commission 
- 
and i
poratd in this report,
propos€ a qrctem of
historic rights. It is
tional historic rights,
tional historic rights,
fishing rights, which
for .piracy, we should
eries development for
that by allowing the
that the greatest need
arises. It is along the
wcst coast of
which I am familiar.
greatest need exists for
been depleted in the waters
within 200 miles of the
the mein offenders in this
of years heve not been
third party countries. countries are offenders as
well, but the main have been Community
countries represented in this Assembly ...
(Hcar, bear !)
. .. And it has been of their depredation of
over a long period offishery stocks and
years, within the waters am talking about that we are
now faced with this i of rapidly deteriorating
resources. And yet it is
we should be planning
at this stage, when
our PrcPer conservation and
management and of fishery resources
plan on the basis offor the future, that we
giving quotas to countries based on historic
not be alking about historicfishing rights. !7e
emount to a euphemism
where fishing stocks
that we ere talking
Community shores.
respect over a long
talking about planned fish-
future. And we can best do
I States adiacent to these
grounds, who know
be concemed with
grounds, whose ports would
organization of fisheries in
these grounds, to and control and, with the
aid of Community organize these waters
and make the :e anangemens with their
the Community in regard topartner countries withi
licensing and and size of boats and size
of mesh and so on.
There is one final I would like to make and it is
this : it concerns a that we have debated
yeani now and that ishere many times over
the principle of a regional policy. Ve
have had a Commissi responsible for this for the
one for 4 years ahead. It ispast 4 years and we
precisely in the areas in the coastal States,
for a pratical regional policy
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on the basis of the
at the momenl And in my
for a body such as the
this principle is also incor-
I say this with regret 
- 
to
based on traditional
the exercise of thesc tradi-
the abuse of these tradi-
has lcd to the situation
coast of Ireland and the
to mention two areas with
is in these areas where the
transfer of resources and for
ervation of these areas in thtt sctrsc. If thc Commu-
nity is sincere and serious about having e positive and
meaningful regional policy, this is the way that hclP
cen be given to small and medium-sized fishermen to
earn their livelihood and sustdin their wey of life in
regional pcriphcral areas, namely by ellowing thcm
substential concessions to fish within the S0'mile
zone off thcir shores and to menege them for their
own benefit end wtll as for thc treetcr bcnelit of the
Community.
In conclusion, Mr President, I thank you for lour
indulgence. I have sought to highlight e fcw points
that, in my view, are relevont to this qucstion and, in
my view, will continue to be very relevant in the
minds of the Council of Ministers and the rcPresenta-
tives of the coastal States in the Council until people
sqe common sense in this matter.
Prccidene 
- 
I call Mr Hughes to speak on bchalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Hughcs. 
- 
I would like first of all to reassure the
Parliament that I would under no circumstances take
up the I I minute that is available. \Fhat is quite clear
from the time-abling of questions and the speed of
movement of decisions between December and now is
that, whereas the question that was put down the day
after the failure of the Council of Ministers to reach
agreement in December is still valid to some extent
today, events have moved on. Therefore, without
wishing to comment in detail uPon the excellent
debate that has taken place and the replies we have
had from the President-in-Office of the Council and
Commissioner Gundelach, could I simply close this
debate by asking that through whatever channels are
available, given the spced with which cvents are
moving in the whole fishing sector of Community
external and internal policy, the oPPortunity be
cr€ated and used, both at the March and the April
plenaries for the President-in-Office of the C.ouncil
and the Commission to uPdate this House on any
progress that may take place in the determination of a
Community fisheries policy ? For either mysclf as an
individual or for any goup in this House to try and
put down a question or an oral question with debate
would now have to be for April and that might bc too
late. Ve are caught, Mr Presidcnt, in one of these
problems of the procedures of the House. !7hat this
debate has shown, and the reasons why we had to post-
pone it until 3 o'clock this aftemoon, is that evenB
can overteke the technical procedures of this House.
\7hen the Commission reports to this House on what
has happened during the previous month at our
mcetina in Strasbourg and when the Presidcnt'in-Of-
fice reports similarly in Strasbourg, could I iust plead
with them that they use that opportunity on the basis
of what has occurred during this debate to inform the
House yet further of the progress made in this area
and simply repeat to them the words of the Presidcnt
the Regional Fund to a real meaning. And these
are the precise areas are concemed with fisheries
the livelihood of the people
precisely the economic and
development and
depends on fishing. It
social presewation of areas that is at stake and a
would encompass the pres-meaningful regional
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of the Commisoion, Mr Jenkins : 'Each day's delay in
the achievement of this policy puts at risk the
resources for the future'. I( we have to wait to get
another report from Mr Kofoed and another oral ques-
tion with debate, this House will be denied adequate
opportunity for a proper debate. I would therefore
simply ask both the Commission and the President-in-
Office of the Council to grve an undertaking to this
House in responding to the question that was put
down by my group, that at the next plenary session
they will take special care to report ro this House in
detail of any further progess that will by then have
taken place in the fishing debare.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Yice-President of the Commission.
- 
Mr Chairman, first and foremost I would like to
thank all the participants in this debate for their
extremely valuable and inspiring comments. I will try
in my concluding remarks, rather than reply individu-
alln to reply to groups of questions. Thdt doesn't
mean that any individual contribution has not been
.duly noted and will be duly reflected upon. I think
the clarity of the debate will bc helped if I try to
concentrate my answeni on some main subjects which
have emerged in the debate. If, in that process, I fail
on this occasion to answer one or two questions, I ask
for forgiveness. There will be an opportunity to
conect that )ater on, since my fint reply will be to the
last intervention made.
As far as the Commissiolr is concerned I would
certainly be willing to make the undertaking subject
to whatever procedural arrangements the Parliament
itself makes, but as far as the Commission itself is
concemed, we will certainly be willing to participate
in any arrangement whereby we can report from our
side on events which have been taking place in the
building-up of a fishing policy externally and inter-
nally over the months which have passed since the
last session. If riothing much has happened it will be
shorg and if a lot has happened it *ill be longer.
Mr Chairman, I feel inclined to take up a subject
which I didn't dwell too much upon in my introduc-
tory statement because it was imposed by the report of
the rapporteur, who takes, on this poing I understand
with massive support in his committee, the same view
as the Commission. I did not take up the question of
exclusive zones but since this has been referred to in
rwo different connections in the debate, I think I have
to make a cle,* stand on this issue, once again
knowing that it won't go awal, that the debate will
last for a long time, but I think I have to restate
briefly the position of the Commission. There is first
the straightforward demand for an exclusive zone of
50 miles for certain areas that, it is argued, cannot
otherwise deal with their coastal arca fishing
problems. I would suggest than that this is not thi
right way of solving a problem which is a real
problem, and I shall revert to that.
The minute one starts at one end to establish exclu-
sive righs for certain classes of European citizens to
exploit the waters, it will spread all over the Commu-
nity, and we will have exclusive zones around most of
our coasts, with the result that a traditional 
- 
I would
suggest even a historic 
- 
industry in a number of our
Member States will be destroyed, with serious
consequences for employment, the national economic
interesg the substantial sums invested, and not least
employment.
Now I cannot easily imagine that further economic
integration, that the further development of a Euro-
pean Economic Community in one sector 
- 
fisheries
- 
means the gradual killing-off of a traditional
industry. I cannot accept that it is some kind of
piracy, as one of the speakers suggested. It is not. It is
very difficult to create the type of solidarity in the
Community towards the developing regions, which is
an absolutely essential condition for the continued
well-being of our Communiry if it has to be done at
the cost of directly closing down existing efficieng
well-established industries in our Member States, with
subsequent losses in employment in these Member
States, and quite often in other regions which are also
developing regions. I suggest this will have a snow-
balling effect of creating beggar-my-neighbour poli-
cies, trying to shift regional development problems
from one region to another without any real solution.
I cannot therefore accept that the solution to specific
problems lies in the creation of exclusive zones. Quite
apart from the fact, as I said initially, that it is simply
not in accordance with the Treaty and cannot be in
accordance with the Treaty without it being changed.
An altemative version is : why not leave in the hands
of the coastal States the control of fish conservation,
of quotas and what have you for a S0-mile zone of
their waters ? But with all due respect, it seems to me
to be nonsense, because the coastal State on behalf of
the Communiry, is responsible for controlling the
whole of the 200 sea miles around their coast; not
iust 50 miles, they have to control the 200 miles. They
will all have to be controlled. And therefore I don't
see the meaning of those 50 miles. I must make that
clear, and I think it might be a public relations stunt,
that it is not something which really has reality
behind it.
Having said this, I will say to those who have hesita-
tions conceming a coastal band of 12 miles with
respect for historic rights, that this is a different
matter, because there is a long tradition behind a band
of that size. It will make our administrative burdens
considerably easier if there is a relative degree of
freedom within an area of 12 mileg and it will go
some way at least towards meeting to some of the
concerns relating to coastal fishing problems. It is not
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a perfect solution, but at least it is something one
understands and has lived with for quite a long time.
Having said this, I want to reply to Mrs Ewing and to
others who raised this subject. I tried to make it clear
in my introductory statement that this Community
solidarity I am talking about is of no value if it does
not include a special responsibility towards those who
are placed in a more difficult situation than others 
-be it geographically or otherwise, but often it will be
geographically. So in my concept of Community solid-
arity, which is the cement of building a community,
the kind of problem which was elucidated most
strongly by Mrs Ewing but also by others, must have a
very high priority in the establishment of our fishing
policy. I7e have not been willing to take the responsi-
bility for depopulating mountain regions and other
areas. \Fe cannot take the responsibility for major
areas, or in Brittany, or certain parts of ltaly,
becoming depopulated because there is not a digni-
fied, social acceptable basis for the only industry,
namely fishing, which seems to be valid in those
areas. The question is how do you go about it ? I do
not believe that the exclusive zone is a magic word.
Nor do I believe that artificially keeping alive a
museum rype of fishing is necessarily the right answer
either, because that might not quite be in accordance
with the justified demand of Mrs Ewing for a dignified
local society. That must be a society which is not, as
another delegate indicated, in need of constant assis-
tance, but which is helped to reorgpnize itself and its
fishing activity in such a way that it becomes a profi-
table proposition for the future. For that they need
initial help over a period of time. But it should not be
a matter of continuing subvention systems, because I
do not believe that is in accordance with the concePt
of human dignity. I believe that the main part of the
answer does lie in a fully-fledged structural policy for
the Community must make available the necessary
amount of money 
- 
snd, Mr Vandewiele, I did say
400, not 4 000 
- 
400m u.a. over the next four years,
and that I consider to be the minimum necessary for
the Community to make its contribution in this area.
But I am not necessarily saying that this alway can be
done. I think further thinking will have to go into the
solution of this problem which is difficult, but not
only in fishing. We have it, as you very well know, in
agriculture. \[7e have it in the textile industry, in the
shoe industry and in many other areas of our society.
How are we adapting to new modern techniques in a
way that does not permanently create unemploy-
ment ? The answer cannot be found solely and exclu-
sively in the fish sector, even if that is of highest
importance to certain regions in Parts of our Commu-
nity ; it must be part of an overall answer. There can,
however, Mrs Ewing, be no doubt that this is one of
the main problems which must be solved in the esta-
blishment of this common fishing policy'
I have been asked why I expressed some optimism as
a consequence of last night's discussion in the
Council. There has been a general feeling that there
was some reason for satisfaction so far with develop-
ments on the external front, with the situation
concerning lceland, which I referred to and which
other delegates have referred to as well, but there was
a feeling that nothing had happened in the intemal
field which seemed to be justifying optimism or, in
other words while certain proSress was being made, it
was only under the threat of one or two other Member
States using their legal rights under the Hague resolu-
tion to take national conservation measures. How
much was proSress under those circumstances worth ?
My answer to this is that everything naturally is rela-
tive. I did not express a general satisfaction that every-
thing was now fine in the internal field, but I did
express the opinion that there was some kind of a
breakthrough in the internal policy last night, and
that I still maintain. Because during 3 or 4 months'
discussions in the Council, very little time has been
devoted to the internal aspects of the fish policy. I
thas been concentrated on the external side, where
there were emergency problems to deal with. For the
first time, one has spent a very great deal of time on
the internal side. And one has been able to resolve a
number of difficult issues like the herring ban, how to
deal in a short while with mesh sizes, all the concrete
measures which were listed by the representative of
the Council, and which I don't want to rePeat because
that enumeration was absolutely comPlete. It was all
there. Seventy-five percent of the proposals submitted
by the Commission, which covers more or'less the
ground which various Member States wanted to have
touched, was in actual fact politically agreed. !7hat
happens hereafter at the procedural level due to
various other aspects is another thing. It doesn't
change the fact that there was political agreement
about seventy-five percent and fairly clear indication
that agreement could be reached about more. That in
my view is some kind of a breakthrough and a step
forward.
Then comes the question by Mr Jahn : is it really
progress, because it was done under pressure 
- 
the
pressure that, otherwise, the United Kingdom or
Ireland will take national measures ? My answer is, as
I said in my introductory statement, that it is indeed
bedevilling ihe deliberatibns in the Council and elsei
where that this danger of national policies is hanging
in the air. I said it. I repeat it. There we agree. As long
as that threat is hanging there we are going to oPerate
in an extremely tense atmosphere, which 'will not
make thingp any easier. But as far as last night is
concerned I do not feel that results were achieved
under threat, beiause all the proposals, all the conser-
vation measures which were being debated stem from
the original Commission proposals months ago' ProPo-
sals which have for a long time had a wide range of
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support among a number of other Member Sates. It
was thus not iust something one or two delegations
wanted and others felt they had to snallow, otherwise
they would get in some othcr way. They were mattes
where there was for quite a long time a very consider-
able consensus. I must therefore say that irrespective
of the regrettable situation in regard to possible
measures, so far one has been acting in what I would
call a responsible communitarian manner and there-
fore not under threa! but in a manner which is
worthy of the Community and therefore also worthy
of being described as a considerable step forward. That
does not diminish the hct that we will be living under
that cloud and that will make our life difficult until
the time, hopefully in the not too distant future,
where we have a full or regular common fisheries
policy, final or intermediary, whereby that provision
of the Hague protocol will disappear out of the
picture. But it will be yet a little while before we
arrive at that poinL
In regand to the special problems of Ireland to which
reference has been made, there again I would like to
say that I do not believe that the solution lies in
S0-mile exclusive zones. I do believe, as I said before,
in regional policies. Regional policies which will
enable a region to produce and sell 
- 
sell where ? To
other parts of the Community. But how on earth can
you expect solidarity where you give a region money
and help in order to sell to yourself, when you are told
in the meantime you can disappear out of our wate6.
It just doesn't hang together. It can't be both ways.
IThat you can expect is that alr part of development
policy, Irish fishing should be developed. That has
been accepted. That is why it has been accepted that
higher quotas for catches should be established for
Ireland, and lower quotas than previously for countries
fishing in Irish waters, thereby dlowing lrishing
fishing to be extended. Furthermore, now that we are
living on a sort of gentleman's agreement conceming
continuous fishing, but not excessively so, it has been
suggested that in Irish waters within 12 miles, one
should go down to 80 % of catches of last year. One
is still discussing the matter of boat sizes within 12
miles. One has clearly indicated to Ireland that if
there are other areas where there is a fish conservation
prohlem, one is willing to teke special measures. Just
as one has done in the case of the special area for
herring, and one has done it for one Irish areq the
Celtic Sea, where fishing of herring will also be
banned. It is therefore not fair to say that progress has
not been suggested in regard to solving the Irish
problems but I must confess'that it appears to me that
sometimes these ideas of exclusive zones lake on a
certain element of emotion, more than a real substan-
tive argument.
And those will be my concluding remarks. I have no
doubt that in a question of this delicacy, emotions will
still be involved. I am equally clear in my mind that
unless one is willing to look upon it to a reasoneble
extent as a pratical propoaition which lends itsclf to a
reasonable solution at a European levcl within a Euro-
pean framework in a solidary manner, we shall all bc
involved in a very bloody mess. It do not think that
anybody in any Community institution would like io
see the type of situation which developcd bctwecn
one of our Member States and Iceland start devc-
loping betwcen the Member States themselvcs; that
will b€ the result if we can't stick to a Community
line.
(ApplausQ
Prcsident. 
- 
The ioint debate is closed.
Ve shall now consider the motion for a regolution
contained in the report by Mr Kofoed.
I put the preamble and paragraphs I to 3 to the vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I to 3 are adopted.
On paragraph 4, I have two amendments:
- 
Amendment No 4, tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins:
This paragnph to read rs follows:
'4. Urges that negotiationr bc concluded without dehy
vith a view to phasing out lishing by third countricr
in Community waten; thot rcccss for third countricr
bc strictly controlled by licenccg within the C.ommu-
nity 2fi)-milc zonc, lnd ncgotirtcd only in retum br
occess by Community fishermen to their fish stocb;
and thot commetcial rcletions with thiid countrics bc
used in negotiating access for Community fishcrmen
to their waters.'
- 
Amendment No 13, tablcd by Mr Vandewiele on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group:
This pengnph to md rs follo*s:
'4. Urges thrt negotirtiong aimed at the gmdud cerce-
tion of firhing by third countries in Community
weters be concludcd vithout delen rnd thlt thc
acccss of third countries to thcsc mtcn bc otrictly
regplrtcd by merns of concessions rs rcgrrdr the
C,ommunity's 200-mile limit gnnted exclusively in
retum for rights enabling Community fishermen to
fish in the waters of the countries concemed'.
These amendments are mutr,rally exclusive, but thcy
may be taken together.
I call Mrs Kelett-Bowman to move Mr Scott-Hopkins'
amendment.
Mns Kcllett-Bowmrn. 
- 
Briefln Mr President, I
move Amendment No 4 on bchalf of Mr Scott-
Hopkins. It is all very well talking about historic
rights of third countries, bu! as Mr Lenihan pointed
oug it is precisely these countrics that have causcd so
much of the havoc in our fishing industry by gross
over-fishing with no regrrd whetsocver for conseryr-
tion and any agrcemcnts rcached thcreon. Ve would
respectively suggcst that these rights should be
balanced by dutics and responsibilities, and our
commercial muscles should be brought into play. I
commend this amendment to the Housc.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Vandewiele to move his
amendment.
Mr Vendewiele. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the amend-
ment to paragraph 4 which I tabled on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group originally incorporated a
part of Mr Scott-Hopkins' amendmen! namely the
whole first part up to the words 'access by Commu-
nity fishermen to their fish stocks'. In consultation
with the rapporteur, and after careful reading of the
original text of the resolution, I am prepared to with-
draw this amendment. I shall ask my colleagues to
reject the Scott-Hopkins amendmeng unless the
rapporteur changes his mind. I therefore ask Mr
Kofoed to make a clear stateme4t of his. position. If
he repeats what we have just discussed I shall propose
to the members of my Group that we withdraw our
amendment and reiect the other amendment.
President. 
- 
Vhat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Kofoed, roPporteu. 
- 
(DK) Mr Scott-Hopkins'
amendment is mistaken, since one cannot talk of
excluding third countries and then ask for negotia-
tions afterwards. I therefore feel that the text as it
stands amply and better fulfils the purpose behind
both Mr Scott-Hopkins' amendment and, in parti-
cular, Mr Vandewiele's amendmeng since it takes
account of the fact that friends cannot suddenly be
excluded and then asked to start negotiations. I
cannot accept the two proposed amendments and
must add that it is not only third countries which are
responsible for the fact that we have fished too much
of our stocks. The Community countries are also
responsible, and third countries alone cannot be
blamed for this state of affairs. Therefore, I think that
our version of paragraph 4 reflects the situation better
than these amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes. 
- 
Mr President, I am sorry to delay
matters, but this is in part an explanation of vote on
behalf of my group. There appears to be a crucial
element in the Scott-Hopkins' amendment which we
would urge should be included, and that is the
concept of control by licences, which is not in the
original paragraph 4. I7e accept the concept of reci-
procity, but we feel that the wording in the Scott-
Hopkins' amendment, which includes the phrase 'by
licences', carries with it an importent element that
ought to be in paragraph 4. Therefore, we are inclined
to support the Scott-Hopkins' amendment in that
respect, even though I accept what the rapporteur has
said about other parts of it. !flithout this concept of
'by licences' paragraph 4 has a weakness but I would
be quite happy with the wording of this paragraph if
'by licences' could be included. I wonder whether the
rapporteur could make a comment on that.
President. 
- 
Does the rapporteur wish to add
anything ?
Mr Kofoed, rafuPortcur, 
- 
(DK) I can understand
that there is a desire to see a system of licences put
into practice, but ladies and gentlemen, how on earth
can you believe that it is possible to make rules unless
you also provide for control ? Surely there does not
have to be a complete set of instructions for every
paragraph. In my opinion, paragraph 4 states that
compliance with paragraph 4 implies that there is also
control. That is my view. I do not think that it is
necessary to spell it out in any further detail. One
detail will lead to another, resulting in less room for
manoeuvre.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Amendment No l3 is accordingly with-
drawn.
I put Amendment No 4 to the vote.
Amendment No 4 is adopted.
I put paragraph 5 to the vote.
Paragraph 5 is adopted.
On paragraph 6, I have two amendments:
- 
Amendment No 5, tabled by Mr Lenihan, Mr
Gibbons, Mr Herbert, Mr Nolan and Mr Yeats:
At the end oI this paragraph, add the Iollowing:
'... and insists on the total exclusion of those third coun-
tries whose fishing methods are damaging to fish stocks;
- 
Amendment No 14, tabled by Mr Vandewiele on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group :
Add the following to this paragraph :
'.. . and insists in particular that all fishing methods
preiudicial to fishery resources should be prccluded i.
These amendments are mutually exclusive, but may
be taken together.
I call Mr Lenihan to move Amendment No 6.
Mr Lcnihan. 
- 
Mr President, my amendment is self-
explanatory. I feel that in a matter of this kind we
should be very strong and I think we should insist on
the total exclusion of those third countries whose
fishing methods are damaging to fish stocks. !7e have
the information at the moment. It is available to all
the coastal countries involved, and we can take immed-
iate action if we incoqporate this amendment in para-
graph 6.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Vandewiele to move Amend-
ment No 14.
Mr Vandewiele. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the purpose
of these amendments is obviously the same. I7e
tebled our amendment because we obiect to the
explicit statement that third countries must be
excluded if they use harmful fishing methods. There-
fore, the only reason we tabled this amendment is that
we want to eliminate all harmful fishing methods 
-
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including those used by Member Sarcs 
- 
irrespective
of who practises them, and this is indeed an impor-
tant nuance. I must uphold my amendment.
Pr6sidena 
- 
I7hat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Kofocd, ra2portcur.- (DK) I think that the first
amendment conflicts somewhat with what we agreed
to in paragraph 4, since we cannot decide in para-
graph 4 to propose that negotiations be concluded
crithout delay, thereby achieving a sort of reciprociry
and then announce that they will be excluded. I
would propose that we reject the amendments and
adopt paragraph 6 as it stands. I would also say to Mr
Vandewiele that the question of fish conservation and
equipment belongs more to conservation policy in
paragaph 23 and 24. I believe we are covered as far as
these points are concemed.
Ptcsidcnt 
- 
Do I understand, Mr Kofoed, that you
would support the adoption of Amendment No 14 on
paragraphs 22, 23 and 24 ? \\e problem is that it has
been put down to paragraph 6.
Mr Kofocd, rapportcur. 
- 
(DK) It is a little difficult
to speak Danish and expect it to be translated
perfectly everytime. I am saying that I cannot eccept
the amendments put forward and I uphold my own
proposal for paragraph 6.
Pr:sidcnt 
- 
I call Mr Lenihan.
Mr Lcnihan. 
- 
In view of the remarks made
concerning the adoption of the previous amendment
on which we have voted, I withdraw that amendment.
Presidcnt. 7 Amendment No 5 is accordingly with-
drawn.
I put Amendment No 14 to the vote.
As the result of the show of 'hands is not clear, a fresh
vote will be taken by siaing and standing.
Amendment No 14 is rejected.
I put paragraphs 6 to 8 to the vote.
Paragraphs 5 to 8 are adopted.
Alter paragraph 8, I have Amendment No l, tabled by
Mr Bangemann, seeking to add the fotlowing new
paragraph :
8a. Requests the Commission to come forrard immedi-
ately with a proposal for vesscls and aircreft respon-
sible for the enforcement of Community lisheries
conservation policy to display a distinctive Commu-
nity insignia.
Since Mr Bangemann is not present and no one is
prepared to move the amendment on his behalf,
Amendment No I falls.
I put paragraph 9 to the vote.
Paragraph 9 is adopted.
On paragraph lQ I have two amendments:
- 
Amendment No 7, tabled by Mr Lenihan, Mr
Gibbons, Mr Herbert, Mr Nolan and Mr Yeats:
This paragraph to read as follows:
'10. Insists thet the intemal fisheries system give duc
recognition to thc needr of thosc pcripheral coertal
rcgions which are particularly dependent on fishing
and thc csscnrid requittment to conscrye rnd
increase the Community's fish stocks:
considers that the most effective mcins of
protecting the fishermen in pcripheral corsal
regions and conselving the Community's fish stocks
is to crcate nrtional exclusive zones of 50 miles;
reircts rny qatcm oI quotas in determining the
C,ommunity's intemal fisheries policy ;
- 
Amendment No 16, tabled by the Socialist
Group:
After subparagaph (c) insert the following new subprn-
gr.ph (d):
{d) coosal fishing conservation zones policed by thc
coostel Stete for thc purposc of conservrtion of
Community fish stocls ;.
These amendments are mutually exclusive, but mey
be taken together.
I call Mr Lenihan to moye Amc4dment No 7.
Mr Lcnihrn. 
- 
Mr President, this particular amend-
ment incoqporates the views that I expressed during
the actual debate. Ve are seeking to have paragraph
l0 read differently. At present it asks for an internal
fisheries system, based on fishing quotas, limiting of
fishing effort by licensing arangements and reserved
fishing zones. !7e seek instead a wording which
insists that any such system should recognize the
needs of those peripheral coastal regions, which are
particularly dependent on fishing, in other wordq
regional policy criterie arc to be applied.
The second pangraph of the amendment sugg€sts
that the most effective way of achieving this regional
objective in peripheral regions and conserving the fish
stocks is by the creation of exclusive zones of 50
miles; we also propose that in the determination of
any such regime or system we reiect a quota s)rstem as
such. The prescnt wording of the paragraph baldly
incorporates fishing quotas without any further elabo-
ration on what they can mean. The second part of
paragraph l0 in the report goes on to say that thc
system should give due recognition to the historic
fishing rights of Member States. There is nothing
scientific whatever, from the conservation point of
view, in basing any future fishing regime on the recog-
nition of historic fishing rights when, in fact, these
historic fishing righrc have got us into the dilemma in
regard to the depletion of stocks in which we find
ourselves,
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes to move Amendment
No 16.
Mr Hughcs. 
- 
In moving this amendment, Mr Presi-
deng I would remind the House that on 16
December, a resolutiort by the Socialist Group
containing precisely the worrds.in this amendment was
pessed. Therc has been, I gather, some small confu-
sion as to the precise meaning and when, as a Socialist
Group, we accept wholely and without reserve the
wording in paragraph 22 which says 'carried out on
behalf of the Commission' the acceptance of that
wording at a later stage in the resolution carries with
it explicitly thet we understand by the prording in this
amendment that the policing of coastal fishing conscr-
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vation zones by the coastal States, for the purpose of
consen ation of Community fish stocks, is carried out
on behalf of the Commission, acting as agent for the
Commission. That is absolutely explicitly involved in
this amendment by our support of paragraph 22, and
ever,4hing we have ever said. Therefore, I recommend
this amendment in those terms to this House. Regret-
ubly in asking my colleagues to reiect the Lenihan
amendment, it seems to me that unless there is an
element of quota involved, we cannot support the
redraft of paragraph l0 that he is suggesting. There-
fore, I would urge my honourable friends to reiect the
knihan amendment and then support this one, on
the clear understanding that these zones are policed
by the coastal country on behalf of the Commission
and that there is no question whatsoever of this being
an exclusive national activity.
President. 
- 
Vhat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Kofoed, rapportcur. 
- 
(DK) I cannot accept Mr
lrnihan's amendment because, as several speakers
have said, the problems of inshore fishermen will not
be solved by having a 50-mile limig since within
these 50 miles it is perfectly possible to have large
trawlers which prevent the inshore fishermen from
catching anything. Therefore the S0-mile limit is no
answer to the problem.
I regard the quota s),stem only as a necessary method
of letting fish stocks recover. Therefore I cannot
accept the solutions put forward by Mr Lenihan, and I
hope that they will be reiected.
I can accept the Socialist Group's amendment if the
words 'coastal fishing conservation zones policed by
the coastal State on behalf of the Commission' are
inserted. That, I would say, is in line with our concept.
If 'on behalf of the Commission' is not inserted in
this sentence, it may be misinterpreted by people who
are willing to do so to mean that it is only the States
which exercise this supervision.
I would ask Mr Hughes whether he is prepared to
insert these words.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes. 
- 
In my own name I can gladly accept
the writing-in of that change, and I would urge it on
all my honourable friends in the Socialist Group
because that is implicit in our beliefs. There are some,
however, who may find that the reservation of
national interests makes it impossible for them actu-
ally to vote for it in that hard form. Therefore, while I
myself will gladly accept that wording and vote in
favour of it, I must accept that there will be Irish and
some of my British colleagues who feel that it
conflicts with national interests. I accept it on my own
behalf, but I cannot accept it en bloc for the whole of
the Socialist Group.
Prcsident 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) As was obvious from the
speech which I hed the opportunity of giving earlier
in the day, I do not consider that the quota system is
good for the fishery policy: I therefore request that
the vote on Mr knihan's amendment be taken in two
parts so that we can vote separately on the last section
of the amendment.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Vandewiele.
Mr Vandewiele. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, after the
rapporteur's statement I shall be able to support Mr
Hughes' amendmeng but only if he gives a clear
undertaking that he accepts the addition of the words
'on behalf of the Commission', as requested by Mr
Kofoed. In that case I will invite my Group to support
the amendment.
Prcsident 
- 
I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.
Amendment No 7 is rejected.
!7ould Mr Hughes first read out Amendment No 16
slowly in the form in which he proposes to move it ?
Mr Hughes. 
- 
Certainly, Mr President. I would
sugSest the following wording:
'Coastal lishing conservation zones policed on behalf of
the Commission by the coastal State for the purpose of
conservation of Community fish stocks'.
President. 
- 
Are there any obiections to taking
Amendment No 16 in this form ?
Since there are no objections, I put Amendment No
16, as orally amended, to the vote.
Amendment No 16, as orally amended, is adopted.
I put paragraph 10, as amended, to the vote.
Paragraph 10, as amended, is adopted.
I put paragraph ll to the vote.
Paragraph 1l is adopted.
On paragraph 12, I have Amendment No 8, tabled by
Mr Lenihan, Mr Gibbons, Hr HerbeG Mr Nolan and
Mr Yeats :
At the end of this paragraph, replace the words:
'in regionally limited reserved zones of variable extent'
by
'and through thc creation o( national exclusive zones of
50 miles'.
I call Mr Lenihan.
Mr Lcnihrn. 
- 
I qrsn'1 delay the House. The amend-
ment is self-explanatory, it is again on the 50-mile
exclusive zone principle, and I will iust leave it at that.
The House has already, I think, made its view known
on this, but we will go through the formalities d the
vote on this.
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President. 
- 
Vhat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Kofoed, rapportcur, 
- 
(DK) The same comment
as before, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 8 to the vote.
Amendment No 8 is reiected.
I put paragraph 12 to the vote.
Paragraph 12 is adopted.
On paragraph 13, I have Amendment No 3, tabled by
Mr Scott-Hopkins:
After the words'requirc strengthcning', this paragraph to
read as follow:
'but calls upon the Commission to reiect quotas as a tool
of control of fishing, and insists that quotas are a tool
only of planning; licensing o( fishing-boats and their
equipment is considered thc proper method of control;'.
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowmen. 
- 
I move formally, Mr Presi'
dent.
President. 
- 
\flhat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Kofoed, raPportcur. 
- 
(DK) I am against this
amendment. Quotas are the only means by which we
can make a start on conservation both in planning
and in practice.
Prcsident. 
- 
I put Amendment No 3 to the vote.
Amendment No 3 is reiected.
I put paragraph 13 to the vote.
Paragmph 13 is adopted.
I put paragraphs 14 and 15 to the vote.
Paragraphs 14 and 15 are adopted.
On paragraph 15, I have Amendment No 9, tabled by
Mr Lenihan, Mr Gibbons, Mr Herberg Mr Nolan and
Mr Yeats:
In this paragraph, replace the words:
'quotas of levels'
by
'an internal fisheries polid
I call Mr Lenihan.
Mr Lenihon. 
- 
Mr President, I must say I
profoundly disagree with the view that quotas are the
only method that one can adopt in regard !o organ-
izing a fisheries regime or system. If one has to do
that, I feel a licensing s)rstem would be far preferable.
For that reason, I don't see why we should tie
ourselves in paragraph 15 here to quotas again, with
the establishment of quotas of levels that would be
effective for conseruation. The implication there is
that quotas, and quotas alone, are the only means of
organizing and managing a fisheries regime. !7e there-
fore suggest in our amendment that we delete 'quotas
of levels' and instead state 'an internel fisheries
policy'. That is a much wider, more flexiblc phrase-
ology that can embrace a wide number of variable
systems that can be adopted in the course of organ'
izing and managing a proper and appropriate fishdries
conserYation regime.
President. 
- 
Vhat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Kofocd, rdPl,orteat 
- 
(DK) Mr Lcnihan has
misunderstood things. This paragraph simply states
that if, for example, quota saystems arc introduced,
thig may have certain consequences which will require
a structural policy. In fact, I would ask Mr Lenihan to
withdraw his amendmenL
Presidcnt. 
- 
I put Amendment No 9 to the vote.
Amendment No 9 is reiected.
I put paragraph 15 to the vote.
Paragraph 16 is adopted.
I put paragraphs 17 to 2l to the vote.
Paragraph 17 to 2l are adopted.
On paragraph 22" I have two amendments:
- 
Amendment No 10, tabled by Mr knihan, Mr
Gibbons, Mr Herbert, Mr Nolan and Mr Yeats:
The beginning of this paragraph to read as follo*t;
'22. Considers that the basis of intemal fisheries policy
must be the establishment of netional exclusive zones of
50 miles, and thrt the Community... (tcst unchangedf;
- 
Amendment No l7hev, tabled by Mr McDonald,
Mr Creed and Mr L'Estrange :
This paragreph to reed as follows:
'22. Considers that the basis of on effective conscrvation
policy must bc the egteblishment of crclusive coostel
bends of 50 milcg around somc rreas of the Community,
notrbly keland and Northem Britain, with supcrvirion
by the Member Stercs concemcd acting on bchrlf of the
Commission and with financial assist ncc from the
Community;'.
These two amendments are mutually exclusivc, but
may be taken together.
I call Mr Lenihan to moye Amendment No 10.
Mr Lcnihon. 
- 
This again is the very same point
that has already been made and it is quite self-evident
It concems the 50-mile exclusiye zonc.
Prcsidcna 
- 
I call Mr McDonald to movc Amend-
ment No l7lrcn.
Mr McDoneld. 
- 
Mr Presidcnt, I have already dcalt
with this. Bven the Commission and all the experB
agrce thet there is a Sreat need for conscryotion. Thert
has been full agreement for the suspension of fishing
for herring. One must take some corrcctivc mcesurcs
and I think that this is necessary as a first stcp.
Prcaidcne 
- 
Vhat is thc rapporteur's view ?
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Mr Kofoed, rd1yortcur. 
- 
(DK) The baiic idea
behind both these amendments is the same. They call
for a S0-mile limig and I do not think that we can
accePt this.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes for an explanation of
vote.
Mr Hughes. 
- 
Mr President, conservation policy
must extend for the whole of the 200 miles and I
cannot accept the validity of 50 miles. Therefore I
must vote against the amendment. Because conserva-
tion zones, for marine biological realx)ns, need to go
right out to 200 miles, I cannot vote in favour of a
S0-mile limit.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No lZrev. to the
vote.
Amendment No lZrev. is reiected.
I put Amendment No l0 to the vote.
Amendment No l0 is reiected.
I put paragraph 22 to the vote.
Paragraph 22 is adopted.
On paragraph 23, I have Amendment No 15, tebled
by Mr Vandewiele on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group:
This paragraph to read as follows:
'23. ... for each species, and cannot acccPt dn! 4lloc4-
tion of quotds on Past pcrformancco;'.
I call ll4r Yandewicle.
Mr Vandewiele. 
- 
(NL) W President, we would
point out that the allocation of quotas does not have
to be based exclusively on the levels of past catches.
In this we are taking account of the arguments in Mr
Kofoed's excellent report. However, I have the impres-
sion that the English translation of our amendment
sounds somewhat too mild. The Dutch text reads '...
quota's uitsluitcnd wordt gebaseerd op ...'. As far as I
can judge, the English text should therefore read '...
quotas based exclusively on'. I would ask Mr Kofoed if
he can accept our amendment with this minor
change.
Prcsident. 
- 
Vhat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Kofoed, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) I agree with Mr
Vandewiele's amendment if that word is included.
The Danish translation is correc! and if the word
'only' is inserted in English, that version will then also
be the same. I therefore accept the amendment.
President. 
- 
I understand that the word concemed
appears in the French text, so that if the amendment
is adopted there vill be no difficulty about reg;ular-
izing the language question.
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughcs. 
- 
I wish only to clarify the matter Mr
President. Am I to understand that the wording in the
English text would then be : 'rejects the concept of
any allocation of quotas being exclusiuely on past
performance. Is that what the sense is ? That is what I
understood from Mr Vandewiele, but before I am
asked to vote, I want to be absolutely clear because I
could certainly vote in favour of that. If it is saying
something else, I am rather perturbed.
Prccidcnt. 
- 
I understand, Mr HugheC that thc
French text runs i.., cannot acccPt an! allocation of
qtotas based exclusiacfi on Pdst Pcrforrnancc. The
ncxt text on which we shall be voting will be base4 in
the various langgages, on the French text
I put Amendment No 15, thus modified, to the yote.
Amendment No 15 is adopted and its text will bc
regularized in the various languages in accordance
with the French version.
I put paragaph 23, so amended, to the vote.
Paragraph 23, so amended, is adopted.
I put paragraphs 24 to 26 to the vote.
Paragraphs 24 to 26 are adopted.
On paragraph 27,1have Amendment No ll, tsbled
by Mr Lenihan, Mr Gibbons, Mr Herberq Mr Nolan
,and Mr Yeats:
This prngraph to rrad rs follows:
'27. Suggest that in future reviews of the intemrl ficherics
policy account should bc taten of the degree o which
Member States respect the conservation me.suo to be
estrblished;'
I call Mr Lenihan.
Mr Lcnihen. 
- 
IThat is suggested here is that the
peregraph should be redrafted again with a view to
eliminating quotas, to which we are firmly opposed.
Ve suggested again that the phrase'intemal fisheries
policy' would embrace a broader and more flexible
approach than the insertion of 'quotas' in this parti-
cular paragraph.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I7hat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Kofocd, ralrportcur. 
- 
(DK) I think that the
present version is as forceful as it can be in peragraphs
26 and 27. I cannot accept Mr Lenihan's proposal.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughce. 
- 
Could I iust ask the repporteur
whether he would be prepared even et this late stoge
to delete the three words 'to Member Strtes'? At an
earlier point it did appear that we were going to treat
third countries on matteni such as this adversely, as
compared with memben of the Community. It does
secm to me that any country, whether it is a Membcr
State or a third country, that does not observe
adequate conservation fishing methods ought to bc
equally penalized in the reallocation of future quotas.
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I would therefore just ask the rapporteur whether he is
prepared to accept the deletion of the three words'to
Member States.'
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kofoed.
Mr Kofoed, ra|porteun 
- 
(DK) If it is the intemal
fishery policy, it is clear that it only applies to
Member States. But if it is fishery policy as a whole, it
must apply to everyone. In the light of the warning
sounded by Mr Gundelach, I would say that this is a
corect means of sanction, and therefore I am a little
wary of making the provisions any stricter. The
wording of our text is better, and it can be used as one
of the means of sanction. I cannot accept the text of
Mr Ienihan's amendment.
Prcsident. 
- 
I put Amendment No I I to the vote.
Amendment No I I is rejected.
I put paragraph 27 to the vote.
Paragraph 27,1have two amendments tabled by Mr
Scott-Hopkins:
- 
Amendment No S/corr.:
After paragraph 27, add a new paragraph 27a worded as
follows:
'27a. Considers that therc should be an erclusive zone of
up to 50 miles controlled Ior conservation purposes
solely by the coastal state.'
- 
Amendment No 2lcon.z
After paggraph_27, tdd a new paragraph 27b worded as
follows:
'27b. Requests the Commission to define the term
'historic rights", and to fumish a catalogue of details of
all zones as thus defined which are located in Membcr
States' and Community vaters.'
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowmon. 
- 
I move an amendment to
the new paragraph 27a, Mr President. As Mr Hughes
put it in his opening remarks, the only effective forces
who can police these zones are the littoral states. Ve
agree with that view as he expressed it, and sought to
express it in this amendment, which we hope that the
. House will support.
President. 
- 
I7hat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Kofoed, raPPortcur. 
- 
(DK) I cannot accept
this, since we cannot be satisfied with supervising a
SO-mile zone for conseryation purposes, and I would
merely point out to Mr Hughes that this applies just
as well to a 200'mile zone. Therefore I cannot accept
this proposal for 50 miles.
President. 
- 
I call Mr McDonald.
Mr McDonald. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to
support this amendment. In doing so Mr Hughes
made a very valid point when he said we ought to
have conservation measures right across a 200-mile
zone. But he knows very well that presently there are
no conservation measures, and the only effective way
is to try and have an adequate zone in which it would
be possible to control or prohibit the factory-type
flotillas that actually vacuum clean the seabed. !/e
must keep them out. There is no point in talking
about conservation. Vhat's happening now is eradica'
tion. And surely people cannot close an eye to this.
Even the Commission must accept that stocks are
being eradicated.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No S/corr. to the
vote,
Amendment No S/corr. is rejected.
I put Amendment No 2/corr. to the vote.
Amendment No 2/con. is reiected.
I put paragraph 28 to the vote.
Paragraph 28 is adopted.
On paragraph 29, I have Amendment No 12, tabled
by Mr Lenihan, Mr Gibbons, Mr Herbert, Mr Nolan
and Mr Yeats and seeking to delete this paragraph.
I call Mr Lenihan.
Mr Lenihan. 
- 
Mr President, this is the point about
quotas again. There is no need for me to elaborate on
it; everybody knows the arguments for and against it.
President. 
- 
Vhat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Kofoed, raPporteur, 
- 
(DK) I stick to the same
arguments as before.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 12 to the vote.
Amendment No 12 is reiected.
I put paragraph 29 to the vote.
Paragraph 29 is adopted.
I put paragraph 30 to 32 to the vote.
Paragraphs 30 to 32 are adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole, incorporating the various amendments that
have been adopted.
The resolution is adopted.
(Applausc)
7. Rcgulation on Prepared and prescnted sardines
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Kofoed (Doc. 529176), on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a regu-
lation supplementing Regulation (EEC) No 100/75 with
regard to arrangements lor importing prepared and
preserved sardines.
I call Mr Kofoed.
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Mr Kofoed, rapportertr 
- 
(DK) Mr President, with
regard to the problem of sardines, I can refer the
House to the report. I would simply say that the
problem for the Committee was the need to draw up
such a comprehensive technical system for a relatively
small problem. But we finally settled on a wording by
mans of which the Commission's proposal could be
accepted, while expressing our criticism and the hope
that a better system might be arrived at in the future. I
should therefore like to recommend the adoption of
the report.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Laban to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Lobon. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the rapporteur
presented his report very briefly, and I shall also try as
far as possible to be brief. I would, however, like to
make a few comments on behalf of my Group. I fully
share the view that this is a case of a completely
bureaucratic system being introduced. Of all the
factors given for the calculation of the minimum
price, we may assume that it is the Community 
- 
i.e.
in this case the French 
- 
production costs which are
the determining factor. \7e are afraid that this system
does not afford the producers any real protection, and
that with such a complicated import system there will
be a shortage which will force up consumer prices. I
should therefore like to join the rapporteur and most
of the members of the Committee on Agriculture in
asking Mr Gundelach to withdraw this proposal and
draw up a new system which caters more for the inter-
ests of consumers and third countries and removes the
bureaucratic difficulties for importers.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pisoni to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Pisoni. 
- 
(I)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
we are somewhat puzzled by this proposal for a regula-
tion, because of the negative effects it might well
have, since it also proposes large-scale action to help
the processing sector. In fact, in calculating the price
it is rather difficult to separate the cost of the basic
product taken from the sea from the cost of
processing, which is what gives us the finished
product.
There is also a danger of protectionism in this prop-
osal. This is, furthermore, a danger which is difficult
to avoid and which, insofar as the Community tends
to protect its own industries, could well lull these
industries into a false sense of security with regard to
their technology, so that they fail to modernize and
search for new methods. This would place us even
farther behind those countries which can offer the
Community the same type of product.
As if this were not enough, the wording of the prop-
osal gives rise to the fear that the mechanism of the
regulation would set prices at too high a level and ulti-
mately harm the consumers. If they were no longer
protected by the free-market system which gives them
access to the markets where the product costs less,
they would be forced to accept the minimum price
which, if it were too high, would in fact be to their
disadvantage.
There are some advantages in this regulation, of
course, especially if the minimum price is set at a
level which makes it competitive with Portugal, as has
happened until now. It is a fact that we import
sardines from Portugal under the same procedure we
use to import tomato concentrate, and we have never
had cause to complain about drawbacks of any kind.
If we managed to fix a sufficiently low minimum
price for sardines, this would be of immediate benefit
to the consumers, who would not have to fear
spiralling prices and could rely on relatively stable
prices. !7e should be able to keep a hold on our own
producers 
- 
both fishermen and processors 
- 
who
would have to keep costs down if they did not want to
be priced out of the market. If the Community
minimum price were set at a low level, this would
help to safeguard both the consumers and the compet-
itive position of the industries involved.
Lastly, let me say that the choice of methods is emba-
rassing in its variety. The proposal for a regulation
mentions alternative systems based on variable levies,
quota restrictions and so on. Unfortunately, as things
stand at the moment, I am unable to give any opinion
one way or the other on these altemative systems 
-at least as far as the Christian-Democratic Group is
concerned, whose views I am giving here. Speaking
personally, however, I favour the method proposed by
the Commission. It is my belief that, fudiciously
applied, this method might benefit both the
consumers and the sardine fishing and processing
industries.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Liogier. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, what a coincidence it is for the European
Parliament to be considering a report on sardines just
when the problems of the fishing industry are the
cause of bitter argument and discussion within the
Community. This wide-ranging debate has not yet
caught the sardine industry in its net, but, all things
considered, this industry is something of a tiddler, iust
like the sardine itself. However, we must not under-
estimate the significance of this report and the
Commission proposals on which it is based. The aim
of the Commission.proposals is to establish Commu-
nity arangements for importing prepared and
preserved sardines, in order to ensure proper protec-
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tion for sardine production in the Community. Our
Group welcornes the propoaals which are based on
thesc aims.
Although the sardine industry is fairly concentrated
within the Community 
- 
only France and ltaly are
affected 
- 
it is nevertheless an important source of
ioba. In France there are 2 450 men employed in
sardine fishing with 310 fishing boats; in Italy there
are 4 700 fishermen end 500 fishing boas. The
Commission calculatcs that the total number of
pc$ons engeged in sardine fishing and allied indus-
tries, ie. fishing preserving, the manufacture of nets
and fishing boats, marketing and distribution, is in the
neighbourhood of lffi 0(X). There are not my figures;
they come from the C;ommission itself. It would scem,
therefore, that the serdine industry has a certain impor-
tance in that if provides 100 000 iobs. I do not think I
need to stress the importance of creating new iobs and
safeguarding those which still exist within the
Community. You will remember that during the
January part-session we debated at length the problem
of unemployment and it was unanimously decidcd
that the Community would do ererything in its pover
to ensure that these citizens obtained or remained in
employment.
In this respecl and in keeping with the principle of
putting the Community fint, we shall back any
measure designed to protcct a Community industry
from outside comp€tition. It is a pity, of coune, that
the sardine industry is only to be found in such a
small area of the Community, namely, the Mediterra-
nean region. For those living at the other end of the
Community, this is a relatively unknown and foreign
scctor. They buy sardines in tins, and basically all thcy
are worried about is the price. That is why the repre-
sentatives of the consumen have opposed the
Commission proposels. Personally, I find their attitude
quite inconsisteng since these are the people who are
up in arms when it comes to protecting jobs. Lct me
ask them this question: how are you going to protect
jobs in the Community if you do not protect your
own industries which provide these jobc ? There lies a
basic social aspect to the problem. Vhat we have to
remember is that the working conditions of those in
the sardine fishing industry arc not at all pleasant and
that their earnings are low.
!7e also have to bear in mind that this is a regional
industry. If the competition from outside the Commu-
nity were too fierce, there would be serious social and
economic repercussions, espccially in parts of France
and ltaly, and this would produce a situation which
would be difficult, if not impossible, to remedy.
Let us not forget that the Community produces only
50 % of the sandines it consumes. For the rest, we are
very much dependent on imports. The problem here
is not how to stop imports from reaching the Commu-
nity market; the.Commission proposals would simply
eneble imports to be controllcd by a system of
minimum prices and import licences. There is no
doubt 
- 
and I think I made this clerr to 'the
Committee on Agriculnrre 
- 
that this is the bcst
system that can possibly bc devised st thc Present
time to prctect the industry in question.
Our Group therefore opposes the motion for a resolu-
tion submitted by the rafuPortcut in the form of two
pangraphs which have in any case been watered down
following our comments :
l. Bclieves that there are drawbacks to the qrtem of
minimum prices proposed by thc Commission ;
2. Invites it therefore to make is pmposal more flex-
ible by putting forward solutions more in line with
the requirements of C;ommunity produces end
consumers and of exporting third countries.
You have not misheard me, ladies and gentlemen.
Tlre rapPortcur is calling on the C,ommission to
satisfy the requirements of exporting third countries.
Vhat does this mean, for heaven's sake ? Vhat about
the principle of safegrardlng Cothmunity production
if we are to satisfy the requiremehs of exporting third
countries ? !7e all know that in the end this merns
throwing our frontiers wide opcn and bcing
submerged by products the manufacturing price of
which is often way below our own costs. And why ?
Simply because there are vast differences in standards
of living and labour costs, to say nothing of dumping
on our markets in order to gct hard currencies, or
deflection of trade which is fast becoming standard
prrctice. This is true in the case of sardines, iust as it
is true of everphing elsc.: cloth from Hong Kong and
Japanese ball-bearingp are iust two examples, but
there ere thousands of others, believe you mc.
If we meet these requirements, or indeed, if we
encourege them by calling on the Community to
satisfy them in our own official documents, we might
as well stop talking about combating unemployment,
since eny effort in this direction must first involvt
rneasurs to protect ourselves from market distortion
and unfeir competition on the part of third countries.
Looking at Paragraph 18 of Mr Kofoed's r€poq wc
sce that far from defending the Community position,
the rdPPorterr condemns the excessive protectionism
of the Commission proposels and the violation of
GA1T rules, although we have quite rightly asked for
these rules to be thoroughly reviewed and amended. Is
this not unsound polisy, ladies and gentlemen ? The
same is true of Peragraph 19, where the report
proposcs irrational and unrealistic systems of direct
subsidies, abolition of customs duties end the introduc-
tion of variable levies on the basis of supply and
demand. The report goes on to recommcnd the adop
tion of a s)rstcm of reference prices which can only bc
uscd 
- 
and the rapPortcur ought to know this 
- 
Ior
perishable goods like fruit.
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Moreover, we know only too well the drawbacks of
such a system and the loopholes it offers. In the case
of peaches, for example, we have had to introduce offi-
cial compensatory amounts to counteract fraudulent
dealingp. And this has been going on for years.
The Group of European Progressive Democrats
upholds the rules of the Common Market and has no
intention of increasing unemployment which already
has us with our backs to the wall. Consequently, we
are ready to assume our responsibilities and ask the
House to delete Paragraphs I and 2 in the motion for
a resolution and to replace them with a single para-
graph, worded as follows:
l. Accepts the system of minimum prices proposed
by the Commission.
This is the only s),stem which, without harming
anyone, can offer the sardine fishing and processing
industries, employing some 100 000 persons in the
Community, the kind of protection which we can
only refuse by betraying our own legitimate interests.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of tbc Commission.
- 
Mr Presideng I can be fairly brief because Mr
Pisoni has nearly made my speech for me. Having
inherited this proposal from my predecessors my first
reaction was that this was a rather big gun to shoot a
sparrow with. !(hen I then examined the altematives
I came to the conclusion that they looked a great deal
worse than the proposal itself.
One could ask oneself two questions : first is it neces-
sary to do anything at all and secondly, are there not
other alternatives than the one mentioned ? The ques-
tion about whether or not to do something can fairly
easily be answered. The present system, where a
number of Member States have different import
systems, obviously is not compatible with the exist-
ence of a customs union, a common commercial
poliry.'$7e cannot operate with different systems, even
in regard to a limited product. If it happens with one
product, it will happen with another and then in the
end we will have undermined the existence of a
common commercial policy and a customs union.
\\e status 4ao solution really is not acceptable
because we have a number of different systems some
of which, by the way, to answer that criticism in the
reporg are in themselves in conflict with our interna-
tional obligations because they involve the use or
possible use of quantitative restrictions. There is
nothing in GATT which is more unacceptable than
quantitative restrictions. Other thingp are actually
normally considered less reprehensible. This is consid-
ered to be really the mortal sin and therefore even the
maintenance of the present system from the point of
view of international obligations would not be accep-
table.
Furthermore, it would not be acceptable to our trading
partne$. Contrary to what is stated in the report our
trading partners in that part of the world 
- 
Pornrgal
and the Maghreb countries 
- 
want the new system.
The report is not right in suggesting that they do not
want it. They definitely want it because it gives them
that kind of stability in their trade with the Commu-
nity and in prices which developing countries gener-
ally are seeking in trade relations nowadays. The
reason why it has not been implemented is therefore
not because they really do not want it; it is because
there is one element lacking in the overall pattem,
namely the lack of an agreement with Spain. The
minute that agreement is reached, which it must be in
a short period of time 
- 
I am not speaking about the
accession of Spain or anything of that kind but the
missing agreement with Spain to align it with the
conditions of an enlarged Community 
- 
then they
will happily accept the minimum price system.
So much for the necessity of doing it ; there is an
intemal need and an external one. Something must be
done to produce a system different from the one we
have at present.
Now for the alternatives. It is quite obvious that a levy
system with fluctuating levies, or a reference system
'and added to it the levy system, from the point of
view of intemational obligations is worse than the
minimum price system because with this system for a
long period of time you know where you are and the
international trade community know where you are. It
is not all thit different from operatin g a taiifl system.
The uncertainty involved for other parts of the world
in a levy system is something which is not liked. It is
one of the difficulties which we have in the operation
of the Common Agricultural Policy, as you very well
know. There it is needed, it is unavoidable for a
number of commodities. But it is not needed for this
commodity, so why adopt something which is worse
and which will will cause us very great difficulties in
international relations and would not be acceptable to
our major trading partnenr to whom reference has
been made here.
The subsidy system, which will cost an awful lot of
money, is not the way we should solye our trading
problems. You may say: it's a limited sector, why give
them any protection at all ? The whole fishing sector
which we have been debating so hotly this afternoon
- 
and quite a number of Members of this House
have been very moved by the difficulties in the
fishing sector 
- 
consists, we should not forget, of a
number of sardine fisheries, It is not one big huge
industry when there are one or two small sidelines. It
is an agglomeration of sardine fisheries, hening fish-
eries etc., and a few big combines. But there are a lot
of small ones. So, if you say we don't need any protec-
tion for sardines, then we don't need protection for a
lot of other things, either.
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You could then ask why we do not have a tariff. But a
tariff would not be all that different from the exercise
of a minimum price systcm. It would in many ways
be sufficient, but it would lack one imPortant element
which is of interest to these third countries with
whom we have a close relationship, and to our own
consumes, namely the stability of prices' I don't
think one should underestimate this; it is imPortant.
Having done this balancing sct, I come to the conclu-
sion that something has to be done. Vhat is suggested
by the Commission is betrcr than any of the alterna'
tives which have been listed in the report, or any
other alternatives I can think of. You may consider it
an wil, but at least it is a lesser evil than any other
system which has been thought of or which I can
think of at the moment. I dont't think it is all that
evil; I think it is possible to makc it a reasonable
system.
lThether it is reasonable or not depends, as Mr Pisoni
said, precisely on the question of where one fixes the
price. It is just like the Common Agricultural Policy
- 
whether is is a reasonable policy depends on where
one fixes the price. It would not be my intention to
fix a price at a level which was unreasonable from the
point of view of the consumer. It will have to be a
balance between the interests of the consumer and the
legitimate interests of the producers. I think that can
be done, and when it is the s)'stem it will be better
than the t/riff system which, in my view,-is the only
possible alternative, because it will have the element
of subility which we owe to our suppliers and our
consumers, and which we'most definitely owe to our
partners in Portugal and the Maghreb countries whom
we have promised to make a special effort to assist.
I.must wam you that, if this Parliament adopts tonight
a resolution to take away the minimum price sptem
for sardines for these countries, I am going to be in
very severe diplomatic difficulties, because you have
been misled by the report into believing that they do
not want it. They do want it, and they will not take it
as a friendly act if you take it away.
Finally, is it too bureaucratic ? That may be. The
reason for the system of two Suarantees is to avoid
people paying cautions if they have a certain licence. I
am perfectly willing to go into the administrative side
of this whole proposal to see whether it cannot be
done in a more.fimple manner, and that seems to be
the mein point of the criticism from many sides.
There will be at least some Members in this House
who will know my record in the field of simplification
- 
they know that I mean what-I say. I think it will be
possible to simplify this system further, but I cannot
accept the alternatives, and therefore, on behalf of the
Commission, I cannot acoept the resolution. I must
insist that the resolution be centred around the
minimum price system, and must wam the House
that I am going to be put in severe difficulties with
partners like Pornrgal whom we have promised to
help, if this House, misled by a report, votes in favour
of the resolution suggested.
President. 
- 
The general debate is closed'
Ve shall now consider the motion for a resolution.
I put the preamble to the vote.
The preamble is adopted.
On paragraph I and 2" I have Amendment No l,
tabled by Mr Liogier on behalf of the Group of Euro'
pean Progressive Democrats :
Replace these two paragraphs by the following text:
'Accepts thc system of minimum prices proposed by the
Commission.'
I call Mr liogier.
Mr Liogicr. 
- 
(DMr President, I moved this amend-
ment during my speech,, in which the arguments iust
put forward by Mr Gundelach on behalf of the
Commission were anticipated.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole, incorporating the amendment that has been
adopted.
The resolution is adopted. I
8. Agenda for next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Thursday, l0 February 1977, at 9 a.m., 3 p.m., and
possibly in the evening with the following agenda :
- 
Debate on the Tenth General Report and the
Commission's work programme lor 1977 ;
- 
Report on human rights;
- 
De Keersmaeker report on Community law and crim-
inal law;
- 
Prescott interim report on the Community shipping
industry;
- 
Sandri report on trirde cooperation with developing
countries ;
- 
Oral question, with debate, on human rights in
Uruguay;
- 
Schmidt report on the recommendations of the EEC-
Greece Joint Parliamentary Committee.
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting was closed at 7.35 p.m)
' 
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IN THE CHAIR.: MR SPENALE
President
(Ihe sitting was opened at 9.10 a,rn)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoal of minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Statement by tbe President
President. 
- 
At its meeting yesterday the enlarged
Bureau decided to include in the'General Instructions
of the Bureau'annexed to the Rules of Procedure the
following text concerning the application of Rule 11
(r):
Entry into the Chamber will be controlled by ushen.
Only Members may occupy places in the area reserved
for Members. Vhen a vote is announced all persons who
are not Members shall withdraw from this area.
I ask all concerned to note this text and the chairmen
of the political goups to help ensure that these rules
are observed.
3. Petitions
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Marcel Paul,
on behalf of the French Buchenwald-Dora Associa-
tion and numerous other associations, a petition on
the systematic glorification of the Hitler era in the
Federal Republic of Germany.
This petition has been entered under number 17176
in the register provided for in Rule a8 (2) of the Rules
of Procedure and, pursuant to paragmph 3 of that
same Rule, referred to the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions.
)lIr Glinne, dutbor of tbe question
hIr Haferkamp, Vice-President of tbe
Commission; Lord Castle, on bebalf of tbe
Socialist Group; iWr Scelba, on bebalf of
tbe Cbristian-Democrdtic Group i lWr
Sandri, on bebalf of tbe Communist and
Allies Group;lllr HaferkarnP . .
14. Agenda for tbe next sitting
4. Tentb Genual Commission Report on tbe actioi'
ties of tbe Communities in 1976 
- 
Commission work
progrdnme for 1977
President. 
- 
The next item is the debate on the
introduction of the Tenth General Report of the
Commission otl the activities of the European
Communities in 1976 (Doc. 555/76) and the Commis-
sion's annual programme of work for 1977.
For this debate Parliament decided on Monday to allo-
cate speaking time in accordance with Rule 28 of the
Rules of Procedure. The allocation is as follows :
- 
Socialist Group,: ll0 minutes;
- 
Christian-Democratic Group: 90 minutes;
- 
Liberal and Democratic Group: 50 minutes
- 
Group of European Progressive Democrats : 35
minutes;
- 
Europcan Conservative Group : 35 minutes ;
- 
Communist and Allies Group : 35 minutes;
- 
Non-attached members: l2 minutes.
I call Mr Fellermaier to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) W President, ladies and
gentlemen, I shall refrain from commenting to any
great extent on the Commission's 1976 activiry report,
since my comments would have to be very critical,
because not only is the enumeration of what has been
attempted of interest to us politically, but there should
certainly also have been a parallel presentation which
would have allowed comparisons to be made from one
year to the other. I should therefore like to start off
1977 by asking you, President Jenkins, to work more
with comparative facts and figures, so that on the one
hand the actual achievements and on the other hand
the lack of achievements 
- 
as a result of hold-ups in
the Council of Ministers 
- 
become more clearly iden-
tifiable than is the cise in the Commission's 1976
activity report.
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But I think that today we should concentrate our
atrcndon more on the future. Before this House on
Tuesday President Jenkins explained on behalf of the
new Commission the programme for the months,
indced the years, to come. In my view this speech
marked a memorable moment. On the one hand it
was the statement by a new Commission under a new
President, and on the other hand it involved 
- 
at
least I hope so 
- 
the last Commission to have to
present its programme to a Parliament not elected
directly.
Admittedly the'programme statement' by a Commis-
sion of the European Communities ought not to be
compared with a statement by a national govemment,
since one should not try to equate unequal thingp.
The European Commission is a collegiate body which,
as I can see by looking at its membe$, represents
various currents of political opinion in Europe, and
for this reason this programme can only be the result
of compromises, since the Europe of the future will
also have to be a Europe of compromises, or there will
be no way of achieving a united Europe. But this
programme with its compromises is of course also a
programme, and in fact 
- 
as the statement by the
President of the Commission shows 
- 
a programme
with all the inevitable strengths and weaknesses. I7e
in this Parliament have a great deal of experience with
Commission statements. Ve listen to them with
interest and undoubted good will. However, ladies and
gentlemen, the crucial question is and remains how
far a Commission can achieve the aims it sets itself
and fulfil the promises it makes.
(Scattcred applause fron tbe left)
And this is where I see the primary role of this Parlia-
ment, namely to be a controller and guardian through
its committees and the whole Assembly.
In his speech President Jenkins spoke of the tradi-
tional partnership between Parliament and Commis-
sion, a partnership which muSt be strengthened and
deepened. I can say on behalf of all the Members of
the Socialist Group that we were pleased to hear Mr
Jenkins renewing the promise 
- 
and I quote literally
- 
that this Commission intends to threat the present
Parliament as it will treat the directly elected one. To
affirm this does not however mean to blur the distinc-
tion between the necessarily diffcrent responsibilities
of these two Community institutions. The European
Parliament is chiefly a control body and a platform for
the interests and opinions of the citizens of the Euro-
pean Community. No matter how we strive to achieve
good cooperation with the Commission, it is neyerthe-
less inevitable that conflicts of interest arise from time
to time. In no more than a few weeks, when the new
agricultural prices in the Community arc being fixed,
we shall have tangible evidence of the way in which
the Commission and Parliament are cooperating. This,
Mr President, is where you will soon be able to follow
up with actions the announcement of the new relation-
ship. I very much hope and wish that the Commis-
sion will demonstrate that courage which it has in fact
already demonstrated in its first statement before this
House.
Unlike a marriage, ladies and gentlemen, in which the
aim is normally to achieve a two-way partnership, the
European Commr;nity needs a successful three-way
relationship in which the Council, Commission and
Parliament can effectively carry out the tasks allotte.d
to them by the Treaties. During this Commission's
period of office the relationship between the Commu-
nity institutions will undergo a fundamental qualita-
tive change. I refer to the elections planned lor 1978.
The Commission will not 
- 
nor can it 
- 
involve
iself in the forthcoming election campaign. But, Presi-
dent Jenkins, one of the issues to concem the voters
will be policy and the effects of this policy, since the
policy which the Commission, as g;uardian and
driving force of the Treaties, evolves should not be an
end in itself but a policy for the good of the citizens,
and therefore the activity of this Commission will be
one of the things to be iudged on the testing gound
of direct elections. In other words, this Commission
meens something entirely different and cannot be
compared in any way with any of the previous
Commissions, since other Commissions were
appointed by govemments and other Commissions
could have been dismissed by this Parliament.
Through his vote the citizen will for the fint time be
able to say what he thinks of Brussels.
This is a great opportunity for the new Commission. I
hope that it will indeed take advantage of it. Therefore
I urge the Members of this Commission, whenever
they are adopting measures in the future in their
various fields of responsibility, to take account not
only of what this European Parliament thinks of the
Commission's measures, but even more of what Euro-
pean voters as a whole think of them.
From the statement by the President of the Commis-
sion I should like, if I may, to single out something
which was received with geat satisfaction by .y
Group, namely that the President of the Commission
stressed the significance of the Commission's informa-
tion policy. I would add that, laudable as this aim is,
one of the measures of its achievement will, however,
be whether the Commission succeeds, for example, in
replacing the 'Eurospeak'of its reg;u.lations by plainer
langgage intelligible to the individual citizen.
(Scauered aPpldusc from tbe left)
In our view this is an important step towards
improving the individual citizen's understanding of
the Commission's activity.
On this point I should iust like to point out in
passing that we have a European media link-up. Ve
know Eurovision, and within the Community we also
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know the programme 'It's a Knockout', which the
French call Jeax sans frontiircs, I think that we
should now appeal to the radio and television
companies not only to put on Jeux sans frontiires
but to include Politiquc sans frontiires in the Euro-
pean television network, so that the citizen can be
presented with a somewhat more credible picture of
Brussels, Strasbourg, Luxembourg and the European
travelling circus than has hitherto been the case in
purely national programmes.
(Scattered applausc from tbe left)
Since you have taken over responsibility for informa-
tion younelf, Mr President, you actually have good
scope for action, since with your responsibility you
could, in a dialogue with the television companies of
the Nine, make this attempt to prepare the citizens
for the.l978 election, so that they recognize that it
can add a new dimension to democracy in Europe.
But it will also require the Commission to emerge
from the anonymity of its technocratic machinery. It
must prove that it really is a responsible, politically
conscious institution of a democratic Community.
I shall now tum to some questions which will be dealt
with in more detail during the debate by other
members of my Group.
Industry, full employment and the fall in the standard
of living in Europe are three central points. The
Socialist Group grves absolute top priority to
combating cyclical and especially structural unemploy-
ment in the European Colnmunity. Social peace, and
indeed political peace, in our Community depend to a
large extent on how far we succeed in drastically
reducing the millions of unemployed. !7e simply
cannot afford, as a Community of, on a world scale,
comparatively wealthy countries, to leave millions of
people without work indefinitely. Por us Socialiss the
right to work is and will remain one of the basic
conditions for human fulfilment.
(Scattered apPlause from thc lcft)
I7hen the direct election of the European Parliamnt
takes place, the citizens will not be voting on pretty
speeches but on the practical steps being taken in the
Community to get rid of this socially unacceptable
state of affairs. I7e have been told that the Commis-
sion attaches great importance to this problem. As the
Socialist Group, we shall actively support the Commis-
sion in all its efforts, but it should not be left unsaid
that, for all the Commission's undoubted goodwill, in
the final instance the most important thing is how far
the Member States of the Community are able to
agree on common efforts and measures, and to judge
by past experience this ability seems somewhat
doubtful. The strength and readiness to compromise
must be greater than any national self-interest, and
this European Parliament will utlimately be the only
institution which, with its appeal to the parliaments in
the Member States and to the Heads of State and
Government, constantly draws attention to the fact
that the fight against unemployment, our monetary
qrstem and the fall in the standard of living are all
questions which do not stop at national frontiers, but
which can now only be solved at a supranational level.
Therefore we think that the Tripartite Conference will
also be very importan! and I hope that now our old
friend Henk Vredeling, who sat for many years on
these benches and was a respected social expert in this
House, will, in view of his successful parliamentary
activity and now that he is in charge of social policy
and employmen! devote particular attention to the
Tripartite Conference, since it is only if employers,
workers and the govemments of the Member States,
encouraged by this European Commission, work out
common policies that it will be possible to persuade
the citizens that unemployment is not going to be an
ineluctable feature of this Eu;opean Community.
(Scattered appld.use from tbe left)
The world-wide recession in recent years has heig-
tened economic differences in the Community and
thus also aggravated the fall in the standard of living.
We agree with President Jenkins when he says that
we must not resign ourselves to this trend. But on the
other hand it would be idle to maintain that all these
differences between the Member States and within the
individual Member States can be effectively eliminated
with-the limited resources of the Regional and Social
Funds. This is all the more unlikely since the use of
these resources is in many cases still a matter of
national responsibility and they are still distributed
according to the 'watering-can' principle. All in all,
however, the EEC cannot perform miracles in sectors
in which the Member States have in some cases for
decades being trying in vain or with only slight
success to find solutions. Considerations of national
prestige must at last give way to Community solu-
tions.
The ever-widening gulf which has separated the
currencies of the Member States in recent years has
led to an ever-increasing gap in the economic develop-
ment of our Community. The most visible sign of this
is the increasing number of very alarming signals
from individual sectors in recent months. I need only
mention the steel sector, shipbuilding and the textile
industry. S7e await with impatience concrete Commis-
sion plans to deal with this.
To this end, sectoral industrial policy must be given a
more important role than in the past.
(Applause frotn the left)
Sflhen viewing all these problems, wfich will certainly
be referred to by other speakers in this debate, when
viewing all these problems and the solutions which
are being sought, we must not forget that the Euro-
pean Community is not an island, but rather a part of
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a complicated, continually changing system of all the
states in the world.
If we advocate 
- 
and we Socialists do so unreservedly
- 
a more just distribution of wealth within the EEC,
many Third I7orld countries consequently also
demand a,transfer of wealth in their favour. Taking
full account of the consequences of such a step, we
must declare ourselves willing to accePt a world-wide
division of labour, and for this reason the Commu-
nity's external relations, looked after by the Commis-
sioner for extemal relations, will also have to play a
very important part in the practical policy of the new
Commission. Taking into account what I have just
said, we must also declare ourselves prepared to
discuss in good time any necessary proposals for struc-
tural changes, and we call on the Commission to
submit thm in good time.
I now turn, if I may, to the problem of agriculture.
The new President of the Commission announced in
his speech that, in its policies for food and agricultre
- 
we were very pleased to hear food being mentiond
for the first time alongside agriculture, which strikes a
new note in Commission statements 
- 
the Commis-
sion would aim at a 
- 
and I quote literally 
-prudent course of moderation. My feeling is that in
adopting this counie of moderation its should
nevertheless beware of being too Prudent, for in
recent years we have had the impression that the
Commission was sometimes too prudent. The
Commission should no longer fall into the trap of
believing that the key to the success of the agricultural
policy is to be sought only in a constant fluctuation of
prices and monetary compensatory amounts. The
common agricultural policy, once the mainstay and
cornerstone of the Community, now swallows up
more than two-thirds of the total budget of the Euro-
pean Communities.
But these sums are not being spent, as the Socialist
Group has always demanded, on structural improve-
ments. No, they are sewing now as before mainly to
get rid of permanent surpluses. In the speech which
Mr Gundelach, the Commissioner for Agriculture,
made at the opening oL the Griine lY'oche in Berlin,
we caught a slight hint of an intention to bring this
situation under control. I(e hope that Commissioner
Gundelach will now follow up his Berlin speech by
proving that actions speak louder than words. Our
good wishes accompany you, Mr Gundelach, on this
thorny path.
'We must be in no doubt as to one thing: the path
followed until now by the agricultural policy long ago
reached and passd the limit of what is tolerable for
the European taxpayer and consumer. Therefore we
expect the new Commission to come forward with
bold proposals for the future course of the agricultural
policy. As long as two-thirds of the EEC budget funds
are spent on measures in the agricultural sQctor, I arn
afraid that, as we have seen, all the Commission's
economic and social objectives continue to be some-
what unconvincing. fu a result of the ever-increasing
complexity of the system of monetary compensatory
amounts and of the jungle of constantly changing
regulations, which give rise to yards of telex messages
to national customs administrations, the common agri-
cultural policy is in fact becoming, let us be honest,
more and more of an illusion. In his speech, President
Jenkins described this policy as one of the comer-
stones of the Community.
In recent years this cornerstone has lost a great deal of
its stability. Unless there are immediate and far-re-
aching changes in the priorities of the agdcultural
policy, no future builder of European union will any
longer be able to build his house on such crumbling
foundations. On the contrary, the agricultural policy,
once the very fabric of Europe, can tomorrow become,
if nothing is done, the powder keg to blow Europe
apart. Mr Jenkins did not mince his words when refer-
ring to the many problems in the agricultural sector.
Not only this Parliament but also the European public
are now impatiently awaiting the Commission's propo-
sals for solving them. !7e know that agricultural ques-
tions not only involve the Community's intemal rela-
tions but influence to a great extent its extemal rela-
tions, to which I should now like to refer briefly.
The Socialist Group is aware that all the intemal deve-
lopments in the Community obviously have far-re-
aching effects in the field of external relations also.
This applies not least to the question of enlargement.
It is impossible to overlook the relationship berween
the internal consolidation of the Community and is
external relations. Ve Socialists emphatically reiect
the false 'either-or' concept. The consolidation and
the possible enlargement of the Community are
closely interrelated. Only a healthy Community
capable of dealing with its own internal problems can
claim and exercise world-wide responsibility'
On the other hand, other countries must not suffer as
a result of such a community's internal difficulties.
The Treaties state clearly and unambiguously the
conditions goveming the accession of new Member
States to the Community. Furthermore there are
binding assurances given by thq Community to
Greece and Turkey. For years we stipulated as a condi-
tion for opening accession negotiations that democ-
ratic structures should be restored in Greece and on
the Iberian Peninsula. It would now be politically irres-
ponsible not to give our vigorous suPPort to the
process of democratic development which has been
launched in these countries. This means that we
Socialists attach the utmost political importance to the
approach to the EEC which is being sought by these
countries, including Turkey. Even if economic and
social problems arising from this further complicate
matters, they still cannot outweigh the affirmation by
would-be Member States of the value of democracy
and the idea of a free, socially-oriented and united
Europe.
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Ladies and gentlemen, I should like to sum up by
saying that in its programme the new EEC C,ommis-
sion has not reached for the stars. Excellent plans,
which cannot also be implemented in the short and
medium tern, ere left waiting on the threshold of
European reality. Think of the plans we have had
already ? The Vemer Plan, Economic and Monetary
Union, and then the monster of the Tindemans
Report. Vhere has it got to ? It is gathering dust on
the shelves of the Heads of State and Govemmeng
and I would say to you, Mr Jenkins, that you have
given proof of your realism by refraining for the first
time from spcaking about great plans. Ve think it is
better to have a policy of small but sure steps than to
have great plans under which the ice ultimately
cracks, as we have experienced in this Community all
too often in the past.
But one of the decisive factors in the run-up to the
direct elections to the European Parliament will be
whether all the Community institutions 
- 
and this is
where the Commission playr an essential paft 
-succeed in finding ways and means of bringing home
to almost 260 million EEC citizens the advanages of
integration and the need for lTestem European solid-
arity. In this first direct election politicians will for the
first time be weighed on the European scales. Vith
their voting papers the citizens will not be deciding
about European pipe-dreams, but about the tangible
weryday reality which is the European Community.
This process will usher in a new age in European deve-
lopmeng comparable only to the centuries-old deve-
lopment of western democracies. lThereas it was often
only the will of the mighty or the outcome of bloody
wars which originally shaped these democracies, the
EEC voters will be deciding by peaceful means which
political, economic and social course this Community
is to embark on.
President Jenkins said et the end of his speech that
the Commission wanted its deeds to be a little better
than its words. That is a sentence which, I feel, should
be repeated : that the Commission's deeds should
always be a little better than its words, for otherwise
- 
the President sent on 
- 
the citizens of our
Member States would be cynically disillusioned with
politicians and political institutions. This warning,
this appeal, applies to all the institutions of the
Community, including this European Parliament.
Parliament will iudge the Commission by this
standard which it has set itself. Parliament itself will
have to submit to the iudgement of the citizens of
Europe in direct elcctions. To this extent the hour has
struck to usher in a new European ere.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bertrand to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Alfrcd Bertrond. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presiden! at the
beginning of this debate I should like to look back
very briefly to what Mr Ortoli said on behalf of the
previous Commission on its retirement from office.
Today, at the beginning of the four years of office of
the new Commission we should like to say how
grateful we are for what the previous Commissiqn did
under particularly difficult conditions. It really
succeeded in keeping the Community and its achieve-
ments alive so that today we are able to conduct a
&bate on the programme for the fint year of office of
the new Commission which will be able to build
upon thc achievements of the Ortoli Commission. Ve
should like to take this opportunity to say a last word
of thanks to the previous Commission.
(Applause from tbc rigbt and cenre)
Mr President, it was very clear from what Mr Jenkins
said at the beginning of his second speech that he real-
ized that a maiden speech is always easier since, more
often than not, it only consists of general political
observation, whereas people listen more critically to a
second speech. This was indeed the way we Christian-
Democrats felt as we listened to your second speech.
Ve recalled that at the beginning of your maiden
speech you said that the Commission should be a
political rather than a technocratic body and,that you
therefore hoped to emphasize the political aspects of
the Commission's activities, which meant that coopera-
tion with Parliament would become more central and
would have to be organized as efficiently as possible.
In both your first and second speeches you said that
you intended to treat Padiament as if it was already
directly elected. !7e are glad of this and thank you for
the intention which is apparent here to establish a
real partnership by means of increased cooperation
between the rwo institutions, particularly in view of
the forthcoming direct elections to Parliament 
- 
a
partnenhip which will enable these direct elections to
be prepared thoroughly. Ve therefore welcome the
considerable attention you devote in your first work
programme to the significance of European elections,
the need for the 150 million voters in this Commu-
nity to bear in mind that in a year and a few months
they will not only be called upon to cast their votes,
but also to indicate what direction they wish Eurc-
pean integration to take in the future, on the basis of
practical prgrammes proposed by the various parties.
You can rely on the full support of the Christian;De-
mocrats, Mr Presideng in your efforts to make the
voters aware of our role in future European integra-
tion. I should like to take this oppornrnity of
reminding you that this very week, on the basis of the
Schuiit repog Parliament adopted a resolution
requesting you to submit your programme for non-par-
tisan information in 1977 to Parliament as soon as
possible so that Parliament and the Commission will
be able to work together to ensure that the voters are
thoroughly informed about the forthcoming elections.
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Even after your first speech I voiced a certain amount
of criticism of the fact that the political composition
of the Commission was unbalanced and that certain
political currents in the Community were inade-
quately represented. This is not your fault, but is the
result of the decisions taken by the govemments in
nominating the new Commission. I should therefore
like to ask you not to forget that it is important under
these conditions that you take particular account of
the viewpoints of the groups which feel themselves to
be inadequately represented in the new Commission.
It is in this spirig therefore, that the Christian-Democ-
rats will examine your programme. I propose to make
a number of general remarks regarding your statement
and other members of my Group will deal with indi-
vidual aspects of your programme, devoting particular
attention to the five priorities you yourself mentioned,
i.e. agricultural policy, economic integration, industrial
policy, the coordinated energy policy and the fight
against structural unemployment.
I got the impression from your statement that you had
made a great effort to conceal the fact that you have
not yet been able in the Commission to work out a
complete policy or approach to the five priorities you
singled out. !fle can understand this, since you still
have to find your feet, and have not yet had sufficient
time to present a complete and fully thoughtout
programme. \7e had hoped, however, that you would
have admitted this to Parliament, that would have
begun by explaining this, rather than trying to give
the impression that you are already clear about the
direction you wish to take with the new Commission.
On reading your programme we cannot help thinking
that it is first and foremost a list of the problems 
- 
a
sort of catalogue in which you devote too much atten-
tion to the difficulties, the limited means and the
problems, but fail to give adequate concrete informa-
tion on the basis of which we could assess your
proposed activities. The chapter dealing with the agri-
cultural policy is obviously not yet ready. Generally
speaking, we go along with the agricultural policy you
describe, the adjustments to changing circumstances.
!7e can accept that your agricultural policy will
continue to be based on the principle that the agricul-
tural policy must both ensure adequate food produc-
tion and guarantee reasonable incomes for the
producers, together with the most favourable prices
possible for the consumer. !fle go along with this
completely, but in those areas where we had expected
you to put forward definite views conceming this
important integrated sector, you started by asking a
number of questions. You have not yet given us any
answers, however, and it is difficult for us, therefore, to
work out exactly what your intentions are as regards
the agricultural policy. You said that the fundamental
problems are clear. You ask how we can ensure stable
markets and fairer incomes for the producers while at
the same time guaranteeing adequate supplies at
reasonable prices to consumers. You put this question,
but you do not yet know the answer. You go on, and I
quote,'Should we plan, in the different and more diffi-
cult employment circumstances of today, for a conti-
nued movement of labour from the land, or should we
for social and environmental reasons seek to
encourage and sustain farming activity, if necessary on
a part-time basis ? How do we resolve the regional
differences, the structural differences, the disparities of
income ?' And you continue asking questions in a
similar vein. We do no! however, expect the Commis-
sion to put questions to Parliament. I7e expect the
Commission to propose solutions. That is surely self-
evident. You said in the same chapter that monetary
fluctuations have unsettled the market. !7e all realize
this, but what do you suggest we should do about it ?
Do you intend to continue with compensatory
amounts or to abolish them ? Or are you looking for
another solution ? Ve would have liked to hear the
Commission's views on this matter. You also
mentioned the stagnation in economic integration
and said that further progress towards economic union
is vital for the continued viability of the Community.
You speak of 'economic union' but I presume you are
referring to 'economic and monetary union', since I
do not think it would be possible to establish
economic union in the midst of the monetary chaos
we are currently experiencing.
I7e therefore agree with you when you speak of tne
need for further integration and the three formidable
and interlocking obstacles which must be tackled
simultaneously if we are to reach a sound solution, i.e.
the persistent high level of unemployment, the
varying inflation rates and the constantly widening
gap between the economic performances and real
standards of living in the different Member States.
These three elements together represent the major
obstacles to a solution. Having made this point you
say that the existing system for coordinating national
policies must be further developed in consultation
with the Member States and in the Council. However
you do not say how you intend to promote this coordi-
nation. You make no practical proposals.
You speak about the urgent necessity for the resump-
tion of the Tripartite Conference, and we agree that
continued concertation betfueen the social partners is
of vital importance for the implementation of a
policy. However, I should like to ask on behalf of my
Group what possibilities are open to the Commission
to promote reasonable agreements between the social
partners. You will have to make the necessary propo-
sals. What we are talking about here is a three-cor-
nered relationship berween the Council, the social
partners and the Commission. I attended two of the
Tripartite Conferences as an observer and saw that the
two sides of undustry demonstrated their mutual
disagreement and stressed their individual viiwpoints
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as employers or employees and that finally, following
a debate between the Council and the social partnen,
the Commission was asked to make the necessary
proposals with a view to putting into practice the
ideas put forward by the Conference in a compromise
resolution. I am speaking particularly to my old friend
Henk Vredeling when I say that the task before him is
such that it is only as a collegial body that the
Commission must evolve specific and realistic propo-
sals, and this is what we are waiting for todan particu-
larly as 
- 
and you know this better than I do 
- 
in
the social sector collective agreements are dependent
on decisions which are still taken at national level by
the social partners. You will possibly meet much more
resistance from labour and management than from
the various govemments if you try to override nation-
alistic thinking and establish a Community system.
This is a problem to which the Commission will no
doubt have to devote considerable attention. We agree,
Mr Jenkins, that the process of economic integration
should be continued with all the means at our
disposal. After the efforts of the previous Commission
and the proposals they submitted to the European
Council with a view to making the Member States
commit themselves to a definite economic
programme, if the Commission's proposal for such a
programme were adopted by the Council, I should
like to ask you what, in your view, are the chances of
convincing the Member States that obligations
regarding thc economic programme are binding and
must be fulfilled. If the Member States had adopted
your proposals and carried them out we would never
have witnessed the great diveygence in economic deve-
lopment we are faced with at the moment in the
various Member States. S7e agree that the realization
of Economic and Monetary Union is the only possible
way to stabilize European integration and promote
European Union. I was surprised, therefore, that you
said nothing about the important meeting between
President Giscard d'Estaing and the Federal Chan-
cellor Helmut Schmidt in Paris, at which they
declared that the dialogue between France and
Germany would not, in the future, be restriced to two
sessions per year, but would be extended to four times
a year, and they stated in a solemn communiqu6 that
further European integration will only be possible if
Economic and Monetary Union is in fact achieved.
You did not say a word about this. But we would like
to know about this as the communiqu6 stated that
they would make the necessary proposals. I am aware
that the Treaty provides for governments making prop-
osals to each othei on monetary matters not covered
by the Treaty, but on questions of the Economic
Union, only the Commission has the right to take
initiatives and make proposals.- lUre should like to
know your opinion on this solemn declaration by
heads of state to the effect that they will make propo-
sals. Is this the start of a real Directoire ? !7e are
surely entitled to ask this question now that you are
beginning your period of office since we would like to
know that the Commission thinks about this and
about submitting the necessary proposals in the near
future with a view to giving a new stimulus to the
development of Economic and Monetary Union.
I wish to tum now to what you did not deal with in
your speech, Mr Jenkins, as this strikes me as impor-
tant too. I should like to say that I am a little
surprised at the thinking behind your statements to
the effect that 'the Commission is not a govemment',
'Parliament is not yet a legislature' and 'the Council
disposes'.
I must say that this idea is at variance with the real
significance of the Commission in accordance with
the Treaty. The Council does not dispose, it can
dispose only if the Commission proposes. Otherwise
it cannot. This is why it is so extremely important that
you have declared to us once more today that you are
firmly decided to make full use once again of the
right of initiative which the Commission enjoys by
virtue of the Treaty. I7e hope that you will also say
that in making use of your right of initiative and your
right to make proposals you will work together with
the Parliament with a view to ensuring that the
Council, which is in a chaotic state, acts once again in
a Community manner.
It is remarkable that over a period of four or five years
the Council has turned into a meeting berween
govemmcnts. It has ceased to be a Community institu-
tion in the sense in which this term is used in the
Treaty. In my view, the Council should still be a
Community body sriving to find ioint solutions on
the basis of proposals from the Commission and in
the light of the national interests of the various
Member States represented in the Council. This
element is no longer present nowadays in the attitude
and behaviour of the Council at its meetings, and it is
absolutely essential that Parliament and the Commis-
sion should cooperate intensively to get the Council
back on the rails, and restore new life to the decision-
making machinery.
In summing up your priorities, you said that we must
eliminate the great discrepancies between the various
regions. !7e support you in this. On the sixth page of
your text you quoted alarming figures for the differ-
ences in income per head of the populations not only
between di(ferent Member States, but even between
different areas of individual Member States them-
selves. In some cases people in one area were earning
twice as much as people in another area. Ve will
therefore support your efforts to develop a regional
policy with aims different from those towards which
we are currently working with the Regional Fund.
![e all know that possibilities for rransferring capital
from the rich areas and countries of the Community
to the poorer areas are very limited. I therefore
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wonder whether or not it would be a good idea for the
Commission to pursue a more stringent policy
regarding the investment of capital and the extablish-
ment of registered offices of undertakingp in certain
backward areas, as paft of a new-style regional policy.
!7hile we conclude from Mr Jenkins' speech that the
Commission is fully ware of the problems facing it,
we notice that he has failed to make the necessary
concrete proposals. There is not even an indication of
whether the Commission has any clear idea of the
direction it intends to take in solving the specific
problems.
Ve agree with Mr Jenkins' views on the enlargement
of the Community and welcome the Commission's
cautious attitude to this matter and to the applications
for accession we expect to receive from two countries
in the Mediteffanean area. Mr Jenkins said that we
must above all attempt to take an overall approach to
the problem of the enlargement of the Community.
Ifl. go along with this. It is absolutely essential that
we first of all strenghten the internal institutional
infrastructure of the Community, with a view to
guaranteeing the Community's viability. There must
be no question of the new Member States winning a
Pynhic victory because the Community was not equal
to the task when it decided to accept their applica-
tions for accession. S7e all know that there is no likeli-
hood of the decision-making mechanism, which has
ceased to function with the Nine, fuctioning more effi-
ciently tomorrow with I I Member States. If the
Council now decides in favour of a system of majority
decisions, thereby abandoning the present principle of
unanimity, we will develop in the direction of a free
trade zone. !?e are therefore in favour of an overall
approach to the problem 
- 
that is the right path.
However, we should like to ask you which countries
will, in your view, form part of the Europe of the
future ? It would be interesting to hear the Commis-
sion's views on this matter as, in my view, it would be
very dangerous if we simply waited for applications
from candidates without having an overall view of
what the united Europe of the future might consist of.
!fle also agree that our industrial poliry should
provide a stimulus in certain sectors, which you listed,
i.e. steel, textiles, shipbuilding and footwear which are
currently facing structural difficulties. These sectors
need stimuli to attract the necessary capital. Where,
however, are you goinS to find the means necessary to
put this policy into practice ? You said nothing about
this.
It is remarkable that the Commission did not say a
single word about the problem of the Community's
own resources, a problem which is, after all, of vital
significance to the independence of the Community
in carrying out its mission as a Community and in
view o[ the resultant increased comPetencies for Parlia-
ment. I had expected Mr Jenkins to tell us what the
Commission was intending to do with a view to the
complete establishment of own resources as of I
January 1978 and the complete harmonization of
VAT, on which the Council has made a decision in
principle, which is still to be implemented. !7hat does
the Commission intend to do to establish a definitive
unit of account to form the basis of all trade transac-
tions, in the light of the fluctuating exchange rates ?
And what is the situation as regards budgeting ? These
are all necessary if the own resources system is to be
established in a responsible fashion. These ate
extremely important problems which directly involve
the competencies of Parliament. Some people have
even pointed out a relationship between these
problems and the elections to the European Parlia-
ment in the light of the question, 'I7hat is the
purpose of electing a European Parliament and what
form should this Parliament take ?' Thus the problem
of Parliament's powers is highlighted by the question
of own resources.
Finally, the Commission omitted to mention political
cooperation and the efforts it intends to make to
achieve further progress on the road towards a Euro-
pean Union. Nor did it say anything about the
possible application of certain proposals contained in
the Tindemans Report. I am saying this particularly in
the light of the decision reached by the European
Council in The Hague. At this meeting the Commis-
sion was asked by the European Council to produce
an annual progress report and to examine the extent
to which certain proposals in the Tindemans Report
had been put into practice.
The Christian-Democratic Group was also very
surprised at the fact that Mr Jenkins said nothing
about the sector which has lagged behind most in the
development of Community policy, i.e. transport. As
you know, the parliamentary committees are currently
discussing the question of taking the Council before
the Court of Justice on account of the non-applica-
tion of the articles of the Treaty dealing with transport
policy. Mr Jenkins did not say a word about this and
will no doubt understand our surprise. !7e would have
liked to hear whether the Commission intends to
accept this stagnation in the transport sector, which
has lasted for 20 years now, or whether it intends to
take steps to solve the problem ?
Finally, I should iust likc to say a few words on staff
policy. 'We understand the need, mentioned by Mr
Jenkins, for flexibility in the services. However, the
essential balance between nationalities must not, at
this stage, be sacrified for the sake of this flexibility.
In the view of our Group, the need for flexibility can
be satisfied in a reasonable manner without affecting
the balance between the nationalities in the individual
grades. I should therefore like to ask the Commission
to ensure in its staf( policy that the small Member
States are not under-represented in the higher grades.
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I assume that Mr Jenkins will have understood from
what I have said that we Christian-Democrats are in
favour of cooperation with the Commission. Mr
Jenkins indicated the direction we should take ar the
end of his speech when he said: Ve want our deeds
to be a little better than our words. Let us alwaln do
more than we promise to do'.
This, Mr Presideng is what the Christian-Democratic
Group is waiting for. I7e wish the Commission every
success.
(Applaus)
Prcsidcnt 
- 
I call Mr Berkhouwer to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, it is a plea-
sure for me, on behalf of the Liberal Group and its
political allies, to have this first political encounter
with the new Commission on the occasion of Mr
Jenkins' statement. This pleasure is not dimmed by
the fact that quantitatively 
- 
I would emphasize
quantitatively 
- 
the Liberals are under-represented in
the new Commission. The forthcoming elections to
this Parliament will provide further proof of this.
In this last quarter of the rwentieth century, which is
also the last quarter of the second millennium, our
free lfestem world is faced with gigantic tasks. The
challenges are well known. As a Liberal I face up to
these challenges without any complexes about the
decline of the \7est and so on.
Some peonle maintain that the current situation in
'Western European society is a repetition of the crisis
of the Thirties. I would dispute this most emphati-
cally. Firstly: I'Histoire ne se r6pdte jamais. Moreover,
I knew the crisis in the Thirties as a young boy. And
thankfully I can now say that the present situation is
not the same as in the Thirties. Then, millions of
people in our countries were suffering from poverty
and hunger. Fortunately there is no longer any ques-
tion of that. Fortunately, everyone in our Community,
with or without work is assured of the necessities of
life. There does, however, seem to be a paradoxical
situation in our Community. Perhaps not everyone is
fully aware of this. I7hat I am going to say serves to
underline the importance of the enornous task facing
the Commissioner responsible for social affairs. On
the one hand we have 5.4 million unemployed in our
Community, and on the other hand there are a total
of more than l0 million foreign workers, if their wives
and children are included. Ve know that a large
number of the wives and daughters of these people do
housework for our families. Ve can thus -safely
assume that the number of people that we class as
foreign workerc is larger than the number of unem-
ployed.
Here and there, unfortunately, people are trying to
combat the present unemployment by taking reiuge
in the remedies they thought they could apply in the
Thirties, i.e. isolationism, protectionism and so on. I
am in good company. 'Le Monde' wrote yesterday
about 'the lure of protectionism'. The paper went on
to discuss dumping and the unfair competition that
we are experiencing here and there from countries
outside the Community. 'Le Monde' says:
In the face of this competition, the various govemments
invoke their employment p;oblems and call on
consume$, more or less discreetly to buy home products,
The President of the French Republic has iust made an
appeal to this effect in Brinany; in the United Kingdom,
the Prime Minister Mr Callaghan has also asked shipow-
ne$ to place their orders for new vessels with British
shipyards.
Here and there we thus find the irresistible tendency
to drink once again of the sweet poison of protec-
tionism, the temptation to take a heady draught of the
foul poison of national protectionism. Ve remember
the cries of the Thirties : 'Buy British', 'Made in
Germany','Koop Nederlandse waar'. Vhat did all that
lead to in the end ? To disastrous consequences and
ultimately to the Second Vorld Var. At the moment
we have to compete not only with the low wages in
the Far East but also with low wages in our own part
of the world, i.e. on our eastem borders. The most
extraordinary things are happening. There are textile
factories in \9estem Europe which send their cut
cloth to Yugoslavia to be made up because with our
wages we cannot compete with the low wages in
Yuogoslavia. That is what is happening in the textile
industry. But there are even cnzier situations. There
are 'Vestem European countries which are helping
the countries of Eastern Europe 
- 
of Comecon 
- 
to
get the glasshouses in which to grow their fruit. This
fruit is then processed and is sold in tins on our
markets, which means that our fruitgrowers are unable
to get rid of their fruit. In other words, the glasshouse
manufacturers here in lTestem Europe are helping to
create a situation whereby our fruitgrowers can no
longer get rid of their fruit because they are faced with
competition from fruit and tinned fruit grown in
greenhouses that we have built. The Comecon coun-
tries are happy to do business with us. Let us, Mr Presi-
dent, accept that Comecon wants to use us to improve
its position, and why not. In any case, the existence of
the Community is recognized, that is to say it is recog-
nized unofficially. I should like to ask the new
Commission what the position is, if trade contacts
with Eastem Europe aro to be continued, with regard
to our demand finally to be recognized as a Commu-
nity by the East. Comecon needs us, as is clear also
from the figures. Unless I am mistaken, Comecon is
in the red with us to the tune of some S0 000 million
u.a. And if possible they want to increase this debt
still further. It is a good thing to have debts these
dayn, and the Eastern bloc is well aware of this. They
want to do further business with us, as long as we
grant credit for it. If we do thag should we noi on our
part then also make it clear for once 
- 
now that the
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follow-up conference to the Helsinki agreements is to
be held shortly and the Eastern bloc is always harping
on about Baskets I and 2 
- 
that we ITestem Euro-
peans do not live by bread alone but 
- 
and this is a
liberal note that I should like to stress 
- 
also attach
importance to other values in this life and that if our
Communist friends wish to continue to do business
with us our first concern is that rather more individual
freedom in the whole of Europe should be set against
these material thingB and that this freedom should be
respected.
(Altlrlause)
Mr President, it may perhaps seem to conflict some-
what with what I have just said if I now go on to
speak about our relations with the United States,
which brin3p me to raise the question of Boeing.
Iflhen we see that America has practically reserved its
market for Boeing up to the end of the century, is it
not time for us in Europe to do rather more to
develop a European aircraft industry ? Now that we
are on the subiect of industry and technology, I
should like to ask the Commission to do all it can to
prod the Council into action with regard to the JET
proiect, which is a field in which we have a lead over
othlr parts of the world and where the Council's
indecision would mean the loss of a great opportunity
for Europe. On behalf of my Group I thus call on the
Commission, as a matter of urgency, to make every
effort to rouse the Council from its lethargy. From
summit questions I now come back to the ordinary
man in the street in Europe, who does not understand
anything about these summit conferences. It is as if
the word'summit'were a sort of drug. There has now
been another bilateral summit conference between
Bonn and Paris. Vhat do we want all these European
summit conferences for ? If now friction arises
betcreen Bonn and Paris, we'll have have Bonn and
London again. Or London and Paris. There are plenty
of variants. It doesen't get you an)rvhere and in the
long run nothing is ever accomplished. I should like
to urge the Commission, now under the leadership of
an outstanding British politician, to do dl it can to
eradicate this weed of summit conferences root and
branch.
Speaking of summits, the new President of the United
States also has plans for a summit conference. So
that'll be another summit, a tripartite or multilateral
summit conference. I should like to urge the Commis-
sion above all to try and prevent the forthcoming
summit with Carter from tuming into a repeat of
Rambouillet or Puerto Rico I understand that the new
American Head of State is ready to deal with the
Community as such. The Commission must make
every effort to ensure that the Community as such is
pres€nt at this conference and that it is not iust this or
that triumvirate or four or five Community countries,
the so-called big powers, who take part while the
other countries are not rePresented. Let us now
remember once and for all 
- 
and this goes for the
countries which are perhaps somewhat bigger in the
geographical sense than the smaller Member States 
-that in the Europe of the Nine there are no longer
any big powers and that it is only the nine of us
together who have any chance of achieving any
renewed grandeur in this world, Perhaps the summit
with Mr Carter, this new meeting of the leaders of the
Vestem Wodd, will be the opportunity (or Europe
too to help ensure that, with a variation on 'la guerre
de Troie n'aura pas lieu', the trade war will not teke
place.
I think that in this context the encounter with the
new American Govemment would be a good oPPornr-
nity of making some progress in this direction.
On the question of enlargement, the Commission's
statement was rather lukewarn. I7ith regerd to this I
do not quite agree with Mr Bertrand, who expressed
some sympathy for this attitude. I can understand his
sympathy. But I think that we have already committed
ourselves quite a long way with one of the applicans,
and in that case we can surely go a bit beyond an
overall approach. I am referring to Greece. Of course,
the question must be seen in a broad context' but
with Greece we have already made a start. Ve put the
association agreement with Greece on ice. Ve told
our friends:'You must do this, you must do that.' Are
we not duty bound to open these doors ? For my pan
i am prepared to open the doors as quickly and as
widely as possible.
(Applause from certain qulrtcrs on tbe far lcft)
Mr Bertrand, however, asks the Commission who it
thinks ought to be entitled to membership of our
club. But that is already in the preamble to the
Treaty ! All European countries which share our ideals
are invited to join. No further classification is needed.
The invitation is there and if there are then countries
which accept the invitation we cannot say no.
And then there is this intemal cohesion. For a few
yeani now we have been busy Setting used to our
British friends, and that is going very well. Ve must
get used to the three new Member States and they
must get used to us. There have no doubt been cases
of friction and perhaps there still are here and there.
But you cannot tell other European countries iust
because they are poor 'You are a PauPer' so you
cannot join my club', for the sake of this internal cohe-
sion or whatever else. Then we would be a real rich
man's club, which we have on occasion been accused
of. !7e must, indeed, do all we can to avoid this accu'
sation.
'Vhen we enlarged the Community from six to nine
Member States, did we not also accept here and there
less fortunate regions ? And we did so gladly ! And
now we are doing all we can to achieve the balance
that the Treaties demand of us. So much for my
comments on enlargement. My Belgian colleague, Mr
de Clercq, will have something more to say in this
context about Greece.
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And now I come back to my well-known hobby
horse. Mr Bertrand and Mr Fellermaier have also
already talked about his: the public relations of the
Community, the Brussels' jargon that no one under-
stands a word of, communication. So we welcome Mr
Jenkins' plans. Once again we are talking about the
Europe of the common man. On the way to Luxem-
bourg I crossed two frontiers. In Belgium, in the area
where Mr Bertrand lives, I was stopped by a customs
man who asked me if I had any goods to declare. I
was in a small car, in a Volkswagen since that is all
poor Liberals can afford (Izugbter) but Mr Broeksz
says the same thing happened to him. Mr President,
these fellocrs must go ! As long as they are still on the
loose all our fine words are just so much blather.
(Applause and loud. laugbter)
IThen I go to England, I sometimes even have to go
through the'lmmigration Office'. I7e musg of course,
get rid of these offices too, for when I arrive in
England I am not an immigrant but a citizen of the
Community. All those signs must go 
- 
British pass-
ports, non-British passports, Commonwealth passports
and heaven knows what else. There must be one sign :
Community passports. Mr Jenkins and his colleagues
must do something about this sort of thing I ln 1974 I
called for a European identity card. This resulted in
approval for the European passport at the Paris
Summit Conference in 1974. I raised this point with
President Giscard d'Estaing and he included it in the
1974 package. So we got the European passport. At
that time we thought that that was after all something.
But the real point is that the 200 million or more
people who will shortly 
.be going on holiday once
again and travelling through the Community should
see some sign of Europe. These are only small things,
but they are of the greatest psychological value and
importance. The snake in the tunnel and all that
gobbledygook, what is that to the man in the street ?
He doesen't know the first thing about it. He has
perhaps heard about a tunnel under the channel. The
man wants to see something concrete. Vill the
Commission now chase the Council, or reEieve the
passport from the clutches of the national ministries ?
Let's have it, Mr Jenkins. All strength to your
attempts to bring Europe a little closer to the ordinary
man, who cares nothing for summit conferences, but
has to deal with the everyday problems of his life and
work.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lenihan to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Lenihan. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to take
off where my friend, Cornelis Berkhouwer ended, by
emphasizing the importance, as regards the develop-
ment of our institutions in the immediate future, bf
ensuring that the fullest information is made available
to the ordinary citizen of this Community. Otherwise
we are in very grave danger between now and direct
elections of facing a situation of apathy, a situation
where a low poll could detract from the legitimacy
attaching to a directly elected Parliament. Indeed, this
view of mine is borne out by recent Eurobarometer
polls that show that public opinion at the present
time, particularly in the new Member States, is not
very enamoured, to put it mildly, of the Community
and its institutions.
One of the reasons for this was also referred to just
now by Mr Berkhouwer. It is, I fear, the apparent and
actual lack of decision-making at the European
Council and summit meetings and the lack of decisi-
on-making by the Council of Ministers.
This is the single biggest factor in eroding confidence
in the Community and the Community's institutions.
I feel that it is a major task both for the Commission
and the Council of Ministers to ensure that the proce-
dures between the Commission and Parliameng and
within the Council of Ministers, and between the
Council of Ministers and Parliament, and between the
Council of Ministers and the Commission are stream-
lined, and practical steps are introduced to ensure that
before maior meetings of the European Council or
major summit meetings, some preparation is under-
taken so that decisions can emerge from these meet-
ings. Having these meetings merely for the sake of
having them is a futile exercise that brings the
Community into disrepute and brings discredit to its
institutions.
The main political areas in which the Community has
signally failed so far to reach a common approach are
those of foreign policy and energy. These two areas
are, I know, highly sensitive, they are of very real
national interest, but at the same time they are rwo
areas where failure so far has been very obvious to the
ordinary citizen. I would direct the attention of the
President of the Commission to them. I appreciate
that they fall more largely within the terms of refer-
ence of the Council of Ministers, but the Commission
can do some prodding in an endeavour to ensure a
common approach to foreign policy and to energy.
Indeed I feel that unless this is done, talk about the
enlargement of the Community is largely nebulous,
because even though I. welcome the addition of the
three countries concemed, Spain, Portugal and Greece
and, indeed, Turkey in due course, I feel we should
not embark on actively encouraging them to full
membenhip until we have our own house in order in
regard to the decision-making process, and until we
have common foreign policy and a common energ.y
policy.
The other aspect which is disturbin'g our citizens at
the present time is of course the central problem, as
the President of the Commission described it, of
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economic divergence. This, of course, lies at the core
of the whole problem facing the Community and the
regard in which the Community is held. The facts are
that we have 5 l/z million people unemployed at the
present time within the Community, and 35 o/o ol
these are under 25 years of age. Now there is a
problem of massive proportions. I appreciate that it is
a problem that lies largely within the competence of
national govemments, but I do think that here the
Community should puniue a positive employment
policy linked to its social policy. The whole area of
employment should loom large in the plans of the
new Commissioner for Social Affain. I think he has
already voiced a similar view since his appointment.
The fact of course is, as the President pointed out the
day before yesterday, that there is the problem of
fund-allocation in this area. Indeed, he mentioned
that the Regional and Social Funds, as applied by the
Community, amounted to between one-sixth and one-
tenth of national expenditure under these headingp.
That shows the magnitude of the job involved 
- 
the
magnitude of the financial transfer of resources that is
needed really to make an impression on this basic
underlying problem. One immediate way to tackle the
problem is of course to reflate in the orthodox
manner. Indeed, the Federal Republic of Germany is
the obvious country within the Community that
should do so at the present time. T7e also look
forward to a similar type of reflation in the United
States of America and in Japan in the coming
months.
That, of itself, of course will do very little to deal with
the basic endemic structural unemployment that conti-
nues, and will continue, even if we do reflate and get
the European economy going. One is still left with
the basic structural unemployment. Here, there must
be a massive transfer of resources into the Social Fund
and into the Regional Fund. This can only be done by
making an act of faith in the fundamental imPortance
of these two funds in dealing with the whole problem
of unemployment, which is a basic social ill, particu-
larly as it is now reflected in higher youth unemploy-
ment than heretofore.
I would like to welcome the initiative taken by the
President of the Commission and repeated by
Commissioner Vredeling as well. This is the intention
to coordinate various funds in this area that are
concerned with the transfer of resources 
- 
the direct
grant allocations under the Regional and Social Funds,
the loan funds available from the European Invest-
ment Bank. Here, I want also to include the much
disputed Common Agricultural Policy. The Common
Agricultural Policy is basically a social fund as well,
and must be viewed in that light. I deplore any
attempts to set uP a consumer-versus-producer atti-
tude within the Community. This is class politics. I7e
do not want class politics within the Community.
Fundamentally, the Common Agricultural Policy is
another social policy involving transfer of resources to
the rural population. It is a rype of social policy like
the Social Fund itself, like the Regional Fund, and
like any loans made available towards infrastructural
developments from the European Investment Bank.
AII this must be looked at as a coordinated whole and
planned accordingly. The Common Agricultural
Policy is one of the cornerstones of the Community',
to quote the President of the Commission. l7hilst it
can be refined and improved, its fundamental prin-
ciple is written into the Treaty of Rome and, in my
view, it must stay there, and it is a fruitless exercise to
set up any producer-versus-consumer or consumer-
versus-producer antagonism. It can be very bad for the
whole morale and spirit of our Community. Indeed,
in recent debates in this Parliament I have detected an
element of this, which appears to run acrcss grouP,
and party divisions and could be very damaging as far
as the future of the Community is concerned if it is
allowed to develop.
The plain fact of the matter 
- 
and I will refer no
more to it 
- 
is that a large element of the Common
Agricultural Policy at the moment is consumer policy.
I I l/z million a day out of EAGGF is devoted towards
subsidizing consumer food expenditure, particularly in
the United Kingdom. That is a basic fact of life, and
that situation should certainly be remedied. And I am
certain that the new Commissioner, Commissioner
Gundelach, will seek, as Mr Lardinois said before he
left at the end of the year, the automatic adiustment of
the green pound and the progressive abolition of
monetary compensatory amounts.
It is in that area that the trouble has been caused, not
in the area of the Common Agricultural Policy. The
Common Agricultural Policy has been wrongly
indicted on these grounds but the fundamental
problem is not the Common Agricultural Policy but
the currency disequilibrium and the monetary distur-
bances that have resulted in this massive drawing
from the agricultural fund under the guise of mone-
tary comPensatory amounts.
Coming back to the fundamental problem, what is
really wrong in the Community 
- 
and apin this is
what Mr Jenkins said 
- 
is the central fact of
economic divergence. Until that central fact is dealt
with, we are not going to make progress and we can
only work towards achieving a certain amount of
economic harmonization and work towards economic
and monetary union when we 8et our economies
moving forward at the same rate. The first step, of
course, is to stimulate the economies : the second step
must be substantial and massive transfer of resources,
to ensure a balanced economic development
throughout the Community as a whole. In that way
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one can progress towards the removal of high unem-
ploymeng one can move towards the gradual elimina-
tion of the high inflation rare and onJcan remove the
gap bctween standards of living and economic perfor-
mance at the pres€nt time. It is the variations in
economic performance within our Community that
ere the root causcs of the trouble and these variations
are reflected in monetary differenccs and in curency
disequilibria. These basic hcts can only be tackled by
a disciplined approach to thc transfer of resources. i
am not talking about a transfcr of resources here in
lny sense of looking for aid without any conditions.
There must be stringent conditions on budgetary disci-
plines for the recipient countries in regard to such
transfer of resources, and that is fundamental and very
important" If the recciving countries do not observi
the required monetary and budgeary disciplines, well
'then the new situation would be worse than the old
and we would be beck into a further and probably
wome state of divergent infletionary rates and diver-
Sent economic progress.
Finally, coming back to where I started, Mr presideng
on the importance of the human face of Europe, the
importance of the ordinary citizen in Burope, I
believe that here again we must make our educational
s)rstems and our training $ystems meaningful to young
people in regard to iobs. There is a tremendous
amount of work to be done here in having educa-
tional and training qualifications, for instance, an
throughout the Community on an equal basis, in
achieving 
- 
mutual recognition of degrees, diplomas
and qualifications, so that the young-citizens-of the
Community can undertake a counie of studies or
training in any part of the Community, secure in the
knowledge that they can get gainful employment
wherever they may go. This sort of planned ioordina-
tion of education and training, leading to fruitful
employment, is the way to reisc the legiiimate hopes
of our young people, and enable them to see a real
and a practical target for their aspirations within this
Community. It is to this area of the future of our
y-oung people that we in the Community should
direct our energies at the prescnt time. In particuler, I
would see the new social policy of the eommunity
1ovi1S towards a situation where we can tap the basii
idea[ism that is there, to motivete young pebple. If we
can tap that we will be apping a real vein of gotd as
far as this Community is concimed. It is that-sort of
motivation that will lift the Community out of the
scepticism, as it were, that in the recent past has
seemed to envelope the hopes and aspirations of all of
us who are at present associated with it.
Prcrident. 
- 
I call Sir Percr Kirk to speak on behalf
of the European Conservative Group. -
Sir Pctcr Kirk. 
- 
Mr President the president of the
Commission, I suppose, would be entitted to feel a
little aggrieved because, after having addressed us for
nearly an hour on Tuesday, all the speeches so far
made today have indicated that we would have liked
him to have sps1.,, a good deal longer.
(I^augbter)
Nearly every speaker has underlined what wal not in
the speech as well as what was. Let me assure him,
therefore, that we have no desire whatsoever that he
should treet us to one of those shattering seven-hour
speeches that dictators ere apt to address to their
followers. But I think the reason was only that,
althguSh this is technically the work programme for
1977, the beginning of a four-year Commission tcrm
is bound to stimulate a desire to take a long-term look
over the whole four-ycar period and a desire to hear
the reflections of the President of the Commission for
that period as a whole. I think that probably has led to
this cry this moming for further reflections from the
President when he comes to wind up this debate.this
aftemoon.
I think also there is a sense perhaps not of disappoint-
ment but of surprise that the speech itself was iivoted
almost entirely to economic matte$. The political side
of the Community is not left out but takes very much
second place. And the suqprise is perhaps due to the
contradiction that appears to exist between this
speech and the speech that the President made on I I
January when he said:
Europe is a political enterprisc which we have so far
endervourrd to adwnce by mrinly economic means... In
all our rctivitics we must rrmember our underlying polit-
ical purpoces. Our meens ere largely economic bui ou,
end is and dways has bcen politicd. It is to make r Euro-
pean Union.
So it was e matter for some surprise, for example, that
we had no reflections from the president himself
about progress towards European Union and whether
yythiry would be saved, as Mr Bertrand suggested,
from the Tindemans repoft for example. fre lasi
Commission contributed very fully to thi drawing up
of the Tindemans report and so did this parliament.
And although there may have been, and indecd were,
et thet time in this Parliament differences of opinion
as to exactly the best matters to include within our
contribution towards Mr Tindemans' work, I do not
think there was any dispute among Mcmbers that this
work was of cardinal importance.-\pe both therefore,both Commission and Parliameng have a joini
interest in seeing that progress towards European
Union 
- 
whatever that term may mcan, and here
again there will bc differences of opinion between
Members of this House 
- 
is mainainla. ena it is for
the Commission, I would have thoughg to let us know
their thoughts along those .lines.
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Another highly political matter which again has been
mentioned by Mr Bertrand, Mr Berkhouwer, Mr Beller-
maier and I think by every speaker so far, is the ques-
tion of the working of the Council. I remember the
present Vest German Chancellor saying at a meeting
a long time ago that the problem of the Community
was not the problem of Parliament or Commission 
-they work perfectly well 
- 
it was the problem of the
Council or rather the Councils, the twelve or so Coun-
cils to which has now been added the European
Council. I raised this matter with the President-in-Of-
fice of the Council at the January part-session. He did
not feel a6le to reply at that time but I do not intend
to let it rest and nor does my 8roup. The creation of
the European Council has brought the Community to
a standstill and the decision-making process has got
completely fouled up. But in addition to that" and far
more dangerous, the European Council is also
usurping the rights of the Commission, because the
the power of initiative now seems to have passed in
their minds, if not in the minds of the Commission,
to the European Council at their quarterly meetings
and this is a highly dangerous development and some-
thing with which the Commission and this Parlia-
ment must concern themselves. I hope therefore that
before the next European Council takes place at the
end of March, the Commission will have clarified
their own thinking about the best way in which this
body can be used. I personally would like to get rid of
it.
(Apltlause from certain quarters)
I do not see how you can have an effective working of
the Council when busy men 
- 
heads of govemment
- 
come together for one and a half days without
proper preparation, as Mr Lenihan has pointed out. If
they agree on anything at all it is usually in such
vague terms that it cannot be carried out. But I
assume that the usual law will prevail 
- 
you never
abolish an institution in Europe you only keep on
piling up more 
- 
and that it will remain. And there-
fore the problems that it creates have got to be tackled
and tackled soon.
A third matter on which I think we would have
welcomed, certainly I would have welcomed, the views
of the President of the Commission is the role that
the Commission should be playing in. the field of
political cooperation. The Conference of Foreign
Ministen exists. The Conference of Foreign Ministers
has agreed to accept a certain responsibility, not very
much but a certain responsibility, towards this Parlia-
ment. It is prepared to come and answer questions if
asked; it will meet with the Political Affairs
Committee of this Parliament, indeed it is doing so
next Monday in London, to brief us on what has
happened and so on, but it appears to have no contact
at all with the other institutions of the Community.
I7hat is the Commission's role in connection with the
Conference of Foreign Ministers ? My group has
always made it quite plain that we wish to see the
Secretariat of the Conference of Foreign Ministers,
which we hope to see created some time soon, as part
of the Commission. This seems to us to be a logical
way of dealing with the matter. You cannot divorce
problems of pure foreign policy, as it were, from all
the other problems that connect this Community with
the outside world, particulary the commercial agree-
ments which are now solely the prerogative of the
Community. But whether we are right in our supposi-
tion or not, the fact remains that you cannot have a
loose wheel on this particular coach, accepting an
element of responsibility to two institutions of the
Community 
- 
the Council itself, because they are
the same people, and this Parliament 
- 
and appar-
ently ignoring the third and the most important of
them, the one which quite rightly and proudly calls
itself, as the President did on Tuesday, the engine of
the Community as a whole. Political cooperation is
one of the more successful of the present activities of
the Community. It is certainly one of the most impor-
tant and it is not one, I feel, that should be totally
divorced from the other economic and social activities
which the Communiry engages in.
So those are all matters which one could not find in
the President's speech on Tuesday. Perhaps I can now
refer to some which one could find, which are of great
importance and on which we could perhaps do with a
little more information. I turn, as every speaker so far
has done, to the very difficult question of enlarge-
ment. I do not think any one, certainly nobody from
one of the three newer states of the Community, can
possibly have any objection, any fundamental objec-
tion in principle, to the enlargement of the Commu-
nity to include any state which fulfils the necessary
criteria laid down in the Treaty and in particular
which is a European state with a democratic form of
government. But that must be our starting point and
we cannot accept any other. Equally, however, it is
quite plain 
- 
and here I think a new Member can
speak quite frankly about it 
- 
that we have only iust
recovered, if we have recovered yet, from the last time
the Community was enlarged four years ago. That was
then a major upheaval and there is not the slightest
doubt that any enlargement to incorporate one' two,
three or four countries is going to produce another
upheaval of that kind iust at the moment when we are
beginning to settle down again. So I think it is quite
right that there should be a note of caution in the
President's speech, but if I may say so, it was rather
vague caution. I was not quite clear for example
precisely what he meant by that phrase which Mr
Bertrand also cited: 'an overall approach'' As far as I
know the formal position at the moment is that there
is only one application for membership, that of
Greece, and only one set of negotiations going on.
Does an overall approach mean delaying the Greek
negotiations until others have applied or does it mean,
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assuming that others are going to apply, trying to
frame the Greek negotiations in the light of further
applications ? That there will be further applications I
have very little doubt. !7e have been told that the
Portuguese Prime Minister is to tour the European
capitals shortly with a view to discussing Portngal's
membership of the Community. !7e know very well
that once the Spanish elections have taken place 
-and we all hope that will now be very soon 
- 
the
new Spanish govemment, :rs one of its first acts, will
almost certainly apply to ioin the Community as well.
But how is it possible to take an overall approach
now, when we are in the middle of negotiations with
one country and haven't started them 
- 
and, indeed,
are not in a position to start them with two, and
possibly three, others ? 
- 
Because, of cource, we do
not know either what the position of Turkey is going
to be. I wonder if the President could enlarge a bit on
what he means by an overall approach d, tbis stagc,
because I think it is important that we should be
quite clear w\at it is we have in mind.
There is a further point which was also mentioned in
the speech but I see no harm in mentioning it again
and that is, of course, that the addition of further coun-
tries in the Mediterranean will undoubtedly increase
the divergence that already exists between the nation-
States of the Community. Has the Commission consid-
ered the extent to which the Regional Fund, the
Social Fund and quite possibly the EAGGF will have
to be increased in order to cope with the problems we
shall then have to deal with ? It is impossible to
imagine th6t we could continue dealing w[th countries
like Greece and Pornrgal with the same type of
Regional Fund which we have now.
(Applausc)
There will be trivial sums to divide up berween all the(then) 12 or 13 countries of the Community. I think
we are entitled now to ask for some estimate of how
much this is going to cost, in order that we can judge
the overall picture which will emerge from eniarge-
ment of the Community.
I turn now to something which, I think, was not in
the speech 
- 
unless I have overlooked it 
- 
and that
is relations with the State-trading countries of Eastem
Europe. I wonder if the President can say something
about that. !7e know that the Soviet Union has agreel
to negotiate with the British government on fiihery
limits 
- 
as I understand it, and I should like to have
some confirmation on this 
- 
recognizing the British
government as representing the Community. If that is
so, then this is a major step forward in our relations
with Eastern Europe. Up to now, of course, with the
exception of Romania, I think they always Dretended
we didn't exist at all. If that is i, tiren surely it opens
the way to follow up the initiative taken by'the
Community in the Vellenstein mission to Moscow
some eighteen months ago with a view to seeing
whether we cannot bring some order into our relation-
ships with the other half of Europe, something which
I think, will be welcomed on all sides. I wondir if we
could have some further information on this.
Sir, the Common Agricultural Policy figured firct and
most largely in the President's speech, and that is
quite understandable. I7e quite understand, ol course,
that in the economic circumstances of the day the
Commission is going to be very confined indeed as to
what it can do in this year's price-review, which we
look forward to receiving in a few days' time.
But I am not sure that I would go all the way with my
friend, Mr Lenihan, in salng that the real funda-
mental difficulty about the CAP is the monetary one.
It is undoubtedly a difficulty, and very real one at the
moment. But even if by some miracle it could be
solved tomorrow, the fundamental problem of the
CAP would still remain, because that is the problem
of agricultural structure . ,.
lies of Hear, bear ! from certain quarters on tbeleft ...
.. . which the Community has been asked to tackle
over and over again. It is I think, eight or nine years
since Dr Mansholt put forward his plan, which is still
gathering dust upon the shelves.
It is in the field of structures that we hope for much
from the new Commission and the new Commis-
sioner. In this connection, would the president say
whether he has any comment to make on the recent
article, by Professor Marsh, of Reading University, in
the Neu Federalist, proposing temporiry solutions for
the existing CAP ? His proposal for a kind of two-tier
agncultural policy, it seemed to me, did not in any
way breach the Treaty but might lead to very consider-
able alleviation of the problems of nearly ali the coun-
tries of the Community, not iust my own.
(Applaase from certain quztrtcrs on tbe left)
It would be interesting to have the reflections of the
Commission on these proposals, which I think have
excited_ a gteat deal of interest in the United Kingdom
as a whole, and to which certainly we in my troup
wish to return at the earliest possible moment.
As for the question of monetary union, Mr Lenihan
refe.led to 
-it, quite rightly, as one of the majorproblems of the CAP; but it is not just a maior
problem in the CAB but a major poblem throughout
the Community as a whole. perhaps the president
could therefore tell us something about the Dutch
proposals for a temporary solution, which I under-
stand have now gone.before the Council, and whether
there is any chance of their being successful.
Sir, I end with a reference to direct elections. The pres-
ident has quite rightly underlined the historic nature
of the event which we hope will tqke place in the
spring of next year. But he also said'- rather to my
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surprise 
- 
that the Commission would not be
engaged in the electoral battle. I hope they will. They
are going to be needed in the electoral battle on svery
conceivable side, just as the Commission was engaged
- 
quite rightly, in my opinion 
- 
in the referendum
campaign in my own country rwo years ago. After all,
if they are going to hold themselves aloof from the
electoral battle, then we 
- 
or those of us who are
candidates, and I don't know how many Members of
this Parliament will be 
- 
are going to find ourselves
deprived of quite a lot of the necessary debating skills
and ammunition which we shall need to convince the
peoples of Europe of the necessity to vote in this elec-
tion.
So, I hope we shall have no more talk about not being
engaged in the electoral battle. The Commission is
engaged in a battle the whole time, and it has got to
get on the floor with us and join in it.
(Applau*)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sandri to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Sendri. 
- 
(I) Mr President, before I begin my
speech I feel I must offer you Mr Jenkins and the
whole Commission an explanation. As you can see,
the majority of our Group is absent; however, this is
not due to lack of interest in this debate, but to the
duty of the mehbers of our Group and of all the
Italian Members of this Parliament to be present today
in the Italian Chamber of Deputies for the debate on
the law ratifying the Convention on direct elections to
the European Parliament. For once at least, Italy is
making an attempt to be first off the mark !
(Applause)
The poor attendance by our Group should not there-
fore, Mr President, be interpreted as a sign of indiffer-
ence. On the contrary, we Italian Communists
sincerely appreciated the approach to Community
problems reflected in Mr Jenkins' address : his reiec-
tion of high-flown rhetoric, his account of the obsta-
cles and difficulties which stand in the way of the
exstence, not to mention the Srowth, of the Commu-
nity, and his outline of the projects which will occupy
the Commission during the coming year.
Nevertheless, with equal sincerity we must add that
problems of on-going management seemed to take
precedence in his report over the general assessment
of the Community's present profile and its funda-
mental problems : factors which concern its very
destiny.
!(e felt that while the address presented the problems
realistically, the general framework in which this pres-
entation was situated was nevertheless provisional and
vague. This is perhaps due not so much to the
Commission as to the real state of the Community. In
fact, according to Mr Jenkins, the gravest danger
facing the Community is that we may slip back
instead of advancing towards economic union or 
- 
as
Mr Bertrand quite rightly added 
- 
economic and
monetary union. I7e agree with the President of the
Commission's judgement and analysis of the reasons
for the threat of retrogression represented by these
three scourges : unemployment inflation and the wide-
ning gaps which reinforce each other and undermine
the foundations of the Community. However, we do
not believe that these scourges can be overcome by
organizational improvements, closer coordination
(however achieved) between the Community's working
mechanisms and greater adminstrative efficiency.
In our view, right from the start of its new term of
office the Commission should recognize that the
I7est's expansion model, in which the Community
established itself as the world's leading trading power,
has run into the ground as a result of the pressure of
the forces and events which have dominated the inter-
national scene during these last few years. The illu-
sions have vanished ; the structural deficiencies, which
were hitherto concealed by our growth rate, have now
been revealed ; for the stronger countries the Commu-
nity has become an increasingly tight-fitting overcoat ;
the gaps between Member States have widened, while
within the weaker countries, such as ltaly, all the
' familiar traditional discrepancies 
- 
which are repro-
duced at Community level 
- 
have been aggravated.
As Mr Jenkins pointed out" there is a risk that one of
the cornerstones of the Comunity, i.e. the common
agricultural policy, may become dislodged. \7e would
add: it may become dislodged despite the fact that
70-80 o/o of Community resources 
- 
as stated by a
Commissioner in an interview with an Italian news-
paper a few days ago 
- 
go to agriculture. The diver-
gence between the massive use of resources and the
disappointing performance of the common agricul-
tural policy has revealed, through the present crisis,
the first contradiction of the Community. The report
states the need for a structural review of this policy in
terms of questions, by stressing the difficulties.
However, if I may be allowed to disagree with Mr
Bertrand, I believe that if it is to seek and obtain Parli-
ament's advice the Commission must do precisely
that as regards the choice which has to be made by
the Community in the agricultural sector: whether to
continue to implement measures to promote the
movement of labour from the land or provide suPport
at the various levels involved 
- 
environmental, social
and agricultural. This is a far-reaching question and
oversimplifications will not do. Our answer would
without a shadow of doubt be that we must strengthen
the agricultural sector and there must therefore be
drastic structural reform.
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Some time ago the lVasbington Posl carried what we
felt was a very pertinent statement to the effect that
the new American revolution was attempting to trans-
form the world's urban life-style according to the rural
model. S7e will not go into whether or not a revolu-
tion is under way in America, but we are well aware of
the dimensions of agriculture in that country and we
feel that the statement I have just referred to contains
an idea which provides food for thought. It is obvious
that the quality of life, that is, the problem which
plagues industrial societies, cannot be improved by an
anachronistic yearning for a return to nature. There is
no doubt about that. Nevertheless, everyday experi-
ence shows that in every part of the wodd, albeit in
different ways, agriculture continues to be 
- 
indeed is
increasingly 
- 
the basis of the prosperity, the indep-
endence and, if you like, the strength of a nation or a
group of nations such as the European Community.
!fihile giving this general answer to the very broad
question put by the repor! we would point out that
we did not find in that report the features 
- 
or even
the outline 
- 
of the common agricultural policy
which the Commission, however tentatively, intends
to pursue. And the same is true as regards the regional
policy.
There is no doubt that coordination of the funds
could improve the implementation of the regional
policy. I7e hope so, and wish the Commissioner in
charge of this coordination every success. Neverthe-
less, the problems of the regions whose relative
poverty is increasing go beyond the framework of day-
to-day business and point to the pressing need for
new approaches at both national and Community
levels. These regions are the most exposed to, and the
most unprotected againsT the events which are
currently shaking up the entire world economy, and
we think it is precisely from these regions that the
Community's agricultural and industrial reorganiza-
tion should be launched, implementing, or at least
introducing, mechanisms which arc fundamentally
different from those which have failed, as the crisis
has shown.
\7ith your permission, we would now like to view the,
issue in'a national context. The Communiss in ltaly
are engaged in a difficult and complicated struggle.
!7e are not enduring a policy of austerity: we want,
propose and demand such a policy which will
produce an austerity which will be effective, bring a
drastic reduction in waste, and eliminate disorder and
social parasitism; not e one-way austerity, but one
based on equalty and iustice, an austeriry which will
transform the crisis which is eating away our society
by reviving the economy, and not only the Italian
economy. This is not an easy choice and the reasons
why we opt for austerity are many and complex, the
most important being the recognition of the changes
which have taken place in international relations. The
recognition, first and foremosg of the fact that the
pressure from the peoples of the Third Vorld and
their chequered, but historically irrevocable, advahce
implies a fundamental reorganization of our market
and of our productive apparatus, above all in those
areas which are more backward and consequently
more exposed to the effects of the advance of the
Third \Vorld.
The relation between our national affairs and the influ-
ence of extemal factors is so close that they are indeed
interdependent. If this is valid for Italy, we believe it
to be even more so as regprds the relationships
berween the internal construction of the Community
and its dealings with the outside world. Ve whole-
heartedly agree with the chairman of the Socialist
Group, Mr Fellermaier, who said that the choice
between external policy and internal policy was a false
one. It is necessary to pursue both courses, because we
are convinced that we cannot draw up common poli-
cies 
- 
whether agricultural, energ:f, regional or indus-
trial 
- 
if we disregard the Community's relations
with the other industrialized parts of the world, with
Comecon, with China and with the Third Vorld.
Obviously, the Community is historically, economi-
cally and culturally part of the I7est. But the fact of
belonging to the West should not be used as a pretext
to ignore the disturbing developments taking place in
this part of the world. I would like to ask the Commis-
sion, for instance, whether the current dispute with
Japan is a skirmish, a rearguard action attributable to
the current crisis or whether, on the contrary, it is not
the first clap of thunder heralding a storm, and the
beginning, perhaps not of a trade war, but of very
serious tensions within the Vestem world. I7e there-
fore agree with the President of the Commission as to
the need for cooperation between Europe and the
United States; but we do not believe that our coopera-
tion as an equal and not an inferior partner- will
emerSe as a natural and spontaneous consequence of
the so-called Atlantic community or alliance. I should
like to remind Members that in an excellent report a
few weeks ago, Mr Coust6 described the present state
of trade relations between the European Community
and the United States. Ve cannot today disavow those
conclusions and Parliament's vote on the subject.
In more general terrns, we feel that while the crisis
has shown the limits of the Community, it has elso
highlighted the specific nature of our Community
interests, which cannot always coincide with those of
the USA. One only has to compare our lack of raw
materials, and our export figures as a percentage of
our gross production, with the equivalent American
figures to understand, I shall not say the conflict, but
the diversity of interests. A readjustment is taking
place in the l7est and, in our view, a mere remindei
of a proclamation made fifteen years ago by the
Monnet Committee is not enough.
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Ire must present a united front at the Vestern
economic summit, but what will Europe's attitude bc
at that summit ? !7e believe that our prime concern
should be the Third T7orld. Mr Jenkins himself, in
his first address to ParliamenL pointed out that the
previous Commission, eyen though confined in winter
quarters because of the crisis, managed some
successful forays precisely in the area of relations with
the Third !7orld. To be specific, these resulted in the
s:6tem of generalized preferences, food aid, a plan for
special intewention in suppoft of those countries
hardest hit by the crisis, 
- 
a plan which bore the
name of the Commissioner responsible for develop-
ment 
- 
the Lom6 Convention, and the latest aSree-
ments currently being drawn up in the Mediteranean
basin with the Mashreq and Maghreb countries.
Our opinion, Members of the Commission, is that the
talks at the economic summit should concenrate on
the problems of the Third Vorld, following the
example which the Community has already shown
and which must be developed. This applies to the
talks at the summit, at the North-South Conference,
at the UNCTAD, and at the Euro-Arab Dialogue,
which must be set within a political framework, and it
is also valid as regards the ocean of misery constituted
by the Indian sub-continent and as regards southem
Africa, on which I share the opinion expressed by the
chairman of the Conservative Group who stated that
we have political, not Community, responsibilities
towards southern Africa. If we cgnsider that southem
Africa is turning into a powder keg and if we want to
save southem Africa from the logic of the rivalry
between the two superpowers, while respecting the
independence of the countries involved, the Commu'
nity must have more than a few words to say during
the coming months.
The other important strand in our policy should, in
our view, be relations with the Comecon countries
and with China. Mr Berkhouwer has already stated
that these countries trade with the Community. As I
see it, we do not entertain relations with these coun-
tries merely for the purpose of selling flowers or
performing charitable deeds. There must be reci-
procity. Once we have upheld the principle that the
Eastem-bloc countries have the right to pursue bilat-
eral relations with the Community or with its Member
States, in other words, once we have rejected the crit-
erion that all agreements must be reached via
Comecon, I believe we must cautiously, but at the
same time boldly, enter the sphere, so rich in
economic and political potcrrtial, of relations with that
part of the world.
Summing up, Mr President, I would like to recall a
statement made two years a8o by the then President
of the Commission, Mr Ortoli. In his address, he
stated clearly and frankly that Europe was in the
process of losing its autonomy as a result of the crisis.
The autonomy which he referred to mey haie been
illusory but the obiective remains realistic and there is
no reral alternative to it. Ve would point out that this
has not been discussed.
Vhen we speak of autonomy we do not mean isola'
tionism, but the contribution which our Community
can make towards achieving a multipolaiity in thc
world which will melt the ice of the cold war and facil'
itate a fresh debate at world level, in which the Euro-
pean Community can serve as a pivot and promoter of
peaceful coexistence. This, we feel, should be the basic
strategy underlfng the Community's Programme.
And it is precisely on behalf of European autonomy
that I would like to conclude with a remark on the
enlargement of our Community.
The accessions of Greece, Portugal and, in the not too
distant future, Spain, may well weaken its stnrctures.
They will undoubtedly create serious problems' But
let me ask you this : will democracy in Europe be
weaker or stronger as a result of the Community
opening its doors to these three countries ? This is the
key question from which we must proceed. 'We
followed the struggles of the Greek, Spanish and Portu'
guesc oppositions, and we know that for the anti-fas-
cist forces, entry into the Community was not a
mirage, but a political weapon used to bring down the
fascist regimes in those three countries.
(Applause from uarious qaarters of tbc exncmc left)
This is why I believe that when we speak of European
autonomy we should be thinking of a Community
which, on the one hand, will be the focal point of
peaceful coexistence and, on the other, the ralllng
point of democracy.
Our Group is preparing to vote along these lines this
efternoon in the Italian Chamber of Deputies for the
ratification law which I am sure will receive the virtu-
ally unanimous consensus of the deputies' Our vote is
not dictated by tactics and we will therefore not even
bother to refute this sordid insinuation. I7e shall vote
for the European Parliament not because we are
happy with the one which already exists; we shall
vote for a directly elected European Parliament
because we accept the challenge, and because we ane
convinced that it will be a focus for changing the
general course of the Community, which must hence-
forth take into account a new and different participar-
tion of the workers in the exercise of power at
national and at European level.
(Applausc)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange. (D) Mr President, ladies and
genttemen, we have all welcomed the new Commis-
iion and wished them good luck in negotiating the
many pitfalls that lie before them. However, we are all
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aware 
- 
and here I am addressing myself to all those
who expressed some reservations about the composi-
tion of the new Commission 
- 
that it reflects the rela-
tive strength of the national govemments. It can be
described as an all-party cabinet whose composition
depends on the decisions of the voters in the indiv-
idual countries and, if that is to be changed, it will
first be necessary to change the minds of voters in the
individual countries. It is therefore useless to
complain that it contains seven Socialists, too few
Christian-Dem(rcrats, too fev Liberals and too few
Conservatives. They are all represented. I would
however like to remind Mr Bertrand that at one time
there were only German Christian-Democrats in the
Commission. !7hat then is the point of complaining ?
In any casc we know that this is a compromise
between all the political views of the members of the
Commission and of the political powers behind them.
The Commission cannot therefore be the embodi-
ment of any single clear-cut political tendency and,
since in Europe we have not yet reached the stage
where we can all play the Govemment/OppositiJn
game, that is to say, have on the one hand an execu-
tive Govemment and on the other a Parliament with a
supewisory function but which is divided between
those who support the Government and those who
oppose ig we cannot yet have a situation such as exists
in nationat Parliaments, in national areas.
It seems to me that we must here bear in mind our
original task, the construction of Europe. And in this
connection the new Commission under the presid-
ency of Roy Jenkins has begun its term of office at a
time when dre recession seems to be at an end but the
results of the recession are not, because a large
number of our Member States were not ready to ta[e
the necessary measures at the appropriate time, i.e. to
push back inflation, keep prices stable, and to urge all
responsible social forces to give their support to the
necessary measures.
Meanwhile, progress seems to have been made in so
far as changes have taken place in those countries
which have always been a cause for some concem;
this is so in the case of Italy and of the United
Kingdom, so that we have grounds for hoping that the
development will continue and lead to an iconomic
upswing in all pars of the Community.
The Commission, ladies and gentlemen, Mr president,
has put forward some proposals in relation to this
matter; some Members say that the proposals do not
go far enough and want more information.on them,
while others, ourselves in fact, merely have some ques-
tions to put. I think, ladies and gentlemen, that it is
not only the duty of the Commission to answer polit-
ical questions but is is also the duty of this parliament
to provide answers to them too.
Now, from the statements made by a wide range of
speakers in this House, and iust now by the chaiiman
of the Socialist Group, three points have been shown
to be of decisive importance : a retum to full employ-
ment, i.e. the elimination of unemploymen! the
further development of a mutually agreed economic
policy and a related monetary policy, also to be mutu-
ally agreed, whereby the economic poliry must be
designed not merely to cope with short-term factos
but also to function as a structural policy. This struc-
tural policy must be applicable regionally and sector-
ally. But, ladies and gentlemen, the hesitant attitudes
of the Member States are a constant stumbling block.
If we want to eliminate unemployment, the Member
States- and everyone should of course realize this,
including the parties concemed in the Member States
- 
must come an understanding on a fairly clearly
coordinated economic policy adapted to meet our
mutual needs. There is no other way. Until this is
done, anything we say in this House, any statements
made by the Commission in this House or in the
public arena or addressed to the Council, will serve no
purpose, because the Member States must have the
will to carry through this uniform and mutually accep-
table policy. Everything depends therefore on the
goodwill of the Member States.
The elimination of unemployment, which is due
more to structural than to ryclical factors, is also
dependent on certain other conditions.
(Applause)
What is required is that the Member States should all
muster up the courage to create the necessary condi-
tions for the free movement guaranteed in the Treaty.
So long as we come up against educational and
training barriers or language barriers, it will naturally
be fairly difficult to achieve this free movement and
complete elimination of unemployment in the
Community.
It is therefore quite clear that we have to rely here on
the goodwill of the Member States and, in this matter,
we are concemed not with a short-term but with a
medium and long-term policy. Ve cannot therefore
solve these problems overnight and, moreover, ladies
and gentlemen, whether we like it or not, the mutu-
ally agreed e-conomic poticy and the monetary poliry
which is indispensable for its success should not be
applied only to the Community; the Commission
must be supported in its argument that it is essential
that these policies be agreed with other industrial
countries if suitable general conditions are to be
gleated for continuing economic developments in the
direction of growth, and of maximum growth, and this
message must also be conveyed very clearly to the
Council. It also follows that, without wiihing to
become involved either in dependence on the United
States or in conflict with Japan, we must have talks on
these matters with the Japanese, the Americans and
the Canadians.
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In the Community, whether people like it or not, we
must achieve maximum growth if we wish to
discharge our obligations inside and also outside the
Community. I will not at present go into the question
of external relations or related matters : I shall merely
point out that the two concepts are inseparably linked
and dependent on another. Consequently, ladies and
Sentlemen, all three of us, Commission, Council and
Parliament, must ask ourselves how such a mutually
agreed policy can be encouraged and implemented.
There is no need for us here to examine the relevant
proposals in detail, they already exist, Parliament has
given its opinion on them, we have given our views
over and over again. If we were to go on repeating
ourselves, we should only, as I said on a previous occa-
sion, be like the Tibetan Buddhists turning their
prayer wheels.
There are however some things which it seems neces-
sary to repeat in order to bring them home to the
general public and also to those who are somewhat
further removed from us, that is to say, the govern-
ments. In this way, we can contribute to a greater
awareness and understanding of the action which is
necessary in the light of the economic integration we
are now witnessing, however inadequate that integra-
tion may be. There is, after all, a gteater degree of
dovetailing than the average citizen usually realizes
and efforts must be made accordingly to bring this
home to him.
Reference has been made here to some of the
methods which could be used to implement this essen-
tial policy. tU7ith regard to education and occupational
training I have spoken clearly, if briefly, about the
need for improving the working methods to be used
by the coming generation and its working and
economic conditions, and we must now consider to
what extent we could, in this connection, enlist the
assistance of the Social Fund which is so often
mentioned, or the Regional Fund, which we hear
about just as often.
Now, ladies and gentlemen, if we ask ourselves how
that could be arranged, we have to admit that these
Funds, as presently constituted, are incapable of
performing such tasks. 'SUe cannot operate a feasible
policy of occupational training, nor can we operate a
feasible labour market policy or reasonable policies on
regional structure and sectoral structures.'This raises
the question whether Member-States, if they were
prepared to adopt a relatively uniform policy, could
not, without increasing costs, agree that the finance
which they now provide individually should be bome
on a Community basis, i.e. by the organizations of the
European Community.
Of course, it is also necessary that Funds earmarked
for specific purposes should no longer be kept
separate but that they should be incorporated in the
budget in accordance with the agreed political priori-
ties. Otherwise, there will always be someone to say
that this is at variance with the aim of the Fund, with
the directive or the regulation, so we cannot do it.
Then we find ourselves once more faced with an
obstacle which is at present insuperable, and puzzling
out a way to get around these difficulties.
That should encourage people 
- 
and here I have the
Commission in mind 
- 
to think along the lines that
we have suggested on previous occasions in relation to
budgetary and financial policy, that is to say that in
contrast to previous practice the budget should also be
used in future as in instrument of policy in these
sectors.
Ladies and Sentlemen, time obliges me to restrict
myself to these few remarks. There is a treat deal
more I could say, but perhaps when a suitablc opportu-
nity presents itself, when we are discussing medium-
term economic policy, the fight against unemploy-
ment, etc, we shall be able to give more time to an
examination of individual questions.
There is, however, one thin& ladies and gentlemen,
which I think should be stressed: it seems to me that
a mutually agreed economic policy will hardly be feas-
ible so long as the Community cannot devise a
uniform enerSy policy as a basis for aproperly func-
tioning economy in the Community. I do not wish
now to revive the debate we had the day before
yesterday. I am here concemed solely with a uniform
energy policy and with the need to develop such a
policy with a view to ensuring greater political indep-
endence from external forces. In this connection, if
we are considering other forms of energy, the Council
must be told that, whether it likes it or not, it must
finally clarify its position in relation to nuclear fusion
and the siting of the nuclear fusion project, otherwise
the entire discussion about energy poliry and energy
substitutes for oil is quite pointless. I think therefore
that this is another basic element in the situation, and
that if we have a reasonably reliable supply of elec-
trical energy for our economy, we shall be also rela-
tively less vulnerable to external attempts to pressurize
or blackmail us. I7e are in our present position as a
result of the actions of the countries in 1973. ll we
wish to continue to cooperate with them we must
therefore point out these consequences to them. I am
convinced that they too have already realized that they
themselves would suffer if they pursued a poliry of
pressure or blackmail.
Besides, ladies and gentlemen, Members of the
Commission, 
- 
the Council is conspicuous by its
absence, but what I have to say will no doubt be
passed on to them, as has been our experience on
previous occasions, for everything we have said in this
House has always reached the appropriate ears 
-besides ladies and gentlemen, this Community, if it
wishes to develop from its present status of economic
community to that of an economic and monetary
union, must rid itself of the jealousies and ambitions
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of its individual parts. If we can do this we can over-
come somc of the monetery policy difficulties. Ve
alrcady have the basket of currcncies and that would
be a sarting point for a uniform monetary policy
ftom which we could go on to reach greater cohesion.
But, if Europeans are not ready in thcse circumstances
to deal in this way themselves with their affairs and
their obligations, or, to put it another way, with affairs
which involve them in obligations, then thcy will find
themselves in an unenviable stete of dependence and
will no longer bc masters of their own fate.
Fate in this context means the oconomy and every-
thing linked with it, including the social
conscquences stemming from it" Anyone who is not
prepared to work for a propcdy functioning economy,
which would make dl citizens socially secure, does a
disservicc to making and basicelly stands in opposi-
tion to the aspimtion oI thesc Europeans, which is for
a homogeneous Burope, spcaking for itself, organizing
itsclf and enioyrng good relations with other parts of
the world.
(Applausc)
IN THE CHAIR: MR BBRSANI
Vicc-Prcsident
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Miiller-Hernann.
Mr Mtllcr-Hcrrnrnn (D) 
- 
Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, in view of the short time available and
the large number of problems mentioned by Mr
Jenkins in his repori I should like to confine myself
to a few obsewations which I think are of essential
importance.
All the speeches in this debate have expressed a
feeling that this Europe of ours is in a state of crisis
and we shall definitely not overcome this crisis by
resigning outselves to it. !7hat is needed is a sober
analysis of the sinration, a sober conception of the way
forward, persistence and the courage gradually to put
into effect what we feel to be right, and finally a
community spirit and, no doubt, a great deal of pati-
ence. This will be a severe test for the Commission.
Mr Jenkins said in his address that the Commission
proposed and the Council disposed. No doubt a very
realistic view of thc situation, but hardly a satisfactory
one. I should like to urge the Commission to assert its
position and its rights with particular determination
ais-d-sis the Council and to establish close collabora-
tion 
- 
wen, I would say, an alliance 
- 
with Parlia-
ment, which will give the Commission its support.
Iadies and gentlemen, if our Community presens
such a disappointing picture today, this is in my view
because despite repeated attempts there was still no
significant proSress in 1976 on the centrel issues in
the Community. The basic idea behind the EEC
Treaty was, after all, to create a large common inrcmal
markeg without any barriers to trade, in which, with
fair competition, therr would then be an economically
rational division of labour, leading to optimum produc-
tivity. And that would then ensure that all citizens of
the Community could rely on increasing prosperity
and that the weakest members of the Community in
particular should profit from this optimum produc-
tivity of the whole.
Now in his spcech Mr Jenkins listed a host of indi-
vidual problems, each of which is clearly of great
importance for the C.ommunity and for the citizens of
this Communiry particulerly of course the problems
of unemployment, inflation, the economic discrepan-
cies within the Communiry the massive balance of
payments disequilibria. I should, however, like to wam
against two cEors. Firstly we must beware of blaming
more or less all of our current difficulties on the world
economic crisis. No, ladies and gentlemen, I think we
must understand that in all countries 
- 
more in
some than in others 
- 
many problems originete in
the country itself and cen thus only be overcomc if we
make appropriate efforts in our own countries. I never
miss an oppornrnity of pointing out our own special
responsibility as politicians who, everywhere in our
free democracies, are unfortunately exposed time and
again to the temptation to promise the people more
than the economy is able to produce. Thag indeed, is
the roog the real cause of inflation in our Community.
The second thing I wish to warn against 
- 
and here I
address'mpelf more particularly io the Commission
- 
is this: it is quite clear that pragmatic action and
operations of limited scope alone cannot help to over-
come the present difficulties. Vhat we need is rather
a multitude of coordinated measures based on a
common ideological structure and generally accepted
objectives for the future.
Vhat I miss here, to be frank, is any convincing
concept from the Commission, even in its initial
report. The term 'economic and monetary union' is
not mentioned at all in Mr Jenkins' speech, or is
referred to only in passing. Since 1971, however, the
Commission has had a clear mandate to establish
freedom of movement and other freedoms for pcrsons
and goods, services and capital. Now when my honou-
rable colleague Mr Fellermaier srla in his speech that
all that is a monstrous illusion and an outdated plan
which no longer even deserves serious attention, then
I have serious reseffations. Precisely in order to cope
with the sectoral problems, we need a coherent policy
and decisive impulses from the Commission on funda-
mental questions as well. I should also like to warn
against the illusion, ladies and g€ntlemen, that a mone-'
tary union can be created without previously or simul-
taneously managing to atrive et a common economic
policy within the Community.
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I should now like to put to the Commission a number
of ideas on three subjects and ask the Commission to
state its views on these questions in the near future.
Firstly, how does the Commission visualize the further
development of economic integration and the creation
of the large internal market ? !7hat is being done
further to reduce barriers to trade, to equalize basic
starting conditions and to harmonize taxes and
company law ? !7hat are the Commission's ideas on a
common competition policy to guarantee the mobili-
zation of all forces within a particular field and
prevent abusive practices ?
Secondly, how does the Commission visualize the
Community solidarity which it rightly mentions so
often 
- 
a solidarity which ought indeed to mean
above all that something should be done by the more
prosperous countries to help the economically weaker
countries ? The transfer of resources is no doubt neces-
sary and right, but it is no use holding on to the illu-
sion that the problem can be solved even if the
Commission has no idea how this transfer of
resources is to be carried out, where the money is to
come from, how an extension of the Social and
Regional Funds is to be financed. Vhat seems to me
to be equally important is that all these ideas of
transfer only make sense if they are accompanied by
special efforts on the part of the countries who are to
profit from this transfer. And I do not foresee any
progress here in the next few years. In my view the
Commission must ensure that all countries give even
more serious attention than hitherto to a policy of
stability, and keep constantly in mind whenever a
stimulation of the economy is under consideration
that there can be no point in taking measures which
could lead to a further explosion of costs and thus a
new twist in the inflationary spiral. There is, however,
an urgent need here for the Commission's views on
the prospects for solving these problems.
The third and last question I want to raise is this: it is
very encouraging that Mr Jenkins and the Commis-
sion support the freedom of world trade and intend to
continue to do so and that they intend to resist all
protectionist temptations. I think, ladies and
gentlemen, we all agree that protectionist measures
can only be short-term makeshifts. This applies both
to ourselves and to others. Openness in the worldwide
division of labour naturally also means giving chances
to countries outside our Community, and here we no
doubt all think primarily of the developing countries
- 
the so-called developing countries.
Ladies and gentlemen, if we want to follow such an
open policy towards the rest of the world, we must of
couse also realize that enormous structural problems,
both sectoral and regional, remain to be solved within
our Community. That is a challenge not only for
industry but also for politicians in the various coun-
tries and in the Community.
I feel that it is imperative that we should tackle these
enormous structural changes in good time and in
doing so try to make use above all of our technical
know-how and the results of our research. It is also
worth investing capital here in order to smooth the
transition for people and concerns. In this context I
should also like to encourage the Commission to take
action, for all its policy of openness, against the prac-
tices of countries who try from outside, with manipu-
lated prices and unfair competition, basically to an-
nihilate whole branches of industry and the jobs they
provide within the Community.
Looking at the steel sector and shipbuilding, I think
that what the Commission has done, also in dealing
with our Far Eastern friends, deserves the support of
all of us. I think that that is the right way of going
about it and we hope it can play a useful part in
promoting 'sensible practices in mutual trade rela-
tions'. Finally, ladies and gentlemen, I should like, on
behalf of my political friends, to assure the Commis-
sion once more that we shall give our full support to
its earnest endeavours to overcome the present diffi-
culties and create the great European Economic
Community.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Johnston.
Mr Johnston. 
- 
Mr President, I found Mr Jenkins'
speech something of a strange experience. I sat and
listened to it and found nothing to criticize. I read
and re-read it and found it acceptable; and then, at
the end I said to myself,'how is it possible for a Presi-
dent of the Commission to speak for an hour and yet
fail either to anger or to delight ? And I suddenly saw
the speech as one that said everphing or nearly every-
thing, and said nothing or almost nothing. I thought
to myself, perhaps unkindly, that a speech that had
contrcversy only in what it omitted 
- 
and relerence
has been made to matters like own resources, Tinde-
manns, transport policy and the like 
- 
cannot take us
much further ahead. At the moment the Commission
faces a Parliament largely composed of individuals
within all groups and parties who take a supranational
view, a situation produced by the appointments
system.
After direct electidns, this will unquestionably change
as elected Members become responsive to and
dependent upon particular local pressures and there-
fore less able to take the kind of disinterested
balanced European view qhich we together, across
political barriers, domestically apparently insurmoun-
table, have been able to adopt both in committee and
plenary. After direct elections this place will be as
nationalist as the Council of Ministe$ we have so
often criticized. This is not e matter for regret. Democ-
ratic realities will be recognized. Our Chamber I think
will be much less friendly and polite and prone to
compromise, but a much more real place, directly
representing political realities, and like the Council of
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Ministers it will be rooted in the facts of political pres-
sure and inevitably, as a consequence of this, the long
alliance with the Commission will, I think, tend to
wither.
Now it is against that background that I think one
had reason, particularly from a President with a record
like Mr Jenkins', who had asserted, after all a few
short weeks ago, the necessity, with which I am in
total accord, of the Commission acting politically, to
expect some specific targets at the leasg or at least
some more forceful commitment to the active objec-
tive initiative of which the Commission alone is
capable.
Fintly, I don't think Mr Jenkins realizes his own
strength. !7e are all of us now, rich and poor, deeply
and inextricably involved with and dependent on the
success of our Community. From our national base we
have neither the capacity nor the will to work out fair
solutions to the interdependent structural problems,
whether we are talking of milk, or steel, or fish. Only
the Commission, the creation of all of us, has the
means and the standing to devise and secure the
implementation of mutually acceptable solutions.
That is why we created them and that is their iob, andI think their iob is easier than they really realize,
because, secondly, if this Commission takes the view
that they are only there to make the best of it, that is
not enough. Much more is needed. It is not the job of
the Commission to tour the capials and work out
compromis6s. Its great strength is that it, and it alone,
has the ability to present obiective solutions. Take one
simple little example: milk. Vho are the people who
are able to criticize over-production ? Not the politi-
cians representing the producers. They are not in that
position. Even those who don't happen to represent
that particular group of producers tend to look at the
situation as a bargaining-counter to be played to their
advhntage in other matters involving their interests.
The only people who are able to say, "This is nonsense
and must be changed', and produce proposals
resolving the situation, are the Commission. This is
the time then, I think Mr President, not for caution,
but for controlled and determined boldness, and it is
the absence of any sign of such boldness that most
disappointed me in what Mr Jenkins had to say.
The spokesman of our group, Mr Berkhouwer, has
already emphasized the importance we at(ach to Mr
Jenkins' insistance on working for economic conver-
gence, for trying to narrow the gap between the rich
and poor membgrs of our Community. Part of that
policy, as both Mr Berkhouwer and Mr Jenkins
pointed out, must be the strengthening of regional
policy. I welcome in particular Mr Jenkins' words on
Tuesday and I quote him : 'Ve must see regional
policy not iust as a matter of renewing and spending a
tiny Regional Fund, but as one of the main dimen-
sions of Community economic policy as a whole'.
This aspect of policy will become ever more impor-
tant if, as I and my group and Mr Jenkins, I am sure,
hope, the Community is enlarged to include Greece
and Spain and Portugal. But unless regional policy has
by then been built up into a really effective part of
Community life, the gaps between Greece and
Germany, between Copenhagen and Cadiz, will be so
large as to pose a very seyere strain on the cohesion of
the Community. In other words regional policy must
not be seen as a temporary expedient for dealing with
a peripheral problem, but a fundamental principle of
the new Europe. That Mr Jenkins recognized this, was
one of the most positive aspects of his speech.
If regional policy is to play this leading part" d€cisions
must be made in other matters that will support, and
not undermine it. {or example, the question
mentioned by Mr Jenkins about moyement of labour
from the land may need h different answer in different
places. In areas where the economy is expanding and
the population growing, it may be that a decline in
the number employed in agriculture would do no
harm. In regions of economic decline where a dwin-
dling population brings silence and emptiness to once
flourishing villages and farms, it may be an essential
element of any recovery programme to support the
agricultural population not for what they eam, but for
vhat they are.
(Cria d 'Hearl bear !)
That will of course cost the more prosperous hard
cash, but I think they must reflect that the social
tension and political resentment of the outllng parts
of the Community will in the end exact a far higher
price if they are not properly assuaged. And we are a
part of that problem ourselves in the United Kingdom
at the moment.
Mr Jenkins spoke of the policy of the Community
towards the underdeveloped countries and said that
concem was indivisible. He rightly prefaced that
remark by linking it with the duty and interest we all
have in showing concem for our own bleaker regions.
Concem must not end, but must begin within the
Community itself.
This leads me back to the question of direct elections.
For it is through them the concems of the people are
going to be expressed in the future. Mr Jenkins, was, I
think, absolutely right to insist that it is inconsistent
with the support of democracy and with the great prin-
ciples of constitutional govemmenl to oppose the
extension of democratic elections to this Community.
There are some who do. But I can assure him that
certainly there are others, such as myself, who are
proud to be members of the House of Commons, but
are quite determined to defeat the very unholy alli-
ance which exists between some Powellites and some
members of the Socialist Party, an{, will play our
fullest part in trying to bring about European elec-
tions at the date to whch the governments of the
Community have already put their word.
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My last point 
- 
because time, of course, battles
against us always 
- 
is that we have a profound duty
to help the poor people of the earth to escape from
their povert/, and we welcome very much the
Commission's continued recognition of this. As the
poor become less poor we expand our own markets,
so that in this matter moral concern and economic
interest go hand in hand. But we cannog I think,
escape the consequences of conducting so much of
our trade as we do in weapons, in providing the dicta-
torships 
- 
and so many of them are dictatorships 
-of Africa and Asia and Latin America with the means
for internal oppression and extemal aggression. It is
unhappily as the salesmen of vast quantities of arms,
rether than as participants in the Lom6 Agreement
that two, at leasl of our Member States are best known
in the Third I7orld. It is, I think, a sad and savage
irony that members of this Community should be
exporting to other parts of the world the means for
perpetuating the violent conficts which we at least
appear to have banished between ourselves.
(Apltlause)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Evans.
Mr Evons. 
- 
Mr President, I would at the outset like
to draw attention to two thinp which President
Jenkins said on Tuesday one at the very beginning of
his speech and the other with almost his closing
words. The first is on page one :
' To lay down a programme is to ask to be judged by one's
success in carrying it out.
The second appears on the final page in almost his
closing words :
!7e must not promise, as a Commission, what we cannot
achieve, for if we do so we shall merely add to that
cynical disillusionment which political persons and insti-
tutions which is today one of the Sreatest menaces to
democracy.
I applaud both those sentiments. The first is politi-
cally realistic, and the second is something that every
representative of the people should have engraved
upon his heart. Indeed I regard this as one of the side-
effects in the current crisis that the democratic world
faces today because politicians have consistently Prom-
ised the people more than they could ever do. And,
now, when we are in the crisis, with savage unemploy-
ment, inflation and severe environmental pollution
problems, there is a danger of regarding their political
institutions with contempt. That is why I regard the
President's speech as being a statement, or a restate-
ment, of his and the Commission's political philos-
ophy rather than as a programme for action.
It is my intention, today, and I speak as chairman of
the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport as well as on behalf of the Socialist
Group, to deal with regional policy and the Regioal
and Social Funds. I want on behalf of my group to
welcome wholeheartly the President's statement that:
Ve must see regional policy not iust as a matter of rene-
wing and spending a tiny Regional Fund' but as one of
the main dimensions of Community economic policy as
a whole.
In welcoming that statement, however, I would point
out to the President that, whilst we have a fund, albeit
tiny, we do not have a regional policy. I trust therefore
that the statement means that this Commission
intends to produce a regioal policy for the whole
Community. I assure him now that he will have the
support of the Socialist Group and of my committee
in these endeavours, because I am convinced that, if
we are to mount a serious campaiga against the crisis
of unemploymeng it can only be done within the
framework of an effective regional policy. I would,
however, point out to President Jenkins that, to imple-
ment a meaningful regional policy will mean aban-
doning one of the fundamental tenets of the Treaty of
Rome 
- 
namely the free movement of capital.
Indeed, most people concemed, of all political persua-
sions, now accept that capital can no longer be
allowed to roam freely, searching only for the greatest
profit, without any concern for the social
consequences of that outdated philosophy.
Indeed, I would submit that that philosophy is respon-
sible for many of the problems that exist in so many
regions of the Community, particularly in those
regions which once, not so long ago, gave power and
wealth to their countries and to the rest of the world.
Those regions which once produced coal,'steel, cotton,
ships, hEavy engineering and which, now that those
sectors have declined and their coal and their indus-
tries have been exhausted, have been left with a legacy
of industrial dereliction, unemployment and poverty.
Capital, which they had produced, did not say in such
areas and help clean up the mess and rebuild new
industries. No, it abandoned those areas and the
people, and departed for greener pastures where, once
again, profit was the only motive.
Therefore, it is incumbent upon of us who believe in
the necessaty for regional policies to be prepared to
fight for those policies, both at national and at Euro-
pean level. And, in that respeit, I would point out
that, unless the Community Budget is dramatically
increased, particularly the Social and Regional Funds,
progress will be nil. As Lord Bruce pointed out in this
budget speech, the total Community Budget amounts
to only about 0.5 o/o to the EEC's GDP. And, whilst I
believe that the Regional and Social Funds must be
substantially increased, for example, the 500 million
ua. voted in 1975 for the Regional Fwd lor 1977,
would now have to be at least 750 million u.a. to have
the same value that it had in 1975, whilst, obviously,
the funds must be increased both relatively, and
taking inflation into account, I however stress that the
size of the fund is secondary to the achievement of
regional policy. In that respect, I would submit that
there are a number of ideas which should be consid-
ered by Mr Giolitti, the Commissioner responsible for
regional policy.
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First, however, I would say that I warmly welcome the
fact that he has been charged with the overall duty of
coordinating Community funds and other interven-
tions with structural objectives. I would ask the
Commissioner if he would in the first place give
careful consideration to introducing a s),stem whereby
any Commission proposal should have annexed to it a
statement setting out is regional implications. In the
light of this information, not only might unnecessary
duplication be avoide4 but even on occasions it
might be possible m avoid aking certain steps which,
however inadvertently, could well have advene effects
upon the regions.
I would then urge the Commissioner to abandon the
present s)rstem of national allocations from the
resources of the Fund. I hope that for the future we
can retum to the Commission's initiel 1973 proposals,
which consider the Community as a whole and
provide that aid should be given first to those areas
whose needs, as established by criteria laid down, are
the greatest. It may well be that such an approach
could result in certain countries receiving assistance
whilst other countries do not. But we must remember
that the ratio of imbalance between regions of the
pq)rest areas of the Community has been groving,
and continues to 8row, until it is now rather over 6:1.
Vhile I accspt that even the richest countries have
their own regional problems, it is clear that they are
relatively far less severe than the regional problems of
the poorer countries.
The third point I should like to make is that I hope
that Mr Giolitti will follow up the suggestion
advanced by the previous Commissioner that consider-
ation should be given to exploring the possibility of
allowing the Commission to make directly available to
certain profects at least a part of the money at its
disposal.
Fourthly it is, I think, essential that, while accepting
that top priority must now be given to problems of
unemployment tithin the Community, we should at
the 'same time seek solutions to the structural
problems which may at the moment be concealed by
cyclical unemployment. lfe must have long-term
remedies, not merely palliatives. I7e must therefore
look at the social infrastructure as well as industrial
infrastructure. And I think that, if necessary, the
resources from the Fund should be available for urban
regeneration, and social infrastructures in the broader
sense. It is no use assisting advanced factory projects if
they are located in areas where no one wishes to
reside. Here, I should say that we might well now ask
ourselves whether in the past too much of the
Community's resources have been devoted to the rural
areas of the Community and whether for the future
we should not give priority considerations to areas of
industrial decline where the scale of social and
economic hardship is much higher in terms of the
number of human beings involved.
I would also like ask the Commission to make every
effort to coordinate the various forms of State aids to
industry which now exist. At present there are such
things as tax holidap, low-interest loans and various
forms of incentives and disincentives. Unless these
differing devices can be coordinated, there is a very
real risk of regions within the Community competing
against each other to attract industry in a way which
may accentuate present imbalances. I think the
Commission must combat this, not only by coordi-
nating nationd schemes of assistance but also,
perhaps as a first step, by allocating assistance in an
inverse ratio to that given by the Member States.
The last point that I would like to put forward to the
Commission is the idea of European industrial deve-
lopment certificates. This method of controlling the
location of industry by not permitting development of
new industry in prosperous regions was used with
considerable success by 
-y own country, though one
of the effects of our ioining the Community was, in
facg to make it virtually useless or indeed counter-pro-
ductive, since if an industrialist is now refused permis-
sion to develop in a particular site in Great Britain, he
may well locate his industry in some other European
country. If we are thinking of a common regional
policy, I would suggest that we must have some form
of European industrial development certificate which
will ensure that new industry throughout Europe is
steered towards the under-developed regions or areas
of industrial decline. I would submit that this could
prove a relatively inexpensive way of helping to
reduce the worst of the present regional imbalances.
And finalln Mr Presideng I would submit to the Presi-
dent and to the Commission that Europe will be built
inch by inch. Vhilst it is a fine thing for politicians
to mske glowing statements and to sugg€st to the
people that the problems will all be settled ovemight
or in a very short space of time, it is my view 
- 
and
here I would cite the difficulties in achieving a
common transport policy 
- 
that the practical diffi-
culties which face the Commission will mean that
speeches which suggest that the millenium is round
the comer are counter-productive. If we are scrious in
building Europe it will only be because we are deter-
mined to work night and day for the rest of our lives
to build Europe.
Prccident. 
- 
I call Mr Jahn
Mr Jehn. 
- 
(D Mr Presideng ladics and gentlemen,
allow me, on bchalf of the Christien Democratic
Group and also as vice-chairman of the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protcc-
tion, to make a brief statement here on Mr Jenkins'
speech.
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I should like to talk without bombast about the
detailed work affecting the lives of all citizens of the
Communiry which was also mentioned by Mr
Jenkins. Our Committee is particularly involved with
this detailed work, the effects of which are felt in the
everyday life of European citizens.
Ve are pleased 
- 
and this fits in with demands that
we have been making in part for many years 
- 
that
the Commission intends to work out new proposals in
the field of environmental protection in order to
combat water pollution and protect our lakes and
rivers. Moreover, it plans to ensure that the interna-
tional agreements on pollution of the Rhine and the
Mediterranean are observed and that safety standards
in nuclear power stations are improved.
In addition, however, the Commission must in the
near future take action on a number of demands made
by this House in July last year in connection with its
opinion on the continuation and implementation of a
European Community policy and action programme
on the environment. In view of the short time avail-
able I must confirme myself to listing the main points
of these demands :
- 
creation of the stalfing and finencial conditions neces-
sary for effective and successful action by the
Commission in the field of environmental protec-
tion ;
- 
strengthening the preventive natune of environmental
policy;
- 
rcduction of environmenal pollution caused by
certain production techniques ;
- 
improvement in the quality of foodstuffs cith the
help of environmental protection measures;
- 
reduction of environmental pollution causcd by inten-
sive stock larming and the use of mineral fertilizers;
- 
an effective campaign against wastagc;
- 
safe disposal of non-recoverable waste mstter;
- 
measunes to solve the economic problems o( environ-
mental protection;
- 
limiting the use of chemical pesticides;
- 
encouraging biological or integrated cultivation
methods in agriculture ;
- 
recycling wastc materials;
- 
noise abatement measures;
- 
creation of an environmenal quality label lor long-
life products;
- 
introCuction of the scheme for tests of environmentel
compatibility at Community level;
- 
preparation of an annual report on the state of the
environment in the Community;
- 
publication of a readily understandable summary of
Community activity in the field o( environmentat
protcction.
Moreover, the draft directive for the protection of
birds which is at present before us needs to be
improved considerably. These examples show, Mr
Commissioner, that the new Commission still has a
lot to do in this far-reaching field, which also overlaps
partly with the fields of health and consumer protec-
tion.
If in what I am about to say I deal only briefly with
the question of health, this does not meen that we
attech less importance to this sector. Allow me once
agein to summarize in telegraphic form our demands
to the Commission for the immediate future:
- 
submission and implemenation of a common
programme for safery industrial hygienc rnd hedth
protection at work;
- 
total 
- 
and not merely optional 
- 
harmonization in
those cases where it is necersary for the sake of the
overriding rcquirements of safety and the protection
of public hedth;
- 
transmission to Parliament of the opinions of the
Scientific Committee for Foodstufft which the
Commission consults on questions of humen health
in the field of food consumption;
- 
the intensification of the activities of thc Mines Sefcty
and Health Commission and of the Steel Industry
Safety end Health Commission, and finally
- 
continuetion of the hrrmonizetion of legislation in
the field of pharmaceuticals, especidly submission of
a ncw draft directive on pharmaccutical preparetiong
in order to prohibit public advertising and subject
rdvertising dirccted at doctors o strict strndards.
Now a word on consumer policy, after which I will
have covered the three sectoE our Committee is
concerned with.
As regards Community consumer policy, we attach
great importance to the statement made in this House
by President Jenkins in his inaug;ural speech on I I
January 1977. He said then that the Commission
should give greater weight to the protection of the
consumer. The crucial point now is that this promise
should be fulfilled in the foreseeable future, for as you
know there is still a great need for improvement in
this important field. The Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection will try
to contribute to the improvement of Community
consumer policy, for which there is undoubtedly a
pressing need.
In the field of foodstuffs legislation, we arc disap-
pointed to see that the Commission has had to with-
draw a number of its earlier propooals because the
Council has not pronounced on them and they are no
longer relevant. I should like to appeal to the Commis-
sion to take ample account of the opinion of the Euro-
pean Parliament in drawing up its new and, I hope,
improved proposals. This, of course, does not exclude
the possibility of consulting the European Parliament
again on these proposds. Moreover, we are entitled to
complain that in withdrawing dozens of draft direc-
tives adopted by this Parliament the Commission has
contravened Paragraph 5 of the decision of the Euro-
pean Parliament of 12 October l976,by the terms of
which the Commission, before amending or with-
drawing a proposal put to the Council, must seek the
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opinion of the European Parliament if the Council
had requested an opinion on the original proposal.
Our colleague Mr Dondelinger rightly complained
about in his recent written question.
Mr Presideng I shall have to put aside six pages since
the first speeches have far outrun the allotted time,
and I should like to finish by salng the following.
An important problem is the early and prompt trans-
mission of proposals from the Commission to Parlia-
ment. Do we really have to wait until we are formally
consulted by the Council on the Commission's propo-
sals ? Vhat is there, in fact, to prevent the Commis-
sion from transmitting the proposals it has adopted 
-i.e. in their find form 
- 
without delay directly to the
secretariats of the relevant committees ? In this way
several weeks of valuable time could often be saved.
The Commission should be all the more interested in
this speeding up of the procedure in that it often
poins out the urgency of Parliament's delivering an
opinion and not infrequently puts pressure on Parlia-
ment to do so quickly.
Finally let me say something about the question of
hearings. Recently an increasing number of cases have
arisen where the committees have expressed the legiti-
mate desire to hear experts on particular problems
raised in the Commission's proposals. The Commis-
sion then usually points out 
- 
also rightly 
- 
that it
has already heard these experts and has taken account
of their views in the proposals. A second hearing of
the experts by Parliament would, however, be super-
fluous if the Commission made available to Parlia-
ment the minutes of these hearings with the views of
the persons concerned. In this way unnecessary dupli-
cation could often be avoided and much time and
expense saved.
!7e would be very grateful to Mr Jenkins if he could
bring about a significant improvement in our institu-
tional relations with regard to these fundamental ques-
tions.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Laban.
Mr Laben. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on behalf of the
Socialist Group I should like to go a little more
deeply into the question of the Common Agricultural
Policy. I am sorry that the Commissioner responsible
cannot be present at the moment but I hOpe that will
not lessen the chances of getting a proper answer
from the Commission. I have no wish to hide the fact
that our Group is rather disappointed at what Mr
Jenkins said concerning the Common Agdcultural
Policy and at what the memorandum says about it.
This Parliament is, of course, well aware that the
Common Agricultural Policy is one of the corner-
stones of the European Community. S7e are also well
aware that now that this MCA contriVance has got out
of hand and we have the structural surpluses in the
milk sector and the necessity of restricting price
increases a powder keg has been placed under the
Common Agricultural Poliry. \7e know as well as the
Commission that unless suitable measures are taken
this keg will shortly blow up, as the leader of my
Group rightly observed just now.
Mr Jenkins once again listed the problems in his
speech, but apart from the statement that moderation
will be necessary in the field of prices there is no indi-
cation whatever of what measures the Commission
has in mind to solve these problems. !7e know very
well that the Commission has to decide next week on
the price proposals, the systematic dismantling of the
monetary compensatory amounts and measures to
combat the structural overproduction in the milk
sector and that it can thus not go into too much detail
on this question at the moment, but we feel that in
the cource of the presentation of this four-year
programme Parliament does have the right to be
given a rather clearer picture of the reforms which the
Commission envisages on this point. This has already
been pointed out this morning by Mr Bertrand.
Moreover, it is not just the Commission's job to look
for improvements that can be made ; Parliament too
has a creative part to play here.
My Group has spent a long time studying the agricul-
tural policy and the members have agreed on what we
see as necessary changes in this policy. I want to make
it quite clear that the Group supports the objectives
and underlying principles of the Common Agricul-
tural Policy as laid down in the Treaty of Rome.
However, we do not agree with all the measures that
have been taken to achieve these obiectives and apply
these principles. Ve are thus of the opinion that a
number of changes in the policy are needed. In the
past far too much stress has been laid on the market
and pricing policy and too little attention and too
little money has been given to structural policy.
Our Group was thus disturbed at the fact that in its
memorandum the Commission merely says that this
question should be the subject of a thorough study. In
the past few years there have been any number of
studies on this question and the previous Commission
made any number of proposals for improving the
structural policy. \7e have had the stocktaking of agri-
cultural policy. I do not need to remind you about all
that. !7e think it is now time to really get down to
structural improvements, for we are convinced that if
a better structural policy had been followed the objec-
tives of the Common Agricultural Policy would have
been nearer attainment, and at less cost.
Unfortunately it has to be admitted that because of
the failure to establish a common economic and
monetary policy the unity of the market and uniform
prices are now no more than a preten e. The introduc-
tion of the system of monetary compensatory amounts
was acceptable as a temporary expedient, but they
have now reached unacceptable proportions. I hardly
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need to describe the consequence, which are suffi-
ciently well known. The market is further disturbed,
moreover, by the application of all sorts of national
aid measures, which in some cases are still being
extended.
Mr Jenkins mentioned the distortion of the market as
a result of monetary fluctuations, but it seems to us
that the Commission gives no indication whatever of
how it intends to solve this undoubtedly difficult and
delicate problem. I would therefore ask the Commis-
sion to be rather more specific on this point.
Mr President, after many years of the Common Agri-
cultural Policy the average incomes of farmers and
farm workers are still clearly lagging behind other
incomes. lTithin agriculture and from country to
country incomes have also moved further apart. In
various sectorc the market equilibrium has repeatedly
been disturbed. Naturally we do not have control of
all the factors, particularly weather conditions. These
can sometimes lead to shortages, and sometimes to
suqpluses, but in general they are not of a structural
nature. Structural surpluses are what we now have in
the milk sector and the cause of this must in our
opinion be sought in the fact that an attempt has
been made to support agricultural incomes with the
help of Community prices. Excessive prices in order
to support incomes and an unsatisfactory price struc-
ture have paved the way to overproduction and this
has been further exaggerated by the support mechan-
isms which guaranteed the sale of produce. Produc-
tion for sale to the intervention authority has been no
exception, and in our view this has removed an incen-
tive to find new outlets or to improve quality.
My Group naturally does not wish only to be critical,
and has therefore given some thought to the necessary
improvements. Firstly, the problems of agriculture
cannot be solved unless agriculture is fully integrated
into the Community economy. Mr Jenkins did not
actually say so, but I assume that he agrees with us on
this. My Group opts for an agricultural policy with
social objectives and for this it is necessary to get a
few things clear. !fle must ourselves how big the agri-
cultural sector must be to meet our own needs and to
provide food aid to countries which need it. Further-
more, we must ask ourselves how many people we
need to keep this sector in operation. Only if we agree
on this can the social and economic conditions be
created in which the agricultural population will be
able to move forward on their own.
A point of great importance is the creation of a single
market. The reason for the loss of uniry is the fact that
the economies of the Member States are growing apart
and that national aid measures are being applied. The
most important condition for the creation of a unified
market is a more harmonious development of agricul-
tural costs in the various Member States.
Once again, the size of the monetary amounts is
threatening to undermine the Common Agricultural
Policy. In our view the agricultural population has a
right to be guaranteed a reasonable income. That is
why I should now like to put in a plea for a pricing
poliry conceived strictly in terms of the needs of a
modern holding which can offer one or two full-time
workers a full incorne that will be comparable with
the income of non-agricultural workers in the same
region. Small holdingp or holdings in problem areas
will not be able to manage with low prices, and in
their case consideration must be given to a direct 
-even if only temporary 
- 
income supplement" full
account being taken of the geographical situation. I
cannot develop this idea any further at the moment,
but I should like to point out the example of the
scheme for farmers in mountain areas. Similar atten-
tion must be given to potentially profitable holdings
which need to be modernized. For products in which
we have a low degree of self-sufficiency, world market
prices should be applied, with compensation to
producers by means of direct subsidies. These will
have to be variable, and can never be higher than the
difference between the Community guide prices and
low market prices. !7e start from the assumption that
Community funds musr be directed to those holdingp
which have the greatest need of them. They must not
be used to benefit modern holdings which can already
stand on their own feet. I appreciate, of course, that
the direct subsidy must be of a temporary nature,
since otherwise the financial burden would be far too
great. Long-term solutions can be found in the effec-
tive coordination of regional arrd social policy and agri-
cultural structural policy. IUTe think it is a good move
to make one of the Members of the Commission
specially responsible for coordinating the activities of
these three funds.
!7e also think that great encouragement should be
given to cooperation between farmers in the acquisi-
tion of capital goods and the processing and
marketing of their products. The pricing policy must
in our view be responsive to the market demand for
products and should not promote structural surpluses.
I7here these threaten to develop, subsidies must as far
as possible be given for conversion to other products
or the opportunity must be given of closing down the
holding.
!7e know that it is no simple matter to get production
under control. However, for a trial period of three to
five years, farmers should be given a target production
programme. Our agro-economic institutes and the
departments of the EEC have sufficient data available
to do this. The programme would have to be adjusted
from year to year to take account of probable trends
in supply and demand in the Community and on the
world market. Farmers must be kept informed. !7e are
not thinking here so much of a compulsory scheme,
but I should like tb remind you that Parliament has
repeatedly asked for target planning of this sort,
although this always fell on deaf ears with the prev-
ious Commission.
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There is more to be said about this, but time is short.
I trqst that my friend lord !7alston, who is to speak
shortly, will if necessary go into what I have said so
far rather more thoroughly. My Group recognizes that
the Common Agricultural Policy has guaranteed the
supply of food to the people, but in our view this
policy must be better attuned to the ouside world. In
other words, integration in a world system, as Mr
Jenkins rightly said. More needs to be done for the
consumer and the policy could be more efficienr
Mr Presideng I should like in conclusion to ask a few
concnete questions. The Commission said that the
price will have to be small. Can a little more perhaps
be said about that ? Do these low prices go hand in
hand with any reduction in the monetary comp€nsa-
tory amounts ? And if so, what will the consequences
be, overell, for the countries with positive and those
with negative comp€nsatory amounts ? Ve should
also like to know whether the Commission is main-
taining the proposals of the previous Commission
with regard to combating sulpluses in the milk sector.
Or perhaps the situation requires stronger measures to
be taken on this point. In this context are the
moderate prices linked with the 2.5 % levy ? Ve
should also like to hear whether the Commission is
maintaining the lerry on margarine which, may I
remind you, has already been rejected twice by Parlia-
ment.
Mr President, I appreciate that the Commission
cannot deal in detail with what I have said. Further
opportunities will arise later. But my Group does
expect a serious answer, so that we may know what
the Commission's position is on this point and what
it thinks of our views.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Friih.
Mr Frilh. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
I have been asked by the Christian-Democratic Group
to make a few remarks on the President's speech, with
particular regard to agricultural policy.
As you can imagine, we were all looking forward to
hearing Mr Jenkins'views on this matter, since we all
know that he comes from a country which practiced a
different agricultural policy before the Accession. Ve
were pleased that he recognized the principles of our
common agricultural policy and described them as an
outward and visible sign of the political will for inte-
gration. However, Mr Jenkins expressed some doubt
as to whether the foundations of this agricultural
pollcy would stand firm in the future. I should iust
like to say one thing: unlike many other policies, this
is an integrated policy which has been pursued for
several yeanl now and there are neturally problems.
Iflhat policy docs not have problems ? However, we
must, in spite of these problems, continue to work
towards the objectives we laid down in the Treary
such as better incomes for the producer, increased
productivity and guaranteed supplies at reasonable
prices to the consumers. Ve must not forget that in
spirc of the difficulties we have already made consider-
able progress along the road we have hitherto treen
following, i.e. the development of a common policy
on the basis of the various agricultural policies of the
individual countries.
Clearly, there are still discrepancies in producer
incomes in all the countries 
- 
Mr Laban also
mentioned this 
- 
but productivity has increased
considerabln since in many countries half of the agri-
culnrral labour force has left agriculture and 
- 
thank
God 
- 
found iobs elsewhere, and supplies to the
consumer have indeed been guaranted very efficiently,
notebly in the last few years, at the very time when
the world market prices were fluctuating. Neverthe-
less, there are difficulties 
- 
I am thinking of the
production of surpluses. Vithout getting bogged
down in details, Mr Presiden! you know that the
problem of milk, which has been keeping us busy for
a long time already, is giving us particularly trouble at
the moment.
Ve know that it is 'a structural problem, and I
welcome the Commission's proposals to eliminate
5 olo of thesc surpluses by cutting down production
and, if possible, another 5 Yo by extending the market.
And now that we are speaking in such general terms
about surpluses, we should not forget that the Euro-
pean Community as such is the largest net importer
of agricultural producs. Perhaps a frank word to the
United States 
- 
about which we held a debate in this
Parliament fairly recently 
- 
would be in place. Vhat
undoubtedly makes the milk problem more coinpli-
cated is the fact that it is the sector in which most
farmers are hit and in which agricultural incomes are
lowest. This will undoubtedly give us t great deal to
think about.
Then, Mr President, you drew attention to a crucial
problem, that of inflation in connection with agricul-
tural prices, and I cannot help thinking that agricul-
tural prices are dwaln attacked as one of the causes of
inflation. As you all know, a modem farm is inevitably
thoroughly integated inp the cost structure of a
national economy and agricultural prices are not fixed
willy-nilly or under pressure from the green lobby.
The Commission uses an obiective method whereby
agricultural production costs are calculated and the
price subsequently detemrined 
- 
naturally, within
the limits of the politically feasible. This obiective
method therefore vindicates us of the charge of being
a price-increasing or inflationary hctor. Of cou6e,
increased agdcultural prices have an effect, but far less
than one might think from the consumer prices,
since, as ve all know, the raw products produced by
the farmers become more expensive through
processing, distribution and all the various additional
services.
I would be very grateful, however, if attention were
also drawn to the other inflationary factors, which
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have already been mentioned by several persons here
today, e6. those resulting from wage increases 
-some countries use a sliding scale 
- 
or from
increased raw materials prices which lead to inflated
budgets and this inflationary trend in general. If the
studies published recently by a well-known institute
are accurate, and I think they are, the effects of agricul-
tural prices in this process are extremely small, and I
have the impression that, because the Commission
and Council of Ministers are in a position to influence
this sector and this poliry, but not wage increases,
there is often the temptation to make too much of the
agricultural- prices. As the saying goes, we are putting
the cart before the horse ; or to put it another way, we
are whipping the horse which is pulling strongesr 
-as we say in German 
- 
i.e. the integrated agricultural
policy. The agricultural policy alone is undoubtedly
far too weak to resist this inflationary trend. It ii
prepared to make its contribution, as will also be
demonstrated by the proposals which the Commission
will submit to us, but it must receive intensive support
from all other sectors.
At the end of your speech, Mr President, you rightly
drew attention to the central problem of monetary
fluctuations, and Mr Laban has already spoken on thi;
time-bomb which is continually coming up on our
agenda. I should really like to urge you not to confuse
cause and effect here, however, The problem has been
caused by the uncoordinated economic policies, both
long- and short-term, in the individual countries and
resultant stagnation in the development of the mone-
tary union, which, with its compensatory amounts, has
now become a burden to the agricultural policy. I
therefore think we should beware of coming to the
mistaken conclusion that we will be able to solve the
problem by using the Commission's recipe, namely
automatic adiustment of these compensatory amounts
unless the economic policies are first coordinated.
Only in this way will wi be able to gradually alleviate
the serious problem of monetary compensatory
amounts, which have slowly crept up to a third of the
agricultural fund 
- 
an intolerable situation.
And now one final point, Mr President, since, as you
know, time is short and I must not encroach on even
a few minutes of my colleagues' speaking time. You
raised a question which my Group and I consider of
vital importance, i.e. whether we should, in our agricul-
tural policy, try to encourage further migration of
workers 
- 
as we so glibly describe it, although it
always radically affects the lives of human beings. This
is a question of structural policy. Everybody knows the
structure in Europe. Everybody also knows that this
structure should be improved, but I must say that the
previous or original trend in the agricultural policy,
i.e. the view that agriculture could only be carried outin larger, modern holdings and in the favourable
regions, has indeed changed.
In recent years, for social and, in particular, environ-
mental reasons, people have pressed, in this House
among other places, for an agricultural policy for
moutainous and less favoured areas. This policy musg
in my view, be continued. I am fully convinced that
we can only get a clear view of a policy involving
structural changes if we manage to combine it with a
regronal poliry creating other jobs outside agriculture
areas. If we do not succeed in doing this, we are
running- the risk of taking people away from agricul-
ture and, to put it quite bluntly, sending them io the
labour exchange to join the ranks of the unemployed.
This cannot be the intention of a well-orienated agri-
cultural policy.
I am fully convinced that the problems of agriculture
cannot be solved in isolation. They must bi seen as
part of economic policy as a whole. Only then will we
really be able to get to grips with the social and struc-
tural problems facing agriculture and the problems of
agricultural incomes, and then I think there will be
cause for hope of a kind which has proved to be justi-
fied on several occasions in my country. If a growth-
orientated, stable economic policy opens up additional
alternatives for the people living in rural areas and
working in agriculture, then you can be sure that the
farmets, who are enterprising people who like to take
opportunities if they are offered, will take advantage of
these alternatives, and I am sure that with great pati-
ence we will be able to promote this structural change
more organically than would be possible with great
plans, which very often lag behind changes in the
economic situation. I therefore urge you to promote
this integrated general economic policy, thereby
opening up a real opportunity to agriculture and the
people working in agriculture, who will then, through
reasonable prices and regional, structural and social
measures, be able to live a decent life even in the rural
areas. I can assure you, Mr President, that you will
have_ the support of the Christian-Democratic Group
on the road which lies before you.
5. Cbange in agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sandri on a point of order.
Mr Sondri. 
- 
(I) The agenda provides for a vote to
be taken this afternoon on a motion for a resolution
contained in a report which I drew up on behalf of
the Committee on Development and Cooperation, on
a proposal for a regulation establishing a European
Agency. for trade cooperation with the developing
countries (Doc. a45 /7 61.
This report was already presented months ago. At the
last part-session, Mr Lange, chairman of the
Committee on Budgets, asked for the vote to be post-
poned because his Committee was very busy with the
budget and had therefore not yet been able to state its
opinion on the document concemed. The Committee
on Budgets forwarded is opinion, but since it was not
presented until the beginning of the part-session, as a
result of which our committee has not yet had time to
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eramine it, I should like to ask you, Mr President, 
-
and I believe I am also speaking for Mr Iange 
- 
to
postpone the vote to the March Part-session.
In the meantime the two committees will, I hope,
have the opportunity of meeting to coordinate their
respective opinions, which for the moment are not
entirely identical. Therefore, in my capacity as raPPor-
teur, I ask you, Mr President, to consider the advisa-
bility of postponing this item to the March part-
session.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Since Mr Sandri has presented this
request in his capacity as rapporteur of the Committee
responsible, the report is automatically referred back
to committee pursuant to Rule 26 (2) of the Rules of
Procedure.
The Committee on Development and Cooperation
should therefore submit its conclusions during the
March part-session.
The proceedingp will now be suspended until 3'00
P.m.
The House will rise.
(Ihc sitting was suspendcd at 1.00 P.rrL and resumed
4t 3.0t p.n)
IN THE CHAIR: MR ADAMS
Vicc-Prcsident
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
6. Vtification of redentials
President. 
- 
At its meeting of 9 February 1977 the
Bureau verified the credentials of lvlr L'Estrange and
Mr Schyns, whose appointments were announced on 7
February 1977.
Pursuant to Rule 3 (l) of the Rules of Procedure, the
Burbau has made sure that these appointments
comply with the provisions of the Treaties.
It therefore asks the House to ratify these appoint-
ments.
Are there any obiections ?
These appointments are ratified.
7. Extraordindty lrcrrt-session of tbe European
Parliament
President. 
- 
At its meeting of 9 February 1977 the
enlarged Bureau decided, pursuant to Rule I (3) of the
Rules of Procedure, to convene the European Parlia-
ment for an extttordinary part-session on 23 and 24
March 1977 in Luxembourg, which will be devoted
exclusively to the Commission's proposals concerning
the fixing of agricultural prises for the 1977178
, marketing year and related measures.
At the meeting of the Bureau it was decided to set
aside 2l and 22 March for Group meetings and other
preliminary discussions.
8. Cbangc in agenda
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Schmidt on a point of order.
Mr SchmidJ. 
- 
(D) Mr President, may I first say
how glad I am to be the fint to speak under your
Presidency, and at the same time apologize for the
fact that I am merely making a request for postpone-
ment.
I should be grateful, Mr Presiden! if you would ask
Parliament whether it agrees to the PostPonement of
the last item on today's agenda, namely the report of
the EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentary Committee, to
the March part-session. The reason, which I should
just like to state briefly, is that I had to take over the
report, for which Mr Corterier had originally been
responsible, at short notice and amend it. It was distri-
buted very late.
In view of the importance of this report, it would be
unfortunate to take it so late in the day, so that there
is much to be said for postponing it to the March part-
session. I should be grateful, Mr Presiden! if we could
adopt this procedure.
Presidene 
- 
I put to the vote Mr Schmidt's request
to remove from the agenda the report, drawn up by
him on behalf of the Committee on External
Economic Relations, on
the recommendations adopted by the EEC-Grecce Joint
Parliamentary Committee in
- 
Rome on 9 December 1975
- 
Aghios Nicolaos (Crete) on 19 May 1976
- 
Berlin on 23 November 1976
(D@. 5461761
and to deal with it at the March part-session.
The postponement is agreed.
I call Mr Spicer on a point ol order.
Mr Spiccr. 
- 
Mr President, on a point of order 
- 
of
some importance, I think, to all Members of this
House and, if I may say so, completely on my own
initiative.
I wonder if it would be in order to sugSest to you, Sir,
thal since on Saturday we have this vitally important
meeting between President Makarios and Mr Denk-
tash, we might perhaps suggest, through you, Sir, to
the President, that a telegram should be sent to those
two leaders wishing them well in their deliberations.
It is a small point, but I think it would come well
from this Parliament and I am certain that no one
could disagree with that suggestion in the House at
this moment.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I take note of this suggestion and shall
submit it to the President.
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9. Ttntb General Commission Report on the actiaities
of tbe Communities in 1976 
- 
Commission uork
Programme for 1977 (ruumption)
Prcsident 
- 
The next item is the resumption of the
debate on the statement by Mr Jenkins, President of
the Commission, on the Tenth General Commission
Report and the Commission work programme.
I call Mr De Clercq.
Mr De Clercq. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I paid very
close attention to the speech by the President of the
Commission, Mr Jenkins, and an important point
made was, in my view, the problem of the enlarge-
ment of the Community. I share his concern on this
matter and agree that the enlargement is an important
aspect of the Community's future development. I
should like, however, to stress that the political advan-
tages of such an enlargement greatly outweigh the
practical difficulties involved. An enlarged Europe
would mean a more democratic influence on world
politics and increased power for a democratic Europe.In supporting new European democracies, we are
acting in the spirit of the Treary of Romi and
fulfilling a basic obligation. !7e are all convinced of
3[re need to enlarge the Community, but the question
which immediately arises is, 'How and in what way ?'
In presenting the General Commission Report for
1976 and the work programme lor 1977, Mr Jenkins
described the Commission's views on this matter. The
Commission feels we must work out an overall
approach to the problem of the enlargement of the
Community. I do not agree in view of the two effects
this will no doubt have. First and foremost, there is a
political aspect, namely that if a country has a democ-
ratic system of government, we should accept and
assist it; that is our duty. The second problem is the
actual forging of the economic link. It is of the
utmost importance for Europe to work in close co-
operation with the applicant country in order to
prepare it for full membership. Since this integration
depends on the state of economic development, every
application is an individual case and requires a
different amount of time. In my view, therefore, an
association agreement should be accompanied or
replaced by a 'pre-accession period'- the length of
which would vary from one case to another 
- 
during
which the applicant would prepare itself for full
membership. This would have to go hand in hand
with very close political cooperation. In the section in
which Mr Jenkins deals with the enlargement of the
Community, I sense certain reseryations with regard
to Greece. As chairman of the Delegation to the Joint
Parliamentary Committee of the EEC-Greece Associa-
tion I should like to ask Mr Jenkins whether he
included Greece in his idea of an overall approach to
the enlargement of the Community. In my view, this
would be unthinkable for the following reasons. To
include Greece's application in the proposed overall
approach would mean delaying the accession.
Secondly, Greece has already been able to prepare for
full membership during the long period of association
which began in 1961. Thirdly, in February 1976 the
official reaction to the application for full member-
ship was favourable and the official negotiations have
been under way since July 1976. It should be pointed
out in this connection that Greece has already offi-
cially stated its viewpoint regarding the most specific
alpects of the negotiations. Greece has also accepted
all the regulations, achievements and obligations of
the Community and is only asking for a transitional
period similar to that granted to the last three new
members, nor has it requested a single derogation
from Community regulations nor the establishment of
new criteria, for example, in the field of regional
policy. It should also be pointed our that Greece has
not asked for any special financial assistance to enableit to fulfil its obligations during the preparatory
period. It has declared itself satisfied with the second
Financial Protocol which has been drawn up. I take it
therefore that the Commission's attitude, as described
by Mr Jenkins, should be understood as only applying
to later applications.
However, in view of my doubts, I would be particu-
larly grateful if you would clarify this matter. I should
also like to say on behalf of my Group that we regret
that Mr Jenkins failed to devote sufficient atrention to
the question of own resources, since this matter is
closely connected with the powers of the European
Parliament at this time when it is about to take on its
new democratic form. !/e are particularly concerned
about the sixth Directive on VAT, which was drawn
up in general terms in December, but which must go
further than a statement of principle. Let us not forget
the important deadline fixed for I January 1978
which will represent a new beginning at the financial
level and which we run the risk of missing unless a
final decision is taken in the next few days or by the
end of the month at the latest, since we must not
forget that this directive will still have to be passed on
to the Member States to allow them to adiust their
national legislation. The Liberal Group would also
like to stress that certain third countries are carrying
out a great deal of dumping by taking advantage of
their more favourable position as regards inflation and
lower wages, and by means of export subsidies. In
view of the desperate employment situation in the
Community, we must look for European solutions. I
am not advocating protectionism, but measures which
safeguard our vital interests. We would like to draw
the attention of the Commission to one area in parti-
cular. !7e were sorry to hear, in view of the contracts
which have iust been concluded, that the great
American market is to all intents and purposes closed
to the air bus, in spite of the fact that this is a great
success at the technical level and as regards operating
costs. Mr President, in sounding this alarm, we are
doing so out of complete conviction, and we greatly
regret that nothing was said of this in the Jenkins
rePort.
(Altltlause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Spicer.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
Mr President, it is perhaps by a very
fortunate chance that, in order to accommodate a
Member who had to leave this aftemoon, I changed
my place on the list and that I follow Mr De Clercq,
because in may ways some of the points that he has
raised I would like to raise also but in a slightly
different connection.
I was very conscious this moming, Sir, when Mr Feller-
maier was speaking, that over all our deliberations this
year must lie the shadow of what happens to us next
year, when many people sitting in this House today
and cerainly the governments in all the member
countries 
- 
will be involved in our direct elections.
And then, for the first time, people will be saylng to
us r IThat is this really all about ?
And increasingly as they do that they will be asking
us questions, and those questions will require very
definite answers which perhaps we have been able to
brush aside up to this point in time. And one parti-
cular question that they will ask us, I am quite certain,
is: How do you see the enlargement of the Commu-
nity and what effect will such an enlargement over the
next two, three, four, five or ten years have on the
effectiveness of the Community and on its cohesion
in the future ?
Now Sir, this morning Sir Peter Kirk, in opening for
our group, made one or two points that were abso-
lutely clear. He recalled that we have enlarged from a
Community of six to a Community of nine, and I
think it would be a very brave man indeed who would
say, in the context of that enlargement, that that has
not been a fairly traumatic experience. And I think it
would be someone who was very blind, and possibly
rather stupid, who would not say at the moment that
we still had not digested those three additional
members, and that the Community was not in a state
of change and perhaps disorientation. It is a shameful
thing perhaps for me, as a Member of the United
Kingdom delegation, and coming from a country that
is on'e of the new membes, to have to stand here now
and say that I believe thag far from holding their
corner as they should do, all too often some of the
ministers from my country have been fighting for
quite different reasons, and are indulging in tactics
which border on wrecking. And it is a sad thing that
that should be so. I think that until we can get that
situation sorted out, until as nine member countries
we can fairly hold our own comer for our national
interests, but at the same time give and accept a
Community decision, then we are in some difficulty. I
am sure that the President knows quite well the
problems that he faces in that particular area, and how
far they are from a solution at this particular point.
So we have that problem at the moment. And then
suddenly we have a rush of new applicants. Ifle have
accepted that Greece's application for membership is-
now on the table. !7e have Turkey saying that if
Greece is there, then we ought to be there. S7e have
Spain, quite obviously saying: Vell, if Greece is going
to be a member, surely we are in a slightly better
economic position, and when the moment comes' we
should leapfrog forward and come over the top. And
then we have Portugal again, as Sir Peter Kirk said
this moming, pressing very hard that they should be
included. And this is aboslutely right. It is within their
competence that they should come forward to our '
Community and say they wish to ioin. And the aims
and the reasons why they wish to ioin the Community
are absolutely clear to us. Firstly, that they see within
the Community the possibility of a better standard of
living for the people of their country, and secondly
they see it as a safeguard for, in most cases, their
newly acquired democracy.
But, Sir 
- 
and it is a very big'but' in my mind 
- 
we
do run e very Srave risk here if we as a Community
rush helter-skelter down this road, if we wander round
saying: Of course you are a democracy, come and join
us absolutely straightaway ! Then not only are we
hitting hard at the fabric of the Community which is
not yet established, but also, in my view, we art
sewing the seeds for disillusionment within that appli-
cant country, because it is as certain as anything can
be that they will be accepting conditions in order to
gain entry that they cannot really live up to when the
actual crunch period comes. It does seem to me that
what we have to do is to devise some dilferent
formula. If we set a minimum standard it is much
better to say: Vill you pease reach that minimum
standard and then become a member, rather than
lower our sights, allow people to come into the
Community and then allow them to make their own
time.
Mr de Clercq was just saying 
- 
and I wouldn't take
issue with him in this at all 
- 
that the Greeks were
coming in saying: Ve want no derogations at all, we
accept absolutely fully our commitments, we will do
this, we will do that and we will do the other. But
once a country is within the Community, all those
areas that have been left grey may remain grey for
many, many years. I will cite only one particular point
- 
environment. The moment we knew that Greece's
application was on the table I suggested in our
committee that we should produce a rePort on our
own initiative on the problems of the environmental
situation in Greece as it applied to membership of the
Community. I7here the devil that idea has gone, Sir, I
do not know, but certainly it has never been heard of
since. And how far the question of the environment
and all these other aspects of membership are being
taken into account I do not know either, but I would
reinforce what Sir Peter Kirk said this morning 
- 
for
heaven's sake let us cost out all this question, l€t us
see whether the burden will become intolerable for
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the Community before we embark on a course which
will precipitate more and more applications for
membership, new members of the Cbmmunity and
then disappoinrment and frustration with whai will
result from that membership.
I w9{! say finally again that my own personal hope
would be that we in the Community would offer a jet
of standards. I hesitate to say it, but perhaps in the
seme way in which the men from the Intemational
Moneary Fund sometimes appear in Member States
and 
-lay down certain standards and say : Vell, if you
reech this point okay, then we will come further
fomard. SIe want to help and we will give you advice.
In exactty the same wey we in the Cohmunity could
work with those countries who wish to join. But to
bring people into this Community and to enlarge it
precipitately is creating not only chaos within- our
own organization but also bringing, es I said, the disil-
lusionment that will inevitably follow for those people
who have joined thinking they have come inio ihe
promised land, and then find that it is not so.
My final word to you, Sir, is thet in this particular
respcct you and your other Commissioners have a
vgrli important role. It is a sad fect that the politicans
of this world are all too often led by their hiara and
their heads together, but it is for you to treet s'ith
common-sense these problems, to realize what these
problems are, and to bring these problems fairly and
squarely to us end to the Council and insist that you
be given a hearing. IThat was done last year and ihe
year before by the Commissioners then in terms of
the application of Greece was absolutely right, and
there is no one now on the Commission benches who
should in any way deviate from what was said then. It
wes an honest appraisal of the problem that was faced
through Greece's membership. That same appraisal
would apply to Portugal, to Spain, to Turkey-and so
on and so on. Unless we are kept well in the picture
by you then there is no hope. I thank you Sir ior the
remarks that you made in your speech on this parti-
cular aspect which showed that you were giving-wide
consideration to this within the Commission. .i trope
you will continue to do so, and above all that you will
give us hard facts and figgres which we must take on
board before we allow our hearts to rule our heads.
(Applaus)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Schmidt.
Mr Schmidt 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to
begrn by taking up the point with which the previous
spcaker ended his contribution, although my views are
somewhat different. I feel that the extent of the reser-
vedness on the part of the President of the Commis-
sion with regard to the enlargement of the Commu-
nity iust stops short of the indefensible, indeed it is so
cxtreme that is is almost in conflict with the Agree-
ments. I think he has gone to the limit and must
under no circumstances go further. However much
certain new Member Sates or representatives of these
Member States would like it, this Community must
not turn into a club in which the existing members,
who have joined for one re,xion or anothe! barricade
themselves in srying,'Until we are all members of the
elite of nations with the highest incomes, no-one else
is getting in 
- 
we have our own problems'. I think
we must respect the Agreements in this matter. \Ve
have told others that we will make it possible for
them to accede if certain conditions are fulfilled, and I
do not think the Community can afford, for the sake
of its own credibiliry to break these promises or, still
worse, puniue a policy whereby the agreements appear
to be respected, whereas in fact new barriers are
constantly being put up in order to avoid having to
respect the Agreements in practice or in order to
avoid having to keep promises.
I think this is a serious risk and one of which we
should be aware. In addition there is the argumeng
which is repeatedly put forward, that new Member
Sates would break up the Community. If we are
honest with ourselves, we must admit that the
Community is not suffering from the fact that there
are countries wishing to accede, but from the fact thatit cannot solve its intemal problems, largely because
of national selfishness and not because others wish to
ioin this Community. Ve should therefore not make
too much of this.
This leads us to the conclusion that we must do every-
thing we can to improve the internal cohesion of the
Community and the options open to ig and to combat
national selfishness instead of using flimsy arguments
to tell others that we have no intention of admitting
them under any circumstances in the foreseeabli
future because we are unable to solve our own
problems. I can fully understand that it is being
argued with a certain hesitancy that time must b;
taken for preparation, that we must be ready for fairly
long transitional periods, since we would be doing
nobody a favour by rushing into thingp, but on thi
other hand, the goal, the obiective, must also be clear,
and our aim cannot be that this Community of the
Nine should remain a Community of the Nine which
lets no-one else in, whatever arguments are used. This
Community cannot, in my view, consist exclusively of
the rich, of the elect. The Community must also open
its doors to others and we must pursue a policy which
makes this easy, not one which makes it difficult.
New members would not then be a danger to the
Community.
The second subject I would like to deal with, Mr Presi-
dent, is the question of the relations between the Euro-
pean Communities and lapan, in which we are faced
with a number of major problems. The Community's
trade deficit ais-d-ois Japan is constantly increasing
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and the Community is finding it difficult to Prove
that this is being brought about in an unacceptable
manner, although we all know that there is a whole
range of thingp which are gradually disrupting our
economic and 
,other 
relations with Japan.
I do not think anyone in this Chamber is very enthusi'
astic about import surcharges and the like. On the
other hand, oni mrst admit that, if it is not possible
to conduct trade on the basis of equal marketing
oppornrnities, we must make a stand. I feel, however,
t6at we must do dl we can to avoid an escalation, with
us setting up our barriers, then the others setting up
thein, then us extending ours, and then the others
extending theirs. There is no way in which this can
lead to a solution of the world's economic problems.
Quite the reverse, it would lead to a serious relapse
into nationalistic tendencies, whereas practically all of
us are dependent on smoothly functioning world
trade. I7e should like to ask you, therefore, to devote
particular attention to this problem- Naturally, it is
iifficutt for the European Community to reproach a
country for preferring its own products when in one
of the Member States recommendations are coming,
not from industry or the newliPaPes, but from the
highest authority in the State to buy mainly or even
exilusively products made in that country. This is
certeinly not, in my view, a good example, and
undermines the basis for such an argument ds'd'ds a
third country which is trying to establish a better Posi-
tion- for its own products. It would therefore be a very
good idea if the Commission were to consider this
larticular problem too, since it is quite conceivable
ihat other countries rnay argue, 'Such and such a
country has said, "Only buy products from this
countr/, and therefore we say' "Under- no circum-
stancei buy products from that countqf.' This would
inevitably lead to a process of erosion which we can
under no circumstances accePt. I believe that this is a
serious problem which calls for decisive action. This is
not the right way to go about solving the problems of
a country which has chosen this course of action.
The next problem is our relations with the United
States. It is true that the European Community's
deficit ais-d-ari the United States is increasing contin-
ually and to a disconcerting extent and that the
United States iself is doing certain thingp to make it
more difficult for us to eliminate thib deficit or
improve our position in relation to that country.
There is reason to believe that the United States is
using certain 
"/gr-.ntt in an attemPt to hinder tradebetween some countries and other countries' or at any
rate that she does not welcome iL Moreover, there are
indications that these argumexts would be received
extremely favourably if other countries were not occa-
sionally apprehensive that they were being used more
or less to allow the USA to take over the trade itself- I
do not think this can do anything to improve the rela-
tions between two maior trading Partners. Particularly
now that there is a new administration in the United
States, we should stress most emphatically that the
European Community cannot afford to let this deficit
o*-d-vis the USA increase, in view of the Commu-
nity's unemployment and unused capacities.
The next problem is that of Comecon about which,
Mr Presideht, you said nothing in your report. I think
this is a maior problem for the Community. It is
encouraging that these counhies are adopting a much
more redistic attitude towards the European Commu-
nity, that political reservations which ranged from
simply disiegarding the Community to actually
opp-osing it are gradually being phased out and that
tliiy wish to negotiate with the EEC. A slightly discor-
dant element in this otherwise completely satisfactory
situation is that, as regards the question of the direct
elections in Berlin, the Soviet Union is adopting an
attitude ttis'd'ois the Berlin Members which can by
no means be regarded as conducive to ddtente, and is
even in conflict with what the Soviet Union has itself
accepted for many years. I think a word of criticism
should be voiced on this point. In the case of
Comecon the problem facing us is the opposite of the
one I mentioned above, namely these countries are in
debt to the Community and this is gradually also
leading to trade difficulties and generally causing us
formidable credit problems.
NIe would therefore be grateful, Mr President, if we
could hear a little more about the relations between
the Community and Comecon, which you did not
deal with in your report. I would also like to make a
few remarks regarding the North-South dialogue, but
this would be unfair as several other members of my
Group have yet to speak and our time is not unlim-
ited. I will therefore not go into this point today.
If we wish to make value judgements' we can say that
your speech, Mr President" contained many useful
itarting points. I feel, however, that we would like to
hear a little more on the enlargement of the Commu-
nity, our relations with the United States, of which I
think you painted somewhat too rosy a Picture in view
of the difficulties we are currently facing with this
country, and our relations with Comecon. I should be
very grateful, Mr President, if you could say something
more on these questions.
(Applause)
I
Pr{sident. 
- 
I call Mr Clerfaiit.
Mr Clerfaiie 
- 
(D Mr President, very briefly, as is
fitting in the case of a non-attached Member, I would
like to make a few critical remarks on Mr Jenkins'
addreis and presentation of the Commission
Programme.
They will be critical, because the pfincipal role of an
institution such as ours is not to applaud the Commis-
sion or the Council but to supervise them. Of course,
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I too applauded the day before yesterday after
listening to Mr Jenkin's speech and not only out of
courtesy or a sentiment of 'follow-my-leader'.
However, now that I have the floor it is my duty to
perform what I feel to be my prime task : to be crit-
ical.
You may rest assured that I also intend to be construc-
tivq. I7hen he first addressed us last month, Mr
Jenkins stated his intention to be a European Presi-
dent and not a British Presideng withoug however,
wishing to deny his national origins. Let me reassure
him on this point. His whole address is in fact
shrouded with a certain fogginess which is very
British. The resulting picture 
- 
I regret to have to say
it 
- 
is rather grey. Its salient features and priorities
are hard to make out. Neyertheless, while it is not
easy to see the general direction, the careful observer
can note certain omissions quite clearly.
The first omission I noticed has already been stressed
by Mr Bertrand and Mr De Clercq, bu! as a member
of the Committee on Budgets, I feel it useful to raise
the issue once again. Mr Jenkins did not express the
least concern about the Community's own resources.
Yet it is essential, for this Community and this House,
to succeed in identifying, strengthening and safe-
guarding them, for they constitute the linchpin of our
autonomy. I7e are all aware that a large number of
decisions must be taken this year again, as regards, for
example, the unit of account or the harmonized basis
for the assessment of VAT. Mr Jenkins did not
breathe a word about this. I trust that this omission
does not betray a lack of interest in these capitally
important issues.
Secondly, I would like to make a comment as a
member of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affain. !7hile it is true that Mr Jenkins
mentioned, and rightly so, the need for a structural
policy to combat unemployment, since mere short-
term support for overall demand is insufficient in the
type of economic crisis with which we are currently
faced, I did not hear him announce an active struc-
tural policy to combat inflation. It is as though Mr
Jenkins failed to grasp the importance of the
Maldague reporg which highlighted precisely this
point. Similarly, in order to restore the 'maximum
degree of autonomy to the European economy, drastic
action is urgently needed to impose binding rules on
the multinationals and to monitor their activities.
There was not a word on this from Mr Jenkins. Does
his Commission not share this point of view ? If not,
it would be a serious gap in its programme.
I should now like to make a brief remark concerning
the Commission's staff policy. In this context, the new
President stated his concern to improve the career
prospects of officials. Given that such is his intention,
which I find laudable, and while he also said that he
intended pursuing a more effective information policy
so that Europe will appear less opaque to our citizens,
a lot more effort will be needed before this objective is
attained, if we continue along the path we have been
following for several years.
However, this double objective 
- 
promotion of staff
and a better information policy 
- 
is noq to my mind,
sufficient justification for one of the first decisions
taken and which has left many obseryers in a state of
bewilderment: I am referring to the reorganization of
the spokesman's group and the removal of its
chairman.
Moving on to certain aspects of the Community's
extemal policy, I am not as convinced as Mr Jenkins
appears to be that'there never has been any contradic-
tion between European unity and as close as possible
an Atlantic relationshiy'. On the contrary, over the
past fifteen years I have seen cases in which the pro-
Atlantic bias of certain Member States prevented the
progress needed for the construction of Europe and I
regret that Mr Jenkins seems not to see the need for a
truly European policy, a policy which implies that we
will at times dare to incur the wrath of this mighty
America to which, I agree, we owe so much, but
which sometimes tends to give in to the temptation of
hegemony and to abuse its dominant position. In
order to assert Europe's independence and even
simply to build its unity, it is sometimes necessary to
know how to keep one's distance ois-d-ois the United
States, for its interests by no means always coincide
with ours. Mr Jenkins seemed to be delighted that the
Commission and the new American administration
took office at the same time and for the same period.
I personally was shocked by his insistence on this
parallelism ; the administration of Europe must not be
confused with the Carter administration !
Nor was any reference made, I regret to say, to the
usefulness and the need to develop a cooperation
policy with the East European countries and
Comecon. A previous speaker quite rightly stressed
this point: it is, to my mind, another serious omis-
sion.
Finally 
- 
this will be my last point 
- 
nowhere in Mr
Jenkins' address did I find the slightest hint of an
ambitious objective such as European Union.
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The previous Commission presented an ercellent
rcport on this subject on 26 June 1975. Has this
report sunk into oblivion ? Are we to take it that
Community action no longer hrs this cnd in view ? If
this is what is meant by the famous Anglo-Saxon prag-
matism, I cannot see it as a sound method of btrilding
Europe, for we must know whrt we want and where
wc are going. The roed should be marked out in order
to prevent us losing our wey or Solng round in circtes.
Mr Presideng I do agree that the construction of
Europe entails a large number of minor decisions
taken as we go along, a large number of small steps,
considerable progrcss in the form of unimpressive,
practical and tangible advances and many tactical
compromises. This is perhaps what is meant by a prag-
matic approach. However, I also believe that the
construction of Europe in ,the form of European
Union is our great ask in 'the latter part of this
century. In order to build such a great edifice and
mobilize our fellow citizens around ig the persons in
positions of responsibility and the political leaders
must inspiri faith and enthusiasm.
This will shortly be the tesk of all of us during the
electoral campaign for the dirrct elections of the Buro-
pean Parliament. Ve will not achieve our aim by
remaining matter-of-fact, unimaginative and prag-
matic. \fe must find nqr soulces of inspiration and
set exciting goals. Despite its merits, Mr Jenkins'
address contains none of this and is not therefore, to
my mind, a model speech br the Europe of the
future. \7hat the Community of tomorrrow needs is a
little less fog and a little more vision, for while it is
true that Europe cannot do without efficient
managers, she also 
- 
and espccially 
- 
needs an ideal
and more inspiration.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Zegari.
Mr Zrgeri. 
- 
(I) | am sorry I have so little time in
which to speak, but in any case the fellow members of
my Group have already dealt with the essential points.
If I may address a few words to my old friend Roy
Jenklns, I should like to sey that I am sure he is fully
aware of the importance of the tesk before him. I am
sure, too, that he realizes that it is not enough to have
the realistic and concrete approach which the report
and many of the Members here have referred to, but
that we need to find a balance 
- 
and this will be no
mean feat at the present time. Our German colleagres
would call it a 'Seiltanz', and for this kind of tightrope
walking you need great stetcmanship. I am sure that
Roy Jenkins has it.
!7hat we have to know is where Europe is going, and
where it stands in the world. This is what I want to
walk about here: finding our bearings, charting our
route at a time when we haye to sail bravely forward,
continuing our iourney without thought of going
back. Only if we are united can we solve the problems
which face us 
- 
inflation, recession, unemployment,
the widening gaps within and without the Commu-
nity. It is for this reason that we ere calling for a bold
approach, without losing sight of the basic obiectives
wc set ourselves.
Political union is the only way out of the present situa-
tion. Ve have to be outwardJookind and try to trans-
cend the old idea of Europe, an idea enshrined in the
Treaty establishing the Coal and Steel Community,
the idea of a basically inwardJooking Europe, intent
on solving the fundamental problem of how great
nations like France and Germany can live together.
' This was a Europe which believed it had a historic
role to phy, but hisory today denies it that rolc.
Vhat we want for Eurcpe is a willingness to look
beyond its steadily expending horizons, an awereness
of its new role and confidence in iti future. The histor-
ical identity of Europe is what this is all about, and in
my opinion we cen only discover this identity if the
mea4ing of Europe can be got across to other nations
in serious economic difficulties. Two-thirds of the'
world is affected here : South-East Asiq South
America and especially Africq with particular
emphasis on the Euro-Arab dialogrc.
This is the problem which faces us. Mr Fellermaier
made it clear in his speech : we can carry out a task of
this kind only if we gain crcdibiliry and in order to
gain credibility it is vital that we present an image
which can be accepted by the nations wc ere
addressing.
If we are to acknowledge the long strides which
history has made, we must mate our existence felg
especially in the area where therc is a democratic 'gap'
to be filled 
- 
the Mediterranean. This will be a deci-
sive step for our survival and for our future place in
history.
I refer to the Mediteranean because this is an anea
unprotected by the superpowers' balancing act and
where the need for dltcnte and security is
consequently felt more than elsewhere.
In this report, it must be admitted that a great deal
can be leamed from the countries of southern Euro[rc,
those countries which Mr Tindemans felt deserved
different treatment, to the extent of recommending a
different rate of development, those countries with
their'special' features which still exist after 20 yean of
Community existence. \7e can leam from them
because, when it comes to tackling the problems of
unequal development and growing disparity in the
world, we cennot forget that these selhame problems
exist within the Community under the name of
regional problems.
Ve are therefore particulady happy that the regional
problem has been mede a touchstonc of our identity.
The idea that all these Community funds can be
linked together to provide a basis for a new economic
policy is a tremendous breakthrough with immense
potential.
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!fle are saying this in all sincerity. No doubt, other
Members 
- 
Mr Evans, for example 
- 
have said the
same thing before me. This is the fundamental issue
which concerns us and concerns others, and which
concems both our internal and our extemal relations.
This is briefly what I wanted to say, and I hope that
Roy Jenkins has been willing to listen since I believe
that his talents and his geat experience of life equip
him to grasp this idea of Europe, in the knowledge
that the European Parliament 
- 
which, as he told us
on Tuesday, will have a new authority derived from
the fact that it is elected 
- 
carries forth a message
from the masses who have recognized that their
destiny lies in Europe and who want a different
Europe 
- 
not a Europe which is selfish and inward-
looking, caring only about internal problems, but a
Europe capable of playing a role on the world stage
and working towards the new economic order which
must be achieved, if all is not to collapse about us.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klinker.
Mr Klinker. 
- 
(D) W President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to restrict my remarks to two
rbservations made by President Jenkins on the
common agricultural policy in his speech. I was
Jelighted to hear that President Jenkins regards the
rclicy as justified, even though the individual market
'egulations may not work as well as their founders or
:he politicians of the day had expected.
3urrency fluctuations are, however, the present head-
rche, and the President is of the opinion that this
must mean his Commission pursuing a policy of
moderation. Now, ladies and gentlemen, in view of
:he fact that agriculture and its ancillary sectors
rccount for some 20 o/o, ol the working population of
:he Community, the maintenance of agricultural
producers' purchasing power and thus of the correct
levels of prices to them is of considerable importance,
particularly at the present time, with a total of over 5
million unemployed in the Community. It is may
view that a sensible agricultural price policy will have
a stabilizing effect on the rest of the economy and
that a policy of excessive moderation as set out by the
President may have the opposite effect : I merely want
to point this out.
The other problem is that of monetary policy. It is
well known that the prices laid down in the EC agri-
cultural market regulations are expressed in units of
account and that any change in parity automatically
results in changes in the price of agricultural products
expressed in national currencies. The changes in
monetary policy which have come about since May
l97l have so far not, I am sorry to say, led to official
parities being reestablished, and in an attempt to
prevent the rates of exchange actually used in trading
transactions from undermining the fixed agricultural
prices, l97l saw the introduction of the counter-
vailing charges system, otherwise known as the system
of monetary compensatory amounts. The absolute
compensatory amount used in trading between two
countries is 
- 
and this is a very important point 
-equivalent only to the difference between the interven-
tion prices and not the difference between the actual
market prices applying in the two countries. It is, if
you like, only a partial compensation at the frontier.
The fact that producer prices in the different countries
do not, as experience has shown, behave vid-i-vis each
other in the same way as market regulation prices
converted into national currencies means that shifts
occur in the relative competitive positions of the indi-
vidual countries.
In general terms 
- 
and this is shown by the various
studies 
- 
the MCA has always been particularly
important in creating fair competitive conditions
when the market prices for a particular product are on
the low side. The results is, ladies and gentlemen 
-and I am sorry that the President of the Commission
cannot hear these comments, since they relate to ques-
tions which he dealt with 
- 
that the idea of an auto-
matic adiustment mechanism as sometimes bandied
about, is doomed to failure and that the MCA system
must remain in force until the Economic and Mone-
tary Union becomes a reality. Equal competitive condi-
tions will then be created on both the marketing and
production sides, but this will only come about as a
result of a common economic and monetary policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pisoni.
Mr Pisoni. 
- 
(I)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
one of Mr Jenkins' opening remarks in his report on
the Commission's programme for 1977 was the
following: 'The Commission is not a govemmen! and
this Parliament is not yet a legislature.'This is a good
example of the realism which permeated the entire
speech by the President of the Commission, and
which is certainly not going to create any illusions or
arouse great hopes. We should not like to think,
however, that this is to be taken as resigned accep-
tance of the Commission's limits 
- 
acceptance of a
steadily deteriorating reality, and abandonment of the
bold approach adumbrated in other parts of the
speech.
Sadly, it is clear to everyone that these are not years of
boundless confidence in the future. However, we do
not believe that the commonplace should be accepted
without an effort to discover new methods of coun-
tering it. Many speakers today have already pointed
out that the President's address and the annexed
memorandum seemed more descriptive than effective.
The two documents list the problems, outline general
principles and indicate aims and obiectives. But what
they lack is an indication of the methods and concrete
measures to be used. It would seem that the Commis-
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sion is unsure of being able to reach its appointed
goals, and is convinced that it has no'rcal machinery
for the task, and that what it has is in any case ineffec-
tive.
This can be concluded from what has been said
conceming the failure to achieve economic and mone-
tary union. This failure has a melancholy effect on all
Community policy, from agricultural to industrial
policy, and also on social and regional policy, which I
should like to discuss for a moment. Mr Jenkins
admits that our social problems and regional diver-
gence cannot be solved with the resources of the
Social and Regional Funds or the guidance of the
EAGGF, as these are operating at a rate of about one-
sixth of national expenditure in the same fields. He
sees the harmonization of national policies as the key
to solving these problems. But will the Commission
and the Council succeed in harmonizing national poli-
cies ? !7ill the Member States accept the Community
approach ? And 
- 
one further question 
- 
have any
workable Community schemes been drawn up, and
on what basis ?
Unemployment in the Community is structural and
has reached unacceptable levels. I do not want to get
involved in any dispute, but I recall that it was iust
this morning that Mr Fellermaier was stating that the
Socialists cannot accept unemployment at these levels.
Let me tell him that this view is certainly not the
prerogative of the Socialists, but is strongly held by
everyone.
Last month Parliament passed unanimously a motion
for a resolution, tabled'by the Christian-Democratic
Group, calling on the Commission to investigate and
to adopt shock measures. In its memorandum the
Commission merely states that this question will be
tackled at various levels by employers' and workers'
representatives within the framework of the Tripartite
Conference, and that during the first half of the year it
will submit a communication on employment policy.
I must confess that I expected a great deal more on
such an important subject; much more than a state-
ment of the need for full employment and a reference
to what has already been done, even if indirectly. I am
not going to trot out data and statistics which the
Commission already possesses, nor repeat what was
said here in January but I would point out that decla-
rations of intent and hopes for the future can no
longer conceal the resigned acceptance that the
problem is insoluble.
Anyone with even a superficial interest in the social
spending of the various Member States must have
noticed the almost exponential3nnual rise in commit-
ments, and we cannot fail to ask ourselves with some
concern whether resources at our disposal will meet
our needs. I fear not. And not simily because of the
current recession, but because of the rate at which
these needs are increasing. How are we going to
protect the out-of-work, the under-employed,
pensioners and migrant workers who tend to inhabit
the fringe areas of society ? Inflation cannot be the
proper remedy, even if recourse to inflation is a
constant threat. If everyone believes that unemploy-
ment, the greater evil, is structural, what action is
proposed for our structural problems, or at least what
are the guidelines for a possible policy in this regard ?
Migrant workers have been the subject of many a
debate in this House, and there is still a lot be done
for them. The Commission programme merely
restates some of the measures of the Social Action
Programme for migrant workers and their families,
only a small part of which has so far been realized.
There is no mention of the European staute for
migrant workers. After promising so much, the
Commission has not even manaSed to come up with a
draft of the statute. In my opinion, this is not realism
but a failure to maintain unconditional promises. I am
not going to list what could be done or what measures
should be taken in this sector. There is not enough
time for that. But there seems to be little indication in
the programme of any commitment in this direction.
A part of Mr Jenkins' speech dealt with regional
policy. One of the clear objectives of the Treaties is
the pursuance of a policy to ensure the economic,
social and cultural equilibrium of the various regions
of the Community. !fle have failed completely to
reach this obiective. The discrepancies from region to
region have been widening steadily, and are going to
continue widening in the future. The resources of the
Regional Fund show that we care, but they have very
little effect. The Commission ought to tell us how it
intends to coordinate national policies if this is the
road to follow. !7e are asking if it has developed any
plans, or if it has drawn up a general programme for
harmonized growth which without demanding sacri-
fices does not help the rich grow richer. In this
context, we also call on the Commission to submit as
soon as possible its overall proposals for a Mediterra-
nean policy which it was supposed to submit during
1976 and which it is at last getting down to tackling
with some urgency.
Much the future of Europe depends on our social
policy and our ability to propose a plan for balanced
growth which narrows the gaps between State and
State, and between region and region. The unem-
ployed and the unfortunate, migrant workers, the
poorer regions 
- 
they are all waiting for a concrete
answer now. They are waiting for an answer which
reveals a more imaginative approach, and a clear call
which does not smack of lip service or defeatism, for a
genuine European solidarity going, above all, beyond
the continental temptation to seek selfish solutions.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Guerlin to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Guerlin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Socialist Group is keenly interested in
the problem of consumer protection. It considers that
research and action in this new field, the study of
which had only iust commenced, is of a fundamental
importance in the construction of a modem democ-
racy at the complete service of the citizen.
The tiny place occupied by this problem in the
address delivered by the President of the Commission,
who had only a few words to say on the subiect, is
therefore a source of some regret to our Group.
\7e do not think that he ignores or deliberately under-
estimates the importance of consumer protection in
the world of today and the need to devote special
attention to it in our plans and programmes, but we
should like to reaffirm our intention to move forward
as quickly as possible towards a solution of these
problems, in full awareness of the difficulties, but
undaunted in the face of the obstacles.
In order to achieve this, the Commission must obvi-
ously have the administrative means and, in particular,
the staff required. The tiny department at present
responsible for this sector is severely understaffed and
badly organized. The Socialist Group feels that if a
special Commissioner cannot be appointed, a Directo-
rate-General for consumer protection should be set up
and staffed adequately for the tasks to be performed.
!7e must not be afraid to accept the cost of esta-
blishing an appropriate and efficient structure of this
kind.
In addition, the Commission should organize
consumer consultation on a sound and democratic
basis, particularly for the negotiations involved in the
agricultural price review, but also as regards all impor-
tant issues concerning them directly, and arrange to
disseminate the results of these consultations, espe-
cially the opinions of the Consumer Consultative
Committee which, sad to say, generally remain confid-
ential.
Vith a better-organized administration, and a greater
confidence, based on contacts with the consumer
sector, that its working methods are democratic and
appropriate, the Commission could step up its rate of
work. Our Group is aware of the action taken to date
and of the preliminary programme which has been
adopted and has begun to be implemented. It.is aware
of the many directives published or in the process of
being approved or examined. I shall not therefore
dwell on the concrete achievements of this action, but
we must say candidly that the results are, in our
opinion, poor in relation to the number of problems
involved and their often vital importance.
The Socialist Group would like to see a considerable
speeding up of the present policy along the sound
lines already adopted. Health protection and safety,
particularly in the field of human and animal food-
stuffs, and protection against damage caused by
various products are noteworthy examples. This policy
should concentrate on all aspects of the education and
the informstion of the consumer, who is all too often
exposed to exploitation and is an easy prey to unscru-
pulous sharks, as regards both prices and quality.
A directive on correspondence courses is being
prepared. However, as I see it, consumer aducation
should begin at school. Suitable didactic material
should be drawn up at European level in conjunction
with the consumer organizations. Above all, better use
should be made of the mass media, radio and televi-
sion, the penetration and universal impact of which
are well-known.
!7e must achieve more stringent control of adver-
tising, which is frequently improper and eyen
misleading 
- 
at times with the inadmissible compli-
city of heads of radio and television 
- 
and also useful
information diffused widely at peak listening and
viewing times.
As for advertising itself, has the time not come to
draw up 
- 
at European level, of course 
- 
a detailed
and binding charter which should be written into the
Commission's programme ?
Lastly, the Socialist Group insists that Parliament be
associated with this policy as far as possible. Parlia-
ment should also receive annual progress reports on
ongoing proiects and all documents recording the
results of consultations with consumers.
I should like to add to these comments something
which we regret does not figure in Mr Jenkins' second
address and which is directely and closely connected
with consumers problems : the enormous and vitally
importaht problem of the environment.
'Man doth not live bread alone'. In order to live he
needs a natural environment which provides him with
the basic conditions for a normal and healthy exist-
ence. This environment is at present subject to
constant attacks from modern civilization and an
economic system based on profits. It is inevitably dete-
riorating and we have every reason to believe that the
time is near when the standard of living in towns and
cities will have dropped so low that urban life cannot
continue and when the countryside, left to its own
devices as a result of rural depopulation, will no
longer be able to provide the biological equilibrium
essential to the survival or, in any event, to the good
health of the human race. I hope that this aspect of
the problem will be borne in mind when the agricul-
tural policy is drawn up.
That is why the Socialist Group has asked me to
communicate to you its concerns, which it invites you
to share. The President of .the Commission is undoubt-
edly aware of these needs : That is clear from his first
address. However, it is time for urgent action in this
field.
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That is the gist what our Group wanted to say in this
debate. It feels that its hopes and its demands are
neither excessive nor unrealistic. It is insofar as these
demands have a concrete outcome in the years ahead
that Europe will become a reality for the citizens of
our respective countries, and that she will be able,
with their approval and their supporg to go on to
fulfil her detiny.
(Applause)
President 
- 
I call Lord Valston.
Lord Velston. 
- 
Mr Presideng as this is the last
occasion on which I shall have the privilege of
speaking in this Chamber, may I first of all offer my
very sincere good wishes to President Jenkins and his
colleagues for their future work and at the same time
thank all those of my colleagues, including the offi-
cials and those vital but far too often invisible helpers
in our deliberations 
- 
the inteqpreters 
- 
for all the
help they have given during the time I have been a
Member here.
Mr President, first of all may I attempt to put into
proportion what we shall be debating, or you will be
debating, on future occrrions: that is, the new agricul-
tural prices. In my view, this performance is no more
than an annual ritual dance of virtually no signifi-
cance to the long-term form of agriculture or type of
production. It is, of cours€, important to the farmer
himself to know how much he is going to get for his
product, but all his plans for this year are already
made, most of his crops are already in the ground and
whether the price is high or low will not have one iota
of influence on what he actually grows. The only
short-term significance of prices lies in the fact, I
would suggest that if the price, for example, for milk
is put somewhat low many farmers will be forced to
produce more in order to keep up their income, with
. a resultant increased strain on Community resources.
So you have the paradoxical situation that it may well
be that by reducing prices you are not in fact saving
costs to the community but adding costs to the
Community budget.
I wguld sugSest" Mr Presideng that the only way in
which this can be overcome is by forgetting about the
effect of the price mechanism on agricultural produc-
tion and structure and setting out, as my colleague Mr
Laban said earlier, a form of requirements over the
next five years that the Community will expect from
its farmers, undertaking to buy at guaranteed prices,
by intervention or other means, the amount of those
particular products that it requires, and offering no
guarantee of price whatsoever for any surplus that may
arise.
Now may I go on very quickly to the second poin!
Mr Presidenl concerning the fight against inflation.
Of course, farmers must play their part, as all other
members of the Community must, in keeping down
prices, and I do not for a moment deny that food
prices are a significant factor in the cost of living. But
what we are inclined to forget is that the price the
farmer receives is in no way comparable to the price
the housewife pays. For instance, the German farmer
receives no more than 47 % of the price the house-
wife pays for her milk, the French farmer only 45 %
of the price she pays for her pigmeat, the Dutch
farmer 35 o/o tor poultry, the Belgian farmer 29 o/o lor
sugar, the Dutch farmer receives 22o/o ol what she
pays for her potatoes and the German farmer no more
than 18 7o of what she pays for her bread. All in all,
of the total amount the housewife pa)rs, no more thair
33 % goes to the farmer himself. I would urge upon
the Commission, in their fight against inflation in
their attempts 
- 
which I support wholeheartedly, as
does my group 
- 
to keep down the costs of living
and protect the consumer, to watch not only farm
prices but that much wider range of prices that are
added on to the farm produce between the farmgate
and the housewife.
Mr President, there is one other point that I think is
worth mentioning, because we hear so much about
milk and the milk suqplus. I am told that in spite of
increases in prices in what is called the milk price,
but in fact is the intewention price for butter and
skimmed-milk powder, over the last two yeers the
farmers here in Luxembourg have in fact received no
increase in price whatsoever for the milk they
produce. All the increase that has been paid by the
intervention mechanism has gone to the two large
dairies that buy and process all the milk, and that, I
suggest, is one of the areas which the Commission
should look at very carefully indeed.
Now, Mr President, there is only one further point
that I want to make and that is to take issue with the
Commission and with President Jenkins on his tenta-
tive proposal that in these days of high unemploy-
ment it may be worth retaining on the land more
people than in fact are needed to produce the food.
That, Mr Presideng cannot be the right policy. The
more people you have producing food, the more you
will have unwanted surpluses, the gteater will be the
cost to the consumer, because the price will have to
go up, or, alternatively, the lower will be the returns to
the farmer himself : therefore his standard of living
will fall. If we have more farmers than we need 
- 
and
in many areas there are such surpluses of farmers 
-let us employ them noi as it were, to grow more
cabbages in the kitchen-garden but to grow more
roses in the flowergarden, let us have them looking
after the beauties of the countryside and looking after
pleasure gardens for the urban community rather than
adding to the unwanted surpluses.
(Applause)
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Presidcnt 
- 
I call Mr Mitchell to speak on behalf
op the Socialist Group.
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
Mr President" in the short time avail-
able to me it is not possible to develop a rational argrr-
ment, but what I do intend to do is to make a declara-
tion of faith on behalf of the Socialist Group. Ve have
had many speeches here today from all sections of
this House putting forward ideas of the future type of
Europe that we would like to see. Vhet I hope, Mr
President, and what my group hopes, is that iust over
one year from now all of us will bc making those
same speeches in every town and every village
throughout the Community as part of the direct-elec-
tion campaign.
(Applause)
Mr kesident, the European Parliament will be consid-
erably strengthened when we have directly-elected
MPs who are directly responsible to the electorate, to
the people of Europe. And we as politicians should
never forget that politics is not about economic
theories; in the last resort politics is about people.
And I think that is something that all of us, as
Members of this House, as Members of the European
Parliament, should always remember.
Ve very much welcome the remarks made by Presi-
dent Jenkins about direct elections. It is very inter-
esting that he uses the phrase 'no taxation without
repres€ntation'. That was the slogan of the settlers in
America at the time of the Boston Tea party. The
result of that slogan was the United States of America.
Perhaps there is an omen there somewhere for
Europe.
Mr President, the Socialist Group believes in direct
elections, The Socialist Group believes that these elec-
tions should be held in 1978.I think the message that
should go out from this meeting here today is a
message to all national governments requesting them
to do everything in their power to ded with their
national legislation and all the rest so that we do have
direct elections in May 1978.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nod to speak on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Noi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
Mr gentlemen, said in his address that he intends to
treat the present Parliament as he will treat the
directly elected one. In other words, he intends to
develop a frank exchange of views with this Assembly.
Vith the same degree of frankness I have to inform
him, on behalf of the Christien-Democratic Group,
that we do not agree with the main part of his speech
conceming energy policy.
This main part deals with the short-term view 
- 
by
this I mean our attitude towards nuclear fission power
stations. Two factors have to be borne in mind here
before any decision is reached. Firstly, there are no
viable altemative sources of power in the short term. I
could go on at gteat length on this poing but insteed I
shall just mention a comment made by Mr Hirsch,
Vice-President of the most important centre for the
study of energy problems, the American Bnergy
Research and Development Administration, and their
expert on alternative sources of energy. He said that
all these altemative sources have their positive and
negative features.
Public opinion secs only the positive features and
ignores the negative features inherent in each of these
alternative sources. It is my bounden duty to make
this situaion clear. The other factor which has to be
considered is the need to achieve a reasonable
increase in gross product if we are !o reduce the
pockets of under-development which still exist in
some regions of the Community, if we are to take
effective action to combat unemploymeng and if we
are to make a real contribution to countries of the
Third Vorld.
Theories of zero growth have now been abandoned
even by the eggheads, for example in the Club of
Rome. If I may quote one figrre, a growth rrrte ol 4o/o
is. forecast for the Member States of the Community
in the next few years. If gross national product rises
by 4o/o, given that all these elemenb are closely inter-
woven, this will mean that we shall have 6 o/o more
electricity available. I refer to electricity because
nuclear energy is used to produce electricity. The two
figures of 4o/o and l'5 o/o 
- 
the coefficient of elasti-
city to arrive at 6 o/o 
- 
have been worked out, for
example, by the French Commissaiat au plan. Now,
if these figures are to be achieved, we have to get
cracking on our nuclear proSramme, since we have no
other choices. If we do not, we could find ourselves up
against considerable social unrest.
Iast Monday I took part in a round-table discussion in
Milan on the probable consequences of an energy
shortage. Professor Silvestri put forward a figure of
7 o/o as the shortfall in year 'X', sometime between
now and 1985, and asked what the consequences
would be. Europe is covered by a gnd which enables
countries to pool reserves of energy and draw on them
when needed. Vith this grid seasonal surpluses of
energy can bc passed from one country to another,
but genuine energy trading is not really possible. If
each country does not draw up a programme on the
basis of the figtrres I quoted iust now, restrictions will
have to be imposed, first for domestic and then for
industrial use. The oonsequences will be fearful.
Just to give an idea of the consequences, let me give
an example : electricity accounts for about 3-4 o/o ol
industrial production costs, but if the power supply is
disrupted the loss will immediately have to be multi-
plied by a factor of 30. In other words, we shall lose
goods equal to 30 times the value of the lost electri-
city, 30 being the retio between 34o/o and 100 %.
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This will be the immediate result. Howwer, the side-
effects will be much greater, although it is impossible
to know exactly what will happen in a society which
can no longer function. Even if we limit this 7 % to
Italy, the resulting figures are tenifying. Italy produces
annually 160 000 Million Kwh, 7 % of which is
I I 000 million kVh.
Shortages like this cannot be met with supplies from
other countries. They lead to the crisis which I
mentioned earlier. In these circumstances we should
have to make a definite decision, and one that is a
leap in the dark.
In fact, it will not be a leap in the dark, primarily on
account of the experience we have already gained. If
all the nuclear power stations which have so far
become operational were considered as one, it would
have been operating for the last I 200 years. In all this
running time there has never been a serious incident
of contamination, either of the staff in the power
stations'or the people living around them. This is one
statistic for which there is no comparison in other
human activities.
Then there is the knowledge we have to have before
we can express any iudgement on dl that has occurred
in the salety field. The President of the Commission
emphasized the external aspects of nuclear energy, but
in this context what better approach can the Commis-
sion adopt than to persuade the Council to approve
the programme of joint research centres which it has
locked away in a drawer somewhere and which covers
a large proportion of the research on nuclear safety ?
!7hy are we doing nothing ? The programme is stuck
there, inexplicably linked to the choice of a site for
the JET proiect. If we really want to improve safety,
we have to get this programme moving and thus
encourage the scientists to fight for something worth-
while, for more thorough investigption of safety
problems. I feel that an initiative of this kind would
have some real meaning.
Of course, we have to continue our work on safety
problems connected with the final part of the fuel
cycle. There, too, more research has still to be carried
out It has to be undertaken with determination,
bearing in mind the rwo factors which I mentioned
earlier and which we sometimes attempt to tackle
with stopgap measures. In ltaly, for exam;ile, the hold-
ups in the nuclear programme have forced us into the
hurried construction of gas turbine reactors. They are
cheap, but they consume a lot and each klfh
generated is a burden on the Italian tax-payer. In fact,
it costs anything up to 14 lire to generate one kvh,
since these reactors use diesel-oil which is even more
expensive than petroleum in comparison with nuclear
energy.
Quite frankly, I do not agree that we should sit on the
fence. I7e have to answer for what happens in the
future, and we must reach a clear decision and follow
it through with the research I have just mentioned. I
said before that all the altemative sources of energy
have a negative side to them. Vith some systems solar
energy is only available for conversion into electricity
at certain times of the day, while with other systems it
is only available when the sun is in fact shining.
There are still a number of major problems to be over-
come with regard to geothermal energy. If we forget
for the moment the limited availability of natural
steam, we have to use 'hot rock' methods which
involve splitting subterranean rock on a massive seale.
This is immensely difficult and there is a risk of
inducing earth tremors if the stress on this subterra-
nean rock is so great that it results in massive shifting.
Vhy, then, must we be so critical of proven nuclear
technology when the alternatives are so hazardous ?
Finally, Mr President, there is nuclear fusion. There is
no negative side to this, but there are a number of
proglems still to be overcome, and these are much
more difficult then those connected with other energy
sources. But in the face of these problems we have
come to a standstill, and have remained immobile for
a year. Because we do not know where to site the
project we cannot get on with it because we do not
know where the power to feed this experimental
centre is going to come from.
So, here again, we have a contradictory situation. This
is an altemative source of energy with no negative
features, just one or- two problems, and yet we have
come to a stoP.
I am not going to say any more because we have
already spent enough time discussing the JET project.
Vhat we need now is a little bit of give-and-take. The
ministers have changed, and the British have followed
the Dutch. Obviously they must have the time to
study the documents, but this House, if it is going to
be consistent, will then have to insist absolutely on a
solution to the problem.
I shall not go into details now but merely ask the
Commission 
- 
if indeed we want the Community to
stay in the lead in the inevitable development from
fission to fusion 
- 
to make it possible for the ioint
research centres to play a significant role, either in
physics or engineering, with the immensely difficult
research which must be carried out into materials.
(Applause)
President 
- 
I call Mr Aigner to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Aigner. (D) W President, ladies and
gentlemen, in view of the shortr time available, I
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should like to restrict my comments to four problems
conceming mainly finance, the budget and institu-
tional questions. I am sorry that the President of the
Commission is not in the House but perhaps I might
ask Mr Natali to convey to him a request from my
Group 
- 
and this is a short-term objective 
- 
that
the Commission do everything in its power to achieve
the full and genuine financial autonomy of the
Community. Mr Presideng those who have had direct
experience of the conciliation between the Council
and Parliament know how difficult it is to formulate
the will of the Community if this is blocked bn for
instance, Cabinet members or by final decisions taken
in Rome, Bonn, Paris or elsewhere. This is the real
criticism, and can only be dispelled by the achieve-
ment of full financial autonomy, in practice as well as
in theory. The Council should once again become an
organ of the Community instead of giving the impres-
sion, as it does today, of being 
- 
as the Bavarians put
it 
- 
a collection of unreliable horse dealers. This is
why we need full financial autonomy for the Commu-
nity, meaning not only that we must increase our
income to a value added tax of I o/o, but that we
should above all conduct an autonomous financial
policy at Community level, with our own incor4e and
erpenditure. I am aware that this is a hot potato, but
when we merged the executives, there was widespread
optimism about merging the Treaties within two to
three years at the very most. And how many years
have gone by since then ? I would have liked to have
asked the President of the Commission what his inten-
tion was 
- 
whether he had buried the plan, as the
old Commission did, or whether, with the new
Commission, he intended to reopen the discussion on
the fusion of the Treaties
Mr President, as regards financial policy, the fusion of
the Treaties would have to give the European Commu-
nity a constitutional structure similar to that which
the Coal and Steel Community originally enjoyed 
-both in theory and in practice 
- 
and which was later
unfortunately watered down. ![hat we want therefore
is fusion, a constitutional structure and 
- 
as a result
of the fusion 
- 
financial autonomy as set ouq for
example, in the Coal and Steel Community Treaty.
However, Mr President, financial autonomy. will also
mean the budget being implemented as passed by the
budgetary authority, with Parliament having the last
word. Parliament is responsible for approving the
budget.
Once this budget has been approved, it mtrst be imple-
mented in accordance with Parliament's wishes. Now,
we have had a large number of cases 
- 
which have
raised a large number of questions 
- 
for example,
what is the position if Parliament includes funds in
the budget which are not covered by Council legisla-
tion ? Mr President, we have always taken the line 
-which we should repeat unequivocally in a debate
tuming, as this one does, on a matter of principle 
-that if an institution is in default, it forfeits its right tc
intervene, and the budget is then implemented in
accordance with the will of Parliament. The old
Commission actually did this in one case, in which its
views on a political issue were identical with those ol
the European Parliament. The old Commission
succeeded simply in implementing the budget against
the will of the Council. There were, however, two oI
three occasions on which the Cornmission disagreed
with Parliamen! and suddenly the Commission's
tough stance simply evaporated, after which the
Commission took refuge behind the Council's
reasoning.
To sum up then 
- 
I am glad to see you here, Mr
Jenkins. Full financial autonomy means that the
process of decision-making on financial matters at
European level must take place exclusively at this
European level and not in the national capitals. Hence
this attempt to make progress in this discussion on
the fusion of the Treaties.
I should like to raise a second point, Mr President,
and that is the question of supervision. Once the
Community has been invested with full financial auto-
nomy, in other words once its income is raised in the
Member States rather than being simply contributed
by the Member States, the Community will clearly
have to have complete supervision not only of
Community expenditure but also of income. This will
also have legal implications, and I hope that the new
Commission is in no doubt at all about this. Commu-
nity funds become Community funds the moment
they are raised, and are not simply reserved for
Community use by the Member States. In other
words, full supervision, including supervision of
income, lies with the Community.
Mr President, I have some good news for the House.
You will be aware that at the December Part-session,
my Group tabled a motion of censure against the old
Commission because of its refusal to submit a docu-
ment to the Parliament or to an Audit Board for
discussion. I know that there was intensive discussion
as to whether or not it was right to table this motion
of censure against the old Commission when its
period of office was in any case coming to an end.
However, we felt that we naturally could not welcome
a new Commission into offfice with a motion of
censure, especially in view of the fact that it was the
old Commission which created the casus belli. Yle
subsequently managed to reach agreement, and I
should like at this point to express my sincere thanks
to the Groups in this House, all of which without
exception declared their willingness 
- 
following a
meeting of the Bureau 
- 
to table a motion of censure
against the new Commission this month if it failed to
adopt a different stance on the question of Parlia-
ment's righrs of supeivision.
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I am very gretcful to yort Mr Jenkins, for not sharing
the opinion of the old Commission and for passing
these documents to Parliament to enable it to exercise
its right of supervision. You my rest assured, Mr
Jenkins, that we shall find a suitable procedure. If
these are confidential documents not intended for the
public, this House 
- 
end this is a matter for the
Bureau 
- 
must work out a procedure for guaran-
teeing absolute confidcntiality. Ve shall collaborarc
with the Commission in this. At any rate, I am
sincerely grateful both to the House and to the
C,ommission that we now, thank heaven, possess the
basis of confidence which we need to enable us to
exercise out rights of supervision both within the
Community and vis-l-vis the Community. Mr presi-
dent, I should like to make another suggestion. You
ar€ awere that we hope to have the new Financial
Treaty ratified by dl the padiaments in the Member
Sates in the near fuhrre, and that we will then have a
European Court of Auditors. lvlr President, it is not
simply a matter for the Commission, and certainly not
a matter for the Council on its own, to prepare the
ground for this European Court of Auditors. This is
esscntially a matter for Parliament as well. I should
therefore like to ask Mr Jenkins ro help in forming an
ad boc working party, or to respond to such an in-itie-
tive from Parliament, so that we can get together and
discuss how this Buropean Court of Auditors can be
set up. \\is ad Doc working party could consist of
members of the Council, the Commission and Parlia-
ment. Mr President, I do not think we ought to shirk
our responsibility in this matter.
of performance and merit in the Communiry and at
the same time to sing the praises of the Community
officials, as the overwhelming majority of them are
more than averagely committed !o the cause of Euro-
pean inrcgration, and a sincere word of thanls is duc
to them at this point.
Mr President, we all of course have to suffer 
- 
and I
now really am coming to the end of what I havc to
say 
- 
from the fact that the Community resourccs
are much too small for the work to do. Bug Mr
Jenkins, anyone who simply demands money from
the Community without a corresponding willingness
to improve the Community instinrtions end mrke
them capable of aking decisions and assuming tasks
surrenders his credibility. And when you call for
regional policy, energy policy, research policy end
more solidarity in the Community, ask younelf every
time: am I also prepared to help in building up this
Community so that it can use this money efficiently
and so that the Community mey grow and not wither
away. Ve have unfortunately got stuck in thc
doldrums. I hope, together with my Group, that you
and the new C,ommission will succeed in reaching
new shores.
(ApplausQ
Prcsidcnt 
- 
Mr Deschamps, if the House agrees, I
am willing to allow you two minutes' spcaking time as
the last speaker on behalf of the Christian-Democratic
Group.
I call Mr Deschamps.
Mr Deschrmps. 
- 
(4 Mr Presideng you must
realize yourself that this is impossible. The amoi.rnt of
time you are alloving me bears no relation to the
importance which I and my Group attach to this
problem of the developing countries.
However, let me first congatulate the Commission,
which has not been slow to recognize the importance
of this mettcr. If I may, I shall comment briefly on
the essential points Mr'jenkins raised in his addrcss.
You told us, Mr Jenkins, that you would continue
efforts to improve the qretem of genenlizcd prefer-
ences and seek to perfect its role as a means of chan-
nelling assistance to those countries in greatest need,
that is, to the developing countries. You hrve seid, and
you will know, that the developing countries arc not
maling use of the opportunities which this improved
q/stem of generalized preferences offcrs. you hevc
told us that the Commission is going to increasc the
number of seminars, and that a handbook on thc GSp
is to be published for the benefit of thc dcvcloping
countries. In addition, you have received ftom us a
proposal for the creation of a body o promote tnde
between the dweloping countries and the BEC. Thir
was conteined in the Sandri report. The Comrrrittee
Permit me, Mr Presiden! to make one final point. The
part of Mr Jenkins's speech which pleased me most
was his reference to staff mobility and staffing policy.
Anyone who reads the debates and the'reioids of
budgetary consultations of recent yean will realize
that this question has always been of particular
conccm to this Parliament and to the Committee on
pudgets, Mr Jenkins, you soon find out that, as in any
large'administrative authority cmplolng 8 to l0 000
officials, there are, iN we say, officials and officials 
-in other words, people are different. Mr Presideng
mobility means finding the right man for the rightjob, and really finding the right job for each person,
even though this may mean as meny as four or even
five tries; every person has his uses, so long as the
spirit is willing. !7e all know of course that there are
people who think they have sold their backsides
rather than their heads to the Comrnunity. Ve just
hare to find out by experience who these pcople ire.
lIhat has to be emphasized here is performanie; and
there are plenty of people who are paid not for their
heads but for the other part of thiir enatomy they
place at the disposal of the Community. I ihould
therefore like to express my full belief in the principle
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on Budgets felt differently, and we decided this
morning to meet them in the hope of reaching some
agreement. I believe it will be possible, and I am
counting on the efforts and the support of the
Commission in this.
You also told us, Mr Jenkins, that the Commission is
going to further implement and develop the Lom6
Convention. I am grateful for this, since I feel that
this is the most positive step we have so far taken in
the field of development aid. It is here that I should
like to 5rrggest three areas of action.
You said that the Commission intends to ensure that
the Lom6 Convention is respected. I7hat this means,
at the moment, is that we have to pay careful atten-
tion to the guarantees we have given the developing
countries on the subject of fixed imports of sugar. You
are aware of the problem which has arisen with the
appearance on the market of a new type of sugar
which is interesting European beet growers. I hope
that when you come to consider this problem and the
legitimate interests of our own beet growers, you will
not forget those of the developing countries to whom
we have made certain'commitments under the Lom6
Convention.
You have told us that you want to speed up industrial
cooperation. I am grateful for this, too, as so far we
have got nowhere in this sector. But the head of the
Centre has iust been appointed, and I hope that some
progress can now be made, in line with your promises.
You said that the Lom6 Convention is to be deve-
loped further and that negotiations are to get under
way for Lom6 II. Here again, I congratulate you on
this. The decision was needed, and at the same time it
is the seal of approval for these who worked to
achieve the Lom6 Convention two years ago, and
those who in the past two years have been imple-
menting it.
You also said that you intended to extend the Lom6
Convention. I have no arSument with this, but may I
ask you to be careful that we do not end up with admi-
nistrative problems similar to those besetting the three
applicants who are currently neSotiating accession to
the Convention ? On this point, I should like the
Council as well as the Commission to take note.
There shduld b:e no administrative barriers to the
accession of those who want to join us in the 'Lom6
Community'.
I am now coming to the end of this review of the situ-
ation which has perforce been very brief' You
answered the criticism of those who worry about the
poorer regions of the Community and who wonder if
these regions are going to suffer in some way or
another as a result of our commitments to the coun-
tries that signed the Lom6 Convention. You success-
fully silenced their criticism by pointing out
concem for the developing countries and for
poorer regions of Europe is indivisible.
I have read and listened to your words, Mr Jenkins,
and I believe that we shall soon have the opportunity
of reminding you of the pledges and promises you
have made during this first meeting with Parliament.
Mr President, in thanking you for having listened to
me during these rwo minutes, I should like to add
that I intend to deal at greater length with these
problems at a later date.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
I call Sir Brandon Rhys Villiams.
Sir Brandon Rhys Villiems. 
- 
Mr President,
though I am among the very last speakers in this long
and interesting debate, I am certainly not among the
least sincere in congratulating the new President on
his high-minded and important address. He touched
on many subiects, but I would like to deal particularly
with the responsibility that I had in this Parliament in
recent years namely economic and monetary union.
I regret that this has not been a successful aspect of
the work of the Community in recent years, and I
think that it is easy to diagnose where the mistakes
have been made. It seems to me that our approach to
economic and monetary union has been at the same
time too restricted and too ambitious. It has been too
ambitious because in the policy of the snake it set the
demonstrably rtnattainable target of immutably fixed
central rates. It has been seen that even the stronSest
economies are not able to reach that target.
But the policy has also been too restricted because of
its preoccupation with exchange-rates to the exclusion
of other, equally vital, aspects of economic and mone-
tary union of a truly fruitful kind. I believe that abso-
lute fixity of the exchange-rate, without achieving the
benefits of a true economic and monetary union, is a
dangerous obiective. But it is certainly within our
powers to devise, and to operate, a monetary conven-
tion of cooperafion which can be followed not only by
all Member States but by our close trading Partners
outside the Community.
There have been rays of hope in recent weeks in the
response from the Council to the proposals put
forward by Mr Duisenberg. Ve implore the Commis'
sion to give every possible attention to new aPPro-
aches to economic and monetary union on the basis
of a multi-currency system operated on civilized lines.
Ve need to think about interest-rate structure. !7e
must not shirk the question of wage-rates; ultimately
our Community must be based on harmony of wage'
rates as well as interest and exchange-rates. I think
that we have to study the question of tax harmoniza'
that
the
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tion in the pcrsonal sector as well, as an essential
aspect of economic and monetary union. Perhaps in
some wa)4t the most important of all, we need to study
activity rates in all the different regions of the
Community.
!7e heve, of course, studied all these aspects; but we
have not drawn them together as essential parts of our
approach to economic and monetary union. I hope
that the new Commission will take an overall view of
the project and give it great new impetus.
In recent years I have tried to draw attention to the
anomalies in our social security systems. Here, too, I
feel that we are embarking on an aspect of economic
and monetary union, because social security benefits
and contributions are inwitably a part of the competi-
tion and wage structure and of the approach to an
improved standard of living for all our citizens.
Ultimately, to obtain the benfits of economic union,
sc cannot neglect the poverty problem, which
though, thank God, it is a minority problem, still
afflicts all too many hindreds of thousands of our
citizens in the European Community. I believe that
European citizenship must ultimately include d
minimum income guarantee which in all parts of the
Community can be accepted as sufficient. I have
sought to draw attention to this idea each year since
1973 in different wap. Unhappily, the Commission
has been reluctant even to collate the basic data neces-
sary to begin an assessment of the implications. But I
hope that this too will be one of the new initiatives
which we can expect from the new team.
The ideal of harmonizLd social security benefits and
contributions is, of couse, a distant one, but even if
we approach it gradually we can see that it may have
important implications for regional policy, because it
offen the opportunity of carrying out regional policy
at the personal level where it can be most immedi-
ately effective. And it also has implications for the
common agricultural policy because, by introducing
subsidies for families, we cen help to eliminate family
poverty on the land without resort to higher prices
and the inevitable production of agricultural surpluses
which follow from paying prices which are really
higher than the market demands.
I would like to add a few words on the subiect of
energy. One essential condition for the restoration of
economic stability, for a return to full employment in
the Community and the continued employment of
coming generations is the securing of energy at
consistent prices from controlled and reliable sources
in the desired quantities. The Community's direct and
indirect research programmes_are essential elements
of the medium and long-term energy obiectives. Even
though the commercial viability to establish our
ability to control fusion rzrrs, be btilt now before the
Community loses its technical lead over the United
States and the Soviet Unioa. The European Conserva-
tive Group places great importance on the go-ahead
for the JET proiect by the Council. In the short term,
each Member State must be encouraged to husband
oil and gas as chemical feedstock. The Commission's
proposals to encourage the construction of coal-fired
power-stations and nuclear power-stations will find
whole-hearted support, for they are the means by
which economic activity and heat in our homes
continue to be normal facts of life.
Mr President, I would like in closing to touch on one
aspect of the President's speech which I don't think
has been dwelt upon by other speakers, and that is the
efficiency and happiness of the Commission's ovm
staff. I have spent some years in the study of organiza-
tion for work, and I have the feeling that the Commis-
sion itself is beginning to show examples of ways in
which its organization could be improved. I do not
want to dwell on this subject on this occasion, but I
think that it is a concem for Padiament just as much
as it is for the President of the Commission and his
colleagues that the Commission staff should be so
organized and motivated that their work can be as
fruitful and as happy as possible. And I am sure that
there will be those who work for the Commission
now who will echo my fears that that is not the case
at the present time.
Mr Presideng the new President of the Commission
starts his term of office with the goodwill of Parlia-
ment and particularly of his British colleagues. I hope
that his tour of duty in Brussels will prove to be a
triumph and the crown of his political career.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: SIR GEOFFREY DE FREITAS
Viee-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Bongemann. 
- 
(D) W President, I have asked
leave to speak because the question of the enlarge-
ment of the Community has, in the opinion of my
Group, been dealt with by the President of the
Commission in a very hesitant manner, to put it
mildly. The points made by Mr Spicer 
- 
apparently
on behalf of his Group, I should like to stress 
- 
do
not meet with our approval. !7e do not think that the
question of the accession of new members to the Euro-
pean Community should be dealt with in this spirit.
Of course, no-one can be opposed to realism, and
no-one will want to criticize the Commission for
taking a realistic attitude to suchrnegotiations and,
abovg all, as the President of the Commission has
said, for genuinely aiming to solve problems rether
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than simply papering over them. That is a natural and,
in our view, essential attitude. The decisive question,
however, is that of the criteria and objectives by which
these membership applications should be judged,
whether they concern Greece or Turkey, whose appli-
cations are based to some extent on rights already
accrued, or new states such as Spain or Portugal. He
would undoubtedly be wrong if these applications
were to be dealt with only from the point of view of
whether they might cause economic difficulties for
the Community, in other words, if one were to try to
safeguard the relative prosperity of the Community by
excluding other countries. Moreover, this point of
view can apply only to a limited extent: the question
is not simply one of economics, neither does it
concem the way in which such negotiations might
adversely affect the institutional balance or the props-
pects offered by the institutional structure of the
Community. The point is, Mr President, and I should
like to state this unequivocally on behalf of my Group
to reinforce what Mr Berkhouwer and Mr De Clercq
have already said : as far as the Liberal Group is
concemed, the accession of new members to the
Community turns on the central question of whether
we can thereby strengthen democracy in these coun-
tries and at the same time strengthen our own
Community. This is the decisive question. It seems to
me that we would be doing an 'I'm alright, Jack' if we,
as functioning democracies with no fundamental
problems, were to bar entry to these countries which
have, like Greece, reinstated democracy in the face of
great difficulties, or, like Spain or Portugal, are on the
way to doing so : and this in the clear knowledge that
we would thereby be doing their democratic develop-
ment no good and, indeed, would be doing it certain
harm. This appears to me, Mr Presideng to be the
essential point, and I should therefore like to state
quite clearly on behalf of my Group that regardless of
whatever economic problems may arise, these
problems must be solved. Regardless of what effect
this may have on the Community institutions, with
goodwill we shall be able to make headway.
We attach priority to the question of whether or not
the granting of membership will lend support to the
democratic development of an applicant country. And
we are all perfectly well aware that we must foster the
democratic development of these countries and that
this can best be done by giving them the chance of
membership.
Mr President, I am pleased to be making the final
speech in this debate 
- 
accession is dealt with at the
end of the programme, before the statistical improve-
ments, which seems to be to me a rather odd order of
priority, but this is just by the way 
- 
and I should
like to take this opportunity right at the end of this
debate to summarize the problems once again as
follows: The European Community will not be in a
position to defend the concept of democracy in
Europe and in the world if it closes its doors to other
countries. ![e would thereby not only run the risk of
forcing these countries to put their democratic deve-
lopment into reverse, but would also ieopardize our
own democratic development.
Democratic governments are in a minority in the
world. Democracy as a form of gdvemment is
constently endangered and we, the European Commu-
nity, bear this heavy responsibility of supporting and
fostering the concept of democracy in our own
Community and in these countries. For this reason,
Mr President, my Group supports the idea of acces-
sion and supports each and every country which
wishes to join this Community to further its democ-
ratic development and thus to further the cause of
democracy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jenkins.
Mr Jcnkins, President of the Cornmission, 
- 
Mr Pres-
ident, I thank the Members of this Parliament for the
contributions which they have made to this debate
and the comments which they have made upon my
speech over the past, I think, 6Vz hours of debate.
Except for a brief interval towards the end of the after-
noon, when I though it necessary to go out for a short
time and try to collect my thoughts a little and put
them into some sort of framework as to what I had
heard previsously, I think I have heard at least some
part of every speech which has been made, and the
whole of by far the majority of the speeches which
have been delivered. And I think I can say with
complete sincerity that I have found them construc-
tive, occasionally critical but constructive and exactly
the sort of response I would have expected from this
Parliament. I have throughout been interested, I have
sometimes been provoked, I have sometimes been
encouraged, But I have never been bored with the
speeches. And what is perhaps even the highest test
- 
occasionally they have shone a shaft ol new light
on to some path ahead which was previously obscure
to me. Because let me say that while approval is not
always given to the Commission, I welcome the confi-
dence, the almost excessive confidence, which is
reposed in the Commission by the underlying assump-
tion that the Commission necessarily knows all the
answers to the problems of Europe and it is only
through some perversity or lack of courage that we do
not reveal them to you. That is not entirely the case,
and I certainly look to this Parliament not merely to
suppo4 criticize, provoke and encourage, but also to
give us the ideas which we occasionally, like any
human body, lack.
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Now, I tum first to the point of relations with this
Parliament which was raised by Mr Fellermaier in his
opening speech this moming, which I greatly appreci-
ated, and then touched upon by many Members who
spoke later. I have said, and I stick very firmly to this
view, that there is and should be a natural partnership
between Parliament and Commission. I do, however,
as one or two Members have indicated that they may
misunderstand what is in my mind here, wish to
explain what I mean here. I do not mean that I think
that Parliament should in any way be the subservient
body of the Commission. I once wrote a book with
the slightly satirical title ll4r Balfourb poodle. I have
no desire to try and tum this Parliament 
- 
it would
be a very unsuccessful attempt 
- 
into Mr Jenkins's
poodle or anybody else's poodle. I do not wish the
relationship of the Commission and Parliament to be
that in which one tries to manoeuvre the other. I
believe that there is room in our partnership for occa-
sional argumeng for bickering, maybe it may even
come to quarrelling 
- 
though I hope very much that
that can be reduced to a minimum. There is no need
for us to pull our punches in dealing with each other.
!flhat I mean is that in a more fundamental sense
there is a community of interests between us. Of
course the Council is a very important part of the
triangle of Europe. No one will deny that for a
moment. But I believe that, if anything, as the
Council represents the national governments whereas
we represent the European interest as a whole, there is
greater natural affinity of interests between Parliament
and Commission than even between Commission and
Council, between Parliament and Council. And that
is, and will remain, my view. I hope and believe that
we can work on that basis.
Mr Russell Johnston in his speech this moming made
some rather pessimistic comments about the future. I
listened with great interest to what he had to say; that
the directly-elected Parliament would necessarily be
more nationalistic than the present Parliament. I am
by no means sure that will be so. I think that it is a
pessimistic view. And I do not believe for a moment
that it necessarily follows from direct elections. I
believe firmly that direct elections will fortify the
European interest, as they will certainly fortify the
democratic nature of our institutions.
This morning Sir Peter Kirk raised the question of
political cooperation and the fact that I had not
greatly commented upon the political institutions,
apart from political cooperation, of the Community.
The Commission certainly puts great weight on the
importance of political cooperation. The nine Member
States will, I hope, continue to work increasingly as a
Community and the Commission will work with
them. But our n6le in the activities founded upon the
Treaty is necessarily at the moment more central than
our r6le in political cooperation. That other r6le 
-
political cooperation 
- 
we will carry out forcefully
and, where we can, we shall reinforce it. My colleag;ues
concemed and I were of course present at the recent
Londorl political cooperation meeting, and the
Commission involvement here is an accepted fact and
one from which we intend to go forward.
Also arising out of this was the question whether I
should nol perhaps, have commented more upon
questions of political institutions within the Treaty,
upon the working of the Council as it has developed
over the past few years, as it has proliferated into,
though still in theory one Council, in practice a
number of different Councils. Also the question 
-though that is not strictly within the Treaty 
- 
of that
new body, the European Council. IThat I would say
about this is that I think that on these matters, which
are of great importance to the future of Europe, I
would like, if I may, to gain a little more experience
about their actual working. All matters within the
Commission are for collegiate decision but there is no
Commissioner who is specifically charged with these
matters other than the President.
Therefore, I would like mpelf to have experience of
the work within these bodies, to attend a European
Council for the first time, to attend a few more meet-
ings of the Council of Ministers. But what I can assure
the Parliament is thal when I feel it right to speak
upon these matters, I will not hesitate to do so. It may
well be that the European Parliament will be a very
suitable forum in which to do so.
(Ciu of 'Hear ! bear !)
Mr Presideng I come next to the extremely forceful
speech which was made by Mr Bertrand on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group this morning. I
thought it was a speech, if I may say so, in the great
parliamentary tradition. It was not so much that he
posed questions, he said I had posed questions and he
accused me of not having answered them. And up to a
point he was right. I did pose some questions without
having answered them. He really asked for a complete
blueprint for everything we were going to do in the
immediate and indeed the medium-term future. I
make no complaint at all about his asking for that. He
set us goals, he set us a line at which we ought to aim.
I shall certainly cherish in my mind the fact that if we
can g€t to a position in which Mr Bertrand could not
make that speech, then we shall indeed have achieved
a Sreat deal.
But I think, if I may say so, he was asking a little
much by expecting that all these questions could have
been answered by Tuesday, 8 February 1977, lout
weeks and five days after the new Commission took
office, with a great number of organizational matters
to settle during that period. I could in fact go a little
beond that and say that I myself could only possibty
have attempted an answer, had I been willing to
proceed without any regard for the opinions qf my
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fellow Commissioners, without regard to the collegiate
nature of the body to which I have said throughout
that I attach and will continue to attach greet impor-
tance.
Mr Bcrtrand, at the beginning of his speech, taking a
point which I fully undentand relating to the political
balance of the Commission, said he hoped I would
pay particular bttention to the position of certain
Commissioners for this re$on. The answer I give him
is that I will give the greatest attention to the position
and views of all Commissiones, and I certainly do not
propose to pre-empt Commissiones and, before their
recommendations are considered by the collegiate
body, to announce what I as President think the deci-
sion will be or ought to be upon those proposals. That
applies very pertinently, if I may say so, to the parti-
cular question which he raised in saying that I posed
a number of questions, and that by the form in which
I posed them and by the answeni I hinted at they
opened some new areas of discussion, at least in this
field, relating to the Common Agricultural Policy. As
I think the House is aware, the Commission has to
meet tomorrow in Brussels in order to deal with
precisely this problem. The House is also aware that
Mr Gurtdelach, the Commissioner responsible, has
bome a very heavy burden over the last few weeks in
relation to the ongoing negotiations on fisheries. It
really would not be possible, and would not be the
behaviour which in my view would be right for a Presi-
dent, were I to come down here an4 the day before
we meet, to consider Mr Gundelach's proposals, to
announce what I think ought to be the answers and
whet the proposals ought to be. To some extent I
think that also goes for the extremely pertinent ques-
tions which were posed, I think, towards the end of
this moming by Mr Laban, who put forward three
very substantial questions which could certainly, in
due coune, be answered, but must be answered when
we are able to present our proposCls for this year's agri-
cultural prices and indeed to look rather beyond that
as I hope we shall be able to do in the course of the
next few months.
I7e shall, I hope, be ible to present our price propo-
sals in good time 
- 
better time than has sometimes
been the case in the pas! and the Parliament will
have a good opportunity to discuss them. !7e shall
attach great importance to the views which the Parlia-
ment puts forward.
Now the next point to which I tum is the question of
issues with which I did not deal in the course of my
speech. To some extent these related to issues of
detail, but not entirely. To some extent they also
related to issues of the broadest possible principle. Mr
Clerfayl for instance, said that I had not spoken at all
ebout the question of European Union, and, building
on that, he offered a few critical comments about what
he regarded as an over-pragmatic approach. I, as a
matter of facg have never been particularly attached
either to the word'pragmatic', which indied has been
banished from my vocabulary, for reasons I will not
for the moment go into, for the past ten years, or to
an excessively pragmatic approach. I believe that prag-
matism without principle can easily lead one into a
bog without a way out. But I do not think he is quite
fair 
- 
though no doubt entirely unintentionally 
- 
in
saying that I gave no indication of attachment to Euro-
pean Union. I did, as Members will recall, have the
privilege of addressing this House for the first time
four weeks ago at thc January part-session, when I
spoke in quite specific terms about my attechment to
that aim and about the precedence which I gave to
political considerations leading in precisely that direc-
tion. I must, if I may be permitted to do so, say a few
thingp to the House about the form of speeches I will
endeavour to deliver. I think that on Tuesday I was
quite as long as I ought to be. I propose to try very
hard never to address you for more than one hour at
the maximum, and preferably for a much shorter
time.
(Cria of 'Hear ! hear !)
No doubt, looking back you could easily find passages
in that or any other speech which perhaps weren't
quite worth the time, but, broadly speaking, unless
one is to make these mammoth speeches 
- 
to which
one speaker referred this moming and which are
rather like those delivered by the leaders of certain
States which last several hours and where the audience
is perhaps a little more captive than is the case here
- 
if one is to speak for a reasonable lengh of time
there are certain assumptions that I think one must
make.
First, I hope that one may be able to take one's imme-
diately preceding speeches as read. Indeed one should
not start by having to repeat one's last or one's last-
but-one speech. I hope it can be accepted that what I
said a month before still remains my view. One's
views must occasionally evolve, but one doesn't retreat
from them witliin a month on maior issues.
Secondly, I do not myself believe that speeches should
be catalogues of details. It will not have escaped the
views of Members that as an accompaniment to this
speech we did, of course, publish the explantory
memorandum, the annex to this address, which covers
many matters in detail, and I think it is better to let
that stand and to try and pick out some of the main
themes in the course of a speech.
!7hat, however, I do take is the point which was made
by several Members who spoke, and that is, that I
should have relerred in the course of my speech to
the question of the Community's own resources and
the unit of account. It is mentioned in the accompany-
ing memorandum. It.is mentioned explicitly in para-
graphs 21,22 and 39. But, nonetheless, it is of such
importance, both to the future of the Commission and
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to the future of the Parliamenl that in my view I
made a mistake in not making specific reference to it
in my speech. I apologize to the House for that, and I
wish to assure the House that I re,gard it as being of
Sreat importance and that wg shall press forward in
order to try to meet the dates.
Mr Presideng I do not wish to continue for a great
deal longer and I am surb the House will appreciate
that it is not possible after a long-ranging debate of
this sort Ior me to deal with all the points or even to
reply to all the Members who spoke, but I shall try
and pick out certain main themes.
I nrm riow to a therme which vas mentioned by
several speakers 
- 
perhaps more, in one form or
another throughout the day 
- 
and that is the issue of
the enlargement of the Community, which was quite
rightly mentioned, in my view too, because this is a
maior issue which confronts us for the future. I wish
to make it clear, because I think some possible misun-
derstanding may have arisen, that in the course of my
speech I, in no wan wished to underplay the impor-
ant political issue here involved, the importance of
our giving political sustenance to nascent democracies
in Europe, indeed the political imperative of our
returning a,satisfactory answer to these countries. I
wish also to make it clear that the Greek issue I regard
as s€ttled, so far as the decision of the Council is
concemed, and that the Commission is fully
committed to the negotiations leading to Greek
membenhip; and that, when I talk about looking at
the position with an overall approach, I mean that we
should do that rather from here forward, and not that
we should try and catch back in any way so far as the
Greek position is concerned. That would not be reaso-
nable at the present time.
I also believe that, so far as Portugal is concerned, it is
essential, as I say, that we have regard to Pornrgal's
legitimate requirement for political sustenance from
the democratic community of Europc. And if we are
unable to give that, it would be a very considerable
criticism of us. But I do not think it is unreasonable,
and indeed I think it is the merest common sense, to
say that in trying to arrive at a solution 
- 
a politically
satisfactory solution 
- 
for Portugal, we must also look
at it in a slightly longer perspective and say there will
be probably other countries 
- 
there will probably be
Spain, there will probably be others 
- 
and let us acl
in such a way that we shall be able in the future to
pursue a consistent policy in relation to other coun-
tries which may make their application for member-
ship. Nor do I believe that we should overlook the
economic difficulties. !7e must have regard to them,
not in order to erect them as excuses for turning
down the Portuguese or somi other nation, but in
order to ensure that we move towards an enlargement
on a basis which is helpful econotnically as well as
politically to the countries which come as new
members. I do not believe that we would be serving
our own interests, or those of these countries, if we
ignored these difficulties. IIe must take them into
account, not in order to erect them as barriers against
giving a satisfactory political answer, but in order to
make people face up to the fact 
- 
to make govem-
ments face up to the fact 
- 
by saying: if you, like us,
want to give a satisfactory political answer, then you
must also realize that there are economic problems to
be solved and you must be prepared to play your part
in helping to solve these problems. And this issue was
specifically raised by one Honourable Member this
moming 
- 
perhaps by more than one 
- 
saying that
we surely do not believe that the Regional and Social
Funds within their present scope could deal with the
problems presented by enlargement. No indeed. I do
not believe that anybody could possibly believe that.
Indeed, I do not believe that the problems can be
solved within the context even of an enlarged
Regional and Social Fund. I believe it will need a
wider and a newer and a more imaginative approach
from this point of view. And that indeed is what we
mean by exposing the economic difficulties, not as
excuses for taking an unsatisfactory view politically,
but in order to ensure that the political approach is
backed by an adequate examination and, following
examination, solution to the economic discrepancies
and difficulties which do exist.
Now there was a good deal of discussion throughout
the day about questions of regional policy generally,
and I attach, as I have said, very great importance to
the faet that regional policy should move towards a
more complete and defined framework. And that is
why I underlined in my speech that regional policy
cannot be seen as only the Regional Fund, but that it
should be seen as the geographical dimension of our
economic policy as a whole. And that is why we in
the Commission attach the greatest importance to the
re-examination of the Regional Development Fund
and, in the course of that, we will ceftainly consider
the ideas put forward by Mr Evans and by others. And
that is why too, in the reorganization of Commission
portfolios, we have given emphasis to the coordination
of different funds. And let me say, in reply to, I think,
Mr Laban, that we do not intend to exclude the g;uid-
ance section of the Agricultural Fund from this coordi-
nation. May I also take this opportunity to raise the
point in relation to Mr Sandri's remark, that coordina-
tion alone cannot solve all the problems we face in
this area ? I fully agree, and indeed tried to emphasizein my speech, that further initiatives are therefore
needed as well and that in the present financial activi-
ties of the Community there is a gap which must be
filled if the Community is to be of help to the weaker
economies.
Now, Mr President, I turn in conclusion to the point
which was put to me by several Members, starting
with Mr Bertrand this morning, which is that one
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should not b€ timid in using to the full the Commis-
sion's power of initiative. I can assure him that I have
no intention of being timid in defending the preroga-
tives of the Commission, or using o the full that
power of iriitiative. I have not come here to preside
over a supine Commission and I believe, with my
colleagues, that we have a great opportunity which, if
properly used, can be of immense value to Europe as a
whole. I do not however, iudge courage as presenting
ill-prepared proposals, or counting the number of
times you can knock your head against a wall, or the
number of times that you can score up defeats. I do
not believe that the Commission should compromise
before it puts forward its proposals. I certainly do not
believe that it should be afraid of the Council, but I
believe that it should always put forward proposals
which are carefully prepared, which are in accordance
with the needs of the times and which have a suffi-
cient authority, a sufficient permanent persuasiveness
about them. It will then be difficult for the Council to
turn them down. And if the Council does turn them
down, that does not iust mean that they are cast aside
into the dustbin and nobody remembers them
anymore. But because they have a continuing rele-
vance and the authority of good preparation behind
them, we can go on presenting them until, with your
support and that of European public opinion, we can
persuade the governments of Europe that it is in their
interests and the interests of Europe as a whole to
accePt them.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
10. Human rigbts
President. 
- 
The next item is a debate on the report
(Doc. 557175) by Mr Jozeau Marign6 on behalf of the
Legal Affairs Committee on the
draft joint declaration by the European Parliament, the
Council and the Commission on the protection of funda-
mental human righs.
I call Sir Derek I(alker-Smith.
Sir Derek Velker-Smith, cbairman of tbe Legal
Atlairs Connittee 
- 
deputy raPPortcur. Mr Presi-
dent, the report which I have the honour to submit on
behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee embodies a
motion for a resolution, to which is annexgd a draft
ioint declaration by the three political institutions of
the Community on the important question of funda-
mental rights. As will be seen there is no written
explanatory statement and indeed perhaps one is
hardly necessary. But I shall try to carry out my duty
as stated in the report and briefly explain orally the
background and purpose.
This is the latest chapter in the histroy of the efforts
of this Parliament to emphasize the importance of
fundamental rights in the Community, to clarify and
expand their definition and to improve and streng-
then their protection. The Legal Affairs Committee
has been actively concerned with all this work, main-
taining a close rapport with Commission and Council
and profiting also from the work of the European
Court. As long ago as April 1973 this Parliament
adopted a motion inviting the Commission to submit
a report on fundamental rights and the Commission
responded by submitting its report last year. This
report, containing a most interesting and thoughtful
expos6 of the questions of fundamental rights in the
Community, was welcomed in a motion in this Parlia-
ment last October which called for action in this field.
Included in the motion was a paragraph urging the
President of the European Parliament, in conjunction
with the Legal Affairs Committee, to take every
possible step to encourage the Council and the
Commission to adopt a solemn common declaration.
The text of this declaration has now been agreed
between the Presidents of the institutions in the form
annexed to this report and I am asking this Parlia-
ment to adopt it.
It is desirable and indeed necessary to have such a
declaration to emphasize the Community's respect for
fundamental rights and the importance attached
thereto, because, strangely perhaps, the Treaties
impose no such specific obligations. The Treaties do
not contain the equivalent of what we call entrenched
provisions for the protection of fundamental rights.
They do not specify that comprehensive protection or
those inalienable guarantees which one would expect
to find and normally does find, in the written constitu-
tions o[ national States. There is in a word a lacuna in
the treaties. Judge Pescatore of the European Court of
Justice defined it thus:
The builders of the European Communities thought too
little about the legal foundations of their edifice and paid
too little attention to the protection of the basic rights of
the individual within the new European structure. Here
therefore is a question which remains open.
So, as he there says, there is a void in our Community
law structure and the question is how best to fill it.
First we must understand, of course, the nature of the
lacuna. There is already the protection given by the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and by the
European Convention Human Rights but these
conventions deal, of course, with civic and political
rights, which are matters of extreme importance, but
we are an economic community and we need some-
thing additional besides. !7e need protection for the
economic and social rights as well, and for this aspect
of fundamental rights the Treaties, as I say, make no
specific provision.
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This then being what is required, how do we set about
the task of making the necessary provision for the
protection of these rights ? Two main methods have
suggested themselves, Mr President, and to this a third
has recently been added. Fing there is evolution by
way of case law in the European Court of Justice.
Secondly, the consideration and formulation of a code
or charter of Community rights and thirdly, a
common declaration by the three institutions
confirming respect for these fundamental rights.
Today we are concemed only with the third of these
matters. But obviously the common declaration in no
sense replaces, or is intended to replace, the rwo main
'methods, nor does it subtract one iota from their
importance. On the contrary, it is designed to support
and reinforce them.
I need not therefore say morc about the two maior
methods of approach today. I have already paid tribute
more than once, both here in this Parliament and in
the Conference of the European Court of Justice to
the work of that court, to its proper concern with
fundamental rights and'to the contribution which its
decisions are making.
But it may not be enough to have an exclusively preto-
rian approach, or as we would say in England, to rely
exclusively on iudge-made law. There is a need, as
well, for a political and legislative approach. This is
why it is necessary to consider the formulation of a
code or charter. In our debate last October, President
Ortoli said this:
This highlights the particular value of the idea, which
several speakers have discucacd, of undertaking the taslq
admittedly laborious but necessery, of codifying these
traditions and the things which we regard lrs common to
our nine Member Sates, comparing them and selecting
the best from the point of view of the protccrion of the
rights of Community citizens.
So the code or charter is something which all must
consider and many, including myself, look forward to
its uJtimate achievemeng long and laborious though
the processes of its generation may be.
So Mr President, we have in essence this position. !7e
have two maior lines of approach but both are of their
nature inevitably slow to yield results. lPhat we here
propose today is not of course in the same order of
magnitude as those thingp. It is declaratory rather than
executive. It is general rather than detailed and parti-
cular. But it is something which we can do now and it
is something to have achieved this consensus among
the three political institutions of the Community. It
will, I hope and believe, help to proclaim and rein-
force the attachment of the Community, of its
Member States and their citizens to the concept of
fundamental rights. It will, I hopc and believe, help,
in the words I have used before to give to thc C.ommu-
nity a stronger base, a wa[ner image and a mort
human face. In that hope and strong belie[ Mr Presi-
dent, I commend this ieport to th; House.
(Applaus)
President 
- 
I call Mr Bcrkhouwer to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Bcrkhouwct. 
- 
(fl Mr Presideng Mr Jozeau-
Marign6 was asked by 
-y group to speak in this
debate, which concems a question in which we all
have a particular interest. Unfortunately he has had to
retum to Paris before the debate. The cheirman of the
French Senate's legal committee has therefore asked
me to teke his place. I shall speak in Mr Jozeau-
Marign6's langgage, which has become a sccond
mother tongue for me.
Mr Presideng may I say first of all that my Foup
welcomes the joint declaration submitted to our
Assembly today for approval and will therefore votc in
favour of the motion for a resolution by which our
Parliament will adopt the declaration. Sir Derek
l7alker-Smith, chairman of our Leg"l Affuirs
Committee, has outlined the background to the decla-
ration. I should point out that the fact that we arle now
discussing this matter 
- 
which is important because
if the Community shows an interest in human righs,
its public image will be more human and less technoc-
ratic 
- 
is also undoubtedly due to the efforts of Mr
Lautenschlag€r who resigned from our Assembly a
short time ago. It was he whq in 1972, submitted to
the Assembly a motion for a resolution expresing
Parliament's concern for the protection of basic rights.
I feel that attention should also be drawn to the excel-
lent report by Mr Rivierea debated by our Asscmbly
in June 1975. This report stressed how the Court of
Justice had firmly committed itself to ensuring that
citizens of the Community Member Statcs were
protected against any Community act incompatible
with the fundamental rights recognized and
guaranteed by the constitutions of the Member States.
More recently, at last October's part-session, Parlia-
ment deliyered an opinion on the report by the
Commission of the European Communities on the
protection of fundamental rights, a report which, as
you know, was drawn up at Parliament's requesL In
adopting the resolution contained in the reporg Parlia-
ment instructed ic President to coopcrate with thc
Council and the Commission, in coniunction with thc
Legal Affairs Committe, in adopting 
- 
ar suggestd
by the Commission in its report 
- 
a declaration by
the three Community political institutions, Parliament
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the Council and the Commission, on the protection
of fundamental rights in the Community.
Mr President, I am pleased to say that the declaration
has now been drawn up. It is only on the motion for a
resolution that we are required to vote directly, and
this motion, although its recitals are couched in fairly
solemn terms, could be regarded as fairly limited in its
content, since its sole purpose is to approve the decla-
ration. However, the implications and significance of
the declaration must be clearly understood. '!7e feel
that it is both realistic and sensible from the political
point of view. Undoubtedly realistic, because no
reasonable person would regard the adoption of a
Community human rights charter as practicable at
this stage. In the recitals of the resolution we are
about to adopt, it is quite rightly pointed out that the
idea of a charter remains fully valid in the context of
the European Union, whatever form such Union may
take.
From the political point of view, it is gatifying to see
the consensus of opinion between our three institu-
tions 
- 
Parliament, the Council and the Commission
- 
on the principle and content of the declaration. It
will, in fact, be a clear and public affirmation of the
importance attached to the human being in the
Community. This should dispel the reservations 
- 
in
our view unjustified 
- 
that may have been felt in
some quarters as regards the subordination of a
Community legislature to these rules essential to any
legal community which constitutes a legal system
worthy of the name.
I can therefore assure you, Mr President, that my
group is wholeheartedly in favour of adopting the
motion for a resolution before us today.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rivierez to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Rivierez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the Assembly has
heard the comments of my rwo eminent colleagues
who have given a full account of the background to
this solemn declaration. This is an extraordinary proce-
dure that has been submitted to the Assembly. It has
been considering this question for many years now
and the Court of Justice's case law work, aimed 
- 
as
the chairman of the Legal Affairs Committee has
pointed out 
- 
at protecting the fundamental rights of
the citizens of the Community, is not the only work
that has been done in this field; the Assembly has
made an important contribution. As Mr Berkhouwer
has said, the Assembly has also dealt with the report
on this matter which I submitted in July 1976.
Of course we should really have considered drawing
up a human rights charter, but this can come at a later
stage. At the moment, the citizens of the Community
must know that they are fully protected because the
constitutions of our Member States afford maximum
safeguards for fundamental rights. The Court of
Justice bases itself on the constitution offering the
best safeguards for fundamental human rights, as is
pointed out in the declaration which the Assembly
will undoubtedly be adopting. There is also the
progressive step, indirectly considered as a Commu-
nity law, constituted by the Human Rights Conven-
tion which has been approved by all the Member
States. My group will therefore have no hesitation in
voting for the motion for a resolution before the
Assembly.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jenkins.
Mr Jenkins, President of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr Pres-
ident, I wish to make only a brief intervention on this
item despite the importance which I attach to it. Both
in my inaugural address and indeed in the programme
speech on Tuesday I emphasized the political priority
of bringing home to the citizens of Europe individu-
ally the concern of our institutions with what matters
to them. It is therefore highly satisfactory that in this
part-session you should have before you the opportu-
nity of considering a text on the protection of funda-
mental rights now agreed between those concerned
within the institutions. And I would like, if I may, to
congratulate those in this House and elsewhere who
have worked very hard indeed to bring this about.
The aim of the declaration is not pure legalism ; it is
rather to reaffirm in fairly clearly understood form the
principles of individual freedom within the law which
are at the heart of the Treaties in the Community. It
will give me pleasure to put the text to my colleagues
in the Commission and to seek, with a fair degree of
confidence, their confirmation.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
ll. Conmunitl' lau and crintinal lau
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
531176) drawn up by Mr De Keersmaeker on behalf of
the Legal Affairs Committee on the relationship
between Community law and criminal law.
I call Mr De Keersmaeker.
Mr De Kcersmaeket, rdlrlrorteilr, 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I shall confine myself to essentials. There is a
long history attached to my report: at the end of 1968
the Chairman of the Committee on Agriculture wrote
' 
OJ C 57 ot 7.3. 1977.
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to his counterpart in the Legal Affairs Committee on
this topic, which was then placed on the agenda of
the European Parliament. The immediate reason was
the lack of adequate poweni to impose sanctions and
the need to uphold the regulations embodied in
Community law, especially in the European Commu-
nities' agdcultural sector. But by doing so, he also
focussed attention on the ovefull problem of enforcing
Community law as a whole. Community legislation,
iust like any other, should undoubtedly be enforced,
and we are all convinced that this can only be
achieved by a system of sanctions, whatever this
system may be. It can be purely administrative, it can
be based on civil law, but the best system would be
one based on criminal law such as we have in all our
national legal systems. Of course we might well ask
whether, in legislation which aims primarily at regu-
lating economic life, we should allow criminal law to
intrude further. This csuld be the theme for a very
interesting debate, but I do not believe that we need
to discuss it today. !7e musq however, acknowledge
that the public authorities are becoming increasingly
active in regulating economic life. Unfortunately they
do not always do so at the right time or in the right
way, but they are doing so more and more. The
Commission does so, I would almost say, automati-
cally.
For the time being at least, the Communities' activi-
ties are principally aimed at regulating economic life
and laying down appropriate standards. It is clear,
therefore, that we need a system to give teeth to the
measures taken, and that can be done 
- 
though not
exclusively 
- 
by means of provisions similar to those
of criminal law, including the imposition of penalities.
But criminal law relates more to matters of individual
freedom and public order and, for the time being a
least, it is not within the Community's competence. It
is now, of course, entirely a matter for the jurisdiction
of the individual Member States. Some are even of the
opinion that this is not a matter for the European
Community and that it cannot and must not be
allowed to become involved here. !7e doubt that, but
it is one point of view. But certainly we must have no
illusions. For the moment, criminal law does not fall
within the competence of the European Communi-
ties, and that is likely to remain the case for the time
being. But one thing is certain : if we want to have the
Community functioning effectively and if we want to
command respect for the institutions and the way
they operate, and at the same time guarantee the
protection of the Communities' interests, and indi-
rectly those of the states and in particular, those of the
citizens, not only in order to uphold the important
principle of the need to enforce the law, but also from
the point of view of the principle of distributive
iustice, then art enforcement system is necessary. For
this we must also make use 
- 
although not exclu-
sively 
- 
of provisions pertaining to criminal law. And
our committee has investigated this. !7e have not
confined ourselves to what happens 
- 
although this
was what gave rise to the discussion initially 
- 
when
Community agricultural rules and regulations are to
be enforced.
The Legal Affairs Committee has paid particular atten-
tion to the nature and the manner of application of
the existing Treaty provisions, with a view to ascer-
taining the extent to which the Commission is
empowered to impose penalties. It confirmed, as we
all knew, that there is explicit provision for the imposi-
tion of certain sanctions. Some people say that the
existing provisions are equivalent to those of criminal
law. How they are defined does not matter in my
opinion. At all events they can be applied, and they
are clearly summarized on pages 9, l0 and ll of my
report. They have been used repeatedly in a number
of relevant judgments handed down by the Court bf
Justice.
It must" however, be pointed out that these sanctions
are restricted to specific areas and cases. The kgal
Affairs Committee would like to urge the Commis-
sion to make the Sreatest possible use of these sanc-
tions. It has done so in the past, particularly in the
competition sector, and fairly recently at that. Ve feel
that this is a real opportunity to do something.
But our committee also went into the question of
whether on the basis of the existing Treaty provisions,
in particular Articles 172 and 235, the power to
impose sanctions could be granted to the Community
on a broader and preferably on a general basis to
replace the special powers which are only valid in
specific cases. Either way we have opposed a very
liberal interpretation, since that would conflict with
our democratic tradition and the legal tradition in all
the Member States, which do not apply their legal
provisions, and certainly not those relating to criminal
law, in an oppressive manner. On the basis of Article
235 of the Treaty fines can be imposed on legal
persons in the European Community, but application
of this provision is restricted in the Article itself, since
it is laid down that this can only be done if it should
prove necessary to attain one of the objectives of the
European Community 
- 
that is self-evident 
- 
and
then only in cases where there is no other possibility
of enforcing the law and imposing penalties under
other Community provisions. Our committee came to
the conclusion, therefore, that to enforce Community
law, we must for the time being still revert principally
to national provisions of criminal and other law. This
is a simple statement of fact.
To do this, we must appeal to the goodwill of the
Member States. I7e must appeal to the Member States
to cooperate. But we all know: formidable problems
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arise. Criminal law differs from one Member State to
another, in particular with regard to the observance of
Community law, its content and the method of its
application in each country. There is a risk, therefore,
that national legal provisions which vary in terms of
content and procedure, could be interpreted and
applied differently in different Member States,
although they refer to one and the same action which
is punishable at law. A further danger is that the legal
concept oI ne bis in idem could be eroded and that
certain legal persons could be punished twice for the
same offence. And there is a risk that competition
could be seriously distorted by the discrepancies in
the criminal law provisions of the various Member
States of the European Community.
The Commission is making praiseworthy attempts to
improve the situation somewhat. Moreover, on the
basis of Article 239 of the Treaty it has submitted two
proposals to fill the gaps caused by the differences in
legislation in the individual Member States. These
proposals refer to liability under criminal law and the
protection of Community officials, and to joint provi-
sions to prevent breaches of Community law. The
Legal Affairs Committee, however, is of the opinion
that more must be done to increase harmonization by
applying Article 100 of the Treaty. Article 100 admits
such harmonization.
Moreover, we must note with satisfaction that the
Commission has already taken measures to harmonize
provisions to counteract illegal immigration and
illegal employment. In paragraph l0 of the motion for
a resolution 
- 
and this is one of t'he important points
- 
we invite the Commission to continue along these
lines and to undertake studies in cooperation with the
Member States with a view to successfully harmon-
izing the various criminal law provisions in the indi-
vidual Member States.
Mr President, honourable Members, I would ask you
to adopt my report and the motion for a resolution,
which not only sets out the difficulties but also
contains some suggestions which I believe offer an
opportunity of making significant progress in setting
up structures and methods to improve the operation
of Community law. I7e hope that the Commission
will use to their utmost all existing possibilities, espec-
ially those contained in Article 100 of the Treaty.
Finally, I personally hope that the direct elections to
the European Parliament will in due coune lead to a
new system of legislation and a better democratic
basis for the general legal powen of our European
Community.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Broeksz to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Broeksz, 
- 
(NL) Mr President, honourable
Members, if we regard this report as extremely impor-
tant, it is not because Parliament has taken the initia-
tive in placing the item on the agenda, nor because it
proposes straightforward solutions, but simply and
solely because it deals with this vital question of the
Community's power to act against breaches of the
provisions of Community law and its power to impose
sanctions if it discovers that Community funds are
being fraudulently utilized. The Committee on Agri-
culture once considered the question of what could be
done about the fraudulent utilization of agricultural
funds in the Community, under existing Communiry
measures. .The answer was naturally disappointing.
This happened some yeam ago, so this report has a
long history attached to it. Mr De Keersmaeker was
appointed rapporteur, and apart from fraud, the impo-
sition of sanctions and their equivalents to ensure the
observance of Community legislation as a whole was
discussed.
Fortunately, as this report was being drawn up some
relevant developments occurred which this report
therefore took into account. Mr De Keersmaeker has
already referred to them. Naturally, the report recog-
nizes that from a political angle criminal law in
general is an extremely delicate matter in all the
national states and that, for the time being, it should
remain within the competence of the national authori-
ties. However, we do now require some means of
ensuring better observance of Community legislation.
If we take as our starting point that for the time being
criminal law should remain within national jurisdic-
tion, it becomes all the more necessary for us to make
every effort to see that Community law is applied in
an appropriate and uniform manner. It must be
admitted that because of the need for uniform applica-
tion, harmonization of national legislations will be
necessary in some cases.
However, experience at national level has shown that
appropriate observance of the law is always dependent
on a proper use of sanctions against those who break
it. There is no doubt that this is also true of Commu-
nity legislation. I7e should be strongly in favour of
this, all the more so because the great disadvantage of
national criminal law in this matter is that there are
considerable differences between the Member States
of the Community, both in terms of content and appli-
cation. There is the danger that not only may a
specific action be regarded as a punishable offence in
one Member State and not in another, but also that
the same offence may be punishable by a term of
imprisonment in one country and simply by a fine in
the other. It is unnecessary to say how regrettable this
situation is.
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Now there are Treaty provisions and implementing
regulations which give the Community the power to
impose sanctions similar to those in criminal law, but
only in a very restricted field, for example in the
important area of the law on competition. However,
the Community has no general power to impose
penalties although there are various Treaty provisions
which could be interpreted liberally enough to serve
as a basis for the introduction of criminal law sanc-
tions. The sanctions imposed by the Commission are
indeed not laid down by a democratically elected legis-
lative body nor are they applied by a judicial body.
However, any action undertaken by the Commission
can at any time be challenged before the Court of
Justice in Luxembourg. At the present stage of the
Community's development, therefore, of all the
Community institutions, the Commission has the
widest powers for monitoring observance of the Trea-
ties. Although they are far from adequate, the Commis-
sion must be given the greatest encouraSement to use
these powers to the utmost. I hope that the Commis-
sion is aware of this need. But it is no less urgent that
the Member States themselves, pursuant to Article 5
of the Treaty which I quote : 'take all appropriate
measures, whether general or particular, to ensure
fulfilment of the obligations arising out of this Treaty
or resulting from action taken by the institutions of
the Community'. So says Article 5. !7hat is more, in
the first place the Member States now have at their
disposal adequate means of ensuring observance of
Community law, and in our opinion they are obliged
to apply this, but we must certainly ask whether this
actually happens. The answer is frequently disap-
pointing.
The fact that we are here discussing an own-initiative
report may mean that we do not learn the commis-
sion's opinion. Should we do so, we would welcome it,
but at all events we can discuss the motion for a reso-
lution and either agree with it or not.
It is quite superfluous to emphasize the need for what
is requested in this motion for a resolution. Our group
fully agrees with it, and wishes to give its fullest
suppoft to what Mr De Keersmaeker has iust said. We
also thank him for the considerable work he has put
into his report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Berkhouwer to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) Mt Chairman, since I am
standing in for Mr Jozeau-Marign6, who had prepared
a short French speech, I shall, with your permission,
make my comments in French.
(Speaher continues in Frcncb)
The report that Mr De Keersmaeker has iust intro-
duced deals with a matter whose importance has
already been stressed by previous speakers.
On behalf of the Liberal Group, I should like to thank
the Legal Affairs Committee and its rapporteur for the
quality of their work, to which the motion for a resolu-
tion on which we shall be voting shortly is the provi-
sional conclusion.
The need for effective and appropriate sanctions
against breaches of Community law raises a whole
series of complex, delicate and difficult questions
which have been fully covered in the explanatory state-
ment. I7ithout underestimating the more specifically
political aspect of these problems, I think that the
actual subject of our debate is primarily of a legal
nature. The rappofteur makes this clear when he says
that criminal law is an area that vitally affects the
liberty of the citizen and the order and security of the
State and when he stresses the complexity of matters
relating to the principle of territoriality in criminal
law.
I hope Mr De Keersmaeker will allow me to say
briefly how interesting our group found his report.
Indeed, it seems to me to give an accurate account of
the difficulties I mentioned and is remarkable for its
clarity, its common-sense approach and its open-
mindedness.
All our colleagues, on reading the reporg must have
been enlightened on an aspect of Community law
whose importance is universally recognized but which
it is difficult to explain clearly. Mr De Keersmaeker
has achieved this, and as a lawyer I appreciate and
welcome his analysis. Common sense is an essential
quality both for politicians and for legislators, particu-
larly where criminal law is concerned. Mr De Keers-
maeker's report shows ample evidence of this quality.
Taking full account of the need for both the content
and the aims of the legal instruments used to be inte-
grated into the Community legal system, the rappor-
teur provides a detailed analysis, in the explanatory
statement, of the provisions of the Treaties which can
be used as a basis for such action. However, he
thought it advisable to recommend that Parliament
should ask the Commission to consider applying
Article 100 of the EEC Treaty, although he rightly
refrains from in any way prejudicing the asssessment
of the tso protocols mentioned in paragaph 7 of the
motion for a resolution.
I should also like to say, in passing, that we agree that
economic offences can also be penalized partly
through administrative sanctions.
This is important. Certainly the rapporteur was quite
right in not mentioning thii aspect of the mattgr in
the motion for a resolution contained in the repo4
which deals not with the penalizing of breaches of
Community law but more specifically with the rela-
tionship between Community law and criminal law.
The Community institutions should certainly givc
their attention to the question of administrative senc-
tions and the need to consider harmonization, and the
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extent to which each Member State should apply sanc-
tions of this kind or strictly penal sanctions.
The report under consideration and the motion for a
resolution on which we are to vote today open the
way to further and more detailed study of the ques.-
tions on which, in approving the resolution submitted
to us, we shall be making a firm and definite stand.
Thus, Mr President, on behalf of my group, I should
like to say that I am unreservedly in favour of
adopting this report and to thank Mr De Keersmaeker
once again for presenting it.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Dovignon, l|lenbtr of tbt Comnission. 
- 
(NL)
Mr Chairman, first may I thank Mr De Keersmaeker
on behalf of the Commission for his detailed and pain-
staking report. I have read it through carefully. He has
raised some pertinent questions and suggested appro-
priate answers. I am fully in agreement with his
conclusions. The report contains the following
sentence :
"The relationship between Community-law and criminal
law is, it may be concluded, a somewhat uneasy one
which poses many problems to which there are no
simple solutions.'
(Speahcr co,ttiililes in French)
This is indeed the conclusion that one reaches after
reading the report. On behalf of the Commission, I
should like to thank Parliament and its Legal Affairs
Committee for the initiative the latter has taken; it
has raised a fundamental question which can no
longer be disregarded. It may be true that criminal law
occupies the position in the Treaties that Mr De
Keersmaeker has indicated, but nevertheless we
cannot remain indifferent to certain practical
problems for which both Parliament and the Commis-
sion are responsible. !7e cannot condone fraud by not
taking any action, and it is true that when the scope
of a pehal code is confined to a particular national
territory it 
.is difficult, to penalize offences committed
by someone in a Member State other than his own.
Furthermore, it is not always easy to take legal action
against the fraudulent use of Community funds,
because in the legislations of some Member States the
factors constituting an offence are not sufficiently
clearly defined, and as Mr Broeksz has pointed out
there are certainly differences between the sanctions
which make them difficult to apply; the disparity
between the various kinds of sanctiops; is a contant
source of difficulty.
However, we believe that compliance with Commu-
nity law is part of the Community's legal system. !7e
must therefore give this matter our attention, and, as
you know, the Commission has proposed amend-
ments to the Treaty and to regulations to the Council
for the purpose of elimin"ting breaches of Commu-
nity law. Mr Broeksz asked whether the Commission
had defined its position on the problem as a whole
and hence on its more practical aspect, as embodied
in the resolution. I would point out to him, bearing
out what Mr Jenkins said earlier today and on
Tuesday, that the Commission is trying to reduce to e
minimum the questions on vhich it has not defined
its position. !fle have done so in this particular case
and have formed an opinion on the resolution
submitted to you. Generally speaking we welcome it
and we believe that the inviation addressed to the
Commission and the Member Sates is. both necessery
and useful. I do not think I need to aomment on the
first three paragraphs which explain the nature of the
problem. In paragraph d we note that we must make
full use of powers conferred on us, in the light of
circumstances and in the most appropriate manner.
I7e are gratified to see rhat the resolution submitted
to Parliament also calls upon the Member States to
ensure that breaches of Community law are the
subiect of sanctions under their national legislations,
although it is admitted that this will not solve all the
problems involved.
!fle also note that paragraph 6 takes up the point
raised in paragraph 5 and strcsses thc difficulties
involved in the continued existence of national lqpl
systems. Ifle have decided to give further considera-
tion to the protocols submitted to the Council in
coniunction with the appropriate parliamenary
committee. !7e also agree that it would be desirable to
study the laws of the Member States on the criminal
liability of legal persons and we shall undertake this as
soon as possible. Ve shall give instructions to this
effect and shall, of course, take the opportunity of
exchanging views on this question with your
committee. !7e have no hesitation in agreeing with
paragraph 10, which invites us to consider the use of
Article 100. !7e shall give this matter our attention.
However, if we want to be practical, we should, in
doing so, take account of the results of our discussions
with the Council on the protocols we have submitted
and the discussion with the Commission on th€ result
of the enquiry we have been asked to conduct. There
is, on our side, no problem as regards the application
of Article 100.
Like the previous speakers I should like to conclude
by thanking the committee and its rapporteur for the
suggestions put to us, with which, as I have indicated,
we fully concur.
(Apltlansc)
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. t
12. Comntunity Sbipping industry
President. 
- 
The next item is the interim report(Doc. 479176) by Mr Prescott, on behalf of the
' 
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Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
the Community shipping industry.
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prcscott, rap\ortcar. 
- 
Mr President, it is a very
important industry that my committee has chosen to
report on today. The rePort on the shipping industry
appertains to the resolution we have before us put by
Mr Bangemann, and I want to try and bring to the
attention of the House in my oral Presentation' as I
have attempted to do in the report itself, the inter-rela-
tionships between a number of very important indus-
tries in Europe and the consequential effect on the
shipping, ship-building and trade policy of the
Community.
I certainly is a most complex industry, with many
consequential effects on various asPects of industrial
development. A lot of the detailed matter I shall have
to leave for the report and for those interested to
follow it up. I shall therefore in the limited time I
have available attempt to draw out the main problems
as I have seen them, and as the committee has agreed
to present them through this report to this House.
The report attempts to indicate the imPortance of the
shipping industry to the Community. Clearly,90o/o
of the extemal trade of the Community is by sea,
while 25 o/o of our internal trade is carried by sea or
by inland waterways. Shipping makes a considerable
contribution to the balance of payments of the
Community and as an investment industry it was
responsible for 3 300m ua. in investments in the year
1973. lt employs over 310 000 people. Therefore,
clearly, it is a very important industry to the Commu-
'nity, particularly, to the thipbuilding industry because
- 
an almost trite point 
- 
shipbuilding depends
upon the orders it receives from the shipping
industry. ln 1973, a good year for shipbuilding in that
sense, the Community shipping industry provided
65 o/o' of the orders in our ship-building yards in
Europe. But the problems have increased' There has
been first of all a decline in the share of shipping
accounted for by Community nations.ln 1959, 40 olo
of world shipping was in the Community nations'
hands. By 1975, their share had fallen to 25 %. This
still represents a tremendous growth in tonnage and a
tremendous growth in world trade itself ; at the same
time, it means a proportional decrease in the share of
world shipping.
A number of problems have come together at the
same time. Ve have witnessed the collapse of the
tanker market after the boom of massive super-
tankers ; the reduction in' the demand for oil,
primarily because of the increases in prices, has had a
consequential effect on the demand for tankers,and
the world now faces a surplus of tankers equal to 35
million tonnes or l5 7o of world market demand. The
interesting thing about that from a Community point
of view is that the solutions which are now being
canvassed to deal with the surplus capacity on the
tanker market are those wereby the maior producers
and users of the tankers wish to come together, buy
out the surplus and therefore regulate the market, but
clearly introduce a monopolization of a very impor-
tant part of transport. Clearly that would be against
the principles.of the Treaty, and something that we in
the Community would have to look at very closely.
The second important problem in the shipping
sphere is the flag of convenience, whereby lots of ship-
owners in the industrialized world, anxious to get
further profits and avoid their obligation to pay tax,
employ cheap labour at scandalous wages on what
some unions have called 'slaves-ships', picking up
crews wherever abundant supplies of cheap labour are
available. This has led to loses by flagp-of-convenience
countries, who have no maritime heritage, of up to
four and five times the tonnage and the number of
seamen's lives lost by the traditional maritime coun-
tries. And, of course, there is also the problem of trans-
ferring of flags on ships from European fleee.
The third problem is the development of the
Comecon fleets, which, for a number of reasons, have
seen a 400 7o expansion over the last 15 years. They
present problems in that they arrive at economic costs
far different from those of the capitalist ship-owner,
since insurance is a maior part of the operating costs
of a 'Western ship but not of a State-owned ship,
which is therefore in a very different position from
the point of view of competition. The interests of the
Comecon countries have been mentioned in the
debates today. They are in debt to the extent of $
12000 million to the l7estern countries. They are
desperate for Ifestem culrency, and because of that
trade imbalance they find it easy to build ships and to
take the trade away from the traditional, in particular
European, shipping owners.
As for these, we can witness problems in the internal
transport policy of the Community. The wages in
some countries, such as Great Britain, are half the
average for the other European seafarers. Yet the
freight rates 
- 
whether for a French, British or
German item of cargo 
- 
are the same. This means
that the British ship-owner makes considerably more
out of the aSreement on prices by keeping wages low.
That clearly is not a very acceptable situation and is a
matter for us to look into. I catalogue in the report the
social legislation measures agreed between all our
countries in the ILO. Many of them have not been
implemented by Member States of this Community.
There is a lack of development in the integration of
transport policy. Just as an aside to the Commis-
sioner, I would say that while the Socialist Group was
meeting in Dublin it received lrish and British
seamen who were concerned about the ferries running
between Fishguard and !(aterford: they had begun to
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see the unfair competition that they faced and the
possible closing down of these ferry-routes, with self-
evident effects on the poorer areas of both \U(ales and
Ireland.
I hope the Commissioner can say one or two words
tonight on how he views the integrated part of the
transport connections between Member States of the
Community 
- 
in this case, particularly Ireland and
Great Britain. I hope I can give him a report after this
meeting, and we can arrange a meeting to discuss this
in greater detail.
The third feature of the interdependence which I have
sought to develop in my report is that, if one wants to
do anything about the shipping industry, one cannot
do so without an integrated policy for the ship-
building industry, which at present is in a state of
crisis. But equally so, there is another part of that
policy which is iust as important, and that is trade
policy. That is probably best seen in the fact that all
the nations of Europe and the Community are signato-
ries to the UNCTAD liner conference agreement, in
which we agreed to help the Third \U7orld to increase
their share of shipping: the United Nations agreed
this increase in their share from 7 o/o ol world ship-
ping to l0% by 1980. But that share has not
increased one iota, because the traditional ship-ow-
neni, particularly in Europa, are resisting it. And I
quite understand that they should want to resist it
from their own point of view.
Bdt the political reality for Europe is that, if we
believe in the Third \florld, if we sign convenrions
and undertake obligations and then openly ignore
these obligations for sharing maritime trade between
the rich world and the underdeveloped world, we shall
reap the whirlwind of their resentment.
I have mentioned in the report that it is possible for
the Community to take an initiative in foreign policy
and to have this conference reconvened in order to
reconsider the whole policy of shipping distribution.
Because, politically, a convention requires a certain
number of countries and a certain tonnage of ship-
ping to become operable. The nine nations of Europe,
taken together, and the tonnage owned by these
nations provide the number and the amount which
are required to make that convention operable.
Therefore the Third \florld may well say to us thar the
reason why this convention is not being carried
through is that Europe, whilst signing it, cynically
refuses to observe it. This is a point which the Presi-
dent of the Commission was at pains to make clear to
us in an excellent speech today, much of which I
disagreed with, but, was a very good speech which ;
and if we do not give that point due recognition we
shall in fact face serious difficulties, particularly if
those Third !7orld countries begin to say. '!7e will
put our cargo into our ships. I7e will get ships from
flag-of-convenience countries, or hire ships.' They will
undermine the whole structure of world trade by the
trade war that will take place in shipping, and there-
fore undermine the whole development of the indus-
trial world. This, indeed, the President expressed in
his speech when he said that the desire to have
demand in our economies without inflation could
possibly be achieved by helping the Third !7orld to
develop their economies and thenceforth give demand
to our own economies without the proportion of infla-
tion normally associated with it.
It is an interesting idea. It is almost a colonialist idea.
But it is one which, while worthy of consideration,
would be undermined if we lost the goodwill of the
Third World. So, therefore, one of the important
points in our report is to emphasize the interdepen-
dence of these various sectors.
The final section of my report concerns that sector
which is undergoing a major crisis at the present time
- 
that of the shipbuilding industry. For example, the
share of shipbuilding enioyed by Europe has fallen
from 5l o/o in 1960 to 22o/o in 1975. But the opposite
has happened in Japan where it has increased from
22o/o over the same period to 5l %. This industry is
very important, providing work for over a million of
our people in addition to the 400 000 directly
employed in the industry itself. It is also often located
in underdeveloped areas with considerable unemploy-
ment problems. We cannot allow it to be said that
market forces have now decided that Europe will no
longer build ships and that we will now leave it to
those who are the most specialized, namely the Japa-
nese.
I have tried to itemize in my report the reasons why
they have enjoyed that advantage. It is not an argu-
ment to say that the British yards are less efficient
than others, through clearly there is some truth in
that. But the Swedes and the Norwegians with equafly
as efficient yards as the Japanese are facing exactly the
same problems today from the threat that comes from
Japan. !fle have seen a collapse because of the fall in
demand for shipping in the world market itself 
- 
35
million tonnes in 1975, reducing on an estimated
average for each of the next four years to between l0
and 13 million tonnes.
Japan is producing ships 45 Yo cheaper and it is still
managing to get over 50 % of the world market,
Indeed 70 o/o ol European orders in November went
to Japan. l/estern Europe itself will thus have 2.5
million tonnes of shipping instead of 8.5 million in
1975, a cut to a quarter, with social and economic
consequences in all our countries. A discussion is at
present going on 
- 
and I have a report on it here 
-in which Commissioner Davignon took part and in
which we have been pleading with the Japanese. A
number of ideas have .been put forward. In Britain
there is talk of making up the difference between the
price quoted by the Japanese and the price if you
bought it in a European yard. That is almost like a
f l0 million subsidy on a f30 million ship. At a time
when we are cutting back on hospitals, schools, social
expenditure, that is a cr, all way which we cannot
contemplate or endorse.
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Another idea is in the OECD report quoted in Thc
Times *yng that Japan offered today to increase the
price of its ships as a part of a three-tier deal. It would
be a good basis for discussion, it said, and in that
discussion apparently it was said there could be an
increase in selling prices to prevent an increase in the
volume of sales, but a complementary effort must be
made by Europe along the same lines. I hope the
Commissioner can tell us more of what he indicated
in agreement with the Japanese.
But can i put a philosophical point to this House to
bear in mind ? The point is this. The argument is that
the European shipowner buys abroad because it is
chapest, leaving us with all these problems. But even
if the Japanese do put up their prices, what is to
prevent the shipowners from buyrng in Brazil or
South Korea where the prices are below Japanese
prices ? Frankly, the problem will not be solved unless
the South Korevans and the Brazilians all agree to
increase their prices. This is preposterous. Vould it
not be easier to adopt the idea ia my report, the idea
of a Community preference under which our shipow-
ners will .have to order so many of their ships in our
yards ? In Britain alone in the last four years, between
1970, and 1974,we Save the British shipping industry
a 1430 million subsidy and they tell us they must buy
in the cheapest yards abroad. Frankly. I think that is a
crazy sort of policy. If the shipownes want help from
us to resist the Comecon advance and the under-
mining of shipping in the world iself, why should we
not say to them that if they need government supfrcG
then clearly we need their orders for ships to be built
in our yards. Surely we can expect that response.
My report is an interim repon. It is stated in the
motion for a resolution that we went !o see Parliament
take the initiative in calling on the Commission to
convene a conference to look at all the problems assoc-
iated with this industry. So Parliament, instead of
begging for ideas from the Commission, as if it is the
sole depository of good ideas, instead ot asking tbcm
for plans, let this Parliament find out what the nitty-
gritty of problems in the industrial sector is. I hope
this will be the first step owands convening such a
conference and the Parliament involving itself in a
problem which is causing an immediate crisis in
Europe at the present time.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr van der Gun to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr van der Gun. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenf I am
speaking on behalf of the Christian-Democratic
Group and I can be comparatively brief, not because
the problem on the agenda does not justify a more
detailed discussion but because our rapporteur has
given us an extremely competent piece of worh a
thorough analysis of the problems with which Europe
is confronted at the moment in a sector where employ-
ment opportunities are of vital significance. He
includes a number of figures which clearly show the
enonnous importance which the development of the
shipping industry has for Europe. Unfortunately out
development is regressive. Just as in a number ol
other sectors, the Member State govemmcnts are,
unfortunately, adopting individual measules in this
sector to save their national industries as far as
possible. In the Netherlands we too can talk about
this, but we are in full agreement with the rapporteut
that this matter must be ackled at Europeon lwel.
There is little to add to the picture which Mr Prescott
sketched of the problems and developments. It is not
an entirely new problem. Development as a whole oI
the use of cheap flag;s of convenience has led to large
scele sochl conflicts. Ve have experienced this over
the years. And that development continues apace. At
present we are faced with an enonnous surplus
capacity in Europe. For this reeson we agree entirely
with the urgent request made by the rapporteur; that
the Commission tackle'this problem at once. Ship-
building is at issue here, but there are other sectors
such as textiles where developments are aking place
which ultimately need to be tackled at European level.
Ve must agree that the structural policy in general 
-and this is really what it is all about in practice 
- 
has
scarcely made any progress in Europe yet. For this
reason we support the urgent request made by the
rapporteur that the Commission at long last devote
adequate attention to this problem. Ve are, indeed,
generally in full agreement with the motion for a reso-
lution. There are just a couple of points on which I
should like to comment.
Mr Prescott suSgests convening a conference. I am not
entirely clear what he means by this. After all, an
OECD report shows that the OECD has already
discussed this matter. I also thought that the Commu-
nity had already contacted Japan. And so I wonder
what kind of conference he really has in mind. It
could be that the rapporteur feels that the Member
States consult each other individually within other
bodies but that at this conference the Member States
must purrue a single policy so that they limit to some
extent their competition with each other for a time.
But as thingp stand at the moment, we wonder what
kind of conference this should in fact be.
In point 3 (d), the harmonization of working condi-
tions is mentioned as a partial means of restricting
competition between the Member States as far as
possible. In itself, this is obviously very good, but in
practice, this problem clearly arises not only in the
shipbuilding industry. It remains a significant factor
in a great many other sectors. So although harmoniza-
tion in itself is recommendable, practical experience
leads me to believe that we should not expect too
much from the Commission as regards the harmoniza-
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liol of working conditions in the shipbuildingindustry. If harmonization were possible, then thii
would principally affect the secondary level. But as for
t-hipy.ta wages, which of course are very important in
this context, we must put a question mark against the
lequest, although we support it in principle. Apartfrom this we are in full agreement with the motion
for a resolution. I should like to finish by thanking Mr
Prescott very much for the pioneering work hJ has
accomplished. I believe that he has provided a basis
on which the Commission can build, and we gladly
endorse Mr Prescott's hope that the Commission will
turn its attention to this matter.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Bengemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, first of all I
wish to thank the rapporteur for his report which is
inspired by the same motives that prompted my
group, about eyeet ago, to table a motion for a resolu-
tion recommending the Commission to pay particular
attention to this sector of industrial policy. And I
think Mr Prescott was absolutely right when he said
that the Commission must realize that the subject of
this debate is an important area of the industrial
policy which is still in its infancy, and that it is there-
fore essential 
- 
as in the aircraft industry, where we
are taking the first hesitant steps 
- 
for the Commis-
sion to realize that we should frame such a policy
according to our own ideas, but should consult all
those concerned by the matter. I therefore approve of
Mr Prescott's idea that we should take the initiative
and convene a conference. I7hether this is an actual
conference or a heraring of experts, or whether it is
organized in some other form, such as a tripartite
conference, which has also produced worthwhile
results, is only a minor point. The important thing is
that this industrial poliry should be framed in
conjunction with those concerned and 
- 
I say this
most emphatically 
- 
with the participation of Parlia-
ment, since it is much more fruitful for us to assist in
the formulation of such a policy than to merely
discuss the Commission's proposals after they have
been drawn up and are submitted to us. I think this is
an excellent idea and I strongly support it on behalf
of my group.
lUTe also naturally support the idea 
- 
we pointed. this
out in our motion for a resolution 
- 
that the ship-
ping and shipbuilding sectors are indissociably linked.
It is natural that the ship repairing industry should be
explicitly mentioned here since we are also in certain
circumstances concerned with shipyards which
specialize almost exclusively in ship repairing and
have quite different problems from yards whichbuild
new ships.
On close examination of the matter we discover that
there are two main sets of problems. Firstly, there are
the problems within the Community which can be
solved by the Community itself and, secondly, there
are the problems which can be solved only by agree-
ments with countries outside the Community. The
range of problems we can solve ourselves is not incon-
siderable. I7e can for example 
- 
and here I do not
entirely agree with the Member who spoke on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group 
- 
most certainly
do something to harmonize working conditions. Only
recently we adopted a directive on the harmonization
of working conditions in inland navigation. !7hat is
there to prevent us from doing the same in the ship-
ping and shipbuilding sectors ? It is exactly the same
thing, except that the former concems navigation on
canals and riven while the latter concerns navigation
in the North Sea or the Atlantic Ocean.
Perhaps shipping in the North Sea or the Atlantic is
somewhat more complicated than navigation on
rivers, but that is a matter of opinion and experience
and no doubt skippers themselves argue about it.
Such things, then, can, I think, be harmonized. I am
also convinced, Mr President, that we must in any case
harmonize the terms of competition. It is totally unac-
ceptable that there should be, for example, varying tax
regulations for ship-building, that certain Community
countries authorize depreciation allowances far in
excess of those granted in other Community countries
with the result that shipping companies can write off
up to 90 7o of the cost of new ships in the first two or
three years. Clearly these countries are in this way
granting their ship-owners and shipping companies
substantial advantages from the point of view of
competition.
The Community's industrial policy must therefore
seek to harmonize the terms of competition in this
sector. This is something we can achieve ourselves,
without seeking anyone's advice or trying to prise
agreement from other countries at international confer-
ences.
In dealing with these intemal aspects of the problem
we are naturally confronted by the question of how to
help the European shipbuilding indusrry and Mr Pres-
cott has proposed that this should be done by means
of a system of Community preference.
My group has certain reservations on this point, Mr
President. Vhen discussing other subjects we repeat-
edly assert how important it is to encourage free trade
and avoid setting up barriers to trade. Today, in the
debate on the statement of the President of the
Commission several speakers pointed out that
attempts to create a national preference by slogans
such as Bu1 Britisb and .illade in Germany were
against everyone's interests. I7e all know from our
experience in this Community that it is in the inter-
ests of us all to refrain from introducing such prefer-
ences and to permit, wherever possible, the free move-
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ment of goods. This system of Community preference
is therefore extremely dangerous if allowed to operate
without restriction. It would make us unpopular with
our trading partners. How can you explain, Mr Pres-
cott, to a country with which we wish to trade, if
possible without restrictions, that they should not set
up any barriers to restgict this trade when we
ourselves, in such an important industry as ship-
building, introduce preferences which amount to
barriers to trade for other countries.
The positive aspect of this idea is this : suppose I
grant a direct subsidy to a shipping company, in the
form of interest subsidies or other public gants. I can
then of course require that this ship-owner should not
buy a cheap ship with this money from Japan or
Korea. I can say to him : if you want concessions from
the Community, interest subsidies, credit, credit
guarantees or whatwer, you must have your ship built
in a Community shipyard. That is only right and
proper. On the other hand it would be extremely
dangerous to introduce an unrestricted system of
Community preference and compel every shipping
compiny to have a certain percentaSe of its tonnage
built in the Community. I think this would be very
dangerous in various respects.
Tuming now to the question of dumping, I think the
problem of Comecon and the problem of flagp of
convenience should be considered together since they
are basically one and the same thing.
Conditions of competition are being created which
would not exist in a free market since they are
possible only as a result of State influence.
At this point I would make one small criticism, if the
rapporteur will atlori, me, of a comment he made in
his explanatory statement but which is not contained
in the resolution. Mr Prescott wondered why we in the
Liberal Group set such store by the continued exist-
ehce of shipping companies and fleets run on a
private basis. He says that it is quite obvious that there
is no freedom of competition in sea transport there
are sea transport conferences, there is State influence
and so on. That is perfectly true. However, no-one in
this House is saying, Mr Prescott, that the ideal of free
competition, as an economist might understand it,
exists in reality. Naturally, as soon as terms of trade
are agreed at shipping conferences there is no ques-
tion of the basic function of free competition, i.e.
price formation, being able to operate. But this is true
of the whole transport industry. Ve see it in the LATA
agreements and we see it in the fixed taxi fares
approved by municipal authorities. In other words, Mr
President, there is a substantial degee of control and
price-fixing in the transport sector but this by no
means constitutes a threat to the private basis on
which such a shipping company is run since it is
quite possible to operate a successful private business
despite these fixed conditions.
And the fact that there are flags of convenience, Mr
Prescotl and that Comecon countries are able to take
trade away from us by offering better terms is due to
the fact that State influence is so strong in those coun-
tries; without State influence those shipping
companies could not maintain dumping prices in the
long term. How could a Comecon fleet operating on a
private basis maintain dumping prices in the long
term ? It could not. It could only do so thanks to
unauthorized State influence. In other words a distinc-
tion must be made between the outline conditions
which a State may lay down in order to exercise
control oyer private business and those conditions
which are not authorized and always arise in sectors
where industry is State-controlled. This is a distinction
which, in my view, you have not made clearly enough,
Mr Prescott.
Tuming now to the substance of the problem, I am of
the opinion, Mr Presideng that we should take the
most vigorous measures at our disposal to deal with
dumping by Comecon and the flag;s of convenience. I
have absolutely no obiection to a member country
stopping a ship which is, say, undermanned, when it
enters a Community harbour. And why not ? These
undermanned ships are a danger to shipping and we
have recently heard certain horror stories about these
ships which put the worst exploits of piracy in the
shade. The pirates of 250 or 300 yean ago were para-
gons of virtue compared to the ship-owners who allow
their people to sail under flags of convenience in
totally unsatisfactory working conditions and without
proper training, with the result that their ships wander
about the seas like ghost ships. Anyone who has ever
sailed will confirm that the greatest danger is not
stoffns, not even for a sailing boat which tacks its way
through them, but these ghosts ships in which there is
no-one on the bridge; every half an hour somebody
comes up, half drunk, looks at the radar set and sees
that there is nothing for the next twenty miles ahead
and goes below, leaving the ship under automatic
control. Mr Presidenq this is a crime and offenden
must be suitably punished. Since we have no way of
punishing them on the high seas we must do so 
-and with the utmost severity 
- 
when these ships
enter our harbours.
Finally I should like to comment briefly on the fact
that Mr Prescott called his report an interim report
and that he called on the Commission to take further
action in this sea. I support this most vigorously.
I7e have before us an outstanding example of the fact
that this Community can develop an industrial policy
reconciling both the needs and interests of private
business on the one hand and the public interest on
the other. The old argument 
- 
which sometimes
gives rise to particularly heated debate between Social-
ists and Liberals 
- 
between private business and state
influence is no longer relevant, since we now have a
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mixed industry, a mixed economy. We have State
influence not only in legal outline conditions but in
the form of subsidies, financial and fiscal regulations
and other legal dispositions. On the other hand,
however, the ultimate decision remains with the
private entrepreneur who wants to maintain and
pursue his own business in these conditions.
Mr Prescott" that is a compromise between the many
ideas produced by Socialism and the many good ideas
produced by Liberalism and this compromise is in my
view more viable than burdening the State with all the
responsibility or, on the other hand, expecting private
business to do everything. This is a compromise the
Commission should seek to achieve. If it does so,
while involving the participation of those concerned
and the European Parliament, we shall have brought
off a substantial political achievement and shall have
given proof of the strength of the Community. These
are indeed problems which cannot be solved on a
national basis. It is a job for the Community and on
behalf of my group I suggest that we get to work as
soon as possible.
Our resolution was perhaps a sort of stimulus. The
report drawn up by Mr Prescott is a very valuable
piece of work. And I say that, Mr Prescott, without the
least hint of flattery. As you know, our opinions often
differed, but I hope you can accept this praise from a
Liberal without fearing that it will do damage to you
in your constituency.
(Altltlansc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Normenton. 
- 
Mr President, for some years this
House has been pressing the Commission to make
real progress towards the formulation of a common
industrial policy for the Community as a whole.
Frankly, those appeals have fallen literally on deaf
ears. Such policy thoughts as have been prepared have
been at best superficial and, at worst, frequently irrele-
vant. None of them has been successful in my
opinion in promoting what is crucial to the lives of
our people the length and breath of the Community,
and that is a greater industrial efficiency and a compet-
itive capability in world trade. To my mind such
failure has been inevitable, and the reason for it in my
opinion is crystal clear. It is that we as politicans at
either national parliamentary level or at this European
Parliament level, simply cannot make up our minds
on the type of economic and industrial environment
we want to create. our Member state govemments
have tinkered with the problems 
- 
not resolved
them. They have applied temporary measures to long-
term problems. I7e have dealt piecemeal with diffi-
culties, and invariably been more motivated by short-
term electoral advantage than long-term indusrial
profitability. And to some I would, perhaps sharply,
say: we have pontificated and legislated for the better
management of business when there are some of us
who literally couldn't manage a whelk stall. So is it
surprising therefore that the world of business and
industry looks with jaundiced eyes at governments
and political parties of all kinds, fearing what may
come next by way of proposal or, worst bf all, by way
of a decree ?
And yet, be that as it may, there is unqudstionably a
crucially important role for goyemment to play, and
particularly for the govemment of the Community as
such, because it is able to do so on a far broader basis
than any individual Member State. And that hinges on
the question of the type of economy we want. We can
have a competitive economy where the market sets
the pace, with the minimum of political governmental
interference. !7e can have a controlled monopolistic
economy where the State 
- 
and that means you and
me as politicians 
- 
make all the decisions of any
significance whatsoever. Or we can have, as we do
have in the European Community, and certainly more
in some Member States than in others, a mixture of
the two which goes under the euphemism of the
'mixed economy'. I must say that when one analysis
these more carefully. I think they should be more
frequently described as the mixed-up economies,
because that is precisely what they are. In the animal
kingdom, I understand that a horse and a donkey
have an identity of tireir own. Cross breed them and
you get a mule, a creature which is sterile and unrepro-
ductive. In the Community even a most superlicial
study of the economic creations of Member States
shows with startling clarity which system, if we have
to chose between one and the other, is to be
compared to the horse and which to the mule. The
prosperity and profitability of Germany is not a matter
of accident or chance or fate. It is, as I and many
people see it, a matter of the direct consequence of a
clear-put political decision by that Member State to
pursue and promote a competitive economy with the
absolute minimum of State intervention.
The distressingly desperate difficulties of some of our
Member States 
- 
Italy and the United Kingdom, to
name but two 
- 
are also the direct consequence of
decisions of govemments of all kinds to intervene and
become increasingly involved in industry and its
control and even ownership.
The choice therefore is ours to make at this level 
- 
at
the political level. And frankly we have been making
a mess of it so far. But we still can and must make
amends. It is not too late, and this House looks to the
new Commissioner, Mr Davignon, to point the way
when he adresses the Parliament next on this global
subiect, but not necessarily on this particular one we
are debating tonight.
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I have stressed, and will continue to stress, the impor-
tance of industrial policy as such, because I believe it
is pointless and quite frankly purely academic to
discuss sectoral matters other than within the context
of such an overall policy or stretegy.
And here I come, if I may, to the report presented to
this House by Mr Prescott on the Community ship-
ping industry. Frankly, I believe he has been given a
totally impossible task to perform. And it undoubtedly
resounds greatly to his credit and his determination,
that he shouldered half of the responsibility which has
been put upon him. His survey and analysis of the
problems, both in the document and in his presenta-
tion tonight" have been excellent. It is when we look
at the solutions that I feel he, regrettably and unavoid-
ably, has failed to rise to the challenge.
His caaeat that this is but an interim report is signifi-
cant, and is accepted, since it postpones to a later date
any judgments which the European Consewative
Group may wish to make on his policy proposals for
the future. The resolutions listed do not purport to be
a policy. In fact, in my opinion, they leave the whole
thing open to discussion 
- 
to public discussion 
- 
as
if there had not been enough discussion already.
Discussion there has been and discussion still is
taking place at every conceivable level 
- 
inside the
industry, inside the Community, between govern-
ments, and on the broadest of intemational planes.
Here of course I welcome and support the contribu-
tion made by our friend, Mr van der Gun. The prop-
osal to convene yet one more conference will, I deeply
reSret to have to say, achieve nothing excePt more
words 
- 
more spoken and written words 
- 
and
more meat for the media. And this time much of that
may well come from honourable Members in this
House.
If we as parliamentarians have a contribution to make,
then this is the platform from which we should do so,
and after the most comprehensive deliberations in our
appropriate committees. It is for this one reason only,
that I personally was motivated to move the deletion
of paragraph No 2 of the resolution. But to have done
so would, probably legitimately, have been interpreted
as a wrecking proposal. And the European Conserva-
tive Group will be never be identified with an attempt
to wreck efforts to produce consuuctive progress on
Community policies. It is in this spirit that we have
therefore tabled three amendments aimed at under-
lining, even more comprehensively and pointedly,
points raised in Mr Prescott's report.
!7hen considering a policy for the future restructuring
of the shipbuilding industry in general, it may well
enter the minds of some people 
- 
but I hope it does
not 
- 
that we might copy experience in the field of
aircraft construction, where we in Europe have handed
over a major sector of the commercial market to the
United States. To restructure and hand over a maior
sector of our requirements to Japan would, I believe,
be the height of irresponsibility. To do so for our
defence requirements, would be criminal. And that is
why I hope the House will agree that the inclusion of
Amendment No I will ensure that we recognize the
particular importance of this sector of the industry 
-and, after all, there are many tens of thousands of men
and women employed in it hoping for a future with
security.
Amendment No 7 re-enforces the need to think
ahead and produce policies for the future. The acces-
sion of new members to the Community is basically a
political matter. The consequences at industrial level,
particularly in shipping and in shipbuilding, could be
profoundly serious.
Amendment No 2 highlights the fact that we are not
only facing a serious and growing threat from
Comecon, but also from other States in the world,
where industrial and commercial policies are seen as
but the extension of the political arm. Shipbuilding
- 
and certainly not shipping 
- 
cannot be insulated
from the cold realities of world forces. !7e must sail
the seas more efficiently and be prepared to defend
ourselves by Community measures against non-com-
mercial political competition from whatsoever direc-
tion it comes.
Lastly, the point must be made that for Mr Prescott to
be asked to make positive and constructive policy
proposals for the shipping industry illustrates, I think,
a total lack of understanding of the problems 
- 
not
by him, may I add, but by those who have imposed
the duty upon him 
- 
and of what and who is
involved in it. If we are to reconcile or equate the
disparate interests in a portmanteau policy, then we
are really making a great mistake.
Shipping is a far wider issue than that covered by the
Community. The OECD surely offers the nearest
hope for dealing with this. Shipbuilding is an appro-
priate area for Community action, as has been hinted
at here tonight. But, to bring together all these diverse
and disparate interests into one public conference,
shipbuilders, ship operators 
- 
yes, port authorities
should be in as well 
- 
trade unions and naval vessel
constructors, in the expectation of producing an indus-
rial policy would, I believe, make the United Nations
Assembly look like the boardroom of an international
corporation, and would be, in effect, the twentieth
century version of the Tower of Babel.
It may provide a platform for politicians. It will
certainly provide a graveyard for the hopes of
hundreds of thousands of men and women who are
engaged in the industry. A common industrial politik
(using that word in the German sense) must come
first. A policy for each and every sector of the ship-
ping industry will then, and only then, come second
- 
a major task for Mr Prescott, subject to the accep-
tance of our amendments and the caoeats which I
have iust mentioned and one which he has certainly
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shown he is determined to should with a great and far-
seeing sense of responsibiliry. I hope he will ake into
account these particular points which the Conserva-
tive group has, in facg spelt out in the form of the
amendmcnts, and asked me to present in the form of
this contribution on their behalf.
(Applausc)
Prcsident 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Devignon,Illember of tbc Commksion- (DM,
Presiden! I should like to extend my sincere thanks
to Mr Prescott for presenting his report and to Mr van
der Gun, Mr Bangemann and Mr Normanton for their
speeches, more especially perhaps Mr Bangemann,
because he has a special responsibility for this ques-
tion, having been instrumental in drawing up the-first
resolution.
Mey I fint of all make it quite clear that it is not by
chance that the President, in his speech on th;
Commission's work programme, ctassed the Commu-
nity's industrial policy rN one of the main dwelop-
ment priorities. Nor is it merely chance that thc
aspects of industrial policy that havc been described as
essential include the shipping industry. The Commis-
sion is firmly convinced that it is now time to finish
talking and start taking practical measures. I feel that
the situation described by Mr Normsnton I am abrc-
lutely sure of this is a thing of the pest. I must stress
this because we believe that this ir a field in which
action is both necessary and possible and we mustjoin together in assessing what needs to be done.
However, I must say straight away that I have reserva-
tions about the idea put forward in the resolution thet
the main priority is to hold a conference. I would
point out quite simply that it yould not be possible
for the Commission to offer financial assistance for
such a conference; there is no provision for this. I
must make this quite clear to Parliament.
I would add that we feel that other methods should be
used. S7e are not dismissing the idea of a conference
out of hand, but we are by no means convinced that it
is ohe of the main priorities, or that it is the first
thing we must do.
In our view we should not be concemed with
assessing the rival meris of different economic
systems. Ve must accept that we are in a situation
where free competition and govemment action both
have a part to play. !7e must stop trying to evade the
real issues and indulging in theoretical discussion.
The Commission feels that a practical approach is
called for.
Obviously I eccept that we should not make an artifi-
cial distinction between those who build the ships and
those who buy them. Ve must always take both into
account when working out our policy. But this does
does not necessarily mean that the first thing we must
do is to call them all together round the conference
table, when we know that they are bound to disagree
almost immediately, since one group's interest ii in
building ships while the other wants to buy them as
cheaply as possible; they do not care how, but it must
be as cheaply as possible. This is a situation that I, for
my parg should prefer not to create initially. But in
that case how can we follow up the suggestions made
in Mr Prescott's excellent report ?
It seems to me rhat first of all we should apply
ourselves to the industrial aspects of the problem,
because if we do not rationalize the shipping industry
we shall find ourselves in a permanently ambig;uous
situation in regard to the customers and to g,ovem-
ment policies. As far as shipbuilding policy is
concerned there is one point that should be made: it
is essential for the Community to have a consistent
policy for is shipping industry. It is unthinkable that
we should be working towards a strong and inde-
pendent Europe, but one which will suddenly find
itself without a shipping indusrry. This is hardly
compatible with the concept that we should have of
European Union. Thus we must try to ensure a
competitive and healthy European shipping industry.
And this is, of course, for both economic and political
reasons !
The second poing which is clearly explained in Mr
Prescott's rcporg is that the construction capacity of
the shipbuilding industry was rhe result of thi market
situation at a certain period and this situation no
longer applies at the moment and probably never will
again. I have only to quote one figure to demonstrate
this point : in 1975, world production totalled 34
million gross registered tonnes ; in 1977, all being
well, we shall produce between 13 and 13.5 million
gross registered tonnes, i.e. considerably less than half
the previous figure. The developing countries will
account for a certain proportion of these 13.5 million
tonnes. And this proportion will undoubtedly not be
any less than before. I7e must nog therefore, expect a
miracle and think that before very long we shali once
again be producing between 15 and 20 million tonnes
per year. Thus we have 
- 
and this is a problem
common tq all the Member States 
- 
the problem of
rationalizing our shipyards. They will not be as
competitive or productive as they ought to be unless
w.e car_ry out a joint study to assess how, during a tran-
sitional period, we can rationalize and reorganize this
sector. I do not think anyone vould deny this, but the
question is how it can be done. This is the main
priority, and one which undoubtedly concems all the
Member States, for the reasons that have been
explained, and also the owners and operators and the
workers. !fle should therefore hold consultations with
these three essential sectors, without whose coopera-
tion there can be no solution, and if we propos€
taking Community measures it is because othercrise
there will be conflicts between the policies of the
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various Member States, and in seeking to resolve a
problem in one State we shall complicate the situation
in another. If there is one thing that is unconducive to
Community solidarity it is one Member State passing
on its problems to anotfrer. This makes solidarity
totally impossible.
Action also has to be taken in the field of extemal rela-
tions. I should like at this staSe to give a brief account
- 
I do not wish to take up too much of Padiament's
time 
- 
of our position uis-l-ois Japan. If we did not
do so earlier it is because the discussions between the
Community and Japan took place only last Saturday
and confirmed my belief that it was worthwhile
discussing our problems at length with the Japanese.
!7hat is the present sihration ?
Have we concluded an agreement with them ? No, we
have not. Vhy not ? Por precisely the reasons that Mr
Prescott mentioned. I7e could conclude an agreement
with Japan under which they increased their prices,
we subsidized ours and we set out toSether to conquer
the world market. But this is not the answer. Ve are
in a situation in which Japan has obtained more than
90 o/o ot the orders for 1976. This is an exaggerated
state of affairs that cannot be allowed to continue. The
Japanese Govemment is the first to agtee : no
economic system can be viable in the long run if one
State captures such a large share of the market. The
question now is how we can maintain competition
and at the same time give all shipbuilders an equal
chance. The Japanese have informed us of the
measures they havd been taking to reduce their
pioduction capacity because they have been studfng
the figures, as we have, and have concluded that their
production capacity was excessive in the light of
future requirements. Japan is therefore cutting back
irc production, reducing working hours and planning
to withdraw 55 000 workers out of 300 000 from this
sector over a three-year period, a by no means neglig-
ible step. The Japanese decided that their credibility
in maior intemational trade negotiations required that
the prices at which they offered ships on the interna-
tional market should be fair and reasonable, so that
they could not in any sense be accused of dumping.
The Japanese Government adeed that they were in
favour, if this was compatible with Japanese law, of
submitting the prices offered by Japanese firms for
their ships to a form of control by means of which the
State would ensure that the cost, a reasonable profit
and the necessary reorientation were all provided for
in the price, so that our shipbuilders would not find
themselves up against a 'dumping' situation on the
market. In this way there would be no possibility of
artificial price increases. On the contrary, we believe
that as a result of this control by the Japanese authori-
ties the prices that were artificially low will rise to a
level at which the difference between Japanese prices
and European prices is no longer so great that it
would be impossible to ask anyone to buy a Buropean
rather than a Japanese ship. The point that was made
earlier was that shipowners who are gtanted aid
should show a certain amount of gratitude to those
providing the aid and therefore buy European ships,
but this does not take account of the fact that a differ-
ence in price in the region of 30 or 40 % is a major
drawback. On the other hand if the difference is in
the region of l0 o/o, the situation is completely
different.
This is what we are aiming at. Vhen the Japanese
outtined these measure to us our answer was that
these intemational talks would enable us to avoid the
confrontation which was otherwise imminent. But we
added that they must not ask us to say straight away
that the measures were effective and adequate before
we had seen the results. Ve were, however, quite
prepared to continue our talks with them to see if the
results achieved corresponded to the obiectives laid
down for each measure and if there was a market
organization that was compatible with the responsibili-
ties and needs of each side. That is the situation at
present. The talks and consultations will continue and
we shall keep the market under observation by means
of monthly exchanges of statistics with Japan.
The only thing that remains to be done 
- 
as Mr Pres-
cott has said 
- 
is to ensure that when Japan cuts
back its shipbuilding industry it is the European coun-
tries that will feel the benefit and not South Korea,
Bmzil and other such countries.
Clearly it is always in everyone's interest to ensure
that the market is not disorganized and competition is
not dependent on subsidies. This situation would be
absurd from the economic point of view. There is no
doubt that we should hold talks with the South
Koreans, the Brazilians and perhaps with other coun-
tries too, to ensure that the terms for the sale of ships
are comparable. I would add that the capacities of
these countries are quite different from Japan's
capacity, which shows that what I am saying is not
iust a superficial statement. On the contrary it is a
statement that takes full account of the differences in
production capacity. Ifle shall not, therefore, succeed
in solving the problems of the shipbuilding industry
by a foreign trade policy, but this is iust one of the
factors that lead us to reconsider the structure of the
shipping market.
A third consideration is that the motion for a resolu-
tion suggests that the Commission shall report back
to Parliament in a year's time. I should like to say that
we shall be reporting at an earlier date than that;
within four months at the outside we shall be submit-
ting proposals to the Council and these will be
brought to the attention of the appropriate parliamen-
tary committee. It is, after all, pointless to carry on
international negotiations with a view to a fair market
organization and not to take the necessary steps
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within the Community to stimulate development in
the shipbuilding sector.
Finally I come to the part of Mr Prescott's report that
concems not the shipbuilders but the shipping
companies. I should like to say to Mr Prescotl before
coming to the crux of the matter, that I have given
particular attention to relations between Ireland and
the United Kingdom in this field. I shall be speaking
to my colleague, Mr Burke, who has special responsi-
bility for transport matterc. But I can say before I have
spoken to him that the Commission is prepared to
consider any points of this nature which are clearly in
all our interests. To confine myself to the shipping
industry we should debate this subiect at length in
Parliament when Mr Seefeld has drawn up his report
dealing specifically with marine transport. However,
we agrse with Mr Prescott that there is a link between
these two areas and that possibly, when we have made
further progress in the industrial sector proper, we
shall be able to see the effects of that progress on the
problems of marine transport. The report will be
ready by then and we shall be able to consider the
points that have been raised, in particular the question
of flagp of convenience, the Eastem Bloc countries
and all those questions which we consider so impor-
tant but on which I shall not comment at length since
Mr Prescott's analysis and comments agree with our
views and I do not think that at this stage it is neces-
sary to dwell on a point to show how much impor-
tance we attach to it.
To sum up, Mr President, I should like to say that we
welcome the fact that the Commission and, we hope,
Parliament corroborate what has been said in the Presi-
dent's programme speech, namely that industrial
policy is one of the main priorities for Community
action at the moment" and that we must not simply
talk about it in theory but must get ro the heart of the
subiect. All the sectors that are in difficulties call for
coordinated participation by States, undertakings,
trade unions and by the Community. The ship-
building industry is a priority sector in this respec!
and by the date I have mentioned we shall be making
a series of practical proposals to back up commercial
measures that we are engaged in at present. Ire may
need at some point to consider the possibility of a
conference, but we feel that this is slightly less of a
prioriry than is suggested in the resolution, although
this does not mean that we are in any way critical of
Mr Prescott's excellent report.
(Altltlause)
President 
- 
The general debate is closed.
Sfle shall now consider the motion for a resolution.
I put the preamble to the vote.
The preamble is adopted.
On paragraph l, I have Amendment No l, tabled by
Mr Normanton on behalf of the European Conserva-
tive Group :
This paragraph to read as follows:
'1. Stresses the urgency and importance for the Commu-
nity to develop an industrial policy embracing the inter-
dependent sectors of shipping, shipbuilding and shipre-
pairing, including tbc construction of naul ussels, and
commercial trade policy;'.
I call Mr Normanton.
Mr Normenton. 
- 
I beg to move this formally.
President. 
- 
!7hat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Prescott, rapportcur. 
- 
I have nothing in prin-
ciple against the proposal to include the construction
of naval vessels, because many of the shipyards in fact
do both things. I would have thought that by implica-
tion 'shipbuilding, shipping and ship-repairing'
already included naval vessels. Frankly, I have no
major objections and if Mr Normanton still feels he
wants to press it, we can accept it.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put paragraphs 2 to 5 to the vote.
Paragraphs 2 to 5 are adopted.
On paragmph 5, I have Amendment No 2, tabled by
Mr Normanton on behalf of the European Conserva-
tive Group :
The beginning of this paragraph to read as follows:
'6. Calls on the Commission to assess the threat posed to
Community ship-owners by tbe practices of Comecon and
other State-trading countrieq and to consider ,. .'.
I call Mr Normanton.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
I referred to this, Mr Presideng
in my main contribution and I formally beg to move.
President. 
- 
S7hat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Prescott, rdPporteun 
- 
Mr President, I think it
improves the wording and am prepared to accept it.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
I put paragraph 5 as amended to the vote.
Paragraph 6 as amended is adopted.
After paragraph 6 I have Amendment No 3, tabled by
Mr Normanton, on behalf of the European Conserva-
tive Group, seeking to insert a new paragraph:
6a. Stresses the need for the Commission proposals to
take fully into account the consequences of possible
enlargement of the Community, and in particular
Greek shipping and Greek, Portugese and Spanish
shipbuilding;.
I call Mr Normanton.
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Mr Normanton. 
- 
Again, Mr Presideng having
already deelt with this in my opening contribution, I
formally beg to move.
Presidena 
- 
!7hat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Prescott, rapporreur. 
- 
!7ell I think, being chari-
table, that two out of three should really be good
enough for Mr Normanton.
(bugbter)
I am afraid that I cannot accept this amendment for a
number of reasons which I don't want to detain the
House with. It is obviously a matter of very clear prin-
ciple that to extend our problems in this field to other
countries, on the grounds that they might possibly
enter the Community, would, as he himself pointed
ott, make the difficulties of calling a conference even
grcater by bringrng in countries which weren't even
members of the Community. Ve would only add to
our difficulties without gerning anything. And there-
fore I hope that the House will agree that at this stage
- 
and for another important reason, really 
- 
I
certainly wouldn't want to be creating the kind of
political implications which would be involved in
supporting such a request conceming certain coun-
tries. I hope the House will agree to reiect this amend-
ment.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon,Illember of tbe Commission" 
- 
(flMr
President, I should like to make it clear that this
amendment would cause the Commission consider-
able difficulties because, as I said just now, we have a
specific and precisely defined programme of work
before us.
As regard the Community countries, we have the
necessary facts to hand. The only non-Community
country that we could take account of in our proposals
is Greece 
- 
but that would involve us in considerable
delays. As for the other two countries mentioned, the
requisite procedures ere not under way or have not
been begun and, in my view, we must therefore
adhere to our customary approach and tackle the
problem pragmatically. If here are changes in the
composition of the Community or changes resulting
from the negotiations on enlargement while this
industrial policy is taking shape, we shall naturally
take them into consideration. But if we must first
allow for such contingencies in our proposals, then I
truly believe that much time will be lost. Accordingly,
I must be quite frank with this House and say that we
would not be able to take account of its wishes on this
point.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton.
Mr Normenton. 
- 
Mr Presidenq following the
discussion of these last five minutes, I think it appro-
priate, with the approval of this House, to withdraw
that amendment.
(ApplausQ
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Amendment No 3 is accordingly with-
drawn.
I put paragraphs 7 to l0 to the vote.
Paragraphs 7 to l0 are adopted.
I call Mr Prescott
Mr Prcscott, rapportcur, 
- 
I think it would be
wrong of me after the debate on this reporg not to say
that I am very greateful for the kind remarks thet wcre
made by speakers about the reporL Ccrtainly, I think
the best contribution was the qualiry of the dcbatc
itself, for which I am thankful.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
13. 0ral qucstiot aitb d.cbate :
Human igbr in Untgaay
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is the
Onl Question (Doc. 5+41761 with debate, by Mr
Glinne on behalf of the Socialist Group to the
Commission on repeated violations of human rights
in Urug;uay:
In reply to Oral Question No 7 of 13 May 1976,1 11r,
Commisrion cssurcd the Europcan Parliament thet it
sould take cane not to grent Uruguey the epcciel tndc
prtferences it had requested as long as humrn rights
verc 8o dclibcrately floutcd thcre. Increasingly elerming
rcports ftom Amnesty Intcmetionel reveal that the sinra-
tion of political prisoners in Uruguay is constently deteri-
orating so much so thet the United Satcs Congress
decide4 on 20 Septembet 1976, a cancel Americrn mili-
ary aid to that country. Uruguay hes thus bccome the
sccond Latin American country, alter Chile, to bc
deprived oI US aid folloving repreeted violations of
human righs.
l. Has the meeting of the EEC-Uruguay ioint committee,
scheduled lor June 1976, finally bcen held ?
2. If so, has the C,ommission egreed to grnt the tradc
preferences rcqucsted by the fascist govemment of
that country ?
3. If so, is the Commission prcpared to recongider its
commitments in the light of Arnneety Intemetional's
revelations ?
OJ C 57 of 7.3. 1977.
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4. Does not the Commission feel thot the European
Community ought to adopt towards the Urugueyan
junta an attitude at least as firm as that adopted by the
United Stetes ?
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. (F) Mr Presideng ladies and
gentlemen, the erosion of fundamental liberties in
Uruguay and the conclusions to be drawn from this
for the Community's relations with that country were
specifically raised in this House on 13 May 1976 in
connection with an oral question with debate tabled
by myself and my colleagues, Mr Nielsen, Mr Broeksz
and Mr Valkhoff, on behalf of the Socialist Group.
The question then was to assess the implications of
the assumption of power in Uruguay by a highly
orgpnized and repressive regime, manifestly intent on
brutally and permanently suppressing human righs
and the principles of political democracy in a country
which for long was so much respected as a bastion of
political democracy that it was often called the Switzer-
land of Latin America.
Last year, then, the question was to decide whether
certain advantages offered by the Community to
Uruguay under a non-preferential trade agreement
should be extended.
Mr Thomson, in his reply, indicated that the agree-
ment in question could not be denounced, but he also
stressed that there was no question of offering any
new advantages to Uruguay. The Community would
wish to honour its existing obligations, but would
refuse to enter iato any others.
There can be no doubt that the reason for Mr Thom-
son's rejection of any extension to the advantages
offered to the Latin American partners was the rewl-
sion expressed by democratic movements in the
Community at the deeply repugnant nature of the
regime to which Uruguay has been subiected.
Mr President, less than one year after that debate, we
are now faced with two closely related problems.
First of all, the EEC-Urugr.ray bilateral trade agree-
ment concluded on I August 1974, virll expire on I
August 1977, i.e. in only a few month's time. The
question that will then arise is whether the agreement
should be extended, renewed or renegotiated. The best
of deciding this is to review the record of the
Uruguayan regime since our debate last year.
The Socialist Group adheres to a more general posi-
tion of principle, which is that all the Member States
must uphold the principle of the respect for human
dignity and be guided by considerations of morality.
The Group has been forced to conclude that, in the
case of Uruguay, the internal situation, instead of
improving, has in fact simply deteriorated, while the
Uruguayan authorities have merely displayed even
greater contempt for the democratic sentiments of the
entire world.
!7hile there are countless matters which lack of time
prevents me from raising, the following, Mr President,
are a few of the salient facts. Fint, a resolution was
passed by Amnesty International and the Red Cross
requesting the Uruguayan authorities to allow a
commission to be set up to investigate the situation in
Uruguay and to assist political prisoners. This was
rejected by the Uruguayan Govemment. I would point
out that the same request to the Chilean and fugen-
tine Governments was, however, accepted. The reiec-
tion of the Red Cross requesg led, moreover, to the
resignation of the Uruguayan Poreign Alfairs Minister,
Mr Blanco.
Secondly, various resolutions have been adopted
conceming the growing repression in Uruguay. I
would mention the resolutions from the International
Committee of Jurists, the Mexican Parliameng the
Venezuelan Parliament 
- 
following which the Vene-
zuelan Government closed down its embassy in
Montevideo 
- 
31d, last but not leas! the resolution
from the United States Congress of 20 September last
year, refusing to grant military aid to Uruguay. I have
reason to believe that the Carter administration will
be sympathetic to this Congressional decision. I
would also mention the dossier circulated by the
Committee for the Defence of Political Prisoners in
Uruguay, 67 rue du Th66tre, Paris XV, and-another
dossier distributed compiled after a fact-finding
mission had been undertaken in Uruguay 
- 
not, I
would point out, without obstruction from the local
authorities.
Thirdly, in October 1976 a law was enacted which
abolished the civil and political rights of all persons
who had taken part in elections during the previous
three years; this would indicate that the situation has
significantly deteriorated since the time of our debate
last year.
Mr President, the seriousness of the present state of
affairs will.become even clearer if I mention the fate
of a few parliamentarians and other individuals who
have held to unorthodox views:
Parliamentarians now ih prison and tortured in Uruguay:
Liber Seregni, Jaimc Perez, Jos6 Luis Massera" Hector
Rodriguez.
Uruguayan parliamentarians in exile: Enrique Brro,
Enrique Rodriguez, Vilson Ferreira Aldunate.
Parliamentarians assassinated in Argentina : the President
of the Chamber of Deputies, Hector Guitierez Ruiz, and
Senator Zelmer Michelini.
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I would remind Members that in November 1975 Pres-
ident Hector Gutierez Ruiz denounced the sihration
in Uruguay before this very fusembly. Besides Mr
Blanco, whose resignation from ministerial office I
have already mentioned, two other members of the
Urugnayan Govemment resigned in protest against
the present political situation, and, above all, against
the fact that efforts to improve the situation have been
signally lacking.
I could, Mr President, also give the names of trade
union leaders who have been imprisoned, tortured
and exiled. I will mention only three : Gerardo Gatti,
kon Duarte and Hugo Mendez. All three disappeared
from Argentina where they were held in detention
and, as if by some strange accideng ended up in
Urugtrayan jails. This underlines a particularly
worrying aspect of the situation as a whole in Latin
America: the cooperation between the police States
and between repressive police authorities, and the tacit
or open mutual assistance agreements viciously ex-
ploited by the various dictatorships.
To give an illustration of the plight of the population
as a whole, in 1973 the exchange rate of the
Uruguayan peso against the dollar was 250 p€so to the
dollar. In 1977 it was 4000 pesos to the dollar. Taking
1968 salaries as a basis (1968 : 100), salaries in 1976
had already fallen to 52 pesos. l\e 1975 trade balance
showed a deficit of more than 100 million dollars and
49 olo ol the national budget was allocated to the
armed forces, the police and for measures of internal
repression.
Mr President, I could quote at length from the
dossiers and resolutions to which I have very briefly
referred. However, vtithout rereading the written ques-
tions that I have included in my request" I shall
simply tell the Commission that, with the end of the
agreement signed on I August 1974 tast approaching,
we rely upon it to take all appropriate steps to decide
whether the agreement should be renewed and
whether, in the specific case of Uruguay, urgent
consideration should not be given to the fears
expressed by Parliament over the past year 
- 
and
which, I hope, Members will again express this
evening, regardless of their political loyalities 
- 
in
regard to the dangers now so gravely threatening the
righs of man, respect for fundamental liberties and
political democracy in Uruguay.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOL VER
Vicc-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp.
Mr Haferkarnp, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
(D) I should first like to answer the questions put
by Mr Glinne. The first question concems the
meeting of the joint committee. This meeting took
place on 9 June 1976, Mr Thomson, member of the
then Commission, pointed out during the debate on
the question of 13 May 1976 that this meeting was a
matter of legal obligation under the non-preferential
agreement of 1973,
As for the second question, whether the Commission
agreed to grant special preferences at this meeting, I
would repeat that there is only a non-preferential
agreement between the Community and Uruguay.
This agreement does not provide for any special prefer-
ences for Uruguay. No preferences were granted
outside the framework of the generalized preference
system, not even in the context of the meeting
referred to.
In answering the second question I think I have also
answered the third. The fourth question relates in
particular to the decision of the American Congress
quoted by Mr Glinne. My answer to this is that a
comparison between the decision of the United States
Congress which concems the cancellation of military
aid, and the attitude of the European Community
with regard to Uruguay is for obvious reasons not
possible.
I should like to add a comment on the general subject
of this question. I sympathize absolutely with the
concem which prompted Mr Glinne to these ques-
tions, his concem at the increase in the use of
violence, his concern at the existence of undemocratic
practices and his concern at the flouting of human
rights. Ve share this concem, we agree in
condemning this situation and we agree that we must
do everything in our power to promote democracy
and freedom wherever we can.
Ve must rcalize, however, that there is no universal
remedy to these problems. Thus it may be right in
certain circumstances to break off relations between
the Community and a particular country, while in
other circumstances this method must be reiected and
other measures taken in order to safeguard the vital
interests of the persons concerned. The important
thing, as has been shown in the past in cases in which
we had opportunities of exerting an influence, is to
have the ioint determination to take whatever
measures are necessary at any time to restore, presenye
and consolidate freedom and democracy and to
promote the safeguarding of human rights. If we agree
on these principles we shall find the most suitable
solutions in each individual case.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Castle, to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Lord Cestle. 
- 
Mr President, it is greatly to the
credit of this assembly and the Commission that
whenever the issue of human rights arises, there are
no bounds to the action we are prepared to take and
the strength of resentment we are prepared to show. I
hope it will not be regarded as intruding on the gener-
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osity of yourself to ask for the condemnation which
has been applied by the Commissioner to the State of
Urug;uay to be extended to the neighbouring State,
because, as he said, these police States of South
America have often some very great similarities, and
can be allies in this awful business of the torture of
human beingp and the denial of their rights. Is it there-
fore too much to ask the Commissioner that, since
the Commission's policy repeatedly states that no
favour will be given to Uruguay as long as the slnte-
matic violation of human and political rights occurs,
such a clear statement should also be made regarding
the EEC's Argentinian relations as well ? The Vice-
President will agree, I hope, that faced with the new
evidence of repeated violence and the violation of
human rights in Argentina, as currently gathered and
collated by the United Nations Commission on
Human Rights in Geneva, the Commission of the
European Communities will take into account these
facts and reports in its dealings with fugentina. I
don't think that is stretching the bounds of this
debate or this question too far, in view of the simi-
larity between Uruguay and the neighbouring coun-
tries.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scelba to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Scelba. 
- 
(I) Mr President, dear colleagues, the
Christian-Democratic group appreciates Mr Glinne's
initiative and fully agrees with the explicit and
implicit demands contained in the question tabled by
him.
The Christian-Democrats are of the opinion that in
the face of violations of human rights by the govern-
ment of Uruguay, the European Community must not
confine itself to voting resolutions expressing solid-
arity with the victims.
The Christian-Democrats consider that both political
and economic relations with Uruguay should be used
for the purpose of promoting the restoration of
human rights in that country.
But any action by the European Community would be
futile if it was to be contradicted by the subsequent
behaviour of the Member States. This is why we ask
the Commission not only to review the political and
economic relations with Uruguay in the light of the
conduct of that country's govemment in respect of
human rights, but we also request representations to
the governments of the Member States for coordinated
and consistent action by them to back the efforts of
the Community institutions.
The violations of human rights are not, unfortunately,
confined to little, faraway Uruguay, or distant Chile.
Human rights are also violated in countries lying in
the heart of Europe, and in powerful countries such as
the Soviet Union. And it is from the latter countries
that we have been lately hearing cries of anguish at
the recrudescence of systematic violations of human
rights.
The Christian-Democratic group hopes that this
matter will be tabled as soon as possible in the Euro-
pean Parliament and that an appropriate debate will
be held.
But already at this poing we wish to affirm the
following:
a) There is the need for an overall policy by the Euro-
pean Community and its Member States in which
respect for human rights shall be accorded the priority
proper to it.
b) The Community must not be strong towards the
weak and weak before the strong. The European
Community and its Member States would lose credit
in the eyes of the world if they were to discriminate
between regimes or turn a blind eye to infringements
of human rights committed in European countries
because, in these countries, such infringements have
been occurring for decades.
c) There can be no right of usucaption for those who
systematically and persistently violate the rights of
men.
d) Quite apart from the duty of free peoples to men
and women in all continents who are victims of terro-
ristic and totalitarian regimes, we know that peace in
Europe and in the world and international d6tente are
not safe in the hands of governments, of whatever
ideological colour, if domestically they follow inhu-
mane and totalitarian policies.
e) The European Community and its Member States
cannot leave to the United States of America alone
the task of defending human rights throughout the
world, but particularly in Europe.
$ lfhile waiting for the European Parliament to
debate the entire problem of the respect of human
rights in the world and to lay down practical guide-
lines for its own policy, we support the appeal that
comes to us from Uruguay, and indeed that from
Chile, but also those from the Soviet Union, from
Czechoslovakia, from Poland, from Eastern Germany
and from other countries. I7ith the victims of these
regimes we express our complete solidarity. May I also
be allowed to assure them that the European Commu-
nity will be second to none in doing all in its power
to ensure that the obligations incumbent on govern-
ments by virtue of natural law and internal and inter-
national agreements concerning the respect of human
rights will be fully, faithfully and universally
honoured ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sandri to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Sondri. 
- 
(I)W President, I had not intended to
speak, since I fully support the question tabled by Mr
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Glinne, who for yea$ now within these walls has been
steadfastly defending the cause of civil rights in
Uruguay.
I should now like to address Mr Scelba to tell him
that while we are in agreement with his introductory
statement on Uruguay, we do not believe we can go
along with that paft of his speech in which, taking his
cue from one particular situation, he has gone on to
deal with quite another one. The day will come 
-and we hope it will be soon 
- 
when we shall be able
to debate the issue of civil rights in Eastern Europe.
But then we shall not be referring to what is
happening in Argentina or Uruguay.
Mr President" I should like, therefore, to stress the
specificity of the matter in hand because 
- 
as
Commissioner Haferkamp has said 
- 
we cannot set
up abstract standards applicable in all circumstances.
For let us look, Mr President, at what is happening in
Uruguay and Argentina. As a former President of the
European Parliament and of the EEC-Latin America
Parliamentary Conference, you will recall that we were
once privileged to listen in this House to exiled
Chilean and Uruguayan parliamentarians. From a
bench to the right of the one on which Mr Scelba is
sitting, the President of the Uruguayan Assembly
spoke to us. On his retum to Uruguay he was dragged
from his house and was subsequently killed in a
Buenos Aires street like a dog, and what of the parlia-
mentarianq and the priests, who are murdered daily in
Argentina, what of the Bishop of Cordova, what of the
state of unbridled violence at all administrative levels
which has now reached the stage of paranoia and the
proportions of a massive cutrage ?
In the face of such a situation, Mr Presideng we
should remind ourselves that Uruguay was a democ-
racy at a time when we had not even leamed what
democracy was, for in Uruguay there was universal
suffrage in 1896; and it was in Uruguay in 1900 that
the eight-hour day was introduced when in Italy
people were still working sixteen hours per day.
In dealing with countries which can pride themselves
on a great democratic past, our attitude should be
different from that which we may adopt towards, say
Ethiopia, or other countries with no parliamentary
experience and a profoundly different historical, polit-
ical and cultural background. To conclude, therefore,
we believe that we should concentrate our attention
on Latin America.
If we have to discuss other violations of human rights,
which fortunately are on a very different scale, then
let us have another motion tabled in this House and
let us debate it. Otherwise, we shall always be missing
the point.
I believe, and I do not think I am setting Utopian
standards, that the organs of the Community are able,
prudently, without interfering and without using exces-
sive pressure, to bring the Uruguayan authorities to a
realization that human beings must not be killed like
dogs in the streets.
President 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp.
Mr Haferkemp, Vice-Presidcnt of tbe Commission.
- 
(D) Mr Presideng I have two comments to make.
Firstly, if I have understood Mr Sandri correctly, he
must have misheard something I said. I did not say '
anything about a Utopian, uniform criterion. I
sounded a warning against the idea that the same sort
of action can be taken in all circumstances. The crit-
erion to be applied 
- 
we all agree on this 
- 
is a
uniform criterion, i.e. our conception of freedom,
democracy and human rights. That is uniform but
not, I hope, Utopian.
Lord Castle has raised the problem of Argentina. I
have attempted to outline certain criteria which seem
to me to be of general validity in cases where the
abovementioned principles apply and where violations
have occurred. I think we should adopt a general view
on this matter, as suggested by Mr Scelba. Ve cannot
discriminate between different areas of the world.
Acording to the criteria we have been discussing and
on which we are agreed, freedom and human rights
are absolutely indivisible and our action must there-
fore be directed against anyone who flouts them.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
14. Agcnda for tbe next sitting
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next sitting will b€ held tomorrow,
Priday, ll February 1977, from 9 a.m. to 12 noon,
with the following agenda:
- 
prcccdare witbout rcpott;
- 
report by Mr Friih on the conversion rates lor
measunes financed by the EAGGF;
- 
iiterim report by Mr Cointat on the EAGGF
financing system;
- 
rcport by Mr Klepsch on the rtcommendations of the
EEC-Turkey Joint Perliamenary Committee ;
- 
rcport by Mr Pucci on the production and marketing
of citrus fruit;
- 
report by Mr Albertini on tobacco;
- 
oral question, without debate, to the Commission, on
maize sugar syrups.
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting uas closcd at 8.30 p.n)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR SANTER
Vice-President
(Tbc sitting was opened at 9.05 a.m)
President. 
- 
The siiting is open.
l- Approoal of tbc minutes
President 
- 
The minutes of proceedingp of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Documents rcceioed
President. 
- 
I have received the following docu-
ments:
(a) from the Council, a request for an opinidn on the
proposals o[ the Commission for
- 
a regulation amending Regulation (EEQ No 815/70
as regards the rules on the maximum sulphur-di-
oxide content of wine; and
- 
a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 2893174
on sparkling wines produced in the Community and
specified in ltem 12 of Annex II to Regulation (EEC)
No 816/70 and Regulation (EEC) No 817170 laying
down special provisions relating to quality wines
produced in specified regions
(Doc. 554/76).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture
(b) from the Commission,
- 
The Agricultural Situation in the Community: 1976
Report (D,oc. 5561761.
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture;
(c) from Mr Jozeau-Maignil, a report on behalf of the
Legal Affain Committee on the draft ioint declara-
tion by the European Parliament, the Council and
the Commission on the protection of fundamental
human rights (Doc. 5571761.
3. Procedure witbctut report
President. 
- 
During the sitting of Monday, 7
February 1977,1announced the titles of proposals by
the Commission to the Council to which it was
proposed to apply the procedure witbout report laid
down in Rule 27A of the Rules of Procedure. Since no
Member has asked leave to speak and no amendments
have been tabled, I declare these proposals approved:
- 
Proposal, from the Commission to the Council for a
decision on the acceptance of certain codex standards
for sugars intended lor human consumption (Doc.
a73l76l;
- 
Proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
directive modifying C,ouncil Directive 76l625lEEC ot
20 July 1976 concemint the statistical surveys to be
carried out by the Member States in order to
determine the production potential of plantations of
certain species of fruit trees (Doc. 4921761;
- 
Proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
directive amending Directive 7 51 27 I IEEC concerning
the Community list of less-favoured farming areas
within the meaning of Directive 75l268lEEC (France)
(Doc. 5O7176ll and
- 
Proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation opening, allocating and providing for the
administration of Community tariff quotas for certain
wines of designation of origin, falling within heading
ex 22.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating
in Morocco (1977-781 (Dor, 5341761.
4. Authorization of relrortT
President. 
- 
At the request of the Committee on
Energy and Research, which had been authorized to
draw up a report pursuant to Rule 38 of the Rules of
Procedure on the need for Community measures as
regards the risks and costs of the disposal of atomic
waste and of the treatment of nuclear power-stations
shut down under the Community Energy Poticy, the
Committee on the Environment" Public Health and
Consumer Protection has been asked for its opinion
on this matter, pursuant to Rule 44 of the Rules of
Procedure.
5. Cbange in tbe agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albertini on a point of order.
Mr Albertini. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I am afraid I have
to appeal to Members' courtesy and understanding
and ask for my report to be brought forward and the
order of the agenda therefore reversed.
I am most embarassed at having to make this request,
particularly since this is my first rePort; but I have to
return to ltaly for grave and serious family reasons.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Albertini, according to Rule 12 (2)
of the Rules of Procedure, the agenda cannot be
amended except on a proposal from the President.
Since I understand your trouble, I am inclined o
propose the change you are asking for.
I call Mr Laban.
Mr Leben. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I know that Mr
Albertini has to return home for urgent reasons, and I
would therefore recommend Parliament to agre€ to
his request since he would like to present his report
himself.
President. 
- 
Under these circumstances and with
the agreement of Mr Friih, the first speaker listed as
rapporteur, I propose to the House that we deal imme-
diately with Mr Albertini's report.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
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6. Regulation on Berreucntdno tobacco
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
549176) by Mr Albertini, on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation laying down special measures in respect of the
Beneventano variety of tobacco.
I call Mr Albertini.
Mr Albemini, rapportcur. 
- 
(I)Mr Presideng I shall
be very brief, among other thingp out of courtesy to
Parliament for having agreed to my request.
The Commission's proposal is truly remarkable in its
simplicity. Its purpose is to bring about a switch from
the production of Beneventano tobacco, a speci(ic
variety grown in certain areas of southern Italy and in
particular in the province of Benevento and Avellino.
The output of this tobacco is no longer taken up by
the market because of changing tastes and trends,
with the result that there is now an imbalance
between production and consumption.
Under Article 13 of the applicable regulation, the
Commission purchased I 469 tonnes of this kind of
tobacco in 1973, I 351 tonnes in 1974 and 2200
tonnes in 1975. In view of the fact that the limit on
the Commission's obligation to absorb surpluses is set
at I 200 tonnes, with the possibility of this being
increased by 20 o/o for climatic or other reasons, it is
clear that we have gone much farther than goodwill
requires.
The relevant regulation lays down that, in such cases,
the Commission must take action with regard to the
price paid 
- 
reducing it in this particular case 
- 
or
the quantity bought, and its intention is to act in this
latter area through a specific proposal setting out two
main measures. The first consists in reducing the inter-
vention price from 90 to 80 % of the 'norm' price,
i.e, the market price, and the second consists in a
gradual reduction, over a three-year period, of the
quantities purchased 
- 
that is to say, to 75o/o in
1977, 50o/o in 1978 and 25o/o in 1979.
In view of these sacrifices demanded of growers and
workers in this sector it would have been wrong, of
coune, to confine action to punitive or coercive
measures without some counterweight to bring the
situation into economic balance. The Commission
therefore proposes granting a special premium of 500
u.a. per reconverted hectare so that, by means of this
incentive, a changeover is brought about towards other
varieties of tobacco having better acceptance and
easier to dispose of on the market.
I feel that what I have said sufficiently explains the
reasons for the Commission's proposals. In view of
them, the Committee on Agriculture gave its unani-
mous approval save for one criticism, which does not
relate to the merits of the issue but to the system of
coverage. However, this criticism in no way alters its
overall view, which is in favour, as is the opinion of
the Committee on Budgets.
Mr Ligios, with some other Members, has tabled rwo
amendments conceming the percentages to which the
quantities taken into intervention should be reduced
and an increase in the related aid from 50 to 70 %. I
have neither the opportunity now the time to ask for
my committee's opinion, but I believe that it would
agree to these two amendments; personally I have no
difficulty in accepting them.
This having been said, I invite Parliament to vote in
favour of the Commission's proposal, which meets the
needs of the people in certain Community areas and
therefore has considerable social significance apart
from its appreciable economic implications for the
European budget itself.
Approval of this proposal by the Council is, of course,
an urgent matter, because sowing begins in March and
Srowers will need to be in a position to take decisions
before that date.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ligios to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Ligios. 
- 
(I) W President, allow me first to
express our thanks to the rapporteur for the simplicity
and clarity of his report.
Tobacco of the Beneventano variety, produced in the
area from which it gets its name, can no longer be
sold, for various reasons, on the ltalian or the Commu-
nity markets. The Commission, in compliance with
the provisions of the basic regulation on tobacco,
therefore proposes a regulation designed to reorganize
the system for marketing this product.
Iflhilst I fully approve Mr Albertini's reporg I would
like to make a few brief comments about the opinion
delivered by the Committee on Budgets, because it
seems to me that some of the remarks made in the
opinion are incorrect.
The Committee on Budgets states that where Beneven-
tano tobacco is grown, it is not possible to grow other
varietes, because the land is agriculturally poor. This is
wrong. On the contrary, in this regulation the
Commission wishes that other varieties in greater
demand should be planted in this area instead of
Beneventano, such as Kentucky, Bright and so on,
which suit the market better and are easier to sell.
The second comment of the Committee on Budgets
which I consider to be incorrect is to be found in that
part of the opinion where it is stated that the matter
'was not a specifically agricultural problem but raised
a social-policy issue which the Commission is prop-
osing to alleviate through a concealed social subsidy.'
This is definitively not true. There is no concealment
so much so that, for growers, this measure will mean a
reduction in the intervention price from 90 to 80 o/o
of the normal price. In addition, the proposal provides
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that not all that is produced should be bought in, but
that the amount should ultimately be reduced, over a
period of three years, to 25 olo 
- 
in my amendment I
sugSest 35o/o 
- 
in 1979. Lastly, the 500 u.a. proposed
by the Commission are not to be given to all and
sundry but only to those tobacco-growers 
- 
over to
other varieties and therefore faced with the initial
reconversion costs. Those of us dealing with agricul-
tural problems know this perfectly well.
Iastly, to deal with a third incorrect comment, I have
to make it clear that the measures proposed by the
Commission were not invented on the spur of the
moment but are srictly in accordance with the provi-
sions laid down in the 1970 basic regulation on
tobacco.
These, Mr President, are the comments which I
wished to make with regard to a number of statements
by the Committee on Budges which did not appear
to me to be wholly correct. Othersise I fully support
the content of the report that has been presented.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Devignon, menrber of the Commission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, I can be extremely brief on the Commis-
sion's behalf on this subiect in view of the fact that Mr
Albertini's report is very thorough and sets out very
well the reasons for which the Commission has
proposed the regulation you are discussing today.
I would simply point out that the Commission had a
twofold obiect: to maintain activity in the tobacco
sector and to use the primary production structure in
the most rational and economic way possible. This is
why, knowing that the measures would cause diffi-
culty, it also allowed 500 u.a. for the replanting
process. That seems to me to be important. On the
basis of this programme, the Commission feels iusti-
fied in considering that the structural imbalance will
be corrected or put on the road to being so and that
intervention expenditure financed by the EAGGF will
be considerably reduced.
As regards Article 3, the 75 o/o, 50 o/o and 25 7o stages
were agreed during discussions in the special agricul-
tural committee. From the general trend in the discus-
sion, we now feel that they could be 75 o/o, 60 olo and
35 o/o, which does not create any special problem as
far as the Commission is concemed.
I would like to thank Mr Albertini and Members of
Parliament for their kind attention to this proposal for
a regulation.
President. 
- 
Before considering the motion for a
resolution, we must first consider the amendments to
the proposal for a regulation.
On Article 3, I have Amendment No l, tabled by Mr
Ligios, Mr Pisoni and Mr Pucci, seeking to replace this
article with the following text:
Articlc 3
The quantities of all qualities of tobacco of the Beneven-
tano variety harvested in 1977,1978 and 1979 which may
be the subiect of intervention buying shall be limited to
75 %, 60 0/o and 35 7o respectively of the corresponding
quantities of the 1975 harvest taken over by the interven-
tion agency.'
This amendment has already been moved by Mr
Ligios and accepted by Mr Albertini.
I put this text to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
On Article 5, I have Amendment No 2, tabled by Mr
Ligios, Mr Pisoni and Mr Pucci:
This article to be modified as follows:
Article 6
l. Unchanged.
2. Unchanged.
3. !7here the option provided for in Article 5 is exer-
cised, the grower shall receive 70 o/o of the aid calcu-
lated in prcportion to the areas which have bcen
planted with other varieties, in order to offsct the loss
in income.'
This amendment has already been moved by Mr
Ligios and accepted by the rapport€ur.
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, Illcnrber of tbc Connission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, I think it may help if I give Parliament
some information on this subiect. During the discus-
sions in the special agricultural committee, the figure
put forward by the Commission was 60 o/0, whereas
Parliament wished it to be 70 %.
A compromise would be 55 Yo, and the Commission
could agree to this. If Parliament would go along with
a figure ol 55 o/o, with Mr Ligios' agreement, we
should all agree, and this I feel, would be an excellent
thing.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ligios.
Mr Ligios. 
- 
(I) | agree to this change, Mr President.
President. 
- 
!flhat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Albertini, raltporteur. 
- 
(I) | agree, too.
Prcsident. 
- 
Are there any obiections to this oral
modification of the amendment ?
That is agreed.
I put to the vote Amendment No 2 as orally modified
that is, with the figure '70 per cent' replaced by '65
Per cent'.
Amendment No 2, thus modified, is adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote, on the
understanding that it shall be modified to take
account of the two amendments adopted.
The resolution is adopted t.
7. Regulation on conaersion-rdtes fo, ,rreAsures
finanrcd fu tbe EAGGF
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
538176) by Mr Friih, on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets, on
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the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation on the entries in the Budget of the Communi_
ties relating to the financial effects o[ the different conver_
sion-rates applied for measures financed by the
Guarantee &ction of the EAGGF.
I call Mr Frtih.
Mr Friih, rdpportcun 
- 
(D) Mr President, I am sorry
to have to trouble you at this early hour with a some-
wh-at complicated subject 
- 
namely, agricultural
policy, which suffen from the fact that-although
amounts are expressed in units of account, we have
been unable to achieve monetary union.
A situatlon has developed in which we have different
units ol account: there is a budgetary unit of account
and, since 1973, there is a representative rate 
- 
a
lreen' unit of account 
- 
and this proposed regula-
tion tackles the problem of how to interrelate these
two units of account. Payments to Member States in
accordance with the Agricultural policy are paid on
the basis-of the representative rates 
- 
in othei words,
in'green'units of account 
- 
in the currency of the
country concerned in each case. After these amounts
have bebn entered into Member States' books in their
own national currency, they are then converted 
- 
at
Community level 
- 
into the units of account used in
the budget. A discrepancy therefore arises, because the
'green' units of account tend to follow the market
exchange rates while the budgetary units of account
are unalterably tied to the par-values declared to the
Intemational Monetary Fund.
Initially, this problem did not create any serious discre-
pancies. !7hen it was introduced in 1973 the amounr
involved were small, but year by year they have
increased, particularly because'green' units of account
adjust more quickly to the actual exchange-rates, so
that for 1976 the difference reached 377 million and
fot 1977 was as much as 538 million units of accounr.
Now, because the paying agencies in the individual
Member Stptes keep their accounts in the national
lullency, the Commission has to convert expenditureinto budgetary units of account. The different conver-
sion rates would, in fact, mean keeping separate
accounts for agricultural expenditure, but the 42
paying agencies and their sub-offices in the individual
countries are, organizationally, not in a position to do
this and could not, without major changes, inake the
necessary modifications to their accounting system.
As a solution to this problem, the Commission
proposes to apply wightings for the individual
Member States to all the expenditure notified by
them. If the 'green' units of account were changed,
these weightings would be adjusted accordingly.- At
the same time the date, periods of payment and'even
arrears in. payment would have to be taken into
account and allowed for by special weightings in each
case.
As you can see, ladies and gentlemen, it is a highly
technical problem and I shall therefore spare you
further details. The Committee on Budgets 
-has 
gone
into the matter very thoroughly and since it was
found, as the Commission points out, that this is a
purely technical accounting matter with no financial
implications, the Committee on Budgets recommends
you to approve the proposal. All the same, the
Committee on Budgets, under its chairman, Mr Lange,
Ih9 it always very critical, makes the point that tf,isglobal method departs from the principie of the indi-
vidualized entry and can be appro"ed only for this
special case.
Paragrap.h 
-l- of the resolution says that the proposal
will probably 
- 
once again you see the caution oi the
Committee on Budgets 
- 
have no financial effect. In
paragraph I we stress that the principle of the single
€ntry. must be strictly adhered to and that this excep-
tional case cannot be used as a precedent for othtr
global entries. Lastly, we recommend that the measure
be applied retroactively from I January 1977, purely
because this proposal reached the committee very late
and could no! therefore, be presented earlier.
I therefore ask you to approve the report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Dovignon, Illetnbcr of the Cbmnission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, I can be very brief, since Mr Fr0h-has
presented a complex problem extremely well. In a few
words, the Commission wanted the effects of the
difference between the budgetary unit of account and
the agricultural unit of account to show in the
Community's accounts and in the budget. This is the
purpose of the proposal, whose obiect ii therefore that
expenditure not due to agricultural policy but to differ-
ences in working out the figures should appear clearly
so that the agricultural policy should no longer be
c.flSed with expenditure for which it is not respon-
sible.
The proposal raised some difficulties of application in
the individual Member States, but thesi - have been
solved, technically, and I believe that this is an
improvement on the previous situation.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted r.
8. Directiue on tbc EAGGF financing systcnt
President. 
- 
The next item is the interim report(Doc. 527175) by Mr Cointat, on behalf of 'the
Committee on Budgets, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
directive amending the Council Directive of 15 March
1976 on mutual assistance for the recovery of claims
resulting from operations forming part of the system oI
financing the European Agriculiural Guidance and
Guarantee Fund, and of agricultural levies and customs
duties.
The rapporteur has decided to waive his oral presenta-
tion.
I call Mr Davignon.
' 
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Mr Devignon, lllentber'of the Cotnmission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, I shall not retain Parliament long on this
question. I have iust rwo comments to make.
Firsq we are pleased to note that Mr Cointat and the
Committee on Budgets agree to the Commission's
proposal.
Secondly, Mr Cointat and the Committee on Budgets
would like there to be a separate directive for each of
the two measures put forward in the proposal. For
practical and technical reasons we do not take the
same view, because this would mean more time would
be needed for discussing and adopting the Directive.
This is a difference of opinion on method, not on
substance, and I wished to make the Commission's
position clear on this point.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, Cbainnan of tbe Conntittcc ott Budgets,
- 
(D) Mr President, I had hoped that we could see
this matter through without any discussion, but if the
Commission expressly states that, for technical
reasons, it cannot go along with the proposals made
by the Committee on Budgets, then we shall have to
look into the matter again. This is precisely why we
have tabled an interim 
- 
not a final 
- 
report.
I7e shall therefore, Mr Davignon, have to consider the
matter further. It is important to us that it be dealt
with in the way that we proposed.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted r.
9. Reconttrendatiotts adoptcd b1 tbc EEC-Turkq
Join t Pa rl ia rrrerrtary Conrm ittce
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
5481761by Mr Klepsch, on behalf of the Committee
on External Economic Relations, on
the recommendations of the EEC-Turkey Joint Parlia-
mentary Committee adopted in Nice on 28 April 1976
and in Ankara on 9 November 1975.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch, rdlrporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, it falls to me to present a report
which reviews the situation as regards the EEC-
Turkey Association for a period of one whole year.
I7e decided not to present a number of individual
reports; instead we have put together the results of
two meetings of the Joint Parliamentary Committee
and also included the President of Parliament's official
visit.
The past year was certainly one of tension in the Asso-
ciation relationship. There were many reasons for this,
one being the long delay in taking a number of deci-
sions. For one thing, the Member States, in the
Council of the European Communities, took a long
time to aSree on the decisions to be taken with regard
to certain issues, and for another the Turkish govern-
ment itself was very slow in coming to a decision on a
number of questions. Moreover, the Association
Committee was informed that differences of opinion
had arisen in Turkish public opinion, firstly as a result
of the political debate in Turkey on the results and
the value of being in association with the Community,
and secondly because differing priorities were set for
further development in the Association relationship
within the Turkish economy. Apart from this, general
economic problems had to be considered as regards
both the manpower market and also the adiustment of
trade balances and the development of exports and
imports in the direction required under the tcrms of
the Association.
!7e therefore had plenty of serious problems which,
coupled with the emotions aroused by intemal poli-
tics, inevitably inflamed the situation. We were very
fortunate that the Associatioh C,ouncil was eventually
able to meet by the end of the year and take the neces-
sary minimal decisions 
- 
if I may so describe them
- 
to keep the Association operational.
I would like to say to you quite frankly that during
this year the Joint Parliamentary Committee has seen
its task primarily as that of intermediary and that both
Parliaments 
- 
Turkish and European 
- 
have striven
to settle existing differences and to take the Associa-
tion Treaty seriously and to enlarge and develop it. I
would ask you, ladies and gentlemen, to consider the
report and the Annexes to it in this spirit.
Perhaps I may briefly underline a few main points
about which we are particularly concerned. First, I
should like to say that the decisions of the Association
Council on specific subiecs have resulted in conces-
sions 
- 
albeit the minimum required in the terms of
the Treaty 
- 
for agricultural products, and we believe
that here an approach has been found for reducing
differences appreciably in the future. I7e realize, of
course, how small is the field for manoeuvre left to us,
because practically all agicultural products from
Turkey are already given maximum preference, but it
should also be remembered that the trade balance
problem, amonS other thingp, also stems from the fact
that Turkey has found other markets for her agricul-
tural produce and the effect of this can be imagined.
All I want to say is that'we are pleased that progress
has been made in the question of agricultural conces-
sions, because it must nog of course, be forgotten that
we have an agreement with the Turks calling for
2-yeatly revisions in each case and that we arc yery
much in arrearc in the negotiations.
' 
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My second point concerns the situation of migrant
workers from Turkey, where I believe the solution
chosen, as can be seen from the minutes of the
meeting of the Joint Committee, is the one proposed
by this Parliameng with which the Council of Minis-
ters fortunately also agreed. This was the formula to
which both sides 
- 
the Turks and the Community
- 
subsequently found they could agree and we are
gratified at having made this contribution.
My third point is the question of the Financial
Protocol, the settlement of which is presumably not
wholly satisfactoty to the Turks, but since we have
opened up a whole range of new possibilities in the
co-operation area and since we are pleased to note
that the attitude of the Turkish government towards
private investment in Turkey has become more favour-
able, we feel that greater opportunities have now been
opened up as regards capital requirements and that we
ought to promote co-operation to the fullest extent.
I7e were naturally pleased to see that, in the end, the
trend in imports and exports between the Community
and its associated partner Turkey is now reversed.
Iflhereas at first, and particularly in the year under
consideration, it appeared as if the gap was widening
in Turkey's disfavour, this trend has now reversed
again and we hope that this will be maintained.
I would now like to make three policy comments, the
fint being this.
I7e discussed the ultimate obiect of association in
great detail with our Turkish friends and were pleased
to see that, for them, it is still full membership, even
though both sides know, of course, that full member-
ship is out of the question before the date laid down :
1994. However this may be, the maintenance of close
relations between Turkey and the European States also
remains a priority objective in Turkish policy.
Secondly, we were careful not to get involved in the
problem of relations between Turkey and Greece. I7e
certainly discussed these questions frankly on every
occasion in committee, but we did not feel that
resounding public statements would perform any
useful service for either side. Instead we felt the right
thing to do was to persuade the two sides to come to
an agreement and to encourage them to go further
along the road they have already begun to take
towards a peaceful settlement, for example as regards
the solution of problems like Cyprus, the Aegean, airs-
pace over the Aegean and ocean floor resources in the
Aegean. Ttat was our contribution. But we decided 
-and you will find a note on this 
- 
that in the future
neither the EEC-Turkey Joint Parliamentary
Committee nor the EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentary
Committee should issue political statements on ques-
tions not directly connected with the Association
concerned. rUfle believe this to be the right approach
and our Turkish partner has agreed.
A third comment. I am particularly pleased that we
were successful in reactivating the Association,
because parliamentary elections are to take place in
Turkey in 1978 and it was obviously, therefore, highly
important for us to put our relations in the Associa-
tion back in order prior to the election. Otherwise 
-and this I say quite frankly 
- 
there was reason to fear
that the Association would have become an election
issue in Turkey. I7e hope that this has been fore-
stalled.
In conclusion, I might perhaps rehr to two aspects
which concern this Parliament as such and about
which we are still having talks with our Turkush
friends. One is the accession of other countries to the
Communiry 
- 
an old subiect to which I shall make
no further reference. Naturally the Turks ane
concerned that the accession of other countries should
not affect the content or spirit of the Association
Treaty.
In the view of our Turkish partners the Communty
has given satisfactory undertakings on this score, but
we must understand clearly 
- 
and we have already
discussed the matter in this House 
- 
that we must
naturally alwaln remember, in all future accession
negotiations, whether in the near future with Greece
or possibly later with other countries, that undertak-
ings into which we have already entered must
continue to be fully honoured.
The second point 
- 
our Turkish friends are inte-
rested in this as well and Parliament has nothing
against it 
- 
is that the Joint Parliamentary
Committee and the Association Council as well
should beableto give their views on extemal policy or
other policy questions arising under the heading of
co-operation. The Parliamentary Committee has no
obiection to such a development but rather welcomes
it.
This concludes my remarks. You have received a
considerable amount of papervork, but it is perhaps
worth while tackling the different aspects thoroughly,
because the work done on developing the EEC-
Turkey Association may serye, to some extent, as a
model for our efforts in many other directions. It may
show us what objective difficulties persist and need to
be overcome, and your rapporteur is proud of the
success of this Parliament's committee in helping
considerably to make satisfactory 
- 
I might even say
fully satisfactory 
- 
development of the EEC-Turkey 
.
Association possible again. Allow me to thank the
Commission in particular and also the Council of
Ministers for their efforts in this matter.
I submit to you the motion for a resolution as an
agreement reached against the baEkgound of this
development.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hansen to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
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Mr Honscn. 
- 
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I
am speaking this moming as Chairman of the Euro-
pean Parliament's delegation to the EEC-Turkey Joint
Parliamentary Committee, because I feel that the
members of that committee are perhaps in the best
position to assess the considerable amount of effort
that has gone into the rapporteur's work and to thank
him for it. All I should like to do here is to take uP a
number of points raised and deal with them very
briefly.
last year, Mr President, we experienced what was prob-
ably the most critical period in relations within our
association. Tension built up ominously for a variety
of reasons, including, in foreign policy, the growing
frustration of Turkish public opinion with Europe, fric-
tion within the goveming coalition, a pre-election
campaign which has already bcgun unofficially and,
on top of all this, the repeated postPonement of the
conference of the Association Council last year.
Against this background the positive outcome of the
Association Council's meeting of 20 December last
was welcomed with great relief by all those uking
part. IThat was achieved can be summarized in the
following four points : First, with regard to the most
crucial problem of freedom of movement for Turkish
workers, the measures stipulated in the agreement for
implementing the firct phase were introduced, and
Turkey was also accorded the second priority.
Secondly, with regard to agriculture, Turkey was
granted further concessions on a series of Community
products. Thirdly, with regard to financial aid, talks
were started on the new financial protocol, and agree-
ment was reached on bringing forsard the expiry date
to 3l October 1981. Fourthly, with regard to indus-
tries recently established in Turkey, the Community
stated that it was prepared to give favourable considera-
tion to further protectivc measures on the part of
Turkey.
On this basis, Mr President, talks can be continued
and relations within the association eased. !7e were
able to draw the same conclusions from our talks with
the Turkish delegation on l0 and I I January this
year, during the last part-session here in Luxembourg.
Also on this occasion, Mr Inan spoke of Turkey's
measured optimism with regard to the new yea4 1977.
Those who know Mr Inan as I know him, being a very
close friend, know exactly what this means when
expressed by him in this way.
The reaction of our Turkish colleagues, Mr President,
particularly during the ioint session with various
committees of the European Parliament, were not
exactly cheerful but ranged, instead, from the very
muted to the sceptical. There are basically two reasons
for this. Firstly, in the present political climate in
Turkey, the country's expectations uis'd'uis our
Community have been raised to a very high pitch.
Secondly, Turkish representatives have, with some
iustification, drawn attention to the fact that the most
difficult negotiations, particularly those affecting
freedom of movement and agriculture, concern
matters that are laid down in formal aSreements and
are an area in which our Community is somewhat
reluctant to fulfil its obligations.
Consequently, it seems to me to be of particular
importance for us to ensure in the European Parlia-
ment, and also sometimes in our national parliaments,
that the executive bodies and especially the Council
of Ministers do not use the interim solutions that have
been arrived at as an excuse to be rid of the Turkish
problem. That is the warning I would like do express
here on behalf of my committee. In my view, and
from past experience, European countries still underes-
timate both the frustration felt by Turkish public
opinion and the increasingly negative tendencies in
its attitude towards the Community.
I therefore conclude, Mr President, with a firm and
very open-minded statement. If, as the rapporteur
rightly points out, we are not successful in revitalizing
and generally actiyating relations within the associa-
tion at the earliest possible opportunity, it is by no
means inconceivable that, given analogous develop-
ments on the domestic political scene, the Commu-
nity will become further estranged from its difficult,
yet reliable, Turkish partner.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Devignon, lWenber of the Conmission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, I listened to Mr Klepsch and Mr Hansen
with a trace of uneasiness because everything they said
took the words out of my mouth. I shall therefore be
brief since I agree with their analysis of the situation
and with the outline they have drawn of last year's
developments in the relations between, the EEC and
Turkey. In this connection, on behalf of the Commis-
sion, I would like to pay tribute to the part played by
the Committee of this Parliameng and by Mr Klepsch
and Mr Hansen in particular, in putting these rela-
tions once again on the footing we would like.
The fact is that the Commission feels that relations
with Turkey are one of the key features of the
Community's external relations and that it is vital that
these relations progress in the spirit described this
moming. I definitely believe that tangible progress
has been made in the agricultural sector and in the
field of freedom of movement. It was therefore right
to claim that the formula accepted by the Council and
Turkey and that considered and drafted at the
meeting of the Joint Parliamenury Committee,
together with the Financial Protocol, had helped to
stabilize relations. On this basis, I believe we can look
forward to 1977 with greater ease of mind than was
possible in 1976: this is an excellent thing, particu-
larly in view of Turkey's political timetable lor 1977.
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In my view, the Commission, the Council and Parlia-
ment have a duty not to regard the progress achieved
as sufficient to solve all the problems at one stroke.
On the contrary, we need to make an even greater
effo4 so as to make the Association more dynamic,
and we look forward to receiving the suggestions
which the Turkish authorities have promised they
would make. An unremining, long-term effort is
required of us, but in view of the complete agreement
between Parliament and the Commission on these
matters it should, we feel, be possible to persuade the
C,ouncil as well to pursue the dynamic policy that the
circumstances demand.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted t.
10. Rcgulation on tbc production and
marketing of citrus fruit
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
5281761by Mr Pucci, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 25lll69
hying down special measures for improving the produc-
tion and marketing of Community citrus fruit.
I call Mr Pucci.
Mr Pucci, ralPortc,tt 
- 
(I) | would like to thank
the Commission which, in my view, should be
commended for having taken an initiative demons-
trating its especial awareness of a problem of which I
myself have direct knowledge. The Commission's
proposal is designed to change certain conditions that
may seem to be marginal 
- 
but which are not 
- 
by
laying down different conditions amending the prev-
ious regulation on this subject.
It is not my business to explain the special impor-
tance of the citrus-fruit sector in the economy of a
large part of the southern area of my country. The
solutions put forward have particular importance with
regard to forcing and accelerating implementation of
the Commission's proposed medium-term programme
in the citrus-fruit sector. The economic and social
asp€cts of the problem are already known to this Parli-
ament, which has already approved the Scardaccione
and Kofoed reports.
The changes proposed by the Commission were
welcomed and met with general agreement in the
Committee on Agriculture.
In essence, the proposals are adiustments made neces-
sary by the spot-checks that the Community's execu-
tive agencies are required to make as regards the prac-
tical feasibility of the medium-term intervention
norms laid down in the relevant regulation.
In particular, it was found that in some cases, because
of their characteristics (marginal land and extensive
farming), even holdings of over 5 hectares were unable
to make an adequate level of income, at least equal to
that obtained from 2 hectares of orange and manda-
rine groves. Consequently, the new proposal omits
this condition. In addition, the income level required
is increased : it must be no greater than that derived
from 4 hectares (instead of 2) of orange and manda-
rine trees. This change is justified by the increase in
the cost of living and inflation.
I would nevertheless draw the attention of the
Commission and Parliament to what I feel to be a gap
in the Community's otherwise commendable action
in the citrus-fruit sector. I refer to the absence of any
protection for growers of bergamot oranges and
citrons. Although these two citrus fruits are grown in
limited quantities and only in a limited geographical
area, there should be no mistake about the importance
that the problem assumes from the economic and
social standpoints in a particularly depressed area like
Calabria.
Bergamot oranges are a typical product of Reggio Cala-
bria because of the special climatic conditions not
found elsewhere and wereover only in certain limited
areas on the Reggio side of the strait and some areas
of the Ionian Sea coastline.
The total area involved is estimated at no more than
3 500 hectares and the average fruit yield over the last
five years is around 360 000 quintals, which is equiva-
lent to about 180 000 of essence. Bergamot oranges
are dearer to grow than other citrus fruits because they
require more attention and the specific yield is lower.
The labour force involved is over 4 000.
If it is agreed that the price of other citrus fruits
produced in the EEC should not be lower than a
certain limit, it would seem to me only right and fair
that similar measures should be taken for bergamot
oranges and citrons.
For the reasons given, production costs 
- 
which work
out at about I 21 000 per kg of essence 
- 
are found
to be too high for the market. Price integration, there-
fore, could have the effect of reducing the cost of the
essence and making it competitive on export markets
with similar but synthetic products and with other
bergamot essences now being produced on an experi-
mental basis in the Ivory Coast, which may, of course,
constitute a serious threat to production in the
Community countries.
The other product to which I would draw the atten-
tion of Parliament and the Commission and which, in
my opinion, can and should not be left out of the
Community measures conceming citrus-fruit produc-
tion is the citron. The area of land involved is tiny. At
the moment land used for growing citrons amounts to
hardly 250 hectares, for the reason that competition
from other local citrus-fruit production makes it diffi-
cult, costly and ultimately impossible to grow citrons
in competitive conditions.
' 
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Hence the utility and urgency I supplementing and
speeding up the programme for changing over to
other products and re-organizing the market, particu-
larly in view of the forthcoming accession of other
citrus-fruit-producing countries to the Community as
full members and the already active competition from
other third countries.
Por these reasons, I therefore recommend Parliament
to apprcve this proposal for an amending regulation'
President. 
- 
I call Mr Laban to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Lcban. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I admit it is Friday
moming and that Mr Pucci, the rapPorteur, has
already stressed that this proposal for an amending
reg;ulation is of very great importance to the growens
of citrus fruit living mainly in Sicily and Calabria. But
there are still a few questions left unanswered, and I
would like to dwell on them a little and ask the
Commission for the necessary explanations.
The proposal before us for a regulation amending
another regulation relates to improving the produc-
tion and marketing of citrus fruit. There are short-
tenn measures, mainly consisting in the grant of
premiums to help citrus fruit from southern Italy over
the Alps and on to the market in other Member
States, and medium-term measures providing for aid
to be granted for replanting with easier-selling varie-
ties, on top of which there is extra aid in the form of
compensation for loss of income during the change-
over. Initially, this action should have been completed
by 3l December of last year, but the date was Post-
poned to 1978, because it appears that no Progress
had been made with the preparations necessary to set
up such a programme 
- 
this was to be done by the
Italian govemment in consultation with the EEC.
From the 1975 report on the EAGGF it appears that
national premiums were paid out that year for the fint
time, but the report on the situation of agriculture in
1975 is totally silent on the subject of replanting. The
1975 EAGGF report says that no payments were made
in 1974 on account of the delay that had occurred in
issuing implementing regulations and programmes in
Italy, in common with all administrative procedures.
Ifle also see that the first national. payments were
made in 1975, although it is laid down that requests
for the repayment of these had to be presented before
I July 1976. Whether that has happened I do not
know, but I would very much like to know. The
marketing premiums are paid to the trade and the
replanting aid, of course, goes to the producers. The
proposal for an amending regulation primarily
concerns replanting. My group feels that it is perfectly
fair for the conditions to be made more favourable,
because that will primarily benefit southern ltaly.
Farm structures in that area are an obstacle to the
people directly concerned.
But we wonder why it was not until 1976 
- 
seven
years after the regulation came into force 
- 
that the
idea came up. It is known that the sale of citrus fruit
from southem Italy and southern France comes up
against difficulties in the framework of the overall
Mediterranean policy and that is why the system of
norm prices was postponed for some time. But it has
to be recognized that these difficulties are a question
of quality. After all, there is also a regulation going
back to 1950, under which unsaleable citrus fruit can
be processed for juice.
Mr President, I would also like to ask whether the
considerable delay in implementing this replanting
measure has anything to do with ltalian legislation,
particularly that concerning the Regios. In spite of the
fact that these special measures are so importang parti-
cularly for people in southern ltaly, it must be terribly
frustrating to have to help less saleable products over
the Alps with premiums and then to protect them by
a norm price system to make them more competitive,
when in fact they are completely unsaleable oranges
with which all that can be done 
- 
with the help of
subsidies 
- 
is to reduce them to juice which certainly
can be sold.
I would also like to recall that in 1972 this Parliament
took the view that prolonging special intervention
measures and increasing financial compensation
should not be allowed to result in the whole restruc-
turing programme being pushed into the background,
and it was also stressed that the programme should be
carried out with the necessary energy.
ln 1974-75, l8l 000 tonnes of oranges 
- 
that is
I I % of total Community output 
- 
had to be taken
off the market and pulped for iuice. The total growing
area in Sicily and Calabria comes to about 97 000
hectares, but we also know that something like 34 000
of the orange plantations in these areas are wet 24
years old, that the oranSe trees, on average, are over 15
years old and that what is more, there is still an enor-
mous difference in planting density: the number of
trees per hectare may be I 000 one holding and 250
in another.
Mr President, we have no idea which varieties of
orange and other citrus fruits to be considered for
replanting are of good, medium or bad quality.
Another marvellous thing, which really ought to claim
our attention, is that about 50m u.a. has been
earmarked for these measures in the general budget of
the Communities since 1972 but that absolutcll
notbing has been paid out. The estimate for 1976 was
7 million, but, of course, we do not yet know what has
in fact been paid out. In 1977 there is an amount of
15 m u-a. on the general budget both for sales promo-
tion and for replanting; I would very much like to
know how much is intended for sales promotion and
how much for replanting.
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In this connection, thete are still a large number of
unresolved questions. For example, I would like to
know what this replanting programme looks like now
and whether the necessary relationship has been esta-
blished bei:ween sales promotion and the replanting
measures. I have asked what the bad kinds of citrus
fruit really are. Are they confined merely to the grade
3 defined in l97l ? !7e would like to hear what has
been pulled up since this regulation entered into
force: according to the figures I have, the area can be
no more than 500 to 600 hectares in all.
Is participation in the pulling-up programme volun-
tary and can the programme be altered as it is being
carried out ? Can it be terminated by those
concemed'? Is it fair for the sales-promotion
premiums to benefit the trade, or can they go to the
processing industry ? In the latter case, I must point
out that 1754 industrial projects have been assisted
under the regulation which also received help as
processers and thus were given double financial assis-
tance 
- 
for processing and for marketing citrus fruit.
I would like to have some information about the
improvement in the incomes of citrus-fruit producers
after the replanting measures are carried out, as far as
this is possible. And I would like to know why, for
example, schemes for uprooting bad qualities of stone
fruit have been successful whereas these have not. I
can well imagine that Mr Davignon, who is not
responsible for agricultural affairs, will not be able to
give a direct answer to these questions. He should not,
of course, take offence at this, but I wanted to raise
this matter once for all in the plenary Assembly,
because we would like to know how things are going
in the countries that have to take action under this
regulation, since the object of this kind of Commu-
nity action, when all is said and done, is to help small
producers to gain a better livelihood. If my questions
cannot all be answered by Mr Davignon, may I ask
him to request his colleague responsible for agricul-
ture to give the Committee on Agriculture a compreh-
ensive and clear report on this whole problem,
together with the necessary explanations.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vitale to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group,
Mr Viale. 
- 
(I) W President, ladies and gentlemen,
I would first like to express our regret that the
Commissioner for Agriculture is not present in the
House, both because of the importance that the
growing of citrus fruits 
- 
the subiect under discus-
sion 
- 
has assumed in some areas in the Community
and because of the charge on the budget to which Mr
Laban has just referred.
I shall need a few moments to explain the position of
our Group on this problem, because 
- 
and I am
sorry not to have had an opportunity to say so in the
Committee on Agriculture 
- 
we are opposed to the
Commission's proposal to abolish the condition laid
down in Article 4 of the regulation whereby owners of
holdings not exceeding 5 hectares were eligible for
special assistance for replanting their land under citrus
fruit, farmers with larger holdings not being entitled
to apply for this aid.
Seven years ago, when this measure was adopted, we
Communists in Italy welcomed, it, precisely because it
introduced a new principle of great significance: the
principle whereby small farmers working their land
themselves can be forced to participate in the neces-
sary modernization or restructuring proiects only if
the right conditions are provided 
- 
in other words,
first and foremost, if they can count on assistance that
makes up at least part of their income during the
changeover period. !fle therefore request that this
special assistance continue to be confined to firms not
exceeding 5 hectares, not because we have any general
objection to assistance being given to the big farms
but because we want the best best possible use to be
made of all our resources.
I would add that if it had been proposed that farms of
over 5 hectares should be included among the recipi-
ents of supplementary aid and that at the same time
the available funds should be increased, we should
have been in favour, but the total sum available is the
same as before in spite of the fact that it may also be
used for farms of over 5 hectares, which is equivalent,
in practice, to withdrawing it from the smaller farms.
This crude displacement of resources is inacceptable
to us, a further reason being that, in our opinion, the
grounds given by the Commission for it have little
justification.
It is said 
- 
I am quoting the rapporteur 
- 
rhat the
S-hectare limit is too restrictive on the application of
the regulation because it excludes holdings under
extensive cultivation producing from larger areas but
yielding lower incomes than those obtained from 2
hectares of citrus fruit.
But in this case, quite apart from the area question, we
have a different type of farm, where cultivation is of
the extensive type and on land unsuitable for citrus
fruit and where citrus fruit is grown in addition to
other crops. Such farms can be helped in other ways
and by other procedures. S7e are not, I repeat, in
favour of leaving any type of farm to is fate. These
farms of over 5 hectares, where citrus fruit is a supple-
mentary and marginal crop, are eligible for aid as part
of an overall scheme for agricultural restructuring 
-in other words, on the basis of Directive No 159,
which we have discussed on other occasions.
An extension of the special aids to the citrus-fruit
sector does not seem to us to be the right way of
solving the difficulties of growers, if the total sum
available remains unchanged.
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Alrc 
- 
and Mr Laban made a number of comments
on this point 
- 
I will not hide from you the fact that
there are questions to which I myrlf, who am ltalian,
would like ansvers. If the citrus-fruit scheme is
making slow progress, this cannot be put down to a
limit on area of over or under 5 hectares. The rearcns
lie elsewhere. They lie in the bureaucratic lethargy of
the ltalian Government" vhich has let 5 years go by
vithout creating the legal conditions for applying the
regulation. They lie in the delay with vhich public
funds reach the grower, and in the absence of valid
merures for developing producerc' associations and
co-operatives and for assigning them clearly defined
duties and responsibilities. They lie in market trends
and in the varying efficiency of the intervention
ogency's utilization of the purchrsing mechanism. It is
in these directions that changes are necessary if the
implementation of the citrus-fruit scheme is to be
speeded up.
In addition, in our viev, the principle requiring thet
rmCl producers be compenrated for the loae of
incorne during the changeover period is wire
economic practice; it is what we call r$titution of
income, which should not be a kind of poor relief but
an cncouraSement to convert. The big producers, if
they are really businesses, do not need this assistance,
becaure they have other resources for weathering the
critical period. In the first place, unlike small
producers, it is possible for them to borrow, and they
really do not need a grant from the Community
during this period to survive.
I believe, therefore, that we whould be right to main-
tain different schemes of aid for small and big
producers, because in this way we should be intro-
ducing into Community legislation, though admit-
tedly in a small sector for the moment, the principle
we call restitution of income, which would be a
realistic policy, particularly if this measure were to be
seen as aid for those who actually work the land and
not for those who own big holdingp and apply exten-
sive cultivation methods and who, in effect, would
purely and simply be receiving a gift from the
Community.
l7hilst our group, therefore, disagrees with the
Commission's proposal on this point, it supports the
other proposals outlined by the rapporteur, in parti-
cular the proposal that supplementary aid should be
given to growers deriving a lower income from citrus
fruit than that equivalent not to 2 but to 4 hectares
planted with orange and mandarine trees. Here our
reasons are'those already put forward by the raPpor-
teur, because, from this viewpoint, the preseht condi-
tions are definitively restrictive and would eventually
discourage those small producers to which the regula-
tion refers.
The fact that must be borne in mind is that since
1969 the situation of citrus-fruit growing in Italy has
deteriorated to the point thrt, today, it com odt
5 oh of all the citrur fruit borgtt in the Cmnufi
It is therefore right that the rrict limit irpud D!
the Community should be nired to mcct r rinir
which has now become truly critical.
Lartly, we note that the Commision is lo * *
tural measures 
- 
and hcre I agree with thc plqd
that have now been made 
- 
as rqgif* hqIA
orangGs, a product grovn in only one n EiOd f d
the Community.
It has alwap been a principle, and thb hr tf
shted many times, that certain typical pmffi
should be encouraged which, though u3fi{ r D
whole of the Community, can be grown oirlT h e h
rertricted areas. This is precirely the c- o{ *
bergamot orange, which provider the rw m*dal ftt
a number of important indurtries 
- 
camdcr
per{umes and pharmaceutical products. Tlter irdk,
tries are located well away hom luly, rneinly h I
United Kingdom and in other Community arer. E
have therefore a common interert in preventing h
decline and dirppearance of bergamot prc&rctb.
I will conclude, Mr President, by seying thet fur my
yearr the citrus fruit sector has been expored to dl tb
attrcks of competition from countries outd& thc
Community, not having that protection which hr
been given to other sectors 
- 
at a relatively recent
date, in the form of the premium to whi6h Mr l^ebcn
referred.
If it really wants to perform the task it has shouldered
of pushing ahead with regional policy and endea-
vouring to correct the imbalances that exist, the
Commission now has a specific case on which to
show its merits. From what the Commission does in
this field we shall really know whether certain state-
ments made only yesterday regarding regional policy
and the co-ordination of the Regional, Social and Agri-
cultural Funds are to be transformed into practical
action or purely and simply to remain vague assur-
ances of goodwill.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Dovignon, Illember of the Comnission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, although 
- 
as Mr Vitale and Mr Laban
have pointed out 
- 
this subject does not come within
the field with which I am best acquainted, I shall
endeavour to prove to the former that he has lero
reason for regretting the absence of Mr Gundelach
than he feared since later I shall be telling him why I
do not agree with what he has said.
But first I would like to thank the rapporteur for
giving the precise reasons for this supplementary reg;u-
lation designed to produce 
- 
for the areas concemed
- 
the concrete and specific result that was the aim of
the previous regulation. The fact is that experience
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has shown that a supplementary regulation was neces-
sary for this purpose.
Meanwhile, I would like at this point to try to reply to
the various questions put by Mr Laban. He first asked
whether implementing measures had already been
taken. The answer is that there have been imple-
menting measures, authorized by a decision taken on
2l December of last year, in favour of France and
Italy.
Secondly, a number of speakers wish to know whether
there has been any delay and, if so, why. The Commis-
sion has to admit that delays have often occurred
because proposals were not presented quickly enough
and that national legislation and then local legislation
took a further year, which explains why the first imple-
menting measures were not enacted until 1975.
Lastly, Mr Laban asked me what part of the total
budgetary envelope was allocated firstly to conversion
and secondly to 'normal' expenditure 
- 
in other
words, commercial or sales-promotion expenditure.
The answer I can give him is that, according to a
calculation we have carried out very quickly, 2m u.a.
were allocated to conversion last year.
There is, of course, a general problem raised very
clearly by Mr Vitale, who tells us that, in fact, we have
altered our action. Originally it was designed to assist
small produters of oranges and madarines, whereas
now it has been extended to others without any
increase in appropriations. I would liket him to know
that his is not the way the Commission sees it. Let me
explain.
Point one : the geographical area to which the
measures apply has been reduced, as a result of consul-
tations with the Italian govemment, from 42 000
hectares to a smaller area, probably 35 000 hectares.
The original appropriation therefore applies to a
smaller area, and this, in relative terms, means that it
has been increased.
Second point: the five-hectare condition must be seen
in combination with the other conditions envisaged
by the regulation. There is a ceiling for supplementary
measures where income exceeds that corresponding to
4 hectares planted with citrus fruis. A small l0-hec-
tare farm with only I hectare of citrus fruits, for
erample, was not eligible for the measures prescribed
in the initial regulation. This did not seem fair to us
and this is why the regulation has been changed. The
two measures, the S-hectare ceiling and the condition
regarding income equivalent to that derived from 4
hectares of citrus fruits, therefore have to be consid-
ered together.
I now come to Mr Pucci's very relevant comments on
the subiect of bergamot oranges and the special
problems of producers in this field. He was right
when he pointed out that this problem was important
in character but restricted in scope since it relates to
some 40 000 tonnes. The Commission feels that this
question, which is being discussed at the level of the
Council, could be pushed through without debate, at
next Monday's Council meeting. !7e feel that this is
vital if these supplementary measures are to be effec-
tive. I would also like to add, for Mr Vitale's benefit,
that if this supplementary regultion is not adopted we
shall not be able to do anything at all 
- 
in spite of
the fact that this replanting plan is what everyone
wants and that, as Mr Laban rightly said, a close watch
needs to be kept on it. In this connection we are
ready to submit a report to the Committee on Agricul-
ture demonstrating our efforts to achieve real reconver-
sion so that we are not giving aid for fruit that is not a
qualiry product.
I would further like to tell Mr Pucci that in this
general study we are making of Mediterranean agricul-
tural production, particular attention will be given to
this question and efforts will be made to find an
answer to the problem that concerns him. But it
seems to us unwise to make a change now and risk
delaying implementation of this measure, which
seems essential to achieve the result we want.
In conclusion, I would like to thank Mr Pucci for his
very relevant report and Mr Laban and Mr Vitale for
the questions they put, to which I have endeavoured
to reply as factually as possible. Whilst aware of the
fact that I have not replied to all the questions, I am
pleased that, with Parliament's approval, the regula-
tion can be brought into force very quickly after its
adoption next Monday by the Council and that
thereafter, by means of the supplementary measures,
the Commission will be in a position to achieve inore
fully the reconversion objectives it had already set
itself.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Laban.
Mr Leban. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I do not want to
hold up the proceedinSs, but I would like to thank Mr
Davignon for the excellent manner in which he has
dealt with the questions that have been put on this
proposal. For my money, he can add citrus fruis to
his responsibilities. I do, however, have a few more
questions and I therefore hope that Mr Gundelach
will be able to give us the facs that I would still like
to have in a letter, say, to the Committee on Agricul-
ture.
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the motion for
a resolution.
I put the preamble and the sole paragraph to the vote.
The preamble and the sole paragraph are adopted.
After the sole paragraph, I have Amendment No l,
tabled by Mr Pisoni, Mr Ligios, Mr Pistillo, Mr Vitale,
Mr Albertini and Mr Cifarelli, adding the following
paragraph :
2. In view of the importance of bergamotq asks the
Commission to include in its proposal measurcs for
the production and marketing of this citrus fruit;
I call Mr Ligios.
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Mr Ligios. 
- 
(I) Mr President, our amendment has
been very well explained both by the rapporteur and
in Mr Vitale's speech.
However, in view of'the Commissioner's statement
that the tabling of this amendment might possibly
delay the Council's decision, which needs to be taken
within the next few days, I withdraw Amendment No
l.
President. 
- 
The amendment is accordingly with-
drawn.
I therefore put to the vote the motion for a resolution.
The resolution is adopted. I
ll. Oral question witbout debate:
Production of maize sugar $)rilps
President. 
- 
The next item is the Oral Question
(Doc. 545176/rev.) without debate, by Mr Martens, Mr
Bertrand, Mr De Koning and Mr Frtih, on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group, to the Commission:
Subiect: Increased production of sugar syprups with a
high fructose content (isomeroses) from maize
l. Does the Commission consider the increasing produc-
tion from maize of suSar syrups with a high fructose
content to be a threat in the short or medium term to
sales of sugar produced from sugar-beet (EEC) ans
sugar-cane (ACP States) ?
2. Does the Commission intend in the near future
(a) to extend to the isomeroses in question the market
regulations applicable to solid sugar (saccharose) ?
(b) to have all measures which distort competition
between sugar prepared from beet and sugar syrup
prepared from maize discontinued ?
3. Vhat is the Commission's attitude towards the govern-
ment aid which some Member States are considering
granting for the construction of factories to produce
isomeroses ?
I call Mr Martens.
Mr Mertens. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, a few years ago,
science succeeded, by a combined process of fermenta-
tion and hydrolysis, in preparing a sugar syrup with a
high fructose content ol 42-46 o/o lrom maize starch.
In everyday language the product was called isoglu-
cose, or maize sugar. The preparation of this product
from other starch sources is still at the experimental
stage, as is the fructose crystallization process. The
technical properties of this liquid sugar are more or
less the same as those of syrup produced from beet or
cane sugar, and this has given rise to competition
between the two for certain applications. The experts
have worked out that near enough 50 % of our total
sugar consumption could be met by this kind of
liquid sugar. So we are faced with a difficult problem
of competition. Substitution may take even more
acute forms once the process for crystallizing fructose
sugar is perfected, because then it will be possible to
make solid sugar. But basically the real competition is
downstream 
- 
between the raw materials for solid
sugar on the one hand (sugar beet and cane) and for
isoglucose or maize sugar on the other (maize and
other starch-containing products).
Sugar-beet has a very important place in European
agriculture and amply covers our sugar requirements.
On top of this we have to import I 300 000 tonnes
every year from the ACP counhies. I would also stress
that sugar-beet is of considerable importance for crop
rotation in European agriculture. Maize is also grown
in a few countries in the European Community, but
our maize requirements are primarily met by imports.
!fle appreciate that the Commission is faced with a
very complicated problem. Both are basic agricultural
products and the conclusion we come to is that
increasing isoglucose production must mean either
exporting more beet-sugar with refunds
reducing the area we have under sugar-beet, or
reducing our imports of ACP sugar. This raises impor-
tant problems, therefore, and if we have to produce
more isoglucose then maize imports will have to be
increased steeply.
I would draw your attention to certain aspects of the
problem in connection, among other things, with the
common organization of the market. Although they
are very different raw materials, maize and sugar beet
can be used to produce a product 
- 
sugar 
- 
of
roughly equivalent quality. But the two cases are
covered by totally different regulations. Maizes comes
under the regulation on bread and feedstuff grain and
has a guaranteed minimum price with no limit on
quantity. The guaranteed minimum price for sugar-
beet applies only to a strictly limited quota. For the
moment and perhaps for a few months more, a refund
or manufacturing premium is being granted for manu-
facturing isoglucose from maize. Conversely, in some
Member States excise duty has to be paid on beet-
sugar. Isoglucose comes under common customs tariff
17028 as a grain derivative and therefore benefits
from the relevant levies and refunds. Beet-sugar and
beet-sugar syrups come under tariff 1702D, which is
less protective in is effect. this is why we are counting
on the Commission to ensure that, as soon as possible,
there should be no more distortions at the manufac-
turing level. The Commission will also have to make a
choice between maintaining sugar-beet cultivation in
Europe and importing more maize from third coun-
tries. !flhat are the facts ?
In a normal harvest, I hectare of sugar-beet yields
5 500 kg of sugar and 7 600 feedstuff units, while I
hectare of maize produces 3 400 kg of sugar and I 300
feedstuffs units. Growing sugar-beet therefore gives
significantly more suSar and significantly more animal
feed than maize : for every ton less of beet-sugar
produced, 2 a00 kg more of maize has to be imported
- 
I 510 kg for sugar production and 790 k8 to give
the equivalent in feedstuff.
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On top'of this there is an investment problem. For
isoglucose production, new investment amounts to
about I 500 m for an operational production unit. But
to make a full-scale business out of it, producing
starch, maize oil and the like as well, the figure is near
enough 3 000 m or even more. A new sugar-beet
plant (to produce the same figure of 100 000 tonnes of
sugar) would cost about 3 500 m, but we have the
advantage that the sugar factories already exist so that
no investment has to be envisaged.
Another problem is that of employment. The produc-
tion of 100000 tonnes of sugar from maize creates
150 000 hours of work a year, whereas the figure in
the case of beet-sugar is I 200 000. For these reasons
we would ask the Commission to investigate this
problem as soon as possiblg and to take decisions
conceming, among other things, the control of manu-
facturing subsidies, possibly including regulations
covering the whole situation and grants or aid for
investment.
Mr President, the text of my question has been circu-
lated and, to save time, I will not repeat it. I thank the
Commissioner in advance for his answer.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
llLentber of tbe Conntissiott. 
-(NZ/ I would like to thank Mr Martens for his ques-
tion. He has drawn our attention to a very compli-
cated and difficult problem. I7e need to find the right
answers to all aspects of this matter. His statement
gave an excellent, accurate and balanced outline of the
problem. I now propose to answer his question, but
first I would make one comment.
In the Commission we are currently studying the old
aspects of this matter, partly in the (ramework of our
proposals for agricultural prices. The meeting on this
subiect is now in progress in Brussels, so that I shall
be unable to give details of things that have not yet
been decided. But I can already give some precise
answers to Mr Martens.
(D The answer to point one in Mr Martens' question
is very definitely yes. At the present time, when we
are self-sufficient and producing a surplus, it is impor-
tant 
- 
for all the reasons that have already been
explained in Parliament 
- 
to keep a watch on deve-
lopments and to be able to control their effects. In
present circumstances, the quantity is considerable 
-which is why I too would talk of a threa! the word
used by Mr Martens in his question 
- 
but it is not
enoffnous. Production in 1975 is estimated at 76 000
tonnes, which is slightly more than 0'5 % of the
sugar market in the Community.
Secondly 
- 
and Mr Martens made this point very
clearly in his statement 
- 
at the present time, isoglu-
cose can be used only in place of liquid sugar because
the crystallization process is not yet perfected. At the
present time, however, liquid sugar accounts for only
700 000 tonnes, 
- 
that is 5-6 % of the sugar market.
As things stand, therfore, we do not think that the
share of isoglucose can amount to any more.
It is important that glucose production be held at a
percentage that cannot disrupt the market. It is always
difficult to give precise figures in this connection, but
it seems to us that if the percentage of the total suSar
market accounted for by glucose stays at about 5-6 7o
the negative effects described by Mr Martens will be
limited. I put forward this assessment purely for the
record. It is not the result of any detailed study, but I
felt it would be useful, on the one hand, to agree that
it is a worrying problem but, on the other, to situate it
in the overall context in order to reduce it to its true
proportions.
To sub-paragraph (a) of item 2, I cannot give any
precise answer because this is one of the subiects of
the discussion being held in Brussels on all these ques-
tions. Later, we shall be happy to give Mr Martens
further information, either in the Committee on Agri-
culture or to him personally, but we have not yet
concluded our internal discussions.
fu to the other questions, regarding the assurance that
this production should not distort competition or
create marketing problems, I can tell you that we
share your .on.Ln that there should be no dist6rtion
effects. \7e believe 
- 
and have already decided 
-that national or Community aid to factories producing
isoglucose should be prohibited and that it is essen-
tial, if this is to produce results, for excise duties and
VAT to be harmonized ; otherwise, for the reasons
that have been given, distortions will occur. Put more
technically, this means that we shall ask Member
States, under Article 93 (3) not to give assistance of
this kind and, under the same article and paragraph,
we shall not authorize proiects of this type notified to
the Commission under Article 93 of the Treaty.
fu Mr Martens knows, the Commission has already
decided to abolish refunds for the production of
isomeroses as from I August 1977.
These, Mr President 
- 
and I have been as specific as
I can be at this time when the whole of the problem
is being discussed in the Commission 
- 
are some
practical measures illustrating the Commission's phil-
osophy as it stands which go a long way, I believe,
towards answering the questions raised by the honour-
able Member.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martens.
Mr Martens. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, allow me to
thank the Commissioner sincerely for his reply. I
would, however, like to put two further questions to
him. One is the problem of the excise duty levied in
only 4 Member States, if I am not mistaken, causing a
certain distortion in competition between those four
Member States and the others. !7e therefore ask that
these duties be abolished.
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The second problem relates to the customs tariff' Is
the intention to harmonize the customs tarifh in the
two cases where sugar is basically concerned ? I would
be grateful to Mr Davignon if he could give a paitivr
answer to this question as well.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Devignon, mcmbt of the Commission. 
- 
(F) lt
is indeed true, Mr President, that we take the same
view as Mr Martens on the first question regarding
excise duties. It is absolutely essential to harmonize
excise duties and to Prevent them causing distortion'
Ve shall therefore take action along those lines'
The second item raises the difficulty I have iust
referred to. It is difficult for us to give you an exact
answer on the customs tariff question, because that
means first of all giving you an answer on the
problem of market organization. I am quite prepared,
.t you know, to accept the question; I accept the
concem you feel, but I cannot give you a more
specific answer on the method purely because this
depends on the answer we find to the gene.ral market
organization problem, and that is being,discussed at
thi present moment. Mr Martens will therefore not
have long to wait before hearing our suSSestions as to
the reethod ; but as to the principle, the answer is yes'
President. 
- 
The item is closed.
12. lWembcrshiq of committees
President. 
- 
I have received from the Christian-
Democratic Group a request for the appointment of
- 
Mr Schyns as a member of the Committee on
Budgets, the Committee on Social Affairs, Employ-
meni and Education and the Committee on Regional
Policy, Regionat Planning and Transport; and
- 
Mr L'Estrange as a membcr of the committee on
External Economic Relations and the Delegation to
the Joint Parliamentary Committee of the EEC-
Greece Association.
Are there any obiections ?
These appointments are ratified.
13. Dates of tbc ncxt part'sessiott
President. There are not other items on the agenda. I
thank the representatives of both Council and
Commission for their contributions to our debates'
The enlarged Bureau proPoses that our next sittinp
be held ai Strasbourg during the week from 7 to I I
March 1977.
Are there any obiections ?
Thet ic agrcod.
14. Adioumntent of tbe sestion
President. 
- 
I declare the sesoion of tLe troprt
Parliament adiourned.
15. APProoal of tbc minutes
President. 
- 
Rule 17 (2'1 of the Rules of Procedure
requires me to lay before Parliament, for its approval,
the minutes of proceedings of this sitting, which vere
written during the debates.
Are there are comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
The sitting is closed.
(The sittitrg was closed at 10.5) a.m)


